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ers yet to be announced—will make any
his is the story of the tiger wagging
its tail. It is also the story of atail try- fixed audio standard irrelevant.
Even though they're decidedly lo-fi at
ing to wag its tiger...
this point, the plethora of audio formats
We've all noticed that the computer inavailable to anyone using the Internet is an
dustry, not content with conquering busiexample of the future potential. Some
ness, industry, and Hollywood, has set its
would call it astandards nightmare, but
sights on the final frontier: the average
others prefer to revel in the rich opportufamily home. Don't think for amoment
nities for niche markets.
that the computer moguls are hoping
you'll buy aTV with computerlike enhancements. The real goal is for everyone
to buy acomputer (or three) to watch TV
For the first time
on. In fact, PCs exceeded shipments of
in history,
TVs in the third quarter of 1996, and have
now invaded 40% of US households.
high-end audio
What has any of this got to do with
high-end audio?
has achance to create
First we have to realize that, in the
computer universe, audio of any stripe is a
its own standards
minor feature. Closer to home, in recent
months we've all seen "Home Theater"
from scratch.
change more than one high-end audio
manufacturer's focus.
Second, high-end audio has historically
But let's not misunderstand what this is
been the "perfected" or "carried-to-thereally all about. Consumers are not interextreme" result of whatever mass-market
ested in listening to digital audio streams
format has already been created and
because they're on a computer — conadopted. As goes Sony, so goes the audio
sumers are driven toward whatever brings
industry.
what they want to see and hear into their
But change is certainly afoot. Comhomes. If Liquid Audio has its way,' in no
puter/entertainment systems will gain
time you'll be downloading albums directmore ground in the typical home, and auly from independent and major labels at
dio and video software will stream in from
CD sampling rates into your computer.
unfamiliar places. High-end audio will
And if the music you want can only be purthen increasingly focus on finding better
chased online...
ways to make music from computerRight now the recording industry is
based systems. This will not only involve
migrating toward higher-resolution digital.
the challenges posed by creating greatForward-thinking studios are looking at
sounding digital PC hardware, but also the
and investing in 24-bit/96kHz recording
perfection of the datastream and its atboth as an audio standard to create highertendant software.
quality archival materials for an uncertain
Realistically, this won't happen overfuture.
night, or even by the end of the century.
And for the first time in history, highRather, this is an observation as to which
end audio has achance to start creating its
direction is downstream, where the water
own standards from scratch. If arecord
will inevitably flow regardless of small dicompany no longer has to ship asingleversions or the efforts of afew with woodformat product such as aCD, but can creen buckets. Gravity (the will of the marate multiformat DVDs — or, better yet,
ket) will inexorably take over. This tiger is
download apiece of music at data rates set
wagging its tail.
However, the flexibility inherent in a by the customer — digital formats can better reflect the actual State of the Art instead
computer-based system for processing
of auniversal standard that was fossilized
multiple data formats is where the extreme
in 1980.
audio action will be. Already the DVD is
One of the primary reasons we still
being endowed with the ability to store a
have the 16-bit/44.1kHz CD standard in
variety of audio and video standards, even
the High End is the need for alarge,
on the same disc. But DVD is atransitionestablished market before arecord compaal medium. New ways to channel bits into
ny will release software in anew (or better)
and around the home — such as FireWire
format. But the future should allow highand cable/fiber modems, or satellite serend audio to tailor acomputer-based muftivices such as Hughes's DirecPC, and othStereophile, April 1997

format approach to its advantage. This
could be the beginning of awhole new
era in which the audio tweak is continually coddled with real technology upgrades, both in software and hardware.
Higher-resolution signals, and even data
encode/decode methods such as future
forms of HDCD11 or DTS, could be assimilated by the perfectionist market
much more quickly and completely.
Implied in this scenario is that audio
hardware manufacturers may have fewer
digital "boxes" to sell us as more of the
upgrade path is software-based — expect
some resistance from those who have the
wrong strengths for succeeding in the
future high-end world. There will be
grand opportunities, however, for the
companies that see the advantages of
working in the new environment. Perhaps the pursuit of extreme audio will inspire ahigh-end home-computer market
to successfully develop.
For aglimpse of the potential benefit
for the audiophile, look toward the proaudio world. Witness how Digidesign,2 a
rapidly growing Palo Alto company, has
created hardware, software, and — most
important — its TDM plug-in architecture. Like the Sonic Solutions digital
audio workstation, Digidesign hardware
slips into and connects to aMac PC, hotrodding the onboard audio capabilities.
But unlike Sonic Solutions, the TDM
standard supports third-party software
developers who create programs, and
occasionally hardware, that manipulate
the signal in the computer.
Imagine running a software roomcorrection DSP plug-in, or a speaker
optimization program. How about acustom noise-reduction plug-in to rid lo-fi
sources of unwanted defects? New surround formats could be uploaded as
plug-ins as well as simulated acoustic
environments. And, just as in the proaudio world, plug-in simulations of different tubed equipment could be created
to soften the binary bite! The possibilities
are endless.
In the end, the high-end audio enthusiast may have achance to continually
redefine the optimum standard for playing and enjoying music, without having
to check with Sony first ... truly acase of
the tail wagging the tiger.

1www.hquidaudio.com
2www.digidesign.com
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You Need More
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Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one video or audio component to another, or from amplifiers to
speakers. But, for a great viewing or listening experience, with sharper, more lifelike pictures and richer, more
musical sound, you need more than just cable. Ordinary video and audio cables, even "high-end" types, can
alter critical signal timings and phase relationships, irreversibly degrading picture and sound quality.
That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables, creating a new
category of components called Interfaces. MIT's fundamental patents in high-performance cable design mean
that only MIT can bring you Interfaces scientifically designed to eliminate the non-linearities and distortions
caused by other, ordinary cables, no matter how expensive they may be.
If you watch and listen for the subtleties of picture and sound quality that are the hallmarks of great viewing and
listening experiences, you need MIT's Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces. The hard science behind
MIT's remarkably affordable Interfaces reveals the full potential of your high performance home theater system.
Until you use MIT Interfaces, you'll never know just how good your system can be.

Patented MIT Terminator Network
MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's performance superiority. They enable MIT's Home
Theater Terminator System interconnects and speaker cables to deliver sharper, clearer, more
lifelike pictures and to provide better bass, clearer midrange and smoother treble sound,
with enhanced sonic focus, imaging, and soundstaging.
MITS fundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects
and speaker cables can transmit all of the picture and sound quality that your video
and audio program sources and system components are able to deliver.

New RCA connector
MIT's Home Theater Terminator System interconnects feature new
high-performance RCA-type connectors These machined, goldplated connectors feature bifurcated center-contact pins and multi-

iconn" interchangeable
connector system

contact shield connections for unimpeachable signal Integrity . They
properly match the cable for highly efficient energy transfer and out-

MIT's exclusive iconn

standing picture and sound quality.

ker cable connections is so

innovative, it has a patent pending, and every Home Theater
Terminator System speaker cable has it. Thanks to iconn's five
interchangeable connector types, you'll always have the right
connector to fit the terminals on your amplifier and your speakers.

With MIT Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces starting at lust 629.85

Iconn's gold-plated connectors assure ultra-low contact resistance

technology can Improve the performance any system.

and contamlnation-free connections for best sound quality.

(MITenninator 6, not shown), MIT's remarkably affordable Terminator

Why MIT Home Theater Terminator System
Interfaces perform better
MITerminator 2
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Superior Final Energy Component
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111 typical high-end cable
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Cables transmit most of the audio signal energy passing through them directly to the next component or to the speakers. They also briefly store and then release small amounts of energy that
have huge effects on sound quality. MIT calls this stored and released energy the Final Energy
Component. As shown in this representative plot of speaker cables (which are normalized to 1
Joule for clarity), the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12-gauge "zip cord" and atypical highend cable is non-linear — It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably
causes distortion and the loss of both tonality and image integrity.
MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outstanding
electrical characteristics dramatically improves their overall signal quality. By employing the
patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times,
nonlinearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final Energy Component is amajor
factor in the superb signal quality of Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces.

Superior Efficiency

MITerminator 2

MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio signals'
voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain perfect phase relationships, all of

op cord
typIcal high-end cable
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100%

the signals' Final Energy Component transfers to the next component or to the speaker with
100% efficiency. Ordinary cables' nonlinearities make them much less efficient at low
frequencies than at high frequencies, as shown for "zip cord" and for an ordinary high-end
speaker cable. The sonic results are noise, distortion, loss of image quality, and excessively
"bright" treble sound.
As you can see from the plot, MIT's patented Terminator Networks give the Home Theater
Terminator System Interfaces ahuge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low-frequency
efficiency and "flattening - the overall curve. This means that MIT Interfaces deliver far more
accurate picture and sound quality, with lower noise than ordinary cables can. Although the
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plot shows speaker cables, the results also apply to audio interconnects.
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Superior Imaging
Three-dimensional graphics of atypical listening room represent the sonic image quality produced by three different speaker cables. The blue, red and yellow areas
indicate the image size, while the musical notes represents the quality of image focus.
The blue area produced by ordinary 12-gauge cable is tiny, indicating asmall overall image, and the blurry note indicates that the image is unfocused and poorly defined.
The result is aconstricted, unconvincing image lacking breadth, depth and life.
The red area produced by atypical "high-end" cable is larger, but is still too small to create aconvincing, lifelike soundstage. The blurry note indicates poor image focus

r

within the larger, but still small image area. The result is asomewhat larger image that only makes the lack of focus and definition more obvious and disappointing.
The yellow area produced by the MITerminator 2is convincingly large. with the breadth and depth to create alifelike
soundstage. The sharp, clear note indicates solid image definition and focus throughout the audio spectrum. The superior
Final Energy Component and Efficiency
provided by MIT's Home Theater Terminator
System technology deliver natural, tightly
focused and solid images that preserve the
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integrity of the sonic event. Only MIT's
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patented Terminator technology can achieve
this level of performance in your system.
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Experience the improvements of MIT's Home Theater
Terminator System Interfaces in your system!
Most MIT retailers offer arisk-free home trial program. Call 916-888-0394 for the location of your nearest MIT dealer.
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Electronics Show, held last Jamiary in Las I4gas, Ws Phillips,
Michael Freiner, Robert Harley, Richard J. Rosen, and Lonnie
Brownell riper Oil anal% digital, and loudspeakers.
Recommended Components
Fully revised! The distilled wisdom ofStcreophile's writers and
editors, with over 500 of the best components described and rated.
Adams at 50
Daniel Buckley finds John Adams, one of America's leading
living composers, casting awry eye upon his career and the state
of American musk.
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[Recommended Components]
We would like to recommend Cary tube amplification that could make your
present Hi -Fi system athing of the past...

CAD-211
250

Watt/Channel Class A/B

Pure Triode Mono Blocks

We recommend that your amplifier be apowerful push/pull triode, pentode or ultra linear Cary tube amplifier...
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Watt/Channel

Class A/AB Mono Blocks

INTRODUCING THE
SONY DVP -S7000
R EFERENCE STANDARD
CD/DVD PLAYER

THE SONY DVPS7000 INCORPORATES EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY AND
FEATURES THAT PROVIDE DEFINITIVE DVD AND CD PERFORMANCE.
BUT WHAT ELSE WOULD YOU EXPECT FROM THE COMPANY THAT
DEMONSTRATED THE FIRST PROTOTYPE DVD PLAYER.

VIDEO:

AUDIO:

SONY MPEG-2 DECODER LSI assures accurate MPEG-2 decompression.

CURRENT PULSE DIA CONVERSION I
OW distortion current-source converter,
for greater precision and immunity from voltage fluctuations.

10-Brr VIDEO DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER minimizes digital artifacts for video
that's closer to the original master.

FULL FEED FORWARD DiGrrAL FILTER reduces requantization noise by using
3-stage 8x oversampling, 45-bit internal processing and 20-bit outputs.

SMOOTH SCANT" PtcruRE SEARC,H with 32-bit RISC microprocessor, for superior
icture quality in High Speed, Slow Motion and Frame-by-Frame mode.
MIME

.11. •I

11110411511
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DOLBY' DIGITAL (AC-3) COMPATIBILITY with Sony's SDP-EP9ES 24-Bit decoder (optional)
that features exclusive digital cinema soundfields and bass redirection functions.

•UALIZATION with custom memory settings.

IGrr,AL VIDEO

DYNAMIC RANGE CONTROL for adjusting audio dynamic range level.

-

VIDEO NOISE REDUCTION

"

COMPONENT VIDEO OUTPUT ins
with compatible video mom

COAXIAL OR OvricAt DiGrrAL AUDIO Ourptsrs for use with DSP
components and outboard DIA converters.

uality

,Poe
«DV D/C

SONY

VIDEO CD

DIGITAL VIDEO NOISE REDUCTION /CURRENT PULSE D/A CONVERTER
OPEN/CLOSE
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DVP-S7000

CONSTRUCTION:

M ULTIPLE PLAYBACK M ODES include Freeze Frame, Frame Advance, Slow
Motion (at 1/10 and 1/5 speeds) and Smooth Scan (at 2X, 10X and 30X
speeds), in either direction.

DUAL DISCRETCOPTICAL PICKUP with separate laser diodes assures
compatibility with DVD, CD, Video CD and CD-R. Also eliminates lens
switching and reduces laser wear.

ON-SCREEN DISPLAY M ENUS simplify player operation.

ALUMINUM FRONT PANEL/ANTI-RESONANCE TOP PLATE resist air-borne vibration.

A/V CALENDAR DISPLAY confirms DVD chapter and Cl) track selections.

BuLK M OLDING COMPOUND

BIT- RATE M ETER monitors average video bit-rate level.

LOW-RESONANCE HONEYCOMB CONSTRUCTION WITH OFF-CENTER I
SOLATING FEET

MIXIMILUM111111 u
MOO 011111/
ii/41 ,41 1111,1
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CHASSIS suppresses mechanical vibration.

IN THE LINE OF FIRE

FLY AWAY HOME

A New Type of Digital Media
As the original CD created arevolution in audio, DVD is destined to set new
standards for both home video and multimedia.
Nearly 133 minutes of full-motion video on asingle-sided disc
Picture quality that approaches the "D-1" (CCIR-601) studio
production standard
Over 500 lines of horizontal picture resolution
Choice of PCM stereo sound or Dolby Digital (AC-3) multichannel surround sound
Supports letterbox, pan and scan or 16 x 9 formats
Features up to 8 language soundtracks and 32 subtitles
DVD will also support other new creative applications in the future:
The ability to view scenes shot at multiple camera angles
Dual layer, single-sided discs that provide more than 12 times
the capacity of current CDs

A TOTAL

Recordable, rewriteable and high definition media

Looks Can Be Deceiving
Nearly every aspect of CD has been redefined or reinvented to achieve

SYSTEM

DVD's remarkable increase in data capacity and density. These include
smaller pit dimensions, amore closely-spaced track (finer "track pitch") and
ashorter wavelength laser.

A PPROACH

What's Familiar:
ILike CD, DVD is 120 mm (4.72 inches) in diameter and
1.2 inm thick
ILike CD, DVD offers instant random access that no tape
format can match
Like CD, DVD is highly durable and tolerant of dirt, dust
and fingerprints

What's New:
DVD can hold 4.7 gigabytes of data per layer (compared
to 680 megabytes of data on aCD)
For even greater storage capacity, DVD offers dual-layer
and double-sided disc options
Each DVD disc is composed of two 0.6 mm substrates
that have been bonded together to improve rigidity

Clearly, DVD poses new challenges for optical disc technology Yet one
TONY BENNETT UNPLUGGED

player has been specifically designed to deliver the maximum performance
possible from both DVD and CD.

SESAME

STREET'S

25TH

BIRTHDAY

At Sony, our approach to DVD extends beyond hardware, to include

By creating the Compact Disc standard—as well as virtually every innovation

practically every division of our corporation.

in home, car and portable player design—the history of CD has been virtually
written by one company: Sony.

During the coming year, Columbia TriStar Home Video will offer an
extensive range of its best titles on DVD. These releases will include
blockbusters such as "Jumanji,""In the Line of Fire" and "Legends of
the Fall:" classics such as "Close Encounters of the Third Kind-The
Special Edition" and "Taxi Driver;" as well as recent hits such as "Fly
Away Home" and "Matilda."
Additionally, Columbia Home Video will release the full-length DVD
version of the MTV performance "Tony Bennett Unplugged: The
Video."And Sony Music Video will introduce titles like "Street Fighter

THE H ISTORY

H-The Animated Movie,""Odyssey Into the Mind's Eye" and "Beavis
and Butt-Head's The Final Judgment "And Sony Wonder is offering
"Sesame Street's 25th Birthday: A Musical Celebration!"

OF CD IS THE

But that's not all. Sony has also established DVD
authoring centers in Japan, as well as at Sony
Picture's Culver City Studios.

FUTURE OF

The new Sony Pictures DVD Authoring Center
is fully engineered to maximize production
efficiency. It features individual stations for

DVD

MPEG video compression—multiplexing—
subtitling—and Dolby Digital encoding— as
well as for quality control assurance and
telecine film transfer.
And when it comes to mastering and
replication, Sony Disc Manufacturing's

From the beginning, our Compact Disc strategy was based upon a fully

reputation for quality and service, is second

integrated approach to CD technology. Now Sony is poised to lead the most

to none. Since establishing the world's first

significant advancement of all—the extension of CD into the new DVD format.

CD mass production facility in 1982, the
total output from our 11 CD plants worldwidc
•

has reached 4 billion discs!

Identical to CD in shape and size, but with amuch greater storage capacity—
Already, DVD manufacturing is underway in

DVD has been specifically designed to serve as the foundation for an entirely
new generation of products.

b.

Japan and is scheduled to begin at our DADC
facility in Terre Haute, Indiana. Both facilities
provide fully integrated DVD production,

And as you would expect, Sony is committed to delivering nothing less than
the ultimate DVD experience.

utilizing the latest Sony Solo-Line Replicator.

,

SONY
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ALTHOUGH THE

Dv') STANDARD IS SUPPORTED BY

THE TECHNOLOGY WAS ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED BY SONY,
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We recommend aCary tube amplifier for your family's musical gatherings...
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We recommend you invite friends and put all decisions and discussions on
lold and listen to Cary tube amplification...
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SLI-50
3o Watt/Channel
Integrated Amplifier

'lay we also recommend the appropriately authorized Cary Audio Design
lealer? Just call us, We recommend it!

1M-too
oo Watt/Channel Class A/AB
lono Blocks.

The Signature of Vacuum Tube Audio...

CARY
dhidio 6Design
in-A Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel: 919-481- 4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828

The Spectacular Sound
of Paradigm Reference!
"Phenomenal...Highly Recommended!"
-Don Keele, Audio Magazine

-

Hirsch, Stereo Review

tri

-Greg Pew, Audio Adventure

"Extraordinary...Bravo Paradigm!
Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide

"Stunning...Too Good To Be Truer
-Ernie Fisher, biner Liu Report

"Among the Best IHave Heard.

-Kenneth Duke, Sensible Sound

tl
j ith years of design expertise and astate-of-the-art in-house R&D
facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the
world's finest speakers, regardless of cost! The result is Paradigm
Reference...electrifying and eminently satisfying high-end speaker systems that
bring you closer than ever to the live event!
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And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of music,
it is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially now with
the arrival of digital AC-3.
We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer and
experience this astonishing new reference standard in music and home theater
sound for yourself!
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LETTER

more had 20-bit masters. Those under
16-bits had 2-bit masters. Fact: The
Turds made recordings by hand long
before anyone came up with digital recording. Fact: Every note written by
Chopin, Szymanowski, Baird, Moniuszko, Boleslaw Szabelski, etc., has been recorded and manufactured in the finest
Turd pressing plants in authentic performances, some more polished than others.
If you had read Steve Martin's poetry/prose book, Cruel Shoes (Putnam),
you would not have made your misguided statement. Admittedly, Turds have
faced considerable distinct problems integrating with some societies. NevertheA cruel misunderstanding
less, in their homeland, every Turd can
Editor:
Could anyone reasonably interpret your proudly say, "I'm aTurd," as Steve says.
He might have said, "a polished Turd,"
comment in February's "As We See h"
—"As Chip Stern said in last month's for there are many. We are also warned
that the ones to fear arc the "Dopes."
review of the Mesa Baron amplifier,
Ihighly recommend that you beg,
'You can't polish a turd'." — to mean
that Mr. Stern described the Baron as a borrow, or buy acopy of Cruel Shoes.
turd?
Brian Clarke then, you'll never know how excruciatBarbados, West Indies ing it is for aTurd, far from his homeland, to walk amile in them.
yoda@Caribsteom
Larry Bogue
Old Orchard Beach, ME
Sorry to spread a misunderstanding Mr.
Clarke sisares with Mesa Ettgineditto's Randall Smith. No, Chip Stem was not referring You've gone too far...
to the Baron ampli/ter as a"turd." Radler, he Editor:
Ifeel compelled to share astrange thing
was referring to the fact that, while it is possible/or the human brain to "tune out" muds of that happened to me. The February
what is goitto wroltz in reproduced musk, it Stereophile had arrived and Ihad settled
down to read it when my 19-month-old
still needs to be presented with sound with
some semblance of quality /in- the music to daughter Austyn pattered into the
room. She pointed at the stereo and said,
transcend the limitations ofthe recording/playback process. Hence the justeation /or the
existence of the lugh-aul audio industry.
Otherwise, We might as well all be lima:iv to
Letters to the Editor should be sent to The
boomboxes.
JA
Editor, Stereophik, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM

Fried in snake oil?
Editor:
So I'm making baked beans last night,
and come across this on p.100 of Rival
Crock-Pot Cooking (Golden Press, 1975):
"Cooking with dried beans can be
tricky, even in aCrock-Pot. The minerals in the water and variations in voltage
affect different types of beans in different ways." (my italics)
If this isn't an endorsement for
powerline conditioners, Idon't know
what is.
Grow Fedchak
Boonville, NY

Cruel shoes
Editor:
John Aticinson's otherwise excellent "As
We See It" in February had one big
flaw: his Chip Stern quotation, "You can't
polish aturd." Sorry, Messrs. Atkinson
and Stern: You are both wrong. Poland
and Turdsmania shared acommon border for many years, and the Turds digested tons of scientific and artistic knowledge from the Polish, which they infused
into their own society This includes extensive Audiophile information.
It is aknown fact that all Turd dogs
used for testing who bit 16 times or
Stereophile, April 1997

87502-5529. Fax: (505) 983-6327 E-mail: John
Atkinson, 74472255@Compuserve.com or
Stereophile, 288-3236@McimaiLcom .If you
have problems with your subscription, address
your e-mail to Molly Crenshaw at 103230.635
@Compuserve.com .
We regret that resources do
not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about specific
equipment purchases. We are also unable to take
telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't have
time to do it anyway! Although all letters are read
and noted, only those of general interest are
selected for publication. Please note, however,
that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address more
than one topic. All cohispondents should include
their runic., address, and adaytime telephone
number.

"She-de, she-de!" My wife told her to
pick out aCD and we would listen to it.
Austyn picked out Beethoven's Fifth.
(Quite unusual, since she is a devout
Mahler fan.) Well, things got even more
unusual after that. Iwas not sitting in my
usual "sweet pit" (my futon has apit
right in the center where Iusually sit),
the recording was a poor one, Iwas
reading the February issue, and Austyn
was dancing around in front of the
speakers. However, with no concern for
what was aless than ideal listening environment, Ienjoyed the music. Strange
indeed.
When the disc had finished and little
Austyn was in bed, Iplaced Zappa's 7/1c
Yellow Shark in the transport and settled
into the "sweet pit" for some quality listening. Then it happened just as it
almost always does: The dreaded critical
listening monster reared his ugly head.
The refrigerator is buzzing again ... my
wife is banging around in the kitchen...
is the balance off again? ... maybe I'm
losing my hearing in my right ear from
too much time on the phone at work ...
etc. Ilooked up. Wow, track five —I
hadn't heard the first four.
Ihate it when this happens. Earlier
that night Ihad passed Lisa Astor's February column to my wife to read.
"Aren't you lucky that I'm not like
that?" Iasked her. She laughed through
the whole thing; she had also enjoyed
Lisa's previous installment. Oh no,
maybe Iam just like that!
How many of us are just like this? I
sometimes look back to my college days,
when the value of my music collection
far exceeded the value of my equipment.
Ichased the music, not the equipment.
The whole reason Igot involved in this
hobby was because of a love for the
music. When CDs came out Iwas happy
because there was one less thing to get in
the way of my musical enjoyment. I
always hated the way an album sounded
after the second or third playing, and
appreciated the fact that aCD sounded
the same every time it was played.
Recently, Michael Fremer has spoiled
that whole idea. You mean that my
'table wasn't set up properly? What's
this — you can actually cleats the vinyl? I
even had this strange dream: It looked
like one of those old '50s sci-fi horror
1I

Dual Monaural
Power Amplifier

It is an essential part of accurate music reproduction. However,
brute force alone cannot hope to convey the passion and excitement of an original performance. The
Mark Levinson N°333 dual monaural power amplifier possesses asophisticated strength capable of
delivering asonic presentation that is at once accurate, vivid and emotionally engaging. Conservatively
rated at 300 watts per channel, its strength is derived from an innovative design employing two separate
power supplies, balanced circuit topologies and acontinuously variable adaptive biasing scheme.
You'll be astonished by the ease with which it transports you to anew level of musical enjoyment.
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Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
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above or visit us on the Internet at httpl/www.madrigal.com
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movies, black and white and all of these
weird camera angles. Iwas comparing
digital to analog. There was aflash of
lightning and aclap of thunder. Iswung
my head up, and instead of shouting, "It's
Alive!" Ishouted —"Fremer's Right!" I
awoke in acold sweat and began composing aletter: "You people have gone
too far this time, invading my dreams!
Cancel my subscription!"
So what is the point? My daughter
knows. She enjoys the music and knows
what she likes: Mahler makes her
dance, Primus chases her from the
room. She knows nothing about sound
quality or the proper equipment setup,
she just enjoys the experience. One
night Icame home with acopy of aCD
that amember of my church had recorded —a tribute to Nat King Cole.
The performance was great but the recording was lousy. My wife and daughter and Idanced to every song. We
laughed and had agreat time.
Don't give up on the quest for the
perfect system, but don't forget to stop
and enjoy the music. And all of you
who are so uptight that you have to cancel your subscriptions for whatever reason: Lighten Up, Shut Up, and Listen
To The Music! Please, enjoy and have
fun. But please do keep writing to
Stereophile to complain; Ifind it quite
amusing.
Toni Hastings
Palm Bay, FL
Recording theory...
Editor:
Your description in the January issue
(Vo120 No.1, pp.91-105) of combining
four microphone signals in recording
Stereophile's Serenade CD raises some interesting issues and questions. Your article focuses on the alignment in time of
all four discrete channels, aligning them
in the digital editing process via transients generated by a"clapper board" at
stage center.
Ibelieve it has been common practice in the augmentation of "purist"
two-microphone classical recording to
space two "ambience" microphones on
either side and generally behind the primary stereo pair to invoke the Precedence Effect. This is apsychoacoustic
phenomenon by which the brain localizes sounds based upon the initial transient arrivals at the two ears. Accordingly, the quality of localization asked of
the front (ORTF) stereo pair is said to
benefit by having the ambience microphone signals delayed by some number
of milliseconds so that the direct transient signals naturally mixed in with the
ambience pickup have reduced influStereophile, April 1997

ence on the imaging process preferably
defined by the stereo pair.
An examination of your microphone
placements, as given by the diagrams in
your article, suggests that the direct air
path from, say, the left-most microphone
to the left-side instruments may be less
than the direct air path from the center
stereo pair to those left-side instruments
(the same argument should also be true
for the right-side instruments).
Further, the delays invoked in your
"time alignment" of the outboard microphones to the stereo pair for acenterline source (which necessarily delays
the center stereo pair of signals relative
to the outboard omni signals) further
reinforces the early reception of the leftmost and right-most microphone channels of the left-side and right-side instruments, respectively, relative to the
reception by the center stereo pair of
these outboard instruments. Accordingly,
the spatial presentation of the recording
would seem to be highly influenced by
the early left and right omni microphone
signals in the recording.
Accordingly, this arrangement seems
to represent a classic, widely spaced
four-microphone pickup, not a"purist"
two-microphone stereo recording with
ambience support for "bloom," which
seems to be your implied desire.
The fact that you found it desirable to
roll-off the high end of the omnis might
be interpreted as astep taken to correct
for the aggressive spatial presentation
su 14
1ested above. With properly located
ambience microphones, a slight high
frequency rolloff might be looked upon
as an insightful compensation to reflect
the natural attenuation of high frequencies in the reverberant sounds (ambience)
due to the long path lengths of reflected
energy from the boundaries of the room.
In summary, it seems that you have
made aconscious decision in this instance to time-align all microphones relative to the featured instrument. What
happens to the other instruments, or
when there is no featured instrument?
What "clicks in" upon time-alignment?
The more one reads this interesting article, the more questions arise!
The above comments are offered not
as criticism of Serenade, which Ihave not
yet heard, but as an attempt to help clarify what you actually did vs the impressions left by the article as to what you
intended to do!
John VBouyoucos
Pittsford, NY
... and results
Editor:
This is apostscript to my letter regard-

ing Stereophile's Serenade CD. Having
now heard the recording, my summary
reaction is Bravo! In many respects this is
alandmark CD in chamber-music recording. In the Dvorák Serenade Ifound
the width and depth of the soundstage
exceptional. Instruments at the far sides
of the stage are as clearly and uniformly
defined in their respective spaces as are
those more centrally located. This recording, in particular, seems to demonstrate the benefits of afour-microphone
process with amodest-sized chambermusic ensemble. The result is nearly
holographic. Perhaps you are in the process of defining the "purist" four-microphone technique!
What all this has to do with your
time-alignment of the microphone signals to acenterline of the stage remains
unclear. Perhaps you will be able to clarify your perception of the physical/
psychoacoustic issues involved.
John VBouyoucos
Pittsford, NY
Ido not have the space here to expand much
on my on:ginal discussion in January. Suffice it
to say that, rather than add conventional "ambience" mikes to amain pair, Iwas following
asuggestion made by the late Michael Gerzon
at an AES Convention back in 1987 that an
ideal "purist" microphone technique would be
to combine the amplitude-stereo imaging ofcoincidentfigure-8 mikes in the upper midrange
and treble with the time-stereo imaging of
spaced omnis in the lower midrange and bass,
thus mimicking the way the ear/brain perceives soundsourre direction. It is true that you
can only achieve precise time-alignment for
centrally placed soundsources, the deerence between the two separate stereo images increasing
the farther to one side asource was. But by
careful choice of mike separation, balance and
equalization ofthe omnis, Ihad hoped to minimize any spatial disparities.
Iam glad youfound our efforts worthwhile
Mr. Bouyoucos. Those interested can obtain a
copy ofSerenade, tvhich includes the Brahms
Horn Trio and aMozart Flute Quart« in
addition to the Dvorák Serenade for Wind
Instruments, by calling (800) 358-6274. It
costs $15.95 plus $3.50 SE.71-1. However, these
are live recordings, tvhich means that you can
detect the occasional presence ofan enthusiastic
Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival audience
— as pointed out by Mr. Hoffman in the next
letter.
—JA
Do we want recorded truth?
Editor:
Ihave just received my recording of
Stereophile's latest CD, Serenade, and
after several hearings Imust ask the
question: Is it possible (or desirable) to
13
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capture the live event?
My wife and Iare very familiar with
the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival. It
is always one of the highlights of our
summer to spend afew days in Taos or
Santa Fe and attend several of the concerts — even better, to come inside the
hall during the afternoon to sit and listen
to the rehearsals. What asanctuary from
the hustle and bustle of the Plaza!
Irelate this to confirm my firsthand
experience with the recording venue. I
have always found the St. Francis Auditorium to be awonderful place to experience chamber works. We still talk
about the electric evening afew seasons
back when we sat mesmerized by the
playing of Mendelssohn's Octet! The
experience Ifelt listening to Serettade,
however, was far from mesmerizing. I
found the hall noises, squeaking chairs,
creaking floorboards, and clacking
instrument keys to be completely intrusive. Ihave never heard such adistraction
of noises when sitting in the hall myself.
After reading your recording intentions in the January issue and agreeing
with them, I'm still left with the conclusion that somewhere, somehow, something went very wrong in the recording
process! Ihave never found these sounds
to be intrusive in the hall, but maybe if
one sat among the players one would
experience the same recording perspective that the microphones picked up.
Iwould be interested to hear other
comments, but for now Ithink Iwill be
relying on other recordings of the
Brahms, Mozart, and Dvorák. Hey, this
is my fourth Stereophile recording, and
one bad one out of four isn't too bad in
my book!
David Hoffman
Longmont, CO
Don't trust the letters
Editor:
Before you say', "I said `No more about
CD degaussing," this isn't aletter about
CD degaussing — it's about poor scientific method and bad examples.
Ian McQueen, P.Eng. ("Letters,"
February 1997, p25), says that if you cut
a piece of 4041-T4 aluminum alloy
with ahacksaw, then sweep the filings
into apile, you can make them move
with amagnet, and even pick some up.
He drew the conclusion that aluminum
alloy is magnetizable.
Gee, Ian, which filings were moving
— the ones that came from the hacksaw
blade or the ones that came from the
aluminum? Or perhaps it was only the
aluminum ones that had had asurface
coating of iron oxide deposited by the
heat and pressure of the cutting action?
Stereophile, April 1997

My mom told me never to trust anyone who included their "letters" after
their name when writing aletter to the
editor. Guess she was right.
Greg Botrowman, B.E.E, M.A. (Hotu),
DipEd, Ph.D., O.B.
Sydncy, Australia
.
grtgb@horwitzcom.au
Wide enough?
Editor:
In Larry Greenhill's review of the Totem
Tabù loudspeaker (February '97, p.177),
he says that, "After some listening, Iset
the Tabits 8' apart... and 6' from the sides
[of his room]." This means the room is
20' feet wide. In the box occupying the
bottom half of the same page, however,
he describes his two listening/reviewing
rooms: one is 13' wide and the other is 12'
wide. So where did he review these
speakers? And why would anyone with a
20'-wide listening room be interested in
these small speakers?
Robert Lupp
West Trenton, NJ
70313.42@Compuservecom
Thank you, Mr. Lupp, for such acareful reading of my article! Indeed, the published dimensions do not make any sense, as you point out.
No, my room is not 20' wide. It is 13' wide.
The Tabùs were about 8' apart, and about 30"
from each side wall. As noted in the review, the
Tabtis do sound less analytical in small rooms
than in my large room. Ido recommend them
for average-size rooms.
—LG

from "Recommended Components"
after three years. This is fine, as most
components are upgraded within that
time or are seriously challenged by
newer stuff. But what about components
that remain true to good sound, are not
upgraded, and continue unchanged in
production? Sonus Faber loudspeakers
are acase in point. Shouldn't you do
Follow-Up reviews on such components rather than dropping them from
the list?
Rabid Kale
Rahul@natoleo.po.my
Mr. Symes's suggestion is agood one. Ta
answer his question, we do occasionally publish the complete reviews index in Stereophile, and it is also available as textfiles on a
floppy diskette (see the ad in 'Audio Mart"for
details). To answer Mr. Kales's question, in a
perfect world, yes, we would give regular second listens to classic components. See UN's
Follow-Up on the PSB Stratus Gold loudspeaker elsewhere in this issue, for example.
But it is sadly true that excellent products that
never change tend to be overlooked in favor of
the hot and the new, something that afriend
once reared to as the "Quad Electrostatic phenomenon."
—JA

Ain't that the truth?
Editor:
Finally, after all these years, someone at
Stereophile (Robert Baird) has the cojones
to write (in his new "Aural Robert" column) the indelible truth that the blues is
the original music form, created by
blacks, that gave birth to jazz and rock.
Recommending components
Why is it that so many people seem to
Editor:
forget this most basic of facts? Or are
As well as reading Stereoplsile from cover
they just arrogantly ignorant? The next
to cove4 Iuse the "Recommended Comtime Ihear that Elvis is the true originaponents" issues as areference. However
tor of Rock and Roll Ijust might YAK!
the "Recommended Components" listHowlin' Wolf was roddre way before
ings are getting bigger and more unruly.
Elvis knew what the heck aI-IV-V proSo why not allow equipment to be on the
list for one year only? Then also publish a gression was, and Robert Johnson was
wailing back in 1936 with one guitar
list of all the components that ever
and his voice (not to mention also getappeared on the list with the rating and
ting all the women hopped up on his
the issue(s) in which it was reviewed?
The problem Ihave now is that I musical aphrodisiacs).
Igrew up listening to some of the
can't find the original reviews of older
greatest, most authentic music this side
components after you drop them from
"Recommended Components." Yet of the Mississippi Delta, including
Muddy Waters, Sonny Boy Williamhigh-end equipment seems to go from
hand to hand for many years. Not all of son, Blind Lemon Jefferson, Otis Rush,
us can afford the price of aClass A com- Junior Wells, Buddy Guy, Albert King,
ponent when it's new, but when it Blind Willie McTell — the list goes on
and on. So when Iread acolumn such as
comes on the used market, we are there
waiting.
Peter Symes "Aural Robert," Iam glad to see those
get credit where credit is due. Because,
Montreal, Canada
after 60 years, you'd think people would
Symes@netaxis.qc.ca
finally wake up and smell the "poison."
Thanks, Mr. Baird, for your selfless
Unrecommending components
insight.
Gary Backus
Editor:
Warren, NJ
You have apolicy of dropping products
15

Yes, indeed, it was
Editor:
Inoticed that Barry Willis referred to
Phil Ramone's "wall of sound" recording technique in February's "Records To
Die For" list (p.130). He was correct
that it was someone named Phil who
invented this sound. It was Phil Spector.
Gunnukh Bhatia
gumnikh@en.com
Don't give it up ...
Editor:
Iwas interested to note the resurfacing
of Sam McClain's Give It Up to Love recording (AudioQuest AQ-LPICD1015)
as aJVC XRCD CD in Michael Fremer's review of the Nairn CD 2CD player in February 1997 (p.135).
My son, Lome Entress, was the
drummer in the backup band headed by
Bruce Katz, piano and Hammond B3
organ (along with Kevin Barry, guitar,
and Michael Rivard, bass). Sam was the
guest of Lorne and his wife at their Glastonbury, Connecticut home for several
summer months prior to the October
1993 cutting of the AudioQuest album.
During this period Sam and Lorne
worked diligently on the numbers that
were to be finally included on the disc.
In fact, Lorne contributed to "Give It
Up to Love," "Got to Have Your Love,"
and "I'm Tired of These Blues." "Don't
Turn Back Now" is basically Lorne's
composition. Sam gave him an assist on
the finish.
Richard Lehnert's comments in his
"Recording of the Month" review (October 1993) allude to the impeccability
of the band going along way toward
making this recording asuccess, which
is true. Those creative months prior to
rehearsals, and the eventual recording
session in San Clemente, most assuredly had much to do with the ultimate
success of the album.
This masterpiece has not yet been
included in Stereophiles "Records To Die
For." In my opinion, it should be.
Paul W Entress
South Windsor, CT
Ben, Duke, and Jack at Fargo...
Editor:
Ihave been asubscriber to Stereophile for
many years and always look forward to
"Records To Die For." You can imagine
how startled Iwas when Ibumped into
Chip Stern's choice of Duke Ellington
and his Famous Orchestra, Elmo, North Dakota, November Z1940, and his nice little
write-up (February '97, p.127).
The February 1992 R2D4 listing included Ben Webster at the Renaissance....
16

This stunned me, because Ihad the LP
(Fantasy OJC-390), and it was of very
poor quality. I had bought the CD
(OJCCD-390-2) in case there were
some extra numbers, but since the listings were the same, Ihad never played
it. So Igot out the CD and was startled
by the great sound. They had come
upon astereo tape of the performance
and issued this stunning recording. This
meant alot to me, because Ben and I
had been close personal friends since
Fargo.
In the 1996 "Records To Die For,"
Tom Conrad included an Ellington
issue, All Star Band, on the Red Baron
label for Sony (Signature AGK-39137,
CD; Doctor Jazz WGK-39137, LP). Although producer Bob Thiele listed me
as the recording engineer, it was actually done by Wally Heider. Ihad just
done the master tape for Bob and
Stanley Dance from my dub of adub of
Wally's original tape. So the CD could
have been even better.
Regarding the Fargo discs — they still
play pretty well. At the time, we never
imagined they would be listened to
years later. In the late '30s, the acetates
were anew thing. The phono pickups
were heavy!! And the steel needle would
simply plow out the discs. Ihad given
up on ever hearing the Fargo discs again
in decent quality.
But in the early 1970s Igot into doing
master tapes for LP production, and
learned about getting phono styli of clifferent shapes and sizes. So, with some
elliptical and truncated tips of various
sizes, Iwas able to find areas of the
groove walls that had escaped the plowing of the early days. Imade the best
dubs from the discs that Icould, and
then etched out the ticks and pops, and
you have heard the results. Idid upgrade
several of the selections for the set issued
by Jazz Heritage, but the improvement
is not that great.
Jack 'Towers
Ashton, MD
Samba 2Die 4
Editor:
I found Robert Baird's premises for
"Records To Die For" (February 1997)
quite true. Speaking as someone whose
house did catch fire and who grabbed
his cats and records before getting out, I
can really understand where he's coming from.
Jazz Samba —one of Barry Willis's
choices —now also meets my criteria. I
say "now" because Iam more of aclassical than ajazz listener, but Iam familiar with many of the works done by
classical/jazz guitarist Charlie Byrd. Be-

sides Stan Getz and other fine jazz musicians, Charlie also recorded with classical musicians, including members of
the National Symphony.
But what really caught me on Jazz
Samba, besides the white-hot Brazilian
jazz sound, was the name of the bass
and guitar player — Gene Byrd — who
Iwas not familiar with. However, after
some quick research, I found that
"Gene" is in fact anickname used by
Charlie's brother Joe. Ginny Byrd
(Charlie's departed wife) was asinger,
and both Joe and Ginny recorded with
Charlie. To confuse things further, Ibelieve Joe was once married to someone
named Jean, who also played the bass
and, Ithink, the cello. And in track five
of Jazz Samba ("Samba De Urna Nota
So") Ithink Ihear acello rather than a
bass being bowed! Keter Betts, the
other bass player noted on Jazz Samba,
plays cello on Charlie's Byrd's Word LP
(Riverside RM 448). I'd appreciate any
more light anyone might be able to
shed on this subject.
Long live "Records To Die For."
Anthony D. Baker
Arlington, VA
Problem record reviews?
Editor:
Ihave ahuge problem with Stereophiles
record reviews. On anumber of occasions, Ihave bought an album or aCD
— sorry, Fremer, but get real — based
on an outstanding review appearing in
Stereophile, and have been totally disappointed in my purchase. One recent
example, Carlos Heredia's Gypsy Flamenco on Chesky (Vol.19 No.6, June
1996, p.235), is inferior to Ottmar
Liebert's Nouveau Flamenco.
My advice is to take all music reviews
with agrain of salt, regardless of who
the reviewer is, and try to find astore
with alistening station.
Steven Wolfe
Starrifivd, CT
Why do you review recordings?

I
iii

'j

Iam dismayed by the addition of star
ratings to Stereophiles recordings reviews. Such "systems" are suitable for
none but the least sophisticated readers.
Everyone else knows that arecording is
athing unique, which deserves to be
discussed on its own terms. Surely the
reviewer's tasks are to describe the particular recording as aunique thing; to
relate it to other comparable things (if
any); and, perhaps, to add some personal comments about whatever pleasure
the recording affords. Doing all this is a
very sophisticated endeavor — one that
Stereophile, April 1997

Discover the incredible sound
of patent #4,076,098.

Announcing the new B&W 600 Series.
B&W was the first company to pioneer the use of Kevlar'

resonance and standing waves. Especially in critical mid-

cones in loudspeakers.

range frequencies. So all you hear is pure, uncolored music.

And we've applied our patented technology to some

Add B&W's incomparable metal dome tweeters,

of the world's most respected monitors—the legendary

minimum-diffraction cabinets, and gold-plated, biwired

B&W Matrix 801, the celebrated Silver Signature, and

speaker terminals, and you have the incredible sound

our highly acclaimed THX Home Cinema System.

of patent #4,076,098.

Now B&W brings Kevlar cone technology to afamily

We invite you to audition the new B&W 600 Series

of affordable, high performance loudspeakers. Intro-

ranging from bookshelf to floor standing, center channel

ducing the new B&W 600 Series.

to surround sound, even an active subwoofer. For the

Why does Kevlar make such abig difference in sound
reproduction? Because of its unique properties, this space-

name of a B&W dealer near you, call 508-664-2870.
The difference is easy to see. And even easier to hear.

age, woven material virtually eliminates the effects of

B&W Loudspeakers of America,
54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864
tel 508-664-2870 fax 508-664-4109
Listen and You'll See

Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont
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is mocked by the crude tactic of the star
rating. Its phony aura of measurability
and objectivity has nothing to do with
serious reviewing.
One might defend this rating system
by claiming the precedent of the Class
A-E system Stereophile uses for hardware. However, without particularly
wishing to defend the hardware ratings,
Iwould say that the systems are not
comparable. Hardware is much more
amenable to objective review than
recordings, because all components of a
similar type are trying to do the same
basic thing. All preamps have the same
ultimate goal, as do all tonearms, etc. (I
am not talking about the differences in
design strategy that may lead some
designers to place agreater emphasis on
imaging than on tonal accuracy, etc.)
Thus, the Class system, though imperfect, does provide acrude shorthand
way of relating components to other
components trying to do the same
thing. So there is some validity in describing achieved levels of performance
by means of relative categories.
This is not truc for recordings,
because every recording under the sun
is utterly unique, in its artistic goals no
less than its success in meeting those
goals. So there is no valid basis for relative rating categories for recordings.
Iunderstand that this star system for
recordings is not going to be done away
with so soon after its inception. So let
me make this more temperate plea: Cut
out the "half-star" ratings. A rating system of zero to five stars offers six rating
levels; is that not enough? If these ridiculous "half-stars" arc permitted, that
makes for eleven rating categories. The
sham objectivity of star ratings is bad
enough with six categories; with 11 it is
simply absurd. Michelin, which started
all this star rating business, was content
with four categories (zero through three
stars). Wouldn't that suffice?
Ialso have aproblem with your "Recording of the Month." Stereophile reviews less than 1% of all music recordings released in agiven month. So are we
to suppose that Stereophile is making a
judgment about all the recordings issued
in the world in agiven month? Or that its
so-called "Recording of the Month" is
simply the one deemed the "best" out of
the tiny sample that Stereophile actually
reviews each month? If so, Isubmit that
Stereophile reviews too few recordings to
have license to pronounce anything a
"Recording of the Month." And in either
case, Ifeel that this feature is out of keeping with the otherwise professional tone
of your fine magazine.
Stereophile, April 1997

FranIdy, there is amore fundamental
issue here: Why does Stereophile review
recordings at all? The predominant philosophy of high-end audio is that components are optimally designed for a
single task. In other words, the best possible separate preamp will perform its
tasks better than the preamp stage of
the best possible integrated amplifier.
Can't this analogy be applied to magazines? Why does Stereophile not concentrate on (continuing to) produce the
best audio magazine available?
Idon't particularly object to reading
reviews of recordings in Stereophile. Iam
more interested in software than in
hardware, and thus am always willing to
see if an interesting review is published.
However, it is obvious that Stereophile
cannot publish reviews of arepresentative selection of recordings. We often
hear editorial laments about your inability to review all worthy hardware, but
Stereophile's coverage of recordings is far
more limited. The result is that the coverage of recordings becomes aminor,
secondary feature —a "throw-in" addition to the main function of reviewing
hardware.
To me, this is unsatisfactory. The
enterprise of reviewing the world's
sound recordings is at least as daunting
as reviewing the world's audio components. Why not follow the philosophy
of audio design, and devote all of
your resources to being an audio-only
magazine?
Tim Bell
Chicago, IL
bellt@s1s.libiLus

Stereophile is truly the reference hi-fi
magazine against which other audio
mags are to be judged. Please keep up
the splendid work. Joslyn Michael Willis
London, England
So did he...
Editor:
When Ifirst subscribed to your fine
publication, Inoticed that you often got
"flamed" with subscription cancellations. Although Irecently chose not to
resubscribe, rest assured that Iam appreciative of Stereophile's ability to separate the "good 'uns" from the "bad 'uns,"
thus immensely helping me to assemble
avery pleasing "B"-rated system.
As Ihave redirected the major portion of my expendable income on aPC,
Iwish that Stereophile would start anew
magazine named Gmrputerphile. Please
e-mail for an instant subscription when
you do!
Joseph jLardeo
Salespro I
@juno.com
Wonderful, yes,
but something's missing

Istarted my cover-to-cover reading of
Stereophile with Part II of the Loudspeaker Issue (August 1985, Vol.8
No.4). Although Ido miss some of the
more humorous writing coupled with
the sometimes not-so-slick typesetting
of those days gone by, Stereophile has become avery well-organized, informative, detailed, and, if Imay be so bold,
beautiful-to-look-at magazine. You
seem sincere in your efforts to keep
Stereophik ajournal of high integrity,
Ev adiscussion (fitly Stereophile revitivs re- and Ithink you and your staff should be
cordings, see this issue's 'Mural Robert" cohmm. proud of what you have accomplished
Regarding our "Recorditre of tlw Month," of over the years. Simply put, Iwould like
course this is not meant to be au all-encompass- to thank you and all Stereophile contribingjudgment. However, ive did want to point to utors for working so hard—it is obvione recording each month that no one has to ous to at least one of your readers!
apologize/iv, either on musical or sonic grounds;
Iwould like to make only one sugarecording that, when played ¡iv afriend, will gestion. When Istarted reading Stereoimmediately be heard to have captured souse- phile, it seemed awhole lot more fun
thing special in its grooves or pits.
than it does now. In your efforts to become polished, complete, and authoriHe likes us
tative (which you are), it seems to me
Editor:
that you have lost some of your freshIwanted to write in to say how much I ness — with afew exceptions, that child
in Stereophile has grown up and become
enjoy reading Stereophile.
Ihave just received the January 1997
rather dry. Some of the previous letters
issue, my 15th issue since first subscribing from your readers have suggested that
in November '95. Quite easily, it is the we all try to relax abit and remember
best hi-fi magazine Ihave read to date. In
that this is supposed to be fun (the reaparticular, Ilike the in-depth reviews son we are here at all is because we love
your writers give to audio equipment, music and what it does to us). Would it
and to the ancillaries used with them —
be so bad to regress just enough to let
mainly AC conditioners, equipment sup- some of that fun and enthusiasm show
ports, and cables, all of which can have a a little bit more in your otherwise
marked improvement on sound quality.
estimable editorial? Even at this mature
19

Art meets technolo
Combine innovative digital data
retrieval technology with inspired digital to analog conversion and witness
the artful expression of Madrigal's
engineers. The result is acarefully
crafted compact disc player that clearly
benefits from the leading edge technology used to develop the highly
acclaimed CDD Compact Disc Drive
and DAP Digital Audio Processor.
The CDP Compact Disc Processor
employs the same elegantly designed
transport mechanism and Closed Loop
Jitter Reduction' circuitry found in
the CDD, virtually eliminating jitter related distortion. The CDP also includes
the same dual differential 18-bit
20

digital to analog conversion !mind in
the DAP. The precise sound reproduction and true musicality achieved
through the use of this technology is
unheard of in asingle-box component in this class.
Features like HDCD6 decoding, a
high quality digital output for making
digital recordings and two auxiliary
digital inputs that allow external digital sources to benefit from the CDP's
superior digital to analog conversion,
provide the CDP aversatility not
found in lesser compact disc players.
Adding to its multi-function value, the
CDP incorporates afully balanced
volume control accessible from its

remote. The CDI' can perlorin as aCD
transport, adigital processor and as a
preamplifier, driving your power amplifier directly. That's true versatility!
Experience the unique combination of performance, functionality and
art in one elegant package at your
Proceed dealer soon.

Pmceed* marts are Owned and manulactured by Madngal Amt.° Laboraiones Inc
PO 80. 781. Alddletern, C1 06457 USA FAX (860) 346-1540
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stage, however, Stereophile is still the
best.
An unrelated issue: What is the current status of J. Gordon Holt? Will he
become more distant as time marches
on?
John MarkIty, MD
Wauwatosa, WI
jgm@postits.mneedu
JMarkky@Msn.com
Your point is well made, Dr. Marklq. It is all
too easy to be too serious too much of the time
Stereophile'sfoutider, the inestimable JGH,
is still workingfull-timefir the magazine and,
with fillow writer Steven Stone, is also doing
much live recording if his local symphony
orchestra. However, these days his writing
Jones takes him more into the world ofHome
Theater. You can mostlyfind his irascible commentary in the quarterly Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater.
—JA

Well, Idid enclose my payment... but
Ihave yet to receive my CD. Iam not
whining because Idid not receive the
CD. Ifirmly believe in honoring my
word. A professional business should not
make these claims to recruit new subscribers and neglect to follow through
with their end of the contract. This constitutes grounds for false advertisement.
Andrew Smith
Florissant, MO
Unfortunately, it appears that not all the CDs
we send out with new subscriptions reach their
destinations. Unless you let us know that your
CD has not arrived, rye have no way of
knowing there has been aproblem. Ifyou have
not received yourfree CD within 6-8 weeks
of sending in the payment for your first subscription, you should call (800) 444-8908 or
e-mail Molly Crenshaw at 103230.635@
Compuserve.corn .
And apoint Ineglected to
make in my response to Mr. Bennetes letter in
January was that current subscribers are
(Wired aseries of renewal reminders offering a
discounted price
—JA

This was the company, after all, that was
alleged to polish its masters with rouge
in order to get rid of those annoying
high notes and produce the "mellow"
sound for which it was famous.
Ithink there were two very good reasons why Victor chose the flat disc: one,
the flat disc is easier to manufacture
than the cylinder; two, it avoided the
payment of patent royalties to Edison.
Then the corporate spin doctors made a
virtue of expediency.
Okay, Harry. Go to it. Paul A. Alter
Hyattsville, MD

Respect the facts ...
Editor:
Ihave the greatest respect for Doug Sax
as amastering engineer and for Robert
Harley as awriter, but the story of how
RCA Victor acquired its name, as related in Harley's report of the AES convention workshop, "History of MasDon't take yourselves so seriously
tering" (February 1997, p.47), is totally
Editor:
erroneous. Because Iam presently writWe shouldn't take our hobby too seriing abook on the history of the phonoously, because when we finally arrive at
graph, Iwould like to set the facts
audio nirvana, it might turn out to be
straight on how the "Victor" got into
Get your history right
just another mirage.
RCA Victor records. The following corEditor:
Iheard this story about an audiophile
rect account of the Victor name can be
In February's "Industry Update" (p.47),
who went into aCute Curio shop and
Robert Harley reports Doug Sax's story verified through several reliable sources.
heard some glorious Chopin being playAt the turn of the century, the Coed. The sound was incredibly lifelike, but of "the shootout more than 80 years ago
between the Edison cylinder and Ber- lumbia-Graphophone Company, which
a little diminished in scale. His mind
produced cylinder recordings and playliner's flat disc, when RCA needed to
raced. Was it apair of minimonitors? Was
ers, attempted to stop the growing succhoose one format for their releases."
it a single-ended triode amplifier? He
cess of Emile Berliner's flat or disc recEvery time Icite history, somebody—
dashed quickly to inspect. Much to his
usually my son, Harry — tells me I've got ord. Berliner had named his flat-record
astonishment, he saw this little person
process the "gramophone" to distinit wrong. Nevertheless, let me tell you
playing on a miniature Steinway. He
guish it from Edison's phonograph.
how Iremember it. When Iwas akid,
summoned the shopkeeper and demandBerliner also had formed the Gramwe had a"Victrola" on which we played
ed to know about this extraordinary
"Victor" records. It wasn't until 1929 that ophone Company in the US to produce
apparition. The shopkeeper explained
gramophone records and players. Lawthat he'd picked up an old lantern at a RCA bought Victor and "RCA Victor"
yers for Columbia had convinced a
swap meet and, as he was cleaning it, a appeared as abrandname. It's not likely
court to issue arestraining order against
to have been RCA involved in this
genie had appeared, saying that he would
the National Gramophone Company,
grant him one wish. The shopkeeper said
shootout; come to think of it, did RCA
which was the sales division of the
even exist in or around 1917?
that the years inside the lantern must
Berliner Gramophone Company. The
The story goes on: "Listeners heard
have affected the genie's hearing, because
restraint was issued on the grounds that
the live sound, then the playback of that
the genie thought that the shopkeeper
Berliner's record player, the gramomusic, from both the Edison and
had asked for a12" pianist.
Aloha,
GregJuhadi Berliner machines. Berliner's flat disc phone, was an infringement of the BellHonolulu, HI was judged to sound better and de- Tainter patent for the floating-stylus reproducer for cylinders. Columbia-Graclared the 'victor.' Thus was born the
phophone held this patent, and the court
RCA Victor marque, which lives on as
Treat your readers seriously
injunction prevented Berliner from sellJapan Victor Company ovq.Editor:
ing gramophones. Through this legal
This smells to me more like an early
A letter in the January issue (p.11) promptmaneuver in the patent court, Columbia
ed me to write this letter. Mr. Bennett example of corporate spin than of accuhad prevented Berliner, the inventor of
rate reporting. Reports beginning in
was disgruntled because Stereophile wantthe flat gramophone record, from selling
that era and continuing into later
ed him to renew his subscription at $35,
his own machines and using the name
while new subscribers pay only $20 and decades lead me to believe that any
"gramophone" on any product.
shootout between the hill-and-dale,
receive a free CD. Iam continually
The gramophone record players
zero—tracking-error cylinder and the
reminded of this so-called free CD with
were being manufactured for Berliner
lateral-cut disc resulted in victory for
each new subscription card in each issue.
by the Eldridge Johnson machine shop
Each one states that by "enclosing the cylinder—but the victory was in
in Camden, New Jersey, and the court
terms of accuracy. Victor did not tend to
$19.95" with the subscription card, you
injunction threatened to ruin Johnson's
correlate "accuracy" with "good sound."
will get your "Test CD 2quicken"
Stereophile, April 1997
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Be prepared to eat

way too much take out food.

Bring Parasound home and you might never want to leave again. Which i j tfine,
s us

since we offer acomplete menu of high-end products to satisfy any musical t
as t
e.
You

see ,

we insist on the best designers and the finest ingredients. People like the renowned John Curl,
whose audio designs have time and again set the standard for life-like reproduction of music. And premium parts that
far exceed what you'd expect to find in components priced from $250 to $2,250. All of
which means you can now enjoy incredible sound, and still afford to order that
extra topping on your pizza.

PARASOUND
Paraaound Pnbducts. Inc. (415) 397-7100
In Canada, call (604) 988-2966

business. Johnson persuaded Berliner to
allow him to go before the court and
argue the case for the Berliner-Johnson
interests. The court found in favor of
Johnson, and the injunction was lifted.
As aresult of his court victory, Johnson
filed the name "Victor" as atrademark
with the US patent office in March 1901.
Winning the legal battle against Columbia meant that Johnson and Berliner
could begin producing and selling flat
records and reproducers in the US. They
immediately formed the Victor Talking
Machine Company in October 1901.
One result of the legal decision was that
the name "gramophone" could not be
used by the new company, which instead
renamed their gramophone records as
Victor records and their gramophones as
Victor Talking Machines.
The Radio Corporation of America
did not purchase the Victor Talking Machine Company until January 1929. It
kept the name Victor, and formed the
RCA Victor Division for its record and
phonograph production. It retooled
Johnson's plant in Camden to manufacture radios with phonographs attached,
and continued record production under
the RCA Victor label.
At no time was there ever a"shootout" by RCA or anyone else to determine whether the cylinder or flat
record was the superior format. If there
had been, Edison's cylinder would have
proven itself the superior medium in
the pre-electrical recording era. The
cylinder presented aconstant groovevelocity across its surface from start to
finish, while the disc record had adecreasing groove-velocity as the recording radius decreased from outside to inside. This resulted in degradation of the
higher audio frequencies and distortion
problems for inner grooves of records.
Ultimately, the flat record triumphed
over the cylinder not because of superior sound reproduction but for several
other reasons. Not only was the flat
record easier to replicate or mass-produce, but the flat record was asimpler
machine to build and to operate. For the
customer, the flat record was easier to
use and simpler to store. Just as important, however, Victor built afine and
larger catalog of records featuring the
most famous artists of the time, and they
used superior marketing strategies to sell
their products.
Richard L Clemons
Santa Barbara, CA
... Mr. Sax
Editor:
Iused to go past Doug Sax's Mastering
Lab on Hollywood Boulevard, just
Stereophile, April 1997

around the corner from Capitol Records
on Vine Street, every day on my way to
work. Little did Isuspect the fantasyworld ravings that would emanate from
this locale until Iread with a shock
Robert Harley's AES report in February.
Why is it that I, who have nothing whatsoever to do with the record industry,
know so much more than aperson who
is so intimately connected with it?
The reason why discs prevailed over
cylinders had very little to do with listening quality, although discs were generally louder than cylinders. The reason is
purely mechanical. A disc can be easily
mass-produced, like waffles from awaffle iron. How do you mass-produce a
cylinder? No listening panel on earth can
figure that one out, and none ever has.
As to sound quality between the two
formats, knowledgeable investigators
have always conceded that Edison
produced the best-sounding records,
whether cylinder or disc. There is very
little dispute here.
The point is that discs were easier and
cheaper to manufacture than cylinders,
and that is the sole reason they prevailed.
A side benefit that interested the manufacturers in no way was an advantage to
the consumer: discs were easier to store.
Mr. Sax might be further enlightened
to learn that RCA had almost nothing
to fear from the competition that records would offer the radio. It was quite
the other way around. Records had
everything to fear from the radio. When
RCA bought out Victor, the first thing
they did was to convert the Camden
factory to aradio assembly plant. Their
interest in phonographs and records was
practically nil. The practical result, as far
as RCA was concerned, was to let the
record business wither on the vine and
die, as it damn near did in the 1930s.
Very little thanks are due RCA for
this eventuality. Doug Sax could very
well have been put out of ajob if he had
been around in those days. But other
forces were at work that kept the record
industry alive. That's another story.
Charles Spangler
Lake °swig°, OR
Kudos to Mr. Frankland
Editor:
Kudos to Scott Frankland and Stereophile
for the very informative and comprehensive articles on "Single-Ended vs PushPull" (December '96 through February
'97). His research through extensive references and the layout were exemplary.
As an amplifier technician and musician,
this was one of the most interesting articles Ihave enjoyed reading.

My opinion of this single-ended/
push-pull controversy is that the singleended advocates have "rediscovered"
the superiority of pure class-A triode
tube sound. As Mr. Franldand points
out, single-ended power amps must run
in the middle of the linear portion of
the grid voltage vs plate current curve,
and do not have the option of running in
class-ABl.
Most manufacturers of tube amps
have long favored biasing the final
push-pull stage to 'AB1, for the commercial advantage of more power and
longer tube life compared to class-A.
For example, apush-pull pair of 6550
pentodes or ICT88 beam tetrodes produces 70W in ultralinear connection,
but only 25W in triode connection. To
reduce distortion, moderate amounts of
negative feedback are added.
Improvements in capacitors, resistors,
and loudspeakers have made many aware
that the triode sound is abit more relaxed
and natural-sounding, however. Increasing the plate current in apush-pull
amp from class-AB1 to class-A decreases
the hardness of sound. Triodes in the output allow the manufacturer the low- or
no-feedback option because of their low
distortion and low plate resistance, which
damps the loudspeaker without feedback. Ipersonally prefer alow amount of
feedback added to PP triodes.
Years ago, the science professor at
Park College, Dr. Charles A. Culver,
stated that "PP class-A triodes offered
the highest standard of fidelity." At one
time the Naval Research Lab at
Anacostia, Maryland had apair of 300B
triodes in their playback amp running at
max plate current for quality. It was a
sweet sound driving an Altec-Lansing
603 Duplex speaker. Ahh ... nostalgia!!
My own loudspeakers are now apair of
Magnepan MG-3s.
James Brauner
former Navy Electronics Tech
Assistant Concerttnaster,
Des Moines Symphony Orchestra
West Des Moines, IA
Concise Mr. Frankland
Lditoi:
Ihave just finished reading Mr. Scott
Franldand's three-part series of articles
(in December '96, January and February '97) on single-ended vs push-pull
audio amplifiers. As aformer electronics instructor, Ifound his articles to be
some of the most accurate, thorough,
and concise presentations of vacuumtube amplifiers and the audible effects
of nonlinearities — or harmonic distortion — Ihave had the pleasure of reading. How Iwish this information had
23

been available to me when Iwas teaching electronics in the early 1950s!
Although Ihave asoft spot in my heart
for vacuum-tube amplifiers, Iam well
aware of some of their shortcomings —
such as higher harmonic distortion and
lower power-output capabilities.
I agree wholeheartedly with Mr.
Frankland's conclusions that consonance
and harmonic richness define musicality.
Also, that asingle-ended triode amplifier
need not be purged of its distortion products to sound musical. Isubmit that the
distortion products of tube amplifiers
tend to promote the "warm" or "soft"
sound of vacuum tube amplifiers vs transistor amplifiers. Perhaps just the slightest
amount of distortion is pleasing to the ear
...and there arc no nvo people who have
nvactly identical interaural harmonic sertrums...
w hy some people prder vacuum tube
amplifiers.
Ilook forward to reading more of
Mr. Frankland's work in the future.
Louis C McClure
Van Buren, AR
Thank you, Mr. Frankland
Iduo':
As an enthusiastic but not necessarily
"dyed-in-the-wool" supporter of singleended (SE) amplifiers, Ieagerly read the

Scott Frankland SE vs PP series. To be
very honest, Iread each article several
times...I had to, as they were very
technical and thorough, yet ultimately
understandable, for the most part.
Iwas, as Isuspect most readers were,
interested in the conclusion. You know
— as with equipment reviews, we scan
to the end to get the real lowdown. Fortunately, this was reserved for the last
part, so Ihad to concentrate on the first
two when Ihad them. Pretty devilish, if
you ask me!
In the end, Mr. Frankland didn't
"land" on the SE side. No problem; there
is no absolute in hi-fi. What really impressed me were his very strong arguments for SE. However, Mr. Frankland
unfortunately made afew very serious
assumptions, even alluding to them himself, which in effect may render the
whole exercise to be just that: anoble
albeit instructive and enjoyable exercise.
'These assumptions are that aSE amp
deliver "relative" high power or at least
be capable of operating distortion-free at
its power limit, have a"relative" high
damping factor of "10" (in other words,
an output or source impedance of 0.8
ohms or less), drive aspeaker in an "intuitive" push-pull nature, and finally
"improve" on the somehow suddenly

PP domains of "signal definition,"
"image localization," "image scale,"
"transient response," "dynamics," and —
here we go again —"damping factor."
Furthermore, "neutrality" implies an
absence of spurious harmonics ... exactly what he clearly and rightly describes
PP amps as possessing in spades!
Mr. Frankland does concede that the
choice of speaker is very critical to the
proper operation of an SE amp. His
description of an SE amp on the limit or
past the limit as sounding glassy is very
accurate, and unfortunately heard far
too often. Imagine hitching up aviolin
to abig Marshall or Mesa Boogie rig.
It'll sound like something, but probably
not aviolin! The glassy-sounding SE
amp is usually afault of the speaker.
For fear of sounding like a bornagain audiophile, Iended afive- to sixyear love/hate frustration with SE amps
when I finally, almost by chance,
bought apair of "honestly" SE-compatible speakers. 'The most modest but
properly executed SE amp leaves nothing to be desired compared to any PP
amp Ihave heard, given that the speaker is not the "limiting factor."
I'm glad Mr. Frankland explained to
me why. Thanks.
Garth Philippe
Germany
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Incomprehensible Mr. Frankland
Editor:
Iam provoked to write this letter by my
frustration in attempting to read Scott
Frankland's "Single-Ended vs PushPull" series.
Just exactly who are these articles
for? Does anyone at Stereophile really believe the majority of its readers can understand this article? It seems to me
unlikely. What, then, is the point of
running it here? If Stereophik feels that
this information is useful to its readers,
then why doesn't it write down to the
typical reader, so that he or she can gain
something from it? Isuspect that the
people who can follow this article don't
even read amagazine that features subjective reviewing.
Iwould not claim to have thoroughly understood Part 1of this series in December, but at least Icould halfway follow it. Iwas lost in January's Part 2,
specifically by figs.6 and 7(p.125). Iwas
continually distracted by the fact that
the top trace in each graph appeared to
be a1
kHz sinewave, while the bottom
trace appeared to be a 2kHz wave.
What is going on here? Why can't there
be some arrows or points marked on
the curves to indicate specifically what
Mr. Frankland is referencing? Iwas suf-
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S

o

Records, and although Igreatly admire
your publication, there is aproblem in
your February issue that Imust bring to
your attention with hopes that such an
oversight can be avoided in the future.
Barbara Jahn's review ofJohn Harle's
Terror and Magnificence (p207) begins:
"This is a retailer's nightmare..."
Though I'm normally delighted when
an Argo release gets such apositive review in your magazine, this record is not
being released in America until April. The
real retail nightmare is not deciding
what bin to put this disc in, but having
to tell customers wanting to buy the
disc that it isn't available.
Iknow it's difficult for amagazine to
keep completely on top of every label's
release schedule, but what puzzles me is
that rye never sent Stereophile an advance
copy ofthis disc. With Stereophile readers as
well as music retailers in mind, might
you please consider running acorrection —pointing out the April 15 street
date?
David I. Spehnan
DS Productions

Argo oops
Editor:
Iam the publicist for Argo/London

Sorr), Mr. Spelman. Barbara Jahn, who
resides in the U1Ç obtained acopyfrom Argo
in that country. Her enthusiasm for the music
and the peytwmance led her to tykr Stereophile a review.
—JA

ficiently lost trying to understand these
graphs that Isaw no point in trying to
finish the article.
Kent Johnson
Lakervood, CO
102020.3305@Ompuservecont
Given the wide spread of engineering knowledge among our readership, Ibelieve it impossible to publish atechnical article that everyone would find both involving and comprehensible. Having said that, Ithought Scott
Frankland did agood job in presenting an
arcane subject in amanner that Stereophile
readers would, in the main, find accessible.
Iam son)' Mr. Johnson was coryitsed by the
distortion wavtjimn graphs. Iwas at_huh here in
wrongly assuming that the rodar appearance of
such graphs in the magazine's amplifier reviews
would have madejiirther explanation 111111eCeSguy. Tlw top trace in such agraph is the wavefmn ofthe amplifier's output while it attanpts to
nproduce apurr 1
kHz tone; the bottons trace is
what is kit when the I
kHz .timdamental is
notched out. It thus graphically represents what
the (metier is adding to the signal. In the case
fthe two amplifiers instanced by Mr.
Frankland, this is mainly the second harmonic,
or 2kHz, plus higher hannonics and noise —JA

The magic of Denon Surround Sound componentry is its unique ability to transform
your viewing experience into one so compelling that you actually believe what you are watching is real.
From the no-compromise Dolby Digital/THX 5.1 AVR-5600 to the remarkably affordable AVR-600
Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound Receiver, Denon delivers new dimensions to home theater.
Experience Denon Surround Sound and you will instantly discover that what you see is what you hear.
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SONY

Individual Reactions
May Vary
4.•
It your reaction to music takes you lo places
othcrs (Ion't even know exist, we'd likc R) iniroduce you to
the ultimate mode ot transportation. Ihu Sony CDI' XA71.1S.
It's quite possibly the world's

oft

compaci dis( -

Ever wish you owned amovie theater?

T
HE MODERN MIRACLE Y
OU S
EE WITHOUT G
LASS
ES!

Youd' sit in adifferent seat each time, with yourfeet up. The theater would only serve your brand of
cola, and popcorn would come in one size — silo. !fa movie had agreat soundtrack, you'd have the
projectionist turn it up until the booming bass made the plaster cherubs that ringed the high ceiling tremble.
At NH7; we've always known abig part ofthe magic ofmovies was in the sound system. And we've
captured it in the V7:2, ano-holds barred home theater system that at the flip ofaswitch also provides
optimal music performance. Designedfor the latest digital technology and with abuilt-in subwoofer, the
VT-2 makes motion pictures come alive. So now
you can come home to your own movie theater.
Or fyou're like us, simply never leave.

(WIT)
WE'RE INSIDE YOUR HEAD,

FOR THE NHT DEALER NEAREST YOU: (U.S.) CALL 1-800 NHT -9993: (CANADA) ARTECH ELECTRON ICS LTD., 514-631-6448. NHT WEB SITE:

http://www.nhthiii.com

INDUSTRY

CYBERSPACE
John Atkinson
Power line conditioner company Audio
Power, manufacturer of the excellent Power Wedges, has anew Web site: http://
www.audiopower.com .So, too, does
Canadian pianist Robert Silverman,
who has recorded three CDs for
Stereophile: Intermezzo, featuring piano
works by Brahms (STPH003-2, 1990),
Concert, featuring works by Schumann,
Chopin, Schubert, and Bach (STPH0052, 1994), and Sonata, featuring works by
Liszt (STPH008-2, 1996). The Silverman home page includes acomplete discography and *.WAV files extracted from
some of his recordings. Set your browser
to: littp://www.sloth.com/slothIsilverman/homehtml.
Robert Silverman's Sonata recording is
also now available as a180gm LP — see
the ad elsewhere in this issue for details.
'Mere was quite alot of discussion on
the rec.audio.high-End interne newsgroup in February of the issues raised by
comparisons we had performed between the LP, the noise-shaped CD, and
the 20-bit digital master tape. Point your
browser at http://www.dejanews. corn
and search for the "Stereophile — LP vs
Cl)" thread heading.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Born in Brighton in the '80s and subsequently moving along the British South
Coast to nearby Newhaven, specialist

UPDATE

electronics brand Onix is on the move
again, this time offshore and right across
the world — to Taiwan.
Staff at Newhaven were startled and
dismayed to hear that their jobs were
disappearing, especially as the news
arrived just as details of Onix's new
upmarket HDCD"-equipped CD33/3
(£1100, $1750) were appearing in the
UK hi-fi press.
The company's owner, London hi-fi
retailer Michael O'Brien (who also
owned Rogers for many years), has business partners in Taiwan, and believes the
move was necessary to contain production costs and combat ongoing price erosion. Taiwan has received heavy investment from Japan, and so has awellgeared-up infrastructure for electronics
production, with widespread use of
auto-insertion and flow-soldering, and
lower costs for bought-in parts and labor
than the UK.
Meanwhile, ashakeup in senior management at Rogers sees two very experienced personalities returning to the hifi industry after afew years' absence.
Chris Short (ex—Mordaunt-Short/TGI)
comes in as managing director, while
Terry Bennett (ex—GLL/PGI) is being
retained as an adviser by Hong
Kong—based parent company Wo Kee
Hong.
Chris has spent the last six years helping build athriving business in "clean
room" ventilation technology, but when
he visited Rogers and heard the speak-

ers playing music, he couldn't resist the
temptation to return to the hi-fi business. By coincidence, Rogers design
engineer Andy Whittle (a veritable
golden car with pronounced thennionic
tendencies) and marketing honcho
Colin Hinkins had both worked under
Chris in the Mordaunt-Short days. In
the meantime, Wo Kee Hong has convinced Chris of its long-term commitment to building the business, and is
retaining the highly respected Far
Eastern designer Winston Ma as technical consultant.
OEM speaker drive-unit manufacturer Morel is closing its factory in
Ipswich, England and concentrating
production in its plant in Israel, where
expansion is under way. Morel is best
known for relatively small cone/dome
diaphragms driven from relatively largediameter voice-coils, with resistively
damped, ventilated pole-pieces. Morel
was also one of the first driver manufacturers to develop compact neodymium-alloy magnets for drive-unit
applications.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
This time ayear ago business pundits
were gushing about the competitive
blitz about to engulf the telecommunications industry. Cable TV and
phone companies, freed by the new
rules of the Telecommunications Act of
1996 to encroach on each other's previ-

CALENDA
Dealers promoting manufacturer and dest:quer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Stan- the when, when; and who at (505) 983632Z at least eight weeks before the month of
the event — ie, (you're putting on something
inJune 1997, you should get the information to
Debbie no later than April 1. Mark the fax
cover sheet "For the attention of Debbie Stan-Dealer Bulletin Board" Promoters of hi-fi
shows and audio societies promoting manufacturer visits should alsofax Debbie the details
as soon as possible
ARIZONA

• Friday, April 25, 7-9pm: Esoteric
Stereophile, April 1997

Audio (4120 North Marshall Way, Suite 1,
Scottsdale) is presenting aseminar with
Brad OToole of Transparent Cable.
Brad will discuss audio and video cables
and give an A/B demonstration of
Transparenes cables with and without
their networks. Seating is limited; call
(602) 946-8128 for reservations.
CALIFORNIA

•Wednesday, March 26, 6-7:30pm: db
audio (2573 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley)
is presenting a seminar with Doug
Blackwell of Transparent Audio.
Doug will demonstrate Transparenes

Well Tempered turntables and the
upgrades available for older versions.
Many will remember Doug as the
founder of db audio (hence the db!).
Seating is limited; call (510) 548-8733
for reservations.
• Thursday, March 27, 7-8:30pm:
Audible Difference (805 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto) is presenting aseminar
on audio and video cables with Doug
Blackwell of Transparent Audio.
Doug will do an A/B comparison of
Transparenes cables with and without
their networks. Seating is limited; call
(415) 328-1081 for reservations.
29

218 THX stereo power amplifier
N

worth looking into
•

The NAD 218 THX stereo power amplifier
is one of the most
hi

•

•

sophisticated

fi components we have ever

produced.

Yet

for all its brilliant

features and astonishing levels of
performance,

it remains true to the

NAD "no nonsense" design philosophy.

•

The very first feature you'll notice is
the weight of the 218 THX. due

capacitors have afaster recovery

supply because several smaller

previously
off

produced and he

partly to the heavy construction of

time and have less equivalent series

the

the chassis and front panel.

inductance and resistance than a

peaks,

designed for rack mounting. (its

single pair.

preventing

advanced specification makes the
218 THX ideal for professional
studio use). But the increase in

The 218 THX incorporates fully

laid down exacting
specifications covering
distortion, noise, power etc. to

"dynamic

balanced XLR inputs, allowing the
use of long runs of cable between

encourage manufacturers
to develop products which will

overload - and
heading off

reproduce his sound tracks to the

weight is largely due to the massive
Hiilmgren toroidal mains

pre and power

damage to your

stages,

ears and your

transformer.

without the

speakers, without losing the sense

power amplifier which

of musical drama.

met these challenging

Hard Clipping

standards and won the right to carry
the THX badge. The 218 THX

risk of
interference. This thoughtful yet
simple feature offers the opportunity

1

to set your system up more flexibly
and of course it's abenefit if you are
bridging two 218 THXS for mono
and locating them nearer your

•e

insubstantial investment at the end
of the day?

WHY HOLMGREN?

Soft Clipping

Apart from being the ideal design for

The circuitry includes left and right

the huge amounts of power it is

channel pcb's. offering lots of

likely to handle. the Hólmgren offers

benefits. They include less

other advantages:

complicated pcb's meaning extra

hum or even buzzing, whereas a
Hrilmgren transformer isn't. Plus. a

•

reliability, more

4

you'll ever need 780 watts mono,
with enough headroom to frighten
your window frames, which could
even change the way you perceive

4.

circuits, so like

There are other more hidden
features too which provide specific

transformer,

adjacent components.

interference

41

less

A feature which doesn't add
much to the weight of the 218 THX

POWER
SUPPLY
LIMITS

the Hólmgren

Hitilmgren transformer because of its
unique design. will not affect other

but certainly adds to the weight of

•

A thoughtfully designed. utterly
reliable, acoustically stunning 2X
225 watts, bridgeable to amore than

separation of

li-

"
If

2
11

going out or
coming in. All
this, plus lower

incorporates extensive non intrusive

THX is designed. not designer.

eprotection

circuitry. This prevents
damage from accidental overload or
misuse which can lead to

overheating or circuit failure.

means more savings again towards

letters THX are somewhat of a

the specification of better

mystery. let us briefly explain.

benefit which makes abetter power

components.

Finally for those for whom the

George Lucas, creator of the

Any amp which is overdriven,
(unlikely on the 218 TI-IX because it

to extraordinary lengths

is so powerful) can produce

to ensure that the sound

distortion or 'clipping'. The NAD

quality of his films

Soft Clipping circuit gently

exceeded anything

transforms the waveform, rounding

Hollywood had

Every feature of the 218 THX
enhances performance and
reliability.
That's why our slogan "pure and
simple" is as relevant today for
equipment as advanced as the 218
THX as it was when NAD was
created more than 20 years ago.

'Star Wars epics, went

NAD
TELEPHONE 508 429 2525

But with all this capability none
of it is afashion statement. The 218

This is acomparatively low cost

build cost too,

music.

benefits. Typically. the 218 THX

its performance is the bank of eight
capacitors, rather than asingle pair.

NAD, 89 DOUG BROWN WAY, HOLLISTON, MA 01746

I
HX

So what do you get for your not

WHY SO LARGE AND

A conventional transformer can be

NAD was first with a

continues this principle of quality first.

POWER
SUPPLY
LIMITS

speakers.

affected by AC mains to produce

standard they deserve.

•

ure.an •sim e

ously sacrosanct territories, would duke
it out for the consumer's dolla4 to the
consumer's enormous benefit, offering
an amazing array of new services in the
process. "TV OVER PHONE LINES! PHONE
COMPANIES TO PROVIDE PROGRAMMING,"

the headlines screamed. "Multimedia,"
the buzzword du jour, was applied indiscriminately to everything from toddlers'
toys to multinational mergers. TV networks, regional cable operators, and assorted Baby Bells were waltzing each
other around the dance floor in anticipation of big joint ventures to come, and
to forestall end runs around any unprotected flanks.
The truly connected home of the
near future, we were told, would have
several hundred channels of television
available from cable, satellite, and phone
services, at least two forms of digital
cable radio, round-the-clock news and
financial reports, the Internet on demand, and surround-sound in every
room — all of it, of course, totally interconnected and "totally interactive."
Mini cell-phones would be grafted onto
every ear; vibrating beepers would
adorn every belt loop. Nobody, anywhere in the world, need ever be out of
touch again.
While some aspects of this brave
new technottionde arc coming truc,
much of the rest of it has proven as
insubstantial as the warm air escaping a
politician's lips on a cold November
morning. In particular, the predicted
move of cable companies into telephone and Internet services has been
deemed unworkable —at least for
now. What looked like an easy step
sideways into what appeared to be a
parallel operation has been found to be
a hugely expensive and not very
promising experiment. Losing cus-

tomers to Direct Satellite Broadcasters,
rate increases, and/or simple lack of interest, cable companies like Denver's
Tele-Communications Inc. have had
the unappetizing experience of watching their revenues shrink as their debt
grows. Last year's multimedia frenzy
saw the cable giant dump $1.7 billion
in capital expenditures, alot of it on
dead-end hardware and marketing
experiments.
In asobering front-page story in the
January 2 Wall Street Journal, TCI's chief
executive John Malone offers sincere

WebTV is destined to
become the Edsel of the
communications age.
apologies and candid analysis of the
hysteria that swept through the industry last year. He admits right up front
that his cotnpany (and, by implication,
the entire industry) was "chasing too
many rabbits," and that it may not be
both technologically and economically
feasible for one company to have afinger in every pie (although some, like
Time Warner, seem intent on doing
just that). Neil Begley, aMoody's Investor Services analyst, sees overextension as awidespread problem: "They're
increasingly leveraged at a time of
increased competition," he told the
Journal. "That's an industry problem, not
just TCI's."
TCI, which provides cable service
throughout much of the West, has wisely pulled back from telephone service
and other activities that don't generate
real revenue. John Malone's new credo
is "Let's get real."

CA
•Thursday, April 3, 7pm: Geoffrey Poor
of Balanced Audio Technology will
introduce the new "i" series preamps
with remote-control option and the VK200 fully balanced amplifier at the new
Music Lovers Audio store, 1995
Eldorado Avenue, Berkeley. See www.
3000.com/musiclovers for details, or
call (510) 558-1000.
• Thursday, April 10, 7pm: Geoffrey
Poor of Balanced Audio Technology will be on hand at Ambrosia
Audio & Video (2337 Roscomare
Road, Suite 6, Bel Air) to discuss and
demonstrate the new VK-3i and VK-5i
Stereophile, April 1997
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Meanwhile, "WebTV," the set-top
box/software combo being marketed
by Sony/Philips to let channel-surfers
surf the Net, appears to be going
nowhere fast. "It hasn't caught on yet," a
Good Guys sales rep told the San
Francisco Chronicle in late December.
"Sales aren't great," echoed a Circuit
City employee. Market research firm
Dataquest said that a survey of 7000
homes showed that only 4% of the
nation's 98 million TV owners have any
interest in buying the device. Also
known as anetwork computer, WebTV
retails for about $330 and requires a
dedicated phone line and the payment
of approximately $20 per month to an
Internet access provider. Basic functions
are accessible via ahand-held remote
control, but any degree of "interactivity"
requires an add-on keyboard.
WebTV is destined to become the
Edscl of the communications age. TV
viewers are passive and easily bored.
They channel-surf for action, and that's
one thing they're not going to find at
most Web sites. What they will find arc
many amateur productions consisting of
typo-riddled text set against garish digital wallpaper and silently beckoning the
viewer to spend his or her money on
products and services of doubtful value.
After the novelty wears off—it shouldn't take long —WebTV will go the way
of the Hula Hoop.
UNITED STATES
Steven Stone
Harvey Rosenberg is addicted to audio
—even though it's obvious to the casual observer that he's fiscally better suited
to other pursuits. This self-proclaimed
and accurately monikered "audio maniac" first became professionally involved
in high fidelity in 1978, giving up avery

A

preamps and VK-200 power amp.
Seating is limited; call (310) 440-5522
for reservations.
• Friday, April 11, 7:30-9:30pm: Reference Audio Video in Gardena is hosting Balanced Audio Technology's
Geoffrey Poor for a discussion and
demonstration of the new "i" series preamplifiers and the VK-200 amplifier.
Seating is limited; please call (310) 5171700 for reservations and details.
•Saturday, April 12: Audio Expeditions
Audio & Video (27001 East La Paz
Drive, Mission Viejo) invites audiophiles to attend their grand opening.

Geoffrey Poor of Balanced Audio
Technology, Pat McGinty of Meadowlark Audio, and other factory representatives will showcase products
from B.A.T., Jeff Rowland Design
Group, Dunlavy, ProAc, Meadowlark, California Audio Labs, and
others. Seating is limited. For information and reservations, call (714) 5866504.
• Thursday, April 24, 7pm: Scott
Devenport of Theta Digital will be at
Ambrosia Audio & Video (2337 Roscomare Road, Suite 6, Bel Air) to discuss and demonstrate Theta's entire
31
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Look inside the new KEF Reference Series Model Four and you'll understand why it has been hailed as one of the finest loudspeakers in the
world.You'll find brilliantly innovative design and advanced features found on no other speaker. No wonder it has met with such critical acclaim.
"...In the end, Iwas delighted with the performance
of the KEF Reference Four..."
"...you won't be disappointed with the result..."
Thomas] Norton, Stereophile Vol.19 No.3 March 1996

"...The Model Four's response within 30 degrees of
the axis is extremely uniform in both the horizontal
and vertical planes; KEF's Uni-Q'
speaker systems are easily the best I've
measured in this respect..."

.This speaker has adegree of slam and overall
dynamic range associated with the best at two or three

"...be prepared to enjoy yourself
alot..."

times the price..."

D. B. Keek, Audio magazine

Martin Colloms,

Ness

KEF AND UNI -0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS
KEF ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA INC

UNI -0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2 236929. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.

89 DOUG BROWN WAY. HOLLISTON, MA 01746. TELEPHONE (508) 429 3600

KEF AUDIO (UK) LIMITED. ECCLESTON ROAD. TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT. ME15 60P U.K.

TELEPHONE . .44 (0) 1622 672261

KEF
The experience
of sound

successful marketing and photography
business to found New York Audio
Labs. At first, NYAL:s only assets were
the tights to manufacture electronics
based on the late Julius Futterman's
patents for OTL amplifiers. Harvey
spent nine years and untold thousands
of dollars parlaying NYAL into aforce
in the high-end industry. His book,
Understanding Tube Electronics, was instrumental in making the arcane art of tube
circuits accessible to those without EEE
degrees. NYAL was the first firm to
make hybrid amplifier designs using
tube front-ends with tube regulation
and MOSFET output stages. NYAL
was also the first to import Russianmanufactured tubes. (Harvey called
them "Virgin Commies.")
All this innovation should have made
Harvey fabulously wealthy, or at least
have permitted him to buy adecent CD
player. Neither was to be: NYAL:s
house of cards came crashing down
when it was unable to go public in 1987,
and Harvey went back to marketing and
product development. One of his more
interesting but less financially rewarding
projects involved trying to obtain the
rights to the Melodiya back catalog of
master tapes for release in the West.
This, too, failed.
However, while meeting with the
Cultural Minister of the Supreme
Soviet, Harvey realized that Glasnost
would mean a flood of Soviet-made
tubes into the West, and anew renaissance for tube gear. This has come to
pass. Not only arc there more than 900
companies worldwide making tubebased audio products, but there has
been aresurgence of tubed guitar amps
and professional musical products.
Harvey feels this has all occurred
because tubes are now cheap and plen-

tiful. Even the US government has
begun to release their vast cold-war
caches ofJAN (Joint Army Navy) tubes.
Harvey's latest project is the Triode
Guild. Besides running for President of
the United States on the Triode Guild
ticket (he doesn't specify what year),
Harvey has assembled atruly awesome
amplifier dubbed Triodzilla. To quote
Harvey: "You see this pinkie. You see this
thumb. Here comes Triodzilla, you better run." This 12'-tall, 1000-lb SE or PP

"You see this pinkie.

product line and the fully loaded
Casablanca surround processor. Andrew
Rigby of Dunlavy Audio Labs will
also be there to talk about Dunlavy's
speaker systems. Plans are to play the
theater with three Dunlavy SC Vls, two
Dunlavy SC Vs, Them Data III and
Casablanca, and Rowland amplification.
Seating is limited; call (310) 440-5522
for reservations.
• Sunday, April 27 10am-3pm: The
Southern California Vintage and Hi
End Audio Swap will be held at the
Sequoia Athletic Club and Conference
Center, 7530 Orangethorpe Avenue in
Stereophile, April 1997

"VITA NIL MUSICA SUBITE CUM PESSI-

You see this thumb.
you better run!"
—Harvey Rosenberg
OTL triode amplifier has an elementary
message for today's audiophile youth:
"Be very simple, and be very stiff."
Harvey is referring to power supplies,
of course. He believes that the future of
high-end audio design lies in the refinement of established circuits. "Just do old
stuff really well — that's the new frontier." He feels there has been afundamental error in audio design: too much
effort expended on discovering new
audio circuits, not enough on exploring
ways to optimize power supplies.
According to Harvey's math, the ideal
power amplifier should be 90% power
supply and only 10% audio circuitry.
While certainly not alone in this thinking, he's probably the world's most
vocal proponent of it.
So far, the Triode Guild has one commercial product line: T-shirts. Given the
finicky electronic nature of many of
Harvey's previous products (I've seen

L

END

Tuo. The Triode Guild is abrotherhood of musically insane thermionic
teclino-shamans who arc pushing the
perimeter of the ecstatic electromechanical aural matrix. What we do
for fun is wrestle with the paradox of
the audio arts and their inherent time
conundrums, and why the sign above
our door says ASCEND TO MICRO
POWER. The worldwide renaissance
in triode tube audio gear and the disdaining of the artistically immature transistor is directly related to the worldwide
expansion of musical sensitivity. We, the
21st-century triode brains, arc warning
all musical weenies that, in an increasingly bogus-toxic-dysfunctional-fuckedup-world-metacontext, you need more
musical ecstasy to prevent catastrophic
spiritual implosion. This ancient urge for
musical merging requires the most
refined expression of the audio arts. Alas
and at last, we have arrived at the consensus that only tubes, and especially triodes, have the artistic competence to
transport us to the nth dimension of
hyperspace, which is our destiny. The
tube renaissance is everywhere USA.
We, The People, have embraced the
Corpus Thermionic Harmonic MystiMO

Here comes Triodzilla,

CA

more broken NYAL OTL amps than
properly functioning ones), this is probably avery good thing. According to the
ad copy, "Triode Guild Fashion Ts have
aliquid midrange, extended highs, natural harmonics, and arc guaranteed to
give you an ecstatic aural fashion trip to
the nth dimension of music hyperspace." The only color choice is "black
hole" ebony, and they feature big, bodacious diagrams of Tube Mother, Tube
Father, and Soul of aTube. The reverse
displays the Triode Guild's metacontent
message:

A

Buena Park. Proceeds benefit KPFK
90.7 Public Radio, which broadcasts
Peter Suthheim's "In Fidelity" radio
show. There will also be arecord show
next door. For more information, call
Kevin Deal at (909) 931-9686, or the
Sequoia at (714) 739-4141.
• Friday, May 30 through Sunday June
1: HI-FI '97, Stereophile's Home
Theater and Specialty Audio Show
takes place at the Westin St. Francis
Hotel, Union Square, San Francisco.
The previous two days will be for trade
only and are sponsored by the Academy
for the Advancement of High-End

Audio. See the ad elsewhere in this issue
for full details or visit http://www.
hifishow.com/hifi
COLORADO

• Saturday, May 10: Audio Unlimited
(3205 East Colorado Avenue, Denver) will host a seminar on Tannoy
loudspeakers. Ian Gellady of Tannoy
North America will demonstrate the
new Churchill 15" dual-concentric highsensitivity (95dI4 loudspeaker on various high-end tube electronics. Call John
Barnes at (303) 691-3407 for more information and to make areservation.
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The McIntosh
of Home Theater.

There are two distinct considerations when specifying a
Home Theater system: sound quality and theatrical effects.
The foreign-built brands try to cram in as many features as possible, while the American high-end
community makes only token accommodations to
the serious viewers' needs.
McIntosh brings awhole new level of
McIntosh laboratory. Inc ,2 Chambms St 9onghaneon. NY 13903.2699
16071723.3512 Fax 16071 724-0549
Ilsolbutedokustralm by WC Wedderspoon Ply Ltd 02642 2595

performance and quality to the audio/video category. A "nocompromise" philosophy that combines a50-year heritage for
producing the finest sound with functionality, spatial
circuit design and build quality that is second to none.
So, there are still two considerations when
choosing aHome Theater: McIntosh and all
the others.

McIntosh

Components of Excellence.

cum of these ancient glass glowing
devices so we too may musically glow.
What musical time are you dreaming?
Arc you ready for boundary dissolution
when you become music? Dr. Harvey
'Gizmo' Rosenberg, Mdh. Guildmeister
of the Triode Guild, Themtionic Techno-Shaman."
Now you understand why these Tshirts arc available only in Land XL.
How do they sound? My tests are not
yet complete —every time Idon aTshirt and begin listening, Ifind myself
floating several feet above my ideal listening position. Perhaps that's why they
work so well with horn loudspeakers —
they require excellent vertical dispersion.
Iwore ashirt during my usual aerobic
workout, and when Iturned around I
realized asmall crowd had been following me around trying to read my back.
Their eyes had glazed over.
While it's perhaps abit early to begin
Christmas shopping, Triode Guild
T-shirts should be high on your list of
desirable audio-fashion accessories. To
order, contact Triode Guild, P.O. Box
4476, Stamford, CT 06907; (203)3523505. Cost is $19.95 plus $4 S&H.

pointing numbers prompted giant
Fidelity Investments to dump its 11%
stake in the company — 1.5 million
shares of stock — in late November. In
late January, Good Guys' stock was selling at about $7 ashare, not far above its
52-week low of $6.12.
Good Guys is but one of many chains
who are suffering in retail electronics,
said industry analyst Mark Mandel of
ABN-Amro Chicago. He told the Wall

"The near-term outlook for
all consumer electronics
retailers is precarious."
—Mark Mandel

Street Journal in January, "the near-term
outlook for all consumer electronics
retailers is precarious. Competition
remains intense." Expect to see more
rounds of price-slashing as survivors go
after adecreasing market. Mandel predicts that chains soon will begin liquidating unprofitable stores.
Retailers are "under siege," as the
UNITED STATES
Journal put it, despite astrong economy
Barry Willis
otherwise. Profits are thin duc to comAs mentioned in February's "Update,"
video-dependent retailers are having a petition from huge national chains like
tough time and will continue to struggle
Best Buy and Circuit City, whose enorfor many months. Good Guys, a mous volume allows them to cut better
deals with suppliers. At present there is
Brisbane, California-based home-enno new technology driving people into
tertainment chain with 76 stores in
dealers' stores. Manufacturers, retailers,
Washington, Oregon, Nevada, and
and music-business executives are pinCalifornia, reported a7% decrease in
sales in the quarter ending December ning their hopes on the Digital Versatile
31, 1996 compared to the same period a Disc, but the new format has had avery
slow and bumpy ramp-up.
year earlier. Stores open at least ayear
All is not gloom and doom in audioshowed a12% drop. The personal comland, however — not, at least, if you're
puter, video, and mid-fi retailer's disap-

CALEN
FLORIDA

•March/April 1997: Front Row Center
is moving from its Boca Raton location
to anew and larger one at 5435 North
Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale, FL
33308. To be put on the mailing list for
opening dates and events, please write
them at 5030 Champion Boulevard,
Suite G6-149, Boca Raton, FL 33496.
•Thursday, March 20, 7pm: House of
Stereo (4160 Southside Boulevard, Jacksonville) is hosting Ross Keim of
Meridian, who will present Meridian's
new DVD player and other new products. Seating is limited; call (904) 642Stereophile, April 1997
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one of ahandful of radio conglomerates
who have gobbled up smaller competitors in the feeding frenzy since the passage of the Telecommunications Act of
1996. Jacor Communications, Inc., SFX
Broadcasting, Inc., American Radio Systems Corp., and Evergreen Media Corp.
— all major players — boosted cash
flows by an average of 20% and revenues by about 10% over the previous
quarter, according to Dow Jones News
Services correspondent Jill Goldsmith.
Others who are doing well, despite government regulators limiting them to a
mere 40% market share in any one area,
include San Antonio's Clear Channel
Communications, Inc., Dallas's Chancellor Broadcasting Co., Atlanta's Cox
Radio, Inc., and Paxson Communications Corp. of West Palm Beach, Florida.
Meanwhile, the music industry's
stagnation continues. Viacom Inc. announced in January that it is closing 50
of its Blockbuster music-retailing outlets. The media giant, which also controls Paramount Communications,
Spelling Entertainment, Virgin Interactive, and 10 radio stations, is writing off
$100 million to cover the cost of closing
the stores. Specialty music retailers have
been hit especially hard by aprolonged
falloff in sales, variously attributed to
price-slashing by mass-market competitors, deep discounts from mail-order
music clubs, alack of momentum from
established artists, and creative stagnation on the part of record labels' development departments.
Blockbuster, with separate musicretailing and video-rental outlets, was
acquired by Viacom in 1994 in the hope
that Blockbuster's cash flow would support Viacom's takeover that same year
of Paramount. The downturn in music
retailing has soured some of Viacom's
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6677 for reservations.
• Friday, May 9, 6pm: Sound Components is holding aseminar featuring
A.J. Conti of Basis Turntables and
Garth Leerer of Musical Surroundings. Featured products will include
the new Basis Series turntables and the
Basis RB300 tonearm, the new
Graham Model 2tonearm and special
Linn LP-12 version of the 1.5t/c tonearm, and Benz Swiss-made phono cartridges. Sound Components is located
at 1533 Madruga Avenue, Coral
Gables. Call (305) 665-4299 to make a
reservation.

GEORGIA

•Wednesday, April 9, 7pm: The Sound
Gallery at Hi Fi Buys in Atlanta is hosting Ross Keim of Meridian for the
national introduction of the Meridian
DVD player. Seating is limited; please
call Dave Sereno at (404) 261-4434 for
reservations as soon as possible.
•Sunday, April 20, 5pm: Music Audio
Shop and The Atlanta Audio Society
are co-hosting aseminar featuring Joe
Bermudez and John Wood of Mobile
Fidelity Sound Labs. The two will
discuss current and past products and
retnastering and production techniques,
35

New VK-Pio Phono Stage
The all-tube VK-Pio reference phono
stage with its unique Flying RIAÀTM
circuit unlocks hidden performance in
virtually any cartridge.

New VK-3i and VK-5i with Remote
An innovative ¡-series brings even
greater sonic transparency to the new
VK-3i and VK-5i line stages. By
markedly improving our superb shunt
volume control, BAT delivers remote
convenience without compromise.
And ¡-series upgrades are available for
both the VK-3 and VK-5.

New VK-200 Power Amplifier
The dynamic VK-200 solid-state

s

power amplifier features the same two -

e

e

stage single-ended bridge topology
as our reference VK-500 in amore
compact ioo-watt-per-ch.annel format.
•

Continuing Innovation

• _"_"

Balanced Audio Technology continues
to set the standard for engineering

•«me

excellence. Fully balanced designs.
Elegant signal paths. Unshakable
power supplies. Remote convenience.
Hear it at your local BAT audio
specialist today.

Balanced
26 Beethoven Drive

Audio

Technology

800.255.4228 •er 302.999.8818 fax

Wilmington DE 19807 302.999.8855 Tr info@ balanced.com
Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com

major shareholders on the music business. Man vbelieve the company should
dump Blockbuster completely.
Viacom has opted to reorganize and
remodel its remaining 450 music stores
into "neighborhood entertainment centers" stocked with CDs, CD-ROMS,
videos, candy, and magazines. Bill
Fields, a former Wal-Mart executive,
has been given the task of overseeing
the music stores' hoped-for turnaround.
Mr. Fields believes in the long-term viability of music retailing, and sees the
expansion of his stores' offerings as a
way to shore up their earnings until "the
music retailing environment improves."
Similarly, Time Warner predicts
strong growth in the coming year after
its recent merger with Turner Broadcasting. The company expects all its
operations to do well — with the exception of Warner Music, which CEO
Gerald Levin said would have "a flat
year." Like many other labels, Warner
has experienced disappointing record
sales from the artists on its roster, including relative newcomers Hootie & the
Blowfish and veterans R.E.M.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Visitors to Britain in 1997 who have an
interest in the history of recorded sound
should take note of EMI's Music 100
traveling exhibition, which the label is
setting up as part of its centenary celebrations.
According to the advance information, Music 100 "tells the story of
recorded sound through the ears and
eyes of EMI and its artists. It combines
the technological and artistic evolution
of the music business with EMI's own
company history, using specially constructed sets and tableaux, interspersed

with sound and interactive sites and
exciting displays of historic artifacts and
memorabilia."
Music 100 traces the history of popular music from music-hall days up to the
present, and of classical music from the
era of Nellie Melba and Enrico Caruso
onward. Equally interesting should be
the section tracing the evolution of
recording technology.
Hands-on exhibits promise the
chance to replicate your voice on an

Music 100 traces
the history of popular
music from music
hall days and of
classical music from
Enrico Caruso onward.
original acoustic recording, experiment
with stereophony, and remix anumberone Hollies single.
The show opened in Edinburgh,
Scotland in February and will remain
there through May; it will reopen at
Canary Wharf in London in early July
before moving to York in February
1998. Adult admission is £3.75 ($6), all
proceeds going to The Music Sound
Foundation charity.
Other gala events are also planned as
part of the fund-raising celebrations,
potential highlights including Nigel
Kennedy's return to the classical stage
with Elgar's Violin Concerto (Birmingham, Rattle/CBSO, July 5), and the
first-ever performance of anew symphonic work, Standing Stone, by Sir Paul
McCartney (London Royal Albert Hall,

CALEND
and will offer listening sessions at 4920
Roswell Road, Atlanta. For information,
call Chuck Bruce at (404) 876-5659.
Internetchucksaudio@mindspring.com
or home page; www.mindspring.com/
-chucicsaudio; or Greg Kelso at gkelso
@uga.cc.uga.edu
IOWA

• Friday, April 25, 7-930pm: Terry
Dorn of Audio Research Corporation and Richard Gerbery of ProAc
USA will hold ajoint seminar at AudioVideo Logic in Des Moines. Call (515)
255-2134 for more details.
Stereophite, April 1997

Foster/LSO, October 14).
GERMANY/UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Sony Corporation has reorganized its
North American operations. The company wants to focus on its most lucrative
market, chairman Norio Ohga said in a
press conference January 23. The giant
Sony group is expanding its New York
unit with the intention of turning it into
a second corporate headquarters. Mr.
Ohga said his company is quickly moving into emerging technologies like digital satellite broadcasting. Sony is reportedly trying to buy into aJapanese satellite-television venture co-owned by
media conglomerate News Corporation
and software giant Softbank.
As part of its new focus, Sony
Electronics has introduced adigital video
recorder that will allow consumers to
edit tapes without aloss of detail or an
increase in video noise. The new
machine will accommodate standard
VHS tapes as well as mini-digital tapes.
Low-loss editing has previously been
available only in professional-grade editing equipment. The new VCR will go
on sale this month at the professionalgrade price of $4200.
In other Sony news, the Japanese
giant is building abillion-dollar housing,
office, and entertainment center in Berlinjust afew blocks from the Reichstag.
Designed by the American-German architect Helmut Jahn, the complex at the
Potsdamer Plata intersection in Berlin
will consist of an IMAX theater, afilm
museum, several conventional movie
theaters, a26-storey office tower, apartments, and Sony's new European headquarters. Total square footage will be
about 13 million.
Sony bought the property, in one of
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LOUISIANA

• Wednesday, April 23, 7-9pm: Audio
Resource (3133 Edenborn Avenue,
Metairie) is presenting aseminar with
Brad O'Toole of Transparent Cable.
Brad will discuss audio and video cables
and give an A/B demonstration of
Transparenes cables with and without
their networks. Seating is limited; call
(504) 885-6988 for reservations.
MASSACHUSETTS

• Friday, April 25, 6-10pm; Saturday,
April 26, 10am-6pm: Sound Images
Audio Gallery (1100 Main Road, West-

port) will host Arturo Manzano of AMISS
Distribution for a seminar featuring
Accuphase, Air Tight, Audiocraft Cartridge, and Acrotec products. Seating is
limited; call (508) 636-3400.
MISSOURI

•Monday, April 21, 7-9pm: Music For
Pleasure (7714 Big Bend Road, St.
Louis) is presenting a seminar with
Brad OToole of Transparent Cable.
Brad will discuss audio and video cables
and give an A/B demonstration of
Transparenes cables with and without
their networks. Seating is limited; call
37

From The Wall To Your Ears,
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the city's busiest arcas, in 1991 after the
German government announced plans
to relocate from Bonn to Berlin.
Neighbors will include embassies, government ministries, the Tiergarten (a
city park), and a3.4-million-square-foot
complex of 19 buildings immediately
across the street, currently under construction by Daimler-Benz AG. Sony's
complex will incorporate the remains of
the Grand Hotel Esplanade, a luxury
hotel bombed during World War II and
left in ruins as areminder.
Cologne is now home to Sony's
European headquarters. Berlin, the
crossroads between Western and Eastern Europe, is considered by many to be
the most important city in central
Europe. Construction of Berlin's Sony
Center is expected to be completed in
about three years.
Sony is building asmaller version of
the Berlin complex, without offices or
apartments, in San Francisco. The fourstorey building will devote 350,000
square feet to a Sony retail store, an
IMAX theater, an "interactive entertainment center," and 15 movie theaters.
The projected completion date for this
project is Fall 1998.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
When UK speaker manufacturers aren't
moaning about the unwillingness of the
British public to buy speakers with volumes greater than 10 liters (0.35 cubic
feet or 610 cubic inches for Americans),
or to pay more than £130/pair ($210)
for the privilege, they're busily trying to
steal amarch on the competition in this
most fiercely contested "budget miniature" sector of the market.
Mission dominated the market in the
early '90s, but then KEF bounced back

C
(314) 645-0304 for reservations.
NEW YORK

• Sunday, April 13, 10am-4pm: The
Western New York Audio Society will
hold a Swap Meet at the American
Legion Stephen Sikora Post #1322, 950
Payne Avenue, North Tonawanda
(across from Mid-City Plaza). Admission is $2. For more information, write
WNY Audio Society, P.O. Box 312,
North Tonawanda, NY 14120, Atm:
Swap Meet Committee.
• Thursday, April 24, 6pm: Audio
Outlet is holding aseminar featuring
Stereophile, April 1997

into pole position with the fabulously
successful Coda 7.z In early '96 B&W
rejoined the fray for the first time in
many years, its 302 now fighting for top
spot with arejuvenated Mordaunt-Short
MS 10i (as well as Mission and KEF).
Now Tannoy is throwing its hat in the
ring, reviving the Mercury name and
concept with an M2 suffix at avery competitive £140. Though it lacks the irregular shape of Tannoy's more expensive
Profile models, the Mercury M2 sig-

Mission dominated the
market in the early '90s,
but then KEF bounced
back into pole position
with the fabulously
successful Coda 7.
nificantly larger than all the immediate
competition, with afull 14-liter internal
volume and 6.5" paper-cone main driver.
One reason for the very sharp pricing
is offshore manufacture. This is asteadily increasing trend among British speaker brands, anumber of which have for
several years used large-scale OEM cabinet builders throughout Europe to do
final assembly and shipping. Some of
the latest budget models from Acoustic
Energy, for example, arc now manufactured in Malaysia at significant cost savings, while Tannoy has elected to go to
Hungary's long-established Videotonc
operation, whose Minimax II was a
budget-priced cult classic in the UK
some 20 years ago.
Despite its Magyar manufacture, the
Mercury M2 looks and is entirely
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Tannoy. Its decent size and paper-cone
main driver confer asensitivity and bassextension compromise that should be
more than amatch for the competition.
Meanwhile, at the opposite end of
the marketplace, Tannoy has launched
its latest Prestige model — but, for the
first year of production, only in Japan.
The Kingdom features an 18" reflexloaded bass driver, and in a separate
sealed section the super-efficient 12"
Super Dual dual-concentric driver covers broad mid and treble, 100Hz15kHz (with its own crossover at
1.1kHz). A supertweeter then comes in
to carry on up to 43kHz! The Kingdom
weighs in at 375 lbs, and the 13-cubicfoot enclosure is nearly 4' high, more
than 2' wide, and nearly 2' deep. System
sensitivity is 92dB for 2.83V at 1m.
Selling in Japan for 3.5 million yen, the
Kingdom immediately picked up a
Golden Sound Award, and supply is
already having difficulty in keeping up
with demand.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Country music has lost one of its guiding lights. Songwriter and performer
Townes Van Zandt died of heart failure
at the age of 52 on New Year's Day, following surgery for abroken hip. He was
at his home in Smyrna, Tennessee, just
south of Nashville. His friend Guy
Clark, his wife Jeanene, and his daughter Katie Belle were with him when he
died. Some fans questioned whether his
death might have been hastened by
moving him home from the hospital so
soon after surgery.
Van Zandt was born in Fort Worth
on March 7, 1944. A scion of the Texasoil Van Zandts, he spent his youth moving from place to place with his family.
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A.J. Conti of Basis Turntables, Bob
Graham of Graham Tonearms, and
Garth Leerer of Musical Surroundings. Products that will make their East
Coast debut include the new Basis
Model 2500 and 2000 turntables, the
Basis RB300 toneann, the new Graham
Model 2 tonearm, and Aesthetix IO
phono preamplifier with custom volume
controls. Audio Outlet is located at 69
South Moger, Mt. Kisco. Call Christine
at (914) 666-0550 to make areservation.
PENNSYLVANIA

• Sunday, April 6, 1pm: The Single

Ended Triode Exposition will be held at
the Adams Mark Hotel, City Line
Avenue, Philadelphia, and will feature
Dennis Had of Cary Audio, Gordon
Rankin of Wavelength Audio, Jacques
Cazelais of Caztech Audio, Herbert
Reichert of Audio Note, Frank Garbie
of Northstar Leading The Way, Nori
Komoru of Komoru Audio, J.C.
Morrison of Morrison Audio Labs,
Ron Bauman of Insound Audio,
Roger Hebert of Wytech Labs; Don
Garber of FI, and David Berning of
David Berning Audio Co. The event
will also feature the Hartsfield Studio
39
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SEP-1
SE-40 /SE-40 SE
SE-100
SE-300B II /SE-300B II SE
SI-50

%i1e PSYult

Output Transformer Coupled Single Stage Pre-amplifier
Single-Ended Parallel 40W+40W Power Amplifier
Transformer Phase Splitting 100W+100W Power Amplifier
Single-Ended Triode 9W+9W Power Amplifier
Remote Controlled 50W+50W Integrated Amplifier

USS
880.00
980.00/USS 1.380.00
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USS 1,480.00/USS 1,730.00
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"For The Jot ,Of Music"
Proudly Made in USA
For Product Information and your nearest Golden Tube Audio dealer, call or write to:
Solo Electronics 2462 Tripaldi Way, Hayward, CA 94545. Tel (510)887-8016 Fax (510)887-1657

980.00

As ateenager, he was diagnosed as a
manic-depressive schizophrenic and
spent several years in mental hospitals.
Inspired by the successes of Bob
Dylan and Elvis Presley, Van Zandt
rejected his inherited wealth in his early
20s and set out to establish himself as a
singer and songwriter. He first moved to
Houston, and had so little success that
he was reduced to eating dog food and
sleeping backstage. More out of desperation than patriotic fervor, he tried to
enlist in the Air Force in the mid-'60s
but was rejected because of his history
of mental problems.
The poverty he experienced early on
dogged him throughout his career.
Despite a loyal following and several
well-received albums, Van Zandt consistently had trouble making ends meet. As
recently as five years ago he was reportedly asking to be paid in advance for performing, because otherwise he couldn't
afford to appear. When he did perform,
he was more likely than not to show up
inebriated. Van Zandt had awell-earned
reputation for having to be carried offstage after passing out in mid-set.
His fans loved him as much for his
antics as for his gritty, evocative portrayals of boozers and losers, most of which
were autobiographical. John Lomax,
who managed Van Zandt for two years
in the late '70s, told the Chicago SunTimes that Van Zandt had once phoned
in abomb threat to abar in Colorado in
order to get adrink. "It cleared the place
out," Lomax said. "Townes walked up
to the bar and ordered adrink. The bartender said 'There's been a bomb
threat.' He replied, 'I know. Icalled it in.
Ineed adrink.' Townes was awild one."
Van Zandes early musical influences

were the guitar playing of Delta bluesman Lightnin' Hopkins and the songs of
country legend Hank Williams. Van
Zandt himself combined elegant lyrics
with simple instrumentation and pioneered a low-register, hoarsely delivered, world-weary vocal style that is
now widely imitated. Among the many
artists he influenced arc Neil Young,
Emmylou Harris, Jerry Jeff Walker,
John Hiatt, Rosanne Cash, the Cowboy
Junkies, Hal Ketchum, Doc Watson,

Country music has lost
one of its guiding lights,
songwriter and performer
Townes Van Zandt.
Nand Griffith, Rodney Crowell, Robert
Earl Keen, Lyle Lovett, Mickey Newberry, Johnny Cash, and Steve Earle. In
1982 Don Williams and Emmylou
Harris took his "If INeeded You" to
number three on the country charts. The
following year, Merle Haggard and
Willie Nelson had a number-one hit
with Van Zandes "Pancho and Lefty."
Despite being held in high esteem as
asongwriter among country/folk musicians, Van Zandt never achieved success
as aperformer. A gaunt figure suffering
from depression, too much drink, and
not enough sleep, his songs proved bigger than he was. "The best songwriter
in the whole wide world," Steve Earle
called him. Van Zandt himself disparaged his talent: "You put two words
together and it's poetry. Add aguitar
note and you got asong."
A memorial service for Townes Van

CAL
Standard II horn loudspeaker, cabling
by Nordost Fladine, and digital by
Timbre
Technology.
Harvey
"Gizmo" Rosenberg will open the
show with his always-insightful, at
times controversial, "triodal ecstasy prelude." The event, sponsored by the
Philadelphia Audio Society, is open to
the public and free of charge. For more
information, call (215) 581-5000.
TENNESSEE

•Thursday, April 10,630-9pm: Opus
2Audio/Video (788 Brookhaven Circle
E, Memphis) is hosting aseminar featuring Peter McGrath and Bill Eggleston HI of EgglestonWorks, who will
Stereophile, April 1997

Zandt was held January 5in Nashville.
At the time of his death his record label,
Sugar Hill, was assembling an all-star
group to record new versions of his
songs for aproposed boxed set. Sugar
Hill spokeswoman Beverly Paul said it
was uncertain if the project would continue. The label already had planned to
re-release Rear View Mirror on January
21 and The Highway Kind on March 18.
"The Wild One," in the words of his
own song, is now "building ahouseboat
in heaven."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
°relic is arelatively new and small specialist British hi-fi electronics brand not
as yet distributed in the US. Its CD-100
Cl) player caused quite astir at the beginning of 1996, receiving asuccession
of rave reviews as an outstanding allaround sound-for-price value, despite
(or because of?) its old-fashioned 16-bit,
4x-oversampling converters.
The timing of the reviews was unfortunate. Stocks were quickly sold out,
and Philips discontinued the CDM-4
drive it used. Exit one very fine Cl)
player.
Meanwhile, designer Chris Bryant
has come up with some new ideas. He
reckons he's got the current CDM12
mechanism working well, and the new
CD-100e (the "e" is for "engine") is
constructed in modular form; it's available in avariety of configurations, with
the option to start off with the basic
player and upgrade later.
The CD-100e is available as atransport or as acomplete player, the latter
available with three different levels of
analog output stage. The "standard" ver-

ENDA

discuss discrete four-channel audio
recording and the EgglestonWorks Andra loudspeaker. For more information,
call (901) 684-5461 or e-mail mtfitz
@mindspring.com
•Thursday, May 8,630-9pm: Geoffrey
Poor of Balanced Audio Technology
will offers aseminar at Opus 2Audio/
Video (788 Brookhaven Circle E,
Memphis) on BAT. products, including
the new VK-200 power amplifier and
the upgraded VK-5i and VK-3i. For
more information, call (901) 684-5461
or e-mail mtfitz@rnindspring. com.
TEXAS

• Houston Audio Concepts (2200

Southwest Freeway, Greenbriar) is hosting the following seminars. Seating is
limited for all three events; call (713)
527-0774 for reservations:
• Monday, April 14, 7-8:30pm: Scott
Devenport of Theta Digital will showcase the Theta Casablanca Home Music
and Cinema Controller and other new
developments from Theta.
•Monday, April 21,7-8:30pm: Richard
Vandersteen of Vandersteen Audio
will introduce his revolutionary new
flagship spealcer, the Vandersteen 5.
•Monday, April 28,7-8:30pm: Albert
Von Schweikert of Von Schweikert
Research will discuss his new theater
line of loudspeakers and his VR series of
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while maintaining
speed and focus.

SOLO

Articulate yet warm,
this silver hybrid
interconnect could be
the missing link you've
been searching for.

SILVER
SURFER

Large format, bi-wireable
speaker cable. Heavy silver
plate OFHC and proprietary
insulation deliver musicality
and high current capability at
only $10 per foot.

BLACK SILC
Not for neophytes
this reference series cable
combines the precision of
silver with the richness
& authority of copper.

INFO LINK
Our long awaited reference
digital cables (75 &110 ohm)
has annealed 99.99 % pure
silver for unparalleled accuracy.

*909 HARRISON ST.,

OLLYWOOD, FL 33020 •PHONE (954)

ers--2471:1 .1riu

(954) 925-7253

sion operates in single-ended class-A,
while the "Super Analogue" board is
servo-controlled DC-coupled throughout and uses abetter power supply and
superior sound-quality components.
The third variation is a "Valve Analogue" board using ECC88 (6DJ8 or
6922) tubes. Multibit conversion is still
used, and the design has been optimized
for best sound quality rather than low
measured distortion. OreHe Hi-Fi: Tel:
(44) 181-810-9388.
SWITZERLAND/UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
In the near future, copying music and
software will be just as easy as it is now,
but the legal consequences for doing so
will be far worse. On Friday, December
20, negotiators at a meeting of the
World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva reached agreement on
the most extensive revision of international copyright law in 25 years.
Representatives from 160 countries
had spent three weeks ironing out two
new treaties: the first to protect the creators of film, art, literature, and software, and the second covering recorded
music. A third proposal to treat databases such as mailing lists, telephone numbers, and sports scores as copyrightable
intellectual properties was voted down.
Delegates from the US had originally
wanted databases included, but gave in
to pressure from other countries in
order to finalize the other two treaties,
which were regarded as far more
important.
Lead US negotiator Bruce Lehman
told anews conference after the final
meeting that the new treaties will
become "the cornerstone of interna-

tional economic law for the information
and technological age of the 21st century." The treaties must still be ratified by
the national governing bodies of the
various members of the WIPO, which
is aUnited Nations organization.
One obstacle to the passage of the
treaties was a proposal circulated last
winter by the United States Patents and
Trademarks office that would have increased copyright holders' control over
"transitory copies," which are temporary files written on computers' hard
disks during downloading. The patent
office's proposal enjoyed widespread
support in Hollywood, but the potential liability of telephone companies,
computer companies, and Internet
providers as accessories to digital crime
had them howling in protest. The idea
had been batted around in Congress
and had won no support, but the US
delegation in Geneva attempted to
revive it anyway. A last-minute agreement exempted transitory copies from
copyright protection.
The rapid growth of computers and
computer networks throughout the
world, and the ease with which digital
copies can be made, prompted the campaign for stronger international copyright laws, which was led by the US.
Piracy is a major issue for American
software makers, music publishers, and
film studios. The US software industry
loses $13 billion in revenue annually to
piracy, according to Mark Traphagen,
vice president of the Software Publishers Association. Hilary Rosen, president of the Recording Industry Association of America, said unauthorized
copying costs the music industry $2 billion per year, compared with an overall

CALEN
home music loudspeakers.
•Thursday, May 1, 7pm: Geoffrey Poor
of Balanced Audio Technology will
introduce the company's new "I" series
preamplifiers and the VK-200 power
amplifier at High Fidelity Inc. in Austin. For information and reservations,
call (512) 454-5833.
VIRGINIA

• Thursday, March 20, 7pm: Michel
Reverchon will arrive from Geneva to
show all that is new from Goldrnund,
especially the new Mimesis 39DA CD
player and the SRMono amplifiers at
Gifted Listener Audio, 5700 Pickwick
Road, Centreville. Reservations are
Stereophile, April 1997
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gross in the region of $12 billion.
Calling the treaties "a very good deal for
American music lovers, Internet users,
artists, and record companies," Rosen
reiterated the importance of strong
copyright laws for US companies.
Describing the RIAA as "completely
satisfied" with the results of the conference, Rosen said, "The US really benefits because we arc the biggest exporter
of music."
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
It appears that the triumvirate of Pacific
Telesis, Bell Atlantic Corporation, and
Nynex Corporation are scrapping their
much-talked-about plan to develop "interactive TV." Tele-TV, as the joint venture
is called, has already consumed $300 million in development costs. The idea was to
supply set-top boxes that would enable
viewers to "interact" with features such as
educational programming, home shopping, and video-on-demand. Tele-TV previously signed abillion-dollar contract for
three million of the boxes with 'Thomson
Consumer Electronics—an expense that
will ultimately be borne by telephone
users in the arcas served by the three
companies.
The predicted no-holds-barred fight
to the death between cable and telephone companies in the wake of loosened regulations might well be too expensive for the phone companies. Despite official protestations to the contrary, the cost of laying thousands of
miles of fibcroptic cables to compete
with existing cable and satellite systems,
with no guarantee of amarket, is making companies like Bell Atlantic rethink
their strategies.
S

A

required: call (703)818-8000, or e-mail
GLAinc@aol.com.
WASHINGTON

• Wednesday, April 9, 7:30pm: The
Pacific Northwest Audio Society
(PAS) will host Victor 'Tiscareno of
AudioPrism, who will show off their
new Mana monoblock amplifiers, along
with the Silver Signature preamp and
Mantissa RIAA phono preamp. PAS
meetings are held at 4545 Island Crest
Way, Mercer Island. Guests and new
members are welcome. For more information, call Ron Jandrasi at (206)
283-9349.

INTERNATIONAL
GERMANY

• May 8-11: The German High-End
Society's 16th annual High-End Equipment Exhibition will be held at the
Hotel Gravenbruch Kempinski, near
Frankfurt am Mein, and will feature
products and equipment from over 350
manufacturers. Trade day is May 8,
10am-8pm; May 9-11 is open to the
general public, 10am-6pm. Trade visitors may preregister. For more information, contact the High-End Society Marketing GmbH, Hatzfelder
Strassed 161-163, D 42 281 Wuppertal.
Tel: (49) 202-70 20 22. Fax: (49) 20270 37 00.
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ore than two decades of
experience as an American
manufacturer of precision hi-fi
equipment have taught us afew
valuable lessons. Like how to
improve the playback resolution of
recorded music without sacrificing
musicality. convenience or affordability. How to design and engineer
products that fit the widely varying
system needs—and budgets—of
music lovers around the globe. And
how to continue

providing parts and service support
for every model we've ever manufactured, reaching back more than
aquarter-century.
In short, we've learned how to keep
an eye on the future without losing
our grip on the past.

CI=

What really sets Audio
Research apart is more than a
versatile array of quality products. It is aphilosophy committed to High Definition - in
sound. service and product
support. So that you can
enjoy pride of ownership
and peace of mind for as
long as you own an Audio
Research product.
To discover more about
Audio Research. visit one of
our authorized retailers soon.
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"The AmfiTheater Iwill drive loudspeakers that
we never thought areceiver could
drive and drive them well!"
Lyric Hi Fi and Video, NY
"I have never heard a$500 receiver with the
audiophile sound quality of the AmfiTheater I"
Flips Stereo Place, St. Louis
The AmfiTheater Isounds as good as separates
while providing much of their flexibility "
Music Audio, Atlanta
"Receivers at twice the price don't have
AmfiTheater's upgrade features"
Harmony Audio Video, San Francisco

THE $500 RECEIVER THAT
HIGH-END AUDIO DEALERS
ARE RAVING ABOUT.
• High-end audio dealers all over the country (the same ones that have built their reputations dealing
systems upwards of $20,000) are raving about a$500 receiver! The AmfiTheater Isurround sound receiver.
One listen might just change the way you think about receivers forever Engineered in America by Mondial
(the international award winning originators of the 3-channel amplifier), the AmfiTheater Icombines all
the convenience and affordability of a5-channel receiver with the sound quality, power and flexibility of
more expensive separates. It delivers a sound so rich and powerful, it's sure to please even the
most discriminating audiophile.
• What's more, with its 5channel + subwoofer line stage outputs, it's designed with your future in mind —
allowing you to easily upgrade by adding external power amplifiers. For once, you can design a system
around your taste — not an ordinary receiver's limitations. With features like Dolby Prologic, DSP, DVDready input and RDS tuning, the AmfiTheater Iis the ultimate unit to build
your home theater around. So stop by your high-end audio dealer today and
listen to what everybody's raving about.
BY

(

MONDIAL
DESIGNS
LIMITED

20 Livingstone Avenue, Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
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Telephone 914-693-8008 •Fax 914-693-7199
http://www.mondialdesigns.com
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ngrand bravo àCabasse ..."
exclaimed Pierre-Yves Maton, Editor-in-Chief of Haute
Fidélite, when reviewing the new Farella
400 speaker in the French magazine's
August/September 1996 issue.
The speakers looked great on the
cover, and inside, too —all decked out
in aveneer of bubinga wood, with that
striking black-and-white Cabasse woofer. Ifaxed Christophe Cabasse to find
out if they'd appointed aUS distributor.
As luck would have it, they just had —
Frank Garbie, of Northstar Leading The
Way, Inc., "located in beautiful Durango,
Colorado." (You've seen the ads — they
sell Durango as much as they sell the hifi products Frank imports.) Frank was
already the Jadis importer, so there was
already aFrench connection. In Canada,
Cabasse continues to be distributed by
Audio Associes of Montrea1. 1
In afew weeks the speakers arrived,
and looked as impressive in my listening
room as they had in the pictures. The
wood veneer covers the entire cabinet,
always asign of quality. And if bubinga
is too garish for you (it reminds some
people of zebras), then the speaker is
available in more subdued walnut,
black, or beechwood.
Cabasse should be ahousehold word
in hi-fi. In France, of course, it is. But in
America, no—despite the fact that Cabasse was established in 1950 and is one
of the oldest speaker manufacturers in
Europe.
The firm was founded by Georges
Cabasse, who, along with his wife, still
remains active in the family-owned
firm. Oliver Cabasse, son of the founder, runs the company; his younger
brother, Christophe, manages exports.
Cabasse isn't just abrand —or marque, as
the French like to say — it's the Cabasse
family.
Today, Cabasse is the second-largest
speaker manufacturer in France (JMIab
is the largest). Moreover, Cabasse — like
1 Cabasse, 22 Boulevard Louise Michel, 92623
Gennevilliers, France. Tel: (33) 47-90-55-78. Fax: (33)
47-90-65-35. US distributor: Northstar Leading The
Way, P.O. Box 3763, 1)urango, CO 81302. Tel: (970)
259-6722. Fax: (970) 259-6727. Canadian distributor:
Audio Associes, 1193 rue de la Montagne, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada H3G 1Z2. Tel: (514) 871-0091.
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own the Jonque 300 —jonquks?) 2
JMIab and Triangle Electroacoustique,
But no, Iwas sent the Cabasse Farella
France's third-largest speaker manufacturer —is what Iconsider to be areal 400s that Iasked for, and it's avery good
thing, too.
speaker manufacturer: They manufacMaybe now Cabasse's time in the US
ture their own drivers.
So why haven't Cabasse speakers been
has come. Icertainly hope so, because
this is one superb loudspeaker, and
more popular in the States?
keenly priced to boot. What's more, it
Part of the reason may be that few US
has something few loudspeakers availaudiophiles have access to the French hiable in the US can offer: high efficiency.
fi press. Few people here read French.
If high efficiency doesn't juice your lizThe magazines aren't distributed here,
ard, consider that it effectively increases
although you can find them on any
the power of your amplifier. Makes a
good newsstand in Montreal.
50Wpc amp sound more like 100Wpc.
Then, too, during the 1970s, Cabasse
Does it really? Read on!
speakers were reputed in the US to be a
The speaker, priced at $1995/pair, is a
little on the bright side. This was, perfloorstander. Right away, that's abig adhaps, unfair. One could say, with perhaps
equal validity, that British speakers of the vantage, because good stands are expensive — typically, $300 to $600/pair. The
time tended to be on the dull side.
speaker is 3' high by 10 1
4"
/
wide by 12',"
Founder Georges Cabasse is an avid
yachtsman and, during the 1970s, was
fond of naming speakers after famous
2Sorry to have so much fun at Cabasse's expense —
I'm sure that the Jonque 300 is afine loudspeaker.
racing yachts. One such yacht was the
Albatross. Nifty name
for a speaker, no?
Maybe in France,
where Samuel Taylor Coleridge's poem, "The Rime of
the Ancient Mainer," is not so familiar. But in the US,
the Cabasse imporer at the time found
that the speaker was
... well, an albatross.
I'm not sure that
Cabasse has learned
its lesson, because
one of the current
models is called the
Jonque 300. Ithink
Cabasse would have
to — ah, um, dispose
of that name to sell
the speaker in any
English-speaking
country. Actually, it's
too bad I didn't
receive the Jonque
300 for review —I
could send you to
your nearest Jonque
dealer! ('What do
you suppose they
Cabasse Farella 400 loudspeaker
call people who
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The Ultimate in Digital Technology

We've all heard it before.. music is the international language. So,
all audio components speak the same language, right? Wrong. You
can't get the translation right if you don't have the right equipment.
Introducing the ULTECH HDCD-10. A bold new DIA converter with
a twist...built-in HDCD" decoding. Benefiting from the HDCD" chip
comes in two ways: decoding of the new HDCD-encoded CD's AND
incredible digital filtering for non-encoded CD's. And don't forget,
the HDCD-10 utilizes two 20-Bit Burr Brown PCM

1702J D/A

Converters for impeccable sonic quality.
To speak the international language correctly, stop by your nearest

8= . n o

registered trademark of Pm/fit MKrosonics, Inc.

ULTECH dealer and audition the HDCD-10 as well as other fine
ULTECH components. (Note: They're NOT priced out of this world.)

ULTICH
MUCH AUDIO' components ore manufactured and distributed by

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
401 Chaddick Drive, Wheeling, IL 60090

Phone: 312/328-1100 Fax: 312/808-9389 Email: ullecheconcentric.net
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deep. With the grilles in place, it looks
handsome if somewhat mundane —
your average box, except for the high
quality of the cabinet finish.
With its grilles removed, the Farella
400 not only sounds better, it looks better — that is, if you like the looks of that
black-and-white Cabasse woofer. Some
visitors to my listening room commented that the pair of speakers looked like
two archery targets, or eyeballs staring
straight ahead. Yes, the looks are alittle
provocative. If you feel the urge to reach
for your bow and arrow, use the grilles.
The sonic cost is only aslight loss of
clarity and focus.
The l'e-diameter soft-dome tweeter
is made from asynthetic material whose
exact composition Cabasse doesn't specify. It's mounted from the inside of the
cabinet — no screws or bolts visible —
to help ensure that the exterior ring surrounding the tweeter won't interfere
with the dispersion of the sound. If you
want to replace the tweeter, you have to
remove the woofer first and get in from
the rear.
Cabasse calls the tweeter the "Dom
40" and refers to it as "lame bande" because of its low crossover frequency —
1500Hz, or about an octave lower than
usual. Christophe Cabasse told me they
chose this low crossover point to give the
speaker amore homogeneous sound.
According to Christophe, this tweeter was not easy to develop. "The diaphragm must be rigid enough to withstand high peak levels with no noticeable distortion in the lower part of its
frequency range, yet light enough to
reproduce the upper part of its frequency range with clarity, finesse, and speed.
The tweeter has to cover afour-and-ahalf-octave range." Christophe said the
tweeter can produce 120dB peaks.
Cabasse speakers, by the way, are garantie àvie— guaranteed for life.
It's the woofer — or k boomer, as the
French sometimes call it —that grabs
visual attention. On the Farella 400, k
boomer is 81
/"in diameter. It's also what
4
is known as aCabasse sandwich.
Cabasse pioneered the sandwich
technology in the early 1980s with their
honeycomb woofer diaphragms.3 Made
from copolymer, the Farella 400's
boomer — whoops, woofer — is fashioned into a sandwich with polyurethane foam (k mousse polynréthannt). The
combination is said to offer great rigidi3 Not wanting to ram on Cabasse's parade of s.mdwiches, hut both Leak and KEF manufactured driveunits featuring a stymfoam-based "sandwich" more
than 30 years ago. The latter company's elliptical B139
woofer became aclassic.
—JA
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plained that no spikes had been shipped
with the Farella 400s. Itold Frank I
didn't think that would fly with American audiophiles. Fortunately, Frank talked with Messrs. Cabasse; US purchasers
will, indeed, receive the spikes for free.
Où est la porte?
(By the way, most "standard" threaded
Of course, la porte is "the door" in
spikes will not fit in the Farella 400.)
French. 'What we call the speaker's
When Ifinally received the spikes
"port," the French call le vent. The
from France, Ialmost felt guilty for havFarella 400 is abass-reflex design. The
ing asked that they be supplied gratis.
port is built into the bottom of the
speaker but doesn't fire directly at the They're magnificent—the kind of thing
floor. Instead, it fires through the front only the French could devise. Spikes are
usually ugly affairs. These are more like
jewelry. Iasked Christophe, and they
The Farella 400's spikes
are indeed gold-plated brass, beautifully
machined and finished.
are magnificent,
These are the first two-way spikes
that
I've ever come across. Thread them
more like jewelry:
in one way and you get carpet-piercing
spikes. Turn them around and thread
gold-plated brass,
them in the other way and you get supbeautifully machined
ports with rounded ends that shouldn't
scratch adelicate hardwood floor. My
and finished.
floors have been so ravaged by spike
divots that Icould hardly care less — but
still, what anice touch!
of aspeaker base made of high-density,
You do get free wire with these
one-piece MDF. According to Chrisspeakers!
tophe, la pone — excusez-moi, k vent —is
Ithought there had been some misdesigned so that rear waves from the
woofer can't escape through the vent take when Isaw 18' of 14-gauge "high
definition" copper speaker wire packed
and spoil the direct sound. You can hardwith the speakers. The wire has the Caly see the port —it's only about 1" high.
basse name on one side of the clear wire
"Death before bass reflex" is the
motto of one US speaker manufacturer, jacket, which Iused to carry the positive
signal. (I asked Christophe how good
as reported recently in Stereophile. That
the wire was. His answer added up to
may be exactly what adesigner achieves
by avoiding bass reflex —death. In a "Good enough.")
As Christophe advised, you might
sealed-box (acoustical suspension)
change the sound by using different
speaker, the sound is stopped up in the
wire, and you might prefer that different
speaker. Death to rhythm and pace. The
speaker sounds constipated. It won't get sound. Me? Igleefully hooked up the
free wire and ran with it.
up and boogie. The problem is how to
What most impresses me about these
execute abass-reflex design so you avoid
Cabasse speakers is their quality of conpuffing, chuffing, or downright farting.
struction. It shows in things like the
Cabasse has avoided all these things.
gold-plated brass speaker terminals and
The bass on this speaker has to be
those sexy French spikes. It also shows
heard —it's superb, considering the speain things you can't see — like the interiker's relatively small size. It's atight, controlled, richly defined bass —not at all a or of the cabinet.
Cabasse veneers the interior of each
one-note bloat. Frequency response is
cabinet, not just the exterior—to imspecified as 50Hz-20kHz, ±4d13. Not
prove the longevity of the speakers, they
the deepest bass, perhaps, but it's the bass
say. Moreover, they submit each cabinet
quality that counts.
It's here —on the bottom end —that to rigorous testing to verify that there
are no unwanted resonances —this after
the Farella scores mightily over similarly priced minimonitors, which typically each speaker is assembled. If any
unwanted rumblings show up, the
roll off fast below 80Hz or so. The Farella 400 puts afirm foundation under speaker is disassembled and the cabinet
the music. Of course, to avoid spoiling destroyed.
Frank Garbie brought up the fact that
this superb bass performance, you must
the gold-plated brass speaker terminals
employ les pointes de découplage — the
accommodate themselves only awkspikes.
"Spikes are sold separately," importer wardly to spade lugs.
"I'll tell Christophe no such thing!" I
Frank Garbie told me when Icorn-

ty. The inverted dustcap in the center is
black, as is the surrounding ring— thus
the eyeball or bull's-eye effect. These
speakers will get noticed!
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We'd call them revolutionary,
but quite frankly, we Brits
are still a little uncomfortable
with that word.

o

Introducing the new Alpha range from Arcam -the latest in a long line of high performanc
British engineered tuners, CD players and integrated amplifiers. Sleekly redesigned. More powerful.
Easily upgradable. Give them a listen and see how they compare with other leading components.
Because that's one battle we know we can win.

For more information call 1-888-ARCAM-LTD.

ARCAM

Arcam is distributed in North America by: Audiophile Systems Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256 Phone: 317-849-5880
Fax: 317-841-4107 and Emerald Audio Resources, RR#1, Palgrave, Ontario Canada, LON 1P0 Phone, 416-596-7657

Fax: 905-880-7171
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roared. (I love to give Frank ahard time.)
"These are the best speaker terminals
I've seen. And they accommodate themselves perfectly to Christophe's free
wire." Ilaughed my evil laugh. Visions of
starving wire bandits danced in my
brain. Just think what might happen if
this catches on — speaker manufacturers
giving away free wire!
You simply take an end of bared wire,
slide it through aslot, and then fingertighten. Takes all of 10 seconds. If you
prefer, you can terminate your speaker
leads with two single banana plugs.
Double bananas don't work because of
the nonstandard spacing.

stereo tube amp.
you name it. The fact that Ican't pick out
In most respects, and in virtually all one aspect as being particularly good
important (to me) respects, the sound of only underscores my overall satisfaction.
the C-J with the Farella 400 approached And that's the way it should be. As one of
the very best I've heard in terms of the French rags said, the Farella 400
sheer musicality. Strings had body, rich- avoids both "l'agressivité" and "la vulgarité"
ness, fullness. Voices, especially female
It sure does.4
voices, had aliquidity that was positiveYes, you will, perhaps, get atad more
ly luscious. Give up this combination?
resolution from some more expensive
No way. I'm keeping both the C-J and
speakers. Electrostatics will sound quickthe Fardas.
er — the superb Martin-Logan Aerius
Look at it this way. If Fm paying a which sells for the same price, is agood
few hundred dollars more for the speakexample. Some of the best minimonitors
ers than they sell for in France (the im- will spread aslightly more palpable, draporter deserves special mention for
matic soundstage—like the ProAc Tabkeeping his margin low), I'm buying the
lette 50 Signature ($1700/pair plus stands;
Conrad-Johnson MV55 for about half the stands put the price over that of the
what it sells for in France. What abarFarella sound
Farella 400s). And bigger, more expensive
The Farella 400 is rated at 94dB/ gain. Ican't wait to invite the Brass Ear,
floorstanders —you know, the ones that
1W/1m. Impedance is given as 4ohms.
Mario, Lou, and my other audiophile
cost megabucks and weigh almost 200 lbs
This means you can drive the speaker
cronies in and kill them with the sound.
apiece — these speakers can give you
with just about anything. Isay "just Especially Brass Ear — he goes nuts
more authority, weight, and slam.
about" because, unfortunately, the Fa- when Iget good sound on the cheap.
But in terms of the things that should
rella 400 could not get it up dynamicalRelatively cheap, that is.
matter most, the Farella 400 is hard to
ly with several 9-10Wpc 300B-based
Back to the Farella 400. The sound is
beat. It has asmooth, coherent, extended
amplifiers Ihad on hand. Quel dommage! practically beyond reproach. In fact, for
(both bass and treble) sound, free of colIn one of the French hi-fi rags, a abox speaker of this size at this price, it oration or, indeed, any irritating qualities.
scribe wrote that the Farella 400 would
is beyond reproach. The art of speaker And it doesn't gobble up amplifier
be suitable for "les petites amplificateurs
design is the art of balancing—of get- power. Compared with less-sensitive
britanniques comme les Rega, Creek,
ting everything more or less right so that speakers, it can — subjectively, anyway —
Naim, Onix ou Musical Fidelity...." I no particular aspect of the speaker's per- virtually double the power of your amp.
tried the Musical Fidelity A2, rated at formance strikes you as especially good,
This is why the Cabasse Farella 400 is
25Wpc into 8ohms and 50Wpc into 4 just the overall sound. This is what such an important speaker. Dealers, at
ohms. The sound was slightly polite and
Cabasse has done ... in aspeaker that the moment, are relatively few and far
rolled-off in the treble. Not the last word
will get it up on 45Wpc of delicious
between, but it's well worth going out of
in resolution. Dynamics were okay.
Conrad-Johnson tube.
your way to audition this speaker!
The incredible Densen DM 10 ($2195
Everything is great about this speaker
4The worst thing about aspeaker flaw is that it can
in its line-stage version) was more satisfy- — the bass, the midrange, the tonal neubug you even more the more you listen. All you can
ing — even better dynamics —and so
trality, the freedom from coloration, the
hear is that failing bass, that midrange honk, that lack
of treble liquidity.
was its baby brother, the Densen Beat Bdetail, the imaging, the soundstage...
100 ($1295 in line-stage version). The
YBA Integré did nicely, too.
I tried the Cary 805 Signatures
($10,900/pair) just to see whether the
speakers would rise to the level of the
amps — always asign of agreat pair of
speakers. They did. The soundstage was
deep and wide. The resolution, the
sense of space was breathtaking.
Since most people won't be spending
$10,900, Ialso tried the Conrad-Johnson MV55. And here's where Iwas
completely flabbergasted. The Farella
400, with its 94dB sensitivity and 4ohm
load (the MV55 comes optimized for a
4 ohm load), made the little 45Wpc
C-J amp sound like a100-watter... or
more. Bass was surprisingly strong...
and tight. The sound was rich, dynamic,
and full — almost explosively dynamic.
The only area where the performance
really suffered (compared with the
$10,900 Carys) was in the soundstage
depth and width. There is just so much
soundstage you can get from a small
Conrad-Johnson MV55 power amplifier
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RESEARCH
LOUDSPEAKER

VR-4

SYSTEM

Solid hardwood trim,
available in Natural Cherry, Red Cherry,
Clear Oak or Black Oak.
Tweeter and midrange operate in minimum
baffle enclosures for maximum clarity. Acoustic damping
placed on the baffle reduces early driver reflections.
Aluminum dome tweeter critically
damped to avoid break-up and ringing.
Rear ambience driver aids recreation of the
original depth and ambience of the recording site.
Separate, hand-soldered, point to point
GAIN" crossover circuit harmonically blends drivers
to sound like asingle element speaker.
Woven carbon fiber "main driver" is a midrange
without equal, operating well within its capable limits.
Two piece stacking enclosure completely isolates
the midrange and tweeter from the bass cabinet.
Bass enclosure aperio(licallv braced
with wall thickness to 1.5".
Custom epoxy cone 8" drivers with
bass response to 20 Hz without distortion.
DRI" circuit increases amplifier
output power for dynamic bass response.
The VR-4, grille cloth removed,
cabinet cut away, MSRP from 53S50/pair.

11 .
echuckled when we realized that the VR is supposed to stand jor Virtual
Reality, but our scornful smiles were soon changed to amazed silence...
"Irrespective of the size of the room and irrespective of where you are sitting
-or standing -you will experience an ultra precise an shocking three dimensional stereo accuracy.

VIRTUAL

RI

‘I.ITY.

"...the VR-4 without trouble can send vibrating shock waves of precipitous
'body bass' through the listening room. Everything else may have been
shaking but the speakers remained standing firmly as sandbags.
"Rarely words such as authority and control have been so adequate as here,
and one could easily believe that the VR-4's bass was equipped with active
power steering."
Mats Meyer-Lie, Hifi &Music Magazine, Sweden, September 1996
"I can confidently say that the Von Schweikert Research VR-4s are the finest
loudspeakers Ihave had the pleasure of hearing in my listening room. They
hit all my hot buttons -deep articulate bass, timbrel accuracy, fast, open,
three dimensional soundstaging... you know what that means don't you?
I'm buying the review pair!"
Stuart A. McCreary, Positive Feedback, Vol.5 No.6, 1995
The Von Schweikert Research VR-4 loudspeakers offer breakthrough
performance and outstanding value. Superb engineering brings Virtual
Reality to the listener, convincingly portraying the passion and stage of the
recorded performance. Visit aVon Schweikert Research dealer to experience the amazing reality of the VR-4s for yourself.
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800 Starhork Avenue, Watertown, NY 13601.
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And to all you other speaker manufacturers who make speakers with sensitivity ratings of 86dB, 87db, 88db, even
89dB — come on, guys, Cabasse does it.
Get it up!
Conrad-Johnson MV55

So what about this $1995 CJamplifier?

You need to match it to the right
speakers, that's what.
As my experience with the Farella 400
shows, get this amp on reasonably sensitive, easy-to-drive speakers and it can
really fly. (By the grapevine, Ihear that
the MV55 works superbly with all but
the larger ProAc models, too.)
This is not Conrad-Johnson's most
transparent amplifier. You'll get an improvement in resolution and detail, as
well as an increase in power, by going to
the Premier Eleven A—but at $3495,
which is nearly twice the price. As asmall
stereo tube amp, the MV55 can't do the
soundstage thing like apair of powerful
tube monoblocks — not even with an efficient speaker like the Farella 400.
But in terms of sheer musicality —
truth of timbre, harmonic rightness,
fullness, richness — there may be few
amps at any price that can surpass the
MV55. Very few amps become classics.

Ibelieve that the MV55 is aclassic—or
will be aclassic — not only because of
its great sound, but also because of its
great looks. It is one of the finest amplifiers Conrad-Johnson has ever made.
After my original review sample went
back to C-J, Imissed it so much I...
bought one.
If you have reasonably sensitive
speakers, Iurge you to give the MV55 a
serious listen — this amp is a"must-audition." As the Brits like to say, put it on
your short list. (To hear its hill magic,
make sure the amp has been warmed
up for an hour.) Take your speakers to
your dealer, if you can — unless you can
arrange to borrow his demo unit, which
is even better. If your speakers allow for
bi-amping, keep in mind that you could
use two MV55s, which might make the
amp more appropriate for demanding
loads. (You could have two MV55s for a
little more than the price of one Premier Eleven A.)
And if you're shopping for asystem
from scratch, consider building your
system around the MV55, choosing
appropriately efficient speakers. One
such speaker is the Cabasse Farella 400
— an absolutely stunning match for the
C-J MV55.
S
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Compare Siltech
Cables with any
Gov°
ot
!fitsA-A
wi Iout perform the competition in neutrality, resolution,
warmth and overall musicality.
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Available or these end other fine dealers
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Eclipse. At Sonic Frontiers, we continue to outshine our competition

The LINE 3shares the advanced features of its siblings, the LINE 1,

with our latest generation of innovative new products -leading the

and LINE 2but additionally offers these following design attributes:

way is our new LINE 3preamplifier.

• 2chassis design (both full size) -60 lbs net weight
• fully dual mono design, featuring 3toroidal power transformers

In 1993 we introduced the SFL-2 linestage, aproduct which redefined

and 26 regulated power supply stages (8 of which are high

the standard for atrue reference quality tube preamplifier. However,

voltage, precision tracking shunt types)

with the introduction of the LINE 3not only have we eclipsed our

• innovative new 12 tube linestage circuit with active error correction

competition's latest offerings, we've advanced the design significantly

to ensure wide bandwidth, balanced performance and extremely

over our own Class A rated SFL-2.

low 75 ohm/150 ohm (SE/BAL) output impedance
• Unique PCB decoupling system

The LINE 3represents the pinnacle of performance in our LINE Series of
preamplifiers, giving audiophiles aproduct with both fidelity and flexi-

• Highest quality parts, featuring Multi-Cap, Solen &Wima capacitors plus Vishay, Caddock and Mills resistors.

bility for their changing home entertainment needs -whether it be a
reference 2-channel system, amulti-user home theater installation or the

The appearance of such a product is a rare event which comes

intimate environment of their favorite headphones -using the

around but afew times in an audiophile's life. To experience the awe

HeadRoom ,"circuit.

inspiring LINE 3 for yourself at your local dealer or to receive a
complete set of literature, Call, Write, Fax or E-Mail us today.

«.>
Ca SONIC FRONTIERS
lo

I

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers

for the dealer nearest you.

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, 1.6H 514

Tel (9051829-3838

Fax: 19051829-3033

E-Mail: SF1@sonicfrontiers.com

WWW:http://www.sonicfrontiers.com

IT'S NOT THE SIZE...
IT'S THE SHAPE.

By magnifying a Rectangular Solid
Core' conductor 150 tirites, you see
the rectangular cross section that
results in its superior performance.

It's very simple. The conductor carries the signal. A

At TARA Labs, this is more than theory. We have the

cable's ability to deliver linearity with frequency, its

years of research and testing to prove the relative

airiness, its transparency, weight, soundstage, clarity...

importance of conductor design and cable geometry.

all of these factors are determined, more than anything,

We also have test results to prove that our Rectangular
Solid Core cables are more linear with frequency, and

by the conductor.

therefore more neutral, transparent and accurate, than
any cable using round or stranded conductors.'
Which just goes to show you don't have to be the
biggest. You just have to be in shape.
HOW IMPORTANT IS THE CONDUCTOR?

Conductor Size end Shope

Due to increased flux density at the center of around conductor, current distribution
is non-uniform. with significant high frequency roll oft. The Rectangular Solid Core
conductor has the same cross-sectional area as the larger conductor, and therefore

Conductor Arrengement/Crible Geometry

the sanie current carrying capability. But current distribution is uniform, resulting in

1341a

less high-frequency loss.
Dielectric Nioteriol

Due to its lesser flux density, aRectangular Solid Core
conductor will be more linear with frequency than a
round conductor of the same cross-sectional area. The
RSC conductor has auniform current distribution (less
high-frequency attenuation), whereas the round
conductor is non-uniform in its distribution.

7.A.
Cenductor OVIcatepriol orld Tnetarrolont

Cable Design/Performance Paradigm: The conductor itself is by far the most
significant element in determining a cable's performance. These ratios are
supported by TARA Labs' in-house testing and research.

TARALUS
http://www.taralabs.com
541/488-6465

ÙUL111 Hit
on lest results and Instructions on sellurq or ,alestrnq apparatus 'Anwar lo the one used by TARA Labs. request .t um; trl TARA Tabs' Mute rms. -Cone.' Cum`ol
Rectangular Sett Core. RR'. and Constant Current Impedance Tostrog are trademarks nt TARA Labs. Inc.

TeShnil

ICCZT)... oreadO on the TARA Labs NAM Page.
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udio legend Saul Marantz's obituary appeared in the New York
Times the other day, respectfully
written by Stereophile Guide to Home
Theatees Lawrence B. Johnson. Once the
initial shock had worn off, Iremembered something I'd meant to pass on to
you: Icollect musician obituaries and insert them into the appropriate LPjackets
withotaPiding. Try that with your stupid
jewel-boxed CDs!
For instance, last Saturday Icame upon
Richard Berry's obit. Berry, of course,
wrote "Louie, Louie" back in 1956. As is
so often the case, he ended up getting
screwed out of his publishing rights to
the song. After his version of the song
sold about 130,000 copies — a good
number back then — he sold the publishing, but not the radio and television
performance rights, to Flip Records'
Max Feirtag for $750 so he'd have
enough gelt to get married. Ah, yes! My
people knew how to discover and record black people, but paying them fairly was another story! (Don't bother
writing to tell me I'm aself-loathing
Jew. Iknow it —just as Iknow Isuffer
from Short Man's Syndrome.)
True, neither Berry nor Feirtag could
have known back then that the song
would become a huge hit for The
ICingsmen and a&at/rock classic —perhaps Feirtag thought he was doing
Berry afavor by giving him $750 for the
rights. But when the song broke big in
the early '60s, it would have been nice
had the deal been renegotiated. It took
Berry until 1986 to get three-quarters of
the publishing rights returned — and
that didn't include back royalties. But at
least he got some compensation before
he died.
To return to Saul Marantz, he lived
long enough to see his and engineer
Sidney Smith's classic designs reissued
and become instant hardware hits once
again — even if most end up enshrined
in Lucite in the listening rooms of
Japanese audio fanatics.
Berry's obit, written by Jon Pareles, got
filed in Rhino's The Best of Louk Louie
(RNEP 605) only because, for some stupid reason, Itraded in my original Wand
pressing of The ICingsmen's LP. Likewise, Chas Chandler's obit ended up in
The Animals' Greatest Hits album.
Stereophile, April 1997
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(Chandler, the group's bassist, later discovered Jimi Hendrix and produced his
early albums.) And, of course, Ella Fitzgerald's obit ended up in my original
pressing of Clap Hands, Hire Comes Charlie! —a photocopy went into the Classic
reissue. Ha Ha Ha!

Records. Soon after sending my choices
to Stereophile Ifound out that Castle
Communications in England, current
owner of the Immediate catalog, had recently reissued the classic album on
160gm EMI-pressed vinyl with the original round, fold-open cover art. Hoping for the best, Iordered acopy for $25
plus
shipping. What Igot was the worst!
The late Richard Berry
The original Glyn Johns production
features superb if somewhat primitive
sold the publishing rights
four-track stereo sound —at least it
to his "Louie, Louie"
sounds like four-track. While there's
some tape overload and afew other disfor $750.
tortions, the original British pressing
offers some of the deepest, most dynamic
I started doing this after finding bass ever put on arock record, plus shimDuke Ellington's obit in an album of mering highs, fast transients, and an overall clarity and focus that add up to one
his I'd picked up at a garage sale —
Money Jungle, with Max Roach and
damn exciting-sounding platter.
Not so the American version, pressed —
Charles Mingus. It was apleasant surand Ido mean smashed —by CBS into a
prise, and Ilearned agreat deal about
weak-kneed, mealy-mouthed, comEllington from the piece. Sometimes
you find all kinds of bonuses in the
pressed piece of flatbread. Almost as
bad, and in some ways even worse, is
jackets of used records — especially
the current reissue, which Idoubt was
those you pick up at garage sales. I've
cut from the master tape or anything
found ticket stubs, concert programs,
close to the original. More likely the
and cash-register receipts. Once Ifound
alove letter from aguy who'd given a source was an anonymous DAT generRolling Stones album to his girlfriend.
ated from an analog tape played back on
an out-of-alignment deck. Iwon't waste
It was aBritish-pressed mono (the only
way to go) "London ffn" version of Out your time with what's wrong with it,
but please don't waste your money on
of Our Heads. Have you ever found anythe thing —it bears no sonic resemthing really unusual in aused record?
Let's hear about it!
blance to the record Inamed an R2D4.
Though the music is still great....
Dept. of Corrections
While I'm on the subject of British
Idyslexed while writing the January pressings, have you had the same bad
experience with new Limey vinyl as I
"Analog Corner," reversing the channels
have? An alarming percentage of new
in my description of anti-skating woes
when using Hi-Fi News &Record Review's
UK biscuits show up scratched. Idon't
Test Record. If you hear buzzing from the
mean afew nicks and scrapes or afew
left channel, you need to decrease anticrunchies — I mean like someone
walked over the poor wafer with golf
skating. If you hear buzzing from the
shoes, or took aBIC pen and just plain
right channel, increase it.
While
on the subject: I'm workdoodled all over the thing. Ihad afriend
get me acopy of PJ Harvey's Rid ofMe,
ing on devising amethod of correctly
and it had been danced on. Ireturned it
setting azimuth without using an expensive cartridge analyzer. Ihope to defor asecond copy: same thing, so Isettled. For awhile Ithought maybe it was
scribe this in "Analog Corner" in afew
aplot to get even with us colonies for
months.
breaking away .... until a compatriot
Don't blame me:
who works for Hi-Fi News & Record
You have been warned
Review got me acopy of Bjórk's fabulous Post on pink vinyl. Same problem —
One of my R2D4s this past February
was the Small Faces' Ogden's Nut Gone sounds like someone's eating potato
Flake, originally released on Immediate
chips, and looks like it, too. The Small
57

"remarkable"...
"flawless"... "astonishing"..
"a landmark"... "the best"
CS.5

CS3.6

CC ...one of the best speakers available at an\
price—Thiel's full size CS.5. ,5
—Tim Smart, Business Week, December 11, '95

CS1 .5
CC The CS1.5 is alandmark speaker of the
1990.. .an astonishing speaker. ,)
—Sam Te/hg. Stereophile, Vol. 17,
No. 8, August '94

CC ...the CS3.6s outperform every other
speaker I've heard in their price class...
—Robert Harley,
Stereophile,
Vol. 17, No. 5, May '94

CS7
CC Thiel's CS7 loudspeaker is one of the finest
sounding loudspeakers that Ihave heard. 5)
—Anthony Cordesman, Audio, August '95

CS2 2

CS5i

CC Ithink they are one of the best,
if not the best, performers Ihave
come across. 5,
—Andy Benham, Hi Fi Choice
U.K., Winter '92/93

1

•

1

CC Acompletely flawless design. 55
—Nagashima,
Stereo Sound/
Japan, Winter '93

gallaime/
Ragartuage
From left to right: CS.5, CS2 2, CS6, CS5i, CS7,CS3.6, CS1.5, S
Priced from $1,450 to $12,300 per pair. All are carefully hanAsefted i
of finishes from the world's finest woods.

iety

THIEL.

Ultim4e Perfàrmance Loudspeakers
For home music and video sound systems

Call or write for our 36-page brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearet 1HIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com

11-11EL
Dealer List by State
Palm Audio Video Huntsville, AL 205-8305020 •Audio Excellence San Francisco. CA
415-433-1335 •Bay Area Audio San Jose, CA
408-255-0735 •Christopher Hansen 2 Los
Angeles. CA 310-826-8286 •dB Audio
Berkeley. CA 510-548-8733 •Digital Ear
Tustin. CA 714-544-7903 •GNP Audio Video
Pasadena. CA 818-577-7767 •Soundings
Denver. CO 303-759-5505 •Take 5Audio
New Haven. CT 203-777-1750 •Overture
Wilmington. DE 302-478-6050 •Audio
Visions Tampa, FL 813-871-2989 •House
Stereo Jacksonville, FL 904-642-6677 •Sound
Components Coral Gables. FL 305-665-4299
•Classic Audio & Video Honolulu. HI 808732-9625 •The Good Ear Boise. ID 208-3238292 •Audio Consultants Chicago. IL 312642-5950/Evanston. IL 847-864-9565/
Hinsdale. IL 708-789-1990/Libcnyville, IL
847-362-5594 •Champagne Audio
Champaign. IL 217-355-8828 •Sound
Productions Carmel, IN 317-844-1103
•Audio Labs Des Moines IA 515-288-2216
•Audio Iklyssey Iowa City. IA 319-338-9505
•Planet Audio Davenpon, IA 319-344-8833
•..%titlioport Overland Park. KS 913-341-2222
•Bill Ilardy's Stereo Shoppe Lexington. KY
606-272-7278 •Soundsat ions Louisville. KY
502-244-1325* Audio Orleans Metairie. LA
504-831-0050 •The Listening Room
Pikesville. MD 410-239-2020 •Stereo Shop
Arlington. MA 617-648-4434 •Stereo Center/
Front Row Flint. MI 810-732-2220 •St. Louis
Sound St. Louis. MO 314-993-0002 •Hal's
Stereo Trenton. NJ 609-883-6338 •Steven's
Audio Bernardsville. NJ 908-953-9750
•Stuart's Audio Westfield. NJ 908-232-0483
•The Candy man Santa Fe iNM 505-988-8933
•Audio Visions Wc.t Babylon, NY 516-6613355 •Innovative Audio Brooklyn. NY 718596-0888 •The Listening Room Scarsdale.
NY 914-472-4558 •Lyric Hi-Fi New York.
NY 212-439-1900/White Plains. NY 914-9497500 •The Sound Concept Rochester. NY
716-442-6050 •Audible Elegance Cincinnati.
OH 513-793-3737 •Hi-Tech Hi -Fi Lyndhurst.
OH 216-449-4434 •Paragon Sound Toledo.
OH 419-882-1010 •Progressive Audio
Columbus. OH 614-299-0565 •K-Labs
l'remium Audio Tulsa. OK 918-665- 1113
•Audio Gallery Pittsburgh. PA 412-521-9500
•Nicholson's Stereo Nashville. TN 615-3274312 •Statement Audio Knoxville. TN 423(193-0084 •Dallas Audio Concepts Dallas, TX
214-360-9520 •Don's Hi Fidelity Amarillo .
TX 806-353-9625 •The Groove Audio N'ideo
Houston. TX 713-523-2900 •Hi-Fidelity of
Lubbock Lubbock. TX 806-794-4507 •Audio
Design Salt Lake City. UT 801-486-5511
•Audio Systems Richmond. VA 804-780-2528
•Gifted Listener Centreville. VA 703-818818 XI •Nuts About 111-F1 Silverdale. WA 206698-1348 •Definitive Audio Seattle. WA 206524-6633/Bellevue, WA 206-746-3188
•Ifi-Fi Heaven Green Bay. WI 414-494-8999
Appleton. WI 414-954-9777 Canada: Audio
Ark Edmonton. AB 403-453-6624 •Sounds
of Music. Calgary. AB 403-265-1393 •Sound
Plus Vancouver. BC 604-873-4571 •Brack
Electronics Toronto. ON 416-366-3636/
Thornhill. ON 416-881-8832
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would they stock belts?
Damn right they would!
Conspiracy to kill new
vinyl? How about a conspiracy to make it impossi77S00
ble for people to play their
old vinyl? It couldn't be that
the stores want you to buy
Orbitrac 2
what you already have on
Patented Record Cleaning System
vinyl all over again on CD,
could it? Nah!
The new Orbitrac costs
414..,...13 1ORP
RECORD CLEANER 2 ClE kNNG CARIRIDGES.
$34.99, not $24.99 as Iwas
o:‘fe 10N. BRUS/4 .IVOT
h
originally told. Still, it's reasonably priced for what you
get. The new device is better built and far sturdier
(Yeb/C
OM%
than the original, though it
'
presents asomewhat smaller surface area to the record.
For your $35 you get the
Orbitrac, two snap-in pads,
two small bottles of cleaning fluid, abrush to wipe
down the pads, aspindle,
and a five-piece cleaning
The new Allsop Orbitrac 2record-cleaning kit
surface.
To use the Orbitrac, lay out the five for the other. That way, the VPI platter
rubbery/meshlike pieces on aflat sur- only sees aclean record. I4/),important!
Meanwhile, I found the checkface, put the record on them, and insert
the supplied spindle into the record erboard residue was easily removed by
hole. After wetting the record with —appropriately —the Orbitrac. Idon't
cleaning solution, snap acartridge pad use the supplied fluid; it smells as if it
into the Orbitrac, slip its hole over the contains isopropyl alcohol, but Icould
spindle, hold the top knob, and spin the be wrong. Instead I use the Disc
Doctor's fluid and applicator pads (I
device around the record until it's dry.
Before Ihad achance to try the new wrote about these in the March issue).
Orbitrac, Ireceived anumber of faxes After applying the Doctor's solution, I
from worried purchasers who com- use the Orbitrac to dry the record, using
plained that the rubbery cleaning pad very little downward pressure. Then,
oozed asticky, checkerboard-patterned using asecond applicator pad, Iapply
secretion all over the contacted side. I distilled water and follow that with a
tried it and, sure enough, the surface vacuuming. Ifollow that with Torumat
left an oily-looking checkerboard pat- 7XH and asecond vacuuming — much
tern on the record. What arevoltin' to the consternation of the Disc Doctor.
But Iknow there are some of you
development! An Allsop spokesperson
told me they'd also gotten afew com- out there who can't afford avacuum
plaints, and were "working on it."
machine or who don't believe in vacuShe seemed genuinely concerned uming. So —after wetting the record
about the problem and Ihave since with the distilled water, snap in the secbeen informed that Allsop will be going ond Orbitrac pad and dry with that.
back to the cleaning mat material used The snap-in pads make the new
with the deluxe versions of the original Orbitrac far more convenient than the
Orbitrac. Ihave one of those, and that original, and the sturdier design makes
surface leaves no residue. What's more, it both more effective and more consisit's afar more convenient and compact tent in its drying ability across the entire
one-piece foldable design —one Ihope surface. When the pads look dirty you
Allsop will reintroduce. Whatever you can clean them in amild, dilute deterdo, don't clean records on your gent, or buy atwo-pack replacement
turntable—the applied pressure is not set for $4.99 (a five-pack set of 10 pads
good for the spindle bearing. Instead, costs $17.45).
The Orbitrac is back, and record
find aclean, soft, lint-free surface. Iuse
acorkboard pad that Ifit over the VP! cleaning has been made much easier
16.5's spindle for one side, and the VPI and more convenient. Thanks for listenvacuum machine's corkboard surface ing, Allsop!
S
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mainu-t- Coming Soon To a
Price Range Near You
Miles
Theta Digital's first Compact
Disc Player

f

Theta Digital, the company that pioneered

Pearl is Theta's lowest cost transputik

separate component digital to analog

to date, yet offers much familiar Theta

converters and transports, is bringing out its

technology. Based on the Pioneer

first compact disc player, Miles.

Stable Table, it incorporates jitter

Miles' digital to analogue conversion uses
Theta's famous programming on ahigh

reduction circuitry, and multiple high
quality power supplies.

powered computer, and is offered with
achoice of either single ended or fully
differential balanced output.
Miles offers an analog volume control

Pearl
Theta's new Transport

similar to Casablanca's, exellent
power supplies, Theta's proprietary
jitter reduction technology,
and truly superb sound.

JJijiíJJiiie Rigl

Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 (818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079 Email thetadigeaol.com
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Lisa Astor
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oney, Ijust couldn't wait
until you got here," my
audiophile whispered into
my ear when he met me at Las Vegas's
McCarran Airport in January.
011, to be loved. To be missed. But,
just as Iwas beginning to wallow in
warm thoughts, he continued: "I couldn't
wait to tell you about the new MartinLogan Statements, and this sexy new
Italian speaker, and..."
Passion —or, should Isay, audio passion — was high. The fire of an audiophile at aConsumer Electronics Show
can only be compared to the running of
the bulls in Pamplona. The excitement!
The danger!
Danger? Hey, it's only an audio show,
isn't it? Well, obviously you've never
stood in front of Platinum Air Pulse
speakers — somewhat akin to being
caught in a wind tunnel — or had to
endure static conditions that made
touching anything a shocking experience. (And how can an audiophile help
but touch everything?)
As we drove to our hotel, my audiophile reached deep into his jacket pocket. "Look, honey —I got you aring."
"A ring? Did you really get me
aring?"
He handed me alittle plastic
bag that didn't look as if it
had come from ajewelry
store. "See, you put it
around atube. It's made
of a new elastomeric
polymer that wraps
snugly around the
tube without burning or melting. It
damps the tube so
you can get that
nice, warm sound
without giving up
the detail."
Last time Ifell for
aline like this was
when my audiophile broke the
news that he'd just
blown major bucks
on accessories. Now,
accessories are something I understand
or, should Isay, live by.
Envisioning him wearing
Stereophile, April 1997

abeautiful new watch or gold cufflinks,
Iassured kin that accessories are well
worth the investment. And how happy
Iwas that watching Fashion File with me
had finally paid off. My smugness faded
when Tiptoes, VPI bricks, and Tube
Sox began arriving in the mail.
Back to CES. We spent the day running up and down stairs at the Alexis

These are the same guys
who think the sole
purpose of instruction
manuals is to hold screws
during installation.
Park. Ithink Isaw Richard Simmons
leading agroup, shouting, "Sweat it out!
4ft those legs!" Why the Show organizers thought that audiophiles would
bother following maps to find their way
through the complicated maze of buildings is beyond me. These are the same
guys who think the sole purpose of

instruction manuals is to hold screws
during installation.
We stopped to buy awatch from Ken
Kessler, and Isoon learned that highend watches require as much care and
tweaking as high-end audio systems.
After having to wind my 1939 Movado
each day, I'm beginning to understand
the look of horror in friends' faces when
Iexplain that high-end systems do not
have automatic LP changers.
Exhausted, Iconducted an informal
market analysis of how good a year
manufacturers have had, based on the
number of hours they spent sunning
themselves poolside instead of in their
exhibit rooms pitching their products. It
appears that sexy, high-end components
are still selling well, whether solid-state
or tubed. May Isuggested apoolside
limbo contest for CES '98? Perhaps
AudioQueses Bill Low or Transparenes
Karen Sumner could loan some cable to
use as abar.
The real drama came when audiophiles gathered at the Stereophile party to
tell war stories and discuss pressing
issues. The heat of the debates was
almost enough to melt the life-size ice
carving ofJ. Gordon Holt. After spending considerable time listening to their
debates, I'd like to share the essence
of these arguments.
Dynamic vs Planar vs Horn
Speakers: Forget the debate
about soundstaging, imaging, and the ability to reproduce different frequency
ranges. What this debate is
really about is whether
you want big/ugly, tall/
ugly, or just plain weird/
ugly speakers sitting in
your living room.
Tubes vs Solid-State
Electronic
Components: Audiophiles talk
about the warmth of
tubes vs the analytic
sound of solid-state. The
real issue: Tubes offer alot
more opportunities for
tweaking, but for aprice. Is
the cost of tubes and their
replacements worth the time
65

Life's philosophical sound check

California

Audio

Lab!

ultimately boils down to this:

You can let other folks dictate

what's cool. Or, you can trust

your own gut. And your own

ears. And in the process, actually

evolve your own standards.

important
(Remarkable what alittle self-

is

the

confidence can do.) By then, you

Sometimes,
voice
one

to

the

listen

inside

most
to

your

head.

might even appreciate something

like the CL-10 Multi-Disc 20-Bit

Server...Its unique union of sophis-

ticated technologies is engineered

to deliver only one thing—quality

you can hear. Play on...
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hubby will be amused cleaning pins,
testing tubes, and agonizing how one
may be going microphonic? Isay Yes!
After all, there will be less time for
seeking out bigger, more expensive
equipment.
Digital vs Analog: As Isee it, because
CDs are cheaper and take up less room,
vinyl must be better. Of course, the digital camp is trying hard to meet the challenge by developing complex CD treatments, and building transports that require the same level of operating skill as
the Forsell turntable.
But come on
really more
fun? Going into your local Tower and
asking for the CD reissue of Reiner's
Pines of Rome, or finding asecondhand
bookstore 350 miles from home, plowing through thousands of dusty records,
and finding aIS stamper of the original
LP? Real audiophiles — chant the
mantra along with me: No pain, no gain.
No pain, no gain. No pain, no gain...

Because CDs are cheaper
and take up less room,
vinyl must be better.
Single-Ended vs Push-Pull Amplifiers:
No, this is not about a taffy-pull; no
church ladies are involved. This has to
do with whether or not you break up
the musical waveform. It's easy to locate
audiophiles engaged in this argument,
as they undulate their arms to illustrate
the movement of soundwaves. More
than once, my audiophile has been
approached by the naïve for aRolfing
session.
Debating DVD is double the fun:
What should the standards be? When
will the first players be released?
We returned to our room late into
the night. Now we can sleep. But no —
my audiophile has to call his audiobuddies on the East Coast to update them
on all that they're missing. ("But," you
ask, "isn't it 4am on the East Coast?" I
refer you to last December's "Astor
Place," on audiotime.)
Having exhausted all audiophiles living and dead ("Saul, Saul... can you hear
us, Saul... ?"), my audiophile turns to me
to continue his analysis: "That new little
speaker was great, wasn't it?..."
Idrift off, and awake early the next
morning to the sound of my audiophile's voice. "... but the bass was alittle boomy ..."
Another day at CES begins!

PMC

SERIES

THE 7OOPMC HIGH END HOME THEATER & M USIC SERIES

Nothing is left to chance.
Nothing less than excellence is acceptable.
Are you one of those odd sorts who wants to listen to music
after you switch off the movies?
Invite your favorite musicians over anytime. Sit back, close your
eyes, and there they are. Nothing added, nothing taken away. Just
pure music, the way it was recorded and intended to be listened to.
Our unique blend of metal drivers are so fast, that normal speakers
just can't keep up.
Try them on for size with music
or Home Theater and enjoy the
experience like never before.

Monitor Audio USA
RO Box 1355, Buffalo, NY 14205-1355
Tel 905-428-2800 •
Fax 905-428-0004
http://www.monitoraudio.com
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In the first part of our
coverage of the
1997 Winter Consumer
Electronics Show, held last

o

January in Las Vegas,
Wes Phillips, Michael
Fremer, Robert Harley,
Richard J. Rosen,
and Lonnie Brownell
report on analog,
digital, and loudspeakers.
DS,
'FALLACIE

WES PHILLIPS

C

overtng this year's Winter Consumer
Electronics Show was alogistical nightmare.
The Sahara Hotel's makeover, which included razing the bi-level section that had long
served as the High End's ghetto at WCES,
necessitated shifting the High End over to the Alexis Park
Hotel. Home Theater was concentrated in the Hilton, while
in-car audio and adult video were housed at the Sands
Convention Center. In addition, asmall gathering of "outboarders" had set up shop in the Debbie Reynolds
Hollywood Hotel near the Convention Center (where massmarket consumer electronics manufacturers were housed),
while other manufacturers set up displays at even less convenient, nonsanctioned hotels.
Writer Ken Kessler (of Audio, Fi, and Hi-Fi News &Record
Review) was striding around the Alexis Park loudly inveighing against all forms of outboarder, claiming that he would
not cover any venues other than official WCES sites. Isympathized, but encouraged our doughty crew to report on anything they thought our readers needed to know about. This
led to some hard decisions: We frequently had to weigh the
time involved in going off-site against the greater number of
rooms we could visit by staying put.
At the Alexis Park itself, the room-numbering system
proved incomprehensible, and signage was less than adequate— even when I knew the room number of an
exhibitor Iwanted to see, Ihad to try several buildings
before pinning it down. And an awful lot of mistakes and
omissions marred the CES directory; Ifound myself wandering the halls searching for vendors.
Ibarely left the Alexis Park during the Show's four days,
but still managed to miss rooms Iwas interested in —it

Photographs by
Natalie Brown & John Atkinson
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new life.
leading in a new directio.
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THEM
New from Sonic Frontiers - the Anthem
40 watts, ultra linear, all tube. Contact Sonic Frontiers
for a free informational booklet on the essential principles
of tube electronics and for the anthem brochure containing
complete details and specifications on this
revolutionary new line of tube gear.

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, L6H 5T4
Tel: (905) 829-3838

Fax: (905) 829-3033

E-mail: SF1@sonicfrontiers.com
WWW: http://www.sonicfrontiers.com/ANTHEM

Available at these and other fine dealers
Arizona Tube Audio

Audio Etc.

Custom Audio

HIFI Sound

Sound Lab

Tempe. AZ

Filtronique/Son-or

Orange. CT

Erie. PA

Minneapolis. MN

Lafayette, IN

Ottawa, ON

(602) 921-9961

(203) 799-6400

(814) 833-8383

(612) 339-6351

(317) 449-4211

(5141 389-1377

liESIGNED

AND

MANUFACTURED

BY

SONIC

FRONTIERS

INCORPORATE!?

EAR phono section ($995), the Audio Note M3 singleended/fully balanced, and the McCormack Micro Phono
Drive. Iheard aprototype balanced phono stage from Muse,
the 3T, which features almost 80dB of gain with its Jensen JE
346 input transformers. Along the saine lines, Isaw and
heard the Jeff Rowland Design Group's Cadence balanced phono section ($4250 with outboard power supply),
which also uses atransformer MC input and is said to offer
130c18 of noise rejection at 60Hz. (Jeff Rowland ran me
through the unit's features, but space does not allow me to
regurgitate it for you here.) Last —but only because Isaw it
last at the "renegade" show at the Debbie Reynolds Hotel —
Melos introduced their PS-1 vacuum-tube phono stage. For
under $1400 it features 40dB and 60dB of gain, adjustable
loading,
outboard power supply, and more.
Seen in the VTI room: A 12" version of the WI JMW Memorial Tonearm
In other words, many manufacturers are counting on large
sitting on aTNT turntable with extra pulley.
numbers of line-sectioned, digital-only audiophiles to wake
n't digitize the signal... unless you want to add DSP surround
up and smell the vinyl. Younger dealers and manufacturers
who've never heard good analog playback were literally being
channels." Martin-Logan's Gayle Sanders chipped in:
forced to listen, so prevalent were turntables at the Show. And
"We're having so much fun with vinyl!" (The two shared a
despite the difficulties of getting good
demo room at The Golden Nugget.)
results under Show conditions —
This attitude represents abig change
Manufacturers are
especially with the Alexis Park's softly
that's being mirrored throughout the
industry. Audio Research has discov- counting on large numbers sprung second-storey floors — there
was no denying the more involving,
ered asurprisingly healthy demand for
richer sound of analog.
its $1495 PH-3 phono section. Next
of line-sectioned,
comes Bill Johnson's Reference 2
They're back! Foreign turntable
"statement" phono section —a fully
digital-only audiophiles
manufacturers who fled the Amerimicroprocessor-activated, remote-conto wake up and
can market have returned. Scottish
trolled unit with three inputs (balSystemdek is back with two modanced and single-ended MC, singleended MM), hilly adjustable loading,
smell the vinyl.
els: the Systemdek 1960 with tonearm (about $500; more with Rega
and 72c1B of gain — which can be used
as apreamp. The t
a-$9500 unit will feature RIAA and other
1111 300 arm, less with the R13 250), and the flagship 2X2
with suspended chassis (about $950 without anis). Music
pre-RIAA phono equalization curves. Look for it at HI-FI
Hall's Roy Hall, who hasn't imported aturntable since the
'97 in San Francisco.
late, lamented Revolver, is going to bring in the Impulse
The dedicated phono sections on display could have filled
aroom — not to mention an entire Show report. There was
Mosquito, a$1900 British 'table featuring the Rega RB 300
Conrad-Johnson's top-shelf tubed Premier Fifteen and
ami and other llega parts, in agorgeous natural maple finish with an "artsy" acrylic dustcover. Miss returns the
solid-state EF-1, Balanced Audio Technology's 10-tube,
Micro-Seiki to America with four models, including the
zero-feedback, balanced VK-P10, Unison Research's
$5500 RX-1500; this features an airbearing motor; vacuum
Simply Phono, Klyne's dual-mono balanced-in/out
holddown, and four-ann capability. The company is also
7PX/MB ($7900), and Aesthetix's all-tube unit with 80dB
bringing in the venerable AudioCraft line of anus, includof gain, four output levels, and 10 loading options ($5000;
ing the AC 3300 ($1495), an oil-damped unipivot.
$7000 with volume control). Also looking mighty tempting:
Also at the Show: Clearaudio's Reference, an acrylicTube Technology's MAC all-tube (12AX7) MM/MC
unit, AudioPrism's all-tube Mantissa
with 65dB of gain ($3750), Joule
Electra's all-tube OPS-1 two-box
design ($2550), Air Tight's tubed
ATE-2 preamp with MM
($5995) plus ATH-1 step-up
transformer ($1900), and, filially
available in America, Sutherland's solid-state PH2000. And
Discovery Cable, the Clearaudio importer, is bringing in the
Pentagon ($1400), aneat-looking,
German-built phono section
feaniring adjustable gain (up to
65dB) and loading.
But wait! There were more
add-on phono sections for use
with the "outdated, old-fashAxiss Marketing is relaunching the Japanese Micro-Seiki turntables in the US.
ioned" technology: Isaw the
Stereophile, April 1997
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Every little bit
„counts.
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Introducing
Adcom's
GCD-700
CD player.

In our never ending quest for
reproducing the fine quality of a
live performance, we took our award
winning and critically acclaimed
GCD-600 and made it abit, actually
four bits, better.
We added the latest Burr Brown
20-bit ladder-type D/A converter —
the same one used in our GDA-700
separate Digital-to-Analog converter. The result is
alevel of sonic performance usually reserved for stand
alone DIA converters and C/D transports.
But that's not all we did. To achieve the lowest
levels of noise and distortion, our GCD-700's analog
section features the same Class Aamplifiers we use in
our top-of-the-line GFP-565 preamplifier.
The GCD-700 also boasts asuperior power supply

with two transformers. One for
the analog section and one for
the digital section, each housed on
separate circuit board assemblies
to eliminate EMI and RF interference.
By now you're probably asking
yourself, "How good
does it really sound?"
Let your ears be the
judge. Visit your Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable new
player. You'll discover that the new
GCD-700 sounds exceptional and is
sensibly priced. What else would you
expect from acomponent that is every
bit pure Adcom?

ADCOM°
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road. East Brunswick. NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130 •Distributed in Canada by Pro Acoustics. Inc. Montreal. Quebec (514) 344-1226
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based turntable featuring an outboard motor and the
Soudier TQI linear, mechanical-tracking arm ($6500,
$5500 without arm). The Reference is capable of carrying
*
ROBERT HARLEY
two arms —including two Southers, if you're so inclined.
Clearaudio is also importing asmaller linear
fevery CES has abuzz, this one's
tracker, the Rational Audio
was certainly the Digital Video
Aura with Evolution
Disc. In addition to many dearm complete with
monstrations
by various manufacturClearaudio MM carers of DVD video players, Iheard two
tridge, for $2500.
examples of what music on aDVD
Pink Triangle is
could sound like [althouqh not from
also making aplay for
DVD —Ed.]. Chesky Records had a
the American turnroom for private demonstrations of
table market with their
their
latest recordings made at the
LPT-2 ($995 without
CD standard's 44.1kHz/16-bit and at
arm), acompact "skeletal"
96kHz/24-bit. (Chesky has bought a
design complete with a
Spectral's long-awaited
dCS A/D converter that runs at the
lead/acid-battery power supSDR-3000 Reference
high sampling rate.) The high-resoply for pure DC drive. The
CD transport
lution presentation, using aGenex
unit can be fitted with amodoptical disc recorder for playback,
ified Rega RB 300 o4 by the
was magical, with fine resolution, precise image focus, space
time you read this, amechanical linear trackand depth, and lack of edge or glare. After hearing
er for about $2000. Also impressive-looking and -sounding
96kHz/24-bit digital audio, it was hard to listen to the CDwas the PT Anniversary 'table ($4700), also battery-powered
quality sound.
(continually charged by AC), which can be fitted with any
Iheard these same qualities in the Canorus room with
arm. And impressive enough for me to ask about areview
comparisons between an Apogee 20-bit converter running
sample was the English-built Roban XericesX with Ai-ternis
at 44.1kHz (stored and played back on aNagra-D at 20
arm, available with avariety of power supplies and speed-conbits) and adCS A/D converter at 96kHz and 24 bits. Both
trol units; price varies.
were played back through dCS's $10,000 Elgar processor,
Can you believe all this analog stuff? And I've filled my
which can decode high sampling rates and long word
allotted word count. What about Lloyd Walker's out-oflengths. If we ever get ahigh-resolution, audio-only DVD
this-world Proscenium Gold Signature au-bearing 'table and
format, everyone's in for areal treat.
arm ($11,500)? The Basis 2000 ($2000 and up)? Graham's
The most exciting new product launch for me was
new Model 2arm, featuring many improvements over the
Spectral's long-awaited SDR-3000 Reference CD trans1.5t —and his integral Model 2/VPI TNT or Linn armport. The SDR-300 is the missing part of the Spectral digiboards? Or Audio Note's IT! 'table with modified Rega
tal playback system, half of which is the SDR-2000 procesarms? Or Audio Note's decision to import the well-regardsor. The two units work together through the Spectralink
ed Voyd turntables? Or Thorens's new TD 295 — which,
connection, which eliminates the need to recover the transcoincidentally, incorporates most of the upgrades to the
port's clock in the SDR-2000 Pro, and thus greatly reduces
Thorens basic design Isuggested in my recent review of
jitter. The $7000 SDR-3000 features aTEAC/Esoteric CD
another Thorens 'table? Or Pierre Lurné's Audiomeca
transport mechanism reworked to Spectral's specifications
Romance ($2500)? Or J.A. Michell's intriguing Gyrodec
and floating in acustom suspension system.
Mk3 ($1795) and Orb ($4200), imported by Artech? Or
the Wilson Benesch, VPI, and
Immedia arms and 'tables all over the
Show? Or Judy Spotheim's $16,000 La
Luce annrtable combo, imported by
Arcici? Or the Kuzma Stabi 'table with
Stogi Reference arm, imported by Muse,
and so popular with members of the
"West Coast Audio Mafia"? Or the
Morch arm? Or Townshend Audio's
Rock Deluxe with Excalibur arm? Or
D.J. Casser's decision to fabricate carbon-fiber composite armboards for
TNTs and other 'tables?
And what about cartridges? The new
super Grados? The new Lyra Parnassus? The lower-cost ($1500) Transfiguration Spirit?
What about all ofthis step Remember
when, afew years ago, they said "Analog
is dead"? There's alesson in all of this ... One of the two 96kHz/24-bit demonstrations at WCES, Canorus offered Nagra-D playback via the
new dCS Elgar converter and Focus 88 loudspeakers. JA was impressed —even though his steadybut I'm out of space.
-Michael Fremer state hearing cuts off above 16kHz, he found the difference between 22kHz bandwidth and 48kHz

I

bandwidth to be surprisingly audible.
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You can spend more money!
you cannot buy bettor electronics.

For more information please contact your nearest Classe Audio dealer.
Classé Audio, Inc.

5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T 183
Telephone: (514) 636-6384 • Fax: (514) 636-1428

and anew rear panel with ST-Type optical
output. In addition, the KPS-20i can
become aKPS-201// (incorporating alinestage preamplifier) for $2500. Dan D'Agostino also told me about some interesting
new ICrell Digital products he's been working on for introduction later this year.
Wadia Digital unveiled two new digital
products at the Show, the 850 and 860 Cl)
players, which replace the Wadia 21 and 16
CD players, respectively. The 850 will sell
for $4950, with digital inputs and outputs
adding $400 each to the price. The 860 runs
$7500 with digital inputs and outputs
included. The two new players use some of
The Meridian 800 CD machine—future-proof?
the technology of the superb Wadia 27 I
reviewed in the October 1996 Stereophile,
including custom filters running the DigiMaster filter algoThe SDR-3000/SDR-2000 Pro combination at the front
rithm. Owners of the replaced Wadia CD players can have
of achain of Spectral electronics and Keith Johnson's onetheir machines updated with the 850's technology for
off monitor loudspeaker system produced what was by far
approximately $2000 (less if you bought your player after
the best sound Iheard at the Show. After Imove into my
July 1, 1996).
new listening room, watch for areview of the SDR-3000 as
Theta Digital showed their first CD player, called the
well as asecond look at the SDR-2000 Pro.
Miles. The $2000 player features aPioneer Stable Platter
Meridian provided the first demonstrations of their revtransport mechanism and aDAC secolutionary Model 800 Reference CD
tion similar to that of Theta's DS Pro
machine, first shown in prototype form
Meridian provided the Progeny (Burr-Brown PCM67 hybrid
at Stereophdes HI-Fl '96 in New York.
DAC). The Miles is available with sinUsed in conjunction with their 861 surround processor and D6000 loudspeak- first demonstrations of gle-ended outputs or (at additional cost)
as a fully balanced design. An analog
ers, the 800 produced excellent sound.
their revolutionary
volume control is included on the
It features removable drives so it can
Miles's remote control —a great feature.
function as a CD-ROM drive, CD
Model 800 Reference
Theta also introduced abudget transchanger, or CD recorder; aRAM-based
port, the $1200 Pearl. The unit is simireclocking system right next to the
CD machine.
lar to the transport section of the Miles
DAC; and amuch larger chassis than
Cl) player, and features multiple power
previous Meridian products. Meridian
supplies, jitter-reduction circuitry, and the Pioneer Stable
also demonstrated their DVD player in an adjacent room.
Platter transport.
Krell introduced abrand-new CD player and announced
The French company Micromega has revamped their
upgrades to their existing digital products. In the tradition of
line, deleting their previous products (including the exceloffering high value for the dollar established by the KAVlent Trio player) in favor of the Classic Line. The three300i integrated amplifier, Krell showed the new companion
KAV-300cd CD machine. The $3250
player uses a version of the TEAC/
Esoteric transport mechanism, the
DVD: Toshiba & RCA/Thomson vs Sony
PM1)100 HDCD decoder/filter, dual
hile Toshiba and RCA/Thomson have been shooting off their
Burr-Brown 20-bit DACs, and a
mouths for the past year insisting that they'd have $599 DVD players
tweaky class-A output stage that feaon the market by Labor Day (19961), Sony was quietly pursuing its
tures the "Current Mode Gain" circuit
own DVD agenda. At apacked press event at CES, Sony outlined avery differfirst developed for Krell's Full Power
ent strategy for launching DVD this spring.
Balanced amplifiers. Balanced and sinWithout mentioning another company by name, Sony stressed that anew
gle-ended outputs are provided. The
format launch should be methodical and well-planned. Sony's marketing
player sported gorgeous cosmetics and
theme, "The history of CD is the future of DVD," best describes their plans for
Krell's "battleship" build quality.
agradual rollout. While Toshiba was predicting first-year sales of DVD players
In the upgrade department, the Krell
at two million units, Sony is projecting amore realistic figure of 500,000
KPS-20i is now being shipped with a
machines. These figures parallel the launch of CD. Moreover, Sony emphasized
new board incorporating a Motorola
the need for high video and audio quality in the first machines to establish
DSP56009 DSP running at 80MHz,
DVD's superiority, rather than just making players that meet alow price point.
and the Pacific Microsonics PMD100
This emphasis on quality was reflected in Sony's first DVD player, the $1000
HDCD decoder/filter. The US retail
DVP-S7000. The machine uses Sony's own MPEG-2 decompression chip, a
price has increased to $10,000. Krell's
CD-DSP CD player can be upgraded
10-bit video D/A converter (rather than a9-bit chip), avibration-resistant chassis, component video output, and the dual-mono audio D/A section from
to Mk.II status with a$450 software
Sony's ES line of CD players. Me DVP-S7000 is scheduled for April introducchange. A full revision of the CD-DSP
tion, and will be bundled with four DVD tides.
—Robert Harley
($550) includes the software update,
cosmetic upgrade with anew faceplate,

W
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Audio critics are
unanimous in
their praise for
Carver's latest
generation
of amplifiers.
We build all our
multi-channel
amps and

Future nerfect
From the first successful consumer surroundsound processing back in 1980, Carver Corporation
entered the audio field with afast-forward engineering
attitude and areputation for starting technology
trends instead of simply following them. These new
Carver components are Future Perfect, designed for the
next century of home entertainment.
Carver's new multi-channel amplifiers use Power
Steering", an amplifier technology smart enough to
direct extra power capacity to the channel needing it
the most. Power Steering is atrue 5.1 amplifier design,
perfect for keeping up with the demanding surroundsound effects likely to be found in any of the new
digital surround formats including Dolby Digital and
DTS. Audio magazine called the benefits of Power
Steering "so obvious, it's surprising the idea didn't
surface sooner. But it always takes someone to be first,
and the Carver people seem to have aknack for not
missing the forest for the trees..."
Infinite Decorrelation" and Cinema Holography surround processing bring any home theater
experience to new levels of realism, expanding the

Pi I. lint 1237. Lynnwood WA 98040-1237
Phone (206) 775-1202 Far (2(6)778-9453
For ainhorized dealer hxraions. call 1-80(1-5214333

surround-soundfield beyond the confines of the
listening room. Singly or in combination, Carver's
advanced surround imaging technologies are
fully compatible with any of the emerging digital
surround-sound formats.
By design, Future Perfect Carver components
fully anticipate Dolby Digital, DTS, DVD and
everything else on or beyond the technological
horizon. They are engineered with all the flexibility
and performance necessary to let you bring future
audio technology into your home entertainment
system when you're ready. With the idea that extreme
performance is the best guarantee against obsolescence, we overbuild and conservatively spec every
Carver component. That's why so many of our
original products are still in use today, with original
owners who refuse to listen to anything else.
Whichever new A/V technology emerges, it
will achieve its full potential on aCarver system.

advanced twochannel amps in
our own factory
near Seattle.

The benefits of
Power Steering in
ahome theater
product are so
obvious it's
surprising the
idea didn't
surface sooner"
-Edward J. Foster
Audio Magazine

Krell's new 83250 KAV-300cd CD player
features an output stage with more than 60 discrete transistors!

product Classic range includes the Solo CD player ($3995),
Data CD transport ($3295), and Dialog DAC ($2995). The
transport and CD player are top-loading and feature amassive suspended transport mechanism and Micromcga's
acrylic cover. Both the Solo and Dialog use the Philips DAC
7Bitstream D/A converter.
Adcom introduced anew CD player based on circuitry
first used in their excellent GDA-600 and GDA-700 outboard converters. The new GCD-7 features the Pacific
Microsonics PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter, dual-differential pairs of 20-bit Burr-Brown DACs, and adiscrete analog
output stage based on MOSFETs. The GCD-750 will sell
for $1000, and may be one to watch.
While we're on the subject of affordable CD players,
Classé introduced their $1995 CDP-.5 player. The unit uses
the PMD100 HDCD filter, aPhilips CDM-12.4 transport
mechanism, and dual Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs. As
with other Classé products, the analog output stage appears
to be well-realized. Interestingly, the $1000 Adcom uses the
same basic parts as the twice-the-price Classé. But, as we've
seen, two digital products with identical chips can sound
very different — implementation is everything. The Classé
player also sports beautiful metalwork, amachined remote
control, and meticulous build quality.
Continuing with the avalanche of affordable CD players
at the Show, Arcatn celebrated its 20th anniversary by
showing three new CD players. The $649 Alpha 7, $949
Alpha 8, and Alpha 9(price not available at press time) are
modular in design; the user can upgrade from one model to
another. They also feature Arcam's completely revamped
styling. The Alpha 9 uses aunique DAC in conjunction
with aMotorola 56002 DSP chip. The multibit DAC is
reportedly based on an entirely new and proprietary DAC
architecture, but Arcam is being tight-lipped about the technology until they're in full production. Stay tuned.
British company Audiolab has followed the success of
their 8000CDM transport and 8000DAC converter by
introducing their first CD player, the 8000CD. The unit
combines technology from the separate components,
including aCDM-12.4 transport mechanism and dual-differential 1-bit DACs. The 8000CD sells for $1595.
A new company on the scene, Ultech Audio, launched
their UCD-100 HDCD-based Cl) player. The $895 player
Stereophile, April 1997

uses the Pioneer Stable Platter mechanism, dual BurrBrown PCM1702 DACs, and features avolume control on
the remote. The UCD-1000 seems to offer alot of technology for an $895 CD player.
Ultcch also showed their two outboard digital processors, the $695 HDCD-100 and $895 HDCD-10. Both
use the PCM1702 DAC, but the UCD-10 has two
DACs per channel for fully balanced operation.
Marantz knows agood thing when they hear it
(and sell lots of it). Their new CD-67 and CD67SE CD players are identical to their wildly popular CD-63 and CD-635E models. The only differences are cosmetic. The $399 CD-67 and $499 CD67SE will be available by the time you read this.
The Bay Area company Resolution Audio took a
low profile for awhile, but they're back with three
new products, the least expensive of which is the $2995
CD50 CD player. The unit uses the PMD100 HDCD
decoder/filter and dual Burr-Brown PCM63 DACs per
channel for fully balanced operation. The CD50 includes an
analog-domain volume control that's accessible via the
remote control.
Resolution's new DAC entry is the $8450 D20.
Resolution reportedly developed their own discrete DAC
technology for the D20, which also uses two DACs per
channel. The matching T30 transport puts a Philips
CDM12 mechanism in aConan chassis with top-loading
access. A separate link between the T30 and D20 slaves the
transport to the processor's clock. Rather than transmit the
Micromega distributor Brian Hawkins seems pleased with the French
company's three-product Classic range of CD players and digital processors.
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d the PSB Alpha

"thrakings of an audiophile legend."
Now the Alpha has become a

reekeieeiamily of speakers.*
encithe original Alpha idea $0 fit
(a) still smaller spaces,
(b) still smaller budgets, and

(e) the big demands of Home Theater.
diller

The ALPHAAlv, ALPHA MINI, and ALPHA M ITE are compact, high-performance monitors that fit satisfyingly
into awide variety of music and Home Theater systems, from the simplest to much more elaborate.
Their amazing performance—including tonal balance, frequency and dynamic range, and imaging that
are remarkably close to the best available at any price—stems from the unique combination of
engineering, research, and musicianship that Paul Barton's long experience brings to the design
of all PSB speakers.
The ALPHA M IDI CENTER- CHANNEL and the ALPHA SUB SONIC 1 POWERED
SUBW OOF ER arc the final elements for enjoying extraordinary Home Theater sound
with extraordinary ease at incredibly low cost.

SPEAKERS

We think this handsome, high-achieving, but eminently accessible family of speakers
will soon be as much of alegend as its famed progenitor. You need to hear them to
appreciate how far beyond expectations they perform.

800-263-4641
http://www.psbspeakers.com
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clock directly, the separate link carries aDC control signal.
The no will sell for $4995 at its introduction in March.
The Philips-developed IS bus interface is such an advantage over conventional S/PDIF or AES/EBU that I'm surprised more manufacturers haven't used it. It's free, somewhat of astandard, inexpensive, and the signals are available
inside nearly all CD players. Only Audio Alchemy took
advantage of this superior-sounding interface — until now.
Bow Technologies has taken the separate data and clock
signals of the IS interface and provided them at the output
of their new CD transport, the ZZ-Two. Rather than use
the tiny S-video-like plastic molded cable, Bow presents the
IS signals on four separate BNC jacks. With its top-loading
design and striking cosmetics, the ZZ-Two drive is gorgeous
to look at and use. A CD-player version, the ZZ-Eight, features the PMD100 and dual PCM1702 DACs per channel.
The ZZ-Three is an outboard decoder that accepts the separate is signals on the separate BNC jacks.
British manufacturer Chord Electronics brought aprototype of their new DSC 1500 digital processor to the Show.
The $6750 unit has alarge and easy-to-read display, integral
analog-domain volume control, and balanced outputs. The
unit's modular design will reportedly accommodate asimple
hardware upgrade for decoding 96kHz sources. The DSC1500 uses anew Crystal Semiconductor delta-sigma DAC.
Finally, a Mexican high-end audio company called
Margules Audio demonstrated the Magenta ADE-24
"Analog Digital Enhancer." The ADE-24 fits between your
CD player's analog output and your preamplifier. The $179
device reportedly contains analog filtering superior to that
provided by most budget CD players, without affecting the
audio hand.
-Robert Harley

Richard Vandersteen lifts the lid off his Model 5speaker.

Speaking of excited, no one was more so than the British
folks from Verity/NXT, who were able to get coherent
sound, using bending-wave technology, from a specially
designed flat panel with an embedded exciter. The impressive demo raised as many questions as it did eyebrows.
Though it seems pretty clear that this technology can sucLOUD•.
ceed in commercial and industrial applications, what it realRICHARD J. ROSEN 1%
ly means to high-end audio remains to be heard. For
instance: As the sound is, by its nature, diffuse, Iwonder
how they'll image. The technology will be licensed to man6
ey Londog, looks like we have an easy Show
ufacturers soon. Stay tuned.
assignment for achange."
Fine sounds were coming from Aerial Acoustics' new
"It's about time..."
Model 8s. Sam McClain came across Mighty good through
"Yeah. We only have to visit the exhibits with speakers!"
Not surprisingly, just about all of the rooms playing
these $4500 three-way columns. For $1500 less than their
most excellent big brus, they might
music used 'em, and I'm undertaking
even give the 10Ts some competition.
the task of relaying as big ataste of the
Iwas surrounded by
Stopping in to say "Hey" to John
new and exciting upper-end speaker
Grado, Ididn't expect any speakers
pie as I'm able.
Peter McGrath's new
Certainly one of the newest and
other than those fine little ones that
clamp to your ears. Boy, was Iwrong...
most exciting had to be the little Gems
recordings—so
fresh,
sort of. He ushered us into an adjoining
from Revel. Wouldn't you be excited if
room where stood two elegant wooden
you were given virtual carte blanche to
he'd just made them
develop the best speaker you could?
cabinets, very tall and narrow, with 32
headphone drivers per side. He might call
That's exactly what happened to longthree days prior.
respected designer Kevin Voecks of
them the Model 64.1 call them musical,
Snell fame. Revel Corporation, run by
as evidenced by the sound of Duke
Madrigal veteran Sandy Berlin, is an independent company
Ellington's "Blue Bubbles," from Don Byron's Bug Music
in the Harman International family, its offspring being
(Nonesuch 79438-2). (This disc, January's "Recording of the
the sleek'n'modeni Gem speakers and Sub-15 powered
Month," became LB's and my main demo thang this Show.)
woofer (with outboard LE-1 unit housing the 15's crossover
At $6000 (less than $100 per driver), these speakers may be
and 680W amplifier). All that cash and R&D produced a
one of the better values in high-end audio. This occurred to
speaker that, at only $6000 (for the speakers without subs or
me while listening to an opera recording ofJohn's dad, Joe
stands), sounded clean and bitchin', particularly when we
Grado, so it's all relative.
cranked Southern Culture on the Skids' brand of swamp
One of the most fun demos had to be the $13,800
rock — which actually drew more people into the room
EgglestonWorIcs Andras, with new rear channels that'll
than it drove away. One for our side!
price around $8800. As Peter McGrath said, "First we'll play

6
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Another Show, another Edgarhom from Dr. Bruce Edgar.

some Hendrix, then we'll go on to some music." With only
the glow of Sonic Frontiers Power 2tube amps to light the
way, Iwas surrounded by Peter McGrath's new recordings —
so fresh, he'd just made them three days prior.
There were some BIG high-ticket speakers, too, and perhaps none bigger than the new Air Pulse 3.1 from
Platinum. When we walked by outside, they were cranked
so irresponsibly loud Ihad to shield my ears. "Hey guys, I
need my cars for laten" They reduced the decibels, and we
listened to the North By Northwest overture from Bernard
Hemnann —The Film Scores, as performed by the Los Angeles
Philharmonic under Salonen (Sony SK 62700). Though I
felt their potential, these fully horn-loaded, three-way behemoths really seemed like 10 pounds of speaker in afivepound room. I'd love to hear 'cm with the space to really
stretch out, like the listening room someone with 120-kilobuck speakers oughta have.
It's always an unfortunate aspect of show exhibiting: Big
speakers don't always work in little hotel rooms. 'This was
true of the $17,500 VR-8s, the latest in Von Schweikert
Research's successful VR line. They looked like they came
to rock, but were possibly too muscular for the room.
In Quintessence's room Iwas confronted with yet

I

another new, giant-size speaker, the Shadow.
But wait ... they sounded exceptionally good.
How'd they do that? (Clouding men's minds,
maybe.) They're over 5' tall with eight drivers
each, including a ribbon tweeter. For 20
grand, Iguess they wanted to build something that was more for the, ahem, budgetconscious than is their killer $55,000 Stealth,
— but it's still alot of speaker, and it worked in
a real-world-sized room. They played
DCC's new Nat Cole record — a greatsounding LP—as well as that Shirley Horn
thing with Miles that's become an audiophile
staple.
This brings to mind another theme of the
Show, and one exhibitors should maybe take
note of: Just about everybody playing vinyl
had notably above-average sound. Now, I'm
not saying that LPs necessarily sound better
than CDs; I'm merely letting the circumstances strongly infer this. It's been suggested
to me that the kind of people who would haul aturntable
setup to ashow like this are just the kind of people who get
good sound.
Case in point: The massive $15,800 Artemis EOS
Signatures were eminently musical on "Impressions," from
Conrad Herwig's The Latin Side ofJohn Coltrane (Astor Place
TLP/TCD-4003). This superb recent release of the best
Latin players doing fresh interpretations of Trane is on double-LP vinyl. It became the official Rick'n'Lonnie LP demo
piece of the Show. Acarian had
one of the better-sounding
analog setups. Dave Brubeck's Time Out,
from Classic Records, was captivating on the new

Aerial's Model 8 uses
the drive-units from
their award-winning
Model 10T in amore
conventional
veneered cabinet.

New Speaker Technologies

es not every CES where not just one but two new loudspeaker technologies are
introduced. As well as the US debut of the Verity Group's NXT technology, mentioned by Rick Rosen in his report and described in full in last December's "Industry
Update" (p.33) by Paul Messenger, Las Vegas witnessed demonstrations of the so-called
HyperSonic Sound (HSS) from American Technology Corporation. This uses the intermodulation between intersecting, high-power, ultrasonic beams from small ceramic
transducers to produce audible sound at the listening position (see "Industry Update,"
November 1996 and January 1997). The Carver Corporation has been working on suitable amplifiers for HSS and was putting on demonstrations in aremote Las Vegas hotel
suite. As with NXT, afellow writer was more impressed that the technology worked at
all than by the absolute sound quality. Unfortunately, Ididn't find out where the demonstrations were being held until after the Show was over. Given that Iearn my living from
listening to audio equipment, perhaps it was agood thing that Ididn't get to expose myself
to the very-high-level ultrasonic carrier beams. Carver's Jim Croft points out, however,
that the listener isn't actually exposed to this HF energy, and that they are now using just
one beam and ultrasonic transducer, not two.
—John Atkinson
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Rotel Report
Balanced Design applied to
Rotel CD Players.
So how does Balanced Design affect the performance of
critical source components
like CD players? All you have

1
cation to the 930's tuneful
presentation. Of course,
you'd expect that of aplayer
with the latest generation of
D/A converter technology.
Featuring the Philips

TDA1305 D/A converter
to do is listen.
with Continuous Calibration
With Rotel CD players,
to virtually eliminate lowyou hear the difference Ballevel converanced Design
sion errors,
makes as
the RCD-950
sharper focus
provides true
on musical
Roters RCD-930AX: tunefid and
high-end perdetails and a
rhythmic beyond expectation.
formance at a
subtle sense
And priced under $300!
mid-fi price.
of air around

MOM

The RCD-975BX: priced under $750, apremiere example
oferdable and accurate musicality.

DIGITAL

DECISIONS

the instruments.
The RCD-930 is amusic
lover's bargain, providing superb musical reproduction at
avery affordable price. Featuring a1-bit Pulse Width
Modulated

By emphasizing performance over buzzwords and value
over frills, Rotel makes the digital decision easy.
Shopping for aCD player might well be one of the most
bewildering of all human experiences. With 16-bit, 18-bit, 20-bit,
1-bit, and all the rest, it seems the rush to sell buzzwords sometimes obscures the original intent —musical reproduction.
At Rotel, we take adifferent approach. We won't tell you
that one, and that only one, type of digital technology is the best,
because it's simply not true. All of the available technologies can
work well, if properly designed and implemented. Each has its
strengths and weaknesses.
That's why we aren't locked into aparticular design; we select from all of the available options to maximize the performance
of each model. Research and development is applied to the total
package —the combination of transport mechanism, laser pickup,
D/A converter, filtering, power supply, and analog circuitry that
will work together in unison to provide the best possible sound
quality and reliability. We call the Rotel approach "Balanced Design."
Our product philosophy is the reason we consistently provide some of the most musical, reliable, and easily affordable

Or, for state-of-the art
digital sound without the
NASA price tags so common
today, take alisten to the
RCD-975. Building on the
Continuous Calibration technology, we

add dual-differential D/A
converters,
second order
which can acDelta Sigma
The RCD-950BX: just under
tually detect
noise shaping,
$450, aperfect combination of
and cancel
the RCD-930
sophistication and affordability.
conversion erexcels at rerors, and aprecision CDM-9
solving the low-level musical
single-beam laser transport.
detail so important for precise
But, the beauty of Balanced
imaging. In addition to its
Design is that you don't have
performance, the RCD-930

D/A converter and

provides an array of features
and full remote control.
The more sophisticated
RCD-950BX adds an impressive sense of depth and delin-

to know buzzwords or study
abstract theories. You just
have to remember the name
Rotel. After that, the music
just comes naturally.

What the reviewers are saying about Rotel.
RCD-975BX. "Whoever is searching for an audiophile player
without paying an out-of-this-world price must really consider
the RCD-975. It can be favorably compared to other much
more expensive models... Briefly stated, an excellent purchase."
Nicolas Maranda, Quebec Audio, November/December1995.
RCD-930AX. "Now, the sound. Drop this sweetheart into a
high ticket audio system and Idare you to guess its price tag."
Tom Miller, The Audio Adventure, Vol. 2, Issue 11. November 1995.

high-end CD players money can buy. From our least expensive
Rotel of America
54 Concord St. North Reading. MA 01864-2699
tel 508-664-3820 fax 508-664-4109

RCD-930 to our top-of-the-line RCD-975, your ears will tell you
that you made the right decision.
ROTEL OF AMERICA
O^ Copyright 1996 Rotel of America All rights reserved

ART
FOR YOUR EARS
The ART Preamplifier is alimited
edition work of strikingly advanced
audio technolgy dedicated to your
passion for music, designed to reveal
subtule nuances hidden in your
treasured recordings.

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive Fairfax VA 22031 phone 703- 698-8581, fax 703-560-5360

Designer Siegfried Linkwitz gives listeners arundown on the advantages
of dipole speakers, specifically the Audio Artistry Beethoven.

Apparently six pairs of Platinum's Air Pulse horn speakers were ordered at CES.
Designer Phil Jones certainly looked pleased with the sound he was getting.

Alón Adrianas, their $10,000 statement minimonitor. Wilson
Benesch has done alot to bring analog up to date with their
use of carbon fiber. Lightweight, strong, and stiff, it works in
Fl cars and the Harrier jump-jet, and seemed to do well controlling cabinet resonances in the $10,000 A.C.T. 1and the
$6500 Actor. Both sounded quick, clean, and transparent.
As in the NXT panels, bending waves arc becoming the
rage in Europe it seems. The Stella Elegans from Meracus
are finely finished floorstanders with astar-shaped, bendingwave tweeter. They nude nice music out of But Music.
Another trend is speakers finished to match your car. Those
from Sarnadhi Acoustics, designed by ex-Stereophile writer
Dick Olsher, were decked out in Montégo Blue, Jaguar
style, while the Metaphor is come standard in Stuttgart
Black àla Porsche. The Ultimate Driver Machine? The big
$19,500 Metaphors use aRaven ribbon tweeter as well as
one mid, lovingly damped with Metaphorium, and
three woofer drivers in abig, solid, synthetic cabinet.
Those honest Danes at Dynaudio showed the
Contour 3.3, the latest in the line: a$6999 narrow column with two woofers for deep bass. The Meadowlark
Audio Heron is adual-woofered three-way as well. If
you're looking for a$4000 pair of speakers, they're worth
alisten.
Rosinanté's Evolution has further evolved. They've
swapped out one of the 7" midbass drivers for an 8" to
come up with the Gabrielle, which offers deeper bass.

Every time Ihear apair of Thiels, they sound better than
the last time. The new $7900 CS6 was no exception. The
Fairfield Four did their usual holographic thing quite engagingly. The $9000 Cabasse Baltic, looking like abig ol' eyeball on apost, sounded sweet, helped along by a$2000
woofer. The slender, elegant Scala Ambiente from Revox
represents 10 years of development of aphase-linear, fully
active digital loudspeaker, ca $16,000. In aword: way cool.
Many designers have been active in terms of upgrades. The
Signature 300 TE, unfortunately part of asilent display, marks
B&W's 30th anniversary. Looking basically like JA's reference
Silver Signatures, except going all the way down to the floor,
they promise to go further down in the bass department, too.
Do you notice atrend here? ESP has
overhauled the $9000

igiqT9P-1

The 813,800 EgglestonWorks Andras were used as front channels in asurround-sound
demo using some of Peter McGrath's recordings and all Sonic Frontiers amplification.
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B&W's 30th-Anniversary Signature 300
TE was shown only in astatic display.
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Harps. The side-firing woofer is now two woofers in front,
and there's asealed enclosure for the mids. They did, in fact,
rock. Diapason now has Limited Edition Adamantes, with
fine Italian walnut cabinets, matching accents on the stands,
and other details to improve on an already very musical
design. mbl introduced the 101D, their hill-range, four-way
Radialstrahler throwing out 360° of fun. Scientific Fidelity
has revised the 24-Karat Joule and Tesla 3 with all-aluminum woofers and new networks. These fine loudspeakers are available in Signature models as well as with other
options, all from the fertile mind of Mike Maloney.
Some speakers just look like no others. If you happen to see
apair with abizarre cutout profile of aWWII British prime
minister, chances are they'll be Tannoy's new flagship, the
$12,000 Churchill 'V', featuring Dual Concentric drivers and
95dB sensitivity. The latest edition of the Edgarhorns look
like a$9000 pair of finely crafted wooden industrial air-conditioner ducts. Once again, they sounded better than last year's.
The question mark of the Show belongs to the
L'Excellence III from Venture. This Belgian product, standing about 4' high with afamiliar box-speaker look, was, if
anything, alittle below the sonic average. Maybe it was the
room or the setup. When Iheard they go for $34,000, I
just
about fell out of my listening scat.

Just about everybody
playing vinyl had notably
above-average sound.
The last very Positive theme that revealed itself over the
course of the Show was that companies who made all of the
components in asetup tended to have systems that worked
quite well. Spectral had Keith Johnson's prototype Studio
Reference Monitors, and though they would not let me hear
any material Iwas familiar with (my discs were not HDCDencoded), they seemed appropriately impressive. All the
reviewers loved the fact that they have handles.
Burmester, aGerman company that now has American
distribution, makes modern, elegant, high-tech components.
Their deep and slender loudspeakers, with side-mounted
woofers, utilized an external passive crossover, though an
active one is also available. They'll run somewhere around
$20k. If you want them in Ferrari red, or your component
faceplates in 24k gold, just ask! "Art for the Ear," goes their
motto, and their products aren't just pretty—they sounded outstanding.
For the first time, Signature Technologies exhibited
asystem that was, top to bottom, their own—including
the $6500 SRM .9 loudspeakers. The sound coming from
these fabric-covered towers was first-rate, on both the
Don Byron and Bernard Herrmann selections.
So many new speakers sounded so damn
good at this Show, it's far too difficult to choose
one favorite among the higher-ticket contenders. (I added four of the above to my personal shopping list.) But for asense of musical
rightness, the nod had to go to the entry-level
Animatas in the complete Ensemble ensemble, which I'm sure you'll hear about in
Londog's report.
See you in San Francisco in May. iAudiési

PRODUCTS
of the

YEAR

Home Theater Component of 1996: Lexicon DC-1 surround-sound processor,
accepted by Bun Goddard of Lexicon.

1

996 was the fifth year in arow that Stereophile's editors
and reviewers had voted for Products of the Year. And
the 1997 WCES was the second time the magazine
had used the occasion to personally present the awards.
Here, then, is Natalie Brown's photographic record:
1996 Component of the Year:
Editor's Choice of 1996:
Digital Source of 1996:
Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel digital recorder ($25,000$35,000; reviewed by John Atkinson, Vol.19 Nol, January
1996)
Home Theater Component of 1996:
Lexicon DC-1 surround-sound processor ($1995$4500; reviewed by J. Gordon Holt, Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater, Vol2 No.4, Winter 1996;
Stereophile, Vol.19 No.12, December 1996)
Joint Accessories of 1996: Lek Townshend Audio Seismic Sink, accepted
by Steve James of Townshend Audio.
Right Acoustic Sciences Corporation Tube Traps, accepted
by Christopher
Klein of
ASC

—Richard J. Rosen
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Joint Loudspeakers of
1996: Right,
Aerial Acoustics
10T, presented
by John Atkinson
(left) and Larry
Archibald (right)
and accepted by
Michael Kelly of
Aerial Acoustics.
Far right,
Dunlavy Audio
Labs Signature
SC-VI, accepted
by John Dunlavy.

Joint Budget Components of 1996:
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5 Special Edition amplifier ($1565;
reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vol.18 No.12, December 1995), and PSB
New Stratus Mini loudspeaker ($950/pair; reviewed by John
Atkinson, Vol.19 No.6, June 1996)
Joint Loudspeakers of 1996:
Aerial Acoustics 10T ($5500/pair, reviewed by Wes Phillips, Vol.19
No.4, April 1996) and the Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI
($24,995/pair, reviewed by Steven Stone and John Atkinson, Vol.19
No.8, August 1996)
Amplification Component of 1996:
Krell Audio Standard monoblock power amplifier ($35,000/pair,
reviewed by Wes Phillips, Vol.19 No.10, October 1996)
Analog Source of 1996:
Nairn ARO tonearm ($2000; reviewed by Markus Sauer and Wes
Phillips, Vol.16 No.6, June 1993; Vol.19 No2, February 1996)
Joint Accessories of 1996:
Acoustic Sciences Corporation Tube Traps ($189-$659; reviewed by
J. Gordon Holt, Larry Archibald, Robert Harley, and Jack English, Vol.9
No3, April 1986; Vol.15 No2, February 1992; Vol.16 No.12, December
1993; and Vol.19 No.1, January 1996), Townshend Audio Seismic Sink
($150-$725; reviewed by Shannon Dickson and Michael Fremer, Vol.18
No.11, November 1995; Vol.19 No.1, January 1996), and VP! HW/16.5
and HW-17 record-cleaning machines ($450 and $900, respectively;
reviewed by Anthony H. Cordesman, Corey Greenberg, and Michael
Fremer, Vol.8 No.1, January 1985; Vol.17 No.5, May 1994; and Vol.19
Nos.6 and 9, June and September 1996). (As VPI was not attending the
WCES, they could not be presented with their award.)
—John Atkinson

Amplification Component of 1996: Krell Audio Standard
monoblock power amplifier, accepted by Dan D'Agostino of
Krell Industries.

Analog Source of 1996: Naim ARO tonearm, accepted by Chris
West (I) and Chris Tucker (r) of Naim Audio North America.

Joint Budget Components of 1996: Left, McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
Special Edition amplifier, accepted by Joyce Fleming of McCormack. Below,
PSB New Stratus Mini loudspeaker, accepted by Paul Barton of PSB.
Right: 1996 Component of
the Year, Editor's Choice of
1996, and Digital Source of
1996: Nagra-D 4-channel
open-reel digital
recorder, accepted by
Nancy Belt of Nagra
USA.
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sound technology so radical it will
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revolutionize the way the world
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Omnipolar0 goes beyond bipolar
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ne thing you can count on at ashow like
the WCES is that there will be speakers
on display. Lots of speakers. Every room
has at least two, and I'm here to tell you about
some of the new and interesting ones with realworld price tags. One speaker with an embarrassingly high value:price ratio was the 208di ($600)
from Clements, part of their "dynamic image"
line. This large, two-way speaker provided afull if
somewhat polite sound that had me thinking it
must go for bigger bucks. Another good value for
those in the cost-conscious smart set were the
2.1c's from Dul'cet These good-looking, twoway, fourth-order-crossovered, ported minimonitors clock in at $850 and had me buggin' out to
Don Byron's Bug Music (Nonesuch 79438-2).
Krix may be anew name to alot of us here in
the US of A, but they've been lancing —er, kicking
The Malibu from N.E.W. uses aRaven ribbon to good effect
around in their native Australia for 23 years. They
brought afull line of loudspeakers, including the litside panels designed by Peter Stevens of McLaren Fl renown
tle Equinox ($599), asmall, two-way "mini-speaker" shielded
—is extremely strong, rid, and nonresonant If that's not
for your (and your TV's or monitor's) protection. When it
enough innovation for you, how about this: The tweeter
comes to having afull roster of brand-new speakers, JPW
floats in the middle of the bass-reflex port! And as if even that
must have the record, with eighteen new models! Seven are in
weren't enough, they also sounded great, especially on
their Millennium series, including the diminutive ML 210
Winston Ma's jazz recordings (which Winston himself played
bookshelf speakers ($199), which Iheard coupled with their
for us). Also on display were the Avand C6 25 ($1099-$1299,
SW 120 subwoofer ($1299). The SW 120 is notable for havdepending on finish), which looked killer in the higher-priced
ing aremote control with which you can adjust
birdseye-maple veneer.
die crossover frequency and the level —
If you want to have aball, the new Gallo Acoustics
no more running back and forth
Nucleus Minor ($995) will give you one — literally.
from the listening position and the
Looking like Gallo's bigger speakers, but without the tweetsubwoofer control. Now that's
er "can" on top, the Minor has acoincident woofer/tweeter
ergonomic. The other speakers
pair mounted in agold-tinted aluminum sphere. Add $200
in the Millennium Series range
for the solid-steel Barcelona stands and you, too, can enjoy
from $250 to $1050, with four
that "Where'd they go?" Gallo sound at a
bookshelf modnew, lower price.
els and three
The Rogers db I0I The new ProAc Response One SC
floorstanders.
($2100) is an updated version of the popuWant somespeaker looks
lar Response One S— in fact, Response
thing cool that's also
abargain? Check out the
something like an One Sowners will be able to upgrade to
the SC version, probably by the time you
new db101 speakers ($599)
read this. What you get includes a new
art deco toaster
from Rogers, the LS3/5A
bass/midrange driver and improved crossfolks. Looking something
like an art deco toaster that's been turned over. The One SC is asmall speaker, which
maybe helped it to disappear so effectively,
that's been turned on
on end and
leaving only the music. Also updated and
end and converted into
upgraded is the new Joseph Audio RMa slide projector, it
converted into
7si Signature ($1699), which comes with a
comes in your choice
richer finish and anew metal-cone woofer.
of nine beyond-thea slide projector.
Jeff Joseph was showing off waterfall plots
pale finishes, inof said woofer, with and without his inficluding ones with
nite-slope crossover, pointing out how the filtered plot had
such intriguing names as "Music
Red," "Music Blue," "Rich,"
none of the ringy artifacts of the full-range one. The metal
cone has been tamed! The RM-7si's had agroove thing
"Burr," and "Tech." The enclogoing with all the vinyl they were spinning, including a
sure —injection-molded ABS
great vintage recording of Louis Armstrong doing "St.
with laminated aluminum
James Infirmary."
Powered loudspeakers had their place at the Show, even
Gallo Acoustics Nucleus Minor
at down-to-earth prices. The new Paradigm Reference
startled Showgoers.
tereophile, April 1997
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Wile inspiration ficels the creation of music,

Real Power
speaker or AC line fluctuations. From input to

engineering drives its reproduction. For fifteen

output, the signal path is Ally differential with

years Krell has forced advancements in amplifier

all gain stages employing our radically new

design by employing only the most innovative

current mode circuitry.

circuit topologies.

Armed with a spectacular

array of new technologies, the Full Power
Balanced 600 closes the gap between stereo
presentation and the live event.

Elegantly understateeZ the
exterior is an evolutionary
step for Krell — while the
underlying technologies

The Full Power Balanced 600features avirtually

represent

limitless 600 watt per channel power output

progress for music lovers.

capability. This power is deliveredfrom aAlly

The Krell FPB 600

regulated output stage completely impervious to

R EACH

INTO

THE

M USIC— T HE

revolutionary

F UI I P OWER

B ALANCED

600

KRELL • 45 Connair Road • Orange, CT 06477 •Phone: 203-799-9954 •FAX: 203-799-9796

Fully Active speakers
seemed to offer alot of
technology for a very
reasonable price. The
Fully Active line includes the Studio/20P
minimonitors ($1400),
the LCR-450P ($800
each) — a three-driver
two-way that can be
used horizontally as a
center channel or vertically for left-right use
— and the ADP-450P
($1600), a dipolar surround. Each of these
speakers has two amplifiers, one for the woofers and one for the
tweeters. Paradigm also
has a powered subwoofer, the Servo-15
($1500). As in most
Ensemble's new Animate monitor
powered speakers, the speakers
impressed the heck out of LB.
amplifiers in the Paradigm Reference line are solid-state.
But not all powered speakers use transistors. Italian firm
Strumenti Acustici di Precisione, or SAP, was playing
large, horn-loaded speakers in both their demo rooms, but
what caught my eye was their little Genio minimonitor
$2500), with a5" woofer, 1" tweeter, and a20W tube amplifier! Too bad they weren't actually playing them; I'd like to
have heard what they sounded like.
"Nine-ninety:five!
tellinq yogi, nine-ninety-jiver It was Klaus
Bunge of Symphonic Line, part stoked little kid and part
carnival barker, repeating the price of each of the components in the new Odyssey Project 2series from Symphonic
Line, aname not formerly associated with the terms "budget" or "entry level." The Mystique loudspeaker ($995 —
right, Klaus?), a3'-tall two-way design, sounded
great in the all-Odyssey system. And they're
only $995! $995 will also get you apair of the
Morel Renaissance Series Duet two-way monitors, which are angled on the bottom so that
they lean back, allowing the drivers — Morel
drivers, of course — to be time-aligned. For
$999 you could get apair of the Baldines BL90 floorstanding loudspeakers. If you'd never
heard of Baltlines before now, (balt)line up right
behind me, but they've been building loudspeakers in what's now Latvia for years. The BL90 is the top model in their premium (and fittingly named for WCES) Las Vegas series.
If thin is in where you're at, there were anumber of slim designs to suit your mood. The
Acoustix line from Abstract Acoustics includes
the AS200T tower ($600), AS210C center module ($250 each), AS220S surround module ($300),
and the Power 288 subwoofer ($450 each) —the
288 is powered, as its name suggests, and uses an
Isobarik woofer arrangement —all finished in itgoes-with-anything black. The tower is alittle over 3'
tall and only 4" wide and deep, with four 3" drivers
and a1" dome tweeter on top. Also tall'n'thin at 6.3" by
9.5" by 3' tall (though they seem positively bulky comStereophile, April

1997

pared to the Acoustix towers) were Totem's new Sttaf
speakers ($1495). The Sttaf features the kind of attention to
detail and craftsmanship typical of Totem, with lock-miter
cabinet joints and angled, asymmetric internal bracing to
help break up resonances and reduce standing waves. They
look like fine furniture and sounded full-bodied and
involving.
The guys and gals at Acoustic Energy got into the
"more speaker for less money" mindset awhile back, taking
what they'd learned from their more dearly priced models
(like the AEI) and applying it to more economical models
like the AE100. At CES they debuted the AE120 ($1299), a
floorstanding three-way with two 5" bass drivers, a5" mid,
and aI" soft-dome tweeter. They're shielded and relatively
thin, ready for placement next to the TV for that Home
Theater experience. Another floorstanding speaker offering
a lot for the dollar is the new Conquest ($1495) from
Coincident Speaker Technology. These simple but
attractive two-ways have a92d13 sensitivity, so you singleended guys can dig 'cm. They sounded great, with adeep,
well-focused soundstage. Perhaps it's no coincidence that
Coincidence was using only vinyl in their room.
Ryan Research, anew company, offered three initial
models: the Models 83 ($2500) and 103 ($3500), and the
Model 63e center channel ($1500 each). Iheard the 83,
which is alarge, four-driver floorstanding unit that's as pleasing to the eye (very) as it is to the car (from what Iheard).
Another new company was Translinear, with their Elan
model ($1800), atall, thin, all-black stand-mounted unit
with good sensitivity (90dB) and aclean, uncolored sound.
Two other new companies shared something rather
unusual: Neither had an MSRP for their products, but for
different reasons. Blackstone Industries was showing their
Model 300TE, which is tall, even by NBA standards. Idon't
have an exact figure, but I'd put 'em at about 7', though they
have afootprint of only one square foot. As you'd expect,
they had abig, BIG sound, which was better focused than
I'd thought they'd be, given their size and the tangle of video
and computer (0 equipment placed between them. Oh,
about the price: They did give
me the wholesale price, but
they're going to let their dealers decide how much to actually sell them for. I'd guess they'd
come in at somewhere between $2000 and $3000.
The other guys who couldn't
give me aprice quote arc from
Nuance, who were showing
their Grand 3S model, afloorstander finished in trendy black
and sounding quite compelling,
throwing adeep soundstage in a
very confined demo arca. Now,
about that price thing... They
ain't tell me. Their boss, George
Baker (of Mirage M-1 fame),
won't let them. His idea is that
retailers will demo the speakers
to prospective buyers, and then
tell them what they cost, so they
aren't prejudiced by knowing
Joseph Audio's excellent little RM-75i speaker
is now available as the Signature, featuring a
metal-cone woofer.
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the price. They did relent and tell me, but Ipromised not to
print it. Suffice it to say that they're in this report, and not the
one for higher-priced models.
Mirage's new speaker is the Next Big Thing for them after
their much-beloved M series. The 0M-6 ($3000; "OM"
stands for "Omnipolae) includes apowered (150W), side-firing pair of 8" woofers in the bottom cabinet, on top of which
is the tall, thin mid-treble unit, where the OM business happens. They debuted them in acrowded press conference, so I
didn't get a really good listen to them, but they seemed
promising.
Audiostatic were showing their ESH-50 ($3300) electrostatic hybrid, which sounded clean and detailed, as far as
Icould tell, but they wouldn't let us play our own cuts; it
seems they were afraid that there might be atransient or
something on our CDs that could blow out their woofers,
or cause similar mayhem. Yikes! Fortunately, nothing like

that happened anywhere where we could play our stuff, but
if you end up with apair of these beauties, maybe you'd better ask Audiostatic for their list of approved recordings.
Meadowlark Audio was showing their attractive and
tuneful Shearwater ($2000). This two-way floorstanding
model, like the rest of the Meadowlark line, features transmission-line bass loading. The tweeter is asilk dome, and the
woofer is carbon-fiber. The Meadowlark folks call them the
"two-way lover's two-way," if you're into that sort of thing.
Nairn had their Credo speaker up and running in an
unusual setup: the speakers waaaaay down at one end of the
room, near the back wall, and the listening position as far
away as possible at the other end. After so many nearfield listening experiences it was arefreshing perspective, with a
clean, detailed, but not aggressive sound. Oh, and of course,
the fact that they were playing vinyl didn't hurt. In fact, it
really warmed up the sound when they removed the wand
from the ARO arm, took it into the bathroom, and ran it under the hairdryer for
Rock'nlinnie's Room System
awhile. Try doing that with your CD
player.
es been aShow tradition that we
Something new from N.E.W.? Yes,
room together, and that we cobthe battery-powered tube folks now
ble together a system for our
have speakers, including the Bel Air
room out of whatever we have han($3998), athree-way design with acondy that we can easily, or not so easicentric mid-tweeter, aside-firing woofer,
ly, transport to the Show. This time,
and awhopping 93dB sensitivity. Oh,
however, we had some guest stars in
and they sound good, too, as was comour room rig. Our Equipment
mon in rooms where the whole system
Editor and godfither, WP, offered to
was made by the same company.'
haul the Krell KV-300i integrated
And speaking of "they make it all, and
amp from Santa Fe. Now, thaes an
it sounds good together," Ensemble had
offer we couldn't refuse. He's so
what may have been the best sound of
good to us. Audio Power Industhe Show, featuring their brand-new
tries' Les Edelberg came through
Lonnie Brownell (left) and Rick Rosen (right):
Animati monitor speakers ($2980). We
with aPower Pack at the last minute "Will
work for good sound."
got some kind of world premiere or
—and we thank you, too, Les. (But
something — the Animatas had been sithe made us put up a"POWERED BY AUDIO POWER" sign in front of our setup.)
ting there, looking pretty (they really do),
The rest of the system consisted of aRadioShadc CD-3400, Audio
but not hooked up for the entire Show.
Alchemy DTI•Pro 32 and DDE v3.0, LB's homebrewed digital cable from the
No one had asked to hear them until
3400 to the Pro 32, Audio Magic's cool silver I
2Sinterconnect, and apair of
me'n'Rick showed up. It was almost the
Kimber Silver Streak interconnects (and thank you, too, Ray K).
end of the Show. We asked. Urs Wagner,
But it still seemed there was something missing ... "D'ohhh!! Speakers." I'd
the genial chief Ensemblist, complied
shipped my PSB Alpha SEs, and they hadn't shown up in time. We were heartwith our request, apologizing ahead of
broken, having to go to sleep that first night to total silence It was weird. The
time for the sound, since they hadn't had
next day we were talking to Roy Hall of Music Hall, who just happened to
achance to break in. HA! Ican't imagine
have extra Epos ES12 speakers on hand. "Score!" We remembered these as part
what they'll sound like once they do
of one of the very-best-sounding rooms at the Stereophile Show in New
break in. On Bug Music, the tone of Don
York. Roy included speaker cables, which is agood thing, because the Cardas
Byron's clarinet had that woody, reedy
cables we brought were terminated with spade lugs, which the ES12s wouldn't
character that allowed me to make apostake (bananas only, please). Roy, you're aScotch-dispensing saint.
itive identification unlike anywhere else I
After all that, how'd it sound? After some major furniture rearrangement...
heard it. Man, that was rood.
great. Better than great. It was truly asystem that we were happy to come home

I

to at the end of along (very long) Show day (and night). The Krell may be shaping up to be the integrated against which all others are judged. It made agreat
match with the killer little Eposes. On The Best of the Treniers (Sony/Legacy EK
66800), those old recordings sounded surprisingly lively and fresh. At normal listening volumes the sound was as satisfying as you'd want, but the big surprise was
when we'd turn it down low for nitey-nite. Not all systems do low volume well,
but this one excelled at it. It was dreamlike, which is just what you want while
slipping off into dreams.
Thanks again to everyone who helped us get this year's system together. See
you in San Francisco; we'll be the guys with the "Will Work for Good Sound"
signs around our necks.
-Rick Rosen & Lonnie Brownell
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—Lonnie Brownell

In the final part of our coverage ry .the 1997
Winter Gmsumer Electronics Show, Thomas
J. Norton, Kalman Rubinson, Steven Stone
Robert Deutsch, Shannon Dickson, and Jon
berS011 report on Home Theater, ampleiers,
accessories, andfloobydust.
IThe Malibu from N.E.W. uses aRaven ribbon to
good effect, along with dual 7" woofs in aI
YAppolito
configuration. The rambria cabinets are in the tradition
of Italian violin design, and Idug the bottom-mounted
cable connectors as well as the gnxwy sound. —RJR
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Faithful and true to the music.
Introducing the Cabasse FareIla 400,
Baltic and Stromboli speaker systems.
Whether you choose the FareIla 400 at $1,995 or the Baltic/Stromboli
at $15,995 either will outperform any other speaker in its price range.

FareIla 400

ocatt'il

Baltic

ill „heel
•pr

Well 1 0 , C

RO. Box 3763 •Durango, CO 81302 •Tel (970) 259-6722 •fax::(970) 259-6727 4"
email: northstr@frontier.net •web page: http://www.northstaileading.com

Stromboli

OUR BIGGEST WEST COAST SHOW EVER !
Free Concerts! Free Seminars! Giant Record &CD Fair!

Plus the greatest hi-fi show in the world—in everyone's favorite vacation city!

HI-FI '97

is happening in San Francisco at the legendary Westin St. Francis Hotel
May 30 —June 1,1997

Get set for our BIGGEST West
Coast Show ever -bigger than
any previous San Francisco or
Los Angeles Show. HI-Fl '97 may
be as big or BIGGER than last
year's blockbuster Show in New
York. You've got to be there!

Speakers and other equipment in all
price categories. More hi-fi and home
theater than you could see and hear in
ayear of traveling from dealer to dealer. All in one place.

EXCITING EXHIBITS!
SCORES of manufacturers will introduce hot new home-theater and hi-fi
products. New OVO players. Affordable,
high-performance projection devices.
Sensational surround systems. See and
hear them first at HI-Fl '97.
Whatever your interest, you'll find
it displayed and demoed. Affordable
integrated amps from some of the
biggest names in hi-fi. New tube amps
and new tubes. New turntables, arms,
and cartridges.

AFABULOUS HOTEL!
The Westin St. Francis is one of San
Francisco's most popular and posh
hotels. The place is apalace. And you'll
be royalty! Most rooms have 10-foot
ceilings. The sound will be superb. The
location is tops, too -right in the center
of San Francisco
SPECTACULAR GRAND CONCERT
Order Show tickets now and we'll
include aconcert-ticket request form
with your advance ticket order. Plans
are underway to bring you the hottest
performers in Saturday night's Grand

Concert, sponsored by Kenwood USA
and Stereophile. Check in the next
issue for updates.
Other free concerts include performances by pianists David Chesky and
Hyperion Knight. Achamber recital with
violinist Arturo Delmoni and cellist
Nathaniel Rosen. Blues guitarist Doug
MacLeod in concert. Spanish folk guitarist Mario Suzuki. More! Free!!
FREE SEMINARS!
Meet the editors and staff of
Stereophile and Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater. Meet leading manufacturers and designers. Meet your friends,
too. Everybody will be there.
GIANT CD & RECORD FAIR!
There will be THOUSANDS of CDs and
LPs on sale at the Show, many at special

prices. These include recordings you will
NEVER find at your local record store,
which probably doesn't even sell records.
Lots of neat accessories and tweaks on
sale, too! Bring an extra suitcase!
STAY AT THE WESTIN ST. FRANCIS!
Phone The Westin St. Francis now at
(415) 397-7000 to reserve aroom before
they're all gone. Say, "Hi...I'm coming
for HI-Fl '97" to get the special Show
rate. Reserved for you!
NOTE: Ticket orders will be fulfilled in
the order received. Those who order
first will receive Show tickets firstincluding the "bounce back" request
form for free advance concert tickets!
'Academy Trade Days start May 28.
May 28 and 29 are for Trade and Press only.

ATTENTION: MEMBERS OF THE TRADE
TWO ACADEMY TRADE DAYS!
May 28 & 29, 1997
Sponsored by The Academy
for the Advancement of
High End Audio

To Register for Trade Days:
Fax Lynn Taulbee on

EXHIBITORS—Still Some Rooms Left!

your company letterhead:

our biggest West Coast Show ever. Maybe our biggest Show ever —period.

(505) 989-8791
Or write to her at: P.O. Box 5529

BE APART OF IT!

Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529

May 30, 31, &June 1,1997
are Consumer and Trade Days

Call Ken Nelson NOW before exhibit rooms are completely sold out. This will be

EXHIBITORS—Contact Ken Nelson!

(Please include abusiness card

NELSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705

in all correspondence.)

PHONE: (914) 476-3157

FAX: (914) 969-2746

ALL THESE BRANDS... AND MORE!
Acunan
Accuphase Quadrature
AccusticArts
Acoustic Research
Acoustic Sounds
Acro Tech
Adcom
Aerial Acoustics
Alón
Alpha-Core
Alpha Tech
Amplifier
Technologies. Inc.
Ampro
Analogue Productions
Ares Sound
ART
ASC
Ascot
Atlantic Technology
The Audible
Difference
Audio
Audio Advisor
Audio Artistry
Audio Design
Associates (ADAI
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audio Plus

AudioPrism
Audio Products
International
AudioQuest
Audio Research
AudioStream
Audio Video Interiors
Audio/Video Shopper
Avantgarde Acoustic
B&K
Balanced Audio
Technology
Bass Industries
Bay Area Audio
Black Knight
Black Parrot Audio
Blue Circle Audio
The Cable Company
Cable Talk
Camelot Technology
Canorus Inc
Cardas Audio
Carver
CD Flipper
Celestion
Cello
Chesky Records
Chito
Cisco Music
Citation

Clarity Recordings
Classé Audio
Classic Records
Clayton Audio
Columbia Records
Complete Guide to
High-End Audio
Conrad-Johnson
Copland
Creek
Crown
Curtco Freedom Group
dB Audio
D-Box
DCC Compact Classics
dCS
Decade
Decca/Speaker's
Corner
Denon
DH Labs
Diapason
Digital Music
Products IDMP)
Divergent
Technologies
Dolby Laboratories
Licensing Corp
DTS Technology
Dynaudio

EAR. U.S.A.
Echo Busters
EgglestonWorks
Electrocompaniet
EMI/Testament
Energy
Entertainment g
Home
Epic
Epos
Faroudia
Final Company, Ltd.
Fi, The Magazine of
Music &Sound
FM Acoustics
Focus Audio
Goertz Cable
Golden String
Golden Tube Audio
Goldring
Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines
Harmonie
Hi -Fi Farm
Hologram Acoustic
Technologies
Home Owners
Marketing Services
Home Theater
Hunt

lmmedia
Infinite Slope
Infinity
Ins Group
Jason Scott
Distributing, Inc
Jazz Planet
Jecklin/Ergo
John Marks Records
Joly
Joseph Audio
Joule Electra
Justice
JVC-XRCD
KEF
Kenwood
Kevro International
KH America
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics Research
Kora
Krell
Legend Audio Design
Lexicon
Lightstar
London
Losan Stands
Lowther Club of
America
Lucasfilm THX

Lyra
M&K
M'A Recordings
Manley Laboratories,
Inc.
Marantz
Martin-Logan
May Audio Marketing
mbl
McCormack Audio
McIntosh Laboratory
Meadowlark Audio
Mercury Living
Presence
Meridian
Merlin
Mesa Engineering
Michael Green
Designs
Mirage
MIT
Mobile Fidelity Sound
Lab
Modern Postcard
Monitor Audio
Monster Cable
Mosquito
Moth Audio Corp
Music Hall
NAD

Nagra
Schunk Audio
NHT
Engineering
Nicoll Public Relations Sennheiser
Nordast
Sequence
OCM
Shmarkers
Opus 3
Silicon Arts Design
Overture
Silverline Audio
OVOX
Technology, Inc.
Panamas
Sonoma Sound
Paradigm
Masters
Paradigm Reference
Sony
Parasound
Sound Application
pARTicular
Sound Graphics
Performance Audio
Sound Rack Systems
Per Madsen
Soundscape
Platinum
Spectral
Premier
Spender
Prism
Sphinx
Propnus
Stereophile
PSB
Stereophile Guide to
QED
Home Theater
Quad Records
Stereo Review
RCA Living Stereo
Straight Wire
Rectangular Solid Core Svetlana Electron
Reference Recordings
Devices
Revel
Synergistic Research
Ringmat
Tandberg
Rogue Audio
TARA Labs
Roksan
Target Audio
RPM
Thiel

Thorens
Toshiba
Total Media Systems
Totem Acoustics
Triad Speakers
Ultech Audio
Ultimate Audio
Ultimate Entertainment
Ultimate Sound
Ultimate Technology
Ultra Systems
Unison Research
Vacuum Tube Logic
(VTL)
Vampire Wire
Vandersteen Audio
Verve
Video
Vidikron
Virtual Listening
Systems
Vital
Water Lily
Waveform
Wavestream Kinetic
WBT
Widescreen Review
Wilson Audio
Specialties
Yamamura

Note to the Trade Some brands will be represented only by their dealers For alist of manufacturers who will exhibit directly or have representatives present, please fax Lynn Taulbee at (505)989-8791

VISIT US ON THE WEB
AT

http://www.

hifishow.com/hifi

••

ORDER TICKETS NOW, SAVE THIRTEEN BUCKS!

MAIL YOUR
ORDER TO:
HI-FI '97
P.O. Box 5529

And get first crack at
Free Concert Tickets!

You'll receive aconcert-ticket request form along with your advance ticket order)

YES! Send me

tickets to HI-FI '97 at $35 each.7ickets are good for 8113 days.

Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529
Phone your
credit-card order to:

NAME

ADDRESS

(505) 982-2366
Fax your
credit-card order
24 hours aday to:
(505) 989-8791

CITY

STATE OR PROVINCE

ZIP/POSIAL CORE

COUNTRY

PHONE

FAX

Check enclosed (PAYABLE TO HI.F1 '97)

Home Theater&
Audio

`—\
Specialty

CARD RUNNER

SHOW
See Thu in San Manci.weo!

SIGNATURE

Charge my:

VISA

MASTERCARD

EXPIAATIOM DATE

AMEX

It falls apart, destroys amplifiers, there's no bass and no volume, only one person at

‘1

tune can listen, it takes Lip too much

space and its dangerous. But its clarity is beyond any other loudspeaker known to nan.

The year

MIS

1978, and

law

everyone said Iwas mad. Back then, their fears of electrostatic loudspeaker technology were well-founded. But Iwas

obsessed with the clarity and determined to create a loudspeaker the like of which this world had never known.

After four years of struggle and disappointment, Martin-Logan introduced the Monolith I. We had eliminated every problem

and overcom› every fear

All that remained was the incredible clarity.

When you become disenchanted

by the ordinary we invite you to experience Martin-Logan technology. One of our chosen specialists will show you

what it is to touch space, feel an image, relish asublime madness.

MARTIn
LoGnnÊ
913-749-0133
'I99b rtlartmloq, Icd Ail',gilt, reser,,,I

We are not sympathetic toward letters complaining that the Symphonic
Bombast A-123 Mk.VIa, which we recommended heartily two years ago, no
longer makes it into "Recommended
Components" at all. Where deletions
are made, we endeavor to give reasons
(there are always reasons). But remember: Deletion qf acomponent from this list
does not invalidate abuying decision you have
made.
Individual reviewers mentioned by
their initials are: Larry Archibald, John
Atkinson, Amis Balgalvis, Lonnie
Brownell, Martin Colloms, Anthony H.
Cordesman, Robert Deutsch, Shannon
Dickson, Jack English, Michael Fremer,
Corey Greenberg, Larry Greenhill,
Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt, Muse
Kastanovich, Ken Kessler, Daniel Kumin,
Guy Lemcoe, Lewis Lipnick, Peter W.
Mitchell, Thomas J. Norton, Russell
Novak, Dick Olsher, Wes Phillips,
Robert J. Reina, Kalinan Rubinson,
Markus Sauer, Donald A. Scott, Jonathan
Scull, Bill Sommerwerck, Chip Stern,
Steven Stone, Sam Tellig, Stephen W.
Watkinson, Peter van Willenswaard, and
Barry 'Willis.

TURNTABLES
Editor's Note: Any audiophile worth his or her salt
should (unless exclusively committed to Cl)) consider
at least one of our Class I) recommendations --- or.
preferably, one of the (lass C turntables and their variants -as the essential basis 1,1 .1 musically satisfying system. An in-depth audition as part of a preferred
turntable /arm cartridge combination before purchase
is mandatory. It an inexpensive namable has not made
as way into (las, I) or is not listed in Class K, do not
assume that it is recommended by default. UnderICluever, are more common in the world of turntables
than I
II MIv other area of hi-fi.

A
Forsell Air Force One Mk.II: $29,000
Sophisficated two-chassis air-bearing Swedish 'table
with thread drive and parallel-tracking, air-bearing
unlearnt. JS enthused over its 3-1) image solidity, tight.
deep bass, super-plush midrange, and "enonuous palpability factor." MF strongly disagrees, feeling the
Form:Its horizontally underdasuped toneann to be a
"cantilever killer." while MS and JA prefer a hilly
loaded Linn L1'12. Very similar Fond Air Rekrence
($14,500) lacks the air-bearing Flywheel drive system.
uses an internal motor and a silicone-rubber belt.
(Vol.17 No.1)
Linn Sondek LP12 with Lingo power supply:
$3045 US
Compared with the Valhalla model, the Lingoequipped version minimizes the LI'Ll's propensity for a
slightly
undbass. subjectively extending the low frequencies by another octave. The Lingo upgrade alone
costs $1450. The Trampolin suspension reduces the
elk« of the support. Cirkus bearing/subchassis now
fitted as standard. costs $595 inc. labor as upgrade kit,
and further extends and tightens the tunnable's kiss,
leading to aClass A rating, aU-cording to MC JA, and LG
(as lotig, as .1 good support is used, adds MC). Though
CA; feels that the LP12/Cirkus loses acertain something compared with the original version. he still con,
Ithied that "the LP12 rank, as one of the finest high-
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end audio products on the market today." "A deeper,
more profound silence," enthuses WI' over the Cirkus
mod, adding that what stunned him was "the extent to
which surface noise receded into insignificance."
Superbly low measured rumble and excellent speed stability reinforce the feeling of maximum musical
involvement offered by this classic belt-drive turntable.
Good isolation front shock and vibration. While the felt
mat doesn't offer the greatest degree of vibration suppression within the vinyl disc, what absorption it does
offer is uniform with frequency. Despite flirtations with
other decks, JA remains mie to the basic design he has
used now for more than 18 years. (Vol.14 No.1, Vol.16
Vol.17 No.5, Vol.19 No2)
Naim Armageddon LP12 turntable power supply:
$1100
A 430VA, low-impedance transformer designed to
drive the Linn LP12 Basik turntable while isolating it
front powerline noise. WP was enthused, citing the
improved pace and energetic presentation of the music
over his Valhallid LP12. "The snap and surge of the
rhythms that propel the song along were better served,"
he asserted. However, this came at the cost of ultimate
bass extension -a tradeoff that many would not
undertake willingly (JA, for one). Highly recommended -MC agrees with WP that the LP WAnnageddon
is aClass A mmtable --but audition bilàre committing
your Li nn to surgery. (Vol.19 No2)
VPI TNT Mk.3: $5000
MI; reference. Modular design allows owners of older
models to upgrade easily and inexpensively. or lets the
impecunious start with the TNT Jr. and upgrade as
finances allow. Slightly on the warm side of neutrality.
asserted ME. but "big, full, weighty and rich." The IllaNSiVe table's speed stability and ultra-low noise floor
"'floated' the sound so far beyond the reality of astylus
in AI
Z
TOOVC, it liberated it from the mechanical world to
the iiving, breathing. red musical world." WP, alongtime Inane, feels the latest iteration finally swings realistically and concur. with MF: Definite Class A.
Flywheel adds $1000. (Vol.19 No.11)

Kuzma Stabi: $2750
GL is quite enamored of this turntable when it's fitted
with the Stogi tonearm, proclai lll i
ll g, "I know of no
better way to take advantage of this vinyl renaissance
than... with this superior-sounding. nut-nonsense
namable willing and able to convey all of the dynamics. dynamic range. rhythm and pace. nuance and
fines, dui are the stuff of music. And, it's built to last
(V01.18 No.5)
\II INI Jr.: S2.8oir
•
•..led in easy stages to full TNT
Mc III
status. die high-mass Jr. uses a simple
NAVC0111 slININC11‘1011 and, according to SS. is "absurdly
simple to set up." A "blacker soundstage" than VP1's
popular 11W-19, he finunk commenting that it had
excellent low-bass extension and definition. Tripod
pulley system. PLC (power-line conditioner), and new
drive-Ix-Its for the TNT Jr. take it most of the way
toward full TNT status. (That would require replacing
the suspension 5800 option.) SS found the
changes -subtle but pervasive." particularly lauding the
imposed soundstaging. Knocking on the door of Class
A. West :oast price is 52900. (Vol.»;
& 11)
Well Tempered Classic Turntable: $2795
(inc. arm and Black Damped Platter)
RI I's long-term reference, this integrated belt-drive
turntable unlearnt combinanon features an acrylic
planer and
unique four-point wobble-free bearing.
Lacks asuspension, but is designed with attention to
detail particularly concerning the maxi lll izing of speed
stabila't. and dw rejettuttit of motor 1101W. Most oh •
sonic t
haracterinc is stability. both in speed and harmonic structure. cinipled with cleaned-up sound quality: -The quiet between the notes is suddenly MOW
said All in his review. In addition. dynamic,
went tit be enhanced, though the sound is lllll re lightsveigltt than that of. say, the VP1. The Black I
>united
Planer is now standard. .111d is also available hut

$395-$495, depending on the vintage of tunnable. GL
feels that the new platter will go along way toward
alleviating the WIT's lightweight balance. "It should
bring pleasure to alot of record collectors - borderline
Class B," was his conclusion, though he finds the Well
Tempered Ann's cartridge clips rather fragile. 1111 recommends the various Mango Audio Labs modifications for both ann and turntable: Well Damped Ann
Clamp ($299), Micro Suspension System & Motor
Terminator Kit ($239, now height-adjustable), and, for
those with the old platter, the Reference Interface Mat
System (1239), which can also be used on other turntables -see RI-I's review in Von(' No.4. (Vol.11 NO3.
Vol.16 No.4; we also GL's review of the 52000
Fountainhead turntable base in Vol.17 No.10.)

Linn Sondek LP12 Valhalla: $2045 çi)
The standard against which newer turntable designs
have been measured for almost two decades, the Linn is
felt by some to be more colored dun the other Class C
'tables, particularly in the upper bass. Latest version has
alaminated armboard and Cirkus bearinenhclussis
($595 inc. labor as upgrade kit), which result in aconsiderably more neutral sound. Certainly it's harder to set
up and is more likely to go out of adjustment, though
with the latest springs, Trampolin suspeitsltun. glued
sukhassis, and Cirkus mod, it's now lllll ch better in this
respect. (Low-bass extension suffers when the L1'12 is
not set up correctly.) Still sets ahigh performance standard. found WI'-- although it can certainly be bettered
in one area or another, its balance of virtues is hard (but
not inpossible) to improve upon. A version with aDasik
power supply is available for $1690. (S/o1.7 No2, Vol.13
No.3, Vol.16 No.12, Vol.19 No2)
VP! 1-1W-19 IV: $1850 c
The Mk.111 version of the VI'l 'table (still available for
$1250) WAN cosmetically more elegant dun die original.
and achieved astandard of sumac neutrality that Put it
close to the soTA Star Sapphire and at asignificantly lower price. Borderline Class B. The Mk.1V version
is better still the music arising from a velvet-black
background, thought GL. with significant improvements in soundstaging and resolution. "Detailed. neutral easy to set up, and abargain," enthuses RJR. An
upgrade with astandard Mk.IV platter from older 11WI9s costs 5750: with aTNT Series 2platter. the upgrade
costs 5900; an acrylic annboard for the ET 2COSIN SS)),
while the special i"-thick annboard for the ET 2when
the TNT platter is used cost, $120. Ille HW-I9 readily accommodates awide range of tonearms --- the ET 2
air-bearing design, in particular --- and is very stable.
The $450 Power Line Conditioner (see Voll2 No2) is
an essential ACCC,01 y. The '19 can be upgraded to TNT
status. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.9 Nos.4 & 9, Vol.12 N,'.11.
V01.15 No.8; see also Vol.13 No.7, p.112, and GL's ET 2
report in Vol.14 No.10.)
-

Rega Planar 3: $650 SSS
Rega Planar 2: $450
Two synergenc mixes of no-nonsense deck with superb
ann (included). Lack of environmental isolation may be
problematic (we "Letters" in V01.16 No.1(l). However.
111:11 01111.111(e: MF crossed about the
Planar 3. "It'', quiet. dynamic ... free of obvious tracking
distortion or other supposed analog problems, extremely well-balanced top to boit
.offers very deep and
reautnably tight bass. and will do no damage to your
precious records." Then he threw down his
analog, gauntlet: "If you're an all-CD
kind of
while. Itere',. the kicker:
Ithink the Rega 3will blow your
mind. even if you have averyhigh-priced spread." MF finind
the very similar Rega 2 an
"incredible bargain.'" proclaiming at to 11.1W speed
.11Id .111 arm far
better' than the 'table's
price
should
allow.
-

3:11
VIP
COD

OrigakU
integrated amplifier

Conquest
mono power amplifiers

211A Triode

300B Triode

Single-ended

Parallel single-ended

27 watts per channel
hand-wound silver transformers
hand-made silver foil capacitors
21 lbs. of silver

17 watts each
custom output transformers
custom copper foil capacitors

$89,200

$6,995/pair

Check your wallet
Why the price spread?
In 1973 Hiroyasu Kondo
began aquest to re-create high
fidelity. He felt that audio manufacturers, in their effort to
increase the information retrieved
from recordings, had lost touch
with the emotional qualities of
the music.
He realized that every component must be re-engineered and
optimized to bring out the musical performance. He designed his
own resistors and crafted handdrawn silver-foil capacitors.
From ingots of Italian silver he
drew wire through diamond dies
of his own design, and wound it
by hand into aradical new type
of output transformer. He used
simple single-ended circuits and
directly heated triodes.

The result was breathtaking arediscovery of the emotional
impact of music. "It digs deep
into the music and lays bare its
flesh and its soul... Runs rings
around everything Ihave heard,
tried, used or borrowed," said
British reviewer Alvin Gold
about the Ongaku amplifier in
Audiophile magazine.
He also said "I shall never be
able to afford to buy one." We
understand. Construction without
compromise is expensive. So
Audio Note U.K. was formed to
retain Mr. Kondo's objectives and
design principles at more affordable prices.
The Conquest amplifier has
output transformers and signal
capacitors custom made by Audio
Note, of copper. It is still asingle-

ended, zero-feedback Class A
Design. It gives you the body and
soul of the performance, rather
than merely sonic pyrotechnics.
If you want to truly hear all the
music, listen to Audio Note.
At any price level.
Audio Note makes amplifiers
from $1995, and complete
systems from about $5000. You
can hear them at selected dealers.
Call us for information.

AUDIO NOTE USA

Audio Note USA 212-304-8064 •60 Hannah St., New York, N.Y. 10301
Manufacturer showrooms: New York City: 718-876-9742 •San Francisco: 415-327-6881
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adjustment, however -VTA can only be adjusted by
Nains ARO: $2000 $5$
adding spacers under the base. (Vol.7 No.Z Vol.10
"An inner balance and harmony consistent with the
Vol.19 No.12)
musical message," says MC of this unipivot design.
Well Tempered Classic Arm: $1095 US str
MS found the ARO to offer
el' superb timbral accuracy, sound- One of the most neutral-sounding arms, according to
JGH, the odd-looking Classic is hard to fault on any
staging. dynamics, and rhythmic
count. Superb highs, stereo soundstaging, and
• 11101
t integrity. He also found it less bright than the
midrange, plus excellent compatibility with MC carLinn Ekos, and better balanced in the bass
tridges that put alot of energy back into the arm. Some
than the SME V. WP concurs, ranking it
deficiency/softness in the low bass - and, according to
high among the arms he's auditioned, but causome listeners, an undynamic sound -keep it from
tions that the lack of any overhang adjustment
Class A, but virtually no other problems. Good value
dictates careful cartridge matching, or the abilfor money. The Black Classic carbon-fiber armtube,
ity to drill new armboards with different radii
which is currently being supplied with new Well
from the spindle for each new transducer. Additional
Tempered Classic Turntables, is available as an upgrade
arm tops cost $1100. (Vol.16 No.6, Vol.19 No2)
for $595. Removing the armrest, which adds athickenRockport Series 6000: $4500
MF -obviously discomfited by this air-bearing, linear- ing in the lower midrange when the arm is mounted
on the Well Tempered Tiirntable (sec Vol.11 No.6),
tracking tonearrn's price tag -nonetheless concluded
further improves the sound, as does replacing the stanthat "its awesome sonic performance, explosive dynamdard counterweight with one of more mass nearer the
ics, gigantic soundstage, exquisite focus.., tonal neupivot. RFI recommends the LP Lab carbon-fiber armtrality ... and its surcfooted ability to hang the cartridge
Rockport Technologies Sirius II, sarn Millennia,
tube modification for the WTA (Vol.15 No.1), which
where it can retrieve the most information ... make it a
Irnmedia RPM 2, SME Model 20, VP! TNT Mk.111
costs $395 including UPS return shipping, as well as
true (dare Isay it?) bamain." (Vol.19 No.5)
Plus, Well Tempered Reference, Townshend Rock
the Mango Audio Labs Well Damped Arm Clamp
SME Series V: $2550
Mk.III, Wilson Benesch, Kuzma Stabi Reference.
($299). (Vol.8 NosA & 7, Vol.9 Nos3 & 5, Vol.16 No.4)
This beautifully constructed pivoted tonearm has an
extraordinarily neutral midrange, with one of the lowDeletions
est resonant signatures in this region (though DO feels
Well Tempered Record Player not auditioned in too
Imrnedia RPM-2 Unipivot, Wilson Benesch A.C.T.
the Graham offers slightly more midrange detail). Easy
long atime to be sure of rating.
One, Kuzma Stogi Reference.
to set up. VTA and overhang are adjustable during play,
Deletions
but there's no azimuth adjustment -something that
Eminent Technology 2.5 and AudioQuest PT-8 not
DO feels to be asignificant drawback. "The best bass
auditioned in too long atime to be sure of current rating.
performance on the market," said SWW. LA concurs,
A
having auditioned the V on aVP! TNT, but JGH, JA,
DO, and LL feel that the whole bass range is somewhat
1,,,r..udio/ Souther Tri-Quartz Improved:
exaggerated. Not recommended with the LP12. Some
S2roii)
compatibility problems with cartridges having low
SS tell that the TQl's assets --elegant design, longevity,
A
height. A less versatile version, the IV.Vi (which uses
resolution, low-level detail, superb soundstage delinAudioQuest 7000 Fe5: $2750
Series V bearings and Magnan Vi wiring), appears to
eation, top-end air, and accurate midrange re-creation More expensive replacement - with boron cantilever
offer the V's sonic virtues and more at alower cost
Ear outweigh its relatively minor shortcomings of aretiand nonrcmovable body - for the excellent-sounding
($1995 $$$). (Vol.9 No.6, Vol.14 No.8, Vol.16 No.6)
cence in the bass and a daunting setup procedure.
700Onsx is less dry-sounding and not quite as "razorWheaton Triplanar IV Ultimate: $2495-$2850,
"Mates synergistically with Clearaudio S-type carsharp," notes MF. He enthused over the remarkable
depending on termination, finish, and wiring
tridges," SS opines. (Vol.18 No.4)
low-end oomph, richness, and sonic luxury. "Big, generoptions
Graham Model LS-TIC: $1996-$2750
ous, and easy-sounding," and possessed of agenerous
Beautifully engineered unipivot design using an SME- Superbly finished, handmade pivoted tonearm allows
0AmV output, "while maintaining.., resolution of
for VTA adjustment during play, and comes with
type armboard cutout that offers interchangeable
inner detail." However, he cautions, "greater midrange
Cardas internal wiring, decoupled counterweights, and
armwands, arefined counterweight-decoupling mechliquidity and sense of `quiet' background [is available]
silicone cartridge damping. A "robust, rollicking,
anism, and easy adjustment of VTA, azimuth, and
from other (more expensive) cartridges." Correct VTA
Rabelaisian" sound, found SS, who also commented on
geometry. Superb bass definition, though not as much
critical for optimum performance. (Vol.14 No.6, Vol.15
its dynamics and drive. A richer balance than the
ultimate weight as the SME; but astonishingly good
No.1, original version; Vol.19 No.4.)
Clearaudio-Souther Tri-Quartz Improved, but less
retrieval of midband information due to avery low resBenz-Micro Ruby: $3000
well-defined imaging than the Graham, felt SS. MF
onant signature, exceeding even the performance of the
Some disagreement between JS and JE over this
disagrees, feeling the Wheaton to have more HF enerSME in this area. Standard finishes are gold matte and
European wooden-bodied MC, which has an unusualgy and crisper imaging than the Graham. (Vol.18 No2)
chrome matte. Basic L5 costs $1996. The "t" version
ly low output. With a high-gain preamplifier that
VPIJMW Memorial Tonearm: $2300
costs $2500 and includes T-2 tungsten-steel side
allows its dynamics to fully develop, the Ruby favors
Unipivot tonearm features vestigial antiskating, which
weights to replace standard brass ones ($250 as
accuracy over the spectacular, neutrality rather than
disconcerted ME Nonetheless, he enthused over its
upgrade) and AZ-1 Azimuth Alignment Box ($150 as
immediacy, but might be considered too self-effacing
lush midrange, ultra-smooth top end, and rock-solid
upgrade). As well as tungsten-steel counterweights,
overall. Tracking ability was excellent. Price with qualimproved T/C version ($2750) offers progressional- imaging and soundstaging. "Subjectively." he observed,
ifying trade-in cartridge is $2000; rctipping costs $500.
"it seemed to have lower distortion than any other pivcast SW-3 ceramic armtube ($800 as upgrade). SS
(Vol.18 No.1)
oted arm I've heard, but part of that might be the result
admires its balance of sonic attributes, its ease of setup
Clearaudio Insider: $7500
of its sm0000th frequency balance. Inner detail was
and adjustment, and its neutrality. Class A, pure and
outstanding." However, he added, "I think there's a JS fell hard for this pricey low-output moving-coil.
simple -and the only tonearm for audiophiles who
"Perfectly transparent, neutral, and supremely musical..,
slight midbass exaggeration that may be part of the
love (and own) more than one cartridge. Version with
lit] always pulled the best out of the vinyl it traced." He
spreading warmth above this range, and which gives
armboard now available for the Linn Sondek LP12.
went on to praise the "quick and sure hand it displayed
this arm its inviting midrange." WP admires the arm,
(Vol.14 Nos3 & 8, Vol.18 No.6; see also TJN's SOTA
with transients and dynamics, the colorful palette, and the
but suspects we have not seen its ultimate incarnation
Jewel review in Vol.15 No.4 and MFs review of the
ease with which it threw up asoundstage," concluding
yet. Additional ami assemblies cost $900. (Vol.20 No.1)
Rockport Series 6000 tonearm in Vol.19 No.5.)
that it's "the best cartridge in the world." SD harmonizes:
Linn Ekos: $2595 et
"Still the king." (Vol.19 No.5)
Cleaner-sounding than the Wok (upon which it's
Crown Jewel Reference: $2650
Kuzma Stogi: $1200
loosely based), the Elms rivals the SME in overall neu(See MFs review in this issue.)
A GL favorite when used on the Stabi turntable (see
trality while offering asomewhat brighter. more enerLinn Arkiv: $2295 *
"Turntables"). (Vol.18 No.5)
getic presentation of the music. The treble is nevertheThis Scan-Tech-sourced, tonally neutral, threeRega RB300: $425 SSS
less superbly transparent. The Ekos also provides a
point-mounting MC cartridge has aless incisive, more
The Rega offers very good detail, depth, midrange neumuch better match with the Linn LP12 than the
soft-sounding presentation than the Troika it replaced,
trality, ambience, and precision of imaging, almost
English arm, which loses control of the bass when
but excels in its feeling of musical communication.
creeping into Class B. Works well with the Rega and
mounted on the Scottish turntable. MC also found the
Some sample inconsistency, however. (Vol.16 Noll)
Roksan 'tables, but also recommended by ST as an ideal
Ekos's bass to be more tuneful and "open" than that of
Lyra Claris Da Capo: $1895 US
substitute for the arms that come with the AR and
the original Wok. Azimuth adjustment is not possible.
Sonographe 'tables. The Audio Advisor also offers it as
"Demands precise setup," cautioned MF, but offers
Some users have reported long-term problems with the
superb foam, three-dimensional solidity, spatiality, detail,
apackage with the VP! HW-19 Mk.1II and Jr. and
bearings; the sample JA bought has been okay in this
SOTA Sapphire minnables. Lacks any form of height
and air. However, he asserts, "Some will find the highs
respect. (Vol.12 Nos3 & 4, Vol.13 No.3, Vol.16 No.6)

PLinar 3can be obtained in
adedicated version for playing
\
78s. (Vol.7 No.1, Vol.8 No.6,
Vol.19 No.12, Planar 3; Vol.19 No.12,
‘
1,‘„,
Planar 2)
Rotel RP-900: $500 (inc. arm)
Budget deck based on Rega parts, including
glass platter/felt mat and robust variant on the
Rega RB-200 arm, offers surprising detail, says MF.
Spring-mounted feet offer moderate isolation. Check
speed accuracy before purchase. MF feels the extra bucks
for the Rega Planar 3 are worth it, however. (Vol.18
No.8)
Thorens TD 320 Mk.111: $1080
While praising its build quality and value per dollar.
MF lamented the 320 MkJIFs lack of rhythmic excitement and punch, as well as its loss of inner detail and
lack of focus. (Vol.19 No.12)

TONEARMS

PHONO CARTRIDGES
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'zingy,' the balance too lean and
detailed,
too forward
the bass
and

too taut and not sufficiendy luxurious sounding." Dynamic balance a
touch "reserved"- due,
possibly, to its 250µV output.
Even so, "I loved it!" he concluded. (Von.) No.4.)
Lyra Parnassus: $3495
Though neither JS nor JE felt the
Parnassus was achamp at detail retrieval or dynamics,
they both unhesitatingly gave this Scan-Tech-sourced
low-output MC aClass A rating. "A music-lover's cartridge ... immediately musically satisfying but never
offensive-sounding," was Mr. E's conclusion; "delightful midrange textures," and "it conveys emotion,"
summed up the sanguine Mr. S. (Vol.18 No2)
Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold: $5000 tr
What's so endearing about the handmade RG-8,
according to DO, is its rare mastery over music's finesse
and brawn: the effortless detailing, the smoothness of
expression, and the purity of texture are combined with
the bass impact and dynamic power of asteam loco-

motive. Works best into high-impedance loads. JE and
JS were also mightily impressed, the latter with the precise delineation of images, the former with its pace,
drive, slam, and rhythmic integrity. Not kind to sizzly
recordings, however. (Vol.16 No2, Vol.18 No2)
Transfiguration Temper: $3800
ME and WI' consider des the best they've heard yet,
although 250µV output dictates quiet systems with lotsa
gain. "Liquid and luxurious from the very highest to the
very lowest frequencies," declared MF. "Relaxed detail
that never overwhelms the musical integrity," WP
counters. They could probably go on for hours. Now
distributed by Cirahain Engineering. (Vol.19 No.7)
van den Hul Grasshopper IV: $5000
Now distributed in the US by Stanalog Imports, the
hand-built Grasshopper IV differs significantly from
earlier 'hoppers and incorporates AJ van den Hul's latest thoughts on cartridge design. Changes significantly
during break-in, after which it is not as analyticalsounding as the Symphonic Line RG-8 but "balanced
more toward the relaxed. rich. and musical," decided
is. The vdH also features.. "very wide and envelopingly deep soundstage." (Vol.18 No.7)
Wilson Benesch Carbon: $2800
Low-output moving-coil cartridge uses acarbon-fiber
shell. MF found the 1:arbon "a fast, very detailed transducer offering superb extension at the frequency
extremes and outstanding linearity in between." He
also loved its "image focus, speed, and control throughout the audio band." Yet he wasn't comfortable with its
(Ix-Maps overly) vivid tonal color or ultrafast perspective -- feamres that, he allows. make for exciting listening. A careful audition is rec lllll mended. (Vol.19 No.12)

Blue Oasis: $1650
Though its top end is alittle softened in absolute terms,
JE liked tile oasis more than JS did, the latter finding it
sounded too mellow. Needs to be used with ahighgain. low-noise phono preamp, with which its retrieval
of detail can be heard to be excellent. The bass is
extended, tight. and powerful. (Vol.18 No.1)
Clearaudio Signature: $2300
While both _II; and JS liked the neutral sound of this
high-output Gennan MC, neither felt it to quite scale
the heights of (lass A perfiemance. The highs are
extended and open. but this unity have contributed to a
sensitivity to disc suffice noise. "An immediate, vibrant
perspective," commented JS. who. like JE, preferred
the Signamre loaded with 47k ohms. JE felt it sounded
not quite AN lush in the midrange as he would have
liked. but also commented favorahly on the sense of air
and space it produced. (Vol.18 No.1)
London (Decca) Jubilee: $1750
MC Claims that "when it's good. the Jubilee is very,
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very good; but when it's wrong, it can be horrid." It sets
the standard, he feels, for dynamic expression and
rhythm. But, he notes, it does not track the typical
range of groove modulations cleanly or convincingly.
When the going gets tough (re, loud), the Jubilee loses
clarity and derail -and causes excessive groove wear to
boot. (Vol.18 No.6)
Sumiko SHO Reference High-Output: $1800
WP feels this high-output MC has body, presence, and
rhythm -and a purity in the high frequencies that
causes overtones to float forever. "It sounds like music,"
he pronounces. Well-built, reliable, and extremely
musical, he says, with an uncanny knack for sorting out
audible details in the quietest passages. (Vol.18 No.4)

Benz-Micro Glider: $750 $$$
"The aural pictures the Glider paints," LB effused, "are
so good they really give you aglimpse into the original
event." Citing the cartridge's presentation of detail, pinpoint imaging, and almost physical presence, he did
cavil that some may find the midbass on the soft side of
accurate. "Powerful stuff," he said of one night's audition; "magic, in fact." Retipping costs $400. Borderline
Class B. (Vol.19 No.8)
Benz MC Gold: $350 $$$
"A real smoothy," MF proclaimed. A luxurious top end
and agreat sense of liquidity were compromised somewhat, he felt, by compressed dynamics. (Vol.19 No.12)
Ortofon MC-I5 Super Mk.H: $250 $$$
"A real sleeper," according to MF, "offering very neutral
tonal balance -a bit lean, if anything-good ambience retrieval, fine extension on top without grain or
glare, good conmsl below, and impressive overall
dynamics." For his taste, it tracked atad heavily at 22
grams, "but it provided aquiet background from which
the music emerged." (Vol.19 No.12)
Sumiko Blue Point Special: $295 $$$ *
CG enthused about this nude. P-Mount-less version of
the standard Blue Point MC, pointing to its lack of bass
bloat, tonal honesty, and cleaner, more extended highs.
It also offers excellent detail and focus. A touch of STYLAST applied to the underside of the cantilever optimizes the bass. High output. (Vol.16 Nos.4 & 12)

D
Ortofon XI-MC: $125
High-output MC that MF praised for its "surprisingly
good low-level resolution." lkspite some graininess on
top, "a very good perfonner for the money." (Vol.19
No.12)
Rega Elys: $225
This MM cartridge, MF discovered, "offered high output. tonal balance, and good extension top and bottom." On the downside, "it accentuated surface noise
and was less than exemplary at the very bottons."
(Vol.19 No.12)
Sumiko Blue Point: $195 ,>
Rather awoolly bass, due to the l'-Mount/adaptor configuration. but a sweet balance lacking any nasality,
thought CG of this high-output MC. (Vol.16 No.4,
Vol.18 No.8)

E
Grado ZTE+I: $30 •e.
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this MM has
excellent trackability and sounds rather like a good
MC. Skreterlide readers should consider spending more
than $30 on acartridge. but when asked by friends
what they would wet llll mend for all old Dual or
Garrard, this "system saver" is the one to mention. Will
hum if used with older AR decks; lack of suspension
damping can lead to woofer pumping, even flutter,
with high- or even med . -mass anus. (VoL7 No.8;
actual review was of the earlier (;TE+1.)

Clubs Ruby, AudioQuest MC-200, Dynavector XXII, I'knoll S1. Benz-Micro M0.9, Blue Oasis Signature,
Wilson Benesch Analog I. van den Hul Frog, Grado
Signature Jr.

Deletions
Clearaudio Veritas-S discontinued.

PHONO ACCESSORIES &
RECORD CLEANERS
Allsop Orbitrac 2record cleaner: $34.99
MF considers this indespensible for optimum vinyl
hygiene - he uses it to preclean records befiwr using a
vacuum-operated cleaning machine. Otherwise, he
maintains, the machine's intake pads become contaminated and, in turn, contaminate every future record
cleaned upon it. (Vo120 Nos.1&4)
Audio Physic cartridge demagnetizer: $349.95
MF found this device most effective in maintaining that
"like-new" quality of his MC camidge. He recommends placing the stylus in the groove of astationary
record when using, in order to center the cods in the
magnetic field. (Vol.18 No.12)
CA 22D2 record brush
"When used in aconscientiously applied program of
regular vinyl hygiene." MF asserted, "these brushes...
are very useful for manicuring loose, dry dust from
already cleaned records. Irecommend giving even the
cleanest record in your collection aonce-over." (Vol.19
No.11)
The Cardas Sweep Record: $16 $U
Inexpensive degaussing aid for cartridges that also, it is
claimed, ultrasonically cleans stylus. Record also features blank, ungrooved areas that facilitate anti-skating
adjustments -or, for linear-tracking arms, level. MF
found it effective, especially when considering its
price. "Wouldn't be without it!" enthuses JS. (Vol.18
No.12)
DB Systems DBP-10 Protractor: $39.95
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting, cartridge tangency.
JA's and JGI l's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
Decca, Hunt-EDA, Goldring, or Statibrush carbon-fiber record brushes
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle
against the approaching grooves and slowly slid off the
record), these are the most effective dry record-cleaners
available. (JGH disagrees, feeling that they leave the
dust on the record.) No substitute for ail occasional wet
wash. (Von° No.8)
Discwasher record brush e.
If you don't have arecord-cleaning machine. the DW
system will do an adequate job oil relatively clean
records, but won't get out the deep gunge, wmte JGH.
If you lxyin to :lc-cumulate lots of gunk on your stylus
after cleaning your record with an older 1)W brush. the
bristles are worn out; send it back fie resurfacing, te buy
anew one. A high-torque turmable is required. (NR)
Gruv-Glide II: $23.95
Record de-suricizing agent that ST found to give better sound. Apparently doesn't grunge-up the stylus or
leave afilm. (Vol» No.8)
Hi-Fi News & Record Review Test LP: $25
Although MF WAN frustrated Isy the enigmatic insmwtions, he deems this an essential tool for analog set-up.
Available from Acoustic Sounds. (Vol.20 No.1)
K-A-B SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph Speed
Readout: $89.95 inc. S&H
Eass--to-use strobe disc simplifies precision athihrinent
of turntable speeds from 33 1,to ill of the vanalions on
"78." "It's .ilist fintastic," efiiised J.S."It looks cool, and
it's asnap to perfectly sit the speed." (Vol.19 No2)
LAST Power LP Cleaner: $32.50/half-oz bottle
small bottle of Freon-free cleaner is enough to
treat 75 LPs. JE finind just three drops sufficient tts
remove dim dust, and mime from garage-sale records,
ti
01 he MUM' that asubsequent wash with his VIII
IIW-17 was still required to reduce the level of groove
noise to acceptable levels. "A worthwhile companion
to
wonderfid Record Preservative." (Vol.17

LAST',

No.5)
LAST Record Preservative: $32.50/2-oz bottle .v
Significantly improves the sound of even new records.
mil hClalined to make them last longer. A 2-oz bottle
contains 60 treatments. (Vol.5 No..3)
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$250. (Vol.13 No.9)
Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record-cleaning
machine: $809 ei
Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi record-cleaning machine: $579 tr
Nitty Gritty L5Fi Mk.II record-cleaning
machine: $509
The Mini Pro is asemiautomatic machine that cleans
both disc sides simultaneously. The 1.5 is identical to the
25 but substitutes vinyl for the latter's genuine oak side
panels. Instead of avacuuming "toncarm," as on the professional Keith Monks machine, the NG cleaner uses a
vacuum slot. Cleaning is efficient and as good as Nitty
Gritty's Pro, at asignificantly lower price, though it takes
twice as long, cleaning each side of an LP in turn. While
the vacuum-cleaning Nitty Gritty does asimilar job on
dusty albums as the similarly priced VPI
CG
felt that the VPI's hard-bristled brush did better with
really dirty LPs than did NG's velvet one. He found the
effect of both was to produce a less colored, more
detailed midband sound from LPs, as well as provide the
expected reduction in surface noise. (1Vlini Pro, Vol.8
No.1; 2.5Fi, Vol.7 No.5, Vol.8 Nol; 1.514, Vol.17 No.5)
Nitty Gritty Model 1.0 record-cleaning machine:
$259 SSS
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II: $200 $5$ et
Both of these machines (the latter is manufactured for
Audio Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units that
offer the least-expensive way to effectively dean LPs.
Record Doctor II differs from the original in that it has
aroller bearing to make turning the LP easier when the
vacuum-cleaning motor is on. The earlier model can be
fitted with a roller-bearing accessory -available for
$17 inc. S&H from K-A-B Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box
2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-2922 -which fits beneath
the existing platter. The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is also available
as the oak-finished 2.0 for $305. (NR)
OR/DNM Design Ringmat Mk.II XLR
turntable mat: $90
RD found this paper/cork mat (available in three thicknesses) to both reduce groove noise and increase detail
resolution when used on his Lingo'd Linn. Some initial
difficulties with the cork rings detaching, says ST, but
he found the Rinbmut to turn his AR into a more
detailed, more neutral-sounding 'table. Changes in the
cork rings and their spacing result in "greater clarity,
focus, slightly tighter bass, and awider, deeper soundstage: according to ST, who proclaimed it "The only
mat that matters." MF points out that, while it changes
the sound of glass-plattered tables, such as the Rega, not
everyone will find the change an improvement. Now
distributed in the US by Music Hall. (Vol.17 No.5,
Vol.18 No.1, Vol.19 Nos.6 & 11)
Rega cartridge torque wrench: $125
Expensive, but a must, MF felt "for serious analog
addicts and professional installers." Agreed, sez ST, but
"for God's sake be careful with this thing, especially
with the new Grado wooden-bodied cartridges... best
used with very strong bodied cartridges - such as
Rega's." (Vol.19 No.11)
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Shun Mook record weight: $1200
The best record weight JS has used on his Forsell
turntable, "bar none." Ridiculously expensive, however.
(Vol.17 No2)
The Disc Doctor's Miracle Record Cleaner:
817.95/pint plus $4.75 S&H
MFs favorite LP cleaning stuff, in combination with
the Orbitrac and the VPI HW-16.5. A quart of fluid
costs $28.95 plus $7.95 S&H; a gallon costs
559.95414.50. LP brushes cost $22.95. (Vo120 No.3)
VPI HW-17 record-cleaning machine: $900 tr
VPI HW-16.5 record-cleaning machine: $450
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring
quality, the VPI '17 cleans one side at atime, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty. "Best I've
used," says LA. "A highly functional and convenient
luxury," said Al-IC. Latest version has aheavier-duty
vacuum system. The '16.5 is amanually operated version with a noisier motor. Adjusts automatically to
thickness of record; gets hot quickly. (HW-17, Vol.8
No.1, Vol.19 No.6; original HW-16, Vol.5 Nos.7 & 9;
HW-16.5, Vol.17 No.5, Vol.19 No.6)
Winds ALM-1 stylus downforce gauge:
$599-$799
There are two models of this electronic stylus-pressure
gauge: one measures in tenths of grams; the other in
hundredths. Built-in spirit-level aplus. "Absurdly expensive, but the last word in accuracy -especially the
model that measures to the hundredth of agram," MF
ser. "If you can afford either, get one." (Vo120 No.1)

A.R.T. Graphite Record Clamp.

CD PLAYERS

Editor's Note: The class ratings are alittle different in
this and the following two sections. Whereas the phrase
"state of the art" can be interpreted literally for other
categories, here it means the best CD sound available as
of the time of writing. With every advance in digital
replay, we realize that the goal still seems to be just as
far away in that the analog LP continues to get closer to
the real thing. As with computers, aCD-replay system
becomes effectively obsolete as you drive it home from
the store. We urge caution to someone about to purchase an expensive "state-of-the-art" CD player.
Perhaps the wisest strategy these days would be to buy
separate transport and DAC units, eventual replacement of the latter being the best way to stay abreast of
continuing development. (Note that the class rankings
in Cl) players and D/A processors are not necessarily
directly comparable)
However, even though there are only afew HDCD *
recordings available, the digital playback waters are
changing fast due to the availability of the Pacific
Microsonics PMD-100 HDCD decoder/digital filter
chip. There is no doubt in RH's mind that the advent
of HDCD recordings and players represents asignificant step forward in digital playback quality, providing
sound more like analog, with deeper, better-defined
soundstaging and amore accurate rendering of instrumental and vocal timbres. MC points out alack of pace,
however.

A
Accuphase DP-65: $5750
"The natural warmth of recording after recording
shone through, suffusing the sound with an expansive
gJow and bloom," enthused 73N about the relaxed
tonal balance of this Japanese player, which uses BurrBrown PCM1702 DACs in abalanced configuration.
"Musically complete." (Vol.17 No.10)
Krell KPS-20i: $9000
Krell KPS-201/I: $11,000
"Is it possible to call a$9000 CD player abargain?" IIH
queried. "Yes," he concluded, "when you consider how
much it would cost to achieve the KPS-20i's sound
quality with a separate processor and transport."
Impressed by its "unbelievably deep, tight, and authoritative bass," he pointed out that "more bass isn't neces-

sarily better, but when combined with excellent agility,
pitch resolution, and detail, the result is a greater
involvement in the music." MC found the $11,000
20i/I to be the best-sounding Krell digital productsomething confirmed by WP, who wondered if it was
due to the absence of apreamp. About to be upgraded
with new transport mechanism. (Vol.18 NoA, '20i;
Vol.18 No.10, '200.)
Linn Karik CD transport 8t Linn Numerik D/A
processor: $6190 it
Two-box system in which the DAC clocks the transport via aseparate link. Current version of the Karik
transport ($3595 if bought separately) incorporates a
Crystal D/A section to enable it to be used as astandalone CD player. Though each on its own is ahigh Class
B contender, the Karik forms asynergistic match with
the Numcrik to give true Class A sound. MC finds its
laid-back presentation offputting, but WP enthuses over
its excellent truth of timbre and improved sense of pace
and timing. The latest version of the $2595 Numerik
has aswitch-mode power supply that RH felt give asignificant improvement in sound quality, and Burr-Brown
PCM1702 1)ACs that give abetter sense of LF pace.
(Vol.15 No.1, Vol.17 No.10)
Meridian 508-20: $2995 $84
"Detail, air, more of asense of musicians' palpable presence," coupled with "crystalline clarity" and "harmonic
richness," was how ST summed up this English player's
sound. This latest version uses Crystal's 4329 I)AC
chip, running four DACs operating in dual-differential
mode to offer tIlle 20-bit resolution, and also boasts
improved noise-shaping. ST praised its rock-stable
images and analoglike sense of ease -"everything
sounded so natural... harmonically right, tonally rich."
He asserted, "the 'new' 508 is so strong, it belongs in
Class A... with players selling for three times the
price." A basic remote control is supplied; Meridian's
System Remote costs $99. (Vol.17 No.12, Vol.19 No.6)
Nairn CD2: $4100
Analog-loving MF was impressed by the CD2, most
particularly by its bass power and "its almost totalitarian control and rhythmic thrust.... Smooth, but not soft,
and - though it lacked sparkle and air - not dull,"
although he did feel other players bettered it in regard
to low-level resolution. Lack of HDCD decoding may
be an issue for some. (VoI20 No2)
Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1: $3495 $5$
RH boldly declared that "the SFCD-1 outperformed
Sonic Frontiers' excellent separate transport and processors, and at amuch lower price." Situxsth, involving,
and highly musical, "its musicality sneaks up on you."
The player does not offer digital inputs or outputs,
which makes upgrading asingle element of the digital
front-end problematic. Nonetheless, he counseled, it "is
the best $3500 digital front-end I've heard." JA is also
impressed. (Vol.19 Nos.6 & 9)
Sony CDP-71A7ES: $3000
TJN was quite taken by this player, because it "continued
to sound better the more Ilistened to it. It's not perfect,
but its strengths -a smooth, sweet, detailed sound with
natural warnidi and afine, palpable presence -make
such astrong statement that searching for flaws is alot of
work with little return." Well-built, too, he asserted, and
"the equal of any player -separates or one-piece units
-at any price." (Vol.19 No.11, ‘ksI20 No.1)
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LAST STYLAST Stylus Treatment: $27/quarteroz bottle lc(
Stylus treatment designed to reduce friction between
groove and phono cartridge. Some manufacturers caution against it, claiming it migrates up the cantilever and
attracts dust - thus clogging the armature. One reader
suggests applying treatment to brush rather than stylus,
which would reduce possibility of over-applying. MF
has found STYLAST effective, but expresses concern
over possible damage to cartridge. (Vol.18 No.12)
Lyle Cartridges Alignment Tool: $15.95
Inexpensive but invaluable - this sliver of mirror has
alignment markings and aspindle cutout. Slip it into
place on your platter and use the classic two-point grid
system to make sure everything's aligned. The mirror is
the trick - it allows you to sight the cartridge's position
against the markings themselves. "An essential tool,"
declares WP. (NR)
Nestorovic Labs Moving-Coil Cartridge
Network: $300 •er
Passive network intended to optimally load an MC cartridge. An "Audiophile" version is available for an extra
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California Audio Labs CL-10: $1795
This five-CD changer with HI)CD decoding
impressed the heck out of RH with its "warm mid- and
upper bass, laid-back presentation, and spacious soundstage." He also praised "the smooth mechanism, which
performed flawlessly.... If your idea of fun is loading a
player with six hours of music and letting the good
times roll, the CL-10 is just the ticket." (Vol.19 No.11)
California Audio Labs Icon Mk.II HDCD:
$1445 MS
RJR proclaimed the Icon Mk.II HDCD his "'affordable'" reference player, finding it remarkably free from
sonic flaws. He lauded its neutrality, excellent reproduction of inner detail and ambience, extremely wide
dynamic range, and natural articulation of HF transients. At $450, he adds, the Power Boss upgrade is
highly recommended to all owners of older units.
(Vol.19 No.6)
Rotai RCD-990: $1495 $U
"A giant-killer that offers asurprisingly high level of
musical and technical performance for its modest
price," RI! proclaimed. "Highly involving and enjoyable, with superb dynamics, pace, soundstaging, clarity,
and an overall feeling of musical rightness." ST concurs,
adding, "the polarity reversal switch is on the remote
(where it belongs)." Up-front, lively presentation may
not be for every listener, however. Impressed by the
990's bench performance, which "approached the state
of the art," RH claims the Rotel "sets abenchmark in
$1500 CD players or separates." (Vo120 Nos.1 et 3)
YBA CD 3: $3400
Despite some quirks - phase inversion, eccentric
ergonomics, unit doesn't automatically initialize discs
- ST was taken by this top-loading CI) player's "excellent detail and stupendous spatial resolution." "Blue
laser" is somewhat of amisnomer, as the unit uses a
blue LED to (it is said) produce the optical equivalent
of dither. (Vol.19 No.12)

Marantz CD-67: $400 SSS
The identical but cosmetically different CD-63
reviewed is ST's budget reference: astonishingly
detailed, smooth, clean, clear, sweet, nonfatiguing.
Lacks dynamic drive, however, as well as ultimate bass
extension and resolution. But "a bit special," confirms
MC. Maranta CI)-67 Special Edition costs $500; ST
decided of the '63 version that it was worth the extra
100 bucks for its smooth, sweet balance and greater
openness and resolution. Sounds more airy than the
Quad 67, but has aleaner balance overall. "A killer $500
player." he concluded. Current version of the basic
player uses the same AC transformer as the SE. (Vol.17
Nos.1 & 8; Vol.17 No.12, Special Edition.)
Rotel RCD-950: $449.90
MK found the RCI )-950 "wonderful sounding... and a
bargain at $450," although he judged both its bass
response and its ability to portray depth to be somewhat
wcak. On the plus side, however, he praised its "extraordinary detail" and "lively, involving presentation."
Superior-sounding digital output aplus for those who
wish to upgrade to aseparate 1)AC. (Vol.19 Nos.6 & 8)
TEAC VRDS-10: $1250
Massively built player that uses the clamp/transport
system first seen in the Esoteric P-2 transport and
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Philips Bitstream DACs. Excellent sense of reproduced
space coupled with good dynamics, found SS, but
sound let down by aslightly exaggerated top end (audible and measurable) and adegree of midrange grain.
Makes an excellent transport, he found. (Vol.17 No.11)

D
NAD 515: $499
This affordable five-disc changer exceeded RH's expectations of what is possible at $499: "the 515 had superb
image focus, good spatial resolution, asmooth treble,
lack of glare, and satisfying bass.... The 515's compromises were in ways that were the least musically objectionable." Its coaxial digital output "provides an easy
upgrade path if you add an outboard digital processor,"
he added helpfully. Can a$499 changer be considered
high-end audio? "If that CD player is the NAD 515,
absolutely." (Vo120 No.3)

Theta Miles.
Deletions
AMC CD6, Audio Research CDI, Micromega Stage 2,
and NAD 502 replaced by new models not yet auditioned.

DIGITAL PROCESSORS
Editoes Note: The sound of any particular CD cansport/digital processor combination will be dependent
on the datalinic used.

A
Accuphase DC-91: $13,995
DO found multilayered recordings with complex
reverb signatures more clearly resolvable with this
processor, with anatural synergy achieved when driven
by the matching DP-90 transport. In addition, he
enjoyed greater access to the inner recesses of the
soundstage, as he let his mind's eye explore the full
depth and width of the spatial perspective. Absolute
reference caliber, in his estimation, and aperfect 10.
MC demurs. (Vol.18 No.6)
Classé DAC-1: $3995 SSS
RH was "stunned" by the performance of this giantkiller processor, deeming it "a revolution in the price:
performance ratio in digital playback." Its resolution
impressed him mightily: "on apar with the Spectral
SDR-2000 Pro ...That's saying alot for a1540001 D/A
converter," he maintained. He also took note of its
extraordinary overall sense of power and slam and a
lack of strain with complex, high-level signals, emphasizing that "in terms of wide dynamic contrast and
sheer slam, the 1)AC-1 was the best processor I've
heard." Only noticeable character was aslight edge to
the sound in mids and treble that diminishes significantly during the long break-in period. MC is not as
impressed, however, feeling Class B to be more appropriate. (Vol.18 No.12)
Encore Pyramid 1: $3595-54995 depending on
options
This singular-looking D/A processor impressed RH
with its "wonderful soundstaging, wide dynamics,
powerful rhythmic drive, and freedom from grain."
Dubbing it competitive with the best the $5k-$6k
range has to offer, he praised its impressive sense of
pace and the bass's "exceptional power and kick," while
noting this came at the expense of absolute midrange
liquidity. Yet, he added, "I can count the Pyramid 1
among ahandful of processors that excel in presenting
images as individual objects within the soundstage."
Encore DAC-1 ($1995) is same processor in aconventional chassis. (Vol.18 No.11)
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-9000 Pro Series
III HDCD: $5995
MF and SS both assess it to be Class A, but RH feels it
to lack sufficient transparency and resolution to connect him to the music. Smooth and warm, they concur,
and singularly lacking in grain, glare, and hardness. All
three comment favorably on the remote volume control -"It makes you realize that all preamps degrade

sound," declares SS. MF claims that LP/CD comparisons reveal surprisingly close timbrai characters. "May
not impress at first listen," he cautions, "but eventually
it will sneak up behind you and bite you on the ass."
Consider yourself warned. Gold finish adds $400, balanced outputs add $1000. (Vol.18 No.8)
Genesis Thchnologies Digital Lens: 81800
RH dubbed this unique, RAM buffer-based, jitterelimination/resolution enhancement digital device
"the most serious attempt to date at reducing jitter in
outboard processors." Finding its effects "truly remarkable," he heard "improvements in nearly every area of
musical performance: soundstage size, bass definition
and dynamic clarity, detail resolution, and timbral liquidity." LL demurs, finding in the soundstage enhancement "a consistency from one recording to another,
often replacing the natural sense of space with one dictated by the Genesis itself." "Phooey!" snorts JA, who
finds its clarifying effect on the high-jitter data output
of his Panasonic '3700 DAT recorder nothing short of
magic. (Vol.19 No.7)
Jadis JSI Synunetrical: $12,325
JS's reference D/A, the beautiful nvo-box Jadis JS1
Symmetrical processor features a Philips Bitstream
DAC section and tubed analog circuitry. The Jadisian
soundstage is, in JS's words, "airy, layered, enormous,
and truly enveloping." The bass is almost state-of-theart, the midrange sumptuous, and the crisp highs "offer
an (almost) perfect blend of clarity, extension, and harmonic integrity" when the processor is driven by the
matching Jadis JI Drive transport. Some questionable
aspects of the JS1's measured performance make the
processor a borderline Class A performer, JA feels.
(Vol.18 No3)
Mark Levinson No.30.5: $15,950
The original No30 was Stereophiles "Product of the
Year" for 1992. The No.30.5 update, which consists of
anew data-receiver board incorporating an "Intelligent
FIFO" memory buffer, is "a true reference-quality
product," says RI!, adding that "there's no question that
No30.5 owners should upgrade to HDCD... anyone
who hasn't converted their No30 is in for abig surprise." JA's reference -"The closest thing to good vinyl
playback," quoth he, which is why the '30.5 was used to
master Stereophile's 1997 Sonata LP. HDCD upgrade
costs $99 plus labor. (No.30, Vol.15 No2, Vol.16 No.6;
No30.5, Vol.17 No.10, Vol.18 Nos3 & 4.)
Mark Levinson No.36S: $6495
Mark Levinson No.36: $3995
Two very similar-looking WA processors, differing
only in printed-circuit-board material and the quality
of some of the more critical parts. "Run out and buy the
No.36 ... if you have the price of admission," was
TJN's advice. "It certainly must be heard, if only to hear
what's possible in today's best I)/A converters." Major
Toni was particularly taken by the No.36's focus, clarity, and inner detail, but allowed that several of the other
Class A D/A processors had superior LF authority and
soundstage definition. JA added that "The '36 gets 95%
of the way to matching the awesome '30.5 -at one
quarter the pricer Class A, he decided. The premium
'36S exhibited clarity and resolution. TJN maintained,
with tight bass, precise midrange, and an open top end.
"A precision tool and second to none," he declared but cautions that there is no clear best in this, or most,
categories. "Listen... but also listen to the alternatives,
many of which are less expensive." Synergistic mate to
No37 transport, noted TJN. (Vol.18 No.11, No.36;
Vo120 No.1, No.36S)
Meridian 518: $1795
Unusual digital-to-digital processor that
JA dubbed "the Swiss Army Knife of
digital." It performs digital gain
and source selection, converts
data with one digital word
length to data with another
- such as when transferring data from a 20-bit
master to aI6-bit 1)AT or
CI)-R -- and offers a
choice of seven noise-
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YEtA CD 1Blue Laser: $6000
Unusual two-chassis integrated player houses the analog power supply in aseparate enclosure from the digital circuitry and, like the CD 3, employs ablue LED to
bathe the CD in blue light. JS deemed it "a player of
subtlety and nuance," singling out its "velvety midrange
textures [and] aspecial kind of palpability." He concluded that it was "a little more easy to live with than I
might ultimately prefer." RH noted that the unit was
riddled with ergonomic idiosyncrasies and exhibited
"poor bench performance, with severe de-emphasis
errors, low channel separation, high noise levels, and an
alarming amount of intermodulation distortion."
(Vo120 No2)

MODEL
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closer to the music -the last step between great sound
and gooscbump-raising magic." (Vol.19 No.10)

Denon DA-S1: $7000
TJN liked this Japanese processor (which synthesizes
information below the LSB) alot for its midrange palpability, musically natural timbres, and overall relaxed
balance. "A combination of clarity, warmth, and threedimensionality rarely encountered at the same time in
digital playback," he enthused. MC demurs, however,
finding its sound rather slow-paced. (Vol.17 No.5)
Digital Domain VSP Model S: $1495 *
Intended as asample-rate converter, dis slim unit also
reclocks digital data and virtually eliminates jitter. The
sonic result is to render digital sound closer to analog. JA
decided. RH found it to "snap the bass into tight focus,"
with bass guitar acquiring more dynamics, better pitch
ter with the Pacific Microsonics PMD-100 HDCD
definition, and more detail. Some, however, will find
decoder/filter chip. The result, RH found, is aseparate
that the bass balance will become more lean as aresult.
processor that beats anything out there other than the
The VSP in its SRC mode rewrites each data wordSpectral and the Levinson No.30.5 -which are now
which will, of course, render it nontransparent to
fitted with the same HDCD chip, and which also have
HI)C1)-encoded data. Six digital inputs and four outgreater LE extension and authority. Where the Mk.'
puts -all on AES/EBU. ST, coaxial, and TosLink.
Sonic Frontiers had avery upfront balance, the Mk.II is
Once Class A, the appearance in 1996 of the Genesis
more laid-back, but still has ahuge, spacious-sounding.
Digital Lens and Meridian 518 push it down in absolute
superbly defined soundstage; asmooth, liquid-sounding
quality. feels JA. (Vol.17 No.11; also see "Industry Upmidrange; superb retrieval of musical detail; and tighter
date," Vol.17 No.1, p39.)
image focus. RD is excited about the HDCD-equipped
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-7000 Series III
SED-2 Mk.II's ability to make ordinary CDs sound as if
HDCD: $2495
they were new audiophile remasterings. (Mk.1, Vol.16
SS's reference -he finds this smooth-sounding procesNo.12, Vol.17 No.1; see also the Timbre Technology
sor involving and musically satisfying. He emphatically
1T-1 review in Vol.17 No.4; Mk.II, Vol.18 No.3.)
recommends the Series III upgrade to all Series Iand II
Spectral SDR-2000 Professional: $8895 $$$
owners. Gold finish adds $200; balanced outputs add
RH emphatically states that "This is the state of the art
$399. (Vol.18 No.5)
in digital playback... excelling in low-level resolution,
Ensemble Didirono DAC: $9400
soundstaging, and harmonic purity." In his review, he
Swiss-built 20-bit DAC with HDCD that JS found
added that "the SDR-2000 Pro redefines what we can
neutral, balanced, and grain-free. When mated with the
expect from the compact disc format in ternis of transDichmno Drive, he praised their marvelous extension
parency, palpability, resolution of fine detail, and rightat the frequency extremes and ability to handle both
ness of timbre -especially on HDCD." Setup can be
micro- and macrodynamics. "Class A," quoth he; "Class
tricky, however, and the SDR-2000 seems to work best
B," counters MC, which makes it somewhat expensive.
with other Spectral gear, including the Spectral/M1T
(Vol.19 No.11)
wires. Also component of Spectral/Avalon/MIT
Meridian 563: 51395 $5$
"2C3I)" system. (Vol.18 No.5, Vol.19 No.1)
With abass that's weighty, extended, and controlled; an
Theta DS Pro Generation V-A: $3795
open-sounding, spacious soundstage; and asmooth, liqPrice is for single-ended version; version with fully baluid-sounding midrange, this inexpensive unit with ajitanced DAC and output stages costs $5595. Much better-rejecting dual-PLL receiver is "the best-sounding
ter than the Generation III processor that it replaced in
processor in its class." according to RH. Not as much
that it has a less hyped-up, more refined-sounding,
bass slam as the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, and some slight
mon- musically natural treble balance, the Gen.V still
midrange and treble grain. (Vol.17 No.4)
features Theta's traditional terrific sense of dynamics
Muse Model Two: $1700 $$$
and low-frequency sl.un and extension. Not quite as
Borderline Class A! Impressively constructed 20-bit
smooth-sounding as the Mk.I1 Sonic Frontiers, and a
digital processor featuring
que jitter-suppression cirlittle less image depth, but SD still considers the Gcn.V
cuitry and "near ideal" power supply. SD marveled at
to be among the best D/A processors available.
its awesome bass definition and extension and its abili"Although the relative changes from its predecessor are
ty to delineate leading-edge transient information.
small in scale, their sonic impact makes this upgrade a
Achieving this level of perfimnance for less than $2000
highly recommended step for owners of earlier modis truly remarkable, he posited - while noting that the
els," he concluded. finding the new version's soundstage to be even better defined than the previous itera- passive current-to-voltage conversion used, which
results in ameager IV output, will preclude the use of
non's "famous, already immense soundscapc." Calling
passive control units. AES/EBU input adds $300 to
the V-A beautifully balanced and atransparent window
price; ST optical input, $200; HDCD option, $300;
into every recording, he assessed the Theta's overall
Bessel reconstruction filter that Si) highly recomperfortuance as "as gcxxl as I've heard." LL is also afan.
mends, $200. (Vol.18 No.7)
ST-optical input adds $300; single-mode input adds
Parasound D/AC-2000 Ultra: $1995 US
$800. (Vol.18 Nos2 & 7, Vol.19 No.1)
-Sets anew petformance benchmark for $2000 conWadia 27: $8450 SSS
RI Iinsisted that the N027 (along with Spectral's SDR2000 Pro and Mark Lesinson's No30.5) occupies a
rung above the other Class A-rated processors stating
that "the 27 presented apalpability and
-diary I
hadn't heard in my system before lowing tol the 27's
extraordinary transparency, resolution. and natural
reproduction of timbre. Instrumental images were right
there in the room, vivid and alive." The 27's adjustable
output -controlled in the digital domain - allows you
to drive apower amplifier directly from the 27 without
the need for apreamplifier. The downside? You must
reconnect your preamp every time you want to listen to
an analog source. However, RH concluded, "running
straight into the amplifier took nie asignificant step
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verters," proclaimed RH, who was taken by its taut
bass, solidity, and impact. While the midrange tended
to be analytical, he build its overall presentation laidback. Impressed by its lllll sically engaging sound, "prisfine midrange and treble, superb soundstaging, wide
dynamics, and articulate bass," he found it aixxlictic
that "if you buy ally $2(10 converter without first auditioning the Parasound. you'll never know how much
musical performance is possible at this price." (Vol.19
No.4)
PS Audio Ultralink Two HDCD: $2295
RI I"highly mom lllllllllllll the UltraLinlr 2- especially
when utilizing the RCA jacks - but notes that despite its
freedom from stridency and image foetus, its lightweight

character robs its presentation of visceral slam. RD adds
that the HDCD version is significandy improved compared with the earlier version. (Vol.18 No.12)
Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug: $699 SSS
Basically the UltraAnalog AES-20 data receiver module
used in Sonic Frontiers' SFD-2 Mk.11 D/A processor
packaged as astandalone low-jitter datastream processor.
the UltraJitterbug made RH's system sound smoother,
less "chalky" in the treble, with fighter bass and abetterdefined soundstage. Midrange textures are improved makes a great combination when used with the
Assemblage DAC-2. JA found it even improved the
sound of the original Mark Levinson No.31 transport!
Recently outclassed, however, by the Genesis Digital
Lens and the Meridian 518. (Vol.17 No.11)
Theta DS Pro Basic Ill-A: $2695
The original III impressed TJN with "good detailing,
depth, and alack of any irritating qualities - nothing
artificial about the sound of this converter." If he were
shopping in this price range, he'd put the Pro Basic III
high on his list. WP concurs, finding the "A" revision of
this flexible and substantial DAC arevelation, falling
for its drive and swing. While its sound was detailed, he
opined that it was not relentlessly so. He also was
floored by its ability to layer soundstage depth and to
extract the last little bit of bass oomph from recordings.
Single-Mode Laser Linque optical connection highly
recommended, although costly. HDCD module adds
$459; ST-optical input adds $300; Single-Mode Laser
Linque adds $800. (Vol.18 No.11, III; Vol.19 No.5,
SGHT2 No3, Ill-A)
Timbre Technology TT-1: $3295 *
Good-sounding, says RH, but expensive for sound
quality offered. Roughly comparable to the Meridian
563, but with better spatial definition and tighter image
focus -"stunning," said RH in the review - and a
much nicer chassis. A well-balanced performer,
thought JS, with asmoother, darker balance than the
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, with powerful low frequencies.
Balanced version costs $3895; adding balanced outputs
and an AES/EBU input to an existing TT-1 costs $800.
Unbalanced, buffered outputs have avery high level.
(Vol.17 No.4, Vol.18 No.5)

Adcom GDA-700: $1000
LG was quite taken with the HDCD-compatible
GDA-700, finding it well-built. dynamic-sounding,
transparent, and musically involving. He also noted that
it did asuperb job of rendering the musical acoustic on
his discs, through its resolution of low-level detail coupled with admirably transparent midrange reproduction. A favorite of LL, who thinks it has "a little bit of
haze" brut it's "a steal for the price." (Vol.18 No.12,
SG HT2 No3)
Audiolab 8000DAC Mk.111: $1099
KR finds this user-friendly 1)AC offers awide spectrum, smooth sound, bordering Class B performance.
Via S/P1)1F, it is just as detailed, but less aggressive than
Audio Alchemy's DDE 3in the HF. "Its unique alternative low-group-delay filter option is especially effective with older, harsher Cl)s, and its wide array of
smitchable inputs makes it desirable as the centerpiece
of asystem including Cl), 1)AT, satellite video/audio,
and digital cable radio," he notes. JA adds that the
80(X01)AC's smooth highs are very welcome, given the
harshness of so many CDs. (Vol.19 No.12)
Audio Note DAC-I: $1295
"Recommended," determined RH, "but with mime
caveats. Although it is smooth and liquid, the D AC- 1's
sofrish bass may not suit all listeners. If you use the
DAC-1 without the lAudio Note OTO, be aware that
its very high output impedance may cause problems
when driving some preamplifiers." (Vol.20 No3)
Bel Canto Design Aida: $1790
A 1)() Livorite, this solid-state processor is broadly similar to the Meridian 563 in that it uses the Crystal iinebit 1)AC and receiver chip set, with apropnetary jitterreduction circuit. Excellent soundstaging and "glonously pristine" upper mids are coupled with aforceful kiss
presentation. (Vol.17 No.11, Vol.18 No.1)
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shaping algorithms. JA used it to master Stertvphile's
recent CDs and concluded that it was essential in preserving the integrity of the 20-bit masters when transferred to a16-bit medium. Much to his surprise, however, feeding 16-bit Cl) information through it and
increasing the word length to 20-bit going into his
Levinson '30.5 resulted in tremendous improvements.
"It was goosebump city, even with recordings that usually strike me as just being notes by numbers," he goggled. (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 7)
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
$5295 $U
One of RH's two favorite D/A processors -the other
is the Spectral-the Mk.11 SFD-2 offers Class A performance at avery competitive price. The Mk.I was
Sterrophile's "Product of the Year" for 1994. The Mk.11
features some minor upgrades to the analog circuitry,
but, most important, replaces the Burr-Brown digital fil-
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California Audio Labs Gamma: $295
"list Gamma is a little overachiever that performs
beyond what one might expect from aI
)AC with alepton-sized price," punned MK. "Very listenable ...it
failed to offend no matter what kind of recording I
threw at it...it was completely free of any grainy or
edgy sounds "However, he observed, compared with
better, costlier designs, it had "reduced dynamics and
only used
strong bass." RJR concurs, noting that its
DC power option makes it akiller addition to an automotive sound system. (Vol.19 No.11)

dCS Elgar, Musical Fidelity X-I )AC.
Deletions
PS Audio Reference Link, Counterpoint DA-10, and
McCormack Digital Drive DAC-1 not auditioned in a
long time; The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1
replaced by I
)AC-2; Audio Alchemy I
)TI•Pro 32, DTI
v2.0, DDE v3.0 H )CI ), Ultral )AC, I
MC-in-the-Box,
and DAC•MAN temporarily removed due to concerns
regarding availability.

CO TRANSPORTS
A
Accuphasc DP-90: $7495
DO found the DP-90's resolution of low-level
exemplary, adding that its neutral top-to-bottom osemg allowed each recording', inherent balance to sinise
through. lise tlow of transient attack and decas. he
allow.. are closer to the real thing than he's ever experienced trom CD. (Vol.18 Nok)
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with the mighty Levinson No31 did it reveal alessthan-pristine treble. "A must-audition component," he
asseverates. "A Class A transport at aClass B price
adds RI). (Vol.19 No.2)
Theta Data III: $4500
"In high.end audio ternis, the Theta Cl) transport
laserdisc player is agenuine winner," said TJN of this
CI) transport based on an LI) player chassis. But it
seemed to offer no performance advantage over less
expensive LI) players when used in home-theater
applications-71N felt the difference its price might
be better spent elsewhere in that context. Class A rating is provisional. TJN feeling he wants to perform
more comparisons. ST-optical output adds $300;
Single-Mode Laser Linque adds $.800. (SGHT2 No.3)
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C.E.C. TL 0: $17,500
No-holds-barred belt-drive transport that JS found an
unalloyed pleasure -"a device for those who have an
appreciation for the finer things in life. The nwist overwhelming sonic characteristic list its ability to lift perfectly immense amounts of information... !remaining'
eloquently and enormously hyper-detailed to the limits
of my ability to hear." This, he found, was not without
cost: meticulous setup and precise system matching are
required. (Vol.18 No.5)
C.E.C. TL 1: $4950 SSS*
Unusual, beautifully constructed belt-drive transport
with amore laid-back, easeful sound dun the Levinson
No31, and less forceful in the bass. Sounds sweet and
extraordinarily musical, however, with alush midrange.
DO feels that the passing of time has rendered this unit
Class B. JA disagrees, and gets the final, Class A, word.
(Vol.16 No.7, Vol.17 No.5, Vol.18 No.5; see also RH's
response to areader's letter in Vol.16 No.9, p25.)
Denon DP-SI: $8000
Though MC found it a hit laid-back in the
pace'n'rhythm department TJN was very impressed by
this Japanese transport. Using both Dcnon's own DASI processor and the Mark Levinson No-35, he felt it
had awanner, fuller balance than the Levinson No.31,
similar to that of die C£.C. (Vol.17 No.5)
Esoteric/TEAC P-2S: $7000 *
lise latest version of one of the first "Cl) superdecks"
gave awide, deep soundstage with "scads of detail" and
a deep, controlled bass when it was used with JS's
Timbre DAC. He felt the AES/EBU connection got
the best from the Esoteric. (P-2, Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14
No.4; P-2S, Vol.17 No.5.)
Forseli Air Bearing Mk.II: $9900
With this "upside-down" Swedish transport, the user
places the CI) on the turntable and lowers the laser
pickup assembly onto it lise result, according to JS, is
atrue Class A sound, especially when using its coaxial
data output. The lows were extended and tight, the
highs airy and open, the soundstage gigantic and
unbounded; "palp factor" was the highest JS had experienced in his system. LL finds the sound "lifeless,"
however. (Vol.17 No.5; see also Vol.18 No.7, p.93.)
Jadisil Drive: $16,950
Very expensive but stunningly beautiful, the Jadis was
somewhat sensitive to datalinks, found JS, who got the
optimal sound with Kimber's AES/EBU Illuminati
cable when the transport was paired with the Jadis
Symmetrical processor. Dynamics, pace, and transparency are the Jadis's strong suits. (Vol.18 No3)
Mark Levinson No.31.5: $9495
Upgrade to the original No31. "A 'reference' component if ever Iheard one," insisted JA. "...a supreme
example of astate-of-the-art, potentially future-pmof
Cl) transport." The impnwement offered over the No.
31 transport was substantial, he opined. "With the 31.5
recovering the bits...1 'heard' the best Ihave yet to
hear from the 16-bit digital standard." "However: lie
cautioned, "even the cheapest upgrade to '31.5 status,
replacing as it does everything other than the chassis
and half the power supply, is quite expensive at ahair
under 53000." (V01.16 No.6; see also RH's response to
a reader's letter in Vol.1(i No.9, p25, No31; Vol.19
No31.5.)
Mark Levinson No.37: $3995 $$$
TJN conspired this transport to the firmly ensconced
Class A No31.5 and found the less expensive Levinson
"a little more open and airy, with more appan-nt depth
anti alittle tighter bass... It sounded better. To me."
However, he pointed out that others might prefer the
more relaxed presentation of the '31.5. The important
thing, as he saw it, is "the price of state-of-the-CI )-art
is coming down." (Vo1.2(1 No.1)
Sonic Frontiers SFT-1: $2295 SU
Transpon designed in strict accordance with 5/Pl IF
specifications (less comi llllll than one would think) and
possessing areclocking circuit designed to reduce jitter.
RH lauded its "combination of superb dynamics, a
weighty and powerful bass presentati‘nl. IllIge soundstage, awondertid ability to reveal tune spatial detail,
ansl reasonable price." I
le felt that only in comparison

C.E.C. TL 2: $2995
SS lauded the TL 2's natural timbre-especially in its
upper register -and air. "Its liquid midrange will appeal
to the bet canto crowd," he adds. He questioned if its
performance justified the $1000 difference in price over
Isis longtime reference, but allowed that it "is the best
transport I've had in my system," sounding with aslight
sonic edge over the PS Audio Lanilxia. (Vol.19 No.7)
Ensemble Didirono Drive: $9400
JS was impressed by the evident build quality of this
transport, although he found its sound "perhaps atouch
dry" compared to his reference Jadis, preferring it in
conjunction with its mating Dichrono DAC - in
which case lie declares it Class A. MC demurs; "Class
B," sez he. (Vol.19 No.11)
McCormack Digital Drive SST-I: $1495
WP was quite taken by this top-loading transport, particularly by its sense of articulation and liquid presentation of the upper octaves. He noted that its nuanced
sense of pace was extraordinary in aproduct at this
price. Philips has ceased manufacturing the mechat l
is ll
used in the review simple, so are-evaluation is called
for. Provisionally recommended. (Vol.18 No.11)
Meridian 500: $2195 55$ *
This British transport's bass was not as tight as that of
the Theta Data Basic, f d RF1, but its treble was
smoother. MC adds that he finds it not as good as the
discontinued Meridian 200 when it comes to pace. But
it formed amusically synergistic combination with the
excellent Meridian 563 processor, striking just the right
balance between imtnediacy and ease. A JA favorite.
(Vol.17 No.4)
Parasound C/BD-2000: $1550 SSS
This belt-drive transport "presented .a delicious and
ultraliquid rendering of midrange textures than was
addictive," proclaimed RH. "iltsj sound is intimate, musically conununicative, and immensely involving," but, he
added, bass is somewhat softened. Careful system matching 111USt, :IS it may not suit all totes, although it presented asynergisnc match to Parasound's I)/AC-2000.
ST-optical output adds $229. (Vol.19 No.5)
PS Audio Lambda Mk.2: $1995 SSS*
"Tremendous punch and dyn: 'cs," decided RH of
the original Landx1a, though less liquid-so
ling than
the C.E.C. "Well-balanced, atine value," adds MC. "A
workhorse," according to SS. RD's pre!' •:sty auditioning of the Mk2 Landxla suggests the rating be continued. Price includes AES/E13U and coaxial outputs;
AT&T ST output adds $300 to price. (Vol.16 No.1(t)
Theta Data Basic II: $1995 SSS
Similar its many ways to the PS Audio Lambda the
Theta has powerfid bass, alittle more clarity, but less
forward, smoother highs. Excellent tracking ability. WP f J the snsall buttons/faint labeling apain to use, but
praised its tleicibility, low-level resolution, and dynamic contrast -especially
when
utilizing
Single-Mode Laser Linque
optical connection. KR is
enamored of its powerfid
bass, clean midrange, ansl
soft, pure highs, adding
that it is "extremely for-
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California Audio Labs Alpha: $1495
Again using die Crystal chip set but with atubed analog stage, the Alpha excels at the retrieval of musical
detail, "midrange magic." and low-level nuance, found
DO. The balance is a little bright with the stock
Chinese 12AX7 tubes; Yugoslav substitutes significantly smoothed the sound. Highish output impedance
mies out the Alpha's use with passive control units.
(Vol.17 No.12)
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-1000 Series III
HDCD: $1495
LG praised the DSP-1000's "smoothness, lack of strain,
and rendering of... hall ambience also lauding its natural richness on male vocal timbres. However, he found
it wanting in transparency and dynamic involvement
compared to the Adcom GDA-700 and the Audio Alchemy CM v2.0/1)DE v3.0 combination. (Vol.18
No.12)
PS Audio SL Three: $1295
RH enjoyed the SL Three's "combination of warmth,
smoothness, and sense of ease," also finding its sound.
staging to be "excellent for aprocessor tari this price."
Careful system matching is necessary, he cautioned, as
these characteristics also depend upon the transport
chosen. "A terrific bargain... best in its price class," he
assessed. "Borderline Class C." (Vol.19 No.5)
Theta Chroma 396: $750 $U
"A killer for the price," enthused RH. "Tight bass and
well-defined soundstage. HDCD version recommended, along with simple modification to defeat 6d13 digital-domain attenuation.... You'll have ahard time finding a better-sounding converter for under $1000."
HDCI) module adds $.80, ST-optical input adds $300.
(SGHT2 No3, Vol.19 No.8)
The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-2: $499
MK thought dsis D/A converter kit provided "huge
amounts of detail," albeit with abright tonal balance.
"It's clear that the DAC-2 surpasses the DAC-1 in
almost every capacity, rendering the older converter
obsolete ...landl revealing musical details on familiar
recordings that Iwas previously unaware of." JA concurs as to the unit's superiority to its predecessor, hut
doesn't hear the unit as particularly bright. Class C+
was KR's verdict. Upgraded parts-package adds $150.
(VoI20 No.1)
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VOLUME Ill, 1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 9, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11

$5.00
$10.00*

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

$5.00
$10.00

VOLUME V. 1982

Issues 1 through 10

$5.00

VOLUME VI, 1983

Issues 1. 2, 4, 5
Issues 3, 6

$5.00
$10.00

VOLUME VII, 1984

Issues 3, 5, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6. 7

$5.00
S10.00*

VOLUME VIII, 1985

Issues 1. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Issues 3

$5.00
$10.00

.

VOLUME IX, 1986

Issues 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8
Issues 7

$5.00
$10.00

.

VOLUME X. 1987

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 9

$5.00

VOLUME XI. 1988

Issues 1 through 12

$5.00

VOLUME XII. 1989

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

$5.00

VOLUME XIII, 1990

Issues 1 through 12

$5.00

VOLUME XIV, 1991

Issues 1 through 12

$5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

Issues 1 through 12

$5.00

VOLUME XVI. 1993

Issues 1 through 12

$5.00

VOLUME XVII, 1994

Issues 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

$7.00

VOLUME XVIII, 1995

Issues 1 through 12

$7.00

VOLUME XIX, 1996

Issues 1 through 12

$7.00

VOLUME XX, 1997

Issues 1. 2, 3

$7.00
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D
Editor's Note: There arc currently no Class I) CD
transports listed.

Spectral SDR-3000, Meridian 800 CD machine.
Deletions
Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro & DDS III temporarily
removed due to doubts over availability.

CD-PLAYER ACCESSORIES

Allsop Protective Stabilizer: 50e each s>
Molded, nonadhesive Navcom band that fits around
the periphery of aCD to produce the same aural benefit as CD Stoplight, including an increase in the
amount of reproduced reverberation and improved
bass quality. (NR, but see Vol.13 No.9 and Vol.14 No.11
for our opinions on Sumiko's identical but discontinued Reference Band.)
AudioPrism CD Blacklight: $39.95
ST heard gains "in clarity, overall smoothness, and an
increase in dynamics" when he used this flexible, luminous CI) mat on top of his discs. "Of all the CI) accessories and tweaks I've tried, this one makes the most difference," he raved. "Way recommended." He cautions,
however, that the Blacklight does not work in all players. must be careffilly centered, and most emphatically
should not lx' used in car Cl) players. (Vol.19 No.11)
AudioPrism CD Stoplight: $15.95 tr
Green, water-based acrylic paint for coating the edges
of CDs. The green color, which PvW found absorbs
the laser's infrared wavelength, is presumably significant, but at present we have no idea why this tweak
should so improve the sound of CDs. That it does so,
however. seems to be beyond doubt to anyone with
cars to hear (though no one single product has raised
greater guffaws from the mainstream press). "'Ms stuff
works!" report JE, NW, and JA, all of whom feel that
it increases soundstage definition, improves the solidity
of bass reproduction, and usefully lowers the level of
treble grain so typical of Cl) sound. PvW and MC
report that a water-based isoster pen, the Uniposca
from Mitsubishi, has a very similar effect. MC also
notes that the Cl) should first lx' destaticized and its
edges degreased before the green paint is applied.
(Vol.14 No.I I, Vol.19 No.10; see also DO's and TJN's
WCES reports in Vol.13 No.3, ST's and RI-I's articles
on CD tweaks in Van No.5, and "As We See It,"
Vol.18 No.7.)
AudioQuest LaserGuide: $29
"If you're into glossing up your CDs, this is the best
stuff I've couic' across," says CG. (With all CI) treatments, take care not to scratch the surface.) (NR)
Bedini Ultra Clarifier: $125
is found fins bdfling Cl) tweak imparted "more air, a
greater refilleMeM in the Nellse of nuance in aparticular perfisnnance based on my ability to see and hear
into aMore rr.iiusparent soundstage ...Images seemed
more 3-1) and palpable, and highs sounded more
refined and sweet. Bass definitely improved-it was
deeper and tighter, with better pitch differentiation....
This one is an easy-to-hear, ffin-to-work, absolutelyno-downside tweak." "What he saidr concurs WP JA
demurs. (Vol.19 No2)
CD Greenbacks: $1.98 each plus $1.50 UM for
first 5, $2 for up to 10
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PREAMPLIFIERS
Editor's Note: Apart from the Jadiscs, Conrad
Johnsons, Audible Illusions, CAT, YBA, and Air Tight,
all the Class A preamplifiers offer balanced outputs.

A
Air Tight ATC-2: $5395-$6395
According to DO, the ATC-2 tube line-stage excels in
its ability to allow the listener to suspend his or her disbelief that they're listening to reproduced music. While
it doesn't have quite the startling soundstage transparency of the SFL-2 or the tonal neutrality of the Jadis
JP-80, the ATC-2's sound was "downright sexy,"
summed up DO in his review. 1)0 points out the
authoritative yet romantic mids. The preamp's I2AU7
tube is Iwst sourced from Gold Aero or RAM Labs;
DO found that the best I2AT7 to use was an NOS
Teleffinken, followed by aGolden Dragon. The matching ATE-1 phono preamplifier had severe measured
performance problems. including a severely unflat
response, and is not recommended. (Vol.17 No.10)
Audible Illusions Modulus 3A: $2195 US
Simple rube preamplifier "offers the highest level of
performance at a bargain price," averred MF, who
found the one-tube-per-clunnel line-stage transparent
and dead-silent. Unit boasts mono switch, arapidly disappearing feature that some audiophiles (WP among
them) do not consider dispensable. Optional MC
phono board has sufficient gain for awide variety of
cartridges -although users of extremely low-output
transducers may wish to audition unit at home before
committing. "If the Modulus 3A isn't ate finest-sounding preamp in the world, regardless of price," MF
insists, "it is One of die finest." RJR concurs. Current
version features a stepped anelMatilf anti unproved
capacitors. Price is with MM stage; MC stage adds
5500; gold/silver faceplate adds $40. (Vol.19 Nos2 8: 9)
Ayre Acoustics K-1: $4750
"Some equipment manages to conjure asense of the
realness of the musical experience," according to yin
and he says the K-1 qualifies. "First and fiweinost, it is
pnxligiously fast and neutral." He also lauded its transparency. seemingly unlit' wed dynamic range. and excel-

lent soundstaOng. "Me phono stage, however, takes it
to an entirely different level. Simply stated, the Ayres
phono stage is die hest I've ever heard: quiet as atomb
and grainless as flowing water." Remote volume control
adds $250; phono stage adds $1600. Prices will increase
on May 1, 1997. (Vo120 No.3)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-5i: $3995
RI) admired the dynamic life, precisely defined presentation of detail, and exciting inunediacy with which this
balanced tube design rendered his favorite discs. "A stellar performer," he maintains. Trunparent as any
:lutist line-stage, he points mu, but offering sufficient
features to make it ajoy to use. Cautious TJN recommends careful system matching due to highish output
impedance. Optional remote control adds $500. (Vol.18
No.12; see RD's Followup on the i
upgrade in this issue.)
Cello Palette Preamplifier: $8500 ti
As well as holographic imaging and superb transparency across the band, the Palette Preamplifier offered "a
musical quality Ididn't know existed," according to LL,
though JE is less convinced. Extremely high input
impedance, but only 6dB of gain. Incorporates asuperb
graphic equalizer that differs from the norm in having
alarge am llllll tof interaction between the bands. In
combination with the fact that the maximum aim lllll t
of boost and cut decreases toward the center of the
audioband. this actually results in very fast optimization
of program material by car. Note that the response with
the controls centered but not bypassed is not quite flat,
which will invalidate listening comparisons to pin
down the sound of the EQ circuitry on its own.
Optional phono stage adds $2000 to price. (Vol.15
No.6; see also LL's Cello system review in Vol.18 No.7)
Conrad-Johnson PF-R: $2395 55$
"The PF-R (woe as something of ashock." exclaimed
MC. "I'd lay hers that tit] is the top 'swamp pe rf.
_miner oui
gmunds of namral dynamics. micrixlynainics, ami dynamic expression as well as rhydun and timing.....Above all
there was anatural, unforced quality. open and free
from glare or related coloration, that provided aharmonious balance." Despite its moderate price. Martin
would pair it with any of the amplifiers in Class A, calling it "a Class A component Iwouldn't hesitate to recommend to my closest friends." Inverts polarity from
inputs to outputs. "Hearing is believing -C-J has definitely got it right!" (Vol.19 No.10)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen: $3995
"It's still possible to find products that can fill you with
wonder," WP insisted upon hearing this tubed. remotecontrol line-stage. "Allied with the Fourteen's freedom
from low-level noise was an astounding dynamic
range." True to the music, tonally neutral, and achampion at the recovery of detail --Class A all the way, he
avows. MC enthusiastically agrees. (Vol.19 No.12)
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Signature
$5950
JE found die tubed CAT both harmonically accurate such
able to endow the music with "glorious midrange splendor" JS finds the CAT to be vividly balanced and ruthlessly revealing. RN demurs, feeling the CAT obscures
information. ¡loth JE and JS enthuse that it excels in die
reproduction of dynamics and of apalpably real soundstage. Phono stage is quiet enough to work %%XII the
AudioQuest 700Onsx. "Magic." summed up Mr. E;
the one to beat when price is taken into consideration."
"A prat preamp." adds RD. Stercoples 1993 "Product of
the Year" Class A status retained in latest version. (Vol.15
No.12, Vol.17 Nos.', 9, & 11, Vol.18 No.12. Vol.19 No.12)
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California Audio Labs Delta: $895 $U
The little Delta offered asmooth, detailed midrange
and an excellent sense of pace when it was used to drive
CA1's Alpha processor via an AES/F_BU balanced
datalink, found DO. Superb error correction. Borderline Class B, overall. (Vol.17 No.12)

Green plastic disc dut sits atop aCD's label side; JE
called it "the real steal of the digital age." Improves the
music's microdynamics, with alowering of the apparent noise floor, also rescues discs that have too many
errors to play without dropouts. (Vol.16 No2)
CD Saver et
Eliminates scratches from CDs and laserdiscs, rendering the unplayable playable. Discwasher and
RadioShack market similar products. (Vol.10 No.8,
Vo1.11 No.8, Vol.14 No.11; see also Vol.13 No.9, p.11.)
Compact Dynamics CD Clean!: $9.95 treats
250 CDs
The essential accessory for those who frequent usedCI) huts. (Vol.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics CD Magic: $14.95 treats
200 CDs
Rescues badly scratched CI)s. "For damaged CDs, this
stuff really is magic!" enthuses JE. (Vol.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics CD Upgrade: 515.70/ten,
$49.95/fifty
Self-adhesive polyester disc with centering system that's
stuck to the CD's label side to produce subjective
improvements similar to those from CI) Stoplight and
CI) Greenbacks. Note that the disc is not removable.
(Vol.16 No2)
Discwasher CDL' CD Laser Lens Cleaner: $17.95 11
PvW hnind this Cl) fitted with six tiny brushes in aspiral to be effective at improving the sound of his 18month-old Maranta CD-80. (Vol.14 No.11)
Theta Optigue: $501.1
Refractive-index-matching goop that LL reconunends
for use with ST-type glass-fiber datalinks. "Must be used
on the Theta's internal connections to get the full benefit," he advises. (Sec LI.% Theta review in Vol.15 No.1(1.)
Deletions
Finyl Cl) treatment discontinued.
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giving of les.ser source material, but quite revealing of
the best." A superb value. ST-optical output adds $300;
single-mode output adds $800. (Vol.17 No.3; Vol.19
Nos.5 & 9)

A bit special
The Meridian 508 20bit is one of that rare breed of CD Players to enjoy
Stereophile class A recognition for its '...crystalline clarity' and
'...is so strong, it belongs with players selling for three times the price'*
Unlike other 'stand alone' products, the 508.20 is part of the complete
Meridian digital audio and theatre system and now comes supplied
with the MSR, Meridian system remote.
Call us for the whole picture or visit our Website.
BOOTH ROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc.,
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 112, Atlanta, GA 30331
Tel (404) 344 7111 Fax (404) 346 7111
http://www.meridian.co.uk
'Sam Tellig, Stereophile -October 1996 Recommended Components

JadisJP-80MC
$18,690
While it avoids the expressionistic "Van Gogh" trap that
so many tubed preamps fall into, the Jadis's combination of tonal neutrality, velvety harmonic textures lush," agreed JS - extraordinary timbral accuracy, and
astounding microdynamics lead DO to strongly maintain that it is, above all else, the premier full-function
preamp of the decade. A gateway to sonic heaven, says
DO. (Vol.17 No.9)
Jadis JPL Mk.II: $6840 tr
The tubed Jadis offers timbral accuracy and consummately defined soundstaging, and sets anew standard in
the delineation of dynamic contrasts, thought DO.
Fleshes out the full spectrum of shadings from soft to
very loud with the greatest of ease, he says. MC would
like greater transparency, however, while RN feels it
has been surpassed overall by the Sonic Frontiers SFL2, compared with which it sounds too polite. (Voll6
Nod, Vol.17 No.11)
Krell KRC-HR: $6900
WP asserted that "The Krell must certainly qualify as
one of the truly great preamplifiers out there. It's wellbuilt well-thought-out, and ajoy to use.... In terms of
tonal accuracy and low-level retrieval, it stands among
the exalted few." Remote control, the ability to drive
both balanced and single-ended cables, and aunity-gain
throughput make the KRC-HR unusually flexible for
a contender for state-of-the-art status. While WP
observed that the KEG-HR did not offer the final
word in soundstage presentation, its transparency, lowlevel resolution, and timbral accuracy were second to
none. "Class A." endorses MC. Standard MC/MM
phono stage adds $650, Reference MC phono stage
adds $1250. (Vol.19 Nos.10 & 12; Vo120 No.5)
Mark Levinson No.38S: $6495
Borderline Class B for the standard No38 line-stage
($3995), which RH feels is not resolving enough for
Class A. While agreeing with RH that the No38 has a
laid-back nature. JA enjoys its ergonomics -including
the best-thought-out remote volume control -and its
lack of treble aggression/grain. The '38S is an upgraded. cost-no-object, premium version of the No38 with
more than 36 refinements, principally to passive components. JA found that sonically there is no comparison
between the two. calling the No.38S the most neutral,
and at the saisie tine MOSt musically satisfying, preamp
to have been in his system. Specific performance areas
may be Ix-tiered by competing products. he allowed,
but taken as apackage, the No.38S had no weaknesses.
(Vol.17 No.8, Vol.18 No.7, No.38; Vol.18 No.7,
No.38S.)
Melos MA-333 Reference: $3595-$6890 depending on options
Versatile tubed, three-chassis, dual-mono, full-function
preamplifier with separate power supply and remote
control. Price includes separate phono stage. Line-stage
alone costs $3595 with power supply and balanced
outputs, $4395 with balanced inputs. Phono stage costs
$2495 with power supply and balanced outputs. Latest
iteration includes "Photentiometer" volume control designed to keep the volume pot out of the circuit and
minimize its effects on sound quality. RN felt this
allows the preamp "to achieve anew level of tonal richness and absence of grain," greatly benefiting ambience
retrieval. soundstaging quality, and long-tennlistenability. (Original Gold version, Vol.17 No.11; Vol.19 No.4.)
Pass Labs Aleph P: $3400
Well-built solid-state preamp that SS avows stands as
proof that "simpler is indeed better," praising it as the
"quietest active preamplifier I've ever reviewed." Also
drawing comment from the Stone from Boulder were
its dimensionality, transparency. I,ass extension, top-end
air, and low-level detail. In short, the Pass ruled." "Will
appeal to anyone who values clarity and accuracy over
euphony and frills." he concludes. Remote-control version now available for WM. SS reports it to be sonically identical to the original. (Vol.19 Nos2 & 10)
Perfectionist Audio Components Pro Reference
111/10K: $10,900
Expensive but "world-class," according to .1E. who proclaimed it "competitive with anything 1have heard."
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"Sounds were precisely articulated with remarkable resolution... land) great speed." Moreover, the preamp
"was superb in conveying rhythm and pace." A slight
softening in the treble, areduced sense of mid/upperbass weight, and minor ergonometric glitches, however,
are areas requiring further work. Price includes phono
stage, rack, and power supply. (Vol.19 No.7)
Sonic Frontiers SEL-2: $3795 $$$
Tubed line-stage with separate power supply that RH
and RN feel to be up there with the best in most
respects, and excelling in some, such as its huge, open,
transparent soundstaging; lack of midrange grain; and
superb treble extension. "A feeling of harmonic wholeness and rightness," said RN, who prefers it to the CAT
and the Jadis JPL. "A slightly weightier character" compared with the Audio Research LS5, said RH, adding
that the Canadian preamp clearly excels in treble
smoothness and overall liquidity. JA found the '2 to be
among the best he's heard, admiring its emphasis on
the rhythmic aspect of music as well as its big ambient
bloom. The top octave could be more open, he
thought, and the souncistage, while expansive, was
somewhat less detailed than his reference No.38S. MF,
however, felt it lacked transparency compared to his
current reference. (Vol.17 No.11, Vol.18 Nos.7 & 12,
Vol.19 No2; see also RN's review of the Metes MA333 Reference in Vol.19 No.4.)
Spectral DMC-20 Series 2: $7595
When Ise auditioned this preamp in conjunction with
the other elements of the Spectral/Avalon/MIT 2C3D
System, RH was impressed by its beautiful interior layout and worlunanship, commenting that "The execution appears to be meticulous, with an obvious attention to every detail." His assessment of the system made
much of the overall transparency and high resolving
power of the system. Price includes phono stage ($600)
and balanced input stage. (Vol.19 No.1)
Threshold T2: $5450
"This is the kind of product that nukes me want to listen to music, often to the point where Ifind myself
waylaid by my system," gushed SS. He added that the
remote-control T2 "allows the excitement and enchantment of music to pass through its circuits almost
unscathed." Ergonometric and visual elegance combined with convenience and flexibility at minimum
sonic sacrifice, he stmuned up. JA found it to sound alittle less refined than the Levinson '38S, but marveled at
the Threshold's powerful bass. Price is in black; a"silver
pewter" finish adds $100. (Vol.18 No.7, Vol.19 No2)
YBA 2: $2750 $$$
With its MC transformer module ($650), this ultraquiet French preamp gave the best sound from vinyl JA
had experienced in Isis system since he retired his
Audio Research SP-10. The line-stage is merely good.
While it has great clarity, aliquid-sounding midrange,
and excellent low-frequency weight and definition, it
sounds ahit lean overall and has less image depth than,
for example, the Classé Six. Both line and phono stages
insert polarity, meaning that what will be an optimum
setup for LP playback will require an additional polarity inversion for CDs. (Vol.17 No.7)

Audio Research LS22: $3995
WP claimed this hybrid (tube audio circuit, solid-state
power supply) line-stage "just flat-out beguiled the car,"
although he noted aslight mid-treble emphasis that
could nuke the preamp sound harsh and forward and
keeps it from scaling the Class A heights. He also noted
that, while the 22's bass extension was solid and reasonably deep, it was blunted in impact. Still, he
adjudged it a"soundstaging champ" whose strengths
outweighed its relatively minor flaws. Remote control
adds $500. (Vol.19 Nos.11 & 12)
Bryston BP25-MC: $2995
If you take this remote-controlled, full-fiinctioned solidstate preamplifier Isome as aloner. LG cautions, you'll
end up buying it. Optimized for quiet operation, which
enables it to extract the unnost fions its moving-coil
phono-section, "the BP-25MC has world-class bass
response and amidrange that can capture much of the

natural instrumental timbres of chamber and orchestral
music." Not the last word in transparency, he cautioned,
but the remote "proved addictive." (Vol.19 No.10)
Conrad-Johnson PE2: $1795 $$$
Borderline Class A performance, sums up MC of this
modestly priced, full-function, solid-state preamplifier,
commenting in particular on its sense of pace, uncompressed dynamics, and musical involvement (once it
was fully warmed up). Don't change cables with the
unit turned on, warns MC. Price includes "referencequality" MC phono stage; the PF2L line-stage costs
$1395. (Vol.17 No.11)
Conrad-Johnson PVIOA: $1195 SSS
All-tube, full-function preamplifier that CG found very
appealing, particularly for LP playback. Balance is on
the warm side, huit there's apalpable sense of musicians
being in the room that adds to the listener's enjoyment
of the music. An MC favorite. The PV1OAL, which
lacks the phono stage, costs $995. (Vol.16 No.6)
McCormack Line Drive TLC-1: $995 US
This snodest control center's buffered FET outputs are
unity gain or less, meaning that it will be unsuitable for
use with insensitive amplifiers or wins components that
have avery low output. With atypical CD source,
however, it offers superb transparency, very low noise,
and an almost undetectable sonic signature. Ultimately,
however, its balance is alittle lightweight and lacking its
dynamics, which might make it worth checking out the
external power supply ($295). Passive outputs sound
even more transparent, but only in the context of an
appropriately matched system. (Vol.17 No.7)
McIntosh C-22 Commemorative Reissue: $2500
Reissue edition of classic preamp features many modern
parts upgrades, but remains nue to original. SS didn't
think it competitive sonically with the best contemporary tubed preamps, but pointed out that quality construction and conservative design promise long, troublefree life -always aMcIntosh hallmark. (Vol.18 No.10)
Melos SHA-Gold: $1995 $5$
This remote-control headphone amp/preamp really
got WP's juices flowing. "As aheadphone amp. I've
never heard its equal," he gushed, adding that as apreamp "it disappears as completely as any I've ever
heard." Remote volume control via Pho-tentiometer
circuit, as well as passive, active, and active-balanced
outputs, add to flexibility. "If you've got the gelt, go for
the SHA-Gold!" he stilled. More transparent dials the
SHA-1 but not quite up there with the MA-333
Reference. Borderline Class A. (Vol.19 No.7)
Melos SHA-1: $1195 *
"Class A," according to CG, who prefers it to the 1.5213;
"borderline Class A," according to JA; both use this
modest FET/tubc device primarily as a luise-stage.
Excellent soundstaging, aneutral, "utterly transparent"
(says CG) midband, and powerful, driving low frequencies are offset only by aslightly dark overall presentation with a touch of upper-midband brightness
(says JA). Price is for silver or black finishes; now has
three (unbalanced) inputs. (Vol.15 No.10)
Polyfusion Audio 940: $3250
"A contender," SS declai lllllll dues possessed of anononsense, matter-of-fact presentation in keeping with
its pro-audio pedigree. "Audiophiles who value honesty
and musical truth over eye and car candy will appreciate the 940's rational approach to sound reproduction."
SS found the 230 internal HDCD I)/A converter
module ($1750) "virtially grainless" and capable of
topflight lateral imaOng, although he did note "slightly
reduced definition" in comparison to Isis five-timesmore-costiv reference. (Vo120 No.3)
Proceed PRE: $1995
Had ass appealingly open, sparkling. clean quality that
held TJ
attention. Leanne, through the supper bass
and lower mids made its upper 01.1:1VC,
11101V
prominent. and the overall sound more laid-back, than
die best of the competition. he opined. Bass was deep and
tight. and if solo vocals didn't hang quire AN palpably in
space as Isis reference Rowland Coles lllll slate. they didn't
miss the mark by issue's. A 1)AS favorite. (Vol.18 No.5)
Woodside SC26: $3495
This well-engineered British ah -nube. HI-fink-non pre-
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It's bold. It makes astatement.
And it embodies anew spirit
of audio integrity. Meticulously
handcrafted using the
finest materials and most
sophisticated technologies,
the M Series -M2.2s''' speaker
cable is astudy in refinement.
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chip off the old block, it is,
quite simply, the cleanest,
purest sounding speaker
cable on the street today.

M2.2s Speaker Cable
with the New Monster
Kletwnrle Tnrminotry ."
,Created by renowned audio designer, Demian Martin
,Featuring the new Monster Network Terminator -adynamic impedance control system for
fast rise time and low energy storage
,Advanced Time Correct windings for precise imaging
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for superior reproduction of inner detail
Magnetic Flux Tube for more dynamic
and coherent bass
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disappearing act in audio" when used as apassive unitygain device, conceding that it shaves some heft off of
recordings. Sensitive to cable capacitance when used
passively. (Vol.18 No.6)
Musical Fidelity X-10D: $199.95 US
ST proclaims this tubed buffer stage "the most costeffective CI) upgrade ever to come down the pike."
Set he, "The unit adds richness, dimensionality, and
improves dynamics" on inexpensive CD players,
smoothing out the treble and adding body to die
midrange and bass. WP claims it works wonders on the
output of his DSS as well. MK, however, was less
impressed. Be wary of -dB insertion loss in comparisons. (Vol.19 No.11)

McCormack Micro Line Drive: $595
"A contender for the best disappearing act in audio,"
proclaimed WP of the MLD used as apassive unitygain device, while conceding that it shaves some heft off
of recordings. Sensitive to cable capacitance when used
passively. Not far behind the TLC-1. (Vol.18 No.6)
Purest Sound Systems Model SOO: $325
RN feels its Bourns pot to lose alittle transparency, but
confirms that this inexpensive dual-mono, four-input
device "will get you most of the way there as far as a
control center is concerned." "A humdinger," says ST.
"It's basic, it's simple, the parts quality is high... everything else messes up the sound of my Meridian 508 by
comparison ...I use it in my main system." Silver
Edition Model 500 costs $385 while very similar
Model 1000 ($475) adds more inputs and is more versatile. Silver Edition Model 1000 has three pairs of
Kimber RCA jacks (2 input, 1output) wired with
Kimbcr AGSS Silver Wire; remaining two jacks are
sourced from Vampire and are wired with Kind'« copper wire. (VoL17 No.8, Vol.19 No.II)
Deletions
Electronic Visionary Systems Attenuators not auditioned in along time.

MOVING-COIL STEP-UP
DEVICES/PHONO PREAMPS

D

A

Editor's Note: There arc currently no Class 1) preamplifiers recommended. Those with restricted budgets should investigate our recommended passive control units.

Audio Research PH3 phono preamplifier:
$1495 555
"Luxurious, liquid midrange bloom and... iron-fisted
bass control" had MFs heart all aflutter. "Easy to use and
endlessly flexible." swooned WP. "Plenty of pin, low
noise, and very high overload characteristics, plus adjustable resistance and capacitance loading," added MF.
"Highly recommended!" they chorused. (Vol.19 No.9)
Conrad-Johnson EF-I: $1995
This phono preamp has switchablc gain (40-52dB) and
different valued resistors can be added in parallel with
its basic 47k ohms, 500pF input impedance. "A natural," MC declared. "It does just what you want from a
phono preamplifier... it [made] the competition sound
closed-in, revealed their shortcomings in the bass and a
loss of focus and clarity in the mids, as well as alack of
speed and sparkle in the treble. It then completed the
demolition of the competition by arguing afar stronger
case for rhythm and timing, for overall excitement, and
not least for musical expression." (Vol.19 No.10)
Expressive Technologies SU-1 transformer:
$3500 *
A 35-lb step-up transformer that offers "utter transparency" and "exquisite resolution," according to RH.
JA agrees, finding his LP sound with the SU-1 feeding
the Mod Squad Phono Drive's MM input to be deliciously transparent and musical. Unless used with
Expressive Technology's own interconnects, however, it
may be impossible to avoid excessive hum pickup.
Needs also to see a47k ohm load impedance with low
capacitance. Otherwise, the sound quality will be overly dependent on the preamp's MM-input characteristics. (Vol.15 No.7, Vol.18 No.1)

Audible Illusions LI, Krell KRC-3, Muse Model
Three, Boulder L-5AE, Jeff Rowland Design Group
Coherence, LAMM LI, Sonic Frontiers Line-2, Chase
Technologies RLC-1, Creek OBH-12, Conrad-Johnson ART, Graaf 13.513.
Deletions
MFA MC Reference and Exposure XVII not auditioned
in along tinie; Audio Alchenw Digital Line Controller
temporarily removed due to doubts over availability.

PASSIVE CONTROL UNITS
•• NOtC:

h1;, 111.,10,

1, CI

that a
p..
,
ontrol unit has the potential for offering the
highest possible sound quality from line-level sources
such as Cl), it must be noted that the entire responsibility for driving the interconnects, the passive unit, and
the power amplifier input is handed over to the source
componcnt, which may not be up to the task. Careful
auditioning will be essential in putting together amusically satisfying system around apassive unit.

A
Carver Research Lightstar Direct: $1995
Preamp can be used as either apassive balanced design
boasting mininul componentry in the circuit, or as a
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Gold Aero dB4S Signature: $999
SS was impressed by the balanced nature of the ciB45's
harmonic presentation, finding it airy, sweet, and welldefined. Though the d1345 was not as "dead" in die
background as his reference Vendetta - sadly no
longer available -he still found that it reproduced
space and air in asatisfactory manner. "An outstanding
value," he summed up, "if your prcamp has adequate
gain - passive units need not apply." Standard version
(not reviewed) costs $799. (Vol.18 No.9)
Sonic Frontiers SFP-1: $1095 $SS
Tubed unit with what RH called "a delicious midrange
bloom," acomplete lack of grain, etch, and hardness,
and stunning souncistaging, particularly in its MM
mode. (MC mode adds aclass-A FET gain stage ahead
oldie tube circuitry.) First review sample had ashelveddown treble due to an out-of-spec RIAA stage capacitor. The second sample had a flat RI/SA response,
which ameliorated RH's earlier criticisms of an "overly
soft sound" and alack of "air, immediacy, and detail." "A
terrific bargain," was his final verdict. MF demurred
after auditioning the $1695 Signature version. "Its relatively high noise floor and only moderate gain cast a
grayish veil over the soundstage and imparted asluggish rhythmic quality to music" when used with MCs,
he felt. (Vol.16 Nos.9 & 10; Vol.19 No2, Signature.)

Rotel RQ-970BX: $199.90 $$$
Good dynamics and alarge, well-defined soundstage,
claimed RH. "A pleasant surprise, and areal find in
budget high-end audio." (Vol.19 No.12)

EAR 845, Conrad-Johnson Premier Fifteen, Balanced
Audio Technology VKP-5.
Deletions
American Hybrid Technologies MIT-P not auditioned
in along time; Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box temporarily removed due to doubts over availability.
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Home HeadRoom: $599
Although primarily aheadphone amplifier, the Honic
HeadRoom makes an excellent single-source preamp
with power, accuracy, and finesse, found WP. "Bass
response was excellent and there were gobs and gobs of
gain ... performs on an unusually high level," he
enthused. (Vol.18 No.1)
McCormack Micro Line Drive: $595
"Why should only the rich kids have all the fun?" asks
WP, admiring the parts quality, styling, and transparent
sound of this modestly priced unit, which can be used
as aconventional preamp with selectable gain or as a
passive control unit. While he deems it adequate when
used with gain, he proclaims it "a contender for the best

FM Acoustics Resolution Series 122 phono
preamplifier: $5500
Ultrafleiciblc solid-state phono section that MF characterized as "a lot of nothing." What do you get for
$5500, he asked? "No noise, no grain, no glare, no etch.
no bloat, no bloom, no warmth, no cool, no compression. and no distortion Icould detect." He was floored
by the unit's "inherent delicacy, its ability to offer up
warm, palpable, three-dimensional images from the
very front of the soundstagc to the rear corners."
Collectors with large collections of older records will
appreciate the unit's adjustable R1AA curve, which can
transform the sound of their discs radically for the better, he proclaimed. (Vol.20 No.3)
Mark Levinson No.2SS: $4390 *
Available in High- or Low-Gain versions, this MC linelevel phono preamp features identical circuitry to the
phono section of the No26S. Above price includes
PLS-226 power supply. Price without, for those who
want to power it from their No26 power supply is
$2995. Needs careful positioning to avoid hum being
induced into its circuitry from the power supplies of
other components. LA's reference. (NR)
Nairn Prefix phono preamplifier: $700 inc. ARO
connector, $750 inc. SME DIN-type connector
Unique phono section designed to mount inside the
plinth of aturntable (specifically, but not exclusively,
the Linn LP12), keeping the low-level signal path as
short as possible. Choice of three power supplies allows
for upgradability, but MC and SS feel that only with the
Super-Cap does it offer Class A performance. WP concurs, but considers performance with the Hi-Cap
unusually refined and articulate as well. Available in
three basic circuits, which allows for sonic flexibility,
although careful cartridge matching amust. Flat-Cap
power supply adds $600; Hi-Cap supply adds $1350;
Super-Cap adds $4000. (Vol.19 No.7)
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amp suing
has tone...
"a lovely.
warm
with
no strain or distortion,"
found LG, who also noted
good dynamics and excellent LF extension and power.
Superbly natural presentation of
instrumental timbres places the SC26
firmly in Class B. summed up Mr. G, who
notes that the Classé Six has better dynamics overall.
Price includes MC/MM phono stage with integral
transformers; line-stage alone costs $2495. (Vol.18 No2)

single-ended active preamplifier. SS was not impressed
with its performance as an active device, finding it
"undistinguished... Class C." In passive balanced
mode, however, it was "simply the best preamplifier
I've ever heard for under $2500." Careful system
matching is necessary to derive that level of performance -the Lightstar is "unwilling" to drive high voltages into low impedances. That said, highly recommended for those with completely balanced systems.
(Vol.19 No2)
McCormack Line Drive TLC-I: $993
Although the McCormack does have buffered active
outputs, its passive outputs are the most transparent JA
has heard, if alittle laid-back in absolute terms. Highly
recommended, says he. (Vol.17 No.7)
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ly laid-back perspective are this single-ended tube amp's
most compelling sonic suits, says DO. Unusually for an
SE amp, no excuses need be made at die frequency
extremes. Its sound is spatially impressive, yet it lacks the
dramatic vividness of, say, the Cary 805. The output is
limited to about 25 clean watts, which dictates its use
with aspeaker of at least a90d1I/W/m sensitivity and a
benign impedance. Sovtek 12AX7W)CT dual input triodes are now supplied as standard. (Vol.17 No.7)
Cary Audio Design CAD-805 monoblock:
$8495/pair
A classic single-ended design, the 805 squeezes some
30 clean watts out of asingle 211 power triode driven
A (Tube)
by a 30013. There are weaknesses at the frequency
extremes, but the real glory of this amp is its reproducAudio Note Kassai Silver: $52,600
tion of the core of the musical message. Midrange texJS reckoned that this 17Wpc, single-ended triode
tures are vivid, and the senses of space and time are so
amplifier combined the best characteristics of push-pull
believable "you'll embrace instrumental oudincs with
with those of SE, calling it the "least compromised of all
outstretched amis," opines 1)0, who feels that this
the SE Modes we've listened to." He was particularly
return to "our audio roots" has redefined for him what
taken by its reproduction of vocal music, where it was,
high-end audio should be all about. Used full-range,
he felt, "something special." TJN concluded that the
die 805 requires aloudspeaker with abenign imped"price:performance ratio here can only be rated as
ance magnitude and at least a90dB/W/m sensitivity.
poor." Hard to recommend on apractical level, but its
But when optimally matched, "the Carys ain't polite,
admirers claim its seductive nature overcomes ratiociain't laid-back, and need make no apologies about their
nation. (Vol.19 No.4)
perfonnance anywhere up and down the frequency
Audio Research VT150SE monoblock:
liner enthuses MF, who uses them with Audio Physic
515,990/pair
Virgos. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 2)
The finest yet from ARC, this 130Wpc power amplifiConrad-Johnson Premier Eight A monoblock:
er is smooth, liquid-sounding, and grain-free, with an
$16,990/pair
accuracy of timbre and alevel of detail that RH found
Massively powerful all-tube amplifier -measured clip"astonishing." While it doesn't have the punch of a
ping point was 193W into 8 ohms - that occupies
Class A solid-state amplifier such as the Krell KSApride of place in JE's system. "A tube-lover's dream
300S, RH felt the big Audio Research to give amore
come true": electrifying dynamics and the best bass JE
palpable impression of there being an acoustic doublehas heard from a tube amplifier are coupled with
bass in his listening room, with agreater sense of opensuperb soundstage air and presence. Output tubes are
ness, bloom, and space in the lower registers. "Sets the
6550As. An MC favorite. (Vol.17 No.12)
standard in liquidity, soundstaging, and sheer musicaliConrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A: $3495 $$5 e
ty. Deep, layered, and very transparent soundstage While the original version of this beautifully made
mily transcendental" is how he sums tip his feelings,
70Wpc tube amplifier failed to light STs fire. MC felt
just in case you misunderstood. "Magnificent, bigthat, while its strengths may be subtle, the Eleven
hearted, truly Class A Plus," enthuses MC. Output
should not be underestimated. Current "A" version
impedance from the 4 ohm taps is alow 03 ohms,
incorporates minor modifications to make this Class A
minimizing any response interaction with the speaker
amp sound even lent, thinks WP, who cites an
loads. Amplifier actually reviewed was the cosmetically
increased sense of slam and articulation as die primary
different but sonically identical VT150. (Vol.17 No.8)
improvements. JA was impressed by the natural and
Audio Research VT130SE: $7495
unwavering soumistaging, and finds the unit amust110Wpc tubed power amp that WP found seductive
audition for those in love with the human voice.
and powerful -"one that can soundstage with the best
(Eleven, Vol.17 Nos2 & 10; Eleven A, Vol.18 Nos.8 &
of them." While he opined that it lacked that last word
9, Vol.19 Nos3 & 8.)
in bottom-end extension and slam, "it grabbed hold of
JadisJA 200 monoblock: 525,995/pair e
aspeaker the way aterrier pounces on arat - authoriA superb tube amplifier offering an holiest 130W that,
tatively, definitively." Cavils aside, he heard the
according to 1)0, outdistances its competition primariVT130SE "illuminate the magic at the core of the
ly in the area of soundstaging, where it unfolds a
music." (Vol.19 No.11)
panoramic and rock-solid spatial impression of the origAudio Research VT100: $4495 $$$
inal recording venue. Although harmonic textures are
Tubed 100V/pc stereo amplifier really lit RJR's wick:
fluid in the best tube tradition, DO obtained the sweet"The VT100 is the first amplifier I've heard that reproest mida by substituting good EL34s (Gold Aero
duces the attack resonance and decay of amusical event
E34Ls) for the stock 6550s; JS likes Tung-Sol 6550s,
equally well-and most important, presents the three
but with NOS AEG 802S input tubes to displace the
combined as a single coherent musical event."
Gold National 12AU7s. This amp does not sound
Moreover, he found "the noise floor significantly lower
romantic, cautions DO, solio finds that die lack of flash
than that of any other amp I've ever heard." This resultthrough the lower mids argues for amating with a
ed in greater low-level detail retrieval, acomplete lack
warm-sounding front end. Although 1)0 tried various
of electronic haze, and aheightened sense of what he
line conditioners, JS found the Jadiscs to give of their
called "dynamic continuity" - meaning that gradations
between dynamic extremes were continuous, not dis- best when plugged straight into dedicated wall outlets.
Read his Follow-Up for the full tweaking route. (Vol.16
Crete. "The VT 100 has touched me in away no other
No.11, Vol.17 No.3; see also JS's review of the Timbre
audio component has. and in away Ididn't think any
TT-1 in Vol.17 NoA.)
audio component could." (Vo120 No3)
Jadis SE300B monoblock: $13,500/pair
Balanced Audio Technology VK-60: $4950 $$$
These SE triodes generate a"beautiful tond palette and
"Offers the natural rendition of insminiental/vocal timla] giant acoustic." opined JS, who felt not so much that
bres that the best tube amplifiers are known for, but has
they replicated the sound of the master tape, "but amienough power to drive most speakers to very satisfying
ally transcendled] the meclunics of reprmluction to the
volumes: opined RI). who also was impressed by the
acoustic event itself" Their balance of sound "is stunthree-dimensionality of die soundstage. He found die
ning in its total naturalness. ease of presentation, exu35W BAT -it gives 55W at arelaxed 3% TH1) limit
berance, and nuance," lie averred. All this and 10Wpc,
-"quite special when it comes to harmonic accuracy"
too -"but it sounds like much more," affirms ST, who
Bridgeable to monoblock operation. (Vol.18 No.12)
was quite taken by their remarkable sense of spacious
Bel Canto Design Orfeo SE2 monoblock:
ness, as well as their presentation of low-level detail and
57890/pair
air. ST exulted. "such is the glory ofJadis that all of this
Exquisitek sweet and relined mids coupled with aslight-
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detail is rendered in the most musical manner imaginable." TJN, uncomfortable with their bench results,
recommends careful audition before purchase. (Vol.19
Nos.], 2, & 3)
Manley Reference 440 monoblock: $12,000/pair
Manley Reference 240 monoblock: 59000/pair
These very similar high-powered mono amplifiers can
be switched to either triode or pentode operation, and
provide for adjustment of global feedback and rolloff of
ultrasonic frequencies. As aresult, JS found the 440 to
suffer somewhat from multiple-personality syndrome.
However, he did find its presentation musically inviting
and gorgeous-sounding under the right conditions.
Rated arotmd 400W in tctrode mode, in triode mode
the 440 still manages to deliver 160W into 8ohms. The
smaller 240 monoblock tube amp "excels at transmitting
the raw emotion and live energy of live music," claimed
SS. "Damn good." (Vol.18 No.12. 440', Vol.19 No.5, 240.)
Manley SE/PP 300B monoblock: $4200/pair
Amp can be used in push-pull or SE configuration and can be switched back and forth while plaMig. Also
features adjustable global feedback. ST enjoyed them,
finding them capable of driving speakers other SE
amplifiers could not. Conies "very, very close" to the
sound of costlier amps such as the Wavelength Cardinal
and the jadis 300B. (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 2)
Quicksilver M-135 monoblock: $7500/pair
Handsomely designed 135W monoblock that can use a
wide variety of output tubes -- although ST preferred
the sound of EL34s. "It's classic tube," he asserts:
"smoodi, sweet, dimensional, and powerful as hell."
Powerful but liquid at die saine time, he tells us. Bass is
but not tight by solid-state standards, and he would
not recommend open floor placement to parents of toddlers, due to sharp corners on faceplate. His conclusion:
"The best pentode amps I've had in my system." (Vol.18
No.12; also see MK's comments on the Quicksilver in
his Pass Labs Aleph 3review in this issue.)
Vacuum Tube Logic Wotan MB-1250
monoblock: 525,000/pair
Behemoth two-storey, tubed (24 per side!), monoblock
power amplifiers that deliver 600Wpc in triode or
1250Wpc in pentode. JS was enthralled by the Wotans'
ability to set up abig soundstage while making the
speakers vanish. And, he added, no matter how punishing the source material, "the Wotans never lost their
ability to hang aperfectly transparent curtain of sound
about the speakers and the listener.... Believe nie,
you'll search far and wide before you find another tube
amp capable of grabbing aspeaker and controlling it
[the way these do]." (Vol.19 No.10)
Vacuum Tube Logic MB-450 Signature
monoblock: 56990/pair
Ilse original version of the amplifier - when it was still
called the MB-300 -was aJGH favorite. The latest
iteration can switch between triode (250Wpc) and
tetrode (450Wpc). RN found extra sweetness and liquidity running triode. lksignation changed to MB-450
Signature with replacement of original transformer
with the Signature transformer - which helps the new
version deliver 11 amps as owned to the 6.6A of the
onginal. hie MB-450 Signanne has not been fully
reviewed in its latest rendition, so any recommendation
must be construed as provisional and awaiting further
audition. (Vol.19 No.7)
Valve Amplification Company Renaissance
Seventy/Seventy Mk.11: $9900
This beautifidly made 6SWpc (for 3% TH1)), dualmono push-pull amplifier uses 30011 output triodes nui
in class-A. and features user-selectable loop
negative feedback. (The best measured
performance was obtained with no
feedback. but output impedance is
then a very high 2.1 ohms,
which will give major response
modifications with almost all
speakers.) Still. "The VAC's
poetic beauty lay in its
gly realistic midrange," enthused JE, also
noting the remarkably
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POWER AMPLIFIERS

Editor's Note: I
.day between typical
tube and solid-state "sounds: we have split Class A for
separate power amplifiers into two subclasses. Nevertheless, even within each subclass, Class A amplifiers
differ sufficiently in character that each will shine in an
appropriate system. Careful auditioning with the user's
own loudspeakers is therefore essential. Note that,
except where stated, output powers are not the specified power but those we measured into an 8ohm resistive load. All amplifiers are stereo models, except
where designated.

Magic or Science?
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Myth: A black colored stone, believed to have magical properties,
that Indiana Jones is still looking for.
Fact: Discovered by archeologists in 1799. Contains three
parallel alphabets that reveal the hidden definition of Egyptian
Hieroglyphics. No magic here, the scientific method put to use,
building on prior understanding of these alphabets.

Shakti Stone
Myth: A black colored stone believed by audio
tweakers to have magical properties.
Fact: Discovered by serious music lovers in 1994.
Contains three parallel electromagnetic trap
circuits that reveal the hidden definition of
their music systems. No magic here, the
scientific method put to use, building on
prior understanding of the coupling
effects of electromagnetic fields.

Shakti technology provides an audible and measurable benefit in noise reduction that improves the
resolution of audio components. Write or call Shakti's inventor, Ben Piazza, for afree copy of our white
paper and independent lab tests that verify the engineering logic employed. The execution is pure
science, but the reward of greater musical enjoyment, is pure magic.

Patent Claims Have Been Allowed and aPatent is Forthcoming
For white paper and test data contact:

For US sales and distribution contact:

SHAKT I
MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS,INC.

Shakti Audio Innovations
2405 Cloy Avenue
Venice, CA 90291
Tel: 310-305-1857 Fax: 310-827-8373

5856 College Avenue, Suite 146
Oaldand, CA 94618
Tel: 510-420-0379 Fax: 510-420-0392
email: musical.surroundings@intemetmci.com

New for '97: SHAKTI On-Lines for all interconnects, speaker wires and AC cables

accurate and precise soundstaging. The bass is alittle
boomy, however. Current Mk.11 version incorporates
protection circuitry to guard against tube failure. (Vol.17
No.12)
Wavelength Audio Cardinal monoblock:
$5250/pair
Wavelength Audio Cardinal XS monoblodc:
$7500/pair
JS was entranced by the openness, speed, and treble
clarity exhibited by the XS version of this SET amplifier. Particularly impressed by his level of musical
involvement, he mused, "How easy it seemed to reach
into, to caress, to feel, to understand the music Iheard
...1 came to understand that this warm and welcoming
internal fireworks -single-ended's Unbearable Lightness of Being -breathed the very life into the sound."
ST marveled at the basic version's truth of timbre and
harmonic beauty, but found it a tad slow-sounding.
TIN groused that the test-bench performance might
have been acceptable in 1940, but seemed mediocre for
a contemporary design. He allowed, however, that
measurements appear beside the point with this sort of
design. (Vol.19 No.1)

A (Solid-State)
Bryston 7B-ST: $4795/pair 555
This 500W monoblock power amplifier captivated W
with its speed, drive, slam, and superb control of the
mid- and upper bass. "Open, exciting, transparent,
dynamic, effortless," he inventoried, calling the 713-ST
"an amplifier that can handle any loudspeaker load, play
wide dynamic-range music effortlessly, and excel in
imaging and soundstaging." A must-audition for "anyone who needs anew amplifier for driving high-impedance electrostatic loudspeakers, or dynamic speakers
that seem somewhat bass-shy." (Vol.19 No.10)
Forsell The Statement: $30,000
"The Statement has the power to inspire," JS decrees.
"You not only listen to music through the Forsell you experience it as well." He finds it acoustically
enveloping, with awesome bass capabilities and harmonically rich upper frequencies, achieving an appealing balance of sound and sounding effortlessly musical
at all times. Extremely sensitive to AC quality, he
warns. TJN finds the test results unexceptional, given
the amplifier's lofty price. JA was disappointed by the
presence of what sounded like old-fashioned crossover
distortion in its output. (Vol.18 No.6)
Jeff Ftowland Design Group Model 2: $5800
"How do you define value in an audio component?"
queries RI), before deciding, "I can't think of aless
expensive amplifier that fully matches the 95Wpc
Model 2's collection of sonic virtues" - which he
defines as an open and extended top end, stunning
transparency, dynamic liveness, and firmness of bass
response. Capable, he claims, of making you forget
about amplifiers and just listening to the music. A
Follow-Up of the battery-powered version is under
way. (Vol.18 No.8, Vol.19 No.6)
Krell Full Power Balanced 600: $12,500
(See MCs review in this issue.)
Lamm Model M1.1 monoblock: 514;790/pair
"Illieyvel got soul, baby," enthused IS of these hybrid
140W monoblock power amps; "the magic that makes it
all worthwhile." He also admired "the enormous, extremely airy, and transparent soundstage they threw....
Ilse bass was nothing short of plienonientd... deep, taut,
terrifically impactful redolent with tonality and individualism. Make sure you take the time to hear apair." (Vol.18
No.4)
Mark Levinson No.333: $8995
When, after eight yearsJA changed his reference amplifier, the No333 is what he chose, citing "a refreshing
freedom from the cold, analytical character... typical of
solid-state amplifiers and that many audiophiles mistake
for 'accuracy.'... This is one transparent amp land it]
remained transparent at very low levels.... While it
doesn't have quite the low-frequency solidity of the
No20.6 monoblocks it replaced in my system, the
powerhouse No333 has a more natural-sounding
midrange and grain-free treble, and throws aspacious,
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well-defined soundstage. Its lush yet forceful presentation got the best from [every] speaker Iused it with."
MC was less impressed, however, feeling the M-L was
bettered by the Krell FPB 600, while MK preferred the
Pass Labs Aleph 3. (Vol.19 No.12, Vo120 No.4)
Mark Levinson No.331: $4995 SSS
LG found this 135Wpc Levinson to possess quickness,
stunning impact, and remarkable transparency. "The
No.331's build quality is up to the highest standard
found in high-end products today," he asserted. "This
amplifier's sonics, superb parts quality, overkill power
supply, reduced price compared to its predecessor, and
five-year warranty offer its owner alot of value for the
money, and bring a Class A recommendation from
me." (Vol.19 No.1)
Pass Labs Aleph Omonoblock: $8000/pair
With die exception ofJE, the magazine's reviewers were
pretty muda unanimous on the virtues of this singleended, 90W, MOSFET-output Nelson Pass deign: mie
Class A. Neutral-balanced rather than euphonically
sweet in the manner of a classic single-ended triode
design, the Aleph 0offers superbly transparent, musically natural detail retrieval and superb dynamics. "A breakthrough product," concluded DO. SS bought apair to
use with Avalon Eclipse speakers -"Class A with abullet!" sez he. Low input impedance mandates careful preamplifier matching. (Vol.18 No3)
Pass Labs Aleph 3: 52300 $55
(See MK's review in this issue.)
Plinius SA-100 Mk.II: $3995 SU
(See WI's review in this issue.)
Spectral DMA-180: $7495
Well-built 240Wpc solid-state design that was
reviewed as acomponent of the SpectraVAvalon/MIT
2C3D system. RH discovered that "playing records and
CDs Ithought Iknew produced an exciting sense of
discovery as Iheard their musical nuances and expressiveness fully revealed for the first time." He was also
impressed by the bottom end's "stunning rhythmic
agility" and "top-to-bottom dynamic coherence."
(Vol.19 No.1)
Symphonic Line Kraft 400: $25,000/pair
Noting the not-inconsiderable price. IS asked, "what
could be [so) entirely special about apair of amplifiers?"
"Everything," he answered. He wallowed in their "richly complex and textured, powerful, transparent, and
[huge] soundstage," and marveled at their effortless
articulation. Additionally, he made note of the 250W
400's deep, taut, powerful bass. TIN, on the other
hand, grumbled about the fit'n'finish and what he felt
to be an unjustifiable expanse of empty space within
these mammoth amplifiers. He also observed that IS
experienced system failure on one amp, in addition to
the one that failed under test - not trivial considerations, given the price asked, he opined. (Vol.18 No.11)
Threshold T-200: $4450 555
RD valued the balance of attributes in this 1GBT-based
class-A, direct-coupled, minimal-feedback, 125Wpc
amplifier, praising its everything-in-proper-proportion
coherence. Midrange neutrality and spatial and timbral
definition were all superb, he reckoned, but he found
its major strength to be its reproduction of treble frequencies. However, he cautioned, audiophiles with
large listening rooms and/or insensitive speakers might
find the T-200 lacking in power. TJN added reservations regarding its interaction with preamps when run
in balanced mode, due to its very low input impedance.
He counsels careful matching -or using it singleended. Price is for black finish; silver pewter finish adds
$100. (Vol.18 No.4)
YBA 1Alpha HC: $7000
RD was seduced by tins 85Wpc solid-state amp,
declaring it "Simplement musical.... One MIMI' amp," he
asserted; "... low-level dynamics were particularly
impressive, allowing the communication of music's ebb
and flow." He also praised its balance and overall detail.
(Vol.19 No.6)
YBA 2HC: $3750 555 er
Well-engineered, slim-line 110Wpc dual-mono amplifier from France features short signal paths, high parts
quality, and "a superbly transparent view into the

soundstagc," found JA. Lows sound a little soft in
absolute terms, but well defined, combined with an
excellent sense of pace. Overall, amusically natural presentation - ultra fidèle. (Vol.17 No.1)

A (Integrated)
Cary Audio Design CAD-300SEI: $3695 SU
Stereo, single-ended, tubed, integrated amplifier related
to the Cary 300SE monoblock. Casting an eye toward
the measured response of the 300SEI, RH rapturously
exclaims, "My head tells me the Cary can't be any good;
my ears and heart say this is this most involving and
communicative amplifier I've heard." "It's actually a
tone control, and an unpredictable one at that," JA
grumps (though he will admit under pressure that the
sound of his I3&W Silver Signatures driven by the Cary
was first-rate). RH regards the ultrasmooth, liquid
sound of the 3005E1 to be world-class, manifesting a
warmth and beauty unmatched by any electronics he's
had in his system. Output of 11Wpc tops, limited
dynamics, somewhat shelved-down treble region, and,
shall we say, idiosyncratic test results demand extensive
auditioning with your preferred loudspeakers before
purchase. (Vol.18 No.9)
Krell KAV-300i: $2350
Compact 150Wpc integrated amplifier that has "fine
depth and surprisingly good transparency," according to
MC. Well-balanced sound includes good focus, stable
imaging, and satisfactorily deep bass, allied with
"above-average slam." Dynamics, gauged MC, "were
well-rendered... in conjunction with good rhythm and
timing" -areas where MC feels the littlest Krell "may
have the measure of its bigger brothers." (Vol.19 No.7)
YBA Integré DT: $2345
"A 50Wpc integrated amp, even with aphono stage,
hardly seems like abargain at $2345," ST allowed. "But
it is. You get beautifully detailed, neutral sound, a
superb tonal balance, magnificent build quality, and
exquisite styling ... the $450 extra you pay for the moving-magnet phono stage seems almost ridiculously
cheap when you hear the quality of the phono reproduction." MC module adds $400. Version without
phono stage costs $2195. Version with single trans-.
former, not reviewed, costs $1945. (Vol.19 No.12)

Aragon 8008ST: $1999 55.5
TIN was so taken by this 200Wpc solid-state amp that
he enthused over its "effective combination of body,
ricluiess, and detail," although he did note that the top
end could turn dry and zippy on hard transients.
Overall, he rated this amp equal to power amps costing
as much as five times more. "Make the comparison," he
urged, "... it just might make you feel alot better about
your budget." A $500 optional upgrade adds balanced
inputs, two transformers, and doubles the power-supply capacitance, the result being the 80081313 (not auditioned). TIN found the three-channel version, the
$2500 Aragon 8008x3, "every bit as good aperformer
- an open window on the source." (Vol.19 No.6,
SGHT No.1)
AudioPrism Debut: $1995
ST recommends this 50Wpc, EL-34-based tube power
amplifier for its superb build quality, excellent adjustment flexibility - it offers different levels of feedback,
avariety of grounding options, and multiple output
taps-and excellent bass and dynamics. (Vol.19 No.10)
Ayre V-3: $3750 55$
This 100Wpc MOSFET amp "swings like agood 'un,"
said WP. "A success. A rousing one... Inever tired of its
silence, exemplary pacing, and timbral accuracy." ST
finds the top end alittle dull, lacking what he likes to
call "'crystalline clarity -hell, that's what 1stunt from a
solid-state amp," he thunders. SS agrees with ST and
WP that the Ayre is borderline Class A, not quite reaching those exalted heights due to asomewhat closed-in
high end, though SI) bought one as an affordable alternative reference to his Rowlands. (Vol.19 No.8)
Bryston 3B-ST: $1565 US
This 120Wpc solid-state stereo power amplifier "packs
plenty of power for abantamweight," proclaimed LG.
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olution and top-end openness -tolerable subtractions,
and not irritating additions." (SGHT3 No.1)
Proceed AMP-2: $1995
TJN finds the sound of this affordable 150Wpc stereo
amplifier gripping - with adetailed, full-bodied quality revealing every nuance without extending into
hyper-detail. The bottom end sounds deep and tightly
controlled, while at the opposite end of the scale the
sound is pristine, albeit with atrace of dryness at the
top. Some may find it too revealing, he cautions, yet it
struck him as accurately portraying what's on the
recording. Also afavorite of DAS, who feels it works
best with speakers having "lots of uncolored meat on
the low end." The three-channel AMI'-3 ($2995) is
identical other than using three rather than two amplifier modules. Upgrade from two-channel amplifier to
three-channel costs 51000. (Vol.18 No.5)
Sumo Andromeda III: $1799
This solid-state 240Wpc amplifier "tells it like it is,"
asserted 1)N, who found the amp's "general sparkle
and detail.., enhanced by atight, well-defined, punchy
bottom end." He also praised its "first-rate souncistaging" and "see-through transparency," although he confessed that he "would have occasionally preferred abit
more warmth, but not if it meant sacrificing any of the
Andromeda's positive qualities.... Aterrific amplifier at
what is nearly abargain price." (Vol.19 Nos.5 & 6)
Valve Amplification Company PA80/80: $2790
"Has tube magic in spades" avers WI' of this 80Wpc
design (3% TH1)); he found it warm. dimensional, and
beguiling. Slight midbass emphasis contributes to a
punchy, propulsive sense of drive that he enjoyed. Not
as extended in the frequency extremes - or quite as
refined -as some of the Class A amplifiers, but almost
second to none in its presentation of the emotional subtext of the music, according to the big guy. (Vol.19
No.3)
Woodside MASO monoblock: 54495/pair
A spacious, three-dimensional sound. a well-focused
soundstage, arich midrange, and an open-sounding treble, but more neutral-/cool-sounding than the buttery
character of classic tube amplifiers, notes LG it ,his
British 45W tube design, descended from the classic
'60s designs by the late Arthur Radford. He recommends it for use with Quad elecmistitics. (Vol.17 No.6)

B (Integrated Amplifiers)
Audio Note OTO Phono SE: $2495
12 Wpc single-ended integrated amp "revealed itself to
be an exceptionally good-sounding amplifier and abargain at 12495 with apiton° stage. )It) was clean, liquid,
sweet, spacious, and transparent, hut not at the expense
of detail resolution. It liad far better bass control and
subjective output power than you'd expect from the
power rating or measured performance. Still. aloudspeaker with afairly high impedance .Incl high sensitivity is mandatory." RH thought the phono section
exceptional. "Potential purchasers should be aware of
the OTO's limitations in loudness and dynamics."
(Line-only version costs S1995.) (Vol.20 No.3)
Linn Majik-1: $1095
"I knit be put off by the 33Wpc power rating," 1111 tuntioned; "die Mjak-1 has the ability to deliver current into
low impedances, and can increase its power output to
100Wpc into 2ohms. Inever wanted for power in my
small MOM." The amp "excels in several areas: reproducing natural timbres, throwing an incisive yet relaxed
soundstage, and most of all conveying the music's life and
energy." Price includes remote control. At 5100, the
optional phono stage is abargain. (Vol.19 No.12)
Musical Fidelity A-2: $699 SU
This 25Wpc solid-state integrated rouis hot, ST cautions
being heavily biased into class-A. "Ile sound is very
special." he insisted. "not at all what most people are
used to hearing (sutkring?) from inexpensive equipment." Not the last word in resolution. he cautions, "but
so what? TIM is musical. Love it!" (Vol.20 No.1)

Acurus 200X3: $1299
111) was struck by "how dynamic the

WWI= uninded
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Borderline Class A in the right system, though aslight
lack of low-bass slam and top-octave air keep it from
ranking right up there. (Vol.18 No.3)
Manley 175 monoblock: $4800/pair
While still the finest David Manley-designed amplifier
"In the areas of
111,
130 has heard, the 175's superb soundstaging is let
bass and midrange
down by a rather laid-hack midrange and overripe
dynamics, punch and
lows, thought 1)0. Though the Manley's liquid midsolidity...it equals top
range textures were languidly seductive, this was assoamplifiers."
However,
ciated with areduced sense of pace. Output tubes are
those amps in Class A pos588V6L6WGCs: worth experimenting with alternasess greater transparency, opentives, concluded 1)0, but be sure to check with the facness, and soundstage depth, he
tory first. Specified clipping power is 145W but actualcautions. On the other hand, its clean
ly measured closer to 130W. (Vol.18 No.1)
power. modest cost, and 20-year warranty offer alot of
McCormack Power Drive DNA-1: $1995 555 lc?
value for the audiophile on abudget (Vol.19 No.10)
Beautifully made, this relatively inexpensive 175Wpc
Bryston 8B ST-THX: $3195
solid-state amplifier had R1-1 waxing lyrical about its
Four-channel amplifier that TJN recommends for
sound: "... warm, sweet, punchy, and eminently musihome-theater use, though noting that it is a"bit pricey"
cal." With amore laid-back, less dry balance than the
for what it offers. Warm-balanced and abit richer than
Boulder 500AE, the DNA's soundstage presentation
life, he summed up, pointing out that the Bryston is
featured asuperb sense of palpability, noted both RH
worth exploring for a bi-amped stereo system.
and JA. A pair wired for bridged-mono operation costs
(SG HT.1 No2)
$4595. "A strong Class B product that is knocking on
Cary SLM-100 monoblock: 53495/pair
the door of Class A." -RH. Deluxe Edition (52355)
"High qualities of sound, parts, and construction" make
has premium parts quality and gets even closer, making
this 100W tubed monoblock "a bargain," claimed RJR,
it one of the best bargains in audio. (regular, Vol.15
citing its glorious midrange. "Yes, there [id abit of
No.4; Deluxe, Vol.18 No.3)
euphonic tube sweet,: .g... [bud the seductive reproMcCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5: $11295 $55
duction of well-recorded voices melted me down into
Smaller - 120Wpc - sister to die DNA-1, die DNAapuddle." Bass reproduction could go quite deep, but
0.5 floated 'UN's boat in a big way: a palpable
he found it marred by "ripe thickness" in the
midrange, crisp transients, air and detail to spare, and
80-100Hz region. Chromed chassis adds $500/pair.
plenty of punch to percussive bass. "An Aladdin among
(Vol.19 No.5)
amplifiers," he pnicLiimed: "a diamond in the rough!"
Celeste 4070: $1599 in
ST concurs, calling the Deluxe Edition version ($1565)
Hard-to-impress SS hailed the 80Wpc 4070 as "the
"an incredible achievement.., atotally honest, no-BS
first moderately priced amp I've had in my home that
product" and "one of the best amplifiers, period."
delivers the fine details of musical events." finding its
(Vol.18 Nos2 & 12)
transparency and low-level detail to be exemplary. He
Mesa Engineering Baron: $3695
also praised its frequency extension and ability to
Tubed stereo power amp has aplethora of operating
unravel complex passages. However, he felt it erred
options: choice of output transformer taps, four negaslightly toward the dun side of harmonic balance and
tive feedback levels, and four operating modes - classlacked the fully developed soundstiging of the best,
A triode (60Wpc), class-AB pentode (150Wpc),
trimore expensive amplifiers. "In the right system, lid will
ode" pentode (90Wpc), or 1
/
3 triode/2
/
3 pentode
make many people wonder why anyone would need to
(120Wpc). CS loved this amount of flexibility, being
spend more money," he concluded. (Vol.18 No.12)
made of (ahem) sterner stuff than JA, who found a
Classé CA-200: $2995
mode that worked for his reference speakers and stuck
"Well-built, well-engineeird, load-tolerant amplifier...
with it. Triode mode with Minimal feedback. quoth he,
'lied everything pretty well," summed up MC. "A very
was "seductively sweet-sounding," although the freworthy pet-limner." Heading alist of positive attributes,
quency extremes were rolled-off and dynamics restricthe valued its "clarity and transparency... together with
ed. For CS, however, "the Mesa liaron is the truth, the
those spacious. well-dimensioned stereo images." Offers
whole tmth, and nothing but the truth." Since the
200Wpc. (Vo120 No2)
Baron has high output impedance and progressive disClassé CAV-150: $3595
cordon characteristics, its sound will vary more than
Six-channel, 150Wpc solid-state power amplifier
usual depending upon the loudspeakers it is asked to
impressed TIN with its "tight, defined bass and sweet,
drive - mandating careful prepurchase audition.
smooth top-end.... It has asolid, substantial look and
However, JA concluded, "when everything does go its
feel that suggest long-term durability....a first-class
way, it will give its owner much musical enjoyment and
home-theater amplifier." (SG I- IT2 No.4, SGHT3 No.1)
can he recommended." (Vo1.20 No.1)
Conrad-Johnson MV-55: $1995 SU
OCM 500: $2895
The value-for-money. 45Wpc MV-55 "gets the harSS felt the 260Wpc 500 best suited situations requiring
monics right," according to Si who rates this amp "a
heavy wattage and current and high damping capabili.
lassic, asteal, '&04king fabulous!" Its sound katures
•• ,i
,.
,
f1,Atial bloom... Female vocals sound ravish- ties. While not possessed of the last word in 3-I) imaging, it did manifest "excellent transient speed, credible
i.. (Vol.19 No.10. Vo120 No.4)
articulation of inner detail, and fine low-bass extenConrad-Johnson MF2300-A: $2995
sion." Mild HF hardness may be exacerbated by speakThis 240Wpc amp. emplosing differentia1J-FET input
ers sharing the same tendency. "Solid Class B," adds
stages and complementary FET outputs, has an ability
to drive difficult speaker loads that impressed MC with
ME (Vol.18 No.12)
Parasound HCA-2200 11: $1795
its natural tonal qualities, well-balanced natural perThis reworking of an initially disappointing 250Wpc
spective. and well-extended, solid bass. "Packs amassive
design from John Curl succeeds in spades, offering
punch," he assessed, and it "proved it was no wimp by
"Class Ii sound at aClass C price," according to SS.
handling .1 wide range of loads with ease." Short-list it,
While its treble is alittle on the tizzy sicle and not as
he advised. hit its "load-tolerance, neutrality% power,
grainless as that of the Boulder, and the midrange is not
mid honest engineering value." (Vol.19 No.10)
as liquid as that of MF's reference VTL 300s, the big
Counterpoint Natural Progression NPS-400A:
Parasound offers an otherwise neutral sound, with great
$4395
authority and apnxligious, effortless bass. (Vol.17 No.3)
TIN was left unmoved by the lirst version of this powParasound HCA-2003: $1650
erful - 250Wpc -- hybrid stereo amplifier, but a
Three-channel 200Wpc solid-state amplifier that TIN
revised sample (reflecting the sound of amplifiers made
described as "powerful, detailed, clean." Its great bass
after the first 50) had him sluniting its praises. With its
and overall listenability should, he reckoned, garner it a
expansive soundstage, lack of grain. and tight bass. "it
lot of admirers. "Its main shortcomings are in inner rescombines the best cif tubes .11Id sOlid- tAte. lie Wrote.
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with the three-channel 200X3 driving the front speakers." Bass and dynamics, he felt, were first-rate —but
added that, in his reference music-only system, the
200Wpc amplifier sounded "a bit rough around the
edges." But, he continued, "contrary to my impression
of the 200X3's sound in my main audio system, Iwas
not aware of any added roughness" when it was used
for Home Theater. Recommended, he asserts, "especially to those who place dynamics at the top of their
wish list." (S(,HT2 No.1)
Audio Design Associates PTM-6150: $1999
RH found this high-current, six-channel, 150Wpc
amplifier rugged, well-made, and a soundstaging
champ. However, he also noted woolly bass and hardness in the treble. Slightly forward presentation wore
better in home-theater applications — where RH
found it exciting and involving — than in audio-only,
where it distracted. "Low Class C for music," he concludes. (SGHT2 No2)
Audio Electronics SE-I: $899
This modestly powered (8Wpc) single-ended amplifier from asubsidiary of Cary Audio sounds somewhat
like the more expensive, more powerful Cary 300SE,
thought ST due to its palpable presence and truth of
timbre. No dynamics to speak of. however. Also available in kit form for 4699. (Vol.17 No.11)
Audio Electronics SE-8I1 monoblock:
$1995/pair
ST reckoned these SE triode 12Wpc monoblocks,
based on Svetlana's SV-811-3 tube, to be "innovative,
interesting, and enjoyable," having many of the virtues
of much more expensive SE designs: "Clarity, purity of
tone, and absence of grunge." Yet despite calling their
top end "particularly smooth, sweet, and extended," he
felt that "sonic of the 300B magic was missing." Also
available in kit form for 41195. (Vol.19 No.7)
Chiro C-200: $998
Chito C-300: $1498
"Power combined with delicacy" is how RD described
the sound of these identical amps, differing only in the
number of channels. "Fien'finish are a definite cut
above what one expects at this level," he elaborated. "As
of now, they're my favorite amplifiers in this price
range." Borderline Class B, he sums up. (SGHT2 No.1)
Denon POA-8200 THX: $1000
Denon POA-8300 THX: $1500
Two- and three-channel 120Wpc solid-state amps that
are otherwise identical. RH lauded their "smooth and
unfatiguing, yet highly detailed" character, also enthusing over their tremendous bass extension and weight.
(SGHT2 No2)
Harmonic Precision HP-150: $895
"Resolution and detail are good for an amp at this
price," submitted ST who also admired its "kickbutt
bass" and overall clarity. "An amp worth auditioning
and considering... Solid Class C." (Vol.19 No.8)
Kenwood Stage 3KM-Z1: $1200
TJN found this affordable. 130Wpc 6-channel amplifier "good but not unusually noteworthy with straight
stereo and even Pro-logic sources, Ibutj it came into its
own... during AC-3 playback. You'll have to spend
several hundred additional dollars to get significantly
better performance in a multichannel amplifier."
(SGHT3 No.1)
Marantz MA500 THX monoblodc: $300 each n5
"At $300 each, the MA500s are one of the best buys in
Home Theater." exclaimed RH over these compact
125W monoblocks. "They were smooth, spacious, and
had good dynamics." Build quality is quite high, so don't
let their stature fool you —they drove Avalon Radian
HCs "without strain or congestion." (SGHT2 No2)
NAD 208THX: $1649
Very powerful —almost 320Wpc —solid-state design
with excellent bass extension. authority, and control,
decided TJN, but not as liquid-sounding in the mids as
the similarly priced McCormack DNA-0.5. Highs
sound surprisingly soft, perhaps even alittle dark, leading to alack of pace in ultimate terms. (Vol.18 No2)
NAD 214: $449 $$$
NAD 216 THX: $699
Ofkring good sound, specifically a natural-sounding
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midrange, the 80Wpc NAD 214 struck RD as an excellent candidate for Class C —especially in light of its
reasonable price. Although he found the larger but similar 125Wpc 216 THX well-built and powerful, RI)
did not wams up to its upper-midrange/treble, which
he found somewhat hard and grainy, imparting an artificial sound to reproduced music. "Not abad amp," he
concludes, "but not my top choice in Class C."
(SGHT2 No.3)
Parasound HCA-1206: $1950
"Dynamic, punchy, and [it] refused to run out of
steam," declared TJN after listening to this six-channel
amplifier. "It performed to astandard well beyond its
per-channel cost in most regards." Though the top
octaves sounded alittle crisper than he prefers, the bass
was powerful. "A must-hear," he concluded. Borderline
Class B. (SGHT.1 No2)
Perreaux MC-6100: $3295
This six-channel, 120Wpc power amplifier is intended
for home-theater use and offers borderline Class B
sound quality, decided TJN. A tight, detailed tnidbass is
allied to an open, airy treble and "remarkably fine rendition of image depth." Runs hor, not intended for
2ohm loads (4 ohms in bridged mode). (SGHT.1 No.1)
PS Audio 100 Delta: $1295 cr
Main sonic characteristics of this 120Wpc solid-state
design are a somewhat softened bass and slightly
closed-in high frequencies, thought TJN. He liked the
excellent midrange presentation, however, with its
"clear, naturally rich immediacy." Good value for
money. (Vol.15 No.9, SGHT.1 No.1)
PSE Studio IV: $995 US
Physically compact amplifier offering a measured
113Wpc, but TJN claims that there's nothing "small"
about the Studio IV's sound, noting its wide, deep
soundstage, crisp transients, and natural inner definition. A cool sonic character and aleanness in "rambunctious" passages were his only cavils; he finds the
PSE rewarding in virtually every other respect. Not
easy to find, but worth the search, he concludes. (Vol.13
No.1, Vol.18 Nos.5 & 8)
Rotel RB-980BX: $600 SU *
Excellent value for money, this modestly priced
120Wpc amp was designed in England but is made in
the Far East. Kind to difficult loads, said MC. TJN noted
aslight grain or crispness to the highs, some midbass
leanness, and asomewhat soft low end, but these were
offset by alively overall presentation and an excellent
sense of soundstage depth. (Vol.15 No.11, SGHT.1 No.1)
Rotel RB-985: $1000 $55
RI) found this five-channel, 100Wpc amplifier's sense
of power and dynamics laudable, as he did its resolution. A slight loss of transparency and soundstage depth
compared to the very finest, but praiseworthy at the
price point. "I don't think you could do better... at
41000," he resolved. (SGHT2 No.1)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)
Audiolab 8000S: $995 $5$
This 60Wpc solid-state integrated delivers "clean, crisp,
solid-state sound — unimpeachable," ST avers.
"Excellent configuration flexibility —no other integrated Iknow of can be used so many ways or can be
reconfigured so easily. Keenly priced. Good value."
Borderline Class B. (Vo120 No.1)
Creek 4240 Special Edition: $795 SU
"I can't think of asingle high-end electronic component
available today that provides more value for money than
the Creek 4240SE," concluded RJR of this 50Wpc
design. "Creek has finally gotten the high frequencies
right... [while] dte bass is clean, tight, and natural" Paired
with the right speaker, Banker Bob felt it set anew standard for performance in affordable gear. (MM board adds
150; MC board adds $95.) CG found the basic Creek
4240 (4595) to sound "Smooth, too smooth," though
WP adds that there's definitely aplace for aproduct that
favors abalanced presentation over extension at die frequency extremes — he'd buy a Creek for his mom!
(Vol.17 No.7; Vol.18 No.12, Special Edition.)
JoLida SJ 502A: $995
"One fine little amplifier," affirmed LB. He found this

60Wpc integrated, line-level-only tube amp quiet,
tight, and tuneful — albeit a trifle polite. JA was
impressed with the amplifier's test performance, finding it noteworthy considering a) it's atube amp, and b)
it costs so little. (Vol.19 No.3)
Myryad M1-120: $899
This 60Wpc solid-state amp is musical. ST decided, "if
by `musical' you mean sweet, smooth, liquid."
However, "the sound, overall, could use more body."
Analog lovers arc well-served — onboard phono
options include MM and MC boards at budget prices,
and the headphone jack runs off the power amp rather
than acheap'n'cheerful op-amp. MM phono stage adds
4100; MC phono stage adds 4125. (Vo120 No.1)
Rotel RA-970BX: $499.90 US
"Plenty of power [60Wpc1, arelatively smooth tonal
balance, good dynamics, and asolid bass presentation,"
raved RH. "I was surprised at how much musical performance the RA-970BX provided for its modest price.
In addition, tits] high power output makes it an excellent choice for power-hungry loudspeakers." Though
not as smooth or as expansive as more expensive competition, "with products like the RA-970BX available,
there's absolutely no reason for anyone to buy mass-market junk." (Vol.19 No.12)

D (Separates)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D amplifiers listed.

Clime CAP-1000, Muse Model 300, Jeff Rowland
Design Group Model 6, Chord SPM-1200, BEL 1001
Mk.II, Ensemble Corifeo, Mark Levinson No.332,
VTL Signature 175, Krell FPB-300, Golden Tube SE40, Parasound HCA-1000A, Kinergetics KBA-280,
Sonic Frontiers Power 2, Cary SLM-200, Bryston B-60,
Graaf GM200.
Deletions
Air Tight ATM-2 and ATM-3, Cary Audio Design
300SE and CAD 300B, Crown Macro Reference,
Sonic Frontiers SFS-80 and SFM-160, and NAD 304
all not auditioned in too long atime; Music Reference
RA4-9 Mk.II, Arcam Delta 290, Carver Research
Lightstar Reference, AV-806x, and TFM-35x all
replaced by new models not yet auditioned; McIntosh
MC275 Commemorative Edition and Arcam Xeta
One discontinued; Audiolab 8000A in favor of bettersounding but not much more expensive Audiolab
8000S; Audio Alchemy 0M-150 temporarily removed
duc to doubts over availability.

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
1Ji

rs Note: (..1.1, A -Lotid,p,...ikcrs
taunt,,:cratic and differ enough from one another
that prospective customers should read Sterraphde's
original reviews in their entireties for descriptions of
the sound. Ihave therefore just listed every system or
combination that at least one of Stenvphde's reviewers
feels, as aresult of his experience, to approach the current state of the art in loudspeaker design. (Note that,
to be eligible for inclusion in Class A, the system mug
be full-range — ie, feature bass extension to 20Hz. They
must also be capable of reaching realistic sound-pressure levels without any feeling of strain.)
For those unconcerned about the last few hertz of
low-bass extension, we have created "Class A
(Restricted Extreme LF)" for those speakers that are
actually state-of-the-art in every other way. Candidates
for inclusion in this class must reach down to at least
40Hz, below the lowest notes of the four-string double-bass and bass guitar.
In additions, such has been the recent progress in
loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that we
have an extra class: E, for "Entry-Level." Someone once
asked me why Stereophik bothers to review inexpensive
loudspeakers at all. In effect, aren't we insulting our
readership by recommending that they buy any of
these inexpensive models? Remember: It's possible to
put together amusically satisfying, truly high-end sys-
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PURE CLASS-A
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o compromise designs beautifully crafted
in New Zealand, Plinius components combine
the resolution, warmth, and luminous harmonic
integrity of the finest vacuum tube electronics with
the stability, low frequency extension, and power
reserves of modern solid-state gear.

p

remium grade components, including
Caddock resistors, Hovland capacitors,
and heavy-gauge Siltech wiring, combined
with striking brushed-aluminum styling yield
designs of exquisite sonic purity and physica
beauty.

p

linius world-class
discrete-component
preamplifier and userswitchable pure class-A
power amplifier designs
simply surpass all their
competition, and the price
of admission is remarkab
affordable.

Your search is over...
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Listen and Be Touched by
The Music!
Distributed by
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FANFARE
INTERNATIONAL,
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500 E. 77th St. New York, N.Y. 10162 •Ph: 212-734-1041 •Fax: 212-734-7735

A
Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VII:
523,995/pair
Price is for light and black oak finishes; rosewood and
cherry veneers add $1000/pair. (Vol.19 No.8)
Jadis Eurydunie
$40,000/pair
High-sensitivity horn array with lsobarik-loaded
dynamic woofer. (V01.19 No3)
JMIab Grand Utopia: 565,000/pair
(V01.19 N0.5)
Meridian DSP6000: 516,995/pair *
Active system oilers digital data inputs only and uses
delta-sigma D/A conversion. (Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10,
Vol.18 No.6)
ProAc Response Four: 518,000/pair ,
(V01.17 Nos3. 5, & 6)
Snell Type A Reference: 519,000/system
Seven-component ssstem consisting of two Type A
liF/midrange towers. two SUB 1800 subwoofers, two
isolated outboard crossovers, Kindwr wiring harnesses,
and an outboard electronic crossover. (Towers on their
own cost 57000 each, EC 200 electronic crossover
costs $299, SUB 18(X) THX suhwoofer - see "Subwoofers" --cost $2499 each.) (Vol.19 No.3)
Thiel CS5i: S12,300/pair *
LA's auditioning of the new "i" woofers suggests dur the
original's one weakness - limited bass dynamic range --.
his been eliminated. (Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14 No.10)
Wilson Audio Specialties X-1/Grand SLAMM:
567,500/pair
MC and LA consider the X-1 to be in anew Class of
its own. For now, we're giving the other Class A
denizens the benefit of the doubt. Starophile's 1995
"Product of the Year." (Vol.17 No.I2, Vol.19 No.5; see
also Vol.18 No.12, p.75)

A - Restricted Extreme LF
Audio Physic Virgo: 55395/pair
"Where'd they gor asks MF, observing that "The
Virgos flat-out disappeared. Aside from pulling avanishing act, what they do better than any other speaker
I've auditioned ...is resolve low-level detail: spatial and
ambient iidinnanon. and especially texture mid touch
in the lower midbass and upper bass." But they don't, he
concedes. "give me the visceral sock-to-the-stomach
kiss" that sonic audiophiles crave. He also wonders if
there isn't atouch of midbass warmth, aquality he finds
easy to ignore - if not actually crave. "Worth alisten, if
you've got the scratch." (Vol.18 No.9)
Avalon Acoustics Radian HC: 512,995/pair in
hardwood finish
Coupled with the other components in the Spectral/
Avalon/MIT 2C31) system. RH WaS impressed with
Radian HC's "gigantic dime-dimensional sound-stage ...
Iwithl width, transparency, focus, and image specificity
[dial were better than any I'd
ever heard." He also found that
"the bottom end also had astunning dynamic agility." Overall
balance can be a little lean,
found JA. who also enthused
about the speaker's midrange
smoothness and detail.
(V01.19 No.1)
B&W John Bowers
Silver Signature:
$8000/pair (stands &
cables included)
Expensive two-way
minimonitor with
outboard crossover
uses ,alver dimugh-
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out and successfully pulls off the trick of persuading its
listeners that it's much bigger than it really is -at least
at moderate spis. Useful bass exists down to 32Hz, with
adelightful combination of weight and articulation.
lise uncolored presentation is astonishingly transparent, souncistaeng is superbly palpable, and tonal balance is alittle on the polite side, but the Silver Signature
is, overall, the most musical-sounding design to come
from B&W that JA has heard. (Vol.17 No.6)
Dtudavy Audio Labs SC-IV: 55995/pair *
"This is ahIndsins speaker... but misses full Class A
ranking by ahandful of hertz," says R1) of this large,
three-way, time-coherent design. The soundstaging is
precisely defined; coloration is nonexistent, the sensitivity is high; the impedance is atrue 4ohms; dynamics (both macro- and micro-) are superb; RD bought
the review pair! Price is for black or light oak veneer,
rosewood or cherry veneer adds 5750/pair. (Vol.17
No.4, Vol.18 N0.3)
Infinity IRS Epsilon: 514,000/pair inc. servo
control unit
Missing full-range Class A by awhisker, this elegant
Cary Christie design combines monopole planar drivers with aservo-controlled woofer. (Needs to be driven
by two high-power stereo amplifiers) Absolutely stunning bass, enthused TJN, "combining tightness and
extension in an extremely rare manner," coupled with
an extremely neutral midband balance and grain-free
high frequencies. Top octave alittle subdued, but overall "an E-ticket ride," concluded TJN. (Vol.18 No.1)
Magneplanar MG-20: $9200/pair
The best speaker yet to come from Jim Winey, the
MG-20 impressed the heck out of 1)0, who notes that
"image outlines were remarkably lifelike within aspacious soundstage." The "tonal center of gravity" is fimily rooted in the lower mil, which get the best from
orchestral music, though slightly recessed upper rinds
give the speaker a "back-of-the-hall" perspective.
Needs to be bi-amped with an electronic crossover to
get the hest it is capable of. but optional XO-20 passive
(sr,' +S pur) are available for those who want
:.-reo amplifier. (Vol.18 No2)
MBL Ill: $13,900/pair
Price is for satin black finish, price in piano black gloss
is $18,250/pair. (See JA's review in this issue.)
Sonna Faber Guarneri Homage: 59000/pair
(stands included)
lise moving-coil speaker MC has found to sound closest to the Quad ESL-63. this handmade. limited-edition Italian miniature was reputedly designed by ear.
Nevertheless, its response is flat, its balance neutral.
and. in MC's words, the Guarnen is all alxnit "purity,
unmistakable sense aliveness. scale and sense of presence of real sounds in the listening space... time and
time again, the reproduction had the ring of mith."lise
standard 39" stands are alittle too tall for use in small
moms; custom heights can be ordered. (Vol.17 No.7)
Thiel CS7: 58900/pair
"Uncanny lack of coloration," "first-rate" transient
response, and exceptionally tight, uninuddled bass had
'UN concluding that the CS7's tradeoffs are few. WI'
concurred, lauding the speaker's lithe and dancelike bass
response -- good enough, he claimed, to make JA do
the Minim dance! Our initial sample revealed sub-spec
%voters, ablown tweeter, and adamaged midrange
driver - presumably damaged during the wview. A second pair performed perfectly. TJN adjudged the speaker "a success. Its clear overriding design criterion has
clearly been accuracy...71e CS7 is not far off the
mark." "Practically abull's-eye," WI' affirmed. Because
the speakers have alow minimum impedance, amplifier matching is critical. (Vol.18 No.1)). V01.19 No.1)
Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/Puppy System
5.1: 516,290/system
"I've rarely heard system that transported me so physically into the acoustic id* the !wording venue,"
exclaimed WP on audiniming the original System 5He who was also impressed by this highly sensitive
(91(111) system's grain-free, highly detailed presentation,
and lauded its tonal 111.111Tallty ails) spectacular presentation of dynamics. I
le was extremely critical of ancillary

equipment and muons placement, however. Upgrade to
Model 5.1 consists of acable -the Puppy Tail -that
connects the high-pass outputs of the Puppy subwoofer
to the WATT's inputs. Remarkably, WP reports, dut
change improves aspeaker that was awfully good in die
first place - by ameliorating midbass "blump." "Like a
Great Dane puppy growing to match its huge paws,"
waxed the big man, "the System 5has at last grown into
its sound- the WATT/Puppy is much more musically
involving now." He cautions, however, that the better
Class B loudspeakers are closing in on this design.
(Vol.18 No.11; Vol.19 No.10)

Editor's Note: Imake no apologies for the wide variety of loudspeakers listed in the next two groups.
Polling Sterrophills reviewers resulted in atotal lack of
consensus. implying that all of the following speakers
will. in the right room with the right ancillaries, give
true high-end sound. Following pressure from JGH
that small speakers should automatically be denied any
recommendation because of their lack of LF extension,
Ihave split Classes B and C into two sections: "Fullltange" and "Restricted LF." To be included in the latter class, asmall speaker has to be at least as good in
every other area as the full-range competition. (Note
th.it all the Mil-range Class li recommendations, with
the exception of the Aerial 10T, Il&W 801, and
Spendor S100, are flixestanding models.)

B - Full-Range
Acarian Alón V: 54950/pair
"Sweet precise, refined, aussi controlled, with alarge,
airy soundstage," recounted RN. who nonetheless
found the speaker's microdynamics atad too restrained.
To RJR, who feels it should be Class A, "the Alón V has
it all: neutral tonal balance, featuring the most natural
midrange I've ever heard, and ...powerful and dranutic bass extension to 25Hz." To JA's, TIN's, and WI's
ears, however, the midrange has aslight nasal coloration
and the woofer enclosure alittle too much in the way
of wayward vibrations. Santos rosewood veneer adds
$900/pain (Vol.19 Nos.7 & 9)
Aerial Acoustics 10T: $6000/pair
(stands optional)
This three-way floorstanding loudspeaker possesses
solidly constructed separate bass and tweeter/midrange
enclosures. "Their ability to kick the tar mit of any
dynamic challenge ... thrown at them" impressed WI?
as slid their uncolored midrange and exciting, immediate presentation. "Misses Class A by half apiafs hair,"
WI' insists. Optiomd (and highly recommended) stands
add $500/pair. (Vol.19 No.4, SGHT3 No.1)
Apogee Studio Grand: 513,000/system
"With their idiosyncratic drive-units, their multiple
wiring configurations, their dedicated line-level
crossover, and their need for two stereo amplifiers, inot
to mentism] their bevy of controls, the high-tech Studio
Grands could intimidate a potential purchaser," JE
opined. "With immense attention to break-in, setup.
anti system-matching, the Snidio Grand was able to...
achieve a neutral treble performance (although" the
integration of subwoofers and the panels was never
seaMless." The added bass extension, he felt. offset the
lack of overall coherency. (V01.18 No.5)
Apogee Acoustics Centaurus Slant 6:
52500/pair US
The best hybrid yet to come from Apogee, the Slant 6
features aribbon midrange tweeter married to a6.5"
cone woofer. The speaker's balance is alittle on the
bright side of reality. found RH, which made the speaker sound lively and immediate. Once carefully set up,
particularly regarding vertical axis and rake angle, the
Slant 6's midratige WAS open. transparent. and uncolored,
allied with superbly delineated transients, aminningly
expansive soundstige, and grain-free highs. TJN also
found the Slant (ses to be adelight st-Items used as astereo
pair, possessing as they do precise soundstaging. immesh:icy. and liveliness. Vocals he deemed particularly terrific:
low in coloration .ind palpably present. (Vol.18 NO3.
SGHTI No2)
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tern around any of our Class 1) and E recommendations. That's why they're listed -and why you should
consider buying them.

GM 200

U.S.A.: SONIC SIGNATURES 30 VILLA AVE. SAN RAFAEL, CA. 94901 -TEL. 415 456.1632 FAX 415 453.3136

For well over 60 years, the name Tandberg has been associated with flawless, faithful sound reproduction. The new 4000 Series
continues this unbroken tradition. The unique, stackable, top-loading transport of the CD Player, the Zero Negative Feedback and Discrete
Class A circuitry of the Control and Power Amplifiers, the Dual Gate MOSFET and Class A circuitry of the FM Tuner are packaged in
amuseum-grade, fully remote-controllable system as pleasing to use as it is to view.
Tandberg has once again created audio components that transcend traditional hi-fi to become
one of your most prized possessions.

What keeps us in the foreground
is our background.

TAND13ERG
Much more than hi-fi.
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even, there might be an even better loudspeaker hiding
within. (Vol.18 No.7, Vol.19 NoA)
Monitor Audio Studio 50: 55995/pair
MC was impressed by this "expensive but undeniably
classy speaker." Although its overall presentation was a
tad reticent, lie found the Studio 50 fine-focused, transparent, and possessed of good stereo imaging. MCs pair
had the tweeter wired out-of-phase with the woofer,
whereas the pair measured in Santa Fe did not -a QA
problem we also experienced with Monitor's Studio 2
(Vol.18 No2). Once that had been fixed, MC found the
Studio 50 "a good speaker, one that can be recommended with considerable confidence." Price is for
black oak finish: rosewood veneer adds $3000/pair,
handrubbed grand piano black or rosewood lacquer
finish adds 54705/pair. (Vol.19 No3)
Mordaunt-Short Performance 880: 53'795/pair
MC praised this speaker's "ability to re-create the natural atmosphere and acoustic in arecording." as well as its
"generous tonal balance, its relaxed, spacious stereo perspectives, and its smooth, sweet treble." "Sonic moderate midrange coloration [is] detectable when playing
piano recordings," and with certain amplifiers -so careful system matching is advised. "Highly recommendable." (Vol.19 No.8)
NHT 3.3: $4300/pair
Unusual four-way dynamic speaker, deep but narrow,
goes against the front wall to optimally load the
woofer but still get minimonitorlike imaging precision. 73N was impressed with the NHTs sound, commenting on its extended, powerful, well-defined bass,
the sweet, delicate high frequencies, and well-focused
soundstaging. He did find the last less expansive than
with some other speakers, however, the imaging
restricted to the space between the speakers. "I'd
choose the 3.3 over any of the speakers in Class A,"
says CG, however, enthusing over the NHTs neutrality and ability to play very loud without strain, and
adding that he finds himself "without asingle area of
performance [he's) heard bettered by any other speaker." MF feels that, as good as the 3.3 is, in absolute
terms alack of transparency keeps it from Class A.
(Vol.16 No.12, Vol.17 No3)
Paragon Regent: 53750/pair
"There's astrong vein of honesty and integrity running
through this design," asserts MC. "Timbre is nicely
judged, the bass, mid, and treble ranges all are well-proportioned. The overall effect is remarkably even-tempered, well-balanced... even self-effacing." Perhaps, he
notes, the Regent shows atouch of reticence in dynamic expression due to its decoupled drive-unit panel but that could also be the cause of the speaker's low
enclosure coloration as well. (Vol.18 No.8)
PBN Montana SP: 53495/pair
13W praised this amplifier-friendly, floorstanding twoway for its first-rate "detail, imaging, dynamics, power
handling, midrange and treble clarity, and ability to perform convincingly with awide variety of music." The
speaker lacked true deep bass, he cautioned; "its bottom
octave was more implied than present" -a drawback
for acontender at this price point. And he found it difficult to integrate the speaker into his small room, suggesting it needed alot of room to breathe. Current production differs from the review samples in having a
flared rectangular port, an internal acoustic high-pass
filter (a foam pad below the bottom woofer) and a2"
deeper cabinet, yielding adeeper and smoother bass
response, notes BW. (Vo120 No.1)
ProAc Response 2.5: 54500/pai'r
"Makes great music," MF asserts, "totally free of grain,
'crispies,' and edge." A "slightly forward but exceedingly rich-sounding top end" created alush sense of presence that was only slightly offset by aloss of air and
space. Bass response, though, was everything "a
non-organ-loving music-lover could ever want," he
claimed. "You don't get something for nothing," JA
cautioned, "and the price to be paid for the Response
2.5's impressive bass extension is low sensitivity." This
will be somewhat ameliorated by the speaker's fairly
stable 8 ohm impedance. Even so, careful amplifier
matching is indicated. (Vol.19 No.1)
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Audio Artistry
Dvorak: $6490/system
In SD's opinion, this fourenclosure speaker system, which
incorporates a line-level equalizer/crossover. "successfully incorporates... the positive qualities of large-panel
moving-coil designs while minimizing most
of their respective drawbacks." He also lauded their lack
of mom, cabinet, and air-cavity colorations, as well as
their natural top-to-bottom tonal balance. Extensive revisions demand afollow-up evaluation before any continued recommendation. (Vol.19 No.4)
Avalon Eclipse: $6200/pair
A warm balance, aflat on-axis response, astonishing
midrange transparency, beautifully delineated, almost
holographic soundstaging, and arelative freedom from
coloration combine to generally allow the music to
communicate most effectively. A tendency to brightness alleviated by using appropriate amplification -the
Pass Aleph Os work atreat, says SS (who bought apair!)
for the record. The Eclipses also have somewhat limited dynamics, which can lead to hardness at very high
playback levels. Price refers to ablack textured finish; a
non-rain-forest veneer finish adds 51700/pair. Current
production has "an inexpensive tweeter revision" that
AB felt to significantly improve the sound; earlier samples are upgradeable. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 10, Vol.15 No.8)
B&W Matrix 801 Series 3: $5500/pair
(stands optional)
A complete redesign of the classical recording industry's standard monitor loudspeaker - aluminum-dome
tweeter and B&W's patented "Matrix" enclosure,
whereby the cabinet is effectively transformed into a
solid body - has resulted in a moving-coil speaker
capable of competing with the best planars. As LL put
it, "a true musician's reference transducer." Strengths
include excellent low-frequency definition and weight,
ahighly detailed midrange, and unrestrained dynamics.
Best used with stands - we've had good results with
the Sound Anchors and with the wooden, sand-filled
Arcicis. (Also see Vol.12 No.10, p.45, and Vol.13 No2,
p.217, for discussions of acrossover modification that
improves the sound of the original 801 Matrix.)
Current version has arevised tweeter, anondetachable
head. an improved crossover layout, and has done away
with the APOC protection circuitry. (Vol.10 No.9)
Energy Ventas v2.8: 54000/pair
This tall. "hi-tech"-looking three-way/four-driver
design from Canada uses adome midrange unit and has
aflat midrange/treble response, impressive dynamics,
and near-textbook horizontal dispersion. Borderline
Class A sound and imaging are the result. However, the
bass is balanced to be rather generous in all but very
large monis, found TJN.
mida and highs are
exceptionally articulate, balanced, and accurate," adds
WP. The v2.8 can be tri-wired or tri-amped; some owners recommend reducing the midrange level by wiring
aIohm, IOW resistor in series with the "hot" terminal
(Vol.17 No.6; also see TIN's review of the Thiel CS7 in
Vol.18 No.10)
Ensemble Profysia: 513,500/system
Three-way floorstanding system - it consists of the
58495/pair Elysia minimonitor and the $5195/pair
Profundo Silver woofer - that, like the Wilson
WATT/Puppy, couples aseparate minimonitor to a
subwoofer/stand. "Highly articulate, it sings well," said
MC. who felt "it lacked midrange vices, its cool clean
mids leading to apure, light, nearly grainless treble."
Transparent and capable of great resolution. but "the
bass isn't particularly powerful, nor does it go very
deep" - although it is focused and nineful. "Swiss build
quality unfortunately means Swiss build costs," he
lamented. MC points out that the Elysia on its own is a
Class A minimonitor. (Vol.19 No.9)

f;railient Revolution: $3995/pair
la nvoluciórir exhorted DO. He found the
Revolution, designed to be less room-dependent than
ordinary speakers, "quite endearing," although not
spectacular in conventional audiophile terms. He
decided their greatest strengths to be organic wholeness, solid imaging, excellent rnicrodynamic expression,
and convincing rhythmic drive. Original review samples turned out to have abroken crossover. JA's FollowUp endorsed DO's enthusiasm for this unprepossessing-looking but neutrally balanced speaker, and adds
that the bass qualty and extension is simply excellent.
(Vol.18 No.5, Vo120 No3)
Hales Design Group Concept Two: $2700/pair
LB found it took lot of fiddling to get these floorstanding two-ways to sound their best, but he claimed they
repaid that effort with superior detail, asense of proportion, and an affinity for reproducing vocals. They
tended to harden when pushed, he felt -nor did they
offer the last word in soundstage depth. Within their
comfort zone, however, "they will reek." ST concurs,
"authoritative -big, rich, full - in a way few $2k
speakers arc." "•&^@%"ing great," Rick Rosen adds.
Price now includes grilles. (Vol.19 No.5)
Infinity Compositions Prelude P-FR:
53400/pair
Ri-1 calls the Compositions Prelude P-FR loudspeaker
with its integral active subwoofer "a stunning musical,
technical, and aesthetic achievement," finding it capable
of producing "transcendental musical moments" as well
as performing "impressive[ly] on movie soundtracks."
But he's most chuffed by their ability to be driven to
satisfying levels by low-wattage SE triode amps -ailing that combination "one of the most musical-sounding systems I've heard - regardless of price." He does
admonish that some will find the tonal balance too
lean, wishing alittle more weight and authority himself. ST, aproponent of SE triodes, concurs -adding,
"they're soundstaging champs." (Vol.18 No.9, SGHT.1
No2, Vol.19 No2)
KEF Reference Series Model Four:
$5200-$6400/pair depending on finish
liN found the Four "hard to tame but worth the
effort," advising potential purchasers to audition them
with the associated equipment they intend to use. With
the Fours properly set up, he was delighted with their
performance, especially their inner detail, transparency,
soundstaging, and air. While the very best loudspeakers
may do such things better, he felt the margin was small.
Not recommended for small rooms, where the generous LF might flirts oppressive. (Vol.19 No3)
KEF Reference Series Model 107/2 Raymond
Cooke Special Edition: $5900/pair
1)N felt the 107/2s "let the music speak for itself."
Bottom end tile, slightly more toward arich fullness
than "punchy tightness," he found, which fogged over
the mid- and upper bass. That said, he found the speaker's balance especially conducive to the portrayal of
large orchestral music - especially when paired with
its "prodigious dynamic range and big, open quality."
And, he added, it definitely does play deep, with plenty
of impact. A JA fave. (Vol.9 NosA 8r 7, Vol.10 No2,
original version; Vol.14 Nos.5 & 10, fv1k.11; Vol.18
No.10, Special Edition.)
Meret Audio Ay: 54750/pair
"Presents the well-controlled, smooth, unified, slightly
distant sound so prized by many audiophiles," observes
RN, who prefers amore involving sound. Coherent
and detailed, with seamless integration of the drivers,
the Ay shines, he concedes, in the presentation of voices, smallish-sized ensembles, and orchestral music that
makes no undue dynamic demands. Construction and
design arc both impressive, he notes -to which JA
adds amen. (Vol.18 No.7)
Metaphor 2: 56250/pair
"'hieres alot of power in ametaphor," quips WI', who
greatly admires these speakers. "Their strength is precisely that they never call attention to themselves,
always serving the music first." JA, puzzled by their
measured performance, suggests that, as good as the
Metaphor 2sounds, knocking on the door of Class A

Ayre Acoustics. Inc.
2300 8 Central diremic Bladder Colorado 80301
Phone 303 442.

7300

Fax 303 442.7301
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B - Restricted LF

Thiel CSI.5: 92190/pair SU
"Among the most exciting speakers I've encountered in
B&W CDM (Compact Digital Monitor) I:
years!" exclaimed the occasionally occupationally jaded
$1100/pair US (stands necessary)
Mr. Tellig, adding that, "If you're after truth of timbre,
"Quality rather than quantity," raved JA, who was hard
resolution, superb souls/raging... midrange magic and
pressed to fault these affordable small monitors. The
clarity... die CS1.5 nuy be just what you want." MK
midrange is "fundamentally neutral... land] superbly
concurred, noting that the 1.5 reveals "Detail, detail,
clean and transparent," although somewhat forward
detail," allowing him to get all the way into the recordcompared to his (8x more expensive!) reference. He
ing. Noting a"hashy" quality in the 7IcHz region, he
perceived "sonic slight exaggeration of the upper bass"
observed that it nonetheless did not inhibit his enjoyand would have liked atad more bottom-end extenment of the speaker. Dynamics are naturally limited;
sion. "But the Law of Diminishing Returns is kicking
while the second-smallest Thiel goes lower in the bass
in," he observed, "making the CDM 1an excellent
than you might expect, it's still a"wonderfully sane"
value." (Vol.19 No.6)
speaker "that's about quality, not quantity," in the words
Cabasse Patella 400: 91995/pair
of ST. "A lot of speaker at an affordable price," opined
(Sec Sl's review in this issue.)
JA. (Vol.17 No.8, Vol.18 No.11, Vol.19 No.5)
Dzurko Acousticsiaguar: $4500/pair
Vienna Acoustics Mozart: $2500/pair
(stands necessary)
This compact, floorstanding two-way impressed RD
This small speaker beguiled MC with its big sound and
spacious, airy qualities. Stereo images were well formed
with abig sound that belied its diminutive footprint.
soundstage was deep and wide, extending well
and low-level detail nicely captured. However, he felt
past the walls of the listening room.... Image size was
the bass underdamped - though possibly not for
realistic - no toy violins or baby guitars here, nor were
American tastes ---and the frequency response atouch
they bloated ... hut it's all for naught sinless the speakbright. Neutral-sounding ancillaries amust, he couner is able to reproduce vocal and instrumental timbres
seled. Matching stands cost MOO/pair. (Vol.19 No.6)
in a manner that resembles what you'd hear live."
Genelec 1030A: 92198/pair (stands necessary)
Which, he felt, they did. ST demurred, calling thrill
JG/I rated the powered 1030A very highly for its top end,
"Bland, man, bland." In testing them in Santa Fe. we
which he found essentially free fions coloration but
discovered the tweeter to be wired out-of-phase with
somewhat reticent "These speakers are probably as good
the midrange/woofer drivers - the manufacturer
acompromise as I've heard between the intelligibility
insists this results in "delivered sound" that is superior
requirements of soundtracks and die euphonic 'musical- resulting in alack of presence its all but the largest
ity' demanded by high-end audiophiles." The matching
rooms. One can easily reverse the speaker leads on one
1092A active subwoofer is not recommended, howevet
set of drivers with these hi-wired speakers, or tilt the
due to its rather ill-defined bass. (SGHT2 No2)
speaker back as RD did. Either way, the resultant sound
Platinum Audio Solo: 91695/pair 959
is then worthy of recommendation. (Vo120 No.1)
(stands necessary)
This diminutive speaker impressed JA as being aserinais
C - Full-Range
contender, especially at its new lower price. "All that bass
coining from those little boxes," was the oft-heard
Epos E522: 92495/pair
While these floorstmding three-ways did not offer the
refrain during his audition. However, diere is aprice to
last word in refmement, imaging, or bloom, ST felt
pay for that impressive LF extension -they need lots of
they compensated with "rhythmic drive that is as close
juice! Puny amps need not apply. There is also aslight
to live as 1have ever heard from loudspeakers.... Quite
loss in terms of absolute definition. 'That said, he found
special," he avowed, "and very different from the averthe Solo's lack of midrange coloration praiseworthy,
age loudspeaker." (Vol.19 No.5)
adding that, coupled with excellent clarity, it allowed
Joseph Audio Ith4-20ti: $2099/pair
musical detail to be easily perceived. "A must-audition
A wide soundstage, good bass extension, and aclean
speaker fin the bass-loving audiophile with a small
transparent sound were offset by arather "harmonic-ally
mom," he concludes. Matching PS-20 pedestal stands thin" balance in the orinal review samples. A very low
essential ---cost S269/pair. (Vol.18 No.11)
ultrasonic impedance character lus been fixed in (inProAc Response IS: 91800/pair (stands necessary)
tent production. JE finds the current iteration lllll ch
lise tiny Response IS blew WP away svith the sheer
more musical than his earlier sample - due chiefly to a
musical immediacy of its presentation. No deep low
sinoodser top end that renders vocals less sibilant and
frequencies, of course, and even adegree of midbass
cymbals less splashy, while imprswing the integration of
MIA, but the overall sound is "open and
sportthe two drivers. liais reduces airiness and sparkle, but
ing arare degree of uncolored coherence," he noted,
atradeoff .IE gladly nukes for amore naturally musical
with arealistic body to its imaging. Benefits from good,
presentation. As is his wont he suggests removing the
rigid, open-frame stands like the Targets. The baby
protective covers from the tweeters - which, he claims,
ProAc "does right by the music," WP concluded. (Vol.17
impnwes the sounds of vocals and strings. About to be
No.9)
replaced by RM22si. (Vol.17 No.8, Vol.18 No.6)
Ruark Equinox: $4000/pair
PSB Stratus Silver: 91500/pair 999
"The real deal," KR enthused -"a high-end loudA derailed and clean, slightly midrange-forward prespeaker with few compromises in performance... they
have few deficits, aside from their inability to pump a
sentation, with asurprisingly potent bass but atoucha of
crispness in the highs, was how ljN summed up the
lot of air at the low end. They threw ahuge soundstage,
sound of this elegant Canadian two-way floorstanding
are balanced at both high and low listening levels, and
speaker. Borderline Class B, adds PWM, feeling that
are remarkably uncolored, if powered appropriately
the Silver is not quite as uncolored its the midrange as
and located carefully." Don't pass up achance to audithe more expensive Stratus Gold. (Vol.17 No.7)
tion them, he suggests. (Vo120 No2)
Roark Templar: $1200/pair SSS
Tammy IODMT H: 82200/pair (stands necessary)
"These li'l doojiggers have no business sounding as
Unique "Dual-Concentric" speaker uses ahorn tweetenjoyable as they do!" exclaimed WP. While the infier mounted in the throat of awoofer cone in aducted
nite-batile design gives somewhat limited bass with
bass-reflex cabinet. JGH was smitten with their
tight. punchy definition, he declared the soundstage to
smooth, derailed, natural if rather midrange-forward
be smallish. although exceedingly well defined. In
sound and truly impressive dynamic range. But they
terms of pace and drive, hovvever, he felt them to set a
never editorialized, he claimed. "I will not recommend
high standard. (Vol.18 No.12)
these to audiophiles because.., they only sound gorgeously seductive when the recording is that way. But I Snell Type D: 91'799/pair SSS
A very transparent, apeas, and uninuddled presentation,
trill enthusiastically recommend them to home-theater
said TJN, adding that this three-war tower speaker's
buffs and to music lovers who know what the real thing
low-frequency performance was "amazing." An astonds like. These Tannoys are what high fidelity was
ishing lack of coloration at the price, confirms l'WM,
all about from the get-go." Price of shielded version for
adding that the Type 1) has ita impressive ability to
home-theater alse is $1350 each. (SGHT3 No.1)
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PSB Stratus Gold: $2100/pai> r 9.99
A large three-way design, the Stratus Gold offers afundamentally neutral midrange balance coupled with
very low levels of coloration, alively yet unfatiguing
treble, and agenerous, powerful bass. The treble is less
prominent when the speaker is used with the grilles on,
the sound taking on an appealing accessibility. Excellent
value. (Vol.14 Nos2 & 10, Vo120 NoA; see also
PWM's "Industry Update" in Vol.14 No.4)
Ruark Crusader II: 93300/pair
This moderate-sized British three-way features a
superb-sounding dome midrange unit, but lean balance
usefully benefits from near-wall placement. The tonal
balance is forgiving, the imaging excellent, coloration
levels very low. Optimal listening axis is quite low, but
RN felt the Crusader's sound to be unfailingly musical.
(Vol.17 No.8)
Snell Type C/V: 82599/pair $$$
One of the most neutral, naturally balanced midranges
around, coupled with extended, well-defined bass and
agrain-free treble, but aslight lack of top-octave air and
somewhat restricted image depth. Needs to be driven
hard, but then really conies alive. Superb value for
money. (Vol.17 No.11)
Sony ES SS-M9: 93500/pair US
A high-end speaker from Sony? JA sez you-bctcha.
"Neutrality balanced with well-defined imaging, a
clean treble, and truly excellent low-frequency extension." he enumerated. Minor flaws, including "a somewhat polite top octave," arc "outweighed by the things
it emphatically does right." (Vol» No.9, Vo120 No.1)
Thiel CS2 2: 92950/pair 14$
Sumo& civilized, "buttoned-down" sound with good
soundstaging, excellent presentation of detail and
dynamics, and superbly controlled and nicely extended
bass. "One of the best speaker values on the market
today," states ST. JA agrees, choosing to use the Thiels as
one of his long-term references, though it's fair to note
the 2 2's reduced transparency compared with the larger '3.6. He also points out to habitual party-throwers
that there's alimited dynamic range in the bass, and
notes that aresidual brightness will mandate careful system matching. The speaker was launched as the 22, but
WAN renamed due to Bose's copyrighting of decun al
_
numbers such as "22." (Vol.15 No.4, Vol.16 Nosi & 10)
Thiel CS3.6: 94300/pair *
Remarkably transparent. extraordinarily uncolored
floorstusding three-way speaker, with first-order crossovers and truly time-coherent perfomunce. Very revealing of source imperfections and kiss on the edge of the
generous side, both of which will mean extra care needs
to be taken in system matching. "A terrific bargain" at its
price, RI Iconcludes: "The more Ilisten to them, the
mon. Ilike diem." Needs amuscle amplifier to cope
with its very low impedance; CG found the Aragon
4004 Mk.11 drove the lisid with aplomb, though he
noted its limited loudness capability compared with the
NHT 3.3. (Vol.16 No.5, Vol.17 Nos3 & 5)
Totem Acoustic Mani-2: 93995/pair
(stands necessary)
JA's ethisive encomium noted that the Mani-2's "combination of clean treble, transparent midrane, natural
dynamics, and powerfid extended bass allowed the
speakers to step to one side, allowing the music to corncare in amost effective manner." (That's British for
he liked 'ern alot) While $4000 for apair of small standmounted speakers may not appear exxl value, JA pointed out that the Mani-2 produced asound that belied
price and size, noting that it would perform admirably in
rooms unsuitable for more physically imposing speakers. "Enthusiastically recommended." Matching Target
122 stands Cost $649/pair. (Vol.19 No2)
Vandersteen 3A: 82595/pair SU
TJN thinks the 3A "sounds terrific with awide range
of program material." He notes that, while it sounds
"just abit sweet and forgiving, it doesn't go so far...
that it's insensitive to the equipment feeding it." While
not the last word in juirryfitrtor, they make up for that
"in sheer listenability," he opines. Sound Anchors rear
braces cost S200/pair. (Vol.16 Nos.3 & 4, Vanderneen
3; Vol.18 NoA, SG HT.1 No2, 3A)
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remain open and transparent with large-scale orchestral
recordings. Borderline Class B, though an occasional
edge in the lower treble will mean careful system
matching. (Vol.17 No.7)
Thiel CS.5: $1450/pair
LB likened the baby 'Mich to agood flanker: "they go
deep and wide" in their soundstage. Detailed but not
edgy, and capable of producing honest bass -just not
the lowest octaves. Not designed to play "REALLY
LOUD," El Bee reports, but sufficient for most listeners. His final assessment: "I think they're swell and provide alot of sound for the money." Price is for walnut
or black finishes; optional finishes extra. West Coast
price is 51480/pair. (Vol.18 No.10, Vol.19 No.5)
Vandersteen 2Ce: $1295/pair 555
(stands optional)
The latest version of Richard Vandersteen's classic
three-way design has a larger cabinet and a revised
drive-unit. The intrinsic balance is alittle on the warm
side, with aforward midrange and rather limited tramparency and image focus. However, while there may be
other loudspeakers that perform better than the 2Ce in
one or more areas, there is not aspeaker in its price
range that does so little wrong across the board. TJN
wrote that it spreads its compromises so that there is no
particular area of weakness; DO was impressed by the
2Ce's tonal balance and sense of pacing; JA noted that
it offers more extended lows than its competition. A
great value for the dollar. The Vanderstecn bases for the
2Ce cost $125/pair. (Vol.16 Nos.4 & 9)

C - Restricted LF
Acarian Alón Petite: $995/pair 555
(stands necessary)
"Let's just dub them 'first among equals,'" suggests WP
of this affordable minirnonitor. Care must be taken not
to play them too loud or attempt to take them too low,
but other than those caveats, he found them to "perform way out of their price class." Refined performers
and imaging champs, he extols. RJR, also afan, claimed
that, paired with aquality budget integrated amp such
as the Creek 42405E, the Petite sets anew standard for
an under-52k system. Must be tilted back for best performance. Santos rosewood veneer adds $200/pair. RJR
called Alón's $500 PW Iwoofer "the perfect accompaniment to the Petite for those who want more bass
extension." Perhaps so, muses WP, but the $500 could
go along way toward abetter amplifier, which might
control the Petites better and accomplish much the
same thing. Home audition of the woofer recommended. (Vol.19 No.1, SGHT2 No3, Vo120 No2)
Aerial Acoustics 5: $1800/pair (stands necessary)
Price is for black finish; rosewood veneer adds
$100/pair, maple 5200/pair. Matching stands cost
$400/pair. (See RH's review in this issue.)
Audio Physic Step: 51795/pair (stands necessary)
Well-made reflex-loaded minirnonitor from Germany
that, when listened to well below the tweeter axis, will
get the best from high-quality electronics and sources,
as long as it's not played too loud. Soundstaging is excellent - well-defined and deep. Useful bass extends
down to about 60Hz. Matching stands -essential to
tilt the speaker back at the right angle -cost $250/pair.
(Vol.17 No.I0)
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-I: $1195/pair
(stands necessary)
Its lean, somewhat overdamped LU balance and somewhat bright mid-treble will make careful system- and
room-matching essential. But in the right context, the
little Dunlavys' clean, clear midrange, grain-free HF,
and well-defined imaging will give alot of musical
pleasure. Need alot of break-in, JA found.' The speaker also works very well in a home-theater setting,
points out RD, adding that the SC-1 both nukes an
excellent center-channel speaker and benefits from a
good subwoofer. Sounds best with its grille on. Price is
IAup from T)N for breaking-in speakers: hace thrill face to tace.
but wired out of phase. You can then drive them hard with pink
none or the 'Break-iii none" track from SminphilA Ter CD 3. hut
there's less sonic pollution to annoy the other members of )our fund. To alater
T eakers* output. cancel
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for black or light oak finish; rosewood. or cherry finish
adds $200/pair. (Vol.17 No.12)
Dynaudio Contour 1.3: $2099/pair
(stands necessary)
"Among the very few loudspeakers at any price that are,
as near as Icould tell, totally uncolored," exhorted RN.
"And they imaged like bastards... the only obvious compromise they made was us sensitivity - but in today's
market, watts is cheap." MasterStands add 5399/pair,
UltimaStaniis add 5699/pair. (Vol.19 No.11)
Energy Connoisseur C-2: 5600/pair US
(stands necessary)
"No wimpy minimonitor sound here," proclaimed
TJN. Instead, these little-speakers-that-could "produce
asatisfying sense of low-end extension, an extension
not bought at the expense of the midbass.... The treble
will simply tell it like it is," while the midrange "was
notably uncolored." Revealing and uncolored, "they
definitely serve the music," he felt. (Vol.19 No.9)
Epos ESI4: $1695/pair
(stands necessary)
A speaker that has long been an ST favorite, the ES14
seems to be typical of small British speaker designs in
that it features ametal-dome tweeter in arigid, wellbraced cabinet with aminimal crossover and the capability of bi-wiring. The result is asuperbly coherent
sound that 13N found kept drawing him into the
music. MC agrees, feeling that the E514 gets at the
musical nieaning better than most speakers in its class.
Stuffing the ports with the supplied foam plugs makes
the bass very tight but somewhat lightweight; the ported bass has decent extension but is alittle soft. The
upper bass and midrange are very low in coloration,
however, and the speaker offers excellent midrange and
treble transparency. Matching stands cost $300. (Vol.11
No.6, Vol.13 No.1, Vol.18 No.1)
Epos ES12: $1095/pair SU (stands necessary)
Matching stands cost 5250/pair. (Sec JA's review in this
issue.)
JMIab Micron Carat: $745/pair in black vinyl
US
(stands necessary)
The as
tthis French minimonitor had a
peaky and Linguine. iiiWer treble that could be laid at
the feet of its KeVlar-domed Focal tweeter. Current
production features a new titanium inverted-dome
tweeter that is significantly smoother and less colored,
leading to an endiusiastic recommendation from JA
and I/0. "The upper mids are sweet and texturally
smooth," quodi the latter. Though it lacks bass extension. it gets the tenor region right, the sound of the
cello being titnbrally correct. "Offers agood blend of
clarity, dynamics, and imaging accuracy," avowed JA,
but with lightweight bass and correspondingly tippedup treble balance. Paired with the right amp (most likely tubed), can contend with the soundstaging champs.
Price is for black vinyl finish; auburn, black satin, and
walnut veneer finishes cost 5895/pair. (Vol.14 Nos.9 &
10; Vol.19 No.6)
Joseph Audio RM7si: $1299/pair
(stands necessary)
Mellow-balanced - but naturally detailed - minimonitor that, JA asserted, represents good value. While
the relaxed presentation of the HF rendered even the
fizziest rock recordings in an acceptably pleasing manner, JA had minor quibbles with the midrange response
and stereo imaging. Strongly recommended, however.
Rosewood veneer adds 5200/pair. Signature version
(not yet auditioned) uses ametal-cone woofer and costs
51699/pair. Ugrades are available. (Vol.19 No2)
Linn Mikan: $799/pair US (stands necessary)
(See RH's review in this issue.)
PSB New Stratus Mini: 5950/pair $55
(stands necessary)
"Superbly engineered ... offering alot of performance
at aprice lower than you would expect," declaimed JA.
Treble somewhat laid-back and bottom-end extension
benefits from judicious boundary reinforcement, yet
"when everything is right...the result is clean, coloration-free, grainless, musically satisfying sound, with
superb soundstang." Gloss black adds $100/pair;
matching stands cost 5179/pair. (Vol.19 No.6)

Totem Acoustic Tabù: $2995/pair
(stands necessary)
While LC; reveled in the Tabù's "open treble response,
transparent midrange, and palpable, three-dimensional
sonic image," he notes that they have atendency to
become "analytic and show an exaggerated presence
effect when playing sopranos, chorus, or rock." JA was
disappointed in their measured performance, noting a
significant lack of energy in the crossover region - frequently indicative of hollow sound or adistant character, unless listened to off-axis. 1T-18" stands recommended for that reason. (Vo120 No2)

D
AR 303a: $1299/pair (stands necessary)
Contemporary re-engineering of an audiophile icon,
the AR-3a. JA cites alack of articulation in the lower
tnids and an exaggerated character through the midand upper bass as contributing to atonal balance not to
his taste - although he suspects that many bass-heads
will find the 303 to offer alot of bang (boom?) for the
buck. Clean treble region, good lateral imaging, and
good dynamic response are pluses, but JA found little
image depth, and the tonal balance affected pace.
(Vol.18 No.9)
B&W DM602: $550/pair (stands necessary)
Reviewed in the context of ahome-theater system, the
DM602 sounded "warm, natural, and - dare Isay it musical," felt SS. TJN also recommends this British
two-way. (SGHT2 No3)
Kif LS3/5a: $1450/pair in teak (Santos
rosewood adds $200/pair) cr
Spendor LS3/5a: $896/pair i> (stands necessary)
A major 1988 revision of its crossover was meant not so
much to "improve" this venerable BBC design (first
seen and heard in 19750 as to bring production hack on
target. Still somewhat compromised in overall dynamics. HF smoothness, and clarity when compared with
Class 13 and C miniatures, and having adistinctly tubby
midbass, the 1990s version of the LS3/5a still has one
of the least colored midbands around, throws adeep,
beautifully defined soundstage, and has aslightly sweeter top end, with less nasality than it used to have. Works
well on classical orchestral or operatic music. The
sound, however, is sometimes not as musically involving as it could, or should, be. CG hates the speaker, MC
blames its lack of pace on the current woofer's modified-vinyl surrounds (see Vol.15 No.11, p.89) compared
with the original's rubber surrounds. Originally only
manufactured by Rogers (currently without US distribution), the LS3/5a is also manufactured by Spendor,
Harbeth, and KEF. The Harbeth (also without US distribution) has one pair of input terminals; the Spendor
and KEF are hi-wirable with four gold-plated Michell
connectors - see "Industry Update," Vol.15 No2.
(Vol3 No.12, Vol.4 No.1, Vol.7 No.4, Vol.12 Nos2 & 3,
Vol.14 No.10, Vol.16 No.11)
Mirage 1090i: $1200/pair
To RN's car, forgiving to the point of forsaking the last
iota of transparency, but consistently sweet, and capable
of holographic imaging. "Missing weight in the bottom
octave and a half - not unexpected...at this price."
"You won't need adrink to get mellow with this speaker." he claimed. (Vol.19 No.6)
Mission 7311: $249/pair $55 (stands necessary)
"A masterpiece that will enable even the most destitute
of music lovers to gain admission to our exciting
hobby," raved RJR. On acalmer note, he observes, "Its
flaws are balanced and subtractive and in strengths are
unheard-of at this price ... sets anew lower
price high-end benchmark." We think
he liked it. (Vol.19 No.I I)
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Boston Acoustics Lynnfield VR500: $600
Good value for money. A change to the port position is
claimed to eliminate the port "chuffing" noise mentioned in the review of this powered design. (SGHT.1
No2)
Paradigm PS-1000: $519
Powered design uses a10" driver in abandpass enclosure. Intended for use in home-theater systems.
Crossover frequency is continuously adjustable from
50Hz to 150Hz. Includes adjustable polarity control to
optimize room setup. SS found it to blend well with
Titan satellites. (SGHT.1 No.1)
PSB Subsonic II: $599
Intended for use in home-theater systems with PSB
Alpha loudspeakers, the reflex-loaded, active Subsonic
II gave useful response down to 30Hz without strain in
SS's room. SS had difficulty integrating it with the
Alphas, however. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Deletions
Such FC-300 electronic crossover discontinued.

COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEMS

HEADPHONES & HEADPHONE
ACCESSORIES

A

A

Cello Music ac Film System: around $110,000 as
supplied for review
Proclaiming the Cello Music and Sound System the ultimate link between performer and listener, LL thinks it
illuminates the very soul of die music in away never
before possible. He allows that it can be costly to spring
for the whole system. For hint, however, its performance
transcends the boundaries of cost considerations, since
one cannot put aprice on peat music and its effect upon
the human spirit. The system reviewed comprised the
following components: Cello Audio Palette MIV equalizer ($22,000); Cello Encore line preamplifier ($8500);
Cello Performance II monoblock ($25,000/pair); Cello
Stradivari Master loudspeakers ($32,000/pair); Cello
Strings Iinterconnect ($630/2m pair terminated with
Fischer connectors; see "Interconnects"); Cello Strings
Ill speaker cable ($2000/3m tri-wire harness);
Cello/Apogee Series CMFS 8.1 I)/A processor ($7000
at the time of the review but subsequently replaced by
the Apogee-sourced Cello Reference DAC, not yet
reviewed); Apogee Wyde-Eye AES/EliU datalink
($28.95/1m; see "Digital 1
)atalinks"); and Forsell Air

Cary Audio Design CAD-300SEI: $3695
Stereo, single-ended, tubed, integrated amplifier related to the Cary 300SE monoblock; includes aheadphone output socket. RH regards the ultrasmooth, liquid sound of the 3005E1 to be world-class, manifesting
awarmth and beauty unmatched by any electronics
he's had in his system. See "Amplifiers." (Vol.18 No.9)
Grado Reference Series One headphones: $695
WP found the RS Ones clean, warm, and dynamic capable, he claimed, "of portraying music as an adive art
form." Yet he had qualms about their low-level resolution, dark tonal character, and ability to re-create spatial
and ambient information, especially in light of their
$700 price. JE disagreed, declaring, "I just love these
headphones." RJR rites their tonal darkness but thinks
them reference quality, if not high-value. ST is also an
advocate for the top Grado being of Class A quality.
(Vol.19 No.7, Vo120 No.1)
HeadRoom Max headphone amplifier: $1333
Designed to tike advantage of new surface-mount parts,
Max is die finest headphone amp to yet come out of
HeadRoom, maintains WI'. While he found it fast, trans-
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parent, articulate, and unusually capable of expl,suite(lie
frequency extremes, he praised above all its "coherent
articulation of die essence of music." Sanie circuit,
employing adifférent volume control, is available in simpler chassis as "Maxed-out Home HeadRoom" for $999.
(Vo120 No2)
McCormack Micro Integrated Drive: $695
Primarily designed as aheadphone amplifier, hut also
can be used as aline-level pre, or 5Wpc integrated.
"Fast and tight and as detailed as can be "enthused WP.
"No $700 preamp has any business sounding this transparent," he added. (Vol.19 No.7)
Melos SHA-Gold: $1995
This headphone anm/preamp really got WI's juices
flowing. "As a headphone amp, I've never heard its
equal," he gushed. Remote volume control via Pho-tentiometer circuit, as well as passive, active, and active-balanced outputs, add to flexibility. "If you've got the grit, go
for the SHA-Goldr he shillcd. See "Preamplifiers."
(Vol.19 No.7)
Sennheiser Orpheus HE 90/HEV 90: 514,900 it
Stunningly beautiful, limited-edition system consisting
of Bitstream DAC, tube amplifier, and electrostatic
headset. A quick, clear, transparent midrange and apristine, airy treble, but a rather lean, laid-back lower
midrange, found TIN. He also found the internal DAC
to be less good than the rest of the package. Diffusefield equalized. Additional HE 90 headsets cost $7450
each. (Vol.17 No2)
Sennheiser HE 60 headphones/HEV 70 headphone amplifier: $1795
Developed from the expensive Orpheus, the HE 60s
offer much of that system's transparency at a much
more affordable price. "A dear, transparent sound with a
slightly lean bass, some emphasis at the very top end,
but a nonetheless pristinely clean presentation," said
TJN, who also commented on the Scnnheiser's striking
rendition of detail and complete lack of midrange coloration. (Vol.18 No3)

Etymotic Research ER-4S: $330
Placed directly in the car canal, these unusual "earphones" impressed WP with their 241:111 ambient noise
isolation and their fast, accurate, transparent response.
While he finds the Sennheiser HD-580s more cornfortable for long-term in-home use, he uses the ER4Ses for travel -and recommends them enthusiastically for any application where environmental noise interferes with quality listening. He notes that people with
an aversion to placing foreign objects in their ears will
find them anathema. (Vol.18 No.7)
HeadRoom Supreme portable headphone
amplifier: $399 SSS tr
Small, beautifully made, battery-powered solid-state
amplifier based on aproprietary surface-mount module. (The module by itself costs $89.) Both versions feature switchable intrachannel cross-feeding and time
delay to render headphone listening to stereo program
less artificial-sounding. The effect of this is surprisingly
subtle in A/B comparisons but proves much less fatiguing in long-term listening sessions. Includes atrebleboost switch. Drives dynamic headphones (though not,
it's reported, the low-impedance AKG 1000s) to high
levels with authority and excellent clarity, without this
being associated with any brightness. JA bought a
Supreme to drive his Sennheiser HD 580s, with which
it makes avery musical-sounding combination. (Vol.17
Nos.1 & 2, Vol.19 No.7; see also WP's review of the
$129 HeadRoom Bag in Vol.18 No.10.)
Home HeadRoom headphone amplifier: 5599
This AC-powered sibling of the portable HeadRoom
amplifiers impressed WP no end. "Performs on an
unusually elevated level," he concluded, agreeing with
other Sterrophile writers that the HeadRoom crossfeed
process, while subtle in its effect, significantly reduces
listener fatigue. SS also finds the Home HeadRoom,
driving Sennheiser '580s, to be the ideal location
recording monitor. (Vol.18 No.1)
Koss ESP/950: $799.99 SSS *
Class A because of its "ravishing midrange," said TJN
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Bearing Mk.I I CD transport ($8900; see "Cl)
Transports"). (Vol.18 No.7)
Meridian Digital Theatre: $14,775-$66,430
depending on options
The first -nid still only all-digital surround-sound
playback system, with each "intelligent loudspeaker" fed
by an S/PDIF digital signal. All functions are controlled
by the remote control. Extremely versatile, but difficult
to use; controlling the system is somewhat counterintuitive -"hard to learn; easy to screw up," scz SS -and
JGH found the preliminary manual amess. Nevertheless,
JGH deems the Digital Theatre one of the most gorgeons-sounding systems he's ever heard: "Smooth, rich,
gutsy, wami, detailed, effortless, and as liquidly transparent
as adrop of dew." Bass is robust and well-controlled but
varies widely in balance dependent on source material.
However, both JGH and SS feel that die system imprints
everything with asoft, sweet high-end characteristic, rendering it too euphonically colored to be called honest.
TIN concurs that die system softens recorded material:
"Sweet, yes. 1)ull, no." "High Class B," ultimately decided
both JGH and TIN about the system reviewed Meridian 565 digital surround-sound processor ($3895).
DSP6000 digital active L/R speakers (516,995/pair),
DSP5000C digital active center speaker ($2995),
DSP5000 digital active surround speakers (55795/pair) due to its softened top end and somewhat colored center
speaker. JA's auditioning of the system with the
DSP6000C digital active center speaker ($8795 each) substituted for die '5000C suggests that Class A would then
be an appmmiate rating. Those who need more inputs can
add the Meridian 562V/517 audio/video control center
($2195 with a517 DAC module). (Vol.18 No/I)
MIT/Avalon/Spectral/ASC "2C3D Hologram"
system: around $47,000 as supplied for review
(not including source components)
Ambitious and complex system designed as asingle
entity. Included are Spectral DMC-20 preamp (see
"Preamplifiers"), Spectral DMA-180 power amplifier
(see "Amplifiers"), Avalon Radian HC speakers (see
"Loudspeakers"), and acomplete set of MIT cables and
AC conditioning products. Spectral digital source components complete the picture. RH nearly ran out of
superlatives in describing all of the system's felicities,
which include "a gigantic three-dimensional soundstage," "stunning spatial presentation," and "an uncanny
ability to present... instruments with acoherent and
totally natural harmonic structure." WP, TJN, and JA
made the pilgrimage to RH% during the audition period, and also adjudge it atotal corker. "Expert setup and
tuning the room's acoustic Isvidi ASC Tube TrapsJare
essential," RH cautions. (Vol.19 No.1)

SMISAS 0101111 31.11dW03

1(1250)] adds flexibility and potentially more linear
response." (SGHT3 No.1)
NHT SW3P: $1350
Unusual two-part active affair -comprising front-firing scaled-box enclosure employing asingle 12" driver
and a separate 250W amplifier/crossover - which
impressed RI) with its finesse and ability to handle
musical transients. Other subwoofers were better at the
explosions so beloved in Home Theater, he suggested.
"Particularly recommended to those who place ahigh
priority on the accuracy of musical reproduction."
(SGHT.3 No.1)
Vandersteen 2W active subwoofer: $1250 each
TJN found that while the 2W did not add undue
boom to the system, which may disappoint sensation
junkies, but neither did high-level torture - like Jurassic
Pirtle --- make it whimper. (SGHT.1 No2)
Velodyne F-1500R: $1699 *
(inc. crossover, amplifier, at servo electronics)
Excellent value for the money, this versatile, low-distortion mono design almost approaches the performance
of the Velodyne ULD-18, but instead adds more system
coloration -perhaps, suggests LG, due to its gentle
6d11/octave high-pass crossover slope. Its lack of the
'18's "effortless power" leads to aClass C rating, judged
W. though RD gently suggests that "Borderline Class
B" is more appropriate. Current "R" version includes
remote control. "Impressive," "clean," and "tight" was
how RD described the bass quality of this sub. Deep
synthesized bass made him feel "as though my cars were
about to pop." His preference of the subwoofers surveyed in SGHT.1 No2. (Vol.16 No3, SGHT1 No2)
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"You might, as Idid, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers adiamond in the rough."
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile, February 1995
Vol. 18, No. 2

01.
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Mr. Norton's other comments:

PCmil-34 DRIVE ONA-0.5

"... my first reaction was Marvelous!'"
"... portrayal of aconvincing soundstage •
was first-rate"
"...superb throughout the midrange"
"...bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"... lit] did virtually everything right"
Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1295. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.

Contact us for the name ofyour
local dealer and acopy of the
complete review.

McCORMACK
AUDIO

C ORPORATION

(619) 930-9550 •5421 Avenida Encinas •Suite J•Carlsbad, CA 92008

From A to B
The GOEM Way!
Goertz MI matched impedance speaker cables -high purity copper and silver, flat, solid conductors. The patented
Goertz design virtually eliminates high frequency roll-off, skin
effect below 501(1-1z, hum from power wiring, and cross talk.
The lowest inductance in the business.
Goertz high performance interconnects -18 gauge two flat
solid conductors sandwiched together. Unprecedented clarity
of treble and high to mid-range, interconnects provide anear
match of cable characteristic impedance with the impedance at
the signal source. Offered in RCA and XLR balanced versions.
Virtually distortion free.

<0,

MI 3IMI AG 3
(7 AWG Speaker Cable)

MI 2/ MI AG 2
(10 AWG Speaker Cable)

e/

MI 1 MI AG 1
(13 AWG Speaker Cable)

RCA Interconnect

Used together -they provide asignal path between amplifier
and transducer that is "as distortion-free as possible within the
limits of present technology" Goertz produas arc idealfor highend stereo and home theater applications.

Goollz

MIL]

by Alpha-Core, Inc.
MADE IN USA

Balanced XLR
Interconnect

All available in
copper or silver

For adealer nearest you, call 1-800-836-5920
Fax:203-384-8120 -Visit us at: http://www.alphacore.com
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of the '950 electrostatic at its original price of $2000 though he did point out alittle euphonic softening at
the frequency extremes and awarmer balance than the
Stax Lambda Signature. At the reduced price, it's asonic
bargain. (LG has even seen the '950 advertised for as little as 5499!) (Vol.15 No.12)
Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifer: $1095 *
llure line-level inputs and two low-impedance headphone outputs. Combines tube (Sovtek 5922) voltage
gain stage with PET-follower outputs. Gets the most
from good dynamic cans, such as the Sennheisers and
Grados, with iron-fisted bass control and superb transparency. See "Preamplifiers." (Vol.15 No.10)
Sennheiser HD 580: $349 $$$
Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open-back dynamic headphones with full, extended low frequencies. AG found
the HD 580s to be "too civilized," but WP comments
that some audiophiles miss the grain and other "hi-fi"
signifiers that the Sennheisers simply do not exhibit.
Comfortable. JA's dynamic headphone reference.
(Vol.17 No.12; also see "Industry Update," Vol.17 Nol,
p.41; TJN's headphone review in Vol.17 No2, p.114;
and SS's review of the Sennhciscr IS 850 headphones
in Vol.18 No.10.)

Grado SR60: $69 SU
An inexpensive cousin to the Class A Grado HP 1and
HP 2. the SR60 offers asimilar, rather dark-toned balance, with afull bass and excellent resolution of detail.
A more forward midrange, however. Uncomfortable.
The $150 SR125 - not yet reviewed -is aJA favorite.
(Vol.17 Nos.6 8‘ 10)

D
There are currently no Class D headphones listed.

Grado SK125.
Deletions
Audio Alchemy HPA v1.0 headphone amplifier temporarily removed duc to doubts over availability.

FM TUNERS
Editor's Note: LG recommends that those interested
in purchasing agood FM tuner read JGH's and DAS's
discussion in Vo1.7 No.7 (pp.54-57) on reviewing and
measuring FM tuners.

A
Accuphase T-109: $2995
With similarly excellent soundstaging bur more
midrange presence, wanuth, and palpability than the
Fanfare and Magnum Dynalab tuners -"on the fullbodied side of neutral" - the Accupha.se noses its way
into Class A. decided SS, adding that it was the finest
tuner lie', heard. Superb clarity. (Vol.17 No.11)
Audiolab 8000T: $1195 $$$
Excels in ergonomics, le sensitivity and selectivity, and
its hash-free audio signal. Excellent sound quality, if not
quite matching the low-bass reach of the Day-Sequerra.
"I know of no other tuner that has the quality and perfininance of the Audiolab," says LG. Very sensitive AM
section. (Vol.17 Nos.5 & I
I)
Day-Sequerra FM Reference: $5500
Using aclosed-circuit comparison setup in which the
sound from
)could be compared with its sound via the
tuner under test, LC; found this superbly made tinier to
be the most neutral he's heard, offering alllll sically sinshing sound with ahighly defined bass response and a
"rod absence of white FM haze." RI' performance WAS
ASO excellent, if not quite matching the Rotel RHT-10.
The FM Befits:me pulled in more FM stations with
acceptable or better sound quality dun did am other
timer LG had tried. Kr. verdict? "Redefines the Nrare of
die art in FM misers" with respect to its tuning ability, FM
signal display, and sound quality. DAS has doubt about the
tuner's fOur-gang ftont-end performance n areas of very
highsignal smmgth. however. Now back in production at
I
).iv-Seupierra's Nog.iles AZ Utility. (Vol.14 No.12)
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Fanfare FT-1: $1395
SS raved about this remote-control tuner's transparent
sound quality, RF performance, and ergonomics, concluding that it was the equal of his long-term reference
tuner, the Magnum Etude, with strong-signal stations,
and sounding less hashy on stations with poor signal
strength. Class A. agrees LG. (Vol.17 No.6)
Linn Kremlin: $3995
This wide-band tuner, like many British designs, features poor selectivity and sufficient (but not overwhelming) sensitivity - a problem in RF-saturated
urban areas, observes I)S. Paired with atopnotch, highly directional outdoor antenna feeding it "clean" RF,
DS adjudges it "highly recommended." (Vol.19 No.3)
Rotai 1FtHT-10: $1500 $$$
A superbly transparent sound that allowed DAS to
identify the brands of compressor/limiter used by his
favorite stations. "Extraordinary fidelity to the broadcast
waveform." High output level-3-4V on peaksmay be aproblem in systems using very sensitive ',tramp line stages or loudspeakers. Superbly well made,
says LG, and beats both the Magnum Etude and the
Nairn when it comes to sound quality. (Vol.16 No.10,
Vol.17 Noll)
Magnum Dynalab Etude: $1350 e
Based on the well-established FT-101A, the Etude features amachined faceplate. WITT output jacks, audiophile-quality passive components, and two extra hours
of component selection, snatching, and testing during its
manufacture. The result is a tuner that sounds only
slightly noisier than the extraordinarily expensive DaySequerra Broadcast Monitor with the same antenna and
station, and features a distortion-free midrange with
strong dynamic contrasts. "The sound was wonderfully
free of hash, distortion, grit, and glaze," said W, though
he feels that it's now borderline Class A due to the DaySequerra FM Reference setting a new standard for
sound quality, and the Rotel RHT-10 setting one for RF
performance. Nevertheless, he felt the Etude to "represent one of the better balances of price and performance
you can find in FM misers today." (Vol.13 No.8)
Magnum Dynalab FT-101A: $875
An analog tuner, the FT-101A is superb from an RF
standpoint, particularly in quieting and sensitivity.
Selectivity is bettered only by the Onkyo T-9090,
Denon TU-800, and Citation 23, but the '101A consistently sounds superior on most stations. Latest version
has instant-on feature, defeatable stereo blend, and new
board. AJE favorite. (Vol.8 No.4. Vo1.1(1 No3, Vol.13
No.10, Vol.17 No.10)
Meridian 504: $1295 US
Unusual clarity and wide, deep soundst4ng, decided
LG, coupled with ais excellent sense of musical pace, an
uncolored midrange, and deep, powerful low frequencies. No selectable IF bandwidths. however, and neither high-blend nor muting can be switched off.
Meridian system remote costs' $99. (Vol.17 No.10)
Nairn NAT 01: 53300 C
Excels in natural sound quality -"The Naim's ability
to involve the listener its the music is remarkable," stated LG - but full automation of mning parameters to
optimize sound quality will annoy DX hounds. DAS
was so frustrated that he was driven to uncharacteristic
hyperbole: "It will ism get stereo stations sinless the
tower lights are in sight!" Its only-average RF perMrmance keeps this otherwise excellent tuner from Class
A, feels LG. (Vol.15 No.9)
Rotel RT-990BX: $750
Ofkring much of the perfonnance of Rotes Class A
RHT-10. the KT-99013X has apowerful, solid bass performance, impressive si
dstaging, and agood sense of
pace, but less good transparency overall. Excellent RF
selectivity and sensitivity. (Vol.17 No.11)

Magnum Dynalab FT-11: $575 US ABordcrline Class If tuner, according to DAS in his
review, that lacks transparency when compared, for
example. with the more expensive FT-101. This is per-

haps due to its having asingle, narrow IF bandwidth.
Has good selectivity and avery effective high-blend circuit for receiving weak stations in acceptable stereo.
(Vol.12 No.10)
Onkyo T-4310R RDS: $279.95 $.5.5
Features RDS (Radio-broadcast Data System), which
displays station format, call letters, emergency information, or any 64-character-length message a station
desires. "Onkyo has awinner - almost," DS equivocated. Clean-sounding AM and superior performance
specs for mono FM - stereo was adifferent matter, he
reported. A good choice for the FM listener far
removed from strong signal stations, but not optimal
for those who favor afew high-quality stereo stations
over agreater number of mono ones. (Vol.18 No.10)
Parasound T/DQ-1600: $385 SU
"Presents agood balance of RF and audio factors," DS
maintained. "Tonal balance was neither overly crisp nor
boomy and reflected what was being broadcast." The
tuner had excellent stereo separation and phase integrity, he found, with very good S/N ratio with mediumstrength or stronger signals -weaker signals highlighted its lack of noise-reduction and high-blend circuitry.
(Vol.19 No.12)
Pioneer Elite Reference F-93: $900 *
An optimal tuner for those along way from the transmitters. Loaded with sensitivity, selectivity, and elaborate "space-age" tuning displays. Sonics display anatural timbral quality but are acut below the best British
tuners. Costs more than the similar-performing Onkyo
T-9090, but sounds better than most of the digitally
synthesized competition LG has heard. DAS recommends trying the less expensive Pioneer F-449 (1285),
which he has found to have asimilarly good sound.
(Vol.15 No.9)

D
Arcarn Alpha 7: $449
Alternate-channel selectivity not good, nor is adjacentchannel selectivity. while SCA-sukarriers will degrade
the audio somewhat. But for those who live in cities
and suburbs where there aren't too many stations
crowded together on the dial, and for those who want
reasonably clean sound quality from stereo signals at a
low price, the Arcam AM/FM tuner is agood value.
Actual model reviewed was the electrically identical
but cosmetically different Alpha 5. (Vol.17 No.12)

Magnum 1)ynalab M1)-108, AMC 17, Bogen TP301),
NAI )412, Thorcns TRT-2000.

FM ANTENNAE

Antenna Perfonnance Specialties Sniper FM
antenna: $495
Antenna Performance Specialties APS-14 FM
antenna: $225
The Sniper is a huge (330"), custom-order, outdoor
antenna with 11111 true forward gain at all FM frequencies and extremely low SWR (Standing Wave
Ratio). Requires nigged hatn-radio-antenna-type
instillation, which inav eliminate its consideration by
all but the most dedicated radius listeners. Yet DAS feels
it sets the standard for antenna perfomunce. The APS12 (originally called QFM-12) is still large (200") but
manageable, lie reports, offering 10dB gaits and only
slightly less performance than the Sniper. (Vol.19 No3)
Editor's Note: No inuluxsr antenna can compete with
agood roof or mast-mounted outdoor antenna,
kit because apartn lent dwellers olio' don't
have a choice, we list the fisllossing
indoor models.
AudioPrisin 8500: $499 *
63"-tall, remote-controllable,
vertical phased-array passive
FM antenna for indoor use,
°tiering a more directional
pickup than the less expensive 75(8). (Also offers an
omnidirectional pattern.)
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Will prove optimal for those who desire to receive relatively weak stations competing with stronger stations
on similar frequencies broadcast from other directions.
(Vol.14 No.6)
AudioPrism 7500: $299 *
Low-VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio), vertically
polarized, omnidirectional indoor passive design that
will prove optimal in urban, high-signal-strength areas.
89" high. (Vol.12 No.5)
AudioPrism 6500: $125 (wood cabinet) tr
If you don't have the room for an external antenna,
then the diminutive 6500 could be agood substitute,
offering good reception except for DX-mg purposes. A
lot more effective than the small, active, omnidirectional antennae offered by some companies, thought BS.
Vinyl-covered version costs $99. (Vol.13 No.9)
Magnum Dynalab 205 FM Booster: $295 *
Excellent RF amplifier to optimize selectivity and
reception in areas of poor signal strength. (Vol.10 No.6)
RadioSback amplified indoor FM antenna:
$29.99 $$$
While it's no substitute for amultiple-element outdoor-mounted Yagi, DS observed that this unit "added
no detectable noise or distortion to the signal, and provided better-than-expected FM reception; far better
than typical rabbit cars or flimsy wire antennas." (Vol.19
No.11)

Day Sequerra Stealth.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Editor's Note: With the excepuon of the Fostex and
the Crown SASS-P, none of the microphones listed
below has been formally reviewed. However. RH has
had extensive experience with many professional models and has compiled most of the thumbnail sketches of
their sonic signatures. Other professional models to
look out for on the secondhand market are cardioids
from Sony (C37P 8c C500), B&K, Milab, and Calrec
(AMS), figure-8 ribbons from MO and Coles, ornnis
from Schoeps and B&K, and PZM mikes from Crown
(though it's very easy to get arather colored midband
with the PZMs). The Shure SM81 cardioid is also
reported to have aquite flat response. Anyone about to
undertake serious recording should ignore all "amateur" microphones; as a rule of thumb, you should
spend as much, or more, on agood pair of mikes as you
do on your recorder.

A
Brüel & Kjaer 4006: $2060 er
Omnidirectional, 48V phantom-powered, ycapacitor
microphone with high dynamic range, extended bass
response, and abasically flat response marred only by a
small peak in the top audio octave and a rather
depressed lower treble. Conies with both diffuse-field
and free-field grids. A "nose-cone" is available to give
true omnidirectional response and aspherical acoustic
equalizer to give amore directional response. A calibrated sample is used by Stertvphile to measure loudspeaker responses. (NR, but see Follow-Up in Vol.14
No.10, and audition Stereophile's Concert CD and track 5,
index 7on the first Stereophile Test CD.)
Briiel & Kjaer 4011: $2060
JA finds this uncolored )4" mike -cardioid cousin of
the 4006 - to give solidly defined, vivid stereo imaging
when used in an ORTF configuration, which is what
he used to record Stenvphile's Festival and Serenade CDs,
reinforced by aspaced pair of B&K 4006s. (NR, but see
Vol.19 No.1)
EAR 824M stereo microphone preamplifier:
$3500
Extremely neutral, very quiet, all-tube, balanced stereo
prcamp from Tim de Paravicini, with switchable level
controls and 48V phantom mike power. Used by Water
Lily Acoustics and to make Stenvphile's first two commercial recordings. We also use it in conjunction with a
Bessel & Kjaer 4006 omnidirectional microphone to
make all our loudspeaker measurements. (NR)
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Forssell M-2a stereo microphone preamplifier:
$2395
Made by asmall company in Idaho (not the Swedish
high-end company), the M-2A is a transformedess
dual-mono tube design that JA finds to be among the
quietest, most transparent preamps he has tried. Used
to make Stereophile's 1996 Serenade recording. (NR)
Manley Reference AID converter: $7000 *
After using this solid-state, UltraAnalog-based twochannel converter to master Stereophile's Intermezzo,
Concert, and second Test CDs, JA felt it to be one of the
best-sounding around. One of the winners in the
October 1991 AES Sound-Off. Offers DC trim controls, balanced and unbalanced analog inputs, and
AES/EBU and S/PDIF data outputs. Analog peak
meters with "0" set to -12dBFS arc an anachronism,
however, you're better off using aDorrough or Sony
AES/EBU meter or the LED or LCD peak meters on
the DAT recorder (or whatever you use to store the
data) to avoid running out of bits on peaks. (NR)
Nagra-D: $25,000-$35,000 depending on options
The ultimate one-box digital recorder: To see it is to
want to touch it is to want to buy it, says JA. (We
bought it!) The superbly built Nagea uses open-reel
tape to store two or four channels of up to 24-bit data.
(One 5" reel of Ampex 467 holds one hour of fourchannel data or two hours of two-channel data.) Four
channels of both analog and digital (AES/EBU) I/0.
Built-in A/D converters offer 20-bit resolution. Builtin mike preamps offer phantom power, enormous
headroom, and arc superbly quiet. Sophisticated builtin
offers versatile usage options; optional DOS
program allows adirectory to be created for each tape,
to access individual takes, overload points, examine
error rates, etc. Naga can even diagnose your machine
over the phone, using its built-in R5422 port.
Recording Festival with the Nagea - coupled with the
editing process -made JA abig fan. "Operationally,
the unit was adream," he enthused, adding emphatically that it was the finest audio recorder he has ever
used. Portable, practical, and capable of producing tapes
of the highest quality. Highly recommended. Latest
version can record at 96kHz sample rate but at the
expense of losing two channels. (Vol.19 No.1)

AKG C414B/ULS: $1249
A popular, large-diaphragm condenser mike, the 414's
extended bass and flat frequency response make it ideal
for avariety of applications. Switchable polar patterns,
variable pad, and selectable LF rolloff add to its versatility. Transformerless TLII version costs $1675. (NR, but
audition track S. index 11 on the first Stereophile Test CD.)
AMS SoundField Mk.V: $8500 *
Having used both Mk.III and MIc.IV versions, JA feels
that the highly praised variable pickup pattern of this
stereo/Ambisonic mike is let down by an overall "grayness" and lack of midrange detail, coupled with aslightly hard lower treble. Nevertheless, it's excellent at capturing atrue stereo image with width and depth. Price
includes recording kit, windscreen, 20m of dedicated
multiconductor cable; 100m of cable on areel adds
$450 to price. (NR, but audition track 10 on the first
Stetrophile Test CD and track 13 on Test CD 2.)
Audio Engineering Associates 380TX stereo
microphone preamplifier: $2185
JGH's reference mike preamp, the 380TX is very
quiet, super-portable, and features M/S matrixing circuitry to adjust soundstage width and depth in real
time. (NR)
EAR "The Mie": $ea) o
Using asingle 6DJ8 tube and afist-sized output transformer, this very expensive rectangular-capsule
(sourced from fv1ilab), switchable-pattern (omni, cardioid, figure-8) mike is somewhat noisier than average
and is shut-in in the highs, but has extended low frequencies and amidrange that's extremely true to the
original sounds. "No trace of edge or glare," says RH.
Borderline Class A. (NR, but audition Sterrophile's Poem
and haernit=o albums and track 5, index 19 and tracks
11-18 on the first Staeophile Test CD.)

Neumann U-87A
microphone: $2725 tr
A perennial favorite among recording engineers. Wide,
flat response gives it asimilar balance to the AKG 414,
but with more "reach" in stereo milting applications.
Used extensively for vocals. (NR, but audition track 5,
index 12 on the first Stereophile Test CD.)
Pioneer Elite PDR-99 CD-R recorder: $2000
Affordable CD-R. machine is compromised by SCMS
and expensive ($24/disc) "consumer" media that are
only 60 minutes long -as opposed to the 74-minute
"professional" discs currendy selling for 17.50 each. SS
found it easy to use, and capable of 16-bit recordings as
good as-or better than-his digital originals. Recordings made from analog sources suffered from some
loss of low-level detail, due, SS surmised, to the inadequate onboard A/D converter. (Vol.19 Nos.1 & NoA)
Sony DTC-2000ES SBM DAT recorder: $2800
Well-made, versatile machine features Sony's Super Bit
Mapping, which will result in more than 16-bit resolution in the midrange. "The best-sounding, all-in-one
'prosumer' deck available," notes JGH, adding that it "is
the recorder of choice for the serious amateur who
can't afford aNagea-D." (Vol.17 No.11, Vol.18 No.12)
Sony TCD-D8 DAT recorder: $899 with case
Tiny portable machine that makes excellent location
recordings, provided you use an external A/D converter. Short internal battery life is aproblem. A company
called Eco-Charge (P.O. Box 956, Boulder, CO 80306)
makes an external lead-acid battery pack ($119.95) that
SS highly recommends The TCD-D8 is the replacement for the similar TCD-D7 and now includes
44.11cHz digital input/output and AC adaptor. (Vol.18
Nos.1 & 6, TCD-D7; Vol.19 No.10, TCD-D8)
Sony SBM-I A/D processor: $549
This outboard Super Bit Mapping A/D converter is
intended to be used with Sony's TCD-D3, 'D7, and 'D8
portable DAT recorders and, reports SS, addresses and
solves most of their shortcomings. "98% of the sound
of the Dit-2000ES at 25% of the price," he enthuses.
Reliable, extremely portable, and good-sounding, its
only tradeoff is aloss of ergonometric functionality dictated by its small size. (Vol.18 No.6)

AKG C460B/CK61: $699 *
A small-diaphragm condenser mike with removable
cardioid capsule (omnidirectional, hypercardioid, vocal,
and shotgun capsules are also available). Sound is very
detailed, but the tonal balance leans toward the thin
and bright, and it has some off-axis peakiness, making
it a less than optimal choice for realistic two-mike
stereo. Good on drums, however. The C460/CK61 is
said to be much improved over its predecessor, the
C45VCK (NR)
AKG BlueLine microphones: $4524664
Super-compact capacitor microphones that use acommon powering module ($259) with interchangeable
twist-click capsules ($272-$562). "Extraordinarily
clean, well-balanced sound at ridiculously low prices,"
notes JGH. (NR)

D
Sony WM-D6C Pro Walkman cassette deck:
$400
A pocket-sized stereo recording system of surprising
quality and versatility. Alvin Gold feels that to spend
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TEST EQUIPMENT
AudioControl Industrial SA-3050A Spectrum
Analyzer: $995
Portable (battery-powered) and inexpensive 's-octave
analyzer with pink-noise source. ANSI Class 11 filters,
accurate calibrated microphone, and six nonvolatile
memories. Parallel port can be used with any
Centronics-compatible printer to print out real-time
response. Factory update increases maximum spi capability, and resolution to 0.11l3. (Vol.11 No.6, Vol.12
No3)
George Kaye Audio Labs Small Signal Tube
Checker: $549
The essential companion for the dedicated tubeophile,
this well-made device tests voltage gain. noise, and
microphony with the small-signal tube used in typical
preamp circuits. Tests both 63V and 12V types. As well
as ameter, aheadphone jack allows users to hear what's
right and wrong with their favorite tubes, and to look
at the output and the distortion+noise wavefonn with
an oscilloscope. (Vol.17 No.6)
Gold Line DSP 30 Spectrum Analyzer: $1579
Portable (Futtepowered) ',octave analyzer with
higher dynamic range and better signal resolution than
the ubiquitous ActdioControl (one software option
gives 60 bands between 27Hz and 800Hz). Features six
memories and avariety of post-processing options; can
also be controlled by an external PC through its RS232 pon (though the supplied DOS software is clumsy). Latest software includes aWindows-based interface and a
Iser of other refinements. (NR)

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES
Audio Advisor Elfix AC Polarity Tester:
529.95
Component, tend to give the best sound with the lowest potential between their chassis and signal ground.
JGH found using the Elfix to be an easy. noncontact
method of optimizing this aspect of perfiinnance, in
conjunction with AC "clwater" plop. (Vol.15 No.6)
AudioQuest RF Stopper: $39/8 (Jr.), $60/4 (Sr.)
TDK NF-009 Digital Noise Absorber:
$14.95/pair
ST found these ferrite rings to improve the sound trous
cl) when clamped over the interconnects between
player and preamp. He also found the sound improved
-less grit - When aring was clamped over the coaxial
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No2)
Music Sciences 02 Blocker: $69.95 (aerosol bottle), $9.95 (package of 6foam pads) $49.95 (36
treated plastic bags)
nest: products are "designed as atotal solution that
thoroughly cleans all parts of asystem and improves
conductivity while providing ongoing corrosion protection," observed SI). The key ingredient is aproprietary
blend of vapor corrosion inhibitors (VCI). SD was initially dubious as to claims of enhanced sound quality.
hut was convinced that it inhibited corrosive decay over
time. (Vol.20 No2)
The Original Cable jacket: $90 each
Purple cloth bag, filled with aproprietary compound.
that's intended to be hung over interconnects, speaker
cables, and AC cords and grounded via aflying lead to
the wall socket. Who can say whether it's duc to the
elimination of RF interference or of mechanical vibrations in the cables? But all the magazine's staffers who
have tried the Jackets report that they clean up asystem's sound, snaking the silences more silent.
"Embarrassingly tweaky-looking but they work," says
RI). The largest effect is on the AC cords of source
components. JE also reported asignificant improvement when he hung aJacket on his preamplifier's separise ground wire. (Vol.16 No.I I)
PEARL LW Tube Coolers: $6-$25 depending on
size e
Finned metal heatsink available in anumber of sizes to
cool both small-signal and poster rubes. JA recommends
them fist use witl; the Mclos SHA-1. (Vol.16 No.5)
Shakti Electromagnetic Stabilizer: $230
Passive component containing passive circuits intended
to absorb and dissipate the EMF generated by active
audio gear. JS and WP found them effective to varying
degrees, depending on the components they were used
with. JS discovered that "foci's. transparency, clarity,
and speed were better, as was the sense of pace." RI)
Mond that the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.I1 sounded
better -less upper-midrange grain - with the Shakti
placed on the chassis above the transformer. WP uses
them on his power amps, but cannons that using too
many in asystem will close it down and snake it sound
dull. (Vol.19 Nos2 & 4)
Shun Mook Mpingo Disc: $50 each ,
Shun Mock Spatial Control Kit: $450
Shun Mook Spatial Control Quartet/Sextet:
$2280 for four stands and 32
Mpingo discs, $3220 for six stands and 44 discs
Mpingo I
)isc is an (+ism disc just over 1.5" in
chasneter and 0.5" thick. Three I
)iscs bonded to a

Pro(;old contact enhancer, XLO/Reference
Res :ordings Test &Bsom-in CD.
Deletions
Combak Harmonix RF-4I3 Tuning Cable Rings, RF56 Timing Bases, RF-57 Tuning Bases, and Purist Audio
Design System Enkincer not auditioned in awhile. RF
Systems RC-8-PS p,sser sequencer discontinued.

POWER-LINE ACCESSORIES
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Model 116
AC-Line Conditioner: $669 e
Featuring RF filtering, three isolation transformers
with dual secondaries feeding six AC outlets, and
MOVs to absorb voltage spikes on the AC lisse, the
Power Wedge also offers four filtered outlets into
which to plug your power amplifier(s). Highly recommended. "Makes the silences more silent," says JA
(though LL cautions that, in some systems, it may
detract from overall dynamics). Other models are available with fewer outputs - cm the $419 Power Wedge
112 Mk.11. Audio Power's $279 Power Enhancer
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Apogee. dCS, and Prism 20-24-hit All) converters,
Dorrough AES/EBU peak/average level meter,
Bryston BM-P2 microphone preamplifier, Schoeps
Colette microphones.
Deletions
Panasonic Pro SV-3700 K-1)AT recorder replaced by
SV-3800.

sure why the Shuts Mook Discs have any effect. ST
does point out that they can make the sound usine if not
used correctly. "Try one or three. Never, never two."
(Vol.17 Nos2 & 12)
Surniko Kontak: $50 *
Far and away the best contact cleaner CG has used.
"The gains in transparency and purity are startling."
gushed' he. (NR, but see "Industry Update," Vol.15
No.5, and "Manufacturers' Conunents," Vol.15 No.9.)
Sumiko Tweek Contact Enhancer: $19 *
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals
actually does improve the cleanness and resolution of
the sound of an already excellent system. Keeps freshly
made contacts fresh by excluding air. (Vol.10 No.6)
Versalab Red Rollers, Flat Rollers, Split Rollers:
$115/pair-$230/pair
WP found these I1F-blocking components, designed to
surround signal-carrying cables, to be effective in canceling hash and harshness caused by radio-frequency
contamination of the envimnment. He did stress, however, that they are most effective if used throughout the
system and in conjunction with the other Versalab
products. JE and JS demur. (Vol.19 No.())
WBT 0101 RCA plugs: $100/set of four *
The best, although original steel locking collet, now
replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. W13T 0144
plugs costs $50/four. (NR, but see "Industry Update,"
Vol.12 No.9.)
WireWorld Interconnect Comparator: $360
RH dubbed this "ass invaluable tool for characterizing
sonic differences between interconnects," although he
pointed out that most audiophiles probably do not
need to own one. He recommends that service-savvy
dealers or audio clubs might consider acquiring one to
loan around. MF would rate it higher if the logistics of
the bypass finiction were less fiddly. (Vol.19 No.8)
XL0 TPC (The Perfect Connection) contact
treatment: 99ç/packet
Electrical contact treannent that, according to its manufacturer. neutralizes the effects of oxidation. JS treated
his system and reported hearing increased transparency,
better soundstaging, sweeter highs, deeper and richer
bass, and a"quieter and thus more 3-1) soundstagc." He
promulgated that "This 99-cent tweak will do as muds
for your system as spending $1000 or more on components." One packet is enough to treat one system once.
(Vo120 No3)
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more on acassette deck would be awaste of money.
less expensive WM-I)3 ($270) is half the size but keeps
most of the quality. Higher wow and flutter, however.
(VoL7 No.6, Vo1.10 No.6)

The right stuff for cleaning up dirty and/or oxidized
plugs and contacts. Available from Old Colony Sound
Lab. Tel: (603) 924-5626. (Von() No.6)
Dynaclear Postman Binding-Post Wrendi: $7.95
The ideal way of tightening five-way binding-post connections without over-torquing. The reviewer's friend.
(Vol.17 No.11)
Ensemble Tubesox: $69/pair with "thermoindicator" *
Suull onc-size-fits-all sleeve made from a weave of
Kevin and copper wire that's said to both lower atube's
operating temperature and minimize microphonics.
1)0 confirmed the latter, but not the former. (Vol.16
Nos2 & 5)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator: $99 *
Provides effective antenna and cable-teed isolation for
those whose video systems have hunt problems. (Vol.15

wooden 1-bracket snake up the Spatial Control Kit,
which can be used to "tune" asystem's imaging. Read
JS's review carefully to get the full scoop on how to use
the Discs, but JS is convinced that they effect amajor
improvement in the sound. "Yup, they work," agreed
ST; "they make MY $78 AR turntable sound like JA's
Linn!" ("Ssh-yeah, right," pouts JA.) Though he's not
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data lead between transpon and processor, though we
would have thought that this would increase jitter. Best
used with AC power cords. JA feels. Equivalents can
also be obtained from ItadioShack. (Vol.14 No.1, TDK)
Bluenote Midas Series Hi-end Tube Dampers:
$89/pair
Italian devices lower tube microphonics, JS discovered,
resulting in tighter focus, integration, and bass. While
they enhance transparency, he worried that they might
subtly dampen "bloom." Even so, "I consider them an
indispensable accessory," our valiant audionaut maintained. (Vol.19 Nos2 & 4)
Deoxit/Preservit Contact Conditioner: $18.95 er
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SIGNET S1.255

"PRICED RIDICULOUSLY LOW
CONSIDERING -ICERTAINLY
-4 THE PERFORMANCE COULDN'T
LEVEL IT OFFERS..." BELIEVE
1
"THE IMAGE HOW GOOD THF
AND SOUND STAGE SOUND WAS...•
WERE SO VAST WE COULDN'T
HEM THE END OF THEM."

WES PHILLIPS, SIEREOPHILE
MAGAZINE. AUG. ;995

SIGNET SL252

DOMINIOUE POUPART, SON HUE JU/ YAUG I996

Praised by reviewers world-wide, the performance of
these incredible bookshelf speakers has been compared to
large floor-standing systems costing many times the price,

Auchosphere Technologies Corporation
25 Esna Park Drive, Markham, Ontario L3R 1C9, Canada
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Deletions
Bob Young Audio BYLUX AC-line filter and
Perfectionist Audio Components DIE 'digital Interference Filter not auditioned in awhile.

STANDS, SPIKES, FEET,
& RACKS
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, agood
stand has the following characteristics: good rigidity;
spikes on which to rest the speaker, or some secure
clamping nwchanism; the availability of spikes at the
base for use on wooden floors; if the stand is steel, provision to keep speaker cables away from the stand to
avoid magnetic interaction; and the correct height,
when combined with your particular speakers (correct
height can be anything from what you like best to the
manufacturer's design height for best drive-unit integration). Though Stertyphile has neglected to review
speaker stands, it's not because we think they're unimportant for speakers that need stands, every dollar
spent on good stands is worth $5 when it comes to
sound quality. Brands we have found to offer excellent
performance arc Chicago Speaker Stand, Arcici Rigid
Riser, Celestial Si, Merrill (see Vol.18 No.1, p39),
Sound Anchor, Target, Sanus Systems Steel and
Reference, and Linn. (Sound Anchor also nukes an
excellent turntable stand, reports TJ N.) Interface material between the speaker and the stand top plate is critical: Inexpensive Bin-Tack seems to reduce the amplimde of cabinet remittances the most (see Vol.15 No.9,
p.162).
Arcici speaker stands: $145-$495/pair
Available in versions for the ESL-63 and the original
Quads (both $295/pair), and for the Martin-Logan CLS
($495/pair), these elegant stands enable electrostatic
speakers to perform as God intended. Clamps them in
arigid embrace, raising the panels the optimal height off
the ground. Now includes Super Spikes. The CLS version allows both the height and back-tilt of apair of
Logans to be optimized. Anici's inexpensive Rigid Riser
stands ($145) offer adjustable height. (Vold° No.1, Quad
ESL; Vol.17 No.6, Martin-Logan CLS)
Arcici Levitation LDS-1 and LDS-2 component
stands: $249/$498
Unique system effectively isolates components from
vibration by susikoding them with wires. The LDS-2
consists of two LDS-1s stacked with the LSK-1 stacking kit ($25); the CW-1 support kit for one component
costs $25. (Vol.17 No.12)
Arcici Superstructure Iand II: from $173.50 *
Basic price includes one shelf. Versatile, well-made. reasonably priced metal equipment-rack system that doesn't require assembly. Our experience front two samples
of the II indicates that the shelves can be alittle undersized. however. New, bigger spikes eliminate any tendency toward instability. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.16 No.10)
AudioPrism lso-Bearings: $54.95/three
Squishy. 'tomcat-dye polymer balls with plastic cups are
recommended by CG for effective acoustic isolation.
(NR. but see Vol.15 No.9. p.162.)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet
One of the best means ol isolating components from
vibration. A set of four big Feet costs $69: four CD
Feet, $45. (NR)

Audio Stream Premier R-series rack system:
from $139
System consists of E-30 Expandable Rack, $179; R-ES
Expansion Shelf, $49; R-CC Cable Channel kir, $35; and
R-10 Amp Stand, $69. Excellent value, noted SS, but not
rigid enough for use with aturntable. (Vol.16 No.10)
Billy Bags 1823/1824 amplifier stands: $349/5269
Billy Bags 4800 component stand: $795 standard,
$1198 custom
Billy Bags Design 5500-7 series component rack:
$1098
El ihad nothing but praise for these solidly built -and
sand-filled- welded metal component racks. Available
in stock configurations, or custom-built for specific systems. RH cites tightened image focus, greater dynamic
contrasts, and increased resolution of low-level detail as
results of using the Billy Bags stands -although he
noted that turntables may require additional, or different, isolation schemes. (Vol.17 No.12, Vol.18 No.11)
Black Diamond Racing The Shelf: from $450
depending on size
Heavy, costly, but extremely free from torsional flex,
this loaded carbon-fiber isolation platform impressed
WP with a "marked increase in perceived silence"
when placed under equipment. He also noted that lowlevel musical information became more prominent
with the support in his system. WP maintains that
when he "wants to really hear what acomponent is
doing -as free as possible from the effects of its environment - it ends up on The Shelf." (Vol.19 No2)
Bright Star Audio Rack of Gibraltar 1equipment stand: $1495-$1595 e
Bright Star Audio Big Rock I: 5175-$199
Bright Star Audio Little Rock IIsolation Pod:
$129-$144
Bright Star Mini-Rock FVPI isolation base: $89
Avery effective isolation system for control of unwanted
vibrational energy. Individual components float on a
sand bed for energy dissipation, and arc weighted down
with the Little Rock to minimize spurious vibrations.
Sonically, the payoff is enhanced resolution of the inusie's
nuances, says 1)0. RN adds that this system cons,t,.ni
tightens the bass, increases sonic transparency. and
smooths treble hash aid grain. Big Rock for the VPI
TNT turntable costs $275. The Mini-Rock Fis specially
sized for use under the TNT's flywheel. (Vol.16 No.5;
Vol.18 No.11, Mini-Rock F.)
Bright Star Air Mass 3: $99
Ingenious, inexpensive, and effective air-bladder product, opined MF, that damps out floor and air-borne
vibrations. WP concurs. Originally called Air Mass 1.
(Vo120 No2)
German Acoustics Steel Cones: $11 each
These effective brass-colored steel cones have removable hardened tips. (NR, but see V01.15 No.9, p.162.)
Magro 24 Component Stand: $448
Unique stands lean against the wall. Elegant. Highly
recommended by WI', who found that his system
sounded better (presumably because the stands arc
nonferrous). Console colts $218: Cl) Holder costs $68.
(Vol.18 No2)
Merrill Stable Table II turntable stand: $1490
Exceptionally stable support, but too massive for sprung
tlixes unless some means - cv, jacks- is found to support the floorboards. An appropriate amount of lead shot
will cost around $100. RH's reference turntable support
for eight years miming. (Vol.12 No.10, Vol.18 No.11)
Michael Green Designs AudioPoints for electronics: $59/set of three
Michael Green Designs AudioPoints
for loudspeakers: $99/set of four
Sharp-pointed cones made of
solid milled brass that RI)
found to be the best in tightening the kiss and improving the midrange focus of
1)unlavy SC-IV loudspeakers. A set of tour
variously threaded loudspeaker points costs
$69-S79. (NR)
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Versalab Wood Blocks: $165-$430
Versalab Ground Block: $70
WP used the Wood Blocks -AC RF filters -in conjunction with the other Versalab components, finding
that, used as a system, they did unmask detail and
nuance obscured by RF contamination. The Ground
Block is an RF filter for grounding paths (such as the
separate ground connection on atonearm) designed to
be used with other Versalab filters. WP recommends it
highly, when used in conjunction with other Versalab
components. (Vol.19 No.6)
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(Vol.17 No.12) and Power Link AC cords ($159/61 further enhance the performance of the Power Wedge,
found JA, the Power Enhancer Iincreasing the solidity
of his system's bass performance. RH recommends that
if you can't afford aWedge 116, Audio Power's Power
Pack 11 is an affordable alternative. (Vol.14 No.11,
Model 1; Vol.17 No.12, Models 116 & 112)
Lightspeed CLS6400 ISO line filter: $535
With four analog and two digital ground AC outlets
(all "hospital grade") and an 1800W capacity, the transfonnerless Lightspeed filter can handle all but the most
power-hungry system, says SS. RD likes the fact that, in
contrast to some transformer-based power-line conditioners. it doesn't hum, nor does it limit dynamics. SS
points out that it appears to be good at solving groundloop problems. (NR)
Kimber Power Kord: $188/6'
ST uses Kimber Kords throughout his system, and
noted tremendous differences with aJadis Defy-7. But
try before you buy, he warns. (NR)
MIT Z-Center power-line conditioner: $1495
inc. Z-Cord
MIT Z-Iso-Duo power-line conditioner: $1495
inc. Z-Cord
MIT 2-Stabilizer Mk.I1 power-line conditioner:
$995 inc. MIT Z-Cord
MIT Z-Cord II AC power cord: $175/2m
Expensive AC-conditioning/filtering/isolation system that DO found to give significant increases in
soundstage purity and spatial resolution. RH "was
impressed by the straightforward yet insightful engineering" in these products, "which are designed to
keep noise on your AC line from getting into your
components....lhe package appears to be the most
comprehensive power-line treatment system available." (Vol.17 No.12, original versions; Vol.19 Nod,
Mk.I1 versions.)
Panamax Max 1000+ surge protector/line
conditioner: $299
"Many thunderstorms have come and gone," says SS,
"but none of my video gear has been damaged."
Pamunax offers aunique warranty - if your gear gets
fried while hooked up to one of their units, Panamax
will replace it (though their fine print does list conditions that must he met for this to happen). SS doesn't
recommend the Panamax be used with power amplifiers. He also ',tints mn that it shuts down on brownouts or sudden high-power demands. "For low-power
components and video gear, the Panamax is the cheapest peace of mind Iknow." he sums up. "Sounds good,
too." adds BW, commenting that it made his gear
• I"a bit cleaner, more hilly 'shaped,' better defined,
more open. and
(Vol.19 No.11)
Perfectionist Audio Components Super IDOS:
$550
Perfectionist Audio Components IDOS: $165 *
Perfectionist Audio Components IDOS II: $220 *
IDOS stands for Isolated Digital Outlet Snip. ST raved
about the effect of the less expensive of these patented
AC-line RE filter on the sound of his Audio Alchemy
IDDE. But it's asomewhat system-dependent effect.
noted CG, who m.o. llllll mods trying before buying,
seeing if the sound gets worse when the IDOS is
removed. RD finds plugging the energizing leads for
his old Quads into the IDOS to be worthwhile. 1DOS
II is similar to basic II )OS, but alas three "digital" and
six "analog" outlets. "Effectively scrubs away still more
of the dreaded background gunge," exclaimed JE
about the Super IDOS. "As the underlying noise floor
we: lowered, the music became more prominent._
Strongly recommended." (Vol.14 Nos.10 & 11, IDOS:
Vol.1 ,)‘ No.7, Super 11)0S.)
Seakay Line Rover LR-I000 line conditioner:
$1850
Seakay Line Rover LR-1200 line conditioner:
$2050
Other than the presence of eight hospital-grade receptacles on the LE-1200, these two AC-Conditioning
units are identical. "Exceptional harmonic purity and
clarity." notes I
)0. lkoefit from being used with isolation transformers. (Van No.12)
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the taste of quality

"...a digital reference tool of the
first order..."
"The Dichrono, bowing to its
Swiss origins, remained so finely
neutral that Icouldn't say it was
clearly one thing or the other,
analog- or digital-like."
"...it sounded like music."
Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, November 1996, Vol. 19,
No. 11, p.179
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ROOM ACOUSTICS
TREATMENTS
ASC Tube Traps: $189-$659, depending on size
and style
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective momacoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up low-to-high bass
standing-wave resonances like sponges. The $315 Studio
Trap provides easily tuneable upper-bass absorption that
JE found to be aboon with the Martin-Logan CLS
RH recommends the Tower Traps ($273-$355, depending on size), which proved very useful at eliminating
side-wall reflections. "Highly effective," summed up RH.
(Original Traps. Vol.9 No3; Studio Traps, Vol.15 No2;
Tower Traps, Vol.16 No.12, Vol.19 No.1.)
RoomTunes (Deluxe floorstanding): $259/pair
RoomTune CorrierTunes: $89/set of four tr
RoornTune EchoTunes: $45/pair
Idiosyncratic and effective "less-is-more" acoustic treatment for your listening room. GL was highly impressed,
though others point out that care should be taken to not
overdo things. The "Basic Tune Pak" room-treatment
set of four TuneStrips, four ComerTunes, and two
EchoTtanes costs $285. Four TuneStrips cost $179. A
MiniTune Pak (sanie 10 pieces, but smaller) for smallto medium-sized moins costs $199. (Vol.15 No.3, Vol.16
No.1)
RPG Diffusor Systems "Acoustic Tools for
Audiophiles" *
Effective method of adding diffusive and absorptive
treatment to alistening room. RPG Diffusor Systems
offers complete room-treatment packages, called
"Acoustic Tools for Audiophiles I& II," which can be
installed in a matter of hours. RPG also offers its
"SoundTrac" package for no-compromise home-theater installations, working directly with the client,
architect, and/or acoustic consultant. (Vol.11 No.4,
Vol.16 No.5; see also TJ N's article on listening e001115 in
Vol.14 No.10.)
Cambridge Signal Technologies SigTech TF 1120
Time Field Acoustic Correction System:
$5590-$10,990 depending on options
Sophisncated digital acoustic equalization system presents "an elegant solution to the problem of acoustically corrosive environments," reckoned SS. While he
found the differences wrought to be subtle, he noted
that female voices sounded more harmonically coinplete, that inner detail was improved, and that lower
bass transients were cleaner and better delineated.
Imaging was also improved. However, the system
added aslight sense of grain and lacks asufficiently
high-end A/D section to satisfy most analog devotees.
(Vol.19 No.12)
Deletions
Combak Harmonix RFA-78 Room Tuning Devices
not auditioned in awhile.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES Pc
INTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Rather than classify cables into the
usual four "Recommended Components" classes,
we've just listed those cables that members of the magazine's review team either have chosen to use on a
long-term basis or have found to offer good value for
money. They are therefore implicitly recommended.
Where acible has been found to have specific matching requirements or an identifiable sonic signature,
these are noted in the text.

INTERCONNECTS
Alpha-Core Goertz Ag: $270/lin terminated
with RCAs
Alpha-Core Goertz Copper: $76/1m terminated
with RCAs
Flat-conductored interconnects that DAS enthuses
over. Offers lower inductance than shielded cable, yet
has excellent RF rejection. "Impressive." (NR, but see
JS's interview with Alpha-Core's Ulrick Poulsen in
Vol.19 No3.)
Audio Magic Sorcerer: $749/1m balanced with
Neutrik XLRs, $049/1m unbalanced with WBT
RCAs
SS recommends this expensive, handmade, fairly flexible, Teflon-insulated silver interconnect for its "high
resolution, precise soundstage presentation, and excellent low-level information transmission." (NR)
Audio Note AN-C: $100/1m pair
99.99% pure copper cable is coated with polyurethane,
woven in a Litz configuration, and damped with
extruded foam. RH noted its "smoothness, clarity, and
lack of grain or edge." (Vo120 No3)
AudioQuest Topaz: $75/1m pair
Slightly lean midbass, according to RH. but otherwise
uncolored at an affordable price. Great value.
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Lapis x3:
$525/1m pair terminated with RCA plugs
$625/1m pair with AQ custom XLRs and direct
gold-plated FPC sockets and pins
Tonally, the latest version of Lapis (which uses RCA
plugs made front Functionally Perfect Copper, or FPC,
with the gold plating applied directly to the copper)
seems to fall midway between the "mellow" cables MIT, Monster -and those that arc rather up-front ill
the treble, such as Madrigal HPC. and Straight Wire
Maestro. JA feels, however, that its outstanding virtue is
alack of grain that allows correct instrumental textures
to flow freely and adeep, well-defined soundstage to
develop. Auditioning of current-production Lapis (as of
2/91), which uses Teflon insulation and long-grain,
solid-silver conductors, suggests that this is the hest
AudioQuest interconnect yet, apart from their evenmore-expensive IDiamond x3. Auditioning of identical
lengths of Lapis fitted with Neutrik XLRs and
AudioQuest's own custom XLRs suggests that the latter represents auseful step forward in sound quality
Some compatibility problems with the XLIts, however,
according to JA. (NR)
AudioTrudi (AudioQuest) Diamond x2:
$750/1m pair
Superb resolution of detail coupled with amusically
natural midrange and excellent low-frequency weight.
Diamond x3 ($995/1111 pair with XLRs) is balanced
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RoomTunes
Deluxe JustaRack:
$329-$599
Rigid, well-made component
rack. Similar ClampRack -see
Vol.15 No.3, p.140 -allows the components
to be squeezed to reduce the levels of vibration-caused
sonic spuriac. (Vol.16 No.10)
Satins Systems CF-45/CF-35 component stands:
$375/5324 er
Component racks of five ('45) and four ('35) shelves
that TJN recommends as being good value. Assembly
required. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.16 No.10)
Soundstyle X05-series component racks:
$4154450
A series of component stands that SS described as "colorful, elegant, and remarkably stable and reasonably
priced." The series consists of the X053. $415; X050,
$415; X058, $450; X042 extension module, $169; and
the X049 rectangular frame, $65. (Vol.18 No3)
Sumiko Navcom Silencers: S75/four er
Robert Deutsch finds these damping feet to provide
isolation superior to that of Mission's Isoplat. (NR)
Target TT series equipment racks: $99-$365
Finished in basic black, these useful but inexpensive
racks feature rigid, welded rectangular-steel-tube construction, price dependent on height and number of
shelves (from two to five). Spiked feet supplied, with top
shelf resting on upturned, adjustable spikes to optimize
it for turntable use. Target's wall-mounting turntable
shelves ($140-$175) are possibly the best way of siting
your turntable out of harm's way, says JA. (NR)
Tiptoes: $12.50 each *
The Mod Squad's greatest invention. The least expensive way of improving the bass and midrange definition
of virtually any loudspeaker when used to couple the
speaker or stand to the floor. Version with thread or
screw costs 517.50 each. (Vol.9 No.1)
Townshend Audio Seismic Sink: $349-$725
depending on size
MI' WAN amazed at the difference this inflatable isolation platfiem made to the sound of his turntable even though he'd already gone to great pains to isolate
it. "Focus improves dramatically," he goggled; "the
noise floor lowers, images solidify, and the sound takes
on asoftness... that is much closer to what live music
sounds like." He did not care for it under tubed preamps, however, although SI) noted an improvement in
clarity and focus when used under his SFL-2. SID also
recommended stacking them, claiming that additional
benefits accrue. Much to his astonishment, he found
use of the Sinks audibly improved the performance of
Cl) transports and 1)/A processors. (711e Cl) Seismic
Sink costs $150.) (Vol.18 No.11, Vol.19 No.1)
Vibraplane Model 2212 Active-Air Self-Leveling
Air Table: $4950
Isolation platMrin designed to stabilize electmn microscopes and other precision laboratory gear that SI)
enthusiastically endorses for use in hi-fi systems.
"Unlike many improvements that blend into your normal expectation after afew weeks of acclimitization,
you'll appreciate the visceral presence that the
Vibraplane adds to both digital and analog playback
every time you spin sonic wax or plastic," he predicted.
He was also chuffed by improvements in imaging„, lowlevel microdynamics. timbral truth, and percussive
impact, claiming that "every aspect of the sonic preset>
tanon took on new life." JS found the Vibraplime to
work well with CD players and transports. Active system requires source of compressed air. The 2210
Passive-Air version, which needs to be pumped up man11.111y, etrbei $1695 plus S&H. (Vol.17 No.5, Vol.18 No.11)
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Deletions
Combak Harmonix RF-65 8t RF-66 Tuning Insulators,
TU-201 Insulators, Golden Sound DH Cones, Shun
Mook Super Diamond Resonator all not auditioned in
awhile.

Jack English supplies acogent essay on the whole
subject of cables in Vol.14 No.10, but bear in mind that,
to afar greater degree than with any other component,
the sound of cables depends on the system in which
they're used. Before parting with possibly large sums of
money for acable, it's essential to audition it in your
own system. "Drinking by the label" is always abad
thing to do in hi-fi, but it's both unforgivable and
unwise when it comes to speaker-cable purchases. In
addition, what's the "best" in absolute ternis may not
necessarily be the best for your system. "Try before you
buy" is mandatory with cables; many dealers have a
loaner stock of cables to make this easier.
AB points out that mixing'n'matching interconnects
and speaker cables is awell-worn route to sonic disappointment. His advice: Always use interconnects and
speaker cables from the same manufacturers. PWM
strongly makes the point that less is more when it
comes to speaker cable, recommending that amono
power amplifier be placed as close as possible to the
speaker it drives. This does pass the buck, however, to
the preamplifier, which must then be capable of driving
long lengths of interconnect. PV/M used Causare Star
Quad microphone cable for interconnect -a cable
available from pro-sound outlets that CG feels to be the
best of its type for live-balanced recording work.
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version. The x2/x3 nomenclature refers to the number of conductors. (Vol.19 No.8)
Cardas Golden Cross:
$750/1m pair, balanced or unbalanced
Slimmer and more flexible than Five C, the
Golden Cross offers outstanding resolution of
low-level detail, finds SD, with an even, wideopen balance and aquiet, silky-black background.
Gone are the slightly forward upper nods noted by JE
of the Five C. (NR)
Cardas Hexlink Golden Five C: $650/1m unbalanced pair *
Golden-section-stranded, PTFE-insulated interconnect needs an interminable break-in period, but then
has aglorious bass and an excellent sense of pace and
dynamics. JE found that the upper mids sounded abit
forward. (Vol.15 No.12)
Cello Strings:
$355/1m pair terminated with RCA plugs el,
$425/1m pair terminated with XLRs
$530/lm pair terminated with Fischers
$630/2m pair terminated with Fischers et
"Remarkably good for the price," said LL. (NR)
Discovery Signature interconnect: $450/m,
RCA or XLR termination
Dual-shielded, multi-strand, low-capacitance cables
whose perfomunce:cost ratio impressed JS. Also of
note, he felt, were the RCA connectors -sourced from
Clearaudio - which were of extremely high quality and
low capacitance. "Excellent imaging and dynamics,"
quoth he; "a lot of performance for the money." "Sweet
high frequencies," adds RN. (Vol.18 No.12)
Esoteric Artus: $550/1m pair
"At last!" exclaims WP, "A flexible high-end cable." He
found it easy to manipulate in tight confines, and is
happy to report that its sweet highs, articulate
midrange, and tight, well-defined bass response were
right on the money. (NR)
Kimber KCAG: $390/1m pair, RCA or XLR
termination *
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent, and offering
improved image focus and even better clarity when
compared with Kimber's PBJ. AJE and TIN favorite.
(NR, but see Vol.16 No.7)
Kimber Silver Streak: $180/1m pair
This low-impedance, low-resistance cable "represents a
major performance breakthrough for the price," ST
averred. Its secret? Only the signal-carrying portion of
the braid is silver -the returns are copper. ST reported
gains in clarity and quickness. "The sound is cleaner,
quicker, less confused...I suggest you run with the
Streak." By/ adds that the Kimber's excellent resolution of detail and transients has to be balanced against
the fact that it might add too much "zip" to already
bright systems. (Vol.19 No.11)
'timber KC-PBJ: $68/1m pair, RCA or XLR
termination $$$
Unshielded cable that CG found to come very close to
KCAG in his system, citing its HE detail, ait clarity, and
tonal accuracy. For those with RH problems, Kimber's
KC1 ($96/1m pair terminated with RCAs or XLRs) is
the same cable with a grounded shield, but doesn't
sound quite as good. (Vol.16 No.7)
Magnan Type Vi: 5595/4' pair unbalanced,
$695/4' pair balanced *
-A masterful ability to simultaneously achieve state-ofthe-an levels of both musicality and accuracy," said JE.
Combines a rich, full-bodied sound with excellent
retrieval of detail. (Vol.15 No.12)
Magnan Type Illi: $195/m unbalanced, $295/4'
pair balanced 1:7
Bearing a strong family resemblance to the more
expensive Type Vi, the Type Illi is less impressive at
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$1995 /1111 Pair; $2060115m pair
Fast, detailed, not-present sonically -and very, very
dear! With truly neutral components, an unbelievable
level of resolution becomes possible. Not kind to any
form of bloat, smearing, or associated euphonia, however. Massive network cases at both ends make it
impossible to use multiple sets -there just isn't
enough room behind the preamp, moans WP.
(Vol.19 Nos.1 & 8)
MIT MI-350 Twin CVTerminator:
$12951m pair
RJR's reference interconnect. 'Transparent dynamic, and impressive
performance at frequency extremes,"
says he. (NR)
NBS Signature: $1600/4' pair *
Very expensive, heavy, and only marginally flexible cable
that JE made his reference due to its complete lack of
any sonic signature. He did break three of the Neutrik
RCA connectors used, however. (Vol.16 No.11)
Siltech 4-24S: $410/first meter with WBT 0101
RCAs, $270/additional meter or unterrninated tz
Astounding transparency and imaging, said JA of this
silver-conductor cable. (NR)
Siltech 4-80S: $1050/first meter with WBT 0150,
$900/additional meter
Even better thin Siltech 4-24, the pay expensive 4-80
competes with AudioTruth Diamond with its combination of smoothness and retrieval of detail, JA found,
but its balance is alittle brighter overall. (NR)
Straight Wire Maestro II: $275/1m pair terminated with RCA plugs (MSI) or balanced with
Neutrik gold XLRs; $80/additional meter ez
Less laid-back than AudioTruth Lapis or MIT 330.
with superb presentation of detail. May be too bright in
sonic systems. (NR)
Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling: $150/1m pair
One of the best-sounding interconnects GL has tried;
he also notes that it's easy to handle and is fitted with
excellent RCAs. Available shielded or unshielded. (NR)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core "Decade":
$795/1m pair terminated with RCAs
"The 'Decade' interconnect images in an absolutely
first-class manner," JS observed. Despite noting their
"fine initial transient handling," he preferred to dwell
on "how sweet the 'Decade' sounded, without any of
the negative connotation such an 'accusation' might
incur.., the sweetness lay between the notes." Unique
connectors allow for "star grounding" by joining the
cable pair's shields -an option WP found effective in
banishing audible gremlins. Betters the sound of the
excellent TARA Labs "Master" Generation 2by amargin that RI) would not have thought possible.
"Wonderfully open-sounding and detailed throughout
the range," he adds. (Vol.19 No.12)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core "Master"
Generation 2: $395/1m pair terminated with
RCA plugs
An RI) favorite interconnect, with aclear, open, uncongested quality. Clean, precise, and stunningly uncolored, agrees WP. The Generation 2revision preserves
the clarity of the original but has eliminated the stiffness that RI) hated about die earlier version. GL notes
that it comes with equipment-friendly locking RCAs.
Conductor configuration mitigates against tight turns
or kinks, however, so plan cable muting carefully, advises WI'. Unique common shield connection makes this
the cable WP turns to when plagued by voodoo hums
- besides, he allows, "it just makes good sense." (NR)
Transparent Audio MusicLink Ultra: $895/1m
pair terminated er
Similar in broad terms to the MITs that Transparent
Audio used to distribute, the Transparent interconnect
works well in aWATT/Puppy-based system, says JA.
(NR)
Transparent Audio MusicLink Reference:
$1900/1m single-ended pair
Very, very pricey, but eery right at capturing acorrect
sense of timing, says WP. Not even to be considered,

however, unless you've dealt with the bask sin your system, he warns. (Vol.18 No.5)
WireWorld Gold Eclipse interconnects:
$1000/1m pair, RCA or balanced; $375/0.5m
Expensive but very transparent, with little editorial
effect on the signal in either balanced or unbalanced
form, found RH. (Vol.19 No.8).
WireWorld Atlantis II: $90/1m pair, $18 each
additional 03m SSS
"A good budget interconnect," concluded RH, who
could catalog a list of shortcomings vis-à-vis the
S1000/pair competition, but considered it "fundamentally uncolored" for its price. (Vol.19 No.8)
XI,0 Signature Type 1.1: $625/terminated lm
pair; $500 each additional meter-pair (shielded
version available at slightly greater cost)
JS thinks describing this interconnect to be apiece of
cake: "neutral, detailed, very fast, alive, exciting, with a
really big soundstage, plenty of well-controlled deep
bass, ahumpless inidbass, and asomewhat leaner midrange than some cables, and airy, open highs." Whew.
(Vol.18 No.9)
XL0 Reference Type 1: $275/1m pair et
JE found that, in the right system, XL0's Type 1can
sound marvelous, with an improved sense of dynamic contrasts. Soundstaging is alittle flattened, however, compared with Cardas and Magnan Vi. (Vol.15
No.12)
'ILO Signature Type 3.1 shielded phono cable:
$750/terminated lm pair; $600 each additional
meter-pair
"How does Roger ISkolli do it?" marvels JS, entranced
by the "ultrasilent" presentation, blacker backgrounds,
vivid and dimensional manner, and constant image and
tonal balance that characterize this cable. Its retrieval of
information is, he posits, without peer. While he considers it supremely neutral, "its dean, quiet, quick, and
wide-band response could exacerbate bright or gritty
recordings." (Vol.18 No.9)

Straight Wire Virtuoso, Synergistic Research Phase
Two Mk.V. and Resolution Reference, MIT Terminator 2interconnect.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
Alpha-Core Goertz MI Ag H Matched
Impedance:
$63.10/fi, $800/6' pair terminated
Alpha-Core Goertz MI 2Matched Impedance:
$8.85/ft $$$
JS was quite taken by these 9-gauge, high-capacitance
silver cables, calling them "ultra-clean and delightfully
fast." He also admired their extreme high resolution
and wonderful spatial qualities, although he did note
some degree of lightness in the bass. The less expensive
copper version is an LB favorite. (Vol.19 No3)
Audio Magic Sorcerer: $1395/8' pair
A silver cable insulated by PVC surrounded by silica
sand that SS found to have higher resolution and a
more neutral harmonic balance than his reference
1)tinlavy speaker cable. (NR)
Audio Note AN-L: $19/mono foot, banana
terminated
Shielded. Litz-constructed cable impressed RH with its
"smoothness, clarity, and lack of grain or edge." (Vo120
No3)
AudioQuest Midnight Hyperlirz: $495/10' pair et
Almost as good as AudioTruth Clear at amuch lower
price. (NR)
AudioQuest Indigo: $7/fi plus $75/pair spadelug termination $$$
Neutral, clean sound with excellent resolution of detail,
says RH. "The bargain in affordable cables." (NR)
AudioQuest Type 4: $2.50/fi $$$
"The bee cheap speaker cable on the market, and
much better-sounding than F14," scz CG. 'Try this
stuff before laying down long green for expensive
cables.' (NR)
AudioQuest F14: 95t/ft SSS *
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the frequency extremes, according to JE. (Vol.15 No.12)
MIT MI-350 Reference CVTenninator:

ARE YOU AUDIOPHILE ENOUGH
FOR OUR SPEAKERS?
As you know, we were never, ever willing to revel in test

in aspeaker. Nor for amanufacturer wisely refraining

results. But after more than twenty years of stubbornly

from bumping up the upper bass in psychological compen-

ignoring undanish views on our legendary Danish

sation. In months of eager listening, our reviewer then

speakers, we will make an exception. Partly due to
the fact

that
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have
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4

(i.e. "the Upper Bass Boomers, the

fellow as the writer who recently

Nasal Honkers and the Greasy
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found it to he
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completely
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accurate

rican HiFi magazine. And

and totally

partly because our copy-

natural.

writer is still suffering from

While.

yesterday's 85' "La Tache"

and

(enjoyed in front of his

here

Confidence 3, Rubinstein

we quote again, "imaging

performing), and couldn't possibly find better words of

like abastard!" Up to the point where alesser audiophile

praise anyway. What amazed the abovementioned critic

"could miss the beauty of this baby." To prevent this, call

most in listening to our small monitor, he writes, was that

us for your free personal copy of our "Book of Truth" at

he should be so amazed. Right, we say: Sadly, people

(847) 288 1767 or fax us at (847) 288 1853. You may, of

still just aren't prepared for the near absence of coloration

course, even visit your nearest true dealer. Enough said.

DANES DON'T UE:"

to the same extent. (NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Sterling: $2395/10'
pair terminated,
$1935/8' pair terminated
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Dragon: $4295/10'
pair terminated,
$3435/8' pair terminated
Two silver-conductored speaker cables that are maximally simmth and transparent, according to RH and JA.
JA also finds the powerful bass performance of Sterling
to be its strongest suit. (NR)
Cardas Hexlink Golden Five C: $840/1m pair,
$1360/10' pair
Very similar in sonic character to the Cardas interconnect. AJE reference cable. (Vol.15 No.12)
Cardas Cross: $398/1m pair
Affordable speaker cable that remains aJA favorite. (NR)
Discovery 123: $320/8' pair terminated
"Unlwlievably high perbwmance for relatively low
cost," Mines JS. Unshielded speaker cable that can be
configured for single, bi-, or tri-wiring at no additional
charge fie termination. JS found it "had great bottomend heft and pitch definition, a clear and detailed
midrange. and excellent highs (if not quite as extended
as some of the multi-kilobuck cables)." (Vol.18 No.12)
Dunlavy Audio Labs DAL-Z6:
$300/8' pair, $375/12' pair, $420/16' pair
An inexpensive cable that SS recommends highly.
While it doesn't warm up or harmonically enrich .1
speaker's sound, neither does it emasculate or whiten a,
he notes. A nice ergonomic touch is the use of' interchangeable screw-in ten ll i
ll ations (4ii" spades,
spades. or banana plugs, $30/set of four). (NR)
Kimber 4AG: $120/fi ‘7)
.
An expensive hyper-pure silver cable that can offer a
glimpse of audio heaven. Significant system sensitivity,
points OM 00 NO be sure to check for c patibility
before you buy. No charge for temnnation. (NR)
Kimber 4TC: $6/ft
Kimber 8TC: $10/fi $$$
A doulsle run of 8TC greatly improves the sound. feels
DO. Excellent bass. (NR)
Kimber 4PR: $1.20/fi
Least-expensive cable from Kindler was found to have
good hiss, but .1 'Zippy ITC1 10 alld poor soundstage,
lis 1)0. With 111(lijiellsIVC amplifiers, however.
its good RE it:jet-Mgt compared with zipcord or spacedpair types, will often result in abetter sound. (NR)
-
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Straight Wire Virntoso, Kindler Black Pearl.
Deletions
SYMO LS5SX not auditioned for along time, Monster
Cable M1.5 replaced by M22s, not yet auditioned.

DIGITAL DATA
INTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Extensive auditioning by RH suggests
that all the coaxial data cables listed below arc better
than conventional, TbsLink-fitted, plastic fibenspric
cables, which in general don't give as tight abass or as
focused a soundstage. "You don't get that essential
sharpness of image outlines, the sound becomes more
homogenized," quoth he, which is why we no longer
recommend any of the TosLink interconnects. JA
points out that the specific character of any particular
cable will depend heavily on the transport and processor it connects.
Apogee Electronics Wyde-Eye AES/EBU
datalink:
$25.95/0.5m; $28.95/1m; $31.95/2m;
$36.95/3m; $43.95/5m $57.95/10m $$$
"lf you haven't heard this 110 ohm balanced data cable,
you're missing out!" exposnilates LL, adding that it's
"more transparent. more musically lmnest than any I've
heard - and it's ridiculously cheap!" (In bulk, the cable
costs annind 10.75/ft.) JA is also impressed. KR, however, while agreeing that it is an excellent value, notes
that it is less transparent-sounding than the (much
more expensive) Illuminati. Also :available in a75 ohm
version for S/PI )IF applications, t
l
si ll gCanare's mie 75
ohm RCAs. But don't confine digital company Apogee
Electmnics with loudspeaker manufacturer Apogee
Acoustics. (NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) OptiLink Pro 2:
$325/1m with AT&T-ST termination
Expensive ST datalink that JA Judi Erecommend highly. Excellent bass performance. with power. clarity, and
dynamic contrast, ..tys JE. A more rich sound than the
Altis ST link. ST terminations can be fragile, adds JA.
(Vol.16 No.11)
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an endearing smoothness, "but without obvious loss of
detail due to softness." DO's favorite speaker cable:
"Quite spectacular in its resolution of spatial information," he says. The latest Generation 2has greater topend air and is more flexible, notes RD. SI) feels it is
"definitely reference caliber." (NR)
Transparent Audio MusicWave Reference:
$4100/8' pair, $4300/10' pair, $4500/12' pair;
spade-terminated
Hideously expensive, notes WP, but this speaker cable
resolves the timing involved in music -not just at the
level of overtones relating to fundamentals, but also at
the global harmonic/melodic level. They also, he adds,
portray silence as aphysical, not just atheoretical, reality. That means he likes diem. (Vol.18 No.5)
XL0 Signature Type Si: $120/running foot
plus $150 termination/pair
"lise jewel in the XL0 croffla," JS states emphatically,
despite confessing it tes be "...big, heavy, unwieldy, and
apositive bear to tri-wire." Small prices to pay, he feels,
for sound he praises as "transparent yet full-bodied, and
they imaged like nobody's business. The entire bass
range was as close to perfect as I've ever heard from a
cable. Midbass detail was unfettered by colorations and
frequency anomalies.... The upper midrange and treble ... were completely grainless and free of brightness
or other artifacts." (Vol.18 No.9)
XL0 Reference Type 5: $55/fi, plus $100
termination *
"This is the real gem of die XL0 !Reference' line." JE. "Very transparent and detailed" - Alt. Perhaps a
touch of midrange pmminence makes it less suitable for
speakers tlut are already balanced too forward in this
region. Not as expansive as TARA RSC or Monster
Sigma; works well with tube ainps. (Vol.15 No.12)
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Inexpensive flat-twin solid-core
cable that RH enthusiastically recommends as excellent value for money.
(NR)
Audio Research Litzline 2: $520/1m pair,
$640/3m pair *
JE found this underpromoted speaker cable to perform
well in adiverse variety of systems, working especially
well with ARC's own amplifiers. (NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Argent: $60/fi
plus $95/pair spade-lug termination SO
This 11.1s many of the sonic amibutes of AudioTruth
Dragon. RH's reference, at a fraction of the price.
Excellent dynamics. articulate bass, and good soundstage depth. Also musically coherent and natural, sez
RH. (NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Clear Hyperlitz:
$1895/10' pair terminated, $1535/8' pair terminated (most common length) *
Very expensive, but solid bass reproduction with aclear
(ha!), open midband and treble. Can sound rather lightweight in some systems, but almost defines the tenis
"neutrality," says JA. Uses "6N"-pure copper bundles in
acomplex lay that brings every conductor to the surface

MIT MH-770 Reference CVTerminator:
$5995/8' pair; $6145/10' pair
Astronomically expensive network-equipped cable, but
WP notes that he's not heard anything like it! Extended
but never harsh, and capable of plumbing the depths
like none other in his experience. Not suitable for tube
amps, and it would be silly to put the MITs in anything
hut asystem capable of the highest resolution. Large
network boxes at both ends - the ones at the speaker
ends resemble Hallihurton attache cases --make cable
routing an absolute bear. (Vol.19 No.1)
MIT MH-850 Multi-Bandwidth CVTerminator:
$8995/8' pair, $14,125/45' pair
The special tri-wire harness for the Avalon Radian HC
was reviewed in conjunction with the complete
Spectral/Avalon/MIT 2C3) system. RH noted that
this complex, "Multiple Bandwidth Technology" triwired speaker cable "weighs more dun many small
power amplifiers and costs
re than the Spectral
DMA-180 amplifier." However, as acomponent of the
system that RH described as "staggering" in its ability to
reveal low-level detail, it must be accorded as successful
in passing that information along. "The soundstaging in
particular." he raved. "was more three-dimensional
than any other system I've heard." (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 2)
Naim NACAS: $5/fi $$$
Inexpensive cable that Sr found to work well with the
Spenclor S100 loudspeaker. Worth investigating as a
good-value cable. thinks JA. (NR)
NBS Signature: $900/3' pair er
Neutral Ism expensive. JE's reference. (Vol.16 No.11)
OCOS cable: $10/fi plus $75/pair
termination $$$
Distributed by Stuniko, this idiosyncratic cable was
found by LG to have aspeed and clarity he hadn't heard
front other cables. He found the bass to be alittle lightweight, but votes it a"three-star" design. (NR)
Purist Audio Colossus Rev.B: $1330/1.5m pair,
$220/additional 0.5m *
The famed "water" cable with afluid-filled insulating
jacket. AB found "resoundingly open staging with a
remarkably distinct lower-midrange/upper-bass presentation that lends music agreat sense of pace." (NR)
RadioShack 18-gauge solid-core hookup wire:
$3.99/60' spool $$$
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet Si'
reports that this cable is okay sonically. You have to
choose for yourself whether to space or twist apair for
best sound (or even whether to double up the runs for
less series imped.ince). (NR)
Straight Wire Maestro II: $560/8' pair with gold
spade lugs or pins; $30/additional foot
The cable that LA Mund to work best between the
Krell KSA-250 and Thiel CS5s. (NR)
Synergistic Research Signature Nos.2 & 3:
$605/10' pair
"High-rez, wide-bandwidth cables that let the music
speak for itself," sums up JS. lkaler can fax Synergistic
alist of components and receive back arecommended
list of cables depending on system, room acoustics, and
customer's lllll sical tastes. (NR, but see JS's interview in
Vol.18 No.11)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core "Decade":
$2200/8' pair, $2700/10' pair, $3200/12' pair
Not as much of an improvement over the ILSC.
"Master" (;eneration 2 speaker cable as the ltS(.:
"Decade" intern lllll ea represents over its 12SC "Master"
Generation 2equivalent, hut dynamics an: slightly better. and it corrects avery slight tendency toward leanness. The cast spacle-lugsare beautifully made, but with
some speakers (ig, I)unilavy SC-IVs) they're difficult to
attach in ahi-wire configuration, finds 111). "Intages
were never shadowy, wispy, or lacking in body" with
this cable, JS avowed. "The Ikeade was quiet wideband, lithe, and agile." (Vol.1) No.12)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core "Master"
Generation 2:
$45/fi plus $90 termination
RI >Muni' that these cables have wonderfid lucidity and
atop-to-bottom coherence that's truly heavenly: "The
Almighty sure knows Ilus cables." AB found it to have
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Your devotion to your records has
been justified: The Shure VIS has returned.
Featuring a remarkably thin, yet rigid
beryllium MICROWALL/ Be'm cantilever and an
ultra-fine Micro-Ridge diamond tip, the VIS Type
VxMR combines the truest, most expressive sound
with incredibly low record wear. You'll hear purer
highs, more forceful bass, and richer audio detail than
you ever imagined your records could provide.
And you'll hear them for longer, since the VIS
provides all this sound quality with just one gram of
tracking force—compared to the 2grams required by other
high-performance cartridges.
Reintroducing the VIS. Treat your ears—and your
records—to the sound and quality they deserve.
Call 1-800-25-Shure for the VIS dealer nearest you.

THE SHURE V15
PHONO

CARTRIDGE

SHURE'

•Lifetime Warranty -Absolute Reliability
•Lifetime Upgradeability -Zero Product Obsolescence
•Lifetime Musical Satisfaction -A Sound Investment
Call Toll Free For Complete Information, or to arrange your
personal audition: 800-599-7673 fax: 954-472-2913

PRECISION

Reference Line Audio, Inc. 11580 SW 3rd Street, Plantation, FL 33325
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Mod Squad Wonderlink II, MIT T3. Ultra Resolution
Translate ST link.
Deletions
Altis Altimate Glass Fiber, Acrotcc D5010 and
Mapleshade/Insound Omega Mikro digital dealinks
all not auditioned in along time; Audio Alchemy Data
Stream Transceiver digital datalink deleted because of
(-interns about current availability.

BOOKS Pc COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
CALSOD loudspeaker system optimization program, version 110: $269 with on-disc manual
(5 1
4" or 3',2"disks)
User enters Me:.
11 drive-unit response, impedance
and sensitisity. and target response: program designs

appropriate crossover filter networks. Latest version
handles double-ported bandpass enclosures and can
calculate the effects of LF room gain, enclosure leakage,
and absorption losses in sealed-box, vented-box, passive-radiator, and bandpass systems. Thick-Small parameters can be calculated from two impedance measurements, and data can be imported from the IMP
PC-based measurement system. Standard 1.40 version
costs $69.95. Available from Old Colony Sound Lab,
P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458. Tel: (603)
924-652« Fax: (603) 924-9467. (Vol.13 No.11)
LEAP 4.5 Loudspeaker Enclosure Analysis
Program: $395-$1195 tr
Highly recommended by DO and much used by professional designers, LEAP imports raw drive-unit data
(it accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA files as well as
data produced by Audio Teknology's own LMS system) and optimizes aspeaker system's crossover network to meet the user's target specifications, either onor off-axis. (It also averages responses to give aspeaker's
power response.) The fully loaded LEAP 4.5, which
includes aSPICE-type passive network analyzer and an
Active Filter Library, costs $1195; abasic version, to
which modular upgrades can be made (each one is
$175), costs $395. Available from LinearX Systems,
Inc., 7556 SW Bridgeport Rd., Portland, OR 97224.
Tel: (503) 620-3044. Fax: (503) 598-9258. LinearX
BBS - (503) 598-9326 -offers support for LEAP and
LMS. (Vol.13 No.11)
The Listening Room: $47.50 str
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for PCs
and Macs. Available from Sitting Duck Software, P.O.
Box 130, Veneta, OR 97487. Tel: (503) 935-3982.
Allows an audiophile to move simulated loudspeakers
and asimulated listening scat around asimulation of his
or her room (in three dimensions) to find the 110Siti011
that gives optimal performance below 200Hz or so.
The suggestions made by TJN in his review have been
incorporated in the latest version, which can also store
different setups as separate files. Upgrades arc available
for 515 inc. S&H. The Macintosh version ($67.50)
requires 1Mb RAM and allows local optimization of
listener and/or speaker positions. It also nuxiels the
woofer's LF limit and slope. Ille Windows version
($89.50) is called "Vistaal Ears"- see "Industrs Update" in Vol.19 No.4. (Vol.13 No.12)
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio:
$29.95 (softcover) plus $4.95 S&H
Written by ltolsert Harley, one of Sway/el:Ws two consulting technical editors, lit,' Gmtplete GlIldt to I
hgh-i,nd
Audio offers explanations of how to listen critically, how
to optimally set up your system. and how to get the best
sound hut your buck. It will also give you the backgnitand
and technical infonninon you'll need to get the insist
from rea ding stomp/tilts Iktninung auditryshiles Me« Wad
the appendices first. DellISC. siguued IlArtICOVCr VdIt1011
costs $39.95 phis $4.95 S&11. Available from Acapella
Publishing, P.O. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM 87198(1805. Tel: (800) 848-5099. (Vol.18 No3)
S
.
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S/PDIF cable in the context of his full Spectral/
Avalon/MIT 2C3D system review. Given the plethora
of references to high resolution, transparency, and spectacular soundstaging in that review, it seems to pass the
signal along with minimal degradation. (Vol.19 No.1)
The Mod Squad WonderLink Digital I:
$195/0.5m, $225/1m single cable, $275/1m
balanced e
Exceptionally transparent presentation, thought JA,
with excellent soundstage depth and natural midrange.
Clunky gold-plated RCA plugs are actually old-fashioned RF connectors with RCA and BNC adaptors.
(NR)
NBS Signature AES/EBU balanced digital
datalink: $600/1m
"A midrange with amagical combination of body and
clarity," found JE in his Mark Levinson system, though
not as much clarity as the AudioQuest Optilink Pro 2.
(Vol.16 No.11)
Parasound DataBridge: $89.95
Coaxial datalink that RH finds to give smooth treble,
deep soundstaging, and tight bass. Not as resolving as
the TARA Labs 1)igital Reference or Aural Symphonies Digital Standard, but agood value. (NR)
TARA Labs RSC "Decade" Digital: $395/1m,
RCA or BNC terminations
According to JS, the Decade digital datalink "delivered
acoherent, wide-band, neutral, yet frilly harmonic presentation that showed a light and quick touch with
transients and dynamics." A little less robust-sounding
than Illuminati D-60, he opines. AES/EBU version
evinces similar sound. (Vol.19 No.12)
TARA Labs RSC "Master" Digital Generation 2:
$295/1m
Very stiff and awkward to handle, notes R1), but it does
sound exceptionally transparent, especially in AES/
EBU form between his PS Audio transport and processor. RH also recommends it highly. Current "Master"
version is less stiff than its predecessor. (NR)
TARA Labs RSC Digital Reference: $195/1m
terminated
Laid-back, relaxed presentation, excellent resolution of
soundstage depth. Smooth treble adds to pleasing
analoglike warmth. Silver-plated RCA plugs slightly
undersized, making connection difficult. (NR)
XLO Reference Type 4: $150/1m, $50/additional 0.5m
JE found this unshielded cable to excel in soundstage
presentation, while being warmer and filler than the
Kimber AGDL. "The best digital cable Ihave yet heard
in re-creating abelievable soundstage with layers upon
layers of width and depth, ample ambience, and pinpoint localization," he announced. (Vol.15 No2)
XL° Signature Type 4.1 AES/EBU datalink:
$325/1m, $250 each additional meter
"At its best, well-mated and happy, the 4.1 can knock
your socks off," JS exclaimed. However, in his opinion,
digital datalinks are extremely dependent upon component interactions: careful audition with the precise elements comprising your system is essential when evaluating them. (Vol.18 No.9)
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AudioQuest Digital Pro: $225/1m
single cable with welded RCA plugs it
An excellent coaxial datalink, though alittle behind the
Kimber KCAG in absolute terms. DO feels it sounds a
link forward. (Vol.16 No.11)
AudioQuest Video Z: $85/1m
single cable with welded RCA plugs st,
RH felt that the tonal balance was tilted upward in the
treble, while midrange textures were less velvety-smooth
than some of the other data cables, with a softened
soundstage focus. 1)0 found this relatively inexpensive
cable to work well with die Bioarise One D/A, though
he warns that its soundstage is somewhat veiled compared with AudioQuest's Digital Pro. (Vol.16 No.11)
Aural Symphonies Optimism: $595
Optical (AT&T) datalink. Outdoes the previous version in "smoothness, sweetness, quiemess, and largesse
of soundstage." says JS. Highly recommended, with the
proviso that it be used with Aural Symphonies' ioGEL.
Aural Symphonies Digital Standard:
$195/1m, $270/1.5m single cable ir
Neutrik RCA connectors with asliding shield make
ground before signal connection. Vivid and forward
tendering, with sharp soundstage focus. (NR)
Canare DigiFlex Gold I75 ohm cable:
$45.95/3' $$$ su
Before you try any of the expensive coaxial links, you
should try this inexpensive, true 75 ohm cable, advises
CG, who rates it as his first choice in adigital cable at
any price, even preferring it to the ICimber AGDL
(Vol.16 No.7)
Cardas AES/EBU: $230/1m
Ultrafast-sounding, affordable datalink that bested all
corners (other than the Orchid) in SlYs system as of
spring '96. (NR)
Ensemble Digiflux 75: $220/1m with RCA or
BNC connectors
"Positively the best-sounding 75 ohm digital interconnect I've found," writes DO. Smooth, good focus, and
harmonically correct. "A digital link that does it all, from
top to bottom, without skimping on focus or harmonic
integrity," he summed up. (Vol.16 No.11, Vol.19 No.11)
Illuminati D-60 DataFlex Studio S/PDIF
datalink: $325/1m with RCA or BNC
termination
It's hard to get Starophiie writers to agree on anything,
but RH, RD, JS, KR. Lit, RR. and WI' all use this as
their reference. "Sometimes mercilessly revealing," KR
maintains. "but never harsh." "Fast, open, and detailed,"
raved JS. "Focused and nuanced," concurs WP.
"Smooth yet highly detailed, spacious soundstage, anti
lack of hardness and edge," says RII. (Vol.19 No.5)
Illuminati Orchid AES/EBU datalink:
$750/1.5m with XLR termination
I
iry expensive, but the best AES/EBU link JA has used.
JS loved the Orchid's midrange liquidity and detail, but
preferred Illuminant S/P1)IF cable overall. SD
(almost) doesn't equivocate: "Probably the best out
there for now.... A stutmerr RH and RI) are also fans.
(Vol.19 No.5)
Kindler AGDL DigitalLink:
$195/1m with RCA or XLR termination is
Best coaxial datalink ST had tried until he heard the
expensive Goldniund. JE found it to excel in the
retrieval of detail, while it also featured an extended
and po,,,,til! 1,, (V01.15 Nos2 & 6: see also CG's
HAVE
view in V01.16 No.7.)
Madrigal M I
)( -1 AES/EBU datalink: $285/1m
Etcellt'nts s.
sod image focus, reported JE,
st lion used bctss, isill,. Mark Levinson Nos30 and 31.
As SS 'ell A, All OpC11-S011fitfillit. CXfilltled treble. JA concurs. feeling that the Madrigal is only bettered by thr
Illuminati Orchid AES/EBU cable. (Vol.16 No.I I)
Mango Apparition Reference Series 3: $595/1m
Titis slightly corpulent digital (-aisle. which has becour
less snli and sister to work with iii ts List scvetAi iteranom, is us Wont-. "Air. air. .and more air!" he shouts,
adding that the niidrange is as good as digital gets. (NR)
MIT Digital Reference: $325/1m, $395/2m
"Said to reduce reflections in the cable :Hid thus reduce
niter." quoth R11, who listened 1,, this RCA-fitted
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REAL WORLD PRICES!
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Camelot Technology "See and Hear the Magic"

Coming Soon!

Breathe Fire into your Digital Front-End with

he (Dragon

0-he (1\z_m7 c]hiks in the
(13Ioodfines.

Resolution Enhancement at Its Best
Camelot Technology's Dragon is ahigh-end jitter reduction unit with state-of-the-art
resolution enhancement technology. It reduces jitter to <25ps (pico seconds). In addition.The
Dragon can also increase the apparent resolution of the digital signal by the addition of
riangulated dither. This, combined with superior materials and quality of construction. make

• Merlin PRO CD transport

it atruly landmark product.

•Five digital inputs (Coaxial, AES/EBU, AT&T ST

• The Dragon v2.0 jitter reducer

glass, TOSlink & I
2S)
•Precision Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator
•Resolution Enhancement (16, 18 or 20-bit)
•Three digital outputs (Coaxial, AES/EBU & I'S)

• Arthur v3.0 D/A converter
• Uther v1.0 D/A converter
• Uther v2.0 D/A converter
(pictured right)

reg. $1495 Sale Price $1295

ATTENTION

Call for pricing!

Dynateli A/V has turbo leleric3__

I charged the PS Bus.

.

Autlio Alchemy Oviners•

The Excalibur Ill greatly enhances the performance of any Audio Alchemy
or Camelot Technology digital product utilizing an I'S connection. It
improves transparency, dynamics & mid-range clarity & enhances the
The Excalibur III Silver Teflon IS cable is a overall focus, making the music more emotionally involving. In addition to
revolutionary design from Camelot Technolsuperior sound quality, the Excalibur III features...
ogy, an international leader in digital audio.

Only

$99 95*

A steal at the

*For any length
under 2 meters

regular price of '129.951

•Teflon dielectrics used throughout for minimal signal loss
•Unique braiding results in maximum RF rejection.
•Gold plated 5 pin connectors for maximum conductivity &mo t
and resistance to corrosion & oxidation
TECIINOI,Ora'
•High purity, silver plated, stranded copper

PS AUDIO is HERE!
Dynatek is proud to announce the addition of PS Audio to its prestigious lineup of
high performance equipment. Stop by our showroom to audition the new 1997 lineup.
SL Three HDCD DAC

Ultralink Two HDCD

s1,295

DAC

• the PS Audio SI. Three is a
good-sounding processor that offers
terrific value for $1295... In fact, the
SL Three easily beat the performance of the original UltraLink... The SL Three
did, however. sound better than the Audio Alchemy DDE v3/DTI v2 combination, apair that costs $300 less than the PS Audio processor. This is high praise
considering that both the DDE/DTI pair and the DAC-2000 Ultra arc, in my
opinion, the products to beat at their respective prices... It's aheck of alot of
processor at areasonable price." Robert II ii si ereuphi/ e.mar /996

DL Three DAC

8695

The DL Three brings reference
quality D/A conversion to an
affordable level. This unit is atrue 20
bit design. It utilizes the highly
regarded Crystal CS 8412 digital receiver in alow jitter implementation, the Burr
Brown PCM 1700 digital filter, and Burr Brown PCM 1702 20 bit DACs. Its
analog section was designed for high current and low impedance output
characteristics, but more importantly for good sound. The DL Three features
eight times oversampling and linear phase analog filtering. DL Three is optionally
available with the Pacific Microsonics PMD100 digital filter/HDCD' decoder chip.

DL Three with HMO

$895

Prices subject to change. Not responsible for typographical errors

To Order call 1-800-DYNATEK

S2,295

RI I(Robert Harley) "highly recommends" the Ultralink Two -especially when
utilizing the RCA jacks... -Stereophile. October 1996
The Two had asmooth rendering of instrumental timbre that was remarkably
free from grain and stridency... Iwas also impressed by the UltraLink Two's
soundstage size, layering, and transparency." - Robert Harley, Stereophile.
December. 1995

.6

Lambda Two
Transport

s1,995

g101

The totally redesigned and improved
Lambda Two is successor to the critically
acclaimed Lambda CD drive. Employing four
discrete isolation transformers, redesigned power supply, digital circuitry and proprietary mechanical damping, the Lambda Two delivers the next evolutionary step
in CD transport technology. Improvements in the performance of Lambda Two
are in the areas of lower jitter and isolation from mechanical vibration; yielding
better resolution of detail, rhythm and dynamics.
" Tremendous punch and dynamics." decided RII (Robert Harley) of the
original Lambda... "Well-balanced. atine value." adds MC (Martin Colloms).
-Stereophile. October /996

Other inquiries call 215-396-8288
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for not telling you about the best kept secrets in digital audio!

Introducing the Monarchy Audio DIP

DIP -The world's best under $1,000 jitter reduction unit!
INR
GTO
IEC
TRE
AFS
LAS
co
ER

AES/EBU.

Only $199

▪ Isolates D/A converter from transport, blocking hum and
interference.

•Dual-mono DACs &analog stages.
•90-thou all aluminum cabinet.

etter dynamics

Model 18B D/A Converter

Limited Supply!

as a result of 3 years of development

and production of D/A converters that have won rave reviews.

alanced digital inputs,

considered by many of the

industry's leading experts as the best in digital audio inputs.

gej

partnering equipment. this is an excellent upgrade."
-WHAT HI
Fl?

•• Re-clocks digital signals from CD transport to D/A converter.

Model 22B 20-Bit D/A Converter

13

This product performs outstandingly between CD
players and DACs, tightening focus, adding pace and
attack. Though the effect will vary according to the

▪ Special PLL performed jitter suppression.
•• Converts digital signals (Toslink or coax) to either coax or

ass Extension

that must

reg. $980

be heard to be believed.

The 228 is one of the most
highly acclaimed and well
reviewed DACs available .Using
select grade Burr Brown PCM-

$749*

While supplies last*
The midrange, [was] the richest of any of
the processors. The bass was deep and
transparent without sounding loaded and
coloring the upper octaves.., real key is
that Ifind the unit as musical one year after

Like its big brother, the 18B features a combination of superior parts and
build quality. Their use of a toroidal transformer at this price point insures
spectacular bass punch and dynamics.
•Toslink, RCA coaxial and AES/EBU balanced inputs.
•High current analog output stage.
•Distortion-free passive volume control allows direct connection to an amp.
•Smoke silver front panel with 24K gold knob.
At $799 this unit competed with $1000-$1500 DACs...

63 "K" DACs and innovative
circuit design, this unit compares
favorably with competitors that
receiving it, as Idid initially. And if you
think about it that's quite astatement."
cost twice as much.
Russell Novak. The Audiophile loice

at $499, it won't last long!!

Regular Price s,511,

SALE PRICE $499
fecombricge audio

* Discounted price applies to units with silver faceplate only.

Cambridge Audio has quickly become aleader in affordable digital audio. With digital circuitry designed by the
world renowned John Westlake of Pink Triangle, the Cambridge products will satisfy the most critical of listeners.

"Knockout Sound"
CD 4 CD Player

DISCMAGIC CD Transport

DACMAGIC D/A Converter
Only
Only
$599

The CD 4 uses digital to analog circuitry
designesl in conjunction with Pink Triangle.
The result is asound that is beyond comparison
with anything else in its price class.
0 Latest generation Philips TDA 1305 hybrid
D/A converter w/continuous calibration.
0 Multiple independent power supplies.
0 Custom made low jitter clock module.

$599
The heart of the DISCMAGICi. atransport mecha-

nism used by Pink Triangle & DPA in their new
DACMAGIC 2mm2 D A cons crier proves that an high-end CD players. Its mechanism has been seafro rdahlc product can still offer breathtaking per- lected on perfonnance alone. It performs! This high
formance. The end result is aconverter with extremely value transport was designed with such detail that it
controlled and powerful bass, an expressive mid- will easily outperform competitors costing far more.
range and anatural and detailed treble.
Internal copper-plated shielding to minimize
0 Toslink & coax (BNC) digital inputs w/ gold plated
noise and interference.
RCA and fully balanced XLR analog outputs.
0 Two dedicated transformers.
Three separate power transformers and 19
Toslink balanced XLR and coax (BNC) digital
regulated power supply.
outputs.

"Superb Value"
Fax (215) 396-7999

1390 Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 18966

l
e

:;) ;

e-mail: sales@dynatek-ay.com
web: http://www.dynatek-ay.com

Theretonly one Power Wedge...

-•••••••s.,

...and there tone just right for your system!
Power conditioning and equipment protection for all audio and video systems.
Twice, winner of Stereophile's "Best Accessory of the Year" Award.

AUDIO pawEr

2624 S. Rousselle St., Santa Ana, CA 92707

INDUSTRIES

714-545-9495 • Fax 714-545-4607

http://www.audiopowencom

Boo my BASS?
M UDDY M ODS?
IMPRECISE IMAGE?
Il PROVEN SOLUTION FOR ROOM-1E10CH PROBLEMS IS NOW MILRBLE

"It arranges for your speakers to present at the listening position just what they
ought to present. It cancels room surface reflections and response-flattens and
phase-corrects what arrives from the speakers
Robert Greene THE ABSOLUTE SOUND Vol.21 Issue 109 Winter 1996
STERLTH 11HE DIGITAL 00001 THE111111E11T
ITIRDSPRREOT -PRECISE
EFFECTIVE
this goal admirably

The point of SigTech treatments is not to "overcorrect" so as to make all speakers
sound alike, or to -sterilize" the sound. but to eliminate the largest room-induced
frequency anomalies. In both of my rooms. the SigTech Correction System accomplished

The SigTech Acoustic Correction System is an elegant solution to the problem of acoustically corrosive environments..."
Steven Stone STEREOPHILEVoL19 No. 12 December 1996
...perhaps the most important advance since the advent of stereo. -Peter Mitchell STEREOPHILE Vol.15 No. 10 October 1992

"The SigTech is the most important step forward in audio since the development of full-frequency range recording and stereophonic sound. That's the story
Robert Greene THE ABSOLUTE SOUND Vol.21 Issue 109 Winter 1996

Hi Notes
919 Carroll St •Perry. GA 31069
912-987-9491 •800-808-4174
mew hinotes corn

TimeField Acoustic Correction

H
S

om,..fheat e

INSIGHT
1,µ1 .11N,IIIIN

601 W Plano Parkway. Sude 127

oun (1

(' once p s

880 Holcomb Bridge Road •B-110
Roswell. GA 30076

Arum •Mon •Aragon •And. Arbstry

Plano. Texas 75075
12141 881-3822 Fax 881-3824

CAL Audm •Conrad-Johnson •Fern(

Mark Lennson •Wdson Indio •001F •Halts

Wdson •Sonm Fronkers •Mon •Dynandn

Manchu •PS8 •Sperton

Classe And. •Wadra •JO Lads •and many more

Parasound •Cœon •Wavarrlz •HU

770 642 5557 •tax 770.642 6448
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RICK

VISITS

Richard J. Rosen

I

tstinks. Buck Owens is best
known as that cornball country
down from TIPs Hee Haw.
And it stinks. The Buck that people oughtta know developed his
own distinctive "Bakersfield Sound,"
which enabled Buck Owens and his
Buckaroos to chart 15 consecutive
Number Ones in five years in the
1960s, and ahandful more besides.
Imet up with Buck in his expansive
office at Buck Owens Enterprises in
Bakersfield, California, from where he
surveys his vast dominion—it indudes
publishing television, and five radio stations, and has earned him megabucks.
"Office" Iuse loosely; it's strictly all mod
cons her with fireplac full kitchen,
piano—and, ofcourse his stereo system.

OWENS
Stereophile, April 1997

"This is quite an empire you've
built, Buck. It seems like radio's
been good to you from both sides. I
know one reason you sold so many
records was that very particular,
very smart, clear and twangy sound
that worked so perfectly on radio."
"Well, just about all of my
records was made for AM radio.
Unfortunately, Ihad to do it, and I
think everybody else had to always
consider that. How many of us sell
aton of records over aperiod of
years that hasn't had music on the
radio? Not many. Iused not alot of
bass. When Igot to where Iknew
what this VU meter was, Iknew
there was a 100%, and that's all
there was, and anything else become a tradeoff. The bass, it
seemed like, took up more than its
fair share of the 100%. By taking it
light on bass Iwas able to bring in
some other things, and that's really
how Igot started so much on the
high end. If you've heard my
records, you know that end is high."
"Ahh, the secret ... "
"I used to get letters about it.
One I won't ever forget says,
'There's arumor that you guys out
there on the coast have some kind
of aBlack Box that you run parts of
your music through.' The guy
wanted to know if it was atrade
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So what did
you expect
for under
agrand?
"A speaker system that
is accurate, coherent,
musical.., and so much
clarity
that
it is
difficult
to walk
away
from the
musical
experience
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end of a
listening
session.
These
speakers
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recommended."
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rRecoln.
Rec
The Buck Owens Collection (19591990) (1992)
A 62-song cross-section of Buck's
music, including all the hits. The 76page booklet is about the best source
of information available on Buck
Owens, and it's chock-full of rare
photographs.
Rhino R2 71016 (3 CDs)
Carnegie Hall Concert (1966)
The legendary live show. CD has
bonus tracks.
(Capitol (S)T-2556) Country Music
Foundation 2211 124

Also Available
Buck Owens (1961)
(Capitol DT-1489) Sundazed 9077
6042 2
You're for Me (1962)
(Capitol (S)T-1777) Sundazed 9077
6043 2
On the Bandstand (1963)
(Capitol (S)T-1879) Sundazed 9077
6044 4
Together Again/My Heart Skips a
Beat (1964)
(Capitol (S)T-2135) Sundazed 9077
6045 4
IDon't Care (1964)
(Capitol (S)T-2186) Sundazed 9077
6046 4
I've Got aTiger by the Tail (1965)
(Capitol (S)T-2283) Sundazed 9077
6047 4
Before You Go/No One But You
(1965)
(Capitol (S)T-2353) Sundazed 9077
6048 4
The Instrumental Hits of Buck
Owens and his Buckaroos (1965)
(Capitol (S)T-2367) Sundazed 9077
6049 2
Roll Out the Red Carpet (1966)
(Capitol (S)T-2443) Sundazed 9077
6050 2
Open Up Your Heart (1967)
(Capitol (S)T-2640) Sundazed 9077
6051 2

Buck's equipment: Just a good average system.

secret. [laughs] Iwrote him back and
said, 'It's called EQ. Turn it as far to the
right as you can get it.' "
"And how about when you listen?
Do you like that kind of high-end

sound?"
"No ... well, yes, but only if Ican get
the low end and the midrange. Igot to
have bass, but it doesn't have to own the
song. In this day and age you can get
that good clean bass sound and still get

"I like music loud.
Iwant it to permeate
the room. Iwant it
to get in my pores,
you know?"
the high end. We're not listening on
AM radio."

'And you're happy with the stereo
system you chose?"
"I didn't choose it. Itold my engineers, 'I want just agood average system,' because Ifound out early in the
radio business that you have to listen
like the folks do ... "
The sound system in the Buck-cave is stow
dardfare: Sony PS-FL 711 automatic turntable,
CDP-05F CD changer, and TC-R503 cassette, with Pioneer SX-6 receiver Bose 401
speakers are used strialy in asupporting rok; as
stands for the every-studio-has-'em Yamaha
NS-10111 monitors.
"People say, 'Why don't you get some
good speakers?' [laughs] Those are good
speakers. Ilike those better than Ido

the Bose there. You get more midrange,
and more of atruc sound, to me. These
other things kind of muck it up. You
don't get ahell of alot of bass out of

Stereophite, April 1997

these Yamahas, but Ireally listen from
the midrange up. Lees just sec what's on
the old CD here and give alisten..."
Buck's "Santa Looked A Lot Like Daddy"
was aban-age ofjowly Telecasters that hit me
between the ears like 10,000 volts. Ichecked my
neckfor signs ofblood nickling as Iacclimated to
the blistering onslaught ofBuck and .quitar hero
Don Rich on "Before You Go," and his compatriot Wynn Stewart's "Wiskfill Thinking."
"You'll notice, Rick, that's pretty
bright."
"It sure is."
"Just so it don't sound like mud ... "
"Do you always listen so loud?"
"For me to really like it, and really
hear it, and really feel it, it has to be

loud. Most musicians like music loud.
My wife, she'd say, 'Daddy, you'll mess
up your hearing.' No way, Honey, Idid
that along time ago.' Iwant it to permeate the room. Iwant it to get in my
pores, you know?"
"You can let the music just wash over
you?"
"Oh yeah. Iused to always listen for

technique. Istill have appreciation ... so
many of the records today, you know,
they have this wonderful drum sound,
and awonderful bass sound, and they've
got...just sounds about everywhere,
just about rightfully. But Ilisten Ithink
more for the music today. Iappreciate
obscure things that were never hits, like
... they had this high shrilly thing called
the Louvin Brothers."
"Man, Ilove the Louvin Brothers."
"God. Idon't know if Iever heard
better harmony."
"That was more of that fine Capitol
sound, too."
"That's Ken Nelson, my producer...
Iguess he was aproducer — he ran the
whole department—but he was the
smartest one Iever saw. He gathered up

the people and then he just let them do
it how they felt it. He kept us in tune a
163
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best sound list.
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Muse Electronics
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little bit, you know, but he'd just doodle.
We wanted the same thing. We wanted
the voice, and we wanted the clear, brilliant sound. Merle Haggard and Wynn
Stewart he did the same way."
"Did you have music growing up?"
"Always been music in my life. Iwas
aGrapes of Wrath child. On the way to
California, we had abreakdown, so I
was raised in Arizona, up in the mountains. My daddy had this old car radio; it
wasn't from our car. He'd take the battery out of his old Model A, from when
he went to town once a week on
Saturday afternoon, and that'd charge it
up pretty good so we could listen to the
two Mexican border stations, 500,000
watts skipping all over the atmosphere.
The speaker was out of an old Packard
or something—little old 4" speaker sitting right on the side of the radio.
Sometimes as the battery and the signal
ran down, my brother and my sister,
we'd all gang around, trying to push
closer to the radio.
"Even earlier, in Texas, where Iwas
born, we had this little old Philco radio.
They had Bob Wills-type country on,
back in the '30s. At three or four years
old, Ithought that people got up in the
radio and played music, and when you
weren't looking they'd sneak out. I
appreciated the harmonies. And then, of
course, in the fields as akid picking cotton with the blacks and the Mexicans
singing —I really figured out, maybe
only six or seven years ago, that probably my harmonies was
more from the Mexican culture, with
a little bit of a
mournful, yearning sound."
"Buck, your system today is kind
of..."

Why is this man
smiling? You'd be
tickled too.

"It's mediocre."
"Right. Do you feel you miss
anything? You're a guy who
could have anything you want."
"Yeah, pretty close to it, I
suppose. I've thought about it,
acouple or three times. Ijust
got the Crystal Palace open,
and I've thought about
putting in some real fine
equipment, so I'd be able to
just immerse myself in it."
"What would you want
to change, for amore highend system?"
"I'd want to get one to
where if anybody even breathes, Ican
hear it. And Iwas hoping one day they
might offer something where you'd
have eight tracks, and you could mix
your own —and I'm talking about even
each track with your own echo and
your own EQ. It's going to be done. My
whole idea would be to have awall of

"I thought that
people got up in the radio
and played music, and
when you weren't looking
they'd sneak out."
speakers, you know, but to have your
particular place right in the middle of
the room, so you could get
it coming at you from
every direction.
"Listening to music
in acar sometimes
is my favorite way,
because you've got
nobody but you
and them and it's
all over you. But
you have to have
the right equipment. Once Ihad
a 1967 Cadillac
Coupe de Ville.
The way the speakers came off the
windshield, and the
speakers in the rear,
I could just

Buck Owens: Prisoner in
the Kornfield of American iconography.

surround myself. Icould see all the people, you know what I'm saying? Iknew
where the drummer was. And having a
good listening room, that's abig part of
it for me. Like over at the Palace, it was
built for acoustics ... have you been over
there yet?"
"No, not yet."
71re Crystal Palace is 'The Buckaroo's
recently completed museum/concert hall/restaurant/emporium. It's ivorth visiting jf only to
stand agog at his collection of hand-tailored
country-flash Nudie suits and complete custom
Nudie convertible mounted behind the bar. We
got to talking about some ofourfavorite records,
and hit the subject of the current state ofcountry MilSk.
"A guy comes in to the record exec,
and he says, 'Hey, Igot astar for yar
Then the record exec says, 'Yeah? Tell
me, how tall is he?"0h, he's six foot
tall."Yeah? Can he wear hats and the
boots?"0h, yeah, man ... "What's he
look like?"0h, he's a good-looking
boy.' He got agood smile?"0h, yeah,
he's ... 'All them questions, and as you
get to the door, the company man says,
'Oh, by the way, can he sing?' "
"[laughs] What about all the new
country that's played on your stations?"
"Well, personally, Ithink abig part of
it is abunch of junk. In fact, they take
me to task for saying it."
"Country and synthesizers. They
don't mix, Buck."
"No. God dang, no."
"That's where you made your mark,
getting that real stripped-down Bakersfield sound, as an alternative to Nashville.... You were maybe the first alternative country guy."
"Well, Iwas sure alternative to that. I
didn't like the mushy, soft... so mushy
and sweet. Iliked more of the rhythm
beat; the hard-charging, driving, run165
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away locomotive, as Idescribe it. And it
worked for me. It worked for me. I
tried to make records that Iliked."
"Well, if you love music and you love
the real sound of electric guitars, then
your records, that's the shit. Those old
recordings have so much life."
"Well, Iappreciate that, Rick. When
we started out in the late '50s with
three-track, there was no punching-in
in those days. And so Iwas forced to
leave things in music that we don't leave
in today... but Ithink it was more fun
then. Ireally believe that. It was more of
aunit thinking, all going down at the
same time. Sometimes you hear records,
and they have more of adetached quality. All musicians today go into the studio
with the attitude, Well, it's not aproblem. I'll punch that in.' It was quite primitive, in the late '50s and early '60s, but
what awonderful reward. Of course, I'm
prejudiced, you know; Ilike to do the
recording all at once. Before the days of
headphones, Iused to get in the middle,
actually get the musicians just almost
right around me and do it from there.
You've got much more of a feeling
there, from just having the live bodies
around all communicating."
"It'll reach the person who's listening,
too."
"It does. It sounds like aband playing.
Now, Iremember awhile back, guesting
on one of these radio shows that they
send all over the world. They played
things like Tall Dark Stranger,' from the
early days of stereo and eight-track. Now,
I'm talking about eight tracks as in Les
Paul had invented. These engineers, you
hear them saying to one another, 'God,
listen to the separation.' Well, separation
meant we put the drums way over on the
right sometimes, as far as we could get
them, and then we put the bass way over
on the left, Imean, as far out as you can
get it. [laughs] And the engineers... I'm
thinkin,"Good Lord, what do you listen
for, you know?' They sound wonderful,
if you are astereo buff, but most people
would walk in, they'd say, What's wrong
with that?' "
"I'm no fan of early stereo. It's so
phony."
"That's right. When they first started,
they were way out there. They were
announcing, 'Hey, we're on stereo!'
That's what they did in those days."
"Your Carnegie Hall album is agreatsounding stereo record. Is that natural?
The sound, the echo?"
"I don't think any of that was contrived. Ithink that's the acoustics in
Carnegie."
"That's something I play for my
Stereophile, April 1997

notices it's mono."
"Is that amazing? Jimmy Bryant, he
was like a blur sometimes, watching
him pick... agreat guy. And that's Ken
Nelson again."
"It's funny you saying he was so
hands-off. Ialways figured he was such
agenius producer."
"That was where he was agenius."
"I guess so, because all of those
Capitol country records sound great. Do
you have friends and other musicians
with sound systems you've liked?"
"Well, Dwight Yoakam has ajukebox — about a1958 or '9, but he's had it
souped up. They have this one great big
speaker, and he's put acouple of external speakers on the outside. If you sit in
the right place it really sounds great.
That's one way to listen. Another way I
do is Ilisten to earphones, and Iuse one
A pink paisley Fender Telecaster with all-tube
of those amplifiers there, which that's an
Fender Twin Reverb guitar amp. Sea Buck: "That's
my number one way of listening to music"
old Fender."
Wow. /'m looking nt avintage Fender Twin
Reverb tubed guitar amp with a beautifid
paisley Telecaster leaning on it.
"My own personal opinion
"I listen to tube equipment myself,
Buck, but Inever heard of doing it that
is Ilike LPs
way."
"Got to have the wánnth, and you
alot better.
don't just get it no other way. Isimply
feed the CD right into the amp, just
Ithink they have
plug headphones right in. As far as pure
listening, Ithink Iget more out of that
the wax sound that
than any way else. That's my number
one way to listen to music."
contributes to what Ilike.
"Do you prefer the CDs?"
Are they as clean?
"My own personal opinion is Ilike
LPs alot better. Ithink they have the
Of course not.
wax sound that contributes to what I
like. Are they as clean? Of course not.
But it's what Ilike."
But it's what Ilike. You like those, too?
Folks say to me, `Do you mean this is a
better sound than the CD? With all this
new mastering and all?' Isay, 'Well it
audio friends, and they agree it sounds
depends on what you're looking for.'
incredible. Why should it be so much
The ordinary guy says, 'Oh, CD sounds
better than records made today?"
alot better.' But see, they don't listen
"I think it just happened, Rick. And
like Ido. And LPs are coming back."
all the modulations and the tempo
"A lot of audiophiles have discovered
changes — nobody in the group missed
alick. There was nothing ever fixed. I it doesn't take too much to buy a
turntable that will blow away any CD
was really proud of that. Idonated the
royalties and let the Country Music player."
"I just love it. Ilove it. And they say,
Association reissue it. They used that as
a standard for a live recording. I 'Well, how do you keep from wearing
them out?' Isay `You don't. But if you
thought, that's pretty good, because they
take good care of them, they'll last...
got some people that knows how it
well, they'll last along time.' They're a
should sound."
lot warmer. It's like atube. Ithink LP is
"I'd have to agree. Another one,
Speedy West and Jimmy Bryant, it's a like atube."
"They're definitely musical."
43-year-old recording. Iuse it as demo
"Well, Rick [kiwi's], it just makes me
material and play it for audiophiles..."
think: Everybody don't have to be a
"I bet they're astounded."
"... on their $100,000 systems. They Trekkie, you know, to enjoy Outer
Space."
S
say, 'Wow, that's great!' No one even
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MUSIC 1010 /2010 Chopin: Waltzes, Nocturnes, Scherzos, Ballades, Fantasies,
LSCD2449
Gounod: Ballet Music
Gold CDs $21.99
LP
/Geld CD
110g LPs $23.99* /Deld CD% $21.99* CSCD6023
...... .
Ravel: Ma Mere L'Oye
NA
/ 1101 Chet Baker: In New York
CSCD6252
Harold: La Fille Mol Gordee
2025 / 1099 Bonnie Raitt: Nick of Time
LSPCD2438
Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
NA
/ 1100 Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
LSPCD2612
Sonny Rollins: Our Man In Jazz
NA
/ 1102 Bill Evans Quintet: Interplay
LSPCD2533
Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Moods
2027 / 1051 Phoebe Snow: Phoebe Snow
LSPCD1972
Harry Belafonte: Sings the Blues
2029 / 1104 Nat King Cole: Love Is the Thing
LSOCD6006 Harry Belafonte:Hollywood
At
ie Hall
2032 / 1108 John Coltrane: Lush Life (NEW!)
LSPCD1993
Chet Atkins: ln
(NEW!)
2031 / 1107 Bonnie Rani: Luck of the Drow (NEW»
JPCD5002
Dean Peer: UCross Also in LP-529.99)
NA
/1106 Miles Davis Quartet: The Musings of Miles
CSCD6013
DeBussey: Iberia (Images Pour Orchestra)
2030 /1105 Jvihro
Aqualung CDw$24.99/LP427.99
.D.
s ers ode Kea cos,
LSPCD2712
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk (NEW»
CSCD6191
Mendelssohn: Sym. #3 /Maag /LSO (NEW!)
1043 Ronnie Earl /Eye To Eye
LSOCD6007 Harry Belofonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (NEW!)
Joe Beard & Ronnie Earl /Blues Union
LSOCD6065 Royal Ballet Gala (with Deluxe Pkg. & 24 pg. booklet)
(ÍI 1039
1038 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: Puttin'It Down (SROM)
RTHCD5052
Jennifer Wornes: Famous Blue Raincoat Also in LP-524.99)
LP's: $17.99
1041 Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -$21.99)
JPCD4/5001
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (alum.-$14.99 /LP-529.99) (SROML
CD's: $12.99
1042 Mighty Sam McClain: Sledgehammer Soul &Down home Blues
LSC2230 Spain: Reiner /CSO
SPECIAL LIMITED TIME
JP5004
Branford Morsalis: Dark Keys
ri
PR- 73CD Clark Terry: Express
180G LP SALE! SELECT
Z -D's/LP's: 180g LP's:
f:
RR.72CD Dick Hyman: Swing
LSP2927
Sonny Rollins: Now's the Time!
gis Here
TITLES WERE:
.
b4 11, 816.99*
ces,
LSP2533
Chorlies Mingus: Tijuana Moods
RR-74CD Chadwick: Aphrodite Suite Sym./Elegy $12.99*
NOW: $24.99
M561 13
Brahms: Sym. #4 /Walter /CSO
Avo
up
RX-1000 RR & XLO: Stereo Test d Bum-In CD - $27.99
fi, Rit 65 Ore,.
CS8127
Duke Ellington: Jazz Pory In Stereo
RR-76CD Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
land. Ovenfified
finsjmu Numbered Ltd.
LSP2712
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk
R
NCE RR-68CD Mozart/E.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
M.,. Ordn Belote
Edition Verve, Is, & Brit Boxes
BAI 7023 Tubby Hayes: Tubby the Tenor (NEW»
RECORDINGS RR-75C0 Janacek: The Makropoulas Case/Cunning Little Vixen The,. All Gone ,
LSC2327
Bizet: L'Arlesienne Suites /Morel /ROHO
available for $349.99
LP'S & GOLD CD'S: $29.99
CS8503
Kenny Burrell: Weaver of Dreams (NEW))
F ig
r;rligi-norÇFeig
;I:
i
eRo anBlues
ALUM. CD'S : $ 4.99/S15.99
MS6036
Beethoven: Sym. #3 /Walter /CSO (NVAI)
APLP/CD 027 Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
4 or more: KALI.
LSC2271
Ravel-D'Indy: Piano Concerto /Schweitzer /Munch
APLP/CD2003 Jimmy D. Lone: Long Gone (LP: $24.99) (NEW»
VICS1102 Beethoven: Sym. #4 /Egmont Overture /LSO (NEW»
APLP 033
Amande McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. CD available)
1.506007 Harry Belafonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (2 LPs-S46.99)
APLP 032
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for 524m on Gecko &Alum. CD
APLP/CD 036 Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LE Gold & Aluminum CD available)
LP's: $34.99
LPs: $29.99
APLP 038
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
k APGCD 03149 Combines These 2Ne,.
4 or more: SCALL
4 or more: SCALL
APLP 039
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods1
LP's Duo One Great Gold CD!!
ADEC 4173 Bernard Herrmonn: Music From the Great Movie Thrillers (NEW»
APLP 035
Miles Davis: Prestige 5LP Box Set Ltd. Ed. of only 2,50012199.99 (NEW!)
ADEC 6398 Hindemith: Sym. Metophorses /Janacek: Sinfoniena
ANALOGUE
3013 Art Pepper: So ln Love
ADEC 6139 Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes /Scenes Pittoresques
ADEC 2243 Albeniz: Iberia /Turino: Danzas Fantosticas
PRODUCTIONS 3012 Art Pepper: New York Album
3014 Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
ALON 6013 Debussey: Images Pour Orchestre (NEW!)
REVIVAL
3016 Otis Sponn: Good Morning Mr. Blues
ADEC 2218 Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf
ADEC 6113 Mahler: Sym. #1/Solti/LSO
CD'S: $14.99
3017 Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Man
ASD 8534 Paganini: Violin Concerto #1 (NEW!) ASO 2448
Bizet: Carmen Ballet
Ln: S17.49
3015 Albert King: Ill Ploy the Blues For You (LP Only) (NEW!)
ASD 608
De Falla: 3 Cornered Hat
ASD 162
Orff: Carmin° Borona
ASD 3345 Elger: Coronation Ode
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
THUR NEW GOLD CEPS
$15.99 (Limited Time Offer -Act Fast)
ASD 5258 Strauss: Four Last Songs /Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano)
04032 Hamiett
Bluiett's Barbecue Bond
ASD 2410 Maria Collas: French Operatic Arias /French Natl. Radio Orch.
03632 Jack Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances
ASD 3090 J.S. Bach: Sonates & Partitas For Solo Violin /Ida Haendel - 3 LP's: $74.99
03932 Avi Lebo with Slide Hampton: Shades of Brass
03852 Joe Stanley Sextet: King of the Honky Tank Sou
LPs $21.99 /CD. $12.99 /field CD's $22.99
02632 Norris Turney: Big, Sweet & Blue Nam IN GOLD!
.0155
Sara K: Hobo (NEW!)
02752 Sweetman: Austin Bock Ailey Blues NOW IN GOLD!
JD147
Livingston Taylor: Bicycle
56292 Clifford Jordan Quartet: Live At Ethets NOW IN GOLD!
.10154
Bodi Assad: Echoes of Brazil (NEW!)
J0157
Best of Brazil -o compilotion (NEW»
JD141
Rebecca Pidgeon: New York Girls Cl ub
I?
.41
Janis lop in:
5720 Journey: In inity
.11)152
Christy Baron: IThought About You (NEW»
( OP DI
S
CALL FOR
64212 Santana: Santana
66226 Carole King: Tapestry
JD145
Poquito D'Rivera: Portraits of Cubo (SROM)
COMPLETE
57206 Willie Nelson: Stordust
64368 Fronk Sinatra: The Voice
JD153
John Pivarelli Collection: One Night With You
UST.
64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
64408 Dave Brubeck: Time Out
CD10
Chesky 10th Anniversary (2 CUs for ONLY $15.99I!)
64367 Michael LeGrand: ILove Paris
53814 Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
JD156
A Tribute to Paul Desmond -Desmond Blue /Finck, Basile, Mequilo, Crossle (NEW!
64426 Roger Waters: Amused To Death
64411 BobDylan: Blonde On Blonde
0012 Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM) (NEW!(
64274 Duke Ellington: Block, Brown d Berge
64405 Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
0001 The JVC XRCD Sampler: Selections from Various Artists
64425 Stevie Roy Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We... 52944 Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues
0004 Tiger Okoshi: Two Sides To Every Story (SROM)
0007 Spirit Traveler: Playing the Hits From Motor City
PREMONITION RECORDS - CD: $14.99 & LP: $27.99
0014 Terry Evans: Puffin' It Down (SROM) (NEW»
PREM-737
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) STEREOPHILE R2D4
0013 Bennie Wallace: The Old Songs (NEW»
CD's $29.99
GOLD CD'S: $29.99
"fdalf/POOPIP"
0011 Misha: Connected To the Unexpected
4 or more SCALL
CISGCD8001
Stradivarius On Gold (Beautiful violin & piano)
0008 Oscar Castro-Neves: Tropical Heart
CISGCD8002 Massenet: Le Cid (Orchestral spectocular)
0002 Bill Holeman: A View From the Side
0005 Carmen Lundy: Sell Portrait
CISGCD8003 Gary Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni (Contra-boss & organ)
0010 Tom Coster: From the Street
0006 Nakagawa' Posey
CISOCD8004 Favorite Opera Arias (It's like you're at the Met!)
0009 Hiroko: Pure Head
0003 Ernie Wons: Unity

-
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Classic Records Goes GOLD!!

ÎlJ

audioquest

1 CW

Í

DECCA

SONYMASTERSOUND GOLD CD'S

23.99

cactD

EMI

(PUY

%-v,-cf

Abkco •AEt M •Amencon Gramophone •Americon Pressing LPs •ASI •Athena •AIR •Audio Directions •Audite •Bainbridge •Beehive •Bell /Jeton •Black Dahlia •Capri •Cardas •CBS •Cello •Century •Chandos •Chesky
•Clain),•Concord •Crusoders •Crystal Clew •Direct Disk Lobs •Discwasher •DMP •Donon •East Wind •Editons EG •En, Arcy •Encore Performance •Flying Disk •Fore •Fortuna •BOW •Gecko •Gemini •Ginsell •GML
•Golden Sting •Horrnonia Mundi •Hot Club •Hyperion •Indic Navigation •John Marks Records •Kiku •King Kloviw •Linn •Lynta •Mil K•MA •MCA •Meontime •Mercury •Nobel •Nautilus •Nimbus •Nopo •North
Sior •Noms •Odin •Opus 3•Proprios •°t'artel •Oints Il •Ravi Shonkor •RCA Living Stereo •Ryko •Solisbury Labs •Son Froncisco Sound •Sheffield •Sonic Arts •Stereophile 'Sopar Analogue •Sweel Thunder •Tacet •
Taurus •Telarc •Toshiba •Trend •Umbrella •Vonguard •Villa •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson •Windhom Hill •Ask About Other Labels

ORDER
TOLL FREE:
800-782-3472

BEST PRODUCTS!
BEST PRICE!

ORDER OR INFO
BY E-MAIL:

ElusDisc@aol.com

BEST SERVICE!

GUARANTEED!!

3ENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND

viO_VING COB. CARTRIDGES:
:UBY
SOUL W/ Trade SCALL
lEFERENCE
SCALL W/ Trade $CALL
AC H20; M0.9;10.4 $CAU. W/ Trade SCALL
AC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
AC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
AC-20EII
$150
.UKASCHEK PR1 PHONO STAGE
$1,199.99
lenz/Aestbetix Cartridge Demagnetizer$199.99
"Everyone who's into analog Is see to
want one el the cute battery -powered
cartridge ilemagnetieers from
Aesthetic "-het e.goi no PC/ U.. »pun
Ste,. pled..

"trans

THE GLIDER
$750

HW-191R Turntable w/ New VPI Low Mass Arm': SCALL
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special'. SCALL
• Add Benz-Micro Glider': KALI_ .
0 feu exped corMdge
-OMER CARTRIDGES A. TOnlfARMS AvAlIABLP
kinslollotion upon request)

With riode SCALL

ation: Temper Cartridge MOM

KAU.

rom Immutable Music. That quality of a'i.oherrn, bobble' ot ultimate transparency. the preservation of the harmonic
-nvelope around every instrument and musical mom, and the a...nettling punts 01 lone are what not die Temper apan front
'Cher c.endees I've head. and male
sound noire hke lice music to
-.51 Frrnuner..fieleuphole. July INS
19 17
_

SHAK111 STONE: «gatt
.
•
.$199.99
"Ihe Shaki ioften, aworthwhile and cost effective boost in sound quality. ...Focus, transparency, clarity,
rnd speed were hotter, as was the sense of space & pace." Jonathon Scull. Stereophile. 2/96, Yol.19142
MIME!

-MEMEL

CARTRIDGES & TURNTABLES

SHO Moving Coil/High Output
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge
Pearl Cartridge

PUTTY GRITTY
»,

Black Pearl Cartridge
Oyster Cartridge
MANIABLIal
Pro-Ject 6Turntable
Pro-Jest 1. 2Turntable

SCALL
KAUSCAU584.99

$64.99
$39 99
SCALL
KALI.

"l'se tried better Wiles. arm,, cartridges, preamps. cable, and isolation schemes,
- ...none hate ever gis en nu. the kinds of improc melts in noise reduction, clarity.
and elimination uf middo.treble ringing that the ,. record-cleaning machines
hace....lf you listen lo records, con need a record-cleaning machine. Period." Cony Greenberg. Mereuphile, 3iiiy '94, lie/./ , OS

CORD CARE PRODUCTS
.tfuntial application orthiut
hruslun •& rotating 'rink

mODEL I0

-

raC111.101Ing

Vinyl
oodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.0
$199.99
MODEL 1.6 -.- Auto scrubbing. &
rotation. slidemut %WIC fluid tray
.
»I mode's ire alp.,
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
., Sold 0,v, Co
ITEM #-ANITI.5
$349.99
ia0DEL 15
ee 220s cvii
MODEL 1.511 - Auto fluid application. scrubbing, & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
. '.
•
•
.• • - ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
$409.99
sterevalst:
MOD L M11411-PRO 1
Wet seruhs & Va1.1.1UMS bath sides simultaneously.
$599.99
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM 0-ANIT1.5F1
$39.99
PUTTY GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$18.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soh Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
(vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 1&2 .... 20.99 Acrylic -all models)
Record Cleaning Brush:
Vac Sweep Kit: (4 Vac-Sweeps)
Capstan Kit: (4 Capstans)
CD Buffer & Laser Buffer Pads:

InI•grà wruell oorr

II h pà1pahlr, h 1.0.

...Wed nun., Wier, .1. %lore Ihe bat,
dellndel• ins prn% rd
doper& neun
hetter ¡Mc A.JffierrnIngen

$13.99
$13.99
$13.99
$13.99

RECORD & CD CLEANING FW1D$ Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
(for all UN 1/2 gol.-$36.99/1 gol. .$59.99
Pure CD
4oz.
$13.99
Ultra Clarifier

$114.99

LTRA
CLARIFIER
TreirtS CD's, [Pa
laser Disc's.
$349.99

Wreak
ef'94IP

7401

lar/flor:
$34.911

Battery Eliminator: $15.99

audioquest cables 61 accessories
RCA Interconnects: Jade. Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available WIWI .SCALL
Speaker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal & Midnight. All lengths available (#0#4 •
•SCALL
Emerald X4 Tonearrn Cable: (NEW!).. $149.99 Pro Tonearm Coble: (MM)
SCALL
UltraConnect 2- (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four)
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -'Improves CD sound!'
$26.99
Sorbothane Little Feet: (Pock of 4)
$32.99 Sorbothone Big Feet: (Pock of 4)
$49.99

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

$134.99

The ultimate burn-rn and demagnetization Disc! «near

C rm -Glide

II Improves sound. removes static. improves trading. records and sty* lest longer

RECORD SLEEVES -

ROM -404 ea $30/100
al:MR -20a ea $15/100
$30/100 Mofi Rice Paper - $8/10 pack & $70/100

ORDER BY FAX

317

1022

ROLLING BARREL

PENDLETON,

IN

Ro.

46064

orders

in u.s.a.

Source!!
SCAR
«ALL

TONEARMS:
ne.mtuglimgAL -VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is
extraordinary in its ability to exiroct information from an LPs grooves. Soundstoge is wide & deep
with air & separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!
GRAHAM 1.5 BASK -Award-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgradeable

SCALL
SCALL

We offer all models of Graham Toneanns and Accessories!! Call for debris
Mg Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the market!
SCALL
We offer all models of SME Tonearms, Turntables IC Accessories!! Coll for details.
AUDIOQUEST PT-6: PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cablel & PT-11 (Pro Coble) Adjustable pivot damping. FPC internal wire, Adjustable \rm.
«ALL
NEW VPI LOW-MAS$ -VPI's newest tonearm. Budget priced! Great performance!
«ALL
CLEANING MACHINU: giit_atLelte
havejound the IIV-16 5to he an outstanding
perdenner. The record sulaces an' micruscopi.allr clean & are so pristine they look new! Indio Magazine
HW-16.5

Features: Self-contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record at same time; Bidirectional cleaning; pushbutton con:ruts; -The
most de/une record cleaner on the market!"
HW-17 -$769.99

-

Both fully

Semi -Automatic
$399.99

automatic

HW-17F -$849.99

with cooling fan

ACCESSORIES:
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter. BREM UPGRADE',
$399.99
'MAGIC BRICK -EMF control device .$49.99 STROBE DISC Set turntable speed .... $17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL $5.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES)'
K.A.B.SpeedStrabe Digital Phonograph Speed Readout: Accuracy w/rn
03%! Hottest accessory for vinyl jurtkiesle .
r..e..oe

$84.99

Rudiogirism

Largo ISO Beerleg
16.5-lbs. Per Globe Rotin
(3 pack)
1$74.
Smell ISO INeselose
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
!ALI*

...and these little guys WORK!
keeping
them under all my gear." -Corey Greenberg,
Stercopinle. Apr '92 Vol 15. 04

CD STOPLIGHT'"
"lIte improvement was astonishing" Die! rnsher Merrophile. War )91). lid It,
514.95 /3 OR MORE $12.95

03

CD ELACKLIGHT vCombining mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
•
•Ind60/11.141•1"
music sounding more
natural, 3-0 & dynamic
with significantly less
glare & edge. .1139.99

"The mat works in abig way. Idid not have to strain
to hear the impnwement. Impnwed definition, detail, dynasties, amore analog-like soundstage. To tell
you the truth. I...hegged Victor for amat on the spot."
- Sam Te/hg. Stereophile, Apr'96 Vol. 19 #4

150+ pagel.s3" U.S.A. /$5" INTL.
CATALOG I FREE WITH ORDER!!
VISA

•
•

aol.com

In-Stock

made

SCALL
Mtn/ -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 sural Requires only a 22' a16' space,
TNT 3 platter & bearing.
SCALL
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available from super
tables Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
•
SCJU.L
SOUL
TNT SERIES 2,5 $, 3 -The ultimate in turntable technologY•

778-2669

FOR INFO: (317) 778-2715
''ALL

f,

TURNTABLES:

ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisc

•

NW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-ca/id acrylic platter, precision machined for direcr
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark III ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
NW-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor L armboard, black acrylic
platter and spring suspension
NW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

hsr

Pot Log,.

$19.99

GEO-DISCIm By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
$24.99
Precision cartridge alignment system, achieve critical alignment vein .003 inch in moments.
Japanese Resealables - .40a ea

PI, o ,, oth oho.,

(HI -2.0nAi & Medium -1.0mV Output Available)

'This is akiller cartridge, mom lifelike,
more holographic, mure involving.... more musical.
..ahe Glider is way recommended.' Lonnie BP...nett Stereophilr Aug, '96, Vol 19 98

eve, ',diem

Your Ultimate

SPECIAL!!!

HW-191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': $949.99
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': S1,174.99
• Add Benz-Micro Glider'. $1,549.99

111 OM al a. !corn
and,'

shipped in

the

Sol

1,1111

24 hrs!"

pOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 (adtl. items .50a ea
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (adtl. Items $1 ea.) /
2nd Dort A', 13 Item, $8 Indll Itoinc $1 25 On
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING' CALL OR FAXI
CANADA: 1st Item $7.00 (adtl. items $1 ")

"X10-D IS AMIRACLE PRODUCT

it will bring fine and romantic tube sound into thousands of
homes. From now on tube sound is no longer the privilege
of tube amp owners onl
diophile of Hong Kong
"X10 D may be the most cost-effective CD
upgrade ever,"—Stereophile's Sam Tellig*
Connect Musical Fidelity's new X10-D pure Class Atriode
tube CD upgrade between your CD player and preamp or
receiver and something magical happens to the sound.
"X10-D transformed the sound, especially in those
areas where the ¡CD player] itself is weak," raves Sam
Tellig. "It takes the $500 Marantz CD63SE and makes
it sound more like a$1,500-$2,000 CD player."*
The X10-D produces no appreciable distortion or noise
and does not change the frequency response. It's measurements are far better than most CD players! Distortion
from 10Hz to 100kHz is >0.005%. Noise is -98 dB.
"A musical pleasure. The improvement from using
the X10-D is the greatest Ihave ever experienced in
listening to Hi-h," says High Fidelity of Italy.
The problem with most CD players is their analog output
stage is technically inferior to their state-of-the-art digital
electronics. The X10-D solves this weakness by providing d
remarkably transparent, absolutely state-of-the-art pure
Class Atriode tube output stage.
"X10-D is amiracle product. It will bring fine and
romantic tube sound into thousands of homes. From
now on, tube sound is no longer the privilege of tube
amp owners only," raves Audiophile of Hong Kong.
Musical Fidelity XIO-D tube CD player upgrade, regular
$249, now 199.95 ($8.95)
X1
O-D Specifications: THD:
<0.005% 10-100 kHz. Frequency
Response: ±0.2 dB 10100 kHz.
Crosstalk: <-90 dB. Noise: <-98
dB. Input: 470 1(12. Output:
<200 t.2 .Tubes: 20 ECC88
(6922). Dimensions: 7.75" long;
4.25" wide, 4.25" tall. Outboard
on-wall power supply w/6ft power
cord. Warranty: 2yews
ports/labor. Mode in England.

.>

MIC)-AD
o
MUSICAL FIDELITY

*Stereophile vol. 19, no. 11, November, 1996
Audio Advisor, Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E.,
Kentwood, MI, 49512. Phone: (616) 9756100. Fax: (616) 975-6111. 0 Copyright
1997 Audio Advisor, Inc.

NSDI
'ND
170

X-Rated HDCD D/A Converter, Only $499.95!
"If you're looking for an upgrade...on asensible budget
the X-DAC should definitely be on your short list," says
England's Hi-Fi News & Record Review, "Thoroughly recommended!" The superbly designed X-DAC brings audible
improvements like better dynamics, firmer bass, and
smoother treble to both standard and HDCD-encoded
CDs. Offers coaxial and Toslink digital inputs. Features
Burr-Brown PCM69AP converter and PMD100 digital filter.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCD-compatible DAC, regular
$595, now 499.95 ($8.95)
X-DAC Features: HDCD-compatible
DA( with 18-bit co-phase system, 8x
oversampling, 256 Fe master clock,
auto decoding of HD(D-discs, etc.
Specifications: FR: 20 Hz-20
kHz±0.2 dB. THD: <0.008% 20
Hz-20 kHz "A" weighted; S/N:
>100 d8 "A" weighted. Output:
2.2 Vrms @ 0d8. Dimensions. 4.3"
Hx3.9" W 8.7" D(including feet).
Weight: 3lbs. Warranty: 2year
parts 8labor. Made in England.

X-traordinary X-CANS Tube Headphone Amp!
"I was immediately struck by the X-CANS sheer dynamic
capability and...its delightful musicality," raves England's
Hi-Fi News & Record Review. One listen and you'll be
amazed by the sound of this remarkable Class Asingleended triode tube headphone amp with line in/outputs.
Musical Fidelity X-CANS Class Atriode tube headphone
amp, regular $295, now 249.95 ($8.95)
0-CANS features: (loss Asingle ended
triode tube design headphone amplifier
with line in/line out connections.
Specifications: Max. output
power: 100 mW into 4012. FR: 20
Hz-20 kHz. THD: <0.02% 20 Ha.
20 kHz unweighted; <0.007%
20 Hz-20 kHz "A" weighted; S/N:
>80 dB unweighted; >86 dB "A"
weighted. Dimensions: 4.3" Hx
4.3" Wx8.6" D(including feet).
Weight: 3lbs. Warranty: 2year
parts 8labor. Made in England.

Order With No Risk!

In the USA Musical Fidelity products are
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Daniel Buckley

One of
America's
leading
corcrosers
casts a
wry eye
upon his
career
and the
state of
American

PHOTOS ST DEBORAH FEINGOLD

1

music

fany one composer represents the epitome of American music in the latter
decades of the 20th century, it is John Adams. Iconoclastic, eclectic, witty, and original, the Worcester, Massachusetts native (who celebrated his 50th birthday on
February 15) is among the most recognized and often-performed living composers
of our time. In fact, a1991 survey of major orchestras by the American Symphony
Orchestra League put Adams at the top of the heap of living American composers
in terms of frequency of performance. His popularity with both audiences and critics is without question. Even German conductor Kurt Masur, when taking the reins of the
New York P •
onic, made sure that an Adams work was on the bill.
Adams's opera Nixon in China has become an icon — amodel for composers wishing to
treat contemporary subject matter in agrand way, and the standard by which such efforts are
often judged. Time Magazine listed it among the most important works of the 1980s. In
1985, his Hœmonielehre was voted Best Classical Album by both Time and USA Today.
In atime when most living composers are lucky to have asingle recording of afew pieces
available, Adams's major works enjoy multiple recorded versions. His works have appeared
on such classical labels as EMI/Angel, Philips, ECM, Chandos, New Albion, Nonesuch, and
1750 Arch records. As aconduc-tor, Adams himself is signed to an exclusive contract with
Nonesuch records. And in an era when aliving composer had better have aday job —
usually at acollege or university — Adams earns his living entirely from commissions and
guest conducting.
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ticism or the extreme verbosity of 19th-century novels. And
Adams's output ranges from electronic works to chamber
then someone else comes along, be it aHemingway or a
music, orchestral works, art songs, operas, concertos, and
Picasso or aGertrude Stein or aMozart, who sort of wipes
lately even pop songs. Though broadly falling under the sothe slate clean and presents alanguage that's extremely simcalled minimalist rubric, Adams's works have continually
ple. And then you build up from zero again.
stretched the definition of that genre, retaining its basic ele"I think that's really what the minimalists did. The music
ments but gradually taking both harmony and rhythm into
was extremely simple, and it had acertain power and akind
more ambiguous regions.
of directness and honesty to it that was very influential. But
A Magna Cum Laude graduate of Harvard (1971), Adams
even in my very first pieces —Shaker Loops and Phrygian
left his New England home for California in the early 1970s.
Gates, pieces from the late 1970s — you could tell that Iwas
There he joined the San Francisco Conservatory of Music as
already not avery good card-carrying member of the
ateacher and conductor —a post he held for 10 years.
[minimalist] party. I'm always trying to expand the
His innovation in programming at the Conservatory
form, to make it more emotional and expressive.
drew the attention of the San Francisco Symphony,
"This was the natural pattern of growth that you
which hired him first as its contemporary Music
can trace from awork like Shaker Loops up to, say,
Advisor, and later as Composer in Residence
Nixon in China and Fealid Symmetries—my later
(1979-85). During this seminal period Adams first
minimalist pieces from the late 1980s."
achieved widespread recognition with such works as
Adams had gone about as far as he could with
Hannonielehre, Harmonium, and Shaker Loops.
pure simplicity. While his Nixon in China, with
While his Harvard cronies pursued the
director Peter Sellars and librettist Alice
craggy, atonal fallout of Arnold Schoenberg's
Goodman, earned the 1989 Grammy for Best
New Viennese School, Adams struck out for
Not long after
Contemporary Composition, Adams and
what moved him personally. "My music has
those same collaborators were at work on a
always gravitated toward tonal modes of
Ibegan working
controversial new work for the stage — The
expression," he says, speaking by phone from
Death of Klinghoffer. A depiction of the 1985
his Berkeley studio. "Tonality has always been
in minimalism
hijacking of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro,
amainstay element in it, and again, pulsation
it stirred emotions with its fairly even-handed
Ifelt that its
has always been critical for me. Ithink that
treatment of the struggle in the Middle East
those two musical fundamentals were — I
simplicity was
between Palestinians and Jews.
wouldn't say destroyed, but certainly deconMusically, Adams had turned the bend.
structed over the century in classical music. It
very limiting —
Only abrief aria by aBritish Dancing Girl,
created awhole series of schools of composisung by Janice Felty, in any way resembled the
tion that the common listener knew under the
that one had to
Adams of Nixon in China. Murkier, more
rubric of 'Contemporary Music.'
ambiguous and troubled, Klinghoffer suited the
"Much of that had very little appeal to me.
almost immediately
subject matter to perfection —it muttered and
Iwanted to create abody of work that utilized
stewed, in brooding contrast to Nixon's triumstart building
what Ifeel are almost biologically felt musical
phant air.
principles. By that Imean that the human
upon that style.
"Starting with The Death of Klinghoffer from
organism responds in anatural, organic way to
1990 to 1991, Ireally broke away from the
regular pulsation and tonality.
style dramatically and began to look for apost"A lot of composers, including Schoenberg,
style language, if Imight coin such aphrase. Ithink all of the
felt that all you have to do is expose people to different
pieces of the '90s, including El Dorado and the Violin
modes of organization; eventually, once they become accliConcerto, are much more complex and less highly definable
mated, they will respond to it with the same intensity with
in their stylistic intent. But you can tell that the fundamenwhich they respond to tonality. Ithink he was wrong."
tal tools — the pulsation and the basic sense of tonal orienAdams wanted to chart his own course — no easy feat,
tation —are still there."
given the prevailing musical atmosphere of the late 1960s
In 1995 the Violin Concerto won Adams the coveted
and early '70s. "I ended up leaving that whole scene and
Grawemeyer Award and its $150,000 cash prize. An almost
never going back," he said.
stream-of-consciousness work with an off-kilter sense of
Not that he was without models, among whom he lists
melody and anebulous sense of tonality, the Concerto is not
Charles Ives, John Cage, and Duke Ellington. "A lot ofjazz
the kind of piece you'd hear people humming as they
composers presented very strong models for me," he says.
strolled down the street. Imagine, instead, aviolinist on an
"They lived entirely outside the European shadow. They had
elevator, moving up and down almost at random, bathed in
large audiences and their music was very deep. But at the
spotlights of shifting hue and intensity, and you'll have some
same time, it had those elements that interested me.
sense of its opening movement. Its luscious slow movement,
"Minimalism was the big breakthrough for me.
"Chaconne: Body Through Which the Dream Flows," is
Discovering it and feeling that there was astyle in which I
simply heavenly. Surrealistic and rippling, it unfolds grandly,
could work and in which those central elements that Ifelt
its brilliant combination of electronic and standard orcheswere missing in contemporary music —pulsation and tonaltral timbres contributing to its fluid otherworldliness. The
ity — was avery key inspiration. But Ifelt not long after I
bustling energy and almost folk-inspired undercurrents of
began working in that style that its simplicity was very limthe final movement cap the work with abrilliant, virtuosic
iting — that one had to almost immediately start building
flourish. The Violin Concerto may well prove to be the
upon that style.
finest work the '90s will produce.
"This is an oft-repeated syndrome in the history of art —
Adams himself is less certain. "I have very complicated feelthat you come to aperiod of extreme complexity, or one
ings about it," he says, laughing out loud. "I'm never quite
might even say the decline of astyle, whether it be tomanStereophiie, April 1997
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tough time. So I'm enjoying the distraction," he laughs.
sure, for example, whether the second movement is really
"I work on commission and Isupport afamily largely
successful or not. This idea of the use of avery formal, very
through composing. It's ahuge responsibility — Ihave to
ancient artifact in the passacaglia bass line... Idon't know.
deliver on time. It's an intensely labor- and time-intensive
There are days when Ilisten to the piece and I'm deeply
thing."
moved by it, and other days when Ithink, 'Oh God, Iwent in
His output is incredible. Since El Dorado in 1991, Adams
the wrong direction there.' But that's avery common thing
has composed aChamber Symphony, the Violin Concerto,
with me. I'm very critical, and probably my own worst critic."
a35-minute series of quartets for the Kronos Quartet (John's
Still, he was pleased to win the Grawemeyer Award. "I
Alleged Book ofDances, to be released in the next year), and a
was very surprised, actually, because Igenerally don't win
new stage work, IWas Looking at the Ceiling When ISaw the
these kinds of things. It was anice award to win, because it
Sky (or Ceiling/Sky, for short). "I can't find the words
has anice pedigree with composers like Birtwistle
to describe it," Adams says of this last work. "It's neiand Lutoslawski, Takemitsu, and Ligeti — all comther an opera nor amusical comedy. It's somewhere
posers Iadmire agreat deal."
in the middle. It's astory about seven young people
Of late, Adams has been finding some release
in their early 20s who live on the tough side of Los
from his own works in the arrangement of pieces by
Angeles. It's alove story and it's funny, but it also has
past masters. His arrangement of Busoni's Berceuse éléalot of political bite to it as well. Idid that with the
giaque (Des Mannes Wiegenlied am Same seiner Mutter) —
African-American poet June Jordan, who lives here
Cradle Song (of the man at his Mother's Coffin) —
in Berkeley. Peter Sellars staged it. That occuand Liszes The Black Gondola appear coupled
pied me through most of 1995.
with arecent Nonesuch disc of Adams's El
"It's 25 pop songs, which were very hard to
Dorado. "I've done this for along time," Adams
When people ask
write, actually. It's scored for arock band. It
reveals. "I've orchestrated Charles Ives songs,
was done in California and New York, and
an entire cycle of songs by Debussy Right now
me what Ithink
then in Europe. The band that Ichose to
I'm completing aproject of orchestrating a
record it is aFinnish band called Avanti. They
the music of the
group of tangos by Astor Piazzolla for Gidon
seemed to understand the American music
Kremer. Ido this partly because Ilike the
next century
better than the Americans did." Critics praised
music very muck Iguess Icould call it acreAdams's innovative score to Ceiling/Sky, but
ative response to other works. It's not the same
will be like,
trampled the libretto for its attitude of
as performing it. It's not the same as writing
painstaking political correctness.
about it. It's an entirely different experience.
Itell them it's
Adams's latest completed piece, aclarinet
"There are various ways composers go
about this. I'm quite respectful to the model. absolutely impossible concerto entitled Gnarly Buttons, was premiered in November 1996 by British clarThere arc examples, like what Berio did with
inetist Michael Collins with the London
to say, because
Schubert in arecent piece, where the original
Sinfonietta. A clarinetist himself; Adams is
is taken as astarting point for amuch more
we don't know
pleased with the outcome. "Gnarly Buttons is
personal, unique, brand-new piece. My goal is
an interesting piece — one Ican't quite anacloser to what Schoenberg did with Brahms or
what kind of
lyze myself," the composer says. "It's in three
what Stravinsky did with the Bach Preludes."
sections. The first has acertain folk quality. I
On the recording, Adams conducts his
technological
was very influenced by Scottish singing and
orchestrations of the Busoni and Liszt pieces —
Irish fiddling — that very intense, lyrical qualisomething for which he's recently been gaininnovations
ty of Irish and English folk music. The last
ing more notice. "I've been conducting all my
movement is asong — almost like asimple
will come around.
life," he says. "My first conducting experience,
Paul McCartney song. It sort of takes off and
Ibelieve, was when Iwas about 13. Istudied it
then goes into very unusual, sometimes dark
seriously in high school and when Iwas in colplaces before it returns to its opening. Ican't really describe
lege. In the last 10 years it's become amajor part of my prowhat goes on in it because I'm still so close to it. It's possible
fessional life, and also amajor contribution to my livelihood.
that it may point to some interesting new direction."
I'm very fortunate that rm able to work with some of the
At the moment, Adams is at work on apiano concerto for
best orchestras in this country and in Europe as well.
Emanuel Ax and the Cleveland Orchestra.
"It's agood thing. On one hand, it's agood break from the
Adams candidly admits that technology has always had an
private and potentially neurotic activity of having to create
influence on his work. "I started using synthesizers when I
something every day. It's very practical and extraverted. I
was 19 years old," he says. "I went through aperiod of
also think that, from astrictly practical standpoint, it's agood
intense involvement with the actual electronic engineering.
way to get my music out there — and Iconduct alot of
Almost all of my pieces involve roles for synthesizers and
other music as well. So it impacts my work on alot of difsamplers. Iwork in the studios where Icompose with the
ferent levels."
newest MIDI technologies and computers.
Adams's composing remains aconcentrated effort. "Gen"I think in certain ways the technology dictates the style.
erally Iwork from 9to 5every day, including Sundays," he
You could never imagine romantic piano music on the harpsays. "I'm areal Yankee Protestant in that way. Irealize that
sichord. There was no way that a19th-century musician
I'm very lucky to be able to do that — Idon't have to teach
could ever have begun to imagine 20th-century music
school or have aday job. I'm extremely strict about it,
because the microphone, the electric guitar, the phonograph
though. Iresent any and all interruptions, and there are
— all the technologies we take for granted — hadn't been
many of them. But actually, the reason that I'm talking to
invented. When people ask me what Ithink the music of
you at such length today, aside from the fact that it's interthe next century will be like, Itell them it's absolutely
esting, is that I'm starting anew piece and I'm having a
Stereophile, April 1997
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leave good stuff lost in the shuffle. "It certainly can be
impossible to say, because we don't know what kind of techdepressing to be acomposer," he says. "To need two years of
nological innovations will come around."
working every day to create 70 minutes of music, which is a
The technology of recording is something he sees as crusingle CD — and then to walk into Tower Records
cial to composers today. "I view my recordings as
and be assaulted by tens of thousands of recordings.
every bit as important as the written music to speciEven if you feel that what you've done is of extremefy what Iwant," he says. "I expect that, if aconducly high quality, you still can't help that awful feeling
tor is going to do apiece of mine, they will listen to
ofjust spitting in the ocean."
the recording—because that's where the tempos
Of even greater concern to Adams is where
and balances are correct. I'm involved in every aspect
America could be heading with respect to the arts.
of the recording of my music. If I'm not conducting.
"What troubles me is the same thing that troubles
I'm there in the studio. Ialso do the edits, the mixes.
most serious musicians — the continuing lack
and oversee every aspect of it. This is why I'm
of musical sophistication in American culture,"
lucky to be on a label like Nonesuch —
he says. "Particularly in education. There's
because they credit such importance to the
There's ageneral
been avery aggressive dumbing-down of excomposer.
pectations of musical education in the schools.
"I have several other pieces on other labels
anti-intellectual
At the same time, an enormous amount of
which Ihad nothing to do with the recording
prestige and attention and time is given to popstreak in American
of. Some are good, some of them are outraular culture. Isee very educated, sophisticated
geously wrong. Ijust fear that somebody is
life. It's always
people basically listening only to pop music. I
going to pick up one of those recordings and
wonder if this is my problem or theirs. Are
not understand that it's abad performance."
been there, but it's
they just making bad choices because they
He admits that he doesn't listen to alot of
don't know any better and they can't underrecorded music these days. "I buy CDs, but I disturbingly strong
stand serious music? Or is this the problem of
notice they stay in the bag that Ibrought them
contemporary composers over the last 60 to 70
home in," he says. "I prefer to read or to bang
right now.
years — creating amusical language that is so
through the piece on the piano myself. My
impenetrable and inaccessible that no one will
way of experiencing music these days is usuallisten to it but other composers? Ithink that the blame lies
ly through going to concerts or hearing it by chance on the
on both sides, but mostly Ithink there's ageneral anti-intelcar radio."
lectual streak in American life. It's always been there, but it's
Still, the competition is daunting. What he refers to as our
disturbingly strong right now."
S
"almost indiscriminate access" to recorded music tends to
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One of the most famous classical
recordings over made, Arthur
Fiedler's performance of Offenbach's
Gaîté Parisienne combines delightfully
lyrical music with spectacular sonics to
create an unforgettable listening
experience The fabled acoustics of
Boston's Symphony Hall and the
magnificent tonal hues of the Boston Pops
are on full display on this fanciful and
festive recording.
CD =CRCAG 68570 530.00
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Saint-Saens:Piano Concerto
no.2/Liszt:Piano Concerto
No.1/Rubinstein
EU LUA I
Artur Rubinstein was the
LIMITED
undisputed master of the
EDITION
Romantic piano repertoire
Perhaps best known for his seminal
interpretations of Chopin, Mr.
Rubinstein turns here to other
masterworks and lavishes them with
the same unabashed lyricism and
radiant spirit that characterized all
of his performances.
CD =CRCAG 68576 530 00
O LD

Mussorgsky/Pictures at an
Exhibition/Festival (Russian
Orchestral Music)/Reiner
The great orchestral showpieces performed
by the greatest orchestra and conductor of
stereo's Golden Age apowerhouse Living
Stereo disc of musical fireworks. This
incredible collection of Fritz Reiner's most
popular and acclaimed recordings with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra will astonish
and delight even the most hardened
listener. A must for every music lover!
CD =CRCAG 68571 $30.00
MUD
IDT11011

Vienna/Reiner
The music of Old Vienna has never
sounded as bewitching as on this
special disc from stereo's Golden Age.
Captured in rare form, the great Chicago
Symphony Orchestra performs this beloved
music with astyle and panache all its own.
A classic from yesteryear, Vienna will
grace every serious musical collection.
CD =CRCAG 68572 $30.00
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Bartók/Concerto for
Orchestra/Music for
Strings/Reiner
MOW
On this scintillating disc, Fritz
'
me
Reiner and the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra evoke the
fiery iconoclasm of Béla Bartók and
pay homage to the hauntingly
beautiful music of his Hungarian
homeland. Four decades after its
completion, this Living Stereo gem
continues to inspire and amaze.
CD =CRCAG 68577 $30.00

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. 800 190561000 West Elm Street
SALINA, KS 67402 1905.05A

(For any size order)
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Spain/Reiner
Spain the homeland of passionate
musicians and fiery music and the
name of Living Stereo's most
famous recording. Vocal
i
JWED
legend Leontyne Price joins the mil"
Golden Age's greatest
conductor and orchestra for
performances that burn from the
heart. Spain is the definitive
cornerstone of every musical
collection.
CD =CRCAG 68575 S30.00
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MBL 111 loudspeaker
John Atkinson

T

he speaker review in the July 1996
issue of the German audio magazine Stereoplay didn't hold back the
praise. "Absolut Spitzenldasse III Referenz" was their overall rating, which I
guess translates to "You'd better hear this,
buddy," in American English. So when
MBL of America's Marc Lawrence
called to find out if Iwanted to review
the subject of that review, the MBL 111,
Ididn't need to be asked twice.
Radialstrahler

The 111 is a serious attempt at producing atrue omnidirectional speaker,
radiating the same sound balance in
every lateral direction. This has significant implications for the speaker's
behavior in aroom, as will be seen later
in this report.

MBL Ill loudspeaker

Stereophile, April 1997

An earlier omnidirectional MBL
loudspeaker, the 101, caused quite astir
at aConsumer Electronics Show afew
years back with its impressive sound
quality, but also because of its weird
appearance: "Accordions from Mars"
and "electronic watermelons" were
some of the kinder epithets hurled the
speaker's way.
The 101 features three drive-units
quite different from the normal coildriving-a-cone type. Each Radialstrahler
is based on amagnet/coil assembly, but
this is arranged vertically rather than
horizontally. The voice-coil is fastened
to the ends of a number of vertical
petal-like elements, these arranged in a
circle around a central sphere. Each
"petal" is fixed to acap at its other end.
As the coil moves up and down in
response to the electrical signal, the
petals are forced to bend in and out,
producing sound in amanner analogous
to the ideal "pulsating sphere." And
because of the circular array of petals,
there is no preferred axis, implying an
omnidirectional radiation pattern.
Three such "Radialstrahler" drivers
were used in the MBL 101C: asmall
one for the high frequencies, aslightly
bigger one for the midrange, and atall
one, using aluminum petals, as a
woofer. While the 101 achieved aspectacular level of performance, particularly regarding soundstaging, I always felt its sound at shows had a
somewhat metallic coloration, which I
ascribed to the woofer. The 101C also
needed to be used with asubwoofer to
achieve any serious low-frequency
extension. (The new 101D, launched at
the recent WCES, doesn't need asubwoofer.)
According to the designer, MBEs
Jürgen Reis, this kind of drive-unit has
only a small window of linear operation; otherwise, the greater its excursion, the smaller the driving force
required to achieve the same incremental excursion. It therefore takes considerable ingenuity on the part of the
designer to construct such a driver
which will behave in asufficiently linear
manner over an operating region large
enough to be useful.

Description: Four-way, omnidirectional, floorstanding loudspeaker
with bandpass-loaded woofer. Driveunits: 24-segment carbon-fiber
omnidirectional bending-mode tweeter; 12-segment carbon-fiber omnidirectional bending-mode uppermidrange unit; 5" (130mm) dopedcone lower-midrange unit with conical diffusor; 12" (300mm) woofer in
a separate bandpass enclosure.
Crossover frequencies: 130Hz, 670Hz,
3.5kHz. Frequency range: 20Hz40kHz. Sensitivity: 80dB/VV/m. Nominal impedance: 4 ohms. Maximum
power handling: 300W. Maximum
spl: 106dB (conditions not specified).
Dimensions: 63" (1600mm) H by
16" (400mm) W by 16" (400mm)
D. Weight: 132 lbs (60kg) each.
Enclosure volumes: 2 liters (lower
midrange), 23 liters (woofer).
Finishes available: piano black,
satin black.
Serial numbers of units tested:
151/152.
Prices: 813,900/pair in satin black,
$18,250/pair in piano black. Approximate number of dealers: 10.
Manufacturer: MBL-Akustikgerate
GmbH, Bundesallee 89, D-12161
Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany. Tel: (49) 030 851 80 74. Fax:
(49) 030 851 80 62. US distributor:
MBL of America (satellite office),
314 Basswood Drive, Northbrook,
IL 60062-1043. Tel: (847) 5099026. Fax: (847) 509-9626. E-mail:
mbl HiFi@Compuserve.com. Internet:
http:\www.mbl-HiFi.com

The one-eleven
The pyramidal MBL 111 retains the

tweeter and midrange drive-units from
the 101, mounted one above the other
and crossed-over at 3.5kHz. The tweeter has 25 high-stiffness carbon-fiber
petals, while the midrange unit has 12.
Between 130Hz and 670Hz, the lower
midrange is covered by aconventional
5" moving-coil unit. Made by MBL, this
unit is mounted facing upward in asubenclosure —a conical diffusor beneath
the magnet of the midrange Radial181

strahler unit reflecting the lower-midrange sound in a360° pattern. (Because
the wavelengths of the sounds emitted
by this conventional driver are large
compared with its size and the size of
the reflector, its output should be the
same in all lateral directions, with no
"hot spots.") A star-shaped felt diffusor
around the same magnet optimizes the
radiation resistance of the upper-midrange unit.
Below 130Hz, the lower-midrange
driver hands over to aseparate woofer
enclosure. This houses ahigh-power 12"
cone unit, again made by MBL, with a
large, 4" voice-coil. The 24mm-long
voice-coil operates in alOmm magnetic
gap, making for alinear drive system.
This unit does not communicate directly with the outside world, however, it
energizes an internal cavity, which in
turn radiates sound from two 2"-diameter flared ports. This "bandpass" arrangement can be both efficient and extend
low in frequency. Because the wave-

lengths of sound below arc enormous
compared with the size of the radiating
ports — greater than 10' vs 2"— the
111's low-frequency driver is inherently
omnidirectional.
The fact that the tweeter and the two
midrange units arc very closely spaced
will give good dispersion in the vertical
plane. Reis claims that the speaker radiates vertically over a270° angle. However, this will also be affected by the
drive-unit's acoustic environment in this
plane. The magnets of the two Radialstrabler units will give some verticalresponse anomalies. In addition, the various rods supporting the drive-units will
have some effect. However, for me the
more worrisome aspect of the speaker's
construction is the array of four corner
rods that continue the speaker's pyramidal profile until they meet at agold-plated metal diffusor. While the difusor
optimizes high-frequency dispersion, it
does look to me as if the rods will give
some reflections of the sound, partic-u-

System

M

ydedicated listening room
measures around 19' by
16.5', with a9' 3" ceiling
broken up by 9" pine logs. The room
is carpeted, and there are patches of
Sonex foam on the ceiling to damp
primary reflections of the sound. The
other wall has RPG Abffusors behind the listening seat to absorb and
diffuse what would otherwise be
early rear-wall reflections of the
sound that might blur the stereo
imaging precision. Tube Traps are
used in the room corners to even out
the room's bass resonances, the result
being a relatively uniform reverberation time of around 200ms from
the upper bass to the middle treble,
falling to 150ms above 10kHz.
The MBL loudspeakers were
positioned first some 33", then 45"
from the rear wall (which is faced
with books and LPs), and approximately 6' from the sidewalls (some
of whose surfaces are also covered by
bookshelves). They were spiked to
the concrete floor beneath the
rug/pad.
The amplifiers used were asolidstate Pass Labs Aleph 3 and atube
Audio Research VT100. The preamplifier was the remote-controlled
Mark Levinson No38S, with aMod
Squad Phono Drive EPS used to
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amplify LP signals from a Linn
Sondelc/Cirkus/Trampolin/Lingo/
Elcos/ArIciv setup on an ArchiDee
table. Digital source was a Mark
Levinson No30.5 HDCD1 DIA
processor driven by aMark Levinson
No31 transport via Madrigal and
Illuminati AES/EBU cables and a
Meridian 518 jitter-reduction unit.
Interconnects used were AudioQuest's AudioTruth Lapis X3; speaker cable was first asingle-wired set of
Cardas Cross, then abi-wired set of
AudioTruth Sterling. All source components and preamps used in my listening room were plugged into a
Power Wedge 116 Mk.II, itself connected to adedicated AC circuit and
fitted with the Power Enhancer
option. The amplifiers were plugged
into aPower Wedge 110, again fitted
with the Power Enhancer.
To get ahandle on how different
rooms affected the balance of the
MBL 111s, Ialso auditioned them
in the dedicated listening room at
the Stereophile offices. The system
there consisted of aKrell KPS-20i
CD player, McCormack TLC-1
passive preamp, and aKrell KSA250 power amplifier. Interconnects
were TARA Labs RSC; speaker
cabling was MIT
—John Atkinson

larly from the tweeter. However, this
entire assembly can be replaced with
optional pyramidal cloth dustcovers.
The acoustic crossover slopes arc
fourth-order Linkwitz-Riley between
all units. (The bandpass unit's inherent
second-order acoustic low-pass rolloff
is reinforced by asecond-order electrical network.) The upper-range crossover is housed in asub-enclosure inside
the lower-midrange cabinet, which is
filled with silica sand. High-quality
components are used, and the inductors
are carefully arranged to minimize
magnetic interactions. Electrical connection is via two pairs of WBT binding posts.
Sound
Iused the MBL 111s exclusively with
their rods and metal difusor, which,
according to Wes Phillips, made them
look vaguely "Goddard rockedike." The
omnidirectional MBLs were much
more critical regarding room placement
and setup than regular, front-firing loudspeakers. Placed where Ihad sited the
Epos ES12s reviewed elsewhere in this
issue, 36" from the wall behind them —
MBL recommends aminimum of 20"
—the MBLs' midbass was exaggerated,
while the lower midrange lacked power.
As Ipoint out in the "Measurements"
sidebar, this placement gave a coincidence between the distances of the
upward-facing midrange unit from the
floor and the wall behind the speaker. I
ended up pulling the speaker about 12"
farther out into the room and slightly
farther away from the sidewalls; this
gave a better midrange balance and
evened out the low-frequency response.
However, it also affected the speaker's
high-treble output.
The exact balance between the low
treble and the top two octaves was very
dependent on both the room acoustics
and the distance between the Radialstrahler drive-units and the room boundaries. In a sparsely furnished room
with lively acoustics, it's possible that
the MBL 111s might sound tilted-up. In
the Stereophile listening room and my
own, both of which use acombination
of absorptive and dispersive surfaces to
give arelatively uniform reverberation
time, the high-frequency balance was a
little mellow overall, though this made
the speaker remarkably forgiving of
recorded problems.
Marc Lawrence had recommended
toeing-in the speakers to the listening
position; this was how Idid all my serious listening. The recommended listening axis is with one's ears level with
Stereophile, April 1997

the top of the tweeter magnet — with
the speakers on spikes, this is aquite
high 44" from the floor. My usual listening chair puts my ears 36" from the floor,
level with the top of the lower-midrange
enclosure. For critical listening, Isat up
straight in my seat and tilted the speakers
forward alittle with the spikes to get the
optimal balance.
Once Ihad the MBLs optimally setup, Iwas able to hear how remarkable
these weird-looking speakers could
sound. The integration between the four
drive-units was excellent. And images
floated in two-dimensional space completely free of the speaker positions. The
stereo imaging was superbly stable and
well-defined.
There seems to be amovement in
audiophile circles these days to diss
imaging as an important characteristic

of reproduced sound. Let me say for the
record that this attitude is plain wrong. I
agree that some sad components give
great soundstage while managing to
sound fundamentally unmusical. For
music composed since the early
baroque, however, the spatial aspects of
the performance arc, if not quite as important as the notes played, still essential to the live experience. The ability
of an audio system to envelop alistener in the music is therefore critically
dependent on its ability to throw an
accurate soundstage — that is, if the
recordings have true spatial information
captured in the pits/grooves.
A problem Ihave always had with
many orchestral recordings, for example, is that they fail to preserve the
relative sizes of live soundsources, to the
detriment of the music. When you

experience, say, aviolin concerto live,
the solo instrument is tiny compared
with the angular spread of the orchestra.
Yet on record you often get the impression of arelatively tiny orchestra peeking over the shoulders of an enormous
violin — musical nonsense, when you
consider that the raison d'être of aclassical
concerto is the contrast between the
soloist's limited size/power and that of
the orchestra.
One of the best (ie, most naturally
recorded and balanced) orchestral recordings to spend time spinning in my
Levinson transport recently is Van Pascal
Tortelier's reading of Hole's Planets with
the BBC Philharmonic (Vol.5 No.1,
BBC MM49, available from BBC Musk
Magazine Back Issues, (800) 205-0402).
Recorded in Manchester's Bridgewater
Hall in the UK, this disc presents the

ir

need to be driven by agoodly powerful
amplifier to achieve realistic sound pressure levels.
All the acoustic measurements of the
MBL 111 were taken with the DRA
Labs MLSSA system and acalibrated
B&K 4006 microphone. Iplace the
speaker under test on aturntable/stand
so as to place its tweeter about halfway
between the listening-room floor and
ceiling and midway between the sidewalls. Then, on the floor between the
speaker and microphone, Iconstruct an
acoustic "black hole" out of graded layers of acoustic foam and fiberglass
damping material, which kills the forward floor reflections of the sound
emitted by the speaker. To minimize
reflections from the test setup, the measuring microphone is flush-mounted
inside the end of along tube:The primary reflection in the MLSSA's calculated impulse response is, therefore, that
of the tweeter from the ceiling, which
arrives about 4ms after the direct sound.
This 4ms reflection-free time window

results in ameasurement valid down to
300Hz or so.
The frequency response is calculated
from the windowed impulse response
using the Fast (Discrete) Fourier Transform, and is corrected for the measuring microphone's on-axis departure
from aflat response. Ithen take the
impulse responses of the low-frequency
drivers and ports in the nearfield, with
the tip of the microphone capsule
almost touching the centers of their
cones/apertures, and append these responses to the upper-frequency ones.
To calculate the overall low-frequency
rollout, DRA Labs' software allows you
to add the complex responses (amplitude and phase) of the contributing
drivers in the ratio of the square roots
of their radiating areas; it also compensates for the different distances from
each source to anominal farfield mike
position.
The individual nearfield responses,
plotted below 1
kHz, of the MBL:s
bandpass woofer and upper- and lower-

he MBI:s impedance measurement (fig.1) was made with an
Audio Precision System One.
Although it reaches aminimum value
of 4 ohms at 12kHz, the magnitude
stays above 6 ohms for most of the
upper midrange and treble. It does drop
to 5ohms or below in the upper- and
midbass, which means using a good
amplifier capable of sourcing current.
Note the combination of lowish impedance (around 5 ohms) and large,
capacitive phase angle (45° or so) in a
narrow region around 36Hz. This will
tax the partnering amplifier and might
explain why the speaker's low-frequency character seemed so dependent
on the choice of amplifier.
Because Santa Fe's 7000' altitude
reduces the sensitivity of all loudspeakers, Icalculate sensitivity by comparing the measured, B-weighted level
at 50" for agiven voltage input, using a
noise signal, with that obtained for a
sample Rogers LS3/5A that rve measured both in Santa Fe and at sea level.
The MBL:s B-weighted sensitivity was
very low, my estimated 802dB/
2.83V/m agreeing with the specification. To some extent, however, this
will be offset by the speaker's behavior
in aroom. Unlike aconventional forward radiator, the MBL 111's unique
design means that it puts out sound
equally in all lateral directions. The
power output into aroom will therefore
be greater than suggested by the low
on-axis sensitivity. Nevertheless, as I
found in my auditioning, the MBL will
Stereophile. April 1997
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Fig.1

MU 111, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).

Fig.2 MBL Ill, low-frequency nearfield acoustic
crossover.
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orchestra naturally spread between and
behind the speakers, with superbly stable, naturally sized individual images
within that spread.
While Ho1st scored this work for a
Mee orchestra, including amaxed-out
woodwind section, two harps, six horns,
six tirnps, adouble women's choir, and
an entire kitchen's worth of percussion
instruments, only a small number of
instruments plays for much of the time.
The contrasts between different orchestral tone colors was carefully
achieved. "Saturn, the Bringer of Old
Age," for example, starts with two flutes
and abass flute, doubled by the harps,
rocking between two double-tritone
chords (A/F/B and G1E-flat/A) to represent the ticking of time's arrow. The
double basses then enter with atheme
based on adifferent tonal center (a long-

held low F), rising through B-natural to
C, and just alittle later introduce an accompanying figure based on, of all
things, adescending E-major scale over
which trombones play astately theme.
When you hear this work live, the
spatial presentation reinforces the
enveloping tonal ambiguity. The spatial
smearing of lesser speakers would interfere with the effectiveness of Holses
almost fetishistic storing. By contrast,
the combination of superb tonal accuracy and secure spatial accuracy offered by the MBLs allows the listener to
appreciate the experience in amaimer
similar to the live event: Themes and
accompanying figures restlessly shift in
space as they move from one choir of
instruments to another, but the listener
can clearly hear what is happening and,
more important, why ies happening.

The MBLs' soundstaging featured
excellent image depth, with what appeared to be astonishing transparency.
With Stereophikes live recording from
the 1995 and 1996 Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festivals, for example (Serenade,
STPH009-2), the reflections of Julie
Landsman's horn from the acoustic shell
at the rear of the stage were more audible than Ihad experienced before. The
delineation between the instruments at
the front of the St. Francis Auditorium
stage and those at the back was also
more clear than Ihave heard it on frontfiring speakers.
Some writers hold that this aspect of
soundstaging performance, which omnidirectional speakers share with dipolars,
is in fact an aberration. The presence of
strong, early room reflections, they say,
exaggerates the depth cues present in

midrange units are shown in fig2. The
woofer's nearfield —6dB point is alow
26Hz. As is typical of abandpass unit,
the ultimate LF rollout is the 12dB/
octave typical of a sealed enclosure
rather than a reflex design's 24dB/
octave. As Ifound, this gives
inroom bass extension. The woofer rosses over at the specified 130Hz to the
lower-midrange driver, which in turn
crosses over to the omnidirectional
upper-midrange unit at 670Hz, again as
specified. The usual high-frequency
resonance featured by bandpass designs
is apparent at 580Hz, but is well suppressed by the crossover.
The overall response of the MBL 111
on the reference axis (level with the top
of the tweeter magnet) and averaged
across a30° horizontal angle is shown in
fig.3. While the overall balance is
respectably flat, it is broken up by a
number of small peaks and dips in the

treble. These are probably due to reflections of the drive-units' outputs from
the various magnet structures and structural rods in the vicinity. Certainly Iwas
not bothered by any colorations in the
treble that might be ascribed to this
measured response. The speaker's output drops rapidly above 20kHz.
It can be seen from figA, the MM.%
lateral dispersion plot, that the speaker
is atrue omnidirectional design, at least
in the lateral plane. It can also be seen
that the dips in the on-axis response
tend to fill in to the speaker's sides. The
cursor position shows aslight lack of
off-axis energy in afrequency region
(around 3IcHz) where the axial output
has asmall peak. (Only the differences
between the off-axis responses and the

on-axis response are shown in this
graph, which means that the latter looks
like astraight line.) In the vertical plane
(fig.5), despite the very close spacing of
the three upper-range drivers, there
appears to be some criticality as to exact
listening axis. If you sit too low, alack of
energy makes its presence known in the
upper crossover region.
Fig.6 shows an in-room spectral
analysis for the MBLs, with the speakers placed at the original positions. To
obtain this curve, I use an Audio
Control Industrial SA-3050A spectrum
analyzer with its own microphone. I
average six measurements at each of 10
separate microphone positions for left
and right speakers individually, giving a
total of 120 original spectra. These are
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recordings, duc to the Precedence Effect.
Well, that may or may not be true. But
once you've heard the soundstage depth
produced by something like apair of
these MB Ls, you don't want to give it
up. It just sounds more real, is all.
Conventional wisdom has it that
German speakers tend to be bright. This
was certainly true for ageneration of
forward-radiating designs some years
back that were optimized for flat inroom power response. (Because almost
all of aconventional speaker's high frequencies arc radiated to the front, you
have to tip up its on-axis frequency response to an alarming extent in order to
flatten the power response.) With their
truc omnidirectional design, this should
not be true of the MBLs. Indeed, t
found them to be remarkably uncolored. The high frequencies, in panic-

ular, were not at all bright. Instead, they
sounded both neutrally balanced and
very clean, lacking any suggestion of
fizzy sibilants or steely coloration.
Other than the slightly rolled-off nature
of its top octave, the degree of which
will be room-dependent, this Radialstrahler is one of the best tweeters Ihave
experienced.
The MBI:s midrange, especially with
the superb little Pass Labs amplifier, was
sweet, sweet, sweet. Voices were reproduced with the differences between
their individual tonal qualities maximized —always agood sign. A speaker
with significant midrange colorations
adds an always-the-same formant structure to recorded voices that tends to
diminish the differences between their
characters. And even though there was
not atrace of metallic coloration audi-

bic, the German speaker still got what J.
Gordon Holt terms the "brassy blattiness" of trumpets and trombones right.
Only in the bass did Ifind the speaker to have acharacter that could get in
the way of the music. The bandpassloaded woofer, while offering excellent
extension —the 20Hz '/3-octave band on
Stereophiles Test CD 3was down just a
few dB —always seemed alittle "slow"
compared with the rest of the audio
band. Changing amplifiers affected this
significantly, the big Audio Research
tube amp taking charge of the bass in a
way the 30Wpc Pass Labs couldn't
match. And using spikes to couple the
woofer cabinet to the floor beneath the
rug was mandatory. Without them, the
bass significantly lacked definition.
It wasn't amatter of poor integration
with the moving-coil midrange unit —

then averaged to give acurve that, in
my room, has proved to give agood
correlation with a loudspeaker's perceived balance. (The averaging minimizes the effects of the low-frequency
room resonances on the curve.) Note
that the entire woofer region in fig.6 is
boosted by about 4-5dB compared with
the lkHz reference level. This would
explain the rather heavy bass as well as
the sensitivity of the speaker's LF balance
to small changes in positioning and
setup. The in-room bass extension is
excellent, however.
At the other end of the frequency
scale, the treble is smooth and flat,
though with arather rolled-off top octave. This correlates with the uncolored
but rather "sweet" HF balance Inoted in
my auditioning. It was also very depen-

dent on the room furnishings and the
distance of the speakers from the closest
walls. Things are more problematical in
the midrange in this graph. In their initial
positions, chance would have it that the
lower-midrange drivers were equidistant
from the floor and the rear wall. Because
the MBI:s omnidirectional nature means
that reflections from boundaries will be
much stronger than is the case with forward radiators, interference effects will
also be more strong. Here, the coincidence of boundary distance has given
rise to asevere lack of lower-midrange
energy, which Iheard as arather lean
quality to male vocals. Moving the
speakers farther away from the rear wall
ameliorated this problem, but further
depressed the speaker's top octave. As I
found in my auditioning, the MBL 111

requires very careful setup to optimize
the balance between its bass, midrange,
and treble.
In the time domain, the MBI:s step
response (fig.7) indicates that all the
drive-units are connected with the same
positive acoustic polarity. Note, however, the severe glitches between 7ms
and 8ms: these are reflections from the
room boundaries that are much stronger than is usually the case, due to the
speaker's omnidirectional nature. Note
also the little glitches between 4ms and
10
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the transition between all the driveunits was seamless—but the MBL:s
rich, generous character seemed to lag a
bit with music rich in low-frequency
transient information, such as kickdrum
and bass guitar.
This was never aproblem on most
classical music. In fact, the lushness and
evenness of the MBEs low frequencies
added considerably to the music's
authority. When the deep organ pedals
double the double-bass line in "Saturn"
in the BBC Philharmonic Planets mentioned earlier, for example, it was as
though the floor of my listening room
had suddenly opened up into ahuge
space. And orchestral double basses in
particular had tremendous weight, to
the music's benefit. But with jazz, the

5ms: these are reflections of the upperfrequency driver outputs from the supporting structure that Ireferred to earlier. The 111's waterfall plot (fig.8)
appears to have alot of resonant behavior in the high treble. However this
plot is very susceptible to the presence
of reflections; Isuspect that that is what
we are seeing here.
Finally, both of the MBL:s enclosures
seemed very dead to the knuckle-rap
test. To more formally investigate the
cabinets' resonant behavior Iplaced the
speaker on upturned cones (which
allows all the various modes to develop
to their fullest) and excited it with a
2kHz—bandwidth MLS signal at alevel
of 7.55V RMS. (See Stereophile, June
1992, p205; and September 1992,
p.162.) Ithen use asimple PVDF plastictape accelerometer (similar to apiezoelectric acoustic guitar pickup) to capture
the impulse response of each panel. The
MBL:s panels were indeed very inert
The only resonant mode Icould detect is
shown in fig.9, taken with the accelerometer taped to the upward-facing
baffle of the lower-midrange enclosure.
Low in frequency at 125Hz, this resonance is, Isuspect, actually due to the
interaction between the speaker's mass
and the sprung wooden floor in the
Stereophile listening room. While Icould
hear it in that room when Istruck the
enclosure with my fist, it appeared to be
absent in my own listening room.
Summing up, this is an interesting set
of measurements, confirming the MBEs
significant interaction with the room
and the corresponding need for careful
setup.
—John Atkinson
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weight too easily turned to bloat.
Valentina Lisitsa performing Liszt and
Stanley Clarke's upfront-miked double
Rachmaninoff for Audiofon and Peter
bass on "Never Mind," the B&W Music
McGrath (Virtuoso Valentina, 14)12,
cut from Airto Moreira on Test CD 3 Audiofon CD72070), Hyperion Knight
was just too — Ireally can't avoid the
pounding the HDCD-encoded keys
word —"puddingy" (as in extra suet on
(The MagMlicent Steinway, Golden String
the side). My wife was in the next room
GSCD 031), or even a Cl) of mono
while Iwas playing this cut with the
Arturo Michelangeli 78rpm transcripspeakers driven by the Aleph 3: "What tions
(Musical
Heritage
Society
speakers are those?" she yelled. "They
513996F), which Ibought for his astonhave too much bass!" She was tight.
ishing 1948 Abbey Road performance of
But if powerfully recorded jazz bass
the Bach Chaconne, the lack of coloration,
and the four-in-the-bar kickdrum and
the powerful low frequencies, and the
Fender bass of my beloved ZZ Top sinstable, well-defined imaging allowed the
gles CD brought out the worst of the
sound of each instrument —but, more
MBL:s bass, classical piano recordings
important, the music—to communicate
brought out the best. Whether it was with maximum authority.
Robert Silverman performing Liszt for
Dynamically, the MBLs offered
Stereophile
(Sonata,
STPH008-2),
excellent contrast. However, their low
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sensitivity means that they really need
more power than thad available to
conic alive. Ididn't have access to the
300Wpc Mark Levinson No.333
(which Ireviewed recently) at the same
time as the MBLs, and the 100Wpc
Audio Research ran out of steam on
peaks. Stereophik's Liszt Sonata CD really does require to be played at realistic

Ifell in love with
the majesty with which
this speaker presented
much of the music Ilove.
levels to get the full impact from the 9'
Steinway D, yet the VT100, using its 4
ohm taps, was clipping at asound pressure level of just 88dB, equivalent to
about 91dB at sea level. Of the amplifiers
Idid have access to, the long-discontinued Krell KSA-250 in the Stereophile listening room gave the best combination
of loudness and bass definition. Isuspect
that something like the Krell Full Power
Balanced 600 amplifier (reviewed by
Martin Colloms elsewhere in this issue)
would really make the MBL 111 sing. It
would also take tight control of the rather
flabby low frequencies.
Summing up
The crunch time for areviewer is when
the product under test finally leaves his
listening room. Is he glad to be rid of it?
Or is the parting an emotional wrench?
I'm writing this conclusion at 7am, frantically piling CD after CD on the
Levinson, playing acut here, acut there
to get one last hit of the special things
the MBL 111s do before Stereophile's
David Hendrick arrives to take the
speakers to the photography studio for
this month's cover shoot. Its low frequencies may be puddingy, but Ifell in
love with this speaker's sweet, detailed
midrange, clean, transparent high frequencies, grand, sweeping soundstaging, and, above all, the majesty with
which it presented much of the music I
love. It also demonstrates some remarkably effective and well-thoughtout loudspeaker engineering.
If you prefer classical music to rock,
have a reasonably large room (which
will work better with the speaker's bass
than the relatively small rooms Iused),
don't mind its idiosyncratic looks, and
can afford to match this speaker with
the caliber of amplifier it requires, then
Ihighly recommend the MBL 111. It is
aClass A contender.
S
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Steinway, Stradivarius
and other refined
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The new MOON settiiiiegin
Celeste features three models. one 70 wpc integrated
amplifier, apreamplifier and
dual mono 175 wpc power
These rxoducts combine not
only art but all recent hi-tech
innovations from Celeste laboratories.
Imagine for amoment what it
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Krell Full Power Balanced 600 power amplifier
Martin CoHorns

L

atest and largest in Krell's current
range of power amplifiers, the
600Wpc, $12,500 Full Power
Balanced 600 joins the 300Wpc FPB
300 ($9000) and the 200Wpc (originally 150Wpc) FPB 200 ($5900). All
arc single-box stereo chassis and are
specified as "Full Power Balanced" —I
think to distinguish the essence of these
designs from ordinary stereo amplifiers
operated in balanced-bridged mode,
usually with impaired performance.
The FPB 600's speaker output is balanced; le, neither "positive" or negative"
terminals arc connected to ground or
the amplifier chassis. (Note that no
speaker switches or headphone adaptors,
which often have joined channel
grounds, may be used, as they will short
the outputs.) The output terminals are
electrically at OV, but float above the
chassis ground.
Only atrained weightlifter would
want to pick up a'600 —even without
its shipping carton, it's aserious twoman lift. Once it's in place, you won't
move it in a hurry. Can a 600Wpc
amplifier be relevant to domestic high
fidelity? From an academic viewpoint,
it's hard to justify, even if price is not
considered.

With speakers of average 88d13W
sensitivity working in average rooms, it's
surprising just how much music can be
replayed at apleasantly loud peak level
with a30Wpc amplifier. As you can see
from MK's and JA's comments on this
issue's review of the 30Wpc Pass Aleph
3, this will be loud enough, in practice,
for all listeners other than headbanging
rockers. With the right speaker match, a
little more sensitivity, and apersonal
sense of proportion and restraint, satisfyingly loud sounds can be achieved
with 20Wpc or even 10Wpc SE tube
amplifiers. Even here, the peak level is
rarely used; except for heavily compressed pop material, most music will
cruise along at between 0.1W and 1W.
Conversely, the generous dynamic
range of abig domestic audio system
can be crucial in allowing full expression
of music's potential, especially in larger
rooms. Power alone, if uncompromised
in absolute fidelity, is well recognized as
apositive factor in sound quality.
It all has to do with asense of proportion, ascaling of expectation and use.
Realistic reproduction of powerful rock
music is no easy feat. In the right room,
with speakers of greater than 94dBW
sensitivity and more than 300Wpc avail-

Krell Full Power Balanced 600 power amplifier
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Description: Two-channel, solidstate power amplifier with "Sustained Plateau Biasing" output
stages. Power output: 600Wpc into
8 ohms (27.8dBVV), 1200W into 4
ohms (27.8dBW). Power bandwidth (-3dB): 4Hz-20kHz. Output
impedance: 0.03 ohms. Input sensitivity: 4.3V RMS (balanced) for
rated output. Input impedance:
85k ohms.
Dimensions: 19" W by 10" H by
25.5" D. Shipping weight: 182 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: $12,500. Approximate number of dealers: 75.
Manufacturer: Krell Industries, Inc.,
45 Connair Road, Orange, CT
06477. Tel: (203) 799-9954. Fax:
(203) 799-9796.
able, you can come close to the sound
levels where astadium rig can still play
cleanly. However, when all hell is let
loose, alive band winds up to aperformance crescendo, and the balance
engineer takes the PA rig to its flat-out,
20% compressed limit of sound level, no
domestic system can match it.
No simple amplifier!
Krcii's FPB 600 is no simple amplifier.
A number of philosophies and technologies have been brought together in
its design. On the assumption that
engineering has the potential to make a
better-sounding product, consider the
following:
The output stages of the FPB 600
have fully regulated power supplies —
probably the world's first at this high a
power level. Regulation means that
there is an active electronic filter/
stabilizer isolating the power amplifier
proper from the raw, rectified, and
capacitor-smoothed power lines. The
latter, in addition to suffering from a
series of ripple harmonics, carry aproportion of wideband electrical noise
from the wall socket supply — hence,
undeniably, the wide world outside —
plus internal switching noise from the
rectifiers.
Stereophile,
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it serves. In agood amplifier, supply regulation has the ability to stabilize all the
operating points, and to remove most
self-induced noises from the supply and
from the other amplifier channel (if present). Ideally, this benefits dynamic
truthfulness, clarity, low-level silence,
purity, rhytlun, and bass neutrality. The
amplifier's rated performance will also
be maintained regardless of local voltage
and frequency variations.
Krell's regulation feature is still more
impressive when you take into account
the company's "Sustained Plateau Biasing," apatented Krell technique that

Even under static conditions, an
unregulated power supply has some
degree of low-frequency wavering duc
to the demands made by other users.
While amplifier circuits arc generally
designed to be relatively immune to
these interferences, some still make it
through. A standard unregulated supply
will also vary in voltage according to the
current demand imposed on the amplifier by the loudspeaker, this property
called "regulation." Even with amassive
transformer and huge reservoir capacitors, there will be significant loss of regulation. The resulting bounce on the

internal power rails can induce additional signal-related, correlated modulations that generally impair subjective
aspects such as dynamics and rhythm. In
my opinion, it's no coincidence that
some of the most rhythmically convincing smaller amplifiers — for example,
the Naim NAP250 and its bi l,:er brother, the monoblock NAP135 — have
fully regulated output stages.
Adding full regulation to apower
amplifier requires almost adoubling of
complexity, since the supply regulator
needs to be as powerful, as fast, and as
"good-sounding" as the amplifier circuit

W

some insight into the improvements in
ordinary figure.
Driven on atoneburst equivalent to sound quality evident as the amplifier
peak program duty at 8ohms, it reached warmed up, and also when it was runto touch the lkW line, while at 4ohms in from first switch-on after shipment
First, Iran ahigh-resolution sweep of
it attained 1.85kW, and for 2 ohms
3.53kW. And for 1ohm —wait for it— distortion vs frequency for an input level
an amazing 6kW! These are single- equivalent to 10W into 8ohms, from
channel results, but, measured as short- first switch-on, for loads of 8and 2
term ratings, they should be available ohms (fig.1). Then, after the amp had
been on for afew hours and was well
from both channels simultaneously.
For the record, when both channels exercised and thermally stable, Irewere operated into 4 ohm loads the peated the test First, there was aclear
output fell by typically 03dB from the difference in distortion level between
singly driven 8 ohm result, 20Hz- the 8and 2ohm loads, typical of most
20kHz, confirming the superb power amplifiers and no doubt associated with
subjective observation of mild losses in
bandwidth.
This amplifier obviously needs to be amplifier sound quality when faced
used with some caution. While it is well with loudspeakers of lower impedance.
known that loudspeakers are more There's no free lunch where loudreadily destroyed by smaller amplifiers speaker impedance is concerned: Artificially boosting the voltage sensitivity
when overdriven, the fact is that the
FPB 600 sounds very clean when run of aspeaker while compromising the
loud — it's all too easy to reach life- load impedance exacts aprice in amplithreatening levels for your speakers! fier sound quality.
Further, while Ifound the plasticshrouded binding posts anuisance, I'm
well aware of the relatively high voltages this amplifier can provide. In clip,
the AC level on the output terminals
was 86.4V RMS. Some thought should
be given to the other end of the speaker
cable; perhaps it should be shrouded in
insulation, except at the point of contact
to the speaker terminal.
The FPB 600 can vaporize some of
the smaller speaker cables if inadvertently short-circuited at the speaker end. Imeasured ahuge peak current
of ±115A into 1ohm and stopped there,
though more might well be available. If
Fig.1 Krell FPB 600, THD+noise vs frequency at
you give up listening, you could always
(from top to bottom at 10kHz): 40W into
use the amplifier for welding!
2ohms, new/cold; 40W into 2ohms,
Iwanted to examine some aspects of
warmed-up; 10W into 8ohms, new/cold;
10W into 8ohms, warmed-up.
measured performance that could give

hen you buy abig, expensive
power amplifier, you expect
it to deliver. Krell has atradition of generosity when it comes to
power, and their specifications are often
some of the most conservative in the
business. Having said that, it's common
for most conventional amplifiers to
have inherent power reserves. With line
voltage varying from region to region
and country to country, areserve has to
be incorporated to help meet the published specifications, regardless of such
difficulties.
In theory, this reserve is unnecessary
for an amplifier that has regulated output stage supplies; the regulation holds
the rated output power regardless of
line variation. Indeed, when Imeasured
the KAS-2's maximum power output,
this was very close to its specified level:
within 03dB. However, it appears that
the FPB design team decided not to limit
the available power to that specified.
For example, when Itested the FPB
300, this nominal 300W amplifier actually produced 470Wpc into my 7.5 ohm
high-power test load. The '600 matched
this achievement by measuring
945Wpc continuous into the same load
(935Wpc into ascaled 8ohms). This is
ahuge output, well nigh on 30dBW,
and sounded it! Rated output level is
28dBW, 600W, 8 ohms—and this
amplifier could hold to this level at all
loads and frequencies, 20Hz-20kHz,
8ohms down to 2ohms.
Iwasn't able to run my long-term
continuous testing at 2ohms, but compromised with five-second bursts —
long by peak-measurement practice (eg,
20ms). The FPB 600 could sustain a
29.3dI3W level into this load, corresponding to 3.4kWpc — an extraStereophile, April 1997

provides an effective equivalent to classA biasing — without along-term power
dissipation penalty — by anticipating the
size of any and every musical event.' It
uses high-speed current-feedback drcuitry to do this, then holds these
required levels in astatic condition for
1Class-A bias means that the output current swings.
work within alarger defined standing current. In principle, this imparts greater linearity, total freedom from
crossover or zero-point switching distortion, and more
stalsle operating conditions for the driver and output
transistors. A i'nure focused, purer sound quality is
often achieved. The downside is that the amplifier is
inherently inefficient and its heatsinks have to dissipate
large amounts of heat.

tens of seconds after the event is over.
This minimizes any possible dynamic
interaction of bias level with sound
quality. The FPB 600's seven stages of
bias represents the highest evolution yet
of this technique.
Driving this powerhouse are two
massive toroidal transformers, wired in
parallel to give maximum power to the
regulated supplies. The gain in dynamic
performance from such paralleling outweighs considerations of dual-mono
working with a potential for better
channel separation. In any case, the regulators ensure high channel separation.

The 600's output stage is run without
overall loop negative-feedback, something that can confer excellent high-frequency stability and low coloration.
Such output stages tend to have more
consistent lower-order harmonic distortion, and, if well executed, have the
potential for more natural dynamic
expression, the latter often impaired to
some degree in conventional highloop-feedback designs.
More problematical is the design and
specification of output devices to provide asufficiently low output impedance and moderate distortion, lacking

When tested for 8ohms before running in, the harmonic distortion
remained at the -89dB level, improving
afew dB above 51cHz. For the 2ohm
condition the distortion was some 25dB
poorer, essentially stable at -65dB, or
0.06%. After the amplifier had been
broken in and was warmed up, both
sets of readings improved by several dB,
the 2ohm result by 6-7dB, though with
less obvious improvement at the highest
frequencies. Clearly, there is a difference here; some electronic mechanism was at work here that could be
directly or indirectly associated with
sound variations.
Another factor, separately analyzed,
was the effect of transient bias levels —
those plateau bias conditions. For example, if high-frequency two-tone
intermodulation was measured at 1W,
the result was -85dB — fair enough,
and sufficiently low to allay concern.
Yet when preconditioned to a40W
level for amoment, in order to seek a
higher bias plateau, the OdBW intermodulation figure improved to -90dB,
0.003%, with the higher bias level
clearly providing still greater linearity at
the output stage. At this higher bias

level, the intermodulation distortion
was in fact load-independent, still
-91dB into amore demanding 2ohms.
At full power, the high-frequency intermodulation remained excellent at
-93.45dB, or 0.0021%.
At 50W into 8ohms, total harmonic
distortion in the midband was -82dB —
essentially second and third harmonic.
If the next bias plateau was engaged
using abrief power kick, the distortion
then fell to -95dB. By implication, a
crazy route to produce astill more linear amplifier would be to quadruple the
heatsink capacity and crank up the baseline bias levels. Conversely, the customer would have to pay heavily in
increased electricity consumption and
excess heat.
Fig2 shows the harmonic spectrum
for 20W into 8ohms (upper trace) and
20W into 2ohms (lower trace). (The
lkHz fundamental has been notched
out in these graphs.) Note that the proportion of odd-order harmonics (3rd,
5th, 7th) increases with the 2ohm load.
Loaded with 8 ohms, the amplifier's
output spectrum has a"sweeter" balance of even and odd powers. The actual distortion waveform, at 1W into

8ohms, is shown as the upper trace in
fig.3 (the fundamental is the graph's
lower trace). Of significance here is the
lack of crossover artifacts; the waveform
is of aclass-A nature.
Tested at rated power into 8ohms,
the distortion was typically -80dB or
0.01% in the bass and midrange, rising
to -66dB or 0.05% by 20kHz — still
inconsequential. At the OdBW level
(1W, 8ohms), the residual noise floor of
the test prevented measurement below
the thresholds of -86dB at 20Hz,
-88dB at lkHz, and -82dB at 20IcHz.
These are all very fine results, requiring
no qualification.
Harmonic analysis for the distortion
"character" at a1W level, 8ohms, with
a170Hz signal (fig.4) proved difficult,
as the relevant distortion fell below the
baseline set by the residual level of the
power-line harmonics (50Hz based at
-95dB relative to 1W). It's just possible
to see second-harmonic distortion at
-110dB, and Ihave highlighted the
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Fig.2 Krell FPB 600, spectrum of lkHz sinewave,
DC-10kHz, at 20W into 8ohms (upper
trace) and 20W into 2ohms (lower trace)
(linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Krell FPB 600, IkHz waveform at 1W into
8ohms; distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (top, not
to scale).

Fig.4 Krell FPB 600, spectrum of 170Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 1W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale, 0dB/vertical div.).
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the benefits in those areas that are generally offered by conventional loop
feedback. This is solved by paralleling a
large number of output devices within a
short local loop. According to Krell, the
600 is awholly bipolar transistor, with
not aFET in sight. The monster arrays
of metal-can TO3 output devices are
made to Krell's own specification by
Motorola, acknowledged leaders in the
field, and are specifically graded 25A
devices. The '600 uses atotal of 120 of
these, both for output and regulation
duties.
The final factor — one that, a priori,

requires an amplifier with asound heart
to deliver its full benefit—is sheer
power. If the intrinsic performance of a
power amplifier can be kept Lincolnpromised when the design is scaled up,
the bigger amplifier should sound better than the smaller one, even at the
same operating level. This is because the
larger amplifier will be proportionately
less stressed.
Compare the FPB 600 with the '300,
which shares avery high percentage of
engineering technology with the big
design while possessing half the output
current capability. Thus at 100W peak,

acomfortable level for both models,
proportionately less of the '600's current
potential will be used, so providing
greater linearity and clarity. This can be
confirmed on the test bench.

third harmonic, also at —110dB, with
the marker. Clearly, at lower power
levels the FPB 600's distortion is vanishingly low, despite the absence of
global loop feedback encompassing the
output stage.
Fig.5 shows the Krell's output spectrum driving a37Hz fundamental at
rated power, both into 4ohms (dashed
trace) and with no load. The graph
shows the variation in distortion from
no load to nearly full load, yet there was
no detectable intrusion of power-supply harmonics — in view of the
advanced power-supply regulation, just
as you'd hope. Also worthy of note was
the clipped waveform, which was very
clean, free from power-supply ripple
noise (as it should be for aregulated
supply), and showing no latching or
delayed recovery.
The FPB 600's output impedance
was somewhat lower than the '300's,
the latter reading 0.04 ohm, the bigger

model 0.03 ohm, both of these essentially constant with frequency and
entirely negligible in the context of
speaker and cable loadings. This guarantees that there will be no shifts in frequency response related to speaker
impedance.
With very big amplifiers such as this,
electrical background noise will be a
consideration with sensitive speakers.
First, mechanical transformer noise was
very low, if not as superbly low as my
FPB 300 sample. (This was on the UK's
50Hz lines; it is likely to be still quieter
with the US's 60Hz supply.) Second,
even with my ear on the speaker grilles,
there was no audible hiss or hum from
the amplifier. Of course, Ican't vouch
for some of the electronics with which
it may be used.
For the noise measurement, the IHF
1W, OdBW reference level was agood
starting point. Igot an excellent 873dB
unweighted S/N ratio, 90dB A-weighted. Near—state-of-the-art figures were
obtained referred to full power, 116.6dB
unweighted, with only 2dB worth of
hum at this level. A-weighted, the FPB
600 hit the magic figure of 120dB for
noise relative to full power.
DC offset at the output was negligible, the meter readings hovering at the

1mV level, reacting to a trace of
infrasonic noise.
When run balanced, a141mV input
gave 1W output, but for full power
4.3V were required; ideally, you will
need asource or preamp capable of 8V
output or more, and with at least 12dB
of gain for line inputs. On the plus side,
the FPB 600 has akind input loading of
85k ohm, with around 100 picofarads
of capacitance, suitable for tube, FET,
and solid-state sources. Igot equally
good results with transistor and tube
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Fig.5 Krell FPB 600, spectrum of 37Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 800W into 4ohms
(dashed trace) and at the same output
voltage but unloaded (solid trace) (linear
frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Krell FPB 600, small-signal 10kHz square.
wave into 2p1.

Circuitry
The FPB 600 is DC-coupled and complementary push-pull, with ajumper to
allow inclusion of an input rolloff at low
frequencies, for use where a signal
source (tm an incompatible tube preamp), might provide DC or excessive
LF. This would otherwise trip the protection, of which the final element is the

Channel balance held to within
i-0.01dB, while the frequency response
was dead flat, almost to DC, reaching to
below 1Hz for —0.5dB and to 781cHz at
high frequencies. The —3dB point was
set high at 2001cHz, if alittle lower than
the 300kHz bandwidth recorded for
the FPB 300.
Thumped with fast squarewaves, the
'600 behaved very well, apure 2p.F
capacitance load giving rise to aminor
15% of overshoot accompanied by fast
ringing that lasted only 4% of the cycle
time (fig.6). No visible effect whatsoever was evinced by 0.1p.F alone.
Once the usual 8 ohm resistor was
added to the capacitance loading, the
result confirmed the high stability margins achieved by this amplifier.
Channel separation was excellent:
better than 100dB in the lower-frequency range, and still an excellent
93dB at 20kHz (with my present test
arrangement).
All in all, this most excellent set of
test results describes ahighly neutral,
superbly linear, highly load-tolerant,
and very powerful amplifier.
—Martin Colloms
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circuit breaker on the rear panel.
The circuit is configured as atrue
balanced design from input to output.
When driven unbalanced, the negative
input is shorted to signal ground (with a
supplied link), while the internal crosscoupling ensures that balanced integrity
is obtained in successive stages. The alldiscrete input and driver circuitry is run
in class-A throughout, with high current ensuring avery wide bandwidth
and near zero phase-shift in the audio
bandwidth.
Seriously thick, plated-copper bus
bars link the amplifier boards to the paralleled pairs of output terminals, and
there is no relay or output inductance in
the output path— there's nothing in the
way. Four "small" sub-reservoir sections
("small" is relative: each is ablock of
four capacitors, each of these rated at
6800g, 100V) serve each regulator rail,
independent plus and minus for left and
right channels, these bypassed by still
smaller and faster capacitors. With all of
these capacitors integrated with the
amplifier's printed circuit boards, supply
link inductance is held to alow value.
The detachable power cord is aheavyduty 30A type.
There is amicroprocessor support
in each power channel for protection,
bias compensation, thermal control,
startup, and to decode infrared commands (from aremote control).

minute climb in sound quality from
"standby" to fully warm.
If you really want to hear what an
FPB 600 can do, make sure that the
demonstration unit has been broken-in
before you begin listening. A fellow listener questioned the need for this procedure: "Does it mean that an amplifier
design is flawed?" Iopined that it was
very likely that all audio electronics
show some improvement when run-in,
but that this is simply less obvious with
poorer-sounding products of inferior
transparency.

awesome, interacting powerfully with
the Wilson X-1/Grand SLAMMs to
deliver previously unheard bass extension, while superb articulation and
slam were both evident. Powerful bass
notes stopped and started with amazing
control, percussive bass was very realistically "present," and complex bass
lines were played tunefully and with
very fine rhythm. The FPB 600 felt as if
it could bodily pick up those X-1 juggernauts and run with them. With such
adisplay of raw power, this amplifier
seemed equally adept at conveying fine
texture and tonal color on acoustic
string bass. The title track of Airto
Moreira's Killer Bees (B&W BW041),
The FPB 600 presents
for example, sounded awesome, ahuge
the listener with awealth
soundstage building to superbly developed dynamics and great jazz rhythms.
of fine detail: finely etched,
Solo grand piano verged on the revelatory. Somehow John Atkinson's full
sparkling, immediate,
intention as recording engineer seemed
to be mightily expressed by the ICrell/
and locked in.
Wilson combination. Truly dynamic,
wholly realistic sound levels and qualiPower —and then some!
ty were attained on his excellent reZero to 60 in 42 seconds! So kick down
cording of Robert Silverman playing
the volume pedal at last! The resulting piano works by Liszt (Sonata, Stereoimpact was colossal, unexpected, un- phile STPH008-2). Ihave never heard
precedented, totally in control, easy,
a Steinway Grand reproduced with
hugely loud yet unfatiguing, exciting,
such palpable reality as this. Powered
involving, thunderous, and effortless.
by the '600, the smaller Wilson
Here was the audio equivalent of a WITTs didn't do such abad job either
Porsche or aFerrari — no excuses, no
on this recording.
practical limits. In musical terms, the '600
Without fail, every time Ireturned to
Preliminaries
suggested an impact comparable to that the '600 Iheard an unmistakable sense
As Iwasn't willing to sacrifice my back of such high-performance automobiles of grip, aclose embrace of speaker and
for areview product—not even aKrell
—and for awhole lot less money!
amplifier, always in step. Its sound was
—two strong men were brought in to
And while aPorsche or aFerrari will
beautifully poised and superbly foundelevate the '600 to my main listening demand to be exercised — to be
ed, its source deep, even immovable —
room. The amplifier was installed bestretched, revs soaring — this amplifier unshakeable. With the larger loudtween and well behind the main speaker was also happy to glide along like a speakers, the effect was comparable
positions in order to avoid spurious
Lexus when fed undemanding, low- with moving my system from aroom
acoustic reflections that could have
level program. It could do both. Mighty with asuspended timber floor to one
marred the stereo image.
impressive.
with 2' of reinforced concrete under the
The FPB 600 was factory-fresh, as
My preferred speakers have never speakers.
was the FPB 300 Ireviewed for Hi-Fi sounded more themselves than in the
Irate the FPB 600 as the "fastest" of
News &Record Review in December '96.
company of the FPB 600. Ilearned to
the big superamps in terms of rhythm
That model sounded quite unremarkhighly value that innate truthfulness durand timing. When downscaled into a
able when auditioned at first plug-in;
ing the review period. That particular
small, "fast" UK audio system, the big
while the acceleration in quality was
quality of the FPB 600, and its overall
Krell remained graceful and capable,
impressive as the early tens of minutes performance level, made comparisons while classy amplifiers —albeit of more
went by, it was aweek before aclose
with SE tube designs largely redundant
limited bandwidth and power, such as
approach to its final performance plat- —even when the ICrell's volume was
the Naim NAP250 — still had the edge
eau had been achieved.
contained within the power compass of in terms of absolute pace and timing.
Forewarned by that experience, I the smaller amplifiers. Even though the
However, even here the gap has now
broke the '600 in on adiet of stereo
best SE tube designs sound sharper and
been narrowed. Only the most critical
music for aweek. Thereafter, matters
meaner than the FPB 600 (due in part rhythm fans will find the Krell wanting.
were fairly stable. The FPB 600 can, of to loudspeaker interactions), with an
course, be left in standby for longer
expression of microdynamics that the
Imaging, transparency...
periods of inactivity, and switched off Krell didn't quite capture, no SE can
Soundstages were very stable, very
altogether for avacation, but for regular deliver the top-to-bottom tonal balance
deep, very wide, and excellently focususe Itended never to switch it off being and neutrality of this solid-state design.
ed. Layering of perspective was most
generally unwilling to sit out the 15In the bass the FPB 600 was simply
convincing. The big Krell presented the
192
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primary image just right, neither too
close nor too distant. There was no
detectable shift in perspective or depth
with changes in loudness or program
complexity. Perhaps as aresult, the FPB
600 somehow induced the speakers to
perform with greater smoothness,
showing unexpected gains in driver
integration and the sense of musical
coherence. Stereo images floated free of
their reproducing acoustic sources and
were bathed in aluminous, ambient
soundfield. With the best program quality, images reached far back into the
imagined soundfield.
Traditionally, transparency has not
been the strongest territory for big
solid-state amplifiers. Audition awell-

warmed FPB 600, however, and discover that it ain't necessarily so. In both the
mid and treble, this amplifier delivered
transparency at asufficient level to fend
off competition from the finest tubed
creations, SE or otherwise. Then the fun
started. Drifting down from the
midrange, it was in the lower mid, the
upper bass, and the main bass where the
'600 also kept its promise. In context, it
showed revelatory transparency in these
areas, far better than that of any other
design Ihave auditioned.
In some systems it's possible to
achieve afeeling of transparency and
fine depth yet lack for resolution of fine
detail, the latter an area in which Audio
Research's tubed designs have tradi-

System

W

hen installing an amplifier of this power, due
consideration must be
paid to its line supply. Ideally, this
should be adedicated high-current
line from the circuit-breaker box.
Attention to such detail really matters here.
Throughout the review period,
the FPB 600 continued to stretch
my ability to take its full measure. In
the main, listening was undertaken
with Wilson Audio WITTs and
WATT/Puppy 5.1s, in order of preference, allied to Quad ESL-63s. For
vinyl playback I used a Linn
LP12/Lingo/Naim ARO with both
aClearaudio Insider and van den
Hul Grasshopper IV GLA, sitting on
aMana Four Stage platform. This
was complemented by a Wilson
Benesch turntable, ACT 2toneann,
and Carbon cartridge. Head amplification was primarily handled by a
Conrad-Johnson Premier Fifteen
(review to appear soon). Digital
sources included the Krell KPS-2014
used as atransport, as aplayer, and,
via its direct-coupled level control, as
acomplete source. Ancillary digital
replay included the Cary 300 and
the Audio Synthesis DAX-2, the latter with HDCD.*
Line control, when separated
from the KPS-20///, comprised a
C-J Premier Fourteen (see WF's review in the December '96 Stereophile), the Audio Research LS15 (balanced and normal), and the Audio
Synthesis Passion (passive, balanced,
and normal) —plus afixed-level, in-
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line Vishay attenuator, for test only. I
also enjoy the modest luxury of
three high-current (60A) AC lines
connected to a150A mains supply
panel.
Line and speaker cables included
the finest available from Siltech
Silver, van den Hul Revelation and
The Third (pure carbon), and Transparents too numerous to mention.
Accessories included Tiptoes (conical spikes), Shakti Stones, Harmonix
feet, and several Mana Acoustics
equipment tables.
Power amplifiers for immediate
comparison or of very recent experience, fully referenced to those
used for the test, included the Mark
Levinson No333, Krell KAS-2, and
Audio Research's VT150SE and
Reference 600. My longer-term reference FPB 300 put up agood fight,
aided by the ARC VT100, ConradJohnson's Premier Twelve A and
Premier Eight A, plus Musical Fidelity's F19 power amplifiers. Stereo
SE tube references included the
UK's 211-tube-equipped Gamma
Rhythm. It was achallenge keeping
all this lot preheated and ready to
joust with the FPB 600.
Driven to still greater extremes of
analysis for sheer quality of bass
extension, dynamic range, and stereo
staging, Ialso took the FPB 600 to
the nearest accessible pair of Wilson
X-1/Grand SLAMM speakers—at
UK importer Ricardo Franassovici's
listening station at Wimbledon.
After all that, Ifelt that honor had
been satisfied!
-Martin Collons

tionally performed well. This behemoth
has bridged the gap between solid-state
and such tube designs. The FPB 600
presents the listener with awealth of
fine detail: finely etched, sparkling,
immediate, and locked in. This is high
resolution in spades.
Classic descriptions serve best here.
Take alarge choir: Working from previous experience, Iexpected fine reproduction of solo passages and small group
work, but anticipated a noticeable
degree of blurring and congestion when
the full ensemble opened up. With the
big Krell, these same passages were presented in anew light. Yes, the simpler
sections were as good as ever, arguably
even better than before, but the amplifier's ability to hold focus, detail, and
choral registration in the full-bore sections was little short of astonishing.
Now the sopranos didn't overwhelm
the tenors, nor did the tenors overwhelm the basses. All were accorded
equal clarity, their chosen musical
weights preserved. Equally, on large
orchestral works the approaches to big
climaxes weren't dodged — the FPB
600 didn't crunch up.
Neither did it exaggerate highlights
in the scoring. In live performances the
brass can typically appear to be scored
outrageously loud, yet the rest of the
band can still make itself heard over
such an apparent imbalance. When recorded in purist fashion and reproduced
by ahi-fi system, such scoring may not
sound so effective. Those same brass
sections may overwhelm the presentation, this often signified by aquick
reach for the volume control.
With the FPB 600, Ifound that a
number of previously troublesome
recordings no longer presented this
problem: Icould let the system go. All
remained in place, the composer's
intentions dynamically unsullied. The
big Krell got significantly closer to live
sound in this respect.
As regards character or coloration, this
proved very hard to pin down —of the
various technologies employed by Krell
in the FPB 600, Ireally couldn't hear
any "at work." The dynamic slide
through the sequence of class-A plateaus
was aurally invisible; indeed, at moderate volume levels, the cool, stable running of the heatsinks told me that, under
these conditions, Iwasn't even igniting
the second step of class-A operation.
Conversely, if Iwhacked the FPB
600 hard with loud, percussive rock, it
warmed up, quickly growing too hot for
more than amomentary touch of the
fingertips. Essentially, it drew power
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only as Ineeded it, successfully combining the efficiency of class-B with the
sound (if them is one) of class-A.
Once it was well run-in, the FPB
600's sound was as close to neutral as I
have yet heard from any power amplifier. Somehow the center of gravity was
restored with the FPB 600 — that common tendency for hi-fi to sound thin
and forced was wholly avoided here.
This amp was pitched very naturally,
with just the right sense of richness and
weight. No tone controls are involved
here — honest.
Sundries
Comparing the FPB 600's balanced and
normal-input operation, Ifound that, in
absolute terms, the sound quality was
remarkably similar. Still, there were
minor, subtle differences: Balanced
drive favored aslightly deeper and more
impactful bass, atad more air and ambient glow in the soundstage, with atouch
more sweetness in the upper treble.
Single-ended connection had amarginal advantage in coherence and rhythm.
The bass was slightly tauter and more
focused, while the upper registers were
alittle more dynamic and expressive. I
used both with equanimity, finding that
cable differences, even at the top of the
tree, were larger.
Aside from the choice of cables (not
easy, in view of the performance potential), two further areas remain of interest:
physical support and mains power supply. Like the FPB 300, the '600 benefits
from something more than carpet under
it. In any case, if the carpet is too deep,
air flow will be restricted. Itried spiked
marble slabs to good effect, and apair of
Mana platforms back to back — unwieldy and probably suboptimal, but
nonetheless revealing. The floorspikes
gave an impression of adeeper clearer
bass and amore solid mid. The platfonns gave faster, more tuneful bass with
aclearer mid. More work here would
prove rewarding.
Conventional wisdom tells us that a
fully regulated amplifier such as the
FPB 600 will have superior isolation
from line imperfections and noise emanating from the supply side of its transformer. Thus it should be relatively
uncritical of supply quality. Though this
may well be true on the usual basis of
judgment, it remains afact that both the
'300 and the '600 were sensitive to supply quality. Iexperimented using conventional socket strips, standard wall sockets,
and dedicated 45A, 240V supplies
(equivalent to 90A on US 120V).
Easily reading these differences, the
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FPB 600 thrived on the dedicated facility, the sound improving still further
when the end of the mains cable was
hard-wired into the terminal strip of the
supply oudet (consult aqualified technician on these matters). Iwonder
whether the detachable high-power
cable connector Krell has adopted for
this amplifier really gets the very best
out of it. Ialso found that it sounded
best with the supply ground installed as
instructed. (With some amplifiers, floating the ground may improve performance.)

This amp was pitched
very naturally,
with just the right
sense
of richness
and weight.
Comparisons
Working with my personal ranking
order for power amplifiers, until now
I've placed (with minor caveats) the
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight A
monoblock (non-triode) at the top of
the tree, especially for its vibrant tonality
and lush transparency in the mid-treble,
in addition to its great dynamic range,
average-to-good load tolerance, and fine,
tuneful bass. Once the Premier Eight A
has been experienced in an appropriate
setting, one is forced to question the fuss
over little SE amplifiers.
Perceptibly close arc both the Krell
KAS-2 and Audio Research VT150SE.
At the time of review, the KAS-2 was
considered the best solid-state design
yet, substantially improving on Krell's
discontinued KSA-S series, but at afar
higher price. Albeit with somewhat less
power and bass slam, the VT150SE was
and is head and shoulders above the rest
of the Audio Research range, and often
sounds very close to the KAS-2 in sonic
merit while providing a still faster
and better-resolved sound. Account has
also been taken of other contenders: the
Audio Research Reference 600,
VT130SE, and VT100, and the Mark
Levinson No333.
Then Krell introduced the FPB 300.
Ifinally rated this model above the C-J
Premier Eight A for overall attainment,
but still conceded that the "Eight Aprovides superior purity, delicacy, and 'air'
in the mid and treble" (HFN/RR,
December 1996). But now Ihave no

hesitation whatsoever in rating the FPB
600 afull 20% better than the '300, and
this in territory where improvements of
just 5or 10% are hard won, greatly valued, and willingly paid for. Yes, the '600
is quite expensive, but in real terms its
price is actually lower than the competition's. (For readers who follow my
personal numeric ratings for sound
quality, as published in HFN/RR, the
FPB 600 scored an industry record of
42 points.)
It would be too easy to mark the FPB
600's success with atorrent of superlatives. Indeed, Ithink I've strayed some
distance down that path already — but
what else can Ido?
Take the comparison with ConradJohnson's Premier Eight A: Though the
C-J still sounded atrace more liquid, the
'600 reached right into this amplifier's
previously undisputed territory. Precision, control, subtlety, superb detail, and
state-of-the-art depth and transparency
were all fully described by the new
Krell. Detail was extraordinarily focused, right into the high treble. Once
agaia in areview Imust report that
complex treble now sounded even
more natural and even better differentiated than before, and was achieved
with agreater sense of life, producing a
sparklingly clear sound.
The broad midrange breathed tubelike tonality, the FPB 600 now distancing itself from many established
solid-state contenders, cruelly exposing
their old-fashioned hardness and glare
— that "strained" coloration which can
be mistaken for superior dynamics and
precise transient edges, but which ultimately fatigues the ear. Such acompromised sound is also found to compress
image scale and depth, and marginalize
true dynamics.
And compared with the FPB 300?
All too often, larger amplifiers concede
quality for quantity — the treble mu
ens, and the more powerful amplifier
may sound less well integrated, even
lacking in clarity. Of course, abig amp
can also sound more gracious and bighearted, if at the same time slower, less
agile, and perceptibly weaker in terms
of rhythmic drive.
Not so the FPB 600. It conceded
absolutely nothing to its smaller sibling.
Inoted amore open, more naturally
explosive and better-balanced sound,
particularly in the upper mida and treble. Looking back at my notes for the
'300, Iwondered how this could be possible —yet it really was the case!
Would such an improvement in transient speed be reflected in aloss of punStereophile, April 1997

ty and tonal balance through the midrange? Not abit of it. Indeed, the '600
built on the '300's strengths, significantly improving on its mid character and
sounding yet more positive, still more
naturally "sweet."
At first the '600 sounded alittle less
"concentrated" in the bass than the '300
— until Irealized that the '600's bass
breathed more easily, reached deeper,
and had a"sweetness" that was, in its
way, equivalent to that same quality in
the mids that is usually expressed as a
lack of "hardness" or "glare."

Conclusion
Isuspect that even the Krell team was
surprised when the Full Power Balanced 600 began to take shape. On
paper, it was simply apower-doubled
FPB 300 delivered at amoderate and
appropriate hike in price. In practice,
the FPB 600 has gone much further.
Great as the '300 undoubtedly is, the
'600 holds all the aces, with apotential
to severely embarrass awide sampling
of top-brand power-amplifier references. I'm quite certain that it redefines
the art. It will certainly dictate avigorous shakeup of the current stack of
Too many superlatives?
Class A power amplifiers in Stereophile's
Regular readers know that Iam not
"Recommended Components." Since a
prone to effusive language. A traceable
Class A rating means "the best we
continuity of opinion matters to me; I know," Ifeel that, in the light of this
design achievement, the rest will hive to
don't want to reread areview in six
months or ayear, only to regret that I'd
be re-classed.2
overplayed my hand.
The FPB 600 advances substantially
Nonetheless, Iam driven to say that
on the FPB 300 in particular, and on the
the Krell FPB 600 power amplifier,
art of the power amp in general. In fact, I
when properly installed and optimally
suspect that the Krell designers are now
matched and connected, sounds simacutely embarrassed at the audible shortply stunning. From awholly musical
fall in matching preamplifier perpoint of view, this amplifier reigns
formance. With no disrespect intended
to the KRC-HR (Stereophile, October
supreme in its power to better convey
1996, Vol.19 No.10), just use one in conthe impact, meaning, emotion, and
involvement of great music. So vesti- junction with the KPS-200 and the F1313
gial are its faults, and so great the sum
600. Then bypass the KRC-HR by simof its better parts, that it's almost ply linking the misting balanced cables
input to output, with no other changes
impossible to put the former into any
valid perspective.
whatsoever —and hear the system take
When Ievaluated the Wilson Audio
off. Such is the '600's transparency that
X-1/Grand SLAMM (Stereophile, Deccare in system alignment, choice of cable,
ember 1994, Vol.17 No.12, p.115), Ifelt and quality of connectors all offer subthat, as an industry, we were some disstantial payoffs.
tance away from realizing that loudThe FPB 600's sound quality was at
speaker's full potential; that it would
the leading edge. The Wilson X-1
continue to sound better with better
Grand SLAMM proved as nearly persystems. Krell's new amplifier is proof fect amatch as one could wish for. The
of this: The big Wilson went suboverall quality and dynamic range availstantially further with the FPB 600.
able from this combination was both
Conversely, the X-1 helped to confirm
stunning and breathtaking.
the very high performance achieved by
Add into the equation its huge, unthe FPB 600. What amagnificent comcompromised peak loudness, the inbination. Here, a closer approach to
comparable power delivery confirmed in
truly realistic rock-concert levels was
its excellent laboratory results, and the
possible in the home. (I can write this
Krell FPB 600 is something quite special
with confidence; as this section is
among power amplifiers. And, lest Iforpenned — literally, with agold-nibbed
get: At the price, and taking everything
fountain pen —1 can vividly recall Sting into account, this big Krell is actually
in concert last night at London's Royal
good value for money.
Albert Hall. Sporting aBruce Willis
Iconfidently dub the Full Power
hairdo, he was in good form.)
Balanced 600 the "Grand Slam" of
Conversely, with lesser speakers the
power amplifiers.
S
FPB 600's quality remained at the forefront; for example, it shoved the smaller
2Given Martin's enthusiasm for the big Krell amplifiWITT significantly up the performance
er—it looks as though Sterivphile will indeed have to reband. You don't need apair of Grand
examine the solid-state rankings in Class A of the magazine's "Recommended Components" listing.
SLAMMs to hear what the FPB 600
Accordingly, Wes Phillips will be comparing the FI'li
can do for you. Even apair of Epos
600 with other leading amplifiers in the next few
ES12s showed what it could do.
issues of the magazine.
—JA
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Pass Labs Aleph 3power amplifier
Muse Kastanovich

E

veryone's going crazy for singleended power amplifiers. What's
the big deal? What is it about
these relatively low-powered contraptions that could make everybody so
nutso? And has Pass Labs' Nelson Pass
completely lost his marbles, selling a
30Wpc amplifier for aprice that can
buy ahigh-quality 200Wpc amp? Isn't
that 200W amp seven times as loud —
and seven times as good —as a30W amp?
First of all, while a200W amplifier is
8dB more powerful than one rated at
30W, that 8dB sounds only about twice
as loud to the human ear, not the seven
times you'd expect. For an amplifier to
play music that sounds seven times as
loud as 30W, it would have to be about
24dB more powerful, which equates to
7500W! So you see that an amplifier
with only afraction of the industrystandard 100W or 200W can still actually produce volumes that are fairly
close to those other amplifiers, because
of the logarithmic way that our ears perceive loudness.
However, losing even asmall amount
of volume capability is still undesirable,
so there must be something special
about single-ended operation that makes
the power tradeoff worthwhile.

Let's see ... what other things that affect music are single-ended? Well,
there's air. The air pressure increases and
decreases to propagate the sounds, but
the pressure never goes below zero.
Considering that it's the very thing that
allows us to hear music in the first place,
perhaps air is avery good thing for an
amplifier to emulate.
Another interesting thing about air:
It's very simple. As is the Aleph 3, which
uses just two gain stages, compared with
up to eight gain stages in conventional
power amplifiers. The Aleph 3 also
requires no adjustments. All operating
points are determined by the properties
of the components, and will remain stable over time. This amp is also said to
have amonotonic distortion characteristic, meaning that its harmonic distortion
decreases smoothly with decreasing
level. Air, too, is monotonic, although its
distortion is generally not aconcern at
normal sound levels.
The MOSFET transistors used in the
Aleph 3 have atransconductance that
increases smoothly with current, which
results in the amp having primarily second-harmonic distortion. Second-harmonic distortion tends to be the least
offensive kind. So the Aleph 31seems to

Pass Labs Aleph 3power amplifier
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Description: Stereo power amplifier with single-ended, class-A output stage. Power output: 30W into
8 ohms (14.8dBVV), 60W into 4 or
2 ohms (14.8dBVV, 11.8dBW, respectively). Frequency response:
2Hz-100kHz, -0.5dB. Input impedance: 23k ohms. Voltage Gain:
20dB. Output impedance: 0.08
ohms. IkHz distortion: 0.2% at
30W (8 ohms), 1% at 60W (4 or 2
ohms). DC offset: <100mV. Power
consumption: 250W at all times.
Dimensions: 12" W by 6" H by
12" D. Shipping weight: 38 lbs.
Serial number of unit tested:
5736.
Price: $2300. Approximate number
of dealers: 40. Warranty: 3years.
Manufacturer: Pass Laboratories,
21555 Limestone Way, Forest Hill,
CA 95631. Tel: (916) 367-3690.
Fax: (916) 367-2193.

share many of the traits of the one
medium that always connects the audience to live musicians. But does it sound
anything like that perfect medium?
Wherefore art thou single 0?
Nelson Pass is the type of designer who
is rarely content with any of the widely
accepted ways of doing things. He has
moved on to forsake most of the "conventional wisdoms" of audio amplifier
design, some of which are, ironically,
remnants of his own past innovations.
Why not design amplifiers that use high
feedback so that all of their standard
measurements are excellent, have complicated biasing schemes that reduce
heat output, and provide high gain and
high power? In the "Product Philosophy" section of the Aleph 3owner's
manual, Pass answers that "The history
of what has been done to the music is
important and must be considered a
part of the result. Everything that has
1For more of Nelson Pass's single-ended MOSFET
philosophy, the interested reader is referred to 1)ick
Olsher's excellent review of the Aleph Omonoblock,
the precursor to the Aleph 3, back in the March 1995
Stenvphi/e (Vol.18 No.3). The Aleph Owas Stertophib's
Amplification Component of 1995.
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been done to the signal is embedded in quality compromises for the sake of
it, however subtly." Ihold the belief that power ratings.
The amp is amazingly bulletproof,
eventually all audiophiles will catch on
both physically and electronically. One
to this idea. The best components are
may plug and unplug both the inputs
those that do as little as possible to the
sounds passing through them. The music and outputs while it is on without any
fear of damaging the amp (don't try this
has already been made, so the reproducing
system should leave it alone; it should
make like air and disappear.
All external connectors
Unlike the older Aleph 0, the Aleph 3
and the rest of the new generation of
are located on acramped
amps from Pass Labs do not include an
output "pull" stage to take the amp into
panel at the rear, between
push-pull mode during brief peaks.
The 3runs single-ended only, with the
two heatsink fins.
bias current keeping the output devices
turned on at all times—something that
with other amplifiers). Still, in the interactually improves the sound of the amp,
est of kindness to your speakers, the 3
according to Nelson Pass. He refuses to
should be turned off for input changes.
run his new amps in any mode other
Speaking of speakers, this baby appears
than wide open, accepting no sound-

F

ollowing its '/3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test the Aleph 3's
heatsinks were hot, though not
unexpectedly so for aclass-A design.
The input impedance of the Aleph 3
measured 22.3k ohms. The output impedance was at or under 0.1 ohms up to
lkHz, and just slightly higher (0.12
ohms) at 201cHz. The amplifier's voltage
gain measured 20.3dB — low, as amps
go, but close to specification. DC offset
measured 48mV in the left channel,
46mV in the right, both fairly high figures but not high enough to cause any
real problems. Signal/noise (ref. 1W into
8 ohms) measured 832dB over a
22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, unweighted,
and 81.7dB over a10Hz-500kHz bandwidth, unweighted (88.7dB, A-weighted). The Aleph 3is noninverting.
Fig.1 shows the Aleph 3's frequency
response. It is nearly ideal — even with
our simulated real load, the deviation
from flat is inconsequential. The 10kHz
squarewave response in fig2 is excelSTERl00e•LR

Smegears,

••••• Ige.ontylbe

lent, with afast risetime, sharp corners,
and only the slightest trace of an overshoot, but no ringing. (The lkHz
squarewave response, not shown, is virtually textbook)The crosstalk shown in
fig3 is hard to comment on, with only
the usual increase at high frequencies
due to capacitive coupling between
channels. The two channels are virtually
identical, and the overall separation is
very high.
The THD+noise vs frequency result
(fig.4) is good. The rise at high frequencies is not unexpected given the single-

to be stable into any load, all the way
down to adead short across the speaker
terminals!
The Aleph 3 is of modest weight
compared to other high-end amps.
Also, its relatively compact dimensions
facilitate placement within the room.
It's necessary to give it plenty of space
for ventilation, though. Pass recommends 6" of space on all sides and top.
The amp's constant 250W heat output
feels like alot in the summer, but it isn't
enough to require extra air conditioning. (For comparison, that's only about a
third of the heat output of an old Krell
KSA-250)
All external connectors are located
on acramped panel at the rear, between
two heatsink fins. This maximizes the
heatsink area of the amp, but it also
makes the power switch apain to flip,

ended design, but in general this is far
better performance than you'll see with
any single-ended tube amplifier of similar power output (at least judging from
the ones we've tested). The Pass's distortion waveform (fig.5) indicates apredominant second-order component at
low power into 4ohms. (The results for
8and 2ohms were virtually the same
and are not shown.)

0
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Fig.4 Pass Aleph 3, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 100Hz): 4W into
2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 1W into 8ohms,
and 2.83V into simulated speaker load
(right channel dashed).

Fig.2 Pass Aleph 3, small-signal 10kHz squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.1

Pass Aleph 3, frequency response at (from
top to bottom): 1W into 8ohms, 2W into 4
ohms, and 2.83V into simulated speaker load
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Pass Aleph 3, crosstalk (from top to bottom
at 20kHz): L—R, R—L (10dB/vertical div.).

Fig.5 Pass Aleph 3, IkHz waveform at 2W into
4ohms, (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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and the speaker binding posts difficult
to work with. Ah, the price we pay for
compactness.
Also on this panel is the fuse receptacle. The only other protection devices
arc athermal shutoff device mounted to
the heatsink, and apower-line voltagespike absorber for each channel. All of
these devices are electronically far
removed from the signal path, so they
can't hinder the musical performance of
the amp.
Inside the black box
When Iremoved the Aleph 3's top plate,
the view inside reminded me of aNavajo
rug. There was symmetry in all four
directions, with different-colored square
and circular shapes arranged within each
other. Many lines radiated out to connect
some of the significant shapes.

It was obvious that Pass's respect for
simplicity applies to structural design as
much as it does to electronic design. For
example, the same four aluminum bars
that the output MOSFETs are attached
to as primary heat conduits also constitute the amplifier's main chassis. All the
heatsinks, and the top and bottom panels, are attached directly to these bars
with 3/
16 "bolts, creating avery strong
box. The pressure from these bolts also
ensures good heat transfer to all external
surfaces. The four small bolts that hold
two power transistors to each bar also
hold each satellite circuit board in place,
eliminating the need for any additional
hardware here. Even the big bolt that
holds the 450W toroidal transformer to
the bottom panel doesn't mind lending
half an inch of its end to serve as aconnecting platform for the central circuit

board. Servicing this amp would be a
breeze; one can gain access to any part
of it quickly.
The circuit itself is direct-coupled, alldiscrete, power-MOSFET, low-feedback, single-ended class-A. The signal
enters the amp on aTeflon-insulated
gold-plated RCA jack, then passes
through aDale RN55D 1
/W metal4
film resistor. The signal is then amplified by an International Rectifier
IRFD9110 in a4-pin DIP package, one
half of adifferential pair. The signal
moves through another Dale resistor,
and then is amplified by amatched pair
of TO-3-cased IRF244s operating in
parallel. There are four paralleled Matsushita metal-oxide power resistors in
series with the speaker binding posts,
and that's it! Simple, no?
The International Rectifier MOSFETs

Fig.6 shows the Aleph 3's output
spectrum, reproducing 50Hz at 37.5W
output into 4ohms. This is only afair
result for asolid-state amplifier, though
not at all unusual for asingle-ended
design. The largest artifacts are at
100Hz (-4Z3dB, or about 0.4%) and
150Hz (-50.8dB, or just under 0.3%).
Fig.7 shows the spectrum resulting
from acombined 19+20kHz signal —
the intermodulation products resulting
from an input signal consisting of an

equal combination of these two frequencies—at 26.7W into 4ohms (the
highest output power available with this
signal without visible signs of clipping).
The low-frequency IM products are the
most likely to be audible, though they
are not disturbingly high: -58.7dB (about
0.12%) at lkHz, and -54.7dB (about
02%) at 2kHz. The results with 15.4W
output into 8ohms (not shown) indicate
lower artifacts than the 4ohm result at
most frequencies, though at lkHz in par-

ticular the lkHz/8 ohm result is notably
higher (-47dB, or about 0.45%).
The 1kHz THD+noise vs output
power curves for the Aleph 3 are
shown in fig.8. The discrete clipping
levels (at 1% THD+noise) are in Table
1. Note that the distortion into both 4
ohms and 2 ohms rises rapidly at the
"knees" of the curves, but slows again
prior to its final increase to clipping and
beyond.
The Pass Aleph 3's measurements,
while not striking in any particular
respect, are nevertheless good, and are
very respectable for a single-ended
design. Used within its power limits, it
is reasonable to conclude that any particularly appealing sonic signature of the
Aleph 3is probably not the result of a
euphonic —but inaccurate —distortion
or frequency-response deviation. Iwish
Icould say the same for the singleended tube designs that have crossed
our test bench.
Ido, however, advise caution concerning your overall system gain with
the Aleph 3. Its 20dB voltage gain is
unlikely to be adequate when used with
a"passive" or very-low-gain preamp
and loudspeakers of typical sensitivity.
(The gain of different amplifiers varies,
but most of those we have measured
have gains 6-9dB higher than the Pass.)
But much will depend on your system,
listening preferences, and room. Irecommend confirming the Aleph 3's suitability for your system before committing to apurchase.
-ThomasJ. Norton
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Table 1 Pass Aleph 3Clipping
(1% THD+noise at 1kHz)
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Fig.6 Pass Aleph 3, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 37.5W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Pass Aleph 3, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 194-20kHz at 26.7W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.8 Pass Aleph 3, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at 40W):
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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were chosen for their sound quality and
their gain characteristics, but they have
other advantages. IR reportedly uses the
strictest quality control in the power
semiconductor industry, with seven separate checks performed during manufacture. Their MOSFETs are reputed to
be very reliable. However, only 10% of
the IRFD9110 input devices that Pass
Labs receives meet their low noise standards. The IRFD9110s are matched to
within 02%, and the output devices to
within 2%.
The driver and output transistors are
fed by constant-current sources. Pass
feels the current sources are well worth
having, since they improve both power
efficiency and power-line noise rejection. From the owner's manual: "Previous methods of loading the output
stage have used networks consisting of
resistors, coils, transformers, and active
current sources, all of which offer an
optimal load line based on aresistive
load. The Aleph 3has aunique currentsource topology that optimizes performance for awide range of impedance
and reactance in the load, improving all
aspects of performance into real loudspeakers." Pass has apatent pending on
the design of his special output-stage
constant-current source. Its "ghost" loading effect increases the actual power efficiency of the amp to 33%, somewhat
above the expected theoretical ceiling of
25% for asingle-ended amp with aconventional constant-current supply. The
design also provides some extra current
beyond the linear region, postponing
clipping, albeit at higher distortion levels.
Other high-quality parts making
appearances include the excellent Panasonic HFS low-ESR electrolytic caps for
all the driver power supplies, and four
Panasonic TSU 22,000p.F caps per channel for the output stage supplies. There is
almost no wire at all inside; short solidcore wire jumpers connect the five circuit boards to each other. These jumpers
are soldered on both ends, so there are no
press-on, unsoldered connections anywhere in the music circuits. The power
cord is 14 gauge with astandard female
IEC connector.
Snooping around the lovely interior, I
unfortunately noticed alarge number of
anorexic solder joints on the component
side of the glass-epoxy circuit boards.
The pcb holes in this amp are platedthrough, so these poor-looking connections did not actually manage to cause
any problems. Call me crazy, but Iwant
to see nothing but perfect-looking,
plump'n'healthy solder joints in aproduct of this quality.
Stereophile, April 1997

sounded so good that, even in its handicapped cold state, it was fun to listen to.
Ididn't leave it on 24 hours aday, seven
days aweek, because I'm one of those
tree-hugging wackos who likes to conserve electricity.
The amp was very quiet. It was necessary to place my ear right next to the
speaker to hear any noise at all. The low
noise floor allowed the music to emerge
out of avery black background, even at
ridiculously low listening levels.
Ihad trouble thinking of ways to
describe the sound of this amplifier, for
it had very little sound at all. When Iput
on A Meeting by the River (Water Lily
had trouble thinking
WLA-CS-29-CD), the guitars and
drums sprang to life in an incredibly preof ways to describe
cise soundstage, with the emphasis on
sproinggg! Muddy Waters's Folk Singer
the sound of this
(Mobile Fidelity UDCD 593) was just
plain surprising. A deep, round,
amplifier, for it had
scratchy-voiced, big, black man was in
the room with me. The Jimi Hendrix
very little sound at all.
Experience's Live at Winter/and (Ryko
RCD 20038) took me back to the old
analog daze. It was atoy store called
Monarchy DIP, and the Theta TLC,
Stadiums "SI" Us, with grumpy bass,
alone and sometimes in series. The presweet singing, and lively drums encouramplifier was an Audio Electronics AEaging plenty of mind-altered wandering.
2, the line-level circuit of which appears
to be acopy of Nelson Pass's "Bride of And that distortion coming off of Jimi's
amps —yeaaaaaaaah, it hurt so good!
Zen" preamp design. (Note that the
Treble, midrange, bass: Describing
Aleph 3's low voltage gain makes it
the Aleph 3's treatment of these would
unsuitable for use with passive control
be like choosing the color of achamunits.) Speakers were most often the
eleon. Never was Iaware of any region
Linn AV5140s (to be reviewed in the
existing separately from the others, or
May issue), sometimes my reference
receiving more or less emphasis than
B&W 804s.
Sound & Vision Digiflex Gold I the others. The frequency balance of the
cable was used between jitter box and
system changed with changes in recording, source components, speakers, and
processor, and feeding the jitter box
cables. If there was apersistent balance
was either Audio Magic Presto or
Audio Alchemy Clearstream. One- that was attributable to the amp, Idid
not hear it.
meter lengths of either XLO Pro Type
One of the most striking things about
150 or TARA RSC Reference Gen.2
the Aleph 3was the way it helped reconnected sources to the AE-2 preamp.
Pre-to-power-amp cable was 1m of create the sounds of individual instruments. Each instrument in an ensemble
ICimber PBJ. Speakers were fed by
could be picked out of the precisely
either AudioTruth Argent Hyperlitz or
defined soundstage. When IconcentratTARA Labs RSC Reference Gen.2.
ed on it, the instrument had body, as
The DACs and preamp were plugged
though Icould reach out and feel its
into separate MagneTek isolation transphysicality vibrating with the music. Of
formers for power-line conditioning.
Line-level components sat on a course, this ability was not just good for
RoomTune JustaRack. The Aleph 3sat highlighting soloists; it also created a
more detailed and interesting sound
on two stacked, square concrete blocks
with the same dimensions as its inner when Iconcentrated on the whole band
or orchestra. Nowhere was this quality
box, leaving plenty of open space
more endearing than on R. Carlos
below, above, and around it.
Nakai's Desert Dance (Celestial Harmonies 13033-2), acollection of Native
What listening indeed
American prayers to avery important
The Aleph 3takes at least an hour to
place, the San Luis Valley. Alternating
warm up to its final operating state.
on wood flute, drum, and voice, Nakai's
Both measured distortion and noise are
whole being appeared, with the size and
higher when it is cold. Still, the amp

Trying to keep up
Ihope I'm not giving too much away
too soon with the statement that Iwish
I'd had more state-of-the-art equipment
on hand to use in the system with the
Aleph 3. During the fairly lengthy
review period, the Assemblage DAC-2,
Audio Alchemy DITB, CAL Gamma,
and Rotel RDP-980 D/A converters
took turns as the source component.
Digital signals came from either the
Audio Alchemy DDS III or the Rotel
RDD-980 transport. Jitter boxes used
were the Audio Alchemy DTI Plus,
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form of each sound, and even the
Lindisfarne chapel, completely obvious.
Reverberation came streaming off the
walls of the chapel, almost as if the
ancient spirits who were the subjects of
some of his prayers were actually accompanying him.
No doubt the capability to flesh out
individual instruments was partly due to
the Aleph 3's incredible preservation of
detail. Thanks to the low standards of
the mainstream recording industry, this
detail was amixed blessing. Crummy
recordings had no place to hide, being
presented in their fully imperfect states
for the first time. Ilistened to them and
enjoyed them anyway. Truc, they would
have been much more enjoyable had
higher-quality gear or engineers been
used to record them, but the Pass amp
managed to give them aliveliness they
really didn't deserve. Those flaws were
plenty lively too, oh yeah.

Though the amp only
puts out

30Wpc,

the

power increases
considerably into lower
impedances.
Though the amp only puts out
30Wpc, the power increases considerably into lower impedances. In months
of listening, Iwas never able to get the
Aleph 3to clip or even put out high distortion. Nevertheless, there are many
who have much larger listening rooms
and prefer much louder volumes. Of
course, there arc more powerful, more
expensive Pass Labs amps for those people. A little reminder is in order: With
only a 5dB difference in maximum
sound level, if 100W is enough for
someone, chances are it would do just
fine with 30W, too.
There is adefinite drawback to this
amplifier's sound. It's so good and so
transparent that it will make you want
to spend too much money upgrading
the rest of your system. Other financial
obligations will fall by the wayside as
you buy better source components, better cables, better speakers. Every improvement will be easily heard, with
seemingly no end to the potential for
greater sound. The cash will flow for
new recordings from audiophile labels,
too, further raising your standards. Eventually you'll be sitting around waiting for
the new 96kHz-sampled, 24-bit tech200

nology to appear in stores —all in vain,
for you won't have any money left to
buy it with. Don't say Ididn't warn you.
There is no comparison
Idid listening comparisons with my
home-built pair of Zen monoblocks.
The Zen is also aNelson Pass design,
published in The Audio Amateur in issues
2and 3of 1994. It is also aNelson Pass
design, though it was conceived more as
acuriosity than as afinished commercial
product. The Zen is the only amp in the
world with fewer gain stages than the
Aleph 3—just asingle MOSFE'T.
To cut to the chase, the Aleph 3
sounded better. There was adefinite

family resemblance between the two —
that friendly coherence that all good single-ended amps seem to convey —but
the Aleph 3 had noticeably less coloration and distortion. To their credit,
the Zen did have atiny bit more of a
certain purity, which Iattribute to its
single gain stage consisting of asingle
device, though Ican't be certain of this.
However, the Aleph 3was marginally
superior in all other areas of reproduction. It sounded more dynamic, had
deeper bass, alarger soundstage, and a
touch more clarity. So the Pass amp
passed its first test, but now I'll have to
figure out more ways to improve the
sound of my Zens. Darn.

JA listens to the Aleph 3

T

he review text file from Muse
Kastanovich in my CompuServe mailbox had an addendum attached to it. "Shake yo' groove
thing, ya ya," it read."I think it would
be good for John Atkinson to take a
listen to the Aleph 3in his own system. Ifeel the Aleph 3is worthy of
Class A, and at its price thaes quite a
breakthrough. Thanks — Muse K."
Then Iread his review. He put the little Aleph 3up against my personal
reference, the humongous Mark
Levinson No.333? And against a
longtime favorite of Sam Tellig, the
Quicksilver M-135? And found it
superior to both? Time for the editor
to wade into the fray!
Iobtained asecond sample of the
Aleph 3from Pass Labs and hooked it
up first with my long-time reference
speers, the B&W Silver Signatures,
en with the Gradient Revolutions I
reviewed last month, then with the
Epos ES12s and MBL 111s that I
review elsewhere in this issue. (You
can find the system details in those
reviews.)
First thing to note was that MK
hadn't sufficiently emphasized the
amplifier's low sensitivity. With just
20dB of voltage gain available, I
found myself operating the '38S preamplifier at much higher volume settings than Iwas used to. While this
was not aproblem in my system, it
does mean that you need to match
the Aleph 3with apreamplifier capable of more than unity gain. Such
fine-sounding units as the McCormack TLC-1 will not be suitable.
Second, trying to squeeze audio-

phile-approved cables with audiophile-approved spade lugs into the
cramped space provided by Pass Labs
for the Aleph 3's terminal posts was a
pain in the you-know-what. The
cables that Ifound to work best with
the Aleph 3, abi-wired set of AudioTruth Sterling, could only be used
with Monster X-Terminators, an unnecessary complication.
Third, this inexpensive little amplifier sounded as good as MK
has described: wide, deep, detailed
soundstages; adelicious presentation
of recorded detail without the sound
getting in your face; apurity of tone
that became addictive; and an ability
to go sufficiendy loud (in my room
with my speakers) that belied the
30Wpc specification. And when the
Aleph 3did clip, it did so relatively
gracefully.
The Mark Levinson still has better
dynamics and control of aloudspeaker's bass, and throws awide, deep,
well-defined soundstage that is better
than all other solid-state amplifiers I
have previously tried in my system.
However, Ihave to say that, overall,
the little Aleph wins on points when
compared against the Connecticut
behemoth. Astonishing!
Given Martin Colloms's raptures
over the Krell Full Power Balanced
600 elsewhere in this issue, it does
indeed look that Class A in the
"Amplifiers" section of Stereophile's
"Recommended Components" is in
need of an overhaul. Accordingly,
over the next few months Wes
Phillips will be comparing all the
contendors.
—John Atkinson
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Mark Levinson &Quicksilver
comparisons
I'vc been living on asteady diet of single-ended transistor power amps, praise
Allah, for over ayear now. Wanting to
make comparisons with a couple of
Stereophile-ranked Class A amps, Idid
side-by-side listening comparisons with
the Aleph 3, the Mark Levinson
No.333, and the Quicksilver M-135
monoblocks. The No.333 was graciously lent to Inc by ListenUp Audio in
Boulder, Colorado, and the folks at
Moondance Sound & Cinema in Denver were nice enough to lend me the
Quicksilvers.
For these comparisons Imade aspecial pair of interconnects with resistors
soldered to them to eliminate the preamp from the circuit and increase resolution. The resistors reduced the size of
the signal coming from the Rotel RDP980 D/A so that it could be fed directly
to the power amps. The Audio Electronics AE-2 is quite transparent as preamps go, but two high-quality resistors
arc more transparent still.
The Levinson No.333 utilizes bipolar
instead of MOSFET transistors. Its circuitry is much more complicated than
the Aleph 3's, and its output stage operates in push-pull. The No.333 lists at
$8495, nearly four times the price of the
Aleph 3.
First up for listening was the title
song on the Living Colour compilation
Pride (Epic EK 57698), awell-recorded
studio creation. The 1995 digital remastering of this track, which originally
appeared on Time's Up (Epic EK 46202),
noticeably improved its sound. If only
they had remastered the entire album!
Right away it was apparent that the
Levinson did not present as much detail
as the Aleph 3did. Vernon Reid's unbelievably fast fingers sounded less superhuman through the No.333. His rhythmic subtleties on the guitar did not
sound as impressive. The bass on this
big amp was very impressive, though. It
was not too exaggerated, just very
strong and solid, increasing its relative
position in the musical hierarchy. In the
other frequency ranges, however, this
amp did not serve the music in quite the
wonderful way that the Pass amp did.
Next came Astor Piazzolla's Suite
Punta del Este, from iTango! (Dorian
DOR-90201), performed by the Camcrata Bariloche of Argentina and featured in the incredible Terry Gilliam
film Tivehy Monkeys. This purist-miked,
live-to-20-bit digital recording made it
even more plain what the Levinson was
doing to the music. It imparted aslight
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but persistent artificial quality to everything played through it. It was alittle
metallic, changing instrumental timbres
and hardening the texture of the whole
ensemble. The woodwinds sounded less
woody, it was harder to feel the pressurized air shaking the bandoneon's reeds,
and the solo violin sounded too wispy. In
addition to this, the Levinson's soundstage was not as large, and the hall reverberation was less audible. Nor were its
microdynamics as fast or as natural.
If the No.333 had to be characterized
with one phrase, it would be synthesizerlike. It gave asomewhat Technicolor
presentation of music, superficially dramatic but missing some of the juicy harmonic body that can be enjoyed from
this Dorian recording. This is, of course,
in comparison to the sound of the
Aleph 3. In comparison to other amplifiers, the Levinson may very well sound
natural and open; but after becoming
accustomed to what the Pass amp could
do, I
just didn't want to keep listening to
the Levinson for very long.
Now for the tube amp. Tubes have a
mystical reputation among many audiophiles, part well-deserved, part superstition. It's true that, in general, tube amps
tend to have simpler circuits than do
solid-state amps, though this is not truc
with the Aleph 3. The Wavelength
Cardinal is the only tube amp Ians
aware of that, like the Aleph 3, has just
two gain stages. Tube amps also require
an output transformer,2 which is an
awful lot of wound-up wire to be
putting between you and your music.
Iwanted to use one piece of music as
areference point for all three amps, so
out came Piazzola's Suite Anita del Este
again. Immediately noticeable was the
round, warns character that reviewers
often write of with tube amps. There
were quite afew frequency-response
colorations that the Pass Aleph 3did not
have, but Iwon't mention these, as they
appeared to be very system-dependent.
After some time it became clear that
these amps did not reveal as much detail
as the Pass amp. This was not just amatter of more or less treble; the Pass uncovered more information in the midrange
and bass as well. On the Piazzola the
M-135s' slightly muffled quality was
definitely anegative. It is much more
enjoyable to have such afine document
of amusical event reproduced transparently, so you can enjoy all of the small.

T

he Artemis Eos,
already renowned for its ability
to reproduce the pace, rhythm
and emotion of alive
performance, just got better!
Introducing the
Artemis Base Module!
The perfect integration of
engineering and the sheer love
of music make the Eos/
Base Module combination
amusical experience
not soon forgotten.
Audition the
Artemis Eos and NEW
Base Module at one of our
select Artemis dealers.

Balance, articulation and
coherence for anew level of
musical understanding

ARTEMIS

CALL FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU

2Tube power amplifiers need output transformers to
couple their lugh impedances and voltages to speakers.
which operate at low impedances and lower voltages.
There are akw output-transformerless (OTL) tube
amps on the market. hut thew are rare eXCepri011S.

ARTEMIS SYSTEMS
4352 J Spring Valley Rd, Dallas, TX 75244
972-404-8132
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artful touches that only truly great musidans can provide. Only the Aleph 3was
so transparent; neither the No333 nor
the M-13 Ss allowed as much of the
music to pass through intact.
Despite tube amps' reputation for
imaging, here again the Pass amp was
superior. Through the Quicksilvers the

Neither the No.333 nor
the M-135s allowed
as much of the music
to pass through intact.
Troy Savings Bank Music Hall did not
sound as large. The reverberation was
not as audible, the instrument locations
were not defined as precisely, and there
was less depth apparent.
It was time for some rowdy music —
Fair Warning by Van Halen (Warner
Bros. 3540-2). Now the slight rounding
and mellowing effect of the Quicksilvers was starting to come in handy!
This kind of recording, having been
engineered for the masses, can actually
sound more natural when something in

COPLAND

VVHOLE

MUSIC

AMMIL

.46111

CTA 401
TUBE INTEGRATED

Divergent Technologies Inc.
RO. Box 8287,
Sylvania, OH 43560
1-800-514-7555
Fax: (419) 885-7148
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the system is smoothing-over its harsh
character alittle. The $6500 M-135s did
their duty here to make this awesome
album very enjoyable, with their taming
effect more of an acceptable tradeoff
than aliability. But Istill missed the
lightning-quick transients of the Aleph
3. The M-135s tended to reduce the
strength of the leading edges of drumbeats, lessening the pace and the excitement level.
JS. Bach's St. Matthew Passion (Monteverdi Choir, London Oratory Junior
Choir, English Baroque Soloists, John
Eliot Gardner; Archiv 427 648-2), far
from being aflawless recording, adheres to Holes Law: The performances
of soloists, choir, and orchestra are glorious; the soundstage is two-dimensional and strange. (They probably used
an excessive number of microphones in
the interest of being able to independently control the level of everything.)
Oh well. Iwould have forgiven the
Quicksilvers for muffling the sound of
this recording alittle, since it was born
muffled. The only problem is that the
Pass Labs amp managed to create
much more of the gestalt of areal
choir in areal hall. The Aleph 3somehow breathed life into this flawed
recording in away that the tube amps
could not.
Perhaps the most telling indicator of
good overall sound for an experienced
listener is their whole emotional response to afamiliar recording. Though
music was very enjoyable through both
the Mark Levinson No.333 and the
Quicksilver M-135s, it did not create
quite the excitement and happiness that
it did when played through the Pass
Aleph 3. Ifelt alittle like Goldilocks
after these comparisons: "This amp is
too cold and artificial. This amp is too
warm and veiled. Me Aleph 3is juuuuuuuuuust right!"

bers, I
just love music. Ipositively dare
all of you to go out and hear this
amplifier for yourselves — even those
who currently own much more expensive amps (heh-heh-heh).
As for the Aleph 3's specific sound
attributes, how about very dynamic?
How about very neutral and very
detailed? How about aspectacularly
huge soundstage, with wonderful bloom
around each instrument? How about
involving pace and rhythm? Do these
sound good?
If the Mark Levinson No.333 and
the Quicksilver M-135 truly deserve
their Stereophile Class A ratings in"Recommended Components" (and I
assume that they do), then the Aleph 3
deserves an even higher rating than
Class A. It sounded noticeably better

The Aleph 3somehow
breathed life into
this flawed recording
in away that the
tube amps could not.

than the other amps in most respects.
On second thought, John Atkinson and
the rest of the bigwigs down in Santa Fe
aren't going to be too thrilled about
rearranging the whole power-amp section, so the Aleph 3will probably have
to settle for high Class A. Idon't think
it will mind slumming around with
those other amps that sound inferior, in
the interest of preserving peace and
harmony.
So three cheers for the Pass Aleph 3
for coming frighteningly close to sounding like the perfect amplifier. No, not
like "a straight wire with gain," but simply like air itself. When was the last
Conquering illusions
time you heard air? What, you couldn't
The Pass Labs Aleph 3is, by agood hear the air at all? Well, it was most cermargin, the finest power amplifier I tainly there; you were just unable to
have ever had in my system. My ten- notice it.
dency toward reviewing very affordListening to the Aleph 3is like lookable equipment defuses that statement ing up at the night sky. The farther out
quite abit, but the Zen amplifier, my you look among the stars at night, makprevious benchmark, sounds more
ing aconnection with the vast universe,
extraordinary than one might expect. the deeper into yourself you are able to
[It certainly did when Iauditioned it in see. With the Pass Aleph 3, awhole uniMK's system.— Ed.] The Aleph 3is fin- verse of sound is revealed, limited only
ished in away that few amplifiers are
by the quality of the recording and the
ever finished, from its physical rest of the system. The farther out you
layout to its circuit design, and espe- listen, making aconnection with the
cially its sound quality. Forgive me if I musicians themselves, the deeper into
gush — Ihaven't been converted by your own heart you will be able to bring
the heinous Single-Ended Cult mem- the humanity of the music.
S
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Plinius SA-100 Mk.II power amplifier
Wes Phillips

M

an, you've got to watch out
for those preconceived notions — they'll kill you every
rime. For the last several years I've seen
Plinius amplifiers at hi-fi shows and —
even though Ididn't know the first thing
about the company or its products —figured that Iknew what they were all
about. Spotting their brawny façades
festooned with feathery heatsinks, I
smugly assured myself that they were
some kind of antipodean pretender to
the muscle-amp throne — Krell or
Threshold wannabes.
Then Fanfare International's Scot
Markwell cornered me at the 1996
Winter CES to ask if Stereophde would
be interested in reviewing some Plinius
gear. (I should explain that Scot used to
do my job, more or less, when we both
worked at The Absohne Sound —and I
never could resist his wheedling.) "Ulp.
Sure, I guess... sometime," I stammered. Three days later, an SA-100 arrived in Santa Fe —where it lingered,
waiting for me to get around to doing
my duty. And lingered. And lingered.
Finally running out of excuses, Itook
the Plinius amp home and inserted it
into my system. Iknow you're way
ahead of me here, but it was nothing
like my preconceptions —it was sweetly articulate, airy as all get out, and —

yes! — authoritative as could be. So
much for my finely tuned instincts.
The early years

Although its roots in New Zealand go
back nearly 20 years, Plinius does not
have ahigh profile in the US of A—yet.
Plinius Audio Systems was founded in
1980 by Peter Thomson, amechanical
engineer then working for the Hydro
Electric Commission in Hobart, Tasmania. The first amplifiers produced
were an 80Wpc dual-mono power amplifier and amoderately small but highquality preamplifier: the Plinius 11 and
111, respectively.
"The original design was developed
both laterally and vertically for the next
seven years," Thomson explains. "The
111 amplifier was available as the 3100
in A, B, and C versions right up to 1993,
but other designs were introduced along
the way. In 1983 the first monoblock
designs were developed, and in 1986
class-A operation was first introduced.
The class-A designs were the Ma100
and Ma102 models, which paved the
way for the first stereo class-A design,
the SA-50. The SA-50 was the forerunner of the SA range, which now includes the SA-50/2, the SA-100/2, and
the SA-250/2."
In 1987 Thomson was joined by Gary

Plinius SA-100 Mk.II power amplifier
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Description: Stereo power amplifier with switchable class-a/class-AB
output
stage.
Power
output:
100VVpc into 8 ohms (20dBVV),
180VVpc into 4 ohms (19.5dBVV).
Bridged-mono output: 360VVpc into
8ohms (25.6dBVV). Dynamic headroom: ldB or greater into 8 ohms
with music. Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz, -0.1dB (OdB at 0Hz;
-1dB at 120kHz). Phase response:
-0° at 20Hz, -2° at 20kHz.
Distortion: typically 0.02% THD and
IMD at rated power; 0.1% THD and
IMD, worst case prior to clipping.
Saturation: 125VVpc or greater into 8
ohms. Voltage swing: 90V peakpeak per channel. Current output:
50A short-duration continuous per
channel. Risetime: typically 2ps.
Hum and noise: 100dB below rated
output, 20Hz-20kHz, A-weighted.
Input impedance: 100k ohms.
Dimensions: 20" IN by 8.75" H by
19" D. Weight: 82 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed: 7218, 7536.
Price: 53995. Approximate number of dealers: 14.
Manufacturer: Plinius, New Zealand. US distributor: Fanfare International Inc., 500 East 77th Street,
New York, NY 10162. Tel: (212)
734-1041. Fax: (212) 734-7735.

Morrison, owner and designer of the
Craft Audio Limited line of audiophile
amplifiers. The two formed Audible
Technologies Limited, which produces
the Plinius amplifier line. A new approach involving the pursuit of asymmetrical circuit design was soon begun —an
approach that is now the building block
of all Plinius designs.
As Thomson tells it, "We discovered
in 1989 that an asymmetrical output
stage sounded better than asymmetrical
one. Since then we have evolved our
designs based around an overall asymmetrical topology. We believe that this
is more in harmony with the nature of
an acoustical wave, and that the inevitable effect that an amplifier has on the
signal passed through it will therefore
203
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be amusical one."
Peter was solely responsible for the
electronic and cosmetic development of
Plinius products until 1987, when Gary
Morrison took over as Chief Development Engineer and co-director of the
company. Peter and Gary are still both
responsible for the conceptual development, while Gary is responsible for
making it happen electrically.
A peek beneath the skirts
The SA-100 is abeefy design—though
much of its bulk consists of the huge
heatsinks on its sides. The front panel
has asmall cutout in which nestles a
large rocker-type on/off switch flanked
by two lever switches: one toggles between mute and operate, the other between class-AB and class-A operation.
The rear panel has four pairs of brass
five-way binding posts— two pairs per
channel. Some high-end cables have
begun to sport unbelievably thick spade
lugs, and not every binding post can
accommodate
them — these
can.
What's more, their brass nuts allowed
me to really get 'em tight. There are
both RCA and XLR inputs.
In addition, the SA-100 has an unusual feature called an ACS (Amplifier
Configuration Selector). This rotary

Associated Equipment
Digital Front-End: Krell ICPS20i/L
Analog Front-End:
Linn
Sondek LP12 turntable with
Naim Armageddon power supply, Naim ARO tonearm, Transfiguration Temper cartridge; or
VP! TNT Mk.III turntable, VP!
JMW Memorial tonearm, van
den Hul Frog cartridge.
Phono Section: Naim Prefix/
HiCap or Krell KPE Reference.
Preamplifier: Ayre Kl.
Loudspeakers: Martin-Logan
SL-3s.
Interconnects: MIT balanced
350, Cardas balanced phono, Monster M-1000i.
Cables: MIT 850, AudioQuest
Crystal/Argent bi-wire.
Accessories: The Shelf by Black
Diamond Racing; Mark 3(equipment) and Mark 4(speakers) Cones
from Black Diamond Racing.
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors; ASC Tube Traps, Bass
Traps, Studio Traps, Slim Traps;
Vellicatious LapCat.

switch, located between the XLR inputs, allows you to choose the amplifier's mode of operation: RCA stereo,
RCA bridged mono, XLR balanced left
and right (stereo), or XLR balanced
mono. Mains connection is through a
standard EEC modular plug.

The SA-100
is abeefy design —
though much of its bulk
consists of the huge
heatsinks on its sides.
When Iasked Peter Thomson why
Plinius offers achoice between classAB and class-A operation, Iexpected
some sort of complex distinction
between the types of listening
involved. His answer was refreshingly
straightforward: "The class-AB option
is primarily intended as a standby
mode, allowing the amplifier to be
ready for use at any time without consuming the large amount of energy
that aclass-A amplifier usually does.
The AB mode is fine for noncritical listening; its use is less wasteful of energy
resources, and ensures alonger amplifier life because of lower thermal
aging. All Plinius amplifiers benefit
from very long break-in times, and
must be left running to maintain the
achieved sound quality. Being able to
switch to class-A for serious listening is
amajor benefit."
I'd put off the SA-100's review for so
long that Plinius had changed the amp's
output bias before Igot around to listening to it. This meant Ihad to re-bias the
output transistors myself, during which
process Irooted around the amp's innards, impressing myself thoroughly
with the quality of the parts utilized, as
well as the high standard of build. The
Plinius bears comparison with the bestbuilt amps I've seen.
"The SA-100 topology looks quite
conventional at acasual glance," Thomson declares, "but the essential elements, those that affect the signal most,
are asymmetrical in their configuration.
As with most solid-state amplifiers, the
input stage is adual-differential pair; this
level shifts and drives avoltage amplifier, which in turn drives aseries of
drivers and the output devices. The output stage is also asymmetrical and uses
only NPN devices. The power supply is
split into acommon unregulated section
for the drivers and output stage, and a
Stereophile, April 1997

regulated section for the input and voltage amplifier stages."
Don't it know the words?
The first thing Iheard when Iinserted
the SA-100 into my system was an overwhelming hum. I'd been using MIT
balanced 350 interconnect for the long
run between my preamp and power
amp, but while in professional audio use
there is (purportedly) afirm standard regarding the grounding scheme of XLR
connections, this is not so for home
audio cabling. The SA-100 and my reference MIT were clearly not compatible. So Isubstituted asingle-ended
run of Monster's new M100i — which
proved to be surprisingly good, as well
as abargain.
Ahhhh. Other than the slightest

A

full set of measurements of the
second sample of the Plinius
SA-100 Mk.II was made in its
unbalanced mode, in class-A operation,
with selected measurements repeated in
class-AB. The amplifier would not
function properly in balanced mode,
producing noise and hum levels that
swamped any attempt at accurate measurement. This is consistent with WP's
observations, and is the reason no balanced results are presented here. This is
aserious shortcoming for the user who
desires balanced operation, and needs to
be investigated by the manufacturer if
they plan to market the amplifier in the
US as abalanced device.
Following the V
3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, the SA-100
Mk.II's heatsinks were hot but not uncomfortably so in class-AB. Following a
much shorter time idling in class-A,
however, the case and heatsinlcs became
very hot—not hot enough to cause
concern for the amplifier, but hot
enough to demand caution for those
with small children — and for summer
operation! Our measurements of the
Plinius's bias current indicate that it
operates at up to 114.5W in full class-A
into an 8ohm load, and up to 57.3W at
class-A into 4ohms. Above these power
levels, the amplifier will transition to
class-AB until it clips.
The input impedance of the SA-100
Mk.II measured 46.3k ohms. The output impedance was 0.027 ohms or less
at lkHz and 20Hz, increasing slightly
to 0.038 ohms at 201cHz with a4ohm
load; this should not affect in any way
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amount of transformer rattle, the system was now dead-nuts quiet. Moreover, it was making aglorious noise. Vox
Aetmta (Fontalis ES 9902), acompilation of vocal recordings led by Jordi
Sayan, was rendered with phenomenal

The SA-100 is achamp
at rendering detail.
clarity and warmth. Ifelt Icould hear
deep within the vocal harmonies— so
deep within that Ientered atrancelike
state in which Iturned off my conscious
analysis of the event and just experienced it. This is easy to do with live music —some might even argue that that's
the whole point — but Ifind it far hard-

the system's frequency response into
different loudspeaker loads.
Voltage gain into 8ohms measured a
high 31.5dB. Signal/noise (ref. 1W into
8 ohms) measured 74dB over a
22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, 72.9dB over
a10Hz-500kHz bandwidth, both unweighted, and 79.1dB, A-weighted. The
SA-100 Mk.II is noninverting in the
unbalanced mode.
Fig.1 shows the SA-100 Mk.II's frequency response. The results are nearoverlays at various test loads; even our
simulated real load did nothing but create abarely visible dip at 5kHz. The
slight rolloff at high frequencies may
well be audible as aslightly sweetened
sound. The 101cHz squarewave shown
in fig2 is a little less pristine, with
noticeable overshoot. It is well-damped,
however, with no oscillation. (This is
also visible on the lkHz squarewave,
not shown.) Fig.3 shows the SA-100
Mk.II's crosstalk. This is avery good result, the channels evenly matched
SIT RE OM«
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er when listening to arecording, and
more difficult still when reviewing.
Icould hear clearly the differences
wrought by the changing venues, the
different ensembles involved, and even
the different recording practices — the
SA-100 is achamp at rendering detail —
yet none of these differences overwhelmed my deep sense of musical
involvement.
Chico Freeman's Still Sensitive (India
Navigation IN 1071 CD) is awonderful
recording: immediate, deeply personal,
and quietly impassioned. The Minim
lovingly preserved these qualities, but
also placed each member of the quartet
precisely in space, and re-created them
life-sized and full-bodied. This meant
that John Hicks's piano occupied the
better part of my listening room, and

(which, at these low levels, is probably
not very significant).
The THD+noise vs frequency curves
are plotted in fig.4. The distortion in
class-A is actually slightly higher than in
class-AB, though the difference is small
and likely due to noise. The waveform
of the distortion is shown in fig.5. The
level for this measurement was 4W into
4ohms (it was difficult to obtain areading at lower power). The distortion at
this output power is heavily third-harmonic plus noise. It is also primarily
third-harmonic into 8 ohms and

0
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Fig.2 Plinius SA-100, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Plinius SA-100, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 20kHz): 1W into
8ohms, and 2.83V into simulated speaker load (right channel dashed, 0.5dB/
vertical div.).

T
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Fig.3 Plinius SA-100, crosstalk (from top to
bottom at 20kHz): R-L, L-R (10dB/
vertical div.).
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that Cecil McBee's bass was as dark and
deep as could be.
Sometimes we forget that sounding
real doesn't necessarily mean sounding
good. Mule (Fat Possum/Capricorn
42090-2), by Paul "Wine" Jones, reminded me of this — with avengeance.
Mule is contemporary electrified Delta
blues. The band, consisting of two electric guitars, electric bass, and drums,
thrashes its way through Jones's songs
with raw immediacy while he shouts
himself hoarse over the din. To hear this
disc is to recognize it instantly for what
it is—the true sound of abar band on a
Saturday night. Compared with, say,
Eric Clapton's Cradle, this disc sounds
downright ugly: You won't find fat guitar tone or imaging or soundstaging.
But none of that matters. There's more

passion and life and integrity in Mule
than in Clapton's last 10 records — and
the Plinius got all of that right, too.
After about 20 hours of continuous
operation, the Plinius was almost too hot
to touch, and Idon't just mean the
heatsinks —the top-plate and front panel
were cookin' too. This, in and of itself;
didn't really present aproblem, since I
had the amp out in the open —although
Iadvise anyone planning on placing the
SA-100 within acabinet or closet to give
it lots of room, or maybe even aventing
fan. No, the problem was that the amp
was now creating hum through the
speakers, and the longer it operated, the
louder the hum. Ispent some time
experimenting with different grounding
schemes to no avail, so Icalled Scot at
Fanfare and requested anew sample.

In the 12 months since Ireceived my
first sample of the SA-100, Plinius had
revised the amplifier extensively. The
company has changed their transformer
supplier, and now pots the transformer
as well as suspending it from asteel shelf
(rather than bolting it to the bottom of
the aluminum chassis). The rectifiers
have been moved farther away from the
input circuitry.
The first thing Inoticed upon switching on the newer sample was that the
slight transformer hum exhibited by the
other unit was now gone. Unfortunately, Istill heard amild electronic
hum through the speakers. It was quite
faint, but if Istrained, Icould hear it
from my listening position. It was quieter than the generator noise from my
refrigerator, for example, but, in true

2 ohms (not shown), though some
higher-order components are more evident with the lower impedance load.
The spectral response of the SA-100
Mk.II to a50Hz input at 144W into 4
ohms is shown in fig.6. All artifacts are
below -80dB (0.01%), though once
again the third harmonic is the highest
in level. Fig.7 shows the output spectrum resulting from a combined
19+20kHz signal at 105W into 4ohms.

This is also afine result, with the 1
kHz
intermodulation product barely exceeding -80dB at -74dB (about 0.02%). The
18kHz artifact is at -56.5dB (about
0.15%). The artifacts at 63W into 8
ohms (not shown) are generally even
lower.
The 1kHz THD+noise vs level
curves for the SA-100 Mk.II are shown
in fig.8. The maximum outputs for
class-A and class-AB are nearly identical, though the THD in the mid-power

regions may be seen to be generally
lower for class-A operation (at lower
powers, noise dominates the readings).
The discrete clipping levels are shown
in Table 1.
This is asolid set of test measurements, if just alittle short of the very
best frequency and squarewave responses. Though WP heard increasing noise
with time, Isaw/measured no evidence
of this with the second sample on the
bench.
-ThomasJ. Norton
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Fig.4 Plinius SA-100, THD+noise vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W into
2ohms, class-A; 1W into 8 ohms, class-AB
(right channel dashed).

Fig.6 Plinius SA-100, 8 ohm tap, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 144W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Plinius SA-100, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at 40W):
8 ohms, class-A; 8 ohms, class-AB;
4 ohms, class-A; 4 ohms, class-AB;
2 ohms, class-A; and 2 ohms, class-AB.
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Table 1 Discrete Clipping Levels
(1% THD+noise at 1kHz)
class-A setting
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Plinius SA-100, IkHz waveform at 4W into
4 ohms, 4 ohm tap (top); distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental
notched out (bottom, not to scale).
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Plinius SA-100, 8 ohm tap, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz
at 105W into 4 ohms (linear frequency
scale).

Both Channels
Driven
(dBW)
(L)

8 133.6 (21.26)
115V
4 210.6 (20.23)
115V

One Channel
Driven
W (dBVV)
(L)

(R)
133.6 (21.26)
115V
207.3 (20.17)
114V

135.9 (2133)
115V
216.6 (2037)
115V

288 (18.6)
115V
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audiophile fashion, Iobsessed over it.
Peter Thomson sympathized. "There
is always aproblem with toroidal transformers and mains—they seem to be
very susceptible to any distortion on the
mains, and this causes achange in the
hysteresis and the flux density. The distortion can be caused by something
many miles away: aswitch-mode transformer, large industrial application, or
any one of many different things. A hotair gun in our factory can make an SA250 just about leap off the bench —and
this is when it is plugged into atotally different power circuit. Imyself have never
had aquiet amplifier in my house —not
one in 17 years — yet the same amplifier
four miles away at our factory is dead
quiet."
Wondering if there was some electrical device within my house causing the
hum, Iunplugged all my halogen lights
(even though they were on different circuits). Istill had hum. Ithen turned off
all of the circuit breakers other than the
one running the hi-fi. Istill had hum. I
unplugged all nonstereo devices that
share the same circuit as my rig. Sure
enough, Istill had hum. So Ipowered
everything back up and listened.
Iwas totally unaware of the hum
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while music was playing, as Iam with
tube roar, groove hiss, or any other
steady-state noise. Quite simply, Iloved
the Plinius for its ability to make me
care about the music played through it.
Some may scoff that Iam merely imagining that some amplifiers do this better
than others —but in my experience it is
so. The Plinius is in the first rank of
those that excel at this quality.
Ialso loved the portrayal of detail that
the SA-100 was capable of— detail that
never overwhelms the overall musical
gestalt, but rather adds enormously to it.
Nor, for all its sweetness, was the Plinius
a shrinking violet. The amp had
tremendous power reserves and proved
practically unflappable.
Just last night Iwas listening to Dave
Holland's Coerence of the Birds (ECM
78118-21027-2), one of the greatest freejazz recordings of all time. "Q&A," the
disc's second track, begins with aplayful
drum solo by Barry Altschul that sounded so present and alive that my wife was
drawn out of another room, fooled into
thinking the drums were real. Ilaughed
at her, secure in the knowledge that she
hadn't seen me nearly jump out of my
skin, startled by the certainty that those
drums were in the room.

Summing up
In ternis ot pure sound quality, the
Plinius SA-100 is worthy of consideration by any music lover. Ifell hard for its
airy, warm, detailed — yet decidedly
easy to listen to —presentation of
music. Even though it replaced the
$35,000/pair, state-of-the-art Krell
Audio Standards in my system, Inever
felt as though Iwere suffering—the
Plinius's virtues charmed and satisfied
me. The quality of build and engineering are truly impressive, making me
want to try more Plinius gear as soon as
it's available.
As for my problems with hum, I'm
going to send the SA-100 to some other
Stereophile reviewers and let them report
back with their experiences, which may
very well contradict mine. I'm also
interested in whether or not my second
sample will hum on the bench when
TJN tests it —it probably won't, just to
be perverse.
At any rate, Istrongly recommend a
home audition of this amplifier, just to
find out whether or not it will react to
something in your wiring. But by all
means do audition it — the SA-100 is
one hell of an amplifier.
S
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King of the Grooves?
The Crown Jewel Reference MC phono cartridge
Michael Fremer

W

eall know that well-designed
amplifiers that measure the
same will sound the same.
And that all CD players pretty much
sound the same — given, of course,
competently designed analog output
circuitry—and that cables don't really
make adifference as long as capacitance,
resistance, and inductance arc within
the electrical ballpark. We know this
because we've read it, and we've seen
the math even if we're incapable of actually doing the math —or even understanding it, for that matter.
And if we hear differences anyway,
we're being fooled because we simply
don't understand human psychological
and physiological methodologies —not
to mention basic electronics and acoustics.
We know this because we've been told so
by the rational and responsible members
of the audiophile "community."
But we choose to ignore them and
their ideas because we're having so
much damn fin with audio, and clearly
they arc not. Fun counts for something,
irrational though it may be. But even
the "objective" folks acknowledge that,
when it comes to transducers —loudspeakers and, "in the old days," as they'd
put it, phono cartridges — we arc so far
from "accuracy" that we're living in the
sonic Wild West.
For every different type of loudspeaker design there is adifferent "sound."
There is an electrostatic "sound," aplanar-magnetic "sound," aribbon "sound,"
adynamic-driver "sound." And within
each of these are sub-"sounds." No wonder, when you hop from room to room
at aCES or aStereophile HI-FI Show, you
hear so many conflicting versions of
musical reality. Yet many of them —all
very different —do some things so nght
that we willingly buy into the illusion,
despite the oily sonic residue left
behind. We then choose our particular
poison and mock everyone else's!
At the other end of the chain, cartridge design is also wide open to various
construction techniques and "sounds."
There's the moving-magnet "sound"
and the moving-coil "sound." I'll bet you
can describe each, so Iwon't bother.
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Then there are the subsets: low- and
high-output moving-coils, and so on.
Then you have your "analytical" cartridges and your "warm" cartridges, your
"lean" and "rich" cartridges, your "dry"
and your "wet," "fast" and "slow,"
"bright" and "polite" —I'm sure you've
heard of them all. Can they all be the
"truth"?
Over the past two years I've had a
chance to listen to many of the most
highly regarded and costly moving-coil
cartridges available. Some have sounded
"lean," some "rich," some "liquid,"
some "dry." The differences have been
significant, though frankly not profound. All of these cartridges shared certain qualities that set them apart from
their far less expensive brethren. All
produced alevel of transparency, purity,
and inner detail missing from more
modestly priced competition. All were
free of gross sonic anomalies. All resolved those mic-rodynamic and microharmonic musical details that help create before your ears the surprisingly
easy illusion of sonic reality.
Icould live happily with any of the
cartridges I've reviewed in Stereophile, and
that includes the Crown Jewel. Maybe
Fm easy. Idon't think so. Iam spoiled,
though —good as some cartridges in the
$200 range arc, what they do wrong or
what they leave out has become way too
apparent to my ears. At around $400 the
playing field begins to level somewhat as
the law of diminishing returns kicks in.
Nonetheless, once you scale the $1500
peak, your sonic horizon broadens to
include awealth of heretofore hidden
information —timbral and textural subtleties you could only have imagined
were buried deep within the grooves of
your favorite records.
Sorting out the sonic differences
among the high-priced spread is about
much finer sonic gradations, and will
remain so until some cartridge comes
along that really moves things to another plateau — if that's possible. Only then
will the sonic shortcomings of the current "best" crop become all too obvious.
Meanwhile, if you're choosing from
among what sits on the top shelf, there

Description: Low-output movingcoil cartridge with aluminum
body, beryllium bar, aluminum
pipe cantilever, and 0.3 by 0.7mil
elliptical diamond stylus. Core and
coil material not specified. Magnet: samarium-cobalt. Output voltage: 400pV at 1kHz, 5cm/s. Channel balance: <1 dB at 1kHz. Channel separation: better than 28dB
at lkHz. Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz, ±2dB.
Recommended resistive load:
100 ohms to 47k ohms.
Recommended stylus pressure:
1.75-1.85gm. VTA: 22°. Recommended tonearm mass: medium.
Break-in period: 20-30 hours.
Weight: 8gm.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
75.
Price: $2650. Approximate number of dealers: not known.
US distributor: Sounds of Silence,
14 Salmon Brook Drive, Nashua, NH
03062. Tel./Fax: (603) 888-5104.

is no "best in the world" cartridge that
I've heard. Those who indulge in such
hyperbole should know better. What
will work best for you will depend on
your sonic and musical tastes, and your
associated equipment.
Particulars
Despite its somewhat

glitzy name, the
Japanese Crown Jewel's physical elegance is cool and understated, though
jewel-like. The body is essentially asimple rectangle: four squared-off corners
topped off with awider, convex integral
mounting plate. The finish, asatiny
champagne-colored aluminum that appears to be laser-finished, is what gives
the cartridge its rich look and feel, as do
the initials "CJ" inscribed on the front in
elegant, angled script. I'm reminded of
an expensive 1940s cigarette case. I
could see Lauren Bacall owning this
$2650 cartridge.
The combination of square, high-riding body and forward-mounted stylus
makes the Crown Jewel asnap to align.
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"Snap"? Okay, poor choice of words. A
spring-loaded metal stylus guard clips
on smartly to protect the beryllium bar
and aluminum-pipe cantilever. Love
those stylus guards!
The stylus tip is arelatively mild 0.3 by
0.7mil ellipse fabricated from a0.1mm by
0.1 non by 0.5mm nude diamond. A
samarium-cobalt magnet helps the
motor assembly crank out arelatively
high 0.4mV (at lkHz, 5cm/s). The importer, Sounds of Silence, recommends
1.75-1.85gm as the optimum trackingforce range, with VTA at 22° —just
slightly lower than parallel to the record.
Recommended loading is "100 to 47,000
ohms (47,000 ohms ideal)," which is basically no recommendation at all.
Steve Klein, the man behind Sounds
of Silence, told me that 15 Crown
Jewels arc hand-built in Japan every
month by agentleman who must remain nameless — even to Klein. The
importer is not even privy to what kind
of wire the coils are wound with, so neither arc you and I.
Iauditioned the Crown Jewel on the
Rockport 6000 tonearm, the Graham
1.5-TIC, the VPIJMW Memorial Arm,
the Immedia RPM-2, and, for avery
short time, on the Wheaton Triplanar IV
And while there were sonic differences
due to the unique properties of each of
these arms (and associated cabling, where
such options are available), the cartridge's
basic qualities remained relatively consistent. The same was true when Ivaried tracking force, VTA, and loading.
The best results were obtained tracking at 1.8gm, with the body slightly tilt-

Associated
Phono Cartridges: Transfiguration Temper, Lyra Clavis D.C., Lyra
Parnassus, AudioQuest Fe-5, Dynavector XX-1L.
Tonearms/Turntable: Rockport
Series 6000, Graham 1.5t/C, Immedia RPM-2, VPI JMW Memorial, Wheaton Triplanar IV, VPI
TNT Mk3.
Phono Sections: FM Acoustics
122, Audio Research PH-3.
Preamplifiers: Audible Illusions
Modulus 3A, Millennium.
Power Amplifiers: Cary 805 SE
triode, VTL Signature 175.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgo, Audio Physic Terra subwoofer.
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
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openness. The overall sound was on the
warm, relaxed side of neutral, but subtly
so. It struck asuperb balance between
providing inner detail and high resolution, and the upper-octave harmonic
richness many analog fans crave. It
seemed to have the ability to clear the
deck of upper-octave grain and grit in
recordings that sometimes exhibit such
characteristics, but without smoothing
over low-level details, or slowing down
Sound
Ihave a theory that you can pretty
transients to the point where homogemuch determine the overall sound of a nization occurred and legitimate "snap"
cartridge just by gently dropping the
was tamped down.
stylus onto the record. You don't even
have to play any music—you just have
You can pretty much
to listen to that first impulse. Iwas afraid
to tell anyone this until Ihad aconversadetermine
tion with Joachim Gerhard, designer of
the Audio Physic loudspeakers, who
the overall sound
told me that he sits around at home
of acartridge just by
dropping various loudspeaker cone
materials onto his kitchen table to hear
gently dropping the stylus
how they "sound." That first-impulse
"sound," he told me, goes along way
onto the record.
toward predicting what the final driver
will sound like.
In many ways the Crown Jewel
Dropping (gently!) the Crown Jewel
reminded me of the Kiseki Blue (for
into the groove for the first time prothose of you old enough to remember
duced more of awarm bomp than ataut
pop. The lower-frequency component
such things), though it was far more
open on top and reproduced high-freof the impulse was voluptuous, the middle of it moderately big, the top clean quency transients with far greater speed
but not edgy. What Ipredicted from
and accuracy. Yet it managed to retain
that sound came pretty close to what I the Blue's legendary relaxed midrange
clarity and liquidity.
heard throughout the audition process.
ne Crown Jewel is one of the most
The Crown Jewel's rendering of
seductive and lush-sounding cartridges
Chet Atkins's nylon-stringed classical
guitar on The Other Chet Atkins (RCA
I've heard in my system, yet it still proLSP-2125) was just right: Icould hear
vided ahigh level of transparency and
the "pluck" of Chees fingers digging at
the strings and the resulting mum plus
the resonant cavity of the guitar, in just
the right proportions. Add the Jewel's
Equipment
superb focus and not-too-tightly-drawn
5000, A.R.T. and X10 Signature indefinition, and Ihad awonderful illusion of the master sitting before me
terconnects, XL0 Type 3.1 Sigplaying. Ijust wish that the guy eating
nature, Transparent Audio Ultra and
potato chips in the background would
Precision Interface Technology
stop! (Record wear? What's that?)
phono cables (made by FM Acoustics and very neutral), A.R.T. speaker
The Jewel's prodigious bass response
was well-controlled without being too
cables. Transparent, A.R.T., Marigo,
"tight." Classic Records' reissue of GerWireWorld, TARA Labs AC cables.
shwin's Concerto in F, Cuban Oikitiire,
Accessories: Power Wedge 116 line
and "I Got Rhythm" Variations (LSCconditioner, Bright Star Audio Big
2586) contains some incredible bassand Little Rock platforms, Towndrum and timpani whacks. Recording
shend Seismic Sinks, Bright Star Air
engineer Anthony Salvatore (not "SalMass 3 air supports, A.R.T. "Q"
dampers, D.J. Kasser Black Diavatc," as the reissue spells it!) gives Boston's Symphony Hall plenty of room to
mond Racing cones, Harmonix tunstretch the reverb out behind the actual
ing feet, Mango Bear Claws, Yadrumstrokes. Too "tight" and it sounds
mamura Millennium Bearing speakmetallic, too "loose" and it sounds ruber supports.
bery. The Crown Jewel made it sound
just right, digging out the drumstrokes,
ed down in back (due to the Jewel's
straight body lines, another easy-to-set
parameter) and with the cartridge loaded at 100 ohms —though Ialso listened
at 47k ohms for long stretches. (There
was no in-between resistance setting in
the module supplied with the FM
Acoustics 122, which Iused for most of
my listening.)
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original records to sound like. Back then
they couldn't, of course, partly because
of cutter-head limitations, but mostly
because the arms and cartridges of the
day simply couldn't have stayed in the
grooves — as the first, uncompressed
edition of Pines of Rome/Fountains of
Rome (LSC-2436) proved. Heavily
modulated passages knocked ca-1960
styli right out of the grooves, and forced
RCA to take back stacks of supposedly
"defective" records. Today, acopy of
that original "defective" LP will set you
back $500!
I'll put it this way: If you've invested
in the Classic RCA reissues but find
them too much on top, the Crown
Jewel may just be the ticket. It shifted
the emphasis down ever so slightly,
adding abit of that "missing" warmth
you crave. And it did it so subtly that
original RCAs sounded wonderful too.
If you listen to opera and vocal music,
the Crown Jewel should be on your
short list: It rendered the human voice
with an edge-free and grain-free transparency and liquidity that were mesmerizing. Iactually sat through Benjamin Britten's weird Noye's Flood
(British Argo OS 25331), aspectacularly
natural-sounding, ultra-spacious "certified audiophile spectacular" recording
of—I don't know what you'd call it —a
fundamentalist operetta? The original
cast recording of the Broadway show
Bye Bye Birdie (Columbia KOS 2025),
with Chita Rivera and Dick Van Dyke,
was also convincing.
Lovers of small chamber ensembles,
symphonic music, folk, and jazz will
also find the Crown Jewel up their alley.
Acoustic Sounds' Analogue Productions
Revival Series' Sounds Unheard Of (APR
3009) will make you abeliever in this
cartridge's ability to deliver deep, controlled bass, upper-octave extension,
delicacy, and transient accuracy.
But if your thing is rock'n'roll and
slam-bang, in-your-face excitement,
your best bet is to listen elsewhere.
While Ienjoyed the Crown Jewel's rendition of The Clash's London Calling
(British CBS CLASH 3) because of its
low-frequency extension, outstanding
dynamic punch, and high resolution,
and I could hear some otherwise
obscured details in the well-layered mix,
in truth, the sound was too "beautiful"
and liquid for rock or any other amplified music — unless even that sounds
too "crunchy" on your system now.
One final caveat: The Crown Jewel is
probably not the ideal cartridge for the
Forsell Air Force One as Iremember it,
nor is it the ideal match for VPI's JMW
Stereophile, April 1997

Memorial arm as Iheard it, both of
which are already headed in the Crown
Jewel's tonal direction. Too much of a
good thing is anything but. Ialso wouldn't place my bet on the Crown Jewel/
SME V combo.
Conclusion
The Crown Jewel is abeautifully built,
convenient-to-set-up, low-output moving-coil cartridge that delivers alevel of
performance commensurate with its
high price. While its tonal balance lean
slightly toward the warm, liquid, lush
side of the spectrum, the Jewel offers a
reasonably neutral overall frequency
balance, combined with smooth highfrequency extension on top and solid,
authoritative bass response on the bottom. Add atotal absence of grain and
glare and avery convincing portrayal of
natural transients, plus an easy-to-lookat sonic picture free of artificial "edge,"
and you have an extremely attractive
combination of refined attributes aimed
at the sophisticated listener. Given the
right associated equipment and ataste
for well-recorded acoustic music, the
Crown Jewel could be your ticket to
long-term analog satisfaction.
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Aerial 5and Linn Tukan loudspeakers
Robert Harley

0

ne of the fundamental tenets of
high-end audio is that aloudspeaker's bass output should be
appropriate for the listening mom's size.
The smaller the room, the less bass the
loudspeakers should produce. Any
manufacturer of large loudspeakers
who has set up such asystem in aCES
hotel room can attest to how difficult it
is to avoid boominess in atiny space.
Bass extension works against good
sound quality in small rooms or rooms
with poor dimensional ratios. Any volume of air in an enclosed space will reinforce certain frequencies when that air
is excited (such as by awoofer cone
moving back and forth). This reinforcement is called resonance, and the frequencies at which the resonances occur
are the room's resonance ?nodes. The frequency of aresonance mode is determined by the distances between the
room's walls. The greater the distance,
the lower the resonance frequency.'
When you blow into abottle, you are
not producing the pitch you hear; the
bottle's resonant modes are. You are simply exciting the air in the enclosed space
nearly randomly; the bottle reinforces
certain frequencies that you hear as a
pitch. Similarly, aloudspeaker exciting
the air in alistening room causes the
room to reinforce certain frequencies.
'The result is smeared and boomy bass.2
The larger the room, the lower the
room's fundamental resonance and thus
the more closely spaced and dense the
resonance modes. Closely spaced resonance modes are agood thing; if the resIThe buidamental resonance is supported between
two walls at afrequency whose half wavelength equals
the distance between the two walls. Another resonance mode occurs at one wavelength. one and ahalf
wavelengths. and so on at every multiple of half a
wavelength.
The formula for calculating the fundamental resonance mode is 1130/21). where 21) is twice the distance between two walls and the speed of sound in air
at "room temperature" is 1130ft/s. A 20 MOM thus has
afundamental resonance at 2825Hz (1130/40), with
blither modes at 56.5Hz, 84.75, II3Hz, and so on.
Each pair of nxnu surfaces (length, width, height)
will exhibit its own set of modes. A room with suboptimal dimensional ratios causes the modes from different pairs of walls to occur at the same frequency,
reinforcing that mode. A room with good dimensional
nanos spreads the modes out evenly.
2At the recent CES in LIN Vegas, every demonstration
room at the Alexis Park Hotel was plagued Iw anearly
identical muid bass
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Aerial 5 loudspeaker: Two-way,
sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1"
titanium-dome
tweeter,
7"
damped polypropylene-cone woofer
with cast magnesium frame. Crossover frequency: 2.5kHz. Frequency
response: 70Hz-20kHz, ±2dB (-8dB
at 50Hz). Impedance: 4 ohms nominal, 3 ohms minimum (specified as
"low reactance"). Sensitivity: 85dB/
2.83V/m on-axis. Power requirements: 50W minimum. Optional
stands: 25.75" high, 80 lbs/pair, sandfilled. Finishes: black satin paint over
walnut veneer, rosewood-stained
walnut with polished lacquer, blond
tiger maple with polished lacquer.
Dimensions: 8.125" W by 13" H by
10.25" D. Weight: 48 lbs/pair net.
Serial numbers of units tested:
050431, 32.
Prices: $1800/pair (black), $1900/pair
(rosewood), $2000/pair (maple). Matching stands cost $400/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 45.
Manufacturer: Aerial Acoustics Corporation, P.O. Box 81248, Wellesley Hills,

murices approximate acontinuum, individual resonances arc less likely to be
audible. Conversely, asmall room's resonance modes are spread out more
widely over the band. With large gaps
between resonant frequencies, those
resonant frequencies are rendered much
more audible. That's one reason why it's
hard to get good-sounding bass in a
small room.
The solution, then, is to choose a
loudspeaker that will minimally excite
the small room's resonance modes. The
modes exist only when the air in aroom
is driven by asound source. The less
hard you drive the air —such as with a
small loudspeaker — the less you'll hear
the room's resonant signature.
Choosing asmall speaker for asmall
room has musical as well as acoustical
advantages. It's far easier to overlook a
lack of bass extension than it is to try to
ignore persistent boom and bloat. If we
hear harmonics of the missing fundamentals, the brain tends to fill in what
should be present. Conversely, boomy

MA 02181. Tel./Fax: (617) 235-7715.
Linn Tukan loudspeaker: Two-way,
reflex-loaded
loudspeaker, with
internal adjustment of treble level,
and single-wire, bi-wire, bi-amplification, and active bi-amplification options. Drive-units: 1" ceramic-dome
tweeter, 5.1" cone bass/midrange
unit. Frequency response: 70Hz20kHz, ±3dB (passive); 65Hz20kHz, ±3dB (active). Impedance:
4 ohms (passive); 6 ohms treble,
4 ohms bass (active). Sensitivity:
87dB/W/m at IkHz.
Dimensions: 7.4" W by 12" H by 7.2"
D. Weight: 12.3 lbs each net.
Serial numbers of units tested:
013189, 90.
Price: $799/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 75.
Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd.,
Floors Road, Waterfoot, Glasgow G76
OEP, Scotland, UK. US distributor (until
June 1997): Audiophile Systems, Ltd.,
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis,
IN 46220. Tel: (800) LINN HI-FI, (317)
849-7103. Fax: (317) 841-4107.

bass is aconstant reminder that we're
listening to amechanical facsimile of
the music.
When Imoved into asmall listening
room temporarily, Iwas faced with
choosing loudspeakers that would work
well in aroom measuring only 11' by
15'. These dimensions could spell disaster for many loudspeakers. Itherefore
acquired review samples of two loudspeakers that Ithought held promise for
my room's size, and also fit my current
mandate only to review budget equipment. Those loudspeakers, the $18001
pair Aerial 5and S799/pair Linn Tukan,
have played tag-team in my system for
the past five months. Here's how they
performed under critical scrutiny.
Aerial 5: 81800-S2000/pair
Aerial Acoustics made aname for itself

in 1996 with the superb Model 10T (reviewed by Wes Phillips in Vol.19 No.4
and named Stereophile's joint Loudspeaker of the Year in Vol.19 No.12). I
had heard the 10T at shows — once
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when driven by the Mesa Baron tube
amplifier —and was mightily impressed
by the system's smoothness and neutrality. Although Iknew nothing about the
Aerial 5, it seemed like apromising candidate for review and pleasure listening
in my small room.
The 5is the smallest loudspeaker in
the Aerial line. The sealed enclosure
houses a7" woofer and a1" dome tweeter. The woofer is rather large for acabinet of this width, but the enclosure volume is increased by the substantial depth.
The woofer is a7" cast-frame unit
with a damped polypropylene cone,
custom-made for Aerial by Vifa in Denmark. The sealed enclosure trades extension for tighter bass and acleaner

Aerial 5 loudspeaker
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midband. When areflex-loaded woofer
becomes unloaded below resonance, its
large excursion can introduce Doppler
and intermodulation distortion, according to designer Michael Kelly.
The 5's tweeter is acustom-made titanium dome sourced from MB Quart in
Germany. It features dual chambers with a
flared connecting vent and alarge surround. The tweeter is recessed in the 5's
baffle and surrounded by absorbing felt.
These drivers are crossed over at
2.5kHz, but Aerial doesn't describe the
crossover slopes. The crossover is
mounted on aboard nearly the size of
the rear panel. Air-core coils and
polypropylene film capacitors are used,
along with custom 99.997% high-purity
copper Litz wire and silver solder. The
crossover circuit board is made from
glass epoxy with double-thickness copper and solder plate finish.
Two pairs of high-quality binding
posts are provided for bi-wiring. The
enclosure bottom has five threaded
holes; two accept hex bolts for securing
the loudspeaker to the optional sandfilled stands ($400/pair), the other three
accept metal cones (supplied). The two
rear cones are tiny, just Unit
—
gthe back of
the enclosure off the stand. The front
spike is much 1argei and has aknurled nut
for adjusting the height of the enclosure
front This spike arrangement tilts the 5
back to optimize the listening axis.
Although the 5s can be used without
the stands, they're essential to getting
the best performance from this loudspeaker. The stands include small insets
to accept the spikes on the 5's bottom
panel. Three large spikes are supplied
with the stands for anchoring them to
the floor. Unfortunately, Aerial has no
owner's manual for the 5; you must figure out all this yoursel£ Not providing
an owner's manual with an $1800 product is, in my view, inexcusable.
The solid-feeling cabinet is made
from MDF 1" and 2" thick, with internal bracing. Wood veneer is applied to
the inside of the cabinet as well as the
outside, and augmented by solid wood
on the cabinet edges. Three finish selections are provided (which affect the
retail price). All cabinet edges are
rounded for low diffraction. In addition,
the foam grille is held in place without a
diffraction-inducing frame. Small magnets on the foam grille are attracted to
magnets hidden beneath the veneer on
the 5's baffle. The mounted grilles line
up well with the enclosure, but are easily knocked loose.
Overall, the Aerial 5appears to be a
solid, well-engineered product.

Listening to the Aerial 5: Every loudspeaker designer must make atradeoff
between bass quantity and bass quality.
By making the bass a little underdamped or porting the enclosure, the
small loudspeaker can give the impression of afuller sound, but at the expense of overhang and the concomitant
loss of "quickness" and pitch definition.
Judging from the 5's sound, Aerial's

The 5is the smallest
loudspeaker
in the Aerial line.
Michael Kelly obviously values bass
quality over quantity.
Bass extension was rather limited,
even considering the 5's enclosure size.
The bottom end lacked sock and
weight, giving the entire presentation a
bit of alean character. Kickdrum was
only hinted at, with the instrument's
bottom-end impact missing in action.
But the bass Idid hear was superbly
articulated and detailed. The 5s had none
of the mush, congestion, or confusion of
many small loudspeakers that attempt to
gain alittle more extension by giving up
bass clarity. Much of the music Ilike features virtuoso acoustic and electric bass
performances in which the bass doesn't
just establish the music's tonal and rhythmic foundation, but becomes amelodic
instrument in its own right Some of my
favorite bass players include Eddie
Gomez (with Steps Ahead, Bill Evans, and
Chick Corea), John Patitucd, Stanley
Clarke, Dave LaRue (with the Dixie Dregs
and Steve Morse Band), and Jaco Pastorius
(Weather Report). While Idid miss the
visceral power of acoustic and electric bass
with the 5s, Iappreciated their ability to
convey all the subtleties and nuances of
intricate and melodic bass playing. I've
been able to sometimes overlook the 5's
lack of extension and enjoy the loudspeaker's precise articulation, pitch resolution,
and lack of smearing.
Similarly, the sound of the Steinway
D on Robert Silverman's performance
of the Liszt Piano Sonata (Sonata,
Stereophile STPH008-2) was beautifully rendered by the Aerials, but didn't
convey the instrument's raw power. Silverman's left hand is almost violent at
times, aquality that adds to the thrill of
this performance. The Aerials lacked
the bass extension to fully render the
magnificent sound of the big Steinway.
But concomitantly, the 5s didn't turn
the left-hand lines into asmeared continuum. Every note was precisely articu219

lated, clean, and distinct. By contrast,
the Tukans and Diapason Adamantes Ils
tended to blur the piano's bottom end.
Ishould add that, before auditioning
the Aerial 5s, Ilived with the Genesis
11.5 loudspeakers for more than two
years. The II.5s are anechoically flat to
16Hz by virtue of their four 12" servodriven woofers and integral 800W bass
amplifier. Iknew Iwould have to realign my perspectives, but Istill wished
for just alittle more extension from the
5s. Idon't think I'm being too hard on
the 5s, considering that their specified
-3dB point is arather high 70Hz (--8dB
at 50Hz). (This extension is, coincidentally, identical to that of the much smaller Tukan.)
But the Aerial 5's best quality was one
that is vital to musicality: an open and uncolored midband. The 5 had an exceptionally neutral midrange that allowed
the speaker to get out of the music's way.
Inever got the impression of hearing the
music through acolored filter, as Idid
with the Audio Note Model 1loudspeaker reviewed last month.
Going back to Stereophile's Sonata

recording, the piano sound was remarkable for its lifelike timbre, lack of glare,
and fidelity to what Iheard live during
the recording. For me, solo piano is
highly revealing of midrange coloration,
and the Aerials did asuperb job of conveying the "piano-ness" of the instrument. Human voice, another instrument that reveals frequency-response
aberrations, was also rendered with an
open, unfettered quality. Many more
expensive loudspeakers can't match the
5in midrange smoothness and liquidity.
In addition, the mids had asomewhat
laid-back and relaxed perspective that
perfectly matched the refined bass. The
result was aseamless coherence that
never drew attention to the loudspeaker. For comparison, the Tukan's bass,
and that of the Adamantes II, was less
well integrated with the midrange.
The 5's treble performance was outstanding — Iheard none of the etch and
fizziness endemic to dome tweeters. In
fact, the 5's treble was closer in sound to
what Ihear from the excellent Genesis
ribbon tweeter. In addition to lacking
tizz, the treble was wonderfully liquid

System & Setup

I

drove both pairs of loudspeakers
with awide range of amplifiers
and source components over the
past five months. Both saw action
with five integrated amplifiers: the
Audio Note OTO SE, Linn Majik,
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Integrated
One, Rote! RA-970BX, and NAD
317. Source components included
the Well Tempered Turntable and
Lary Pederson-modified Well Tempered Arm, fitted with an AudioQuest AQ700Onsx phono cartridge;
all the budget and midpriced CD
players I've reviewed recently (particularly the Rote! RCD-990); and
that long-term favorite, the Sonic
Frontiers SFCD-1. Ialso had some
experience driving the Aerial 5s with
the 105Wpc Classé CAP-100 integrated amplifier ($1995). As another
point of comparison, Ihad apair of
Diapason Adamantes II loudspeakers (reviewed by Jack English in
Vol.19 No.9). These $3998/pair Italian monitors, now undergoing auditioning for aFollow-Up report, provided an interesting contrast with
the Aerials and Linns.
Loudspeaker cables were primarily MIT Terminator 2 bi-wire and
AudioQuest Forest bi-wire. When
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using the Audio Note OTO, Iused
the Audio Note AN/L cable and
AN/C interconnects. Other interconnects included AudioQuest Topaz and Jade, and MIT Terminator
2. You'll note that most of my listening was with source components
system
and cables
using
priced
the T
appropriately
or Aerial
for5sa
(excepting the Well Tempered
Turntable).
The 5s were mounted on their
stands 39" from the back wall and
19" from the sidewalls at the short
end of my 11' by 15' room. A pair of
ASC Tower Stouts were placed in
the corners behind the loudspeakers,
and a pair of ASC Tower Slims
flanked each sidewall to kill the first
reflections. As mentioned, Itried the
Tukans in avariety of locations, including those that are not optimal
for imaging but are likely to be used
by the typical Tukan purchaser.
When mounted on the Aerial 5
stands with Tiptoes, the Tukans'
tweeters were 36" high.
Finally, each pair of loudspeakers
was broken-in with two days of outof-phase pink noise followed by
months of playing music.
—Robert Harley

and clean. Violins had afull measure of
treble energy without sounding coarse
or grainy. With the grain-free Audio
Note DAC-1 and Audio Note OTO SE
single-ended tubed amplifier driving
the 5s at amoderate listening level, violins had asumptuous liquidity that one

The Aerial 5's
best quality was
an open and uncolored
midband.
rarely hears from reproduced music.
When fed aclean signal (such as from
the Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1 and Classé
CAP-100), the 5s were capable of producing an extraordinarily musical and
"un-hi-fi" sound.
Ionce got acall from areader looking
for advice on purchasing loudspeakers.
He told me that he wanted the treble to
be "like little needles coming at me."
The Aerial 5s aren't for him. You get no
etch, hyped detail or sonic fireworks
with the 5; just an honest smoothness
that sounds more like live music than
any other loudspeaker I've heard near
the 5's price range.
By contrast, the Tukans had more life
and vibrancy in the midrange and treble, but aless clean and ultimately more
fatiguing presentation. The 5s were far
more polite, refined, and laid-back.
The 5s' soundstaging was good, but
not superlative. Iheard clearly defined
images between the loudspeakers, but
less sense of openness, transparency, and
air than from the Tukans. In addition, the
presentation didn't have quite the spatial
resolution—where instruments were
within the acoustic—as the Tams. The
Adamantes Hs also presented alarger
sense of space, particularly depth. Although the Adamantes Ils had asimilar
overall perspective to the Aerials, they
better resolved layers of depth in naturally
miked recordings—Mike Garson's The
Oxnard Smions, Volume Two, for example
(Reference Recordings RR-53CD).
The Aerials went loud gracefully,
maintaining their smoothness on peaks
at moderately high listening levels.
Their overall dynamic contrast was
good, but Ifelt that microdynamics were
alittle subdued. Transient detail —percussion instruments, the attack of acoustic
guitar strings, the instantaneous sound of
drumsticks hitting drumheads —was
somewhat muted through the Aerials.
This impression of not hearing sharp
transient attacks was greater at low lisStereophile, April 1997
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telling levels. When Iturned up the volume, Iheard more dynamic impact and
microdynamic contrast.
In fact, throughout the auditioning I
had the feeling that the 5s needed to be
turned up before they came to life. I'm
not talking about sensitivity and the
need for amplifier power, but the impression that the little Aerials only

T

Aerial 5
he Aerial 5is amoderately difficult load to drive. Although the
impedance magnitude (fig.1)
shows an impedance minimum of 4.3
ohms and avalue above 8ohms over
most of the band, the Aerial 5's lowish
84.5dB B-weighted sensitivity su 14:ests
108000 0•••• wee

4.0*-• 1,10 fem. • nur» (wt..
1090

IMO

010

14 eta

opened up at highish listening levels.
The 5s were reserved almost to the
point of being staid, needing alittle amplifier kick to come out of themselves
and become more expressive. It was as
though the 5s were afraid of doing anything wrong (and they do very little
wrong), in the process sounding as
though they were holding something

back. That impression also goes for
openness, dynamic expression, and
soundstaging - all of these qualities
improved as the volume was increased.
I'm glad Iwas able to listen to the 5s
with the 105Wpc Classé CAP-100 integrated amplifier before finishing this
review -the 5s really lit up with some
solid amplifier power behind them. In

the loudspeaker should be used with a
well-powered amplifier. Fig.1 is notable
for the lack of any wrinldes in the impedance magnitude curve, indicating
that the enclosure is quite rigid. The
sealed-box tuning at 65Hz is accompanied by the impedance peak at that frequency. This usually corresponds to the
loudspeaker's -6dB point.
Fig2 shows the individual responses
of the Aerial 5's drivers. The slight bass
rise is partially a function of the
nearfield measurement technique, but
one that JA feels accurately reflects a
loudspeaker's performance in all but
very large rooms. Nonetheless, the

measurement (and auditioning) suggests that the Aerial 5, unlike the Tukan, should be placed well out into the
room. Fig2 also shows steep crossover
slopes, and acrossover frequency of
2.4kHz. The drivers are well-behaved
out-of-band. This measurement was
made on the optimal axis, with the 5
tilted back.
The 5's response, averaged over a30°
lateral window on the optimal axis with
the speaker tilted back (fig3), shows the
Aerial to be remarkably flat The midband is free from large peaks and dips,
and the treble doesn't exhibit the common rise in the top octave. My impres-

0.

'OD

Fig.1

Aerial 5, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Aerial 5, acoustic crossover on optimal axis
at 50", corrected for microphone response,
with nearfield woofer response plotted
below 300Hz.
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Fig.4 Aerial 5, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front: differences in response 45*-5° above tweeter axis; reference response; differences in
response 5*-45° below tweeter axis.
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fact, the presentation took on newfound
dynamic impact, bass control, and musicality with the CAP-100. My impression of the 5s "holding something back"
was somewhat ameliorated by substituting the Linn Majik (33Wpc into
8ohms, 60Wpc into 4ohms) with the
Classé. Nonetheless, the Aerials still
sounded better at higher listening levels.
The 5s apparently need some solid out-

sions of an uncolored sound and supersmooth treble correspond well with fig3.
FigA shows the 5's vertical response
family normalized to the tweeter axis.
This means the response on the tweeter
axis is shown as astraight line, the other
curves showing the deviation from the
tweeter-axis response. The measurement indicates that listening height is crucial to getting the best sound from the 5;
crossover sudcouts appear in the response
above and below the optimal axis. Fortunately, the front spike adjusts the
amount of tikback for fine-tuning the 5s
to your listening height and distance.
The 5's lateral dispersion (fig.5) reveals that the loudspeaker has superb
control over its dispersion. In other
words, the response as you move offaxis remains smooth and flat, with the
expected treble rolloff. Such near-perfect behavior is difficult to achieve. The
sidewall reflections will be less colored
with the 5than with other loudspeakers
whose response changes off-axis. The
5's smooth dispersion usually equates
with well-defined imaging. The nearperfect dispersion is marred only by a
slight "flare" at the bottom of the tweeter's passband, seen as the bump in the
response just above 21cHz.
Although the 5's spike arrangement
tilts the loudspeaker back, it is not timecoherent - the step response of fig.6
shows the tweeter energy arriving first.
Both drivers are connected with the

put power behind them.
Before moving on to the Tukan, I
must reiterate what aclean, uncolored,
and smooth presentation the Aerials
provided. The smoothness wasn't a
dulling of the sound, but alack of the
edge, tizz, grain, and other artifacts we
usually hear in reproduced music. Make
no mistake: The 5's midrange and treble
were world-class.

Linn Tukan: $799/pair
The Tukan is Linn's entry-level loudspeaker, and areplacement for the original Kan. The Tukan is significantly
smaller than the Aerial 5. In fact, the
Tukan is the smallest loudspeaker I've
reviewed. Unlike many budget loudspeakers of the same size, however, lifting the Tukan gives the impression of
solidity and mass.

same polarity. Fig.7 shows the Aerial 5's
cumulative spectral-decay or waterfall
plot. The decay is quick and very clean,
corresponding well with my listening
impressions. There is just ahint of
stored energy at the top of the woofer
band, seen as the ridge at 2.4kHz.
Overall, this is superlative performance.
Not surprising in light of the 5's sturdy build and small enclosure, the cabinet was relatively free from resonances.
Using an accelerometer to measure
cabinet resonances (fig.8), we can see
that the side-panel resonance is low in

amplitude and high in frequency both good conditions. (The high frequency of the resonance makes it less
likely to be audible.) Measurements
taken on other cabinet panels produced
similar results. Such exemplary cabinet
behavior correlates with my impression
of aclean and articulate bass sound.
Overall, the Aerial 5is avery wellengineered product. The on-axis flatness, smooth dispersion pattern, clean
waterfall plot, and stiff cabinet all indicate that designer Michael Kelly has
done his homework.
-Robert Harley
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Fig.8

cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of side panel.
(MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)

Aerial 5,
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The Tukan is beautifully finished in
real-wood veneer. The grillecloth is a
black fabric sock that stretches over the
front baffle and seats in achannel machined into the cabinet. This design
eliminates diffraction from a grille
frame. Both drivers are mounted flush
with the baffle, and the driver mounting
bolts are recessed to further reduce diffraction. The rear panel has two pairs of
recessed banana jacks for hi-wiring or
bi-amping, and asmall port.
In its most basic configuration, the
Tukan can be single- or bi-wired. The
separate bass and treble input terminals

stick their fingers into dome tweeters?)
The impedance is specified at anominal 4ohms, although the impedance
never drops below that. Sensitivity is
rated at amoderate 87dB for 1W of
power measured at 1meter at lkHz.3
The Tukan has asolid, dense feel and
weight —such asmall cabinet is easier
to make rigid and inert. The enclosure is
vented in the rear with avery small
port. One danger of small ports is the
high air velocity they create, which can
cause a"chuffing" sound (although I
heard no problems in the listening). The
Tukan is designed to work well very
close to aback wall, such as on abookshelf, the design emphasis seems to have
been on optimizing their performance
for how most people will use them, not
the minority of us who put small speakers on stands athird of the way into the
room. Consequently, Itried the Tukans
in places I'd normally never consider for
reviewing loudspeakers: on a high
bookshelf, on my desk afew inches
from the back wall, 18" from the back
wall on the desk, and on stands 42" into
the room.

on aslightly whitish character in relation to the warmer sound from the Aerial. Neither loudspeaker had much bass
extension, but the Tukan sounded
lighter and thinner in the upper bass.
Moving the Tukans to abookshelf just
inches from the rear wall warmed up
the sound, but reduced articulation.
Kickdrum took on more punch near
the rear wall, but the bottom end also
sounded alittle more "wooden." Overall, the Tukan didn't have the bass clarity
of the Aerial. This is to be expected
from aported design in atiny enclosure
at less than half the cost.
To its credit, however, the little Tukan
was clearly doing some good things that
With some attention
Iwasn't getting from the Aerial 5. The
Linn presented more detail, life, and
to placement,
presence, particularly at lower listening
the Tukans really sang.
levels. Iheard lots of fine detail in recordings, both fine inner detail and tranalso allow passive bi-amping (two amplisient information. The Tukan sounded
more upbeat and visceral than the
fier channels driving the Tukan through
the Tukan's passive crossover), or active
somewhat staid Aerial 5. Drums had a
bi-amping. In active bi-amping, an
sharper attack that accentuated the muexternal electronic crossover splits up
sic's rhythm. A good example is Terry
the frequency spectrum before the
Bozzio's fabulous drumming on the 13power amplifiers, eliminating the need
minute Zappa instrumental "The
Listening to the Tukans: When Ifirst
Ocean is the Ultimate Solution" (Sletp
for passive crossover components (capacitors and inductors) in the signal path.
set up the Tukans and played music
Dirt Ryko RCD 10527). The Tukans
through them, Iwas surprised at how
better portrayed Bozzio's fascinating
All Linn amplifiers, including the Majik
integrated, can be upgraded to actively
good the sound was without any placerhythmic punctuation of Zappa's brildrive the Tukans. If you have aLinn
ment tweaking. In fact, the Tukans were
liant extended guitar solo. The drumMajik and apair of Tukans, you can take
only roughly set up, without precise
kit's transient attacks just stood out
their performance to the next level withmeasurements of each speaker to the
more through the Tukans, perhaps
out selling them and starting over.
rear wall, or identical toe-in. Nonethebecause of their more present renderAnother unusual feature of the Tu- less, these little loudspeakers threw a ing.
kan is the ability to fine-tune the treble
huge and focused soundstage with a
The downside of the Tukan's lively
captivating immediacy and clarity. With
balance with an adjustment inside the
cabinet. This treble level control must some attention to placement, the Tube performed by aLinn dealer: you
kans really sang. Their big, open sound
must take home the Tukans, listen to
was surprising from two such tiny
them to decide if the treble level is suitenclosures.
ed to your room, then return them to
The Tukan's presentation was considerably different from that of the Aerial
the Linn dealer for adjustment.
The Tukan's 5.1" bass/midrange driv5: the Linn was more forward, lively,
open, and detailed. On the down side,
er and 3/
4"dome tweeter appear to be of
the Tukan had athinner sound, particuhigh quality. The bass/midrange unit,
larly through the upper bass and lower
custom-made for Linn, is also used in
Linn's AV5140 and Keltik. The driver
midrange. This led to a somewhat
has been refined over several years, and
threadbare rendering of instrumental
is currently in its seventh revision. The
textures that emphasized upper-order
harmonics. The presentation could take
magnet structure's size (it's as big as the
cone) was limited only by the size of the
3The Tukan's sensitivity is measured with "1W" (one
baffle opening. The magnet is supportwatt) input; the Aerial's sensitivity at -2.83V" input.
ed by acast (not stamped) basket.
What's the difference? Although 2.83V across 8ohms
dissipates I
W of power, there's actually abig difference
Similarly, the tweeter is the same unit
between the two measurement methods when dealing
found in all Linn loudspeakers, even the
with loudspeakers of less than 8ohms impedance:
top-of-the-line Keltik. The custom
2.83V across a4ohm loudspeaker dissipates two watts
of
power. When the voltage remains constant and the
tweeter uses a ceramic-coated diaimpedance is halved, current flow is doubled.
phragm to push its first breakup mode
Consequently, the load dissipates twice the power.
When the -2.83V" input voltage is specified, it makes
high in frequency. A wire-mesh cover
the 4ohm loudspeaker appear to be 3dB more semiprotects the tweeter from prying finriVC than ir would be if measured with atome I
W input.
Linn Tukan loudspeaker
Buyer beware - and watch out for the fine print.
gers. (Why do people always want to
Stereo/Mite, April 1997
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and detailed sound was a tendency
toward etch that could cause long-term
fatigue. The midrange and treble were a
bit hard and edgy compared with the
ultra-smooth Aerial. For example, the
string section of the Seattle Symphony
on the superb HDCD® recording of
Eugene Istomin playing Mozart's Piano
Concertos 21 and 24 (Reference Recordings RR-68CD) was alittle wiry
and overlaid with a layer of grain
through the Tukans.

The two loudspeakers could be made
to sound more alike by the choice of
digital front-end. The softer, more liquid, and gender Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1
was clearly better suited to the lively
Tukans. Conversely, the forwardish,
dynamic, and upbeat Rotel RCD-990
gave the Aerial 5s alittle kick out of their
reticence. Not that the Rotel is the
SFCD-1's equal; I mention this to
emphasize that system matching is
important with these two loudspeakers.

The differences in electronics were subtler than the large differences in sound
between the Tukan and the Aerial 5.
The Tukans really excelled in soundstaging. The presentation was wide and
deep, with razor-sharp image focus.
Further enhancing the soundstaging,
the Tukans resolved air and bloom
around instrumental outlines, giving the
music an organic, less synthetic character. The Tukans' ability to resolve space
between tightly focused images was

Linn Mikan
.he Tukan's measured sensitivity
of 86.5dB will make it abit easier
to drive than the Aerial 5. This
sensitivity is 2dB higher than the 5's-a

difference roughly equivalent to that
between 45Wpc and 70Wpc amplifiers. The impedance minimum (fig.1)
is anot-too-cruel 4.6 ohms, with most
of the band keeping above 6ohms. The
port tuning at 57Hz is accompanied by
adip in the impedance curve. The slight
wrinkle in the curve at 28kHz is due to
the ultrasonic tweeter resonance.
The individual driver and port responses (fig2) show that the port is
overdamped, which provides better bass

definition at the expense of extension.
The port also produces some low-level
spuriae. The early bass rolloff is accompanied by ageneral rise in the woofer's
output at the top of its passband.
Looking next at the Tukan's response
averaged over a 30° lateral window
(fig3), we can see the source of my impressions of a lively and immediate
sound. The general rise in response between 800Hz and 4kHz will give the
Tukan agreater sense of clarity, for-
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Fig.1

Linn Tukan, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Linn Tukan, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.4 Linn Tukan, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front: differences in response 45°-5° above tweeter axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-45° below tweeter axis.
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Fig.5 Linn Tukan, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 9e-5- off-axis; reference response; differences in response
5°-90° off-axis.
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first-rate by any measure. In addition,
the entire presentation was huge and
beautifully developed. My friend
Murray, who isn't an audiophile but
plays blues guitar, couldn't believe that
two tiny boxes could throw such an
enormous sound. It's ironic that Linn,
whose design philosophy places alow
value on the spatial aspects of reproduced music, would produce aspeaker
with such spectacular soundstaging.
After putting the Tukans in avariety

of odd locations, Icame to the conclusion that they are decidedly unfussy
about where they sit. Their tonal balance didn't change appreciably when
they were placed on ahigh bookshelfIheard awell-developed soundstage
from awide range of listening positions
- and putting them close to the rear
wall warmed up the sound without creating too much of abass thump. By contrast, the Aerials needed to be well out
into the room and precisely positioned

to sound their best. The Tukans also
worked well with avariety of inexpensive amplifiers, in contrast with the
Aerials' need for high power.
Overall, the Tukans were apleasant
surprise. Ispent many enjoyable hours
with them, and was consistently amazed
at what this $800/pair of loudspeakers
could do.

wardness, and presence. The wide
bandwidth of this peak should add
immediacy without adding "nasal" or
"cupped-hands" colorations. This is
exactly the band in which the ear is
most sensitive to both low-level sounds
and small changes in amplitude. This is
perhaps why Ifelt the Tukans "came
alive" at low listening levels. Fig3 also
shows the early bass rolloff (it starts tilting down at 150Hz), and avery flat if
shelved-down treble response in the top
two octaves.
Fig.4 shows the manner in which the
Tukan's response changes as afunction
of listening height normalized to the
tweeter axis. Perhaps an intentional design goal for a"bookshelf' loudspeaker
the dispersion remains fairly constant
below the tweeter axis. Ifound this
when putting the Tukans on ahigh
bookshelf and sitting well below the
tweeters. Above the tweeter axis, however, alarge suckout appears at the
crossover frequency. In other words, sitting too low is better than sitting too
high. The optimal height was with my
ears 5° below the tweeter axis.
The Tukan also had good lateral offaxis behavior (fig.5), its dispersion
smooth and well-controlled, with no
large response anomalies. This reduces
coloration of sidewall reflections, and
corresponds with the excellent imaging
Iheard from the Tukans.

Fig.6, the Tukan's step response,
reveals that the Tukan isn't time-coherent, but that the two drivers are wired
with the same polarity. The waterfall
plot (fig.7) shows avery clean decay and
very little stored energy. This is an
excellent-looking waterfall plot.
Using an accelerometer to measure
the Tukan's cabinet resonance, it was
apparent that the speaker's enclosure
had some strong resonance modes. The
back panel had astrong peak at 440Hz

(fig.8) that might color the midrange;
however, it is probably high enough in
frequency to keep out of the way of the
music.
The Tukan had good measured performance overall, but did exhibit some
departures from the ideal. The defining
characteristic of these measurements is
the overall rise in midrange response
seen in fig.3, which had the largest
influence on the Tukan's overall sound.

Overall conclusion
I
can heartily recommend both the Aerial 5

-Robert Harley
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Fig.8 Linn Tukan, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to rear panel above
terminals. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC

PROUDLY INTRODUCES THE

MELOS SHA GOLD

Big brother to the famous SHA- IAmplification Component of the Year for 1992 in
Stereophile Magazine and highly praised in the pages of The Absolute Sound. The SHA Gold
sets even higher standards for versatility and performance.

The SHA Gold features:
• Remote control volume and balance! • Balanced outputs
• Full headphone amp! • Full preamp controls with tape loop!
Come audition the SHA Gold as well as the other fine brands below including Melos amps,
preamps and D/A converters!
CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from $1395 to
$12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the single ended CAD-805 amplifier and find out what everyone is raving
about!
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD
player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre
products! (Sorry, no moil order on Rote!.)
VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3A must be heard to be believed, as
well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system?
The VCC- Icenter channel speaker is the best in the industry!
FRIED Superb loudspeaker values featuring classic transmission line
and tunnel designs. Fried speakers possess clarity and openness far in
excess of their cost!
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power for
$980! Amiracle!

EAD ULTRADISC is here! The reference standard DSP-7000 and
DSP-9000 Series Ill D/A converters have been joined by the ULTRADISC-2000T CD transport and the ULTRADISC-2000 CD player, both
using the finest available stable platter transports. EAD also has afull line
of A-V products, including the THEATER MASTER processor and
Theater Vision laser disc player.
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line drives
are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need more
power? Go for the full size DNA 0.5 or DNA 1.0 amps!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much larger
designs.
VON SCHWEIKERT Fabulous time and space aligned loudspeakers utilizing GAIN (Global Axis Integration Network). The breathtaking
VR-4 has been joined by two new products, the new VR-4.5 with all
silver wiring and the more compact, but equally impressive, VR-3.

AMC •Apogee •Arcici •Audio Alchemy •Audioguest •BEL •B&K•CAL •Cardas •Cary •Chang Lightspeed
EAD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Forte •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jell Rowland Design
JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kahle •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Monarchy •NAD •Nakamichi •Nitly Gritty
Platinum •Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •SME •Sota •Stax •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted * Audiophile Quality Home Theatre Systems *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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think about runand Linn Tukan
The Tukan is a
ning the 5s with
loudspeakers — but
must-audition product,
fewer than 50Wpc.
for different reaThe Linn Tusons. Although the
particularly for those
kan was acomtwo loudspeakers
pletely different anhad very different
listeners for whom
imaL They threw a
sounds, Ifound mywonderful soundself enjoying music
space —and placement
stage from the most
through both of
unlikely locations;
them. There is no
options —are restricted.
but when posiquestion that the
tioned optimally,
Aerial 5 is the
more refined and accurate loudspeaker the Tukans produced astunning sound— as it should be, considering that it stage, with transparency, palpability, and
costs more than twice as much as the pinpoint spatial resolution. The Linn
Tukan. The Aerial was super-smooth, was also very different from the 5tonally, with abrighter, livelier, more forward
uncolored, and had atop-to-bottom
rendering. This character heightened the
coherence rivaling those of much more
expensive loudspeakers. Its soundstag- sense of presence and detail, but at the
ing was less spectacular than that of the expense of some etch and greater longTukan, and the 5's limited bass exten- term fatigue. Although the Tukan's
sion won't suit all listeners. Moreover, upper midrange and treble were alittle
ragged next to the Aerial's, there was
the 5's unassuming character gave the
music acertain reticence that made me something musically engaging about this
want to turn up the volume. None- little speaker. They also work well with
theless, the Aerial 5's neutrality, coher- an amplifier of moderate power, and are
ence, and smoothness are quite an less fussy about location. At $799/pair.
achievement for any loudspeaker, never the Tukan is amust-audition product,
mind one that costs less than $2000. I particularly for those listeners for whom
must reiterate the 5's need for asub- space — and placement options —are
S
stantial power amplifier: Don't even restricted.
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High End
for Red People.

The Theta Miles CD Player
Ten years ago when Theta Digital intoduced
their original DS PRO D/A converter, they
revolutionized the pelimance of digital
components. Now, with the introduction of
their two newest products, the Miles and the
Pearl, they've revolutionized the value of
digital components.
Miles is aone-box CD Player starting under
$2000. Available in single-ended or fully

balanced configuration and utilizing Theta's
proprietary, software based digital filtering.
this player is simply miles ahead (sorry) of
anything in this price range. The Pearl is a
Digital Transport based on the same mechanical package and is amind-boggling Sl200.
Once again Woodbridge Stereo/Video and
Theta Digital team up to bring High End to
real people.

WOODBRIDGE

STEREO/VIDEO
Adcom •Aerial •Angstrom •Audio Research •Audioquest •Bryston •CAL •Chang •Classé
conrad johnson •Definitive •Golden Tube • Infinity •Kinergetics • Lexicon • Lyra •Magnepan
Marantz •Mango •Meridian •MIT •Mirage •Monster •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •Shun Mook
Snell Acoustics •Sumiko •Theta Digital •Velodyne •Vienna Acoustics •VPI •Wilson Audio

Woodbridge, NJ
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EQU

Epos ES12 loudspeaker
John Atkinson

B

lind loudspeaker listening tests
are hard work, not least because
usually most of the models being
auditioned fail to light any musical
sparks. But in the spring of 1991, when a
small group of Stereophile writers were
doing blind tests for agroup speaker
review, one speaker lit up smiles on the
listeners' faces, including my own. (We
don't talk during our blind tests, but it's
more difficult to keep body language in
check.) Once the results were in, we
learned that the speaker that got the
music right in that test was the diminutive ES11 from Epos in England)
The ES11 featured a major innovation in speaker design: the use of
mineral-loaded structural polypropylene front and rear baffles connected by
four tensioned steel rods. The fiberboard side, top, and bottom panels are
then wrapped around this rigid assembly. The front baffle also acts as the
frame for the woofer. Like the earlier
ES14, the ES11 didn't have awoofer
crossover filter, the drive-unit rolling off
naturally above its passband. And the
ISlerrophile% rave review of the Epos ES11 appeared in
the July 1991 issue (Vol.14 No.Z p.111). with ameasurement Follow-Up in October 1991 (Vol.14 No.10,
p205).

Epos ES12 loudspeaker

Stereophile, April 1997

tweeter crossover consisted of asingle
series capacitor. According to designer
and Epos founder Robin Marshall (see
Stereophile, February 1989, p.59), this
maximizes aloudspeaker's transparency.
Marshall subsequently left Epos to
join first Spendor, then Verity, the parent company of Mission, Roksan, and
Quad. Along with Tannoy, MordauntShort, and Goodmans, Epos is now a
division of the TGI group, but seems to
have kept its quality mission — the Epos
ethos, if you will —intact.
Design

Superficially, the '12 looks identical to the
ES11, other than the slight profiling of
the side panels around the baffle. Asmall,
two-way, reflex-loaded design finished
with wood veneer, it marries a1" metaldome tweeter to asmall plastic-cone
woofer. However, it appears that all that
has been carried over from the earlier
design is the front panel and the woofer
magnet —everything else is new.
Starting at the top: The tweeter, made
by Epos, features an aluminum-alloy 1"
dome, 50p.m thick, with anitrile-rubber
suspension and rear-cavity loading. The
magnet gap is alittle longer than the
voice-coil, to maximize linearity, and
there is ferrofluid in the gap. Beneath it
on the front panel is the 6.5" woofer, the
chassis of which is integral with the baffle. Also made by Epos, this features an
injection-molded polypropylene cone,
its outer edge thinner than the neck and
center region to optimize the stren
weight ratio. An inverted nitrik-rubber
surround was chosen because of its good
termination properties and low hysteresis. The woofer's voice-coil is wound on a
vented aluminum former to give good
power handling.
Unusually, there is no woofer dustcap; instead, atapered, stationary "phase
plug" is fastened to the end of the central pole-piece. This is said to optimize
the woofer's dispersion at the top of its
passband, to better match that of the
tweeter at the bottom of its passband.
An important aspect of the cabinet's
construction is that there are none of
the usual acoustic obstacles — bolt
heads, screws, etc.—around the flush-

Description: Two-way, stand-mounted, reflex-loaded box loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 6.5" (165mm) mica loaded polypropylene-cone bass/
midrange with nitrile -rubber surround, 1" aluminum-alloy dome
tweeter. Measured crossover frequency: 5.5kHz. Frequency response: 53Hz-22kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 86.5dB/VV/m. Nominal impedance: 8 ohms (5 ohms minimum at 18kHz). Amplifier requirements: 20W recommended minimum. Finishes available: dark cherry and light cherry; walnut by special order
Dimensions: 14.75" (375mm) H by
8" (203mm) W by 9.75" (248mm)
D. Weight: 19.5 lbs (8.8kg) each.
Serial numbers of units tested:
407199 (both).
Price: 81095/pair (matching stands:
$250/pair). Approximate number of
dealers: 70.
Manufacturer: Epos Acoustics, 3
Ridgway, Havant, Hants. P09 US,
England, UK. Tel: (44) 1705-407722.
US distributor: Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, NY 11023.
Tel: (516) 487-3663. Fax: (516)
773-3891

mounted drive-units. This, too, should
aid dispersion.
The woofer is reflex-loaded with a
rear-panel port 1.5" in diameter and
only 3" long. This is flared to reduce
wind noise at high levels. Electrical connection is via banana plugs only. The
two sets of 4mm sockets on the rear
panel make atight connection with the
banana plugs supplied by Epos or used
on the CableTal cables distributed by
Music Hall. They're alittle oversized for
Monster X-Terminators, however.
Setup
A few aspects of setup need to be discussed before Idescribe how the ES12
sounded. The tweeter is protected by a
wire-mesh cover, held on magnetically.
It can be (carefully) pried loose with,
preferably, a nonmagnetic blade of
some kind. A trace of tizziness that I
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•HOME THEATER SPECIALISTS
•Audio/Video
tailored to your budget
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remote control, multi-room installation
•We work with architects and designers
•Single components to matched systems
•Surround Sound: Dolby Digital. DTS
•Consulting •Troubleshooting
•Trade-ins
•Authorized factory repairs
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noticed before the grillectomy disappeared with the tweeter domes exposed. The downside, of course, is that
the tweeter diaphragms arc very vulnerable — perform this tweak at your
own risk.
Second, the four internal tensioning
rods connecting the front and rear baffles are covered by caps on the baffles.
The dealer from whom you purchase
your ES12s should ensure that the end
nuts have not worked loose in shipping,
which will reduce the speaker's sense of
pace. However, don't attempt to tighten
these yourself.
Third, the ES12 seems very transparent to the cables with which it is
used. Changing from the CableTalk
Concert 2.1 to Cardas Cross gave a
noticeable improvement in the sense of

M

y estimate of the ES12's
B-weighted sensitivity was
85dB/2.83V/m — slightly
lower than specified, but the difference is
inconsequential. Its impedance (fig.1)
doesn't drop below 7 ohms, meaning
that it's basically an easy load for an
amplifier to drive. The tuning of the
reflex port is revealed by the "saddle" in
the impedance magnitude plot at 58Hz,
implying only moderate bass extension.
Two discontinuities can be seen in the
impedance traces: aslight one between
400Hz and 500Hz, and alarger peak at
650Hz. These generally indicate that
there is some sort of resonant problem at
these frequencies. Fig2 shows acumulative spectral-decay or waterfall plot calculated from the output of asimple plastic-tape accelerometer fastened to the
Epos's front baffle beneath the woofer.
(The speaker was standing on three
upturned cones for this measurement.)
The resonant mode at 465Hz could be
found on all surfaces; it was also easily
detected with astethoscope using the
semitone-spaced tones on StereophiWs

top-octave air and overall treble refinement. The CableTalk bass, however,
was well-defined and had an excellent
sense of pace. The Cardas in these areas
was perhaps alittle more rich, sacrificing transient speed for luxurious bloom.
Both of these cables were used singlewired.
Iultimately used ahi-wired set of
AudioTruth Sterling, which improved
the treble presentation compared with
the Cardas but, more important, gave
stunningly tight, well-defined, deep low
frequencies. It was not possible in the
review period to thoroughly explore
whether this was due to the bi-wiring or
to the cable itself. However, a brief
experiment with single wiring with
Sterling suggested that both factors
were at work.

If you feel it lunacy for me to use aset
of speaker cables costing more than
three times the price of the speakers,
then you arc, of course, welcome to stick
with CableTalk, which Ican recommend as an excellent value for the
money. The Law of Diminishing Returns is as truc with cables as in any
other field of audio. The point Iwant to
make is that the ES12s' intrinsic performance is good enough both to allow the
differences to be perceived and for it to
benefit from the better cables.
Fourth, the Epos is very critical regarding how it is connected to its stand.
Music Hall's Roy Hall recommends
coupling the speaker to its stand with
upturned cones. Ifound this maximized
the sense of pace, rock recordings boogieing down in an impressive manner.

Test CD 3. (The mode is almost exactly
coincident in frequency with the B-flat
in the center of the treble staff.) While
this mode is relatively high in frequency,
indicating awell-braced cabinet design, it
is also high in level, meaning that the
speaker will be more sensitive than most
to stand and stand-interface issues— as
indeed Ifound.
Fig3 shows the individual responses
of the woofer, port, and tweeter. The
port's output peaks sharply at the tuning
frequency, which is also the woofer's
minimum-motion point. Note that the
port's output has peaks at the frequencies
of the anomalies in the impedance plot,
but these are well down in level. In the
December 1996 issue of the English
magazine Hi-Fi News & Record Review,
Martin Colloms ascribes the Epos ES12's

650Hz mode to the woofer cone. The
woofer's response is alittle ragged above
this frequency —remember, them is no
crossover filter at all on this drive-uni
what you see in this graph is its natural
rollout behavior. The tweeter, fed by a
series capacitor, comes in above 5.5kHz,
about an octave higher than is usual for a
two-way design with a1" dome unit. Its
ultrasonic resonance seems of lower Q
than normal, with just a9dB rise above
the reference level.
The ES12's overall response on the
tweeter axis, averaged across a30° horizontal window to minimize any specific
microphone-position anomalies, is
shown in fig.4, spliced to the complex
sum of the nearfield woofer and port
outputs. The speaker rolls off with a
24a/octave slope below 55Hz, with a
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Fig.2 Epos ES12, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to front baffle
above tweeter. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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But for classical orchestral recordings, I
found that replacing the cones with small
pads of Blu-Tack added awelcome sense
of low-frequency bloom — though this
did somewhat compromise the ES12's
rhythmic quality, adding a sense of
lethargy on rock. Irecommend that ES12
owners experiment for themselves —as
long as they understand that they should
first get the best speaker stands they can
afford.
Finally, the ES12's designer has optimized its bass balance with the assumption that the speaker will be positioned
relatively close to the wall behind it.
While Istarted off with the Eposes
about 15" from the wall, Ifound that
moving the speakers out to about 3'
maximized clarity and articulation, the
only downside being a slightly lean

lower midrange. Again, ES12 owners
should experiment for themselves.
Sound
The Epos ES12 was abig hit at HI-FI '96
among Stereophile's writers for its easy,
unexaggerated sense of musical communication. And that was my immediate
impression when Ifirst set the speakers
up in my room: There was very little getting in the way of my music.
That's not to say the speaker was
without character. The midrange initially sounded alittle nasal, though this
appeared to diminish with time, either
because Iwas accommodating to it or
because prolonged break-in actually
was reducing its level. Ialso found the
high frequencies to be alittle mellow —
"sweet" was the word Ifound sprinkled

through my listening notes, particularly
when Iwas driving the speakers with
the little Pass Labs amplifier. However,
this did not mean that Ifound the
speaker to sound dull or uninformative.
In fact, its high frequencies were remarkably transparent, as was its midrange. Although Icould hear that there
was something not quite right using the
400Hz and 500Hz warble tones on our
Test CD 3 (see the "Measurements"
sidebar), music in this frequency region
seemed to emerge relatively unscathed.
During the ES12s' review period we
mastered the LP release of Stereophile's
Sonata LP (see the March 1997 issue,
pp.75-89, and the ad elsewhere in this
issue). Itherefore used the ES12s to do
some level-matched listening tests comparing the LP test pressings both with

—6dB point of 45Hz —not bad extension for such asmall speaker. The shape
of the curve between 500Hz and 1kHz
is usually associated with anasal coloration. Idid note this in my auditioning, but it was mild. Considering the
lack of any formal crossover (other than
the tweeter capacitor), the integration
between the two drive-units in figA is
excellent. Other than slight suckouts at

2.5kHz and 8kHz, the measured treble
balance is flat, giving no clue as to why I
found the high treble alittle mellow.
The ES12's lateral dispersion is shown
in fig.5. Despite its use of a"phase plug,"
taking the woofer up an octave higher
than usual does result in slight beaming at
the top of its passband, which contrasts
with the "flare" in dispersion at the bottom of the tweeter's band. This is mild,
however, and as the off-axis flare coincides with one of the on-axis suckouts,
the perceived treble balance in atypical
room will probably be fairly neutral.
Fig.6 shows the vertical dispersion,
referenced to the response on the tweeter axis. A big suckout appears even if you
sit just above the tweeter, whereas sitting
5° below it usefully pulls down the midtreble. ES12 owners should use relatively

high stands, therefore, if they are to get
the optimal balance from this speaker.
Epos has voiced the ES12 to give its
most neutral lower-midrange balance
when adegree of room-boundary reinforcement is present. With the speakers
positioned where Iliked them best for
the bass quality and soundstaging, Ifound
there was insufficient room support for
the lower midrange. This can be seen in
fig.'7, the spatially averaged, 1
/
3-octave
response for the pair of Eposes in my
room. The lower-midrange and bass
regions are shelved-down by 3-4dB; or,
you could say that the upper midrange is
shelved up by the same amount. Whether this character will be heard as leanness
or forwardness will depend on both the
listener and the program material.
However, it did lend the speaker awon-
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Fig.3 Epos ES12, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.5 Epos SU, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90*-5" off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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Best Speaker under $3500, the incredible new NEAR 50 ME
II. The NEAR is capable of astonishing resolution, coherency,
and definition. It is uncolored and has prodigious bass with its
proprietary resonance cancellation circuitry!
Only $2250/pr!
Best Imaging & Soundstaging Speakers:
Gallo Nucleus Reference -unprecedented
realistic reproduction -superb on vocals!
Sunshine Stereo Inc.
9535 Biscayne Blvd. Miami Shores FL 33138
Tel: 305-757-9358 Fax: 305-757-1367
E-mail: zip@netrunnennet
Web: http://netrunner.net/—zip
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the 20-bit master tape and the CD version, noise-shaped to 16-bit resolution
with the Meridian 518. (For these comparisons, the same Mark Levinson
No30.5 D/A converter was used as had
been used to master the LP.) The differences between the three media were
readily audible via the Eposes. The CD
lacked alittle soundstage depth compared with the master. Even though its
frequency balance was identical in the
midrange and highs to that of the CD,
the 20-bit version sounded as if it had
more low-frequency extension. Though
the LP was not quite as close, tonally, to
the master, it did sound more involving
than the CD. No way did the fact that
the Epos speakers were the least expensive part of the system get in the way of
the effectiveness of the listening tests-a

derfully articulate character without any
tendency toward brightness.
The ES12's step response (fig.8) holds
no surprises, both drive-units being connected with the same positive acoustic
polarity, with the tweeter leading the
woofer by 25011s or so. The corresponding waterfall plot (fig.9) reveals avery
clean decay from the tweete4 with only a
couple of low-level resonant modes present at the top of the woofer's passband.
Overall, this is excellent measured performance for what is basically an affordably priced loudspeaker. -John Atkinson
I 11111111

1 Illijill

I I1111111

tribute to its clarity and lack of coloration.
In fact, other than the nasality Iinitially noted, Ifound very little to criticize during the auditioning. While this
can be frustrating for the reviewer looking for juicy flaws upon which to wax
caustic, it does mean that aspeaker is
doing alot of things right. When Iput
on favorite "torture" tracks to investigate aspecific performance area, Itend
to end up just grooving on the music particularly when the speaker in question, like the ES12, has asuperbly articulate midrange.
For example, acurrent favorite recording of mine for detecting uppermidrange aberrations is Hugh Masakela's 1994 Hope CD (Worldly/Triloka
7203-2). The voices are recorded close,
meaning that any tendency for aspeak-
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er to sound bright will both add hardness and push the vocals too far forward
in the mix. Igenerally select track 3,
Masakela's tribute to Nelson Mandela,
where Ialso listen for aspeaker's ability
to delineate the close harmonies in the
celebratory chorus. With the articulate
Eposes, Iended up playing all the way
through to the end of track 12,
"Stimela," the plaintive song-cum-prose
poem about the train that takes migrant
workers to the mines and factories of
Johannesburg: The Eposes were fazed
neither by the singer's whoops, echoing
the train's whistle, nor by the eighthnote percussion crescendos.
The ES12s' imaging was well-defined
in both width and depth planes; recordings capable of producing asoundstage were well-served. And dynamics,

Epos ES 12, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front: differences in response 45' -5° above tweeter axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-45 ° below tweeter axis.
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Fig.8 Epos E512, step response on tweeter axis
at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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5oundex you're the king! Our professional

staff has the successful combination of moves to put
you in the winners circle. Whether you're searching for
your first stereo system, your next high-end audio component or the ultimate home theater, 5oundex has the
finest merchandise in every price catagory. We believe
that shopping for audio and video equipment should be fun
and exciting in a relaxed atmosphere -that's exactly what our
customers have been enjoying since 1958. Now, it's yourAnthem

Taso Lbs

move!
I'S. We will remain fully operational at the same location
during our expansion project. Stay tuned for our grand
opening.
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Townsend Audio
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Balanci Audio Te4nology

SOUNDEX
1100 Easton Road •Willow Grove, PA 19090 • 215-659-8815
Acurus •ADS •Ampro •Anthem •Apogee •Aragon •ASC •Atlantis •Audio Alchemy •Audio Prism
Audio Research •B&K •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis Audio •Benz Micro •Cal Audio Labs
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Tara Labs •Target •Terk •Threshold •Tice Audio •Townshend Audio •Transparent Cable •VPI •Vidikron
Well Tempered •Wilson Audio •Wood Technology

System Context

T

he Epos ES12s were positioned some 3' from the rear wall
of my room (which is faced
with books and LPs) and approximately 5' from the side walls (which
also have bookshelves covering some
of their surfaces). The ES12s sat on
24" C,elestion Si stands filled with a
mixture of lead shot and sand and
spiked to the concrete floor beneath
the rug/pad.
The amplifier used was primarily a
solid-state Pass Labs Aleph 3, with a
Mark Levinson No333, atube Mesa
Boogie Baron, atube Cary Audio
Design CAD-300SEI integrated, and
atube Audio Research VT100 also
seeing service. The preamplifier was
the remote-controlled Mark Levinson
No38S, with aMod Squad Phono
Drive EPS used to amplify LP signals
from aLinn Sondek/Cirkus/ Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv setup on an
ArchiDee table. Digital source was a
Mark Levinson No30.5 HDCD I
DIA processor driven by a Mark
Levinson No31 transport via Madrigal

and Illuminati AES/EBU cables and a
Meridian 518 jitter-reduction unit
Interconnects used were AudioQuest's AuclioTruth Lapis X3; speaker cable was first asingle-wire set of
CableTallc Concert 2.1 from Music
Hall — ahigh-value cable at $525/
foot — then bi-wired sets of Cardas
Cross and AudioTruth Sterling. All
source components and preamps used
in my listening room were plugged in
to aPower Wedge 116 Mk.II, itself
plugged in to adedicated AC circuit
and fitted with the Power Enhancer
option. The amplifiers were plugged
in to aPower Wedge 110, again fitted
with the Power Enhancer.
The speakers were broken in before audition by being placed face to
face and driven with out-of-phase,
high-level pink noise for 36 hours,
followed by the Burn-in Noise track
on Stereophile's Test CD 31 for another 12 hours.
—John Atkinson
159.95 plus $3.50 S8cH. Credit-card orders: (800)
358-6274.

both in the sense of preserving quiet
detail in the presence of competing,
louder sounds, and in the ability to go
from soft to loud without compression
or blurring, were excellent. Bass drum
started and stopped without noticeable
overhang, appropriately kicking the
music along.
But this is asmall speaker. While bass
instruments were well-defined, and bass
guitar in particular was presented with a
believable signature in the upper bass,
there was no real energy present below
60Hz or so. And the cap on loudness
was about 95dB. The Epos ES12 is best
suited to relatively small rooms, where
the room boundaries can give the
appropriate low-frequency reinforcement, and extreme sound-pressure levels will not be called for.
Summing up
Balance. That's what you need from arelatively inexpensive loudspeaker, where
the designer can't max out in any one
area of performance without compromising another. Balance is what you get
from the Epos ES12. Its faults are small,
and balanced by excellent performance
across the board. At $1095/pair plus
stands, the Epos ES12 might well be the
loudspeaker bargain of the year.
S

Synergistic Research

1"

Comes to Puerto Rico &the Carribean!
1.Custom cables for every system 2. Free "Factory Diagnostic Service" 3. Free "Explorer's Guide"
Ai Higher Fidelity,

we stock the entire Synergistic Research line, from their amazing A/C Master

Couplers to their state of the art Reference and Designers' Reference Series interconnects and
speaker cables. For audiophiles on abudget, we carry the

1-7 7:(eec;

Recommended Component- Alpha Sterling,
and Alpha series cables.
So when it comes time to realize
your systems full potential, we can help with Synergistic Research's

4e'

free 32-page "Explorer's Guide," "System Diagnostic Service" and "System Dependent Cable Technology."

Higher Fidelity
Ave. De Diego, No. 2Suite 4Urb. San Francisco, Rio Piedras PR 00927 phone 787.764.6867
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REFERENCE PLATINUM

CD BLACKLIGHT

What're John Atkinsorfs reference headphones? Sennheiser's
spectacular HD580. And now,
eclipsing the 580 at the top of
Sennheiser's line, the brand-new
HD600 also uses the extraordinary technology filtered down
from the $12,000 Orpheus system
to create an ultra-smooth, ultradetailed sound, with uncanny
low-frequency capability for
headphones. The 600s (and 580s)
are huge steps up from the excellent (but inexpensive) Grados, and
awonderful advance at this price.
Not cheap, but you'll wonder how
you listened to anything less once
you've heard these outstanding
'phones. $359.99. (580, $289.99)

Newl The Highwire Power Wrap
is astraightforward and costeffective power cord tweak that
reduces RFI. Ahelically-coiled
strand of insulated metal-composite RF suppression material
Mot ferrite), this accessory wraps
around your power cord. The
effects are so dramatic that you
can "tune" the Power Wrap by
moving it up and down the AC
cable. Power Wraps kill the ringing in AC cords, and are abargain
compared to other products. The
Power Wrap was most effective
on fixed power cords and cheap
removable ones. This is one of our
best bargain tweaks. High Wire
Power Wrap $49.99.

The Black Diamond Racing Cones
are Music Direct's pick for Accessory of the Year 1996! Their effect
on audio systems is nothing short
of jaw-dropping. The two versions
of the cones. Mark 3and Mark 4,
sound radically different. Though
they vary by sonic characteristics
(the Mark 3is warmer, with more
midrange bloom; the Mark 4is
more linear in response), your system may sound best with acombination of both types. We suggest trying both the Mark 3and
Mark 4with our 30-day money
back guarantee. The best cones
that we carry, by far, and reasonably priced! Set of three BDR
Cones, Music Direct price $59.99.

From Joe Grado comes anew
series of reference cartridges,
including this rosewood-body
beauty. This new model takes
direct aim at the other $300 cartridges out there, and really
makes agreat case for itself.
Fuller-sounding than the legendary (and still in-stock) Blue
Point Special, the Grado trades a
slight (very slight) articluation in
the bass for sharper images and
very high output —4.5 mV —
enough to drive any preamp
around. The Audio Adventure
(February '96) says this cartridge
is aptly named: reference-quality.
Others in the line are even better!
Reference Platinum. $299.99.

When we heard the prototype of
Audio Prism's CD Blacklight mat
at the 1996 CES, we were amazed
at its stunning effect on the sound
of CDs. In addition to the standard
increases in clarity and resolution,
the CD Mat increased the musicality of every disc substantially.
Now recent raves by Stereophile's
irrepressible Sam Tellig (Nov. '96/
have confirmed our initial reactions. Unlike previous dampers,
the CO Blacklight operates in
three domains —the mechanical,
optical and electromagnetic spectrums. Just hold it up to abright
light until it glows, and you're
ready to roll ... er, spin. Music
Direct price $37.99.

Records to Die For... and more!
Music Direct: 800 449-8333
in Illinois and international: 312 433-0200

Music Direct features recordings on these record labels and others. Call for our free 48-page catalog!
Apature

Audioquest

Elac

Highwee Audio

Nitty Gritty

Solidsteel

Arcici
ASM Labs

Bedini
Benz Micro

Ensemble
German Acoustics

Lightspeed
Marino Audio Labs

Perfectionist Audio
Rega

Sound Anchor
Standesign

Tekna-Sonic
Townshend Audio
Vans Evers

Audient Technology

Black Diamond Racing

Gold Aero

McCormack

RingMat Developmts.

Sumiko

Versalab

API
Audio Prism

Bright Star Audio
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Grado
Harmonix ICombak)

The Mod Squad
Monster Cable

Roomtune/M. Green
Sennheiser
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LATEST RELEASES

LATEST RELEASES

LATEST RELEASES

LATEST RELEASES

LATEST RELEASES

Cream. Goodbye
BeeGees: Trafalgar
Frampton Comes Alive
REM.: Reckoning
Nirvana: Nevermind
Sonic Youth: Goo
Queen: ADay at the Races
Robin Trower: Bridge of Sighs
B. Herrmann: Four Faces of Jazz

Jethro Tull Aqualung
Nat King Cole: Love is the Thing
Phoebe Snow: Phoebe Snow
New Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
Bonnie Raitt: Nick of Time
Bill Evans: Interplay
Chet Baker: In New York
Creedence: Pendulum
Wings: At the Speed of Sound
Komgold: Golden Age of Motion Pics
Sonny Rollins: The Sound of Sonny

Gershwin Piano Concerto
Dvorak: Symphony 2
Belafonte at Carnegie Hall
Belafonte Returns to Carnegie Hall
Chet Atkins in Hollywood
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
Holly Cole: Temptation
Dar Williams: The Honesty Room

Otis Spann Good Morning Mr Blues
Albert King: I'll Play the Blues for You
Art Pepper: New York Album
Art Pepper: So In Love
Art Pepper The Intimate A. Pepper
Sidney Maiden: Trouble and Blues
Gene Ammons: Nice an Cool
Gene Ammons: Soulful Moods
Junior Wells: Hoodoo Man Blues
Miles Davis: Prestige Recordings
(spiffy five-LP set —gorgeous!)

2020
2212
2218
2221
2238
2243
2313
6013
6111
6126
6388

Revival Series and

Fabulous 180g LPs!

All titles: $22.99*
'Applies to all nwidar single discs.
Inks in sloth o,,
and Clint Mall,*

All titles: $21.99*

Alldassie Records lilies in stock on IP

"Applies lo all neilar single discs.
All

Chet Atkins and other
gold CDs in stock!
and (2). as (imitable.

idles in slink on LP and a)

180g LPs in stock!
.111 .Inalevie Pruluctions lines

Argenta: España
Ravel: L'Enfants &Sortileges
Prokofiev: Peter and the Wolf
Rimsky-Korsakov, 3pieces
Mozart: Clarinet Concerti
Albéniz: Iberia; Turina
La Fille Mal Gardée
Debussy Images pour Orch.
Bartók: Miraculous Mandarin
Borodin: Symphonies 1, 2
Hindemith Maetamorphoses

ill [Wan and tondo, in prini reissue
ilt

lines in stock

(IS

roll, please!

£111 hasjust announced a
series ofgorgeous 180-gram
rock reissue LPs. You non '1
believe these titles —don't miss
!bee superb LPs.!
EMI REISSUES
Syd Barren: The Madcap Laughs
Beach Boys: Pet Sounds
Jeff Beck: Beckola

(

David Bowie Ziggy Stardust
Jethro Tull .Stand Up
John Lennon Rock and Roll
Freddie Mercury .The Album
Pink Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon
Queen: ANight at the Opera
Sinatra: Songs for Swingin' Lovers
Genesis: Selling England...
Mike Oldfield: Tubular Bells
Sex Pistols: Never Mind the Bollocks
...and others!

Music Direct: 800 449-8333
in Illinois and international: 312 433-0200
Music Direct features recordings on these record labels and others. Call for our free 48-page catalog!
Acoustic Disc
Analogue Productions
Alto Edition
Audioquest
Blue Note reissues
Chesky

Clarity
Classic Records
Collegium
DCC
Decca/London reissues
Delos

Deutsche Gramophone
DMP
Dorian
EMI reissues
Epiphany
Everest

Fantasy
Golden String
GRP/Impulse reissues
Harmonia Mundi

John Marks Records
MCA Heavy Vinyl
Mercury
Mobile Fidelity

Pope Music
Proprios
RCA Living Stereo
Reference Recordings

Sony Legacy
SteepleChase
Telarc
Three Blind Mice

King Super Analogue
Mapleshade

Opus 3
OJC

Savoy Jazz reissues
Sheffield Lab

Water Lily
Wilson Audio

Audio Alchemy Upgrades
MPS Master Power Supply

•Separate Transformers for Digital & Analog Sections
•Fully Regulated DC Outputs
•Fast Schottky Diode Rectifiers
•Low [SR Output Capacitors
•Built-in AC Line Filtering
•Selectable AC Mains Voltage (110-240v)
•Designed &Manufactured by Monolithic Sound

IMPS

•

The MPS is adual port power supply designed to attain maximum sound performance &reliability from your Audio
Alchemy DDE &DTI combinations. The digital stage is specially tuned for the DTI. Pro models which not only results
in better sound but also much better reliability. Your DTI •Pro will run cool and last longer. No more HOT DTI •Pro's!

DTIero32 Latest Software Upgrade
Get it NOW! The Latest "AD"

Adaptive Dithering Software
Version for the DTI •Pro32.

$

TARG7p._

8

5Shelf Equipment Stands

'Includes aFREE bottle of Clearbit CD Clarifier. A $13 Value!

Unbelievable Value... True Audio Magi

•29" to 40" Tall
•Includes Spikes

Most audiophiles know that Audio Magic makes some of the

finest Silver cables available at any price. Not aproblem if
you want to spend ten-grand or so on pur cables.
The problem is that most of us can't afford"any price".
Many of us have other things to spend that kind of
money on like children, food, house payments
cars, etc. That is why we have been so
excited about Audio Magic's other cables.
What many audiophiles are not aware of is that Aui oMagic now has an
entire line of Silver cables that are not only very affordable but, they are
also incredibly great sounding. Even though their interconnects start at
only $39 apair and speaker cables at $99 apair, they are true "high-end"

Cable
Sale

Audioquest AC-12 AC Power Cord with Hu
2-meter
Audioquest AC-15 AC Power Cord with Hubble Plug
Audioquest Turquoise x2 with "TIFF" plugs 1-meter
Audioquest Comp-Z 2-meter interconnects w/FPC-6 copper
Audioquest Comp-X 6-meter interconnects
Audioquest Comp-X 10-meter interconnects
Audioquest Video/Digital Zwith "TIFF" plugs 1-meter
Audioquest Video/Digital Xwith "TIFF" plugs 1-meter
Audioquest F-18 Speaker Cable
Monster Cable M-1000 MK-III with "TIFF" plugs 0.5-meter
Monster Cable M-1000 MK-III with "TIFF" plugs 1-meter

$79.95
$39.95
5.95
$59.95
$44.95
$64.95
$39.95
$19.95
79c ft
$69.95
$79.95

2

9

•Many Sizes and Styles available -Please Call
Limited Quantity Sale on AT Phono Cartridges
audiolechnica

Affordable Magic I
MAGIC .
Audio Magic "Excalibur", 1meter pair ...$199 h..••••,•-•••
•r•
Audio Magic "Presto", 1meter pair... $149
Audio Magic "Apprentice", 1meter pair $119
Audio Magic "Sceptor", 1meter pair...$69
Audio Magic "Dragonnirtib pgraded aceptor plugs. 1meter pair.. '$39
Audio Magic's Silver Speaker Cables start at only... $99a pair
Audio Magic Silver 12S bus Cables start at only... $69

i„,
,. Surplus

$

•Shelf Width from 18.3" to 21"

AUDIO ,

from sound quality to build quality to materials quality.

starting at

•0C-9 Moving Coil

219 9)

•Mt150 Moving Magnet

Audio Alchemy Closeouts

DDE v3.0 w/PS-3

$749.95

DDE v3.0 w/PS-2
RW-1 Remote Option

$79.95
$89.95

ULTRADAC w/PS-3
DDE v1.1 w/PS-1
DITB w/Basic PS
DAC-Man w/Basic PS

$288.00
$199.95
$119.95
$69.95

DTI-Pro 32 without PS $979.95
DTI-Pro 32 w/PS-4

$999.95

DTI-Pro 32 w/PS-3
DTI-Pro 32 w/PS-2
Rev. "AD" Software

$1149.95

DTI-Pro without PS
DTI-Pro w/PS-4

$1199.95
$89.95
$459.95
$.4 79.95

DTI v2.0 without PS
DTI v2.0 w/PS-4

$2 )(9.95
$329.95

DTI-Plus w/Basic PS
$159.95
EDI w/Basic PS
$179.95
XDP DAt .,us
,
ffl t, $119.95
DDS Pro Transport
$1149.95
DDS-III Transport
ACD-2 CD Player
DLC Preamp w/PS-1
LIS add on for DLC
VITB w/Basic PS
DST Digital cable
Clearstream cable
Clear-Bit Clarifier

$388.00
$299.95
$239.95
$229.95
$209.95
$99.95
$49.95
$12.95

,nchemy

800-222-3465 • 916-345-1341 • Fax 916-345-7269

P.O. Box 7385, Chico, CA 95927
e-mail correspondence: hcmaudiogsunset.net •e-mail price list: hcmlist@aol.com

FOLLOW-UP
Robert Deutsch and Thomas J. Norton
Balanced Audio Technology VK-5i
preamplifier
It Sue Grafton, author of the Kinsey
Malone series of mysteries (I've just finished "M" is for Malice) were writing this
review, the title would have to be "I" isfor
Improved. But there's no mystery here:
the folks at Balanced Audio Technology
(BAT) have simply taken what was
already an excellent design and applied
some refinements to it while incorporating ahighly convenient remote control. Case closed: Kinsey can go back to
her peanut-butter-and-pickle sandwiches, and we can continue to wonder
what's going to happen in her relationship with the enigmatic Dietz.
There's no denying that remote control, long established in video and midfi, is becoming ahot feature in high-end
audio. An interesting White Paper from
BAT! describes the various ways of
implementing remote control, including the use of digital IC gain attenuators
and MDACs (Multiplying Digital-toAnalog Converters), as well as simple
motor-driven potentiometers. All were
deemed undesirable for sonic reasons,
or because of problems in reliability.
The solution developed by BAT designer Victor Khomenko and his partner Steve Bednarski was to retain the
shunt volume control topology of the
VK-5, with the same Vishay resistors
used as series-pass elements, but to substitute amicroprocessor-controlled, discrete, film-resistor network for the
1 Available from Balanced Audio Technology, 26
Beethoven Drive, Wilmington, 1)E 19807 Tel: (800)
255-4228. It may also be accessed at BATs Internet
site: hnp://www.balanced.com

VK-5i's Noble potentiometer. Four
individual circuit boards are used, two
per channel in abalanced configuration.
The microprocessor then switches in
different sets of resistors to shunt part of
the signal to ground, the choice of resistors depending on the desired volume
level, which is available from the remote control. Left/right trim continues
to be controlled by potentiometers, and
is not remote-controllable.

Every aspect of

performance—transparency,
detail, bass extension/quality,
air, soundstaging, you
name it—was better.
In addition to incorporating this new
method of implementing the shunt volume control, the "i" revision features
three other significant changes. Probably the most important is an auto-balance circuit that stabilizes the positive
and negative legs of the circuit, providing independence from variations in
tube performance or aging (at least
within certain limits). Balanced circuits
must have each leg of the circuit functioning the same way; any differences
introduced by the circuit result in nonlinearities.
The BAT design gets around this
potential problem. The second change
in the "i" version is apassive component
upgrade: The resistors in the gain stage
are now improved metal-film types.

Balanced Audio Technology VK-5i preamplifier

Stereophile, April 1997

Finally, the AC shunt regulation has
been changed to an auto-bias circuit,
eliminating an adjustment that was previously required when changing tubes.
One feature missing from the VK-5i is
the VK-5's "Sleep" mode. According to
Steve Bednarski, continued testing
found this feature to be of no real benefit, so they decided to eliminate it.
The original VK-5 has been one of
my favorite preamps (see my review in
the December 1995 Stereophile, Vol.18
No.12, p.136), and is listed in Class A of
"Recommended Components." I've
been using the review sample of the
VK-5 —along with some other highend preamplifiers — since the review, so
Iwas able to compare it directly with a
sample of the new VK-5i.2 Given what
Iknew of the sound quality available
from the VK-5, Iexpected any differences to be relatively minor.
Boy, was Iwrong! Every aspect of
performance — transparency, detail,
bass extension/quality, air, soundstaging, you name it—was better, making
the older unit sound veiled, closed-in,
and mushy by comparison. The slight
sibilant emphasis that Ihad described as
acharacteristic of the VK-5 was now essentially gone (except for Varèse Sarabande's show-music albums, and they're
recorded that way). Bass was tighter, more
extended, and apparently better integrated with the rest of the spectrum.
The midrange magic of the original VK5was present in full force, voices retaining the "rounded" quality that seems to
be the particular provenance of tube
designs, but with even better focus.
Noise level had not really been a
problem with the VK-5, but the VK-5i,
at matched levels, was significantly
quieter. A possibly related difference
was the emergence of detail that had
been previously obscured. With the
VK-5i in the system, the analog tape
pre-echo at the beginning of each track
of Center Stage (Wilson Audio WCD8824) was very clearly audible (and,
frankly, annoying). With the VK-5, it
was there, but Ihad to make more of an
2 Associated equipment included Dunlavy SC-1V
loudspeakers, Sonic Frontiers SF1)-2 Mk.11 processor,
and Audio Research 1)130 or Sonic Frontiers Power 2
amplifiers; balanced connections (TARA Labs
Decade) were used throughout.
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High End
for Red People.

The Mirage 0M-6
In astunning breakthrough for both bipolar

The 0M-6 features full 360-degree bipolar

technology and power amplifier design,

radiation and dual 8-inch powered bipolar

Mirage has developed auniquely profiled

subwoofers for commanding bass perfor-

loudspeaker, the 0M-6 (formerly the M-6s1).

mance. Amplification is provided by abuilt-

The amazing new Mirage offers outstanding

in 150-watt dual-module MOSFET design.

sonic accuracy, immense bipolar soundstag-

Perfect for the best music and home theater

ing and asmall footprint that makes speak-

systems, the new Mirage is priced at under

er placement abreeze.

$3000. It's truly high end for real people.

WOODBRIDGE

STEREO/VIDEO
Adcom •Aerial •Angstrom •Audio Research •Audioquest •Bryston •CAL •Chang •Classé
conrad johnson • Definitive •Golden Tube •Infinity •Kinergetics •Lexicon •Lyra •Magnepan
Marantz •Mango •Meridian •MIT •Mirage •Monster •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •Shun Mook
Snell Acoustics •Sumiko •Theta Digital •Velodyne •Vienna Acoustics •VPI •Wilson Audio

Woodbridge, NJ
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effort to hear it.
The VK-5i's remote control is very
well-thought-out, and has some unique
features. Volume is adjustable in 0.5dB
increments within the normal range of
listening levels, which gives the feeling
of acontinuous control; Ifound the rate
of change just right. There's provision
for storing five specific levels (cg, background, normal listening, impress-youraudiophile-friends, etc.). In addition to
Mute, there's aFade button that ramps
volume down to zero (and back when
it's depressed again) in agradual manner. Very refined.

The good news for
VK 5 owners

is that

their units are fully
upgradeable, some of
the changes having
already been made
before the formal
"i" designation.
There's also aUnity Gain position,
for use in home-theater systems where
volume is controlled by a surround
processor/preamp. To activate Unity
Gain, the button has to be pressed
twice, making inadvertent activation
less likely. As the manual warns, you
do not want to activate Unity Gain
unless gain is reduced elsewhere in the
signal path, so this option should be
used with great care.
By requiring the double key-press,
BAT may have succeeded in making the
Unity Gain feature idiot-proof, but they
haven't quite succeeded in making it
reviewer-proof. You guessed it: Ipressed
Unity Gain twice while playing music,
and was promptly blasted out of my listening chair. Fortunately this was during
arelatively quiet passage, so there was
no damage to the speakers, but since
Unity Gain in my setup represents
about 15dB above afairly loud listening
level, Ifigured I'd had aclose call. BAT
might consider making Unity Gain
even more difficult to access.
Of course, volume can also be set on
the preamp itself, via alarge knob of the
freewheeling variety. The numerical
display, big enough to be legible from
across the room, can be turned off from
the remote. Some people have suggested that an illuminated display has some
effect on the sound; Ilistened to the
Stereophile, April 1997

VK-5i with the display on and off and
found the effect to be elusive, the sound
being perhaps slightly cleaner with the
display off. In any case, Ifind illuminated displays generally distracting, so I'd
be inclined to turn it off. (Pressing the
Volume Up or Down buttons restores
the display.)
The good news for VK-5 owners is
that their units are fully upgradeable,
some of the changes having already
been made before the formal "i" designation. The factory update of the VK-5
to remote-controlled VK-5i varies from
$500 to $750, depending on the age of
the unit. At alevel of sonic performance
where improvements tend to be very
costly, this is undoubtedly a bargain.
The price of the VK-5i without the
remote control —but incorporating all
other improvements — remains $4000,
the remote adding $500 to the price.
The current VK-5i is atour de force
of technical sophistication, providing
sound quality of the highest order and a
user-friendly interface. Ilove it!

third-order (woofer to mid) and fourthorder (mid to tweeter). The tweeter is
positioned below the midrange, which
looks strange but which actually has
vertical-dispersion advantages with the
chosen drivers and crossover. The
loudspeaker can be bi-wired. My only
ergonomic complaints are the angled,
five-way binding posts (they slope
downward — fine for banana plugs but
awkward for spade lugs) and the lack
of any provision for spikes. I used
pointed cones from my orphaned
cone/spike collection (audiophiles collect recordings, audiophile reviewers
collect spikes) under the pedestal bases
to provide astable mounting.
The system used in the audition consisted of aMark Levinson No36S D/A
converter, Levinson No.37 transport,
Krell KRC-3 preamp, and ICinergetics
KBA-280 power amplifier. Cables were
Kimber AGDL for the transport/converter digital link, TARA Labs RSC

— Robert Deutsch

PSB Stratus Gold loudspeaker
Six years. Has it really been six years
since Ifirst reviewed the PSB Stratus
Gold loudspeakers? More, actually —I
completed my writeup of the Gold at
the end of 1990, and the review appeared in the February 1991 Stereophile.
Since that original review, Stereophile
reviewers (myself included) have heard
the Stratus Golds at trade shows and
elsewhere —certainly enough to renew
our confidence in the product and justify its continued recommendation. But
we haven't had samples to audition in
our own systems since that first pair.
Now the Stratus Gold is scheduled
for aredesign, due sometime in 1997. 1
The changes planned are not extensive,
but this seemed like agood time to have
afinal, in-depth listen to aremarkably
stable resident of our "Recommended
Components" listing.
Our new pair of Stratus Golds, sent
to us early in 1997, were identical in appearance to the originals, except for the
finish. The look, dimensions, and technical design remain the same. The 10"
long-throw, reflex-loaded woofer crosses over to the 6.5" mineral-filled, polypropylene-coned midrange at 250Hz.
At 22kHz a1" aluminum-dome tweeter takes over. Crossover slopes are
1The Stratus Gold costs 52100/pair. PSB Speakers,
The Lenbrook Group, 633 Granite Court, Pickcring,
Ontario L1W 3K1, Canada. Tel: (905) 831-6333;
1-800-263-4641. Fax: (905) 831-6936. Web site
http:\\www.pshspeakers.coni

PSB Stratus Gold loudspeaker
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Master Gen2 interconnects from converter to preamp (unbalanced), and an
older set of Cardas Hexlink interconnects (balanced) from preamp to power
amp. The bi-wire loudspeaker cables
consisted of Monster M1.5s on the bottom and M22s on top. Additional power
amps employed were the Pass Aleph 3
and the Sonic Frontiers Power 2— the
latter atube design. (Unbalanced Cardas
Hodink interconnects were used with
the unbalanced Aleph 3.)
The Stratus Golds were set up initially in the same location in my listening room that has proven effective
with many other loudspeakers. During
my auditions, Ifound no reason to
make any substantial position change.
The loudspeakers were toed-in slightly
toward the listening position. Ipreferred them with the grilles removed,
though the grilles have less effect on the
sound than is the case with many other
loudspeakers.
My original review of the Stratus
Golds was conducted in the Stereophile
listening room. My current 18' by 26' by
11' room is considerably larger. And the
rest of my system is also very different,
though the vintage Cardas preamp-topower-amp interconnects remain the
same.
What Iheard when Ifired up the
Stratus Golds was not really surprising,
but food for thought. Here is asevenyear-old design (I'm estimating that the
gestation of the design predated my
original review by at least ayear) that,
since its introduction, has increased in
price by only $100 (to $2100/pair; some
finishes are slightly more expensive).
And it's a loudspeaker that will still
compete sonically with any new design
of comparable price Iknow of. That
statement does not presume that agiven
listener will necessarily prefer the PSB;
different audiophile preferences will always be with us. But anyone who overlooks the Stratus Gold because it isn't a
trendy new design may well regret it.
The PSB builds on asolid foundation: aclean, uncolored, articulate midrange. Vocals were unfailingly natural —
from the Fairfield Four to the Crash
Test Dummies to the King's Singers and
everything Isampled in between, including more distantly miked classical
vocal recordings. There was agenuinely
appealing palpability and warmth to the
midrange. When Iwrote my original
review, Icommented on some forwardness to the sound. While Ioccasionally
noticed that here, more often than not it
was just enough to contribute to the
loudspeaker's sense of presence and
Stereophile, April 1997

immediacy without calling undue attention to itself.
On the down side, Iobserved areduction in resolution in what Iwould
guess to be the upper midrange/low
treble; in combination with the slight
warmth, this tempered somewhat the
overall sense of sonic aliveness and
inner clarity. But Iwouldn't want to

The PSB builds on a
solid foundation:
aclean, uncolored,
articulate midrange.
make too much of it. It was aminor
fault, and far preferable to an etched,
analytical quality — which was nowhere
in the Gold's playlist.
Audiophiles who don't like metaldome tweeters might be tempted to
declare that they hear atrace of extra
seasoning at the very top end of the
Stratus Gold's treble, but those without
such preconceived notions will not hear
anything like that. The Gold's overall
sound lacked the spacious quality of say,
the Energy Veritas v2.8 (at nearly three
times the price), and was not as sweet
on top as the Sony SS-M9 (at almost
twice the price). But the Gold's treble
blended seamlessly with the rest of the
range, only calling attention to itself
when the program demanded it. Ifind
it difficult to pin any sort of descriptive
adjective on the top end of the Stratus
Gold —which, Isuppose, is the best
thing you can say about atweeter. It was
not, however, unforgiving of bad ancillaries or program material — aquality it
shares with all good loudspeakers.
The bass of the Stratus Gold was solid
and extended. While the loudspeaker's
slight warmth could work to reduce the
overall clarity when the going got very
complex, at its best the bass was remarkably tight and detailed. All the usual lowfrequency suspects were trotted out, and
none of them fazed the Gold — from
the abrupt percussive whacks on the
Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA 66051-2)
to the organ flourishes on Mussorgslcy's
Pictures at an Exhibition (Jean Guillou,
Dorian DOR-90117). It wouldn't go as
deep as agood subwoofer, but was
extended enough to capture — powerfidly — anything of musical interest
short of the lowest organ-pedal notes.
And at anything like areasonable playback level, it refused to complain or distort in the bass. Some comparably
priced minimonitors will go surprising-

ly deep, but it takes alarger loudspeaker
to fill alarge room with convincing lowfrequency energy at realistic levels. The
Stratus Gold was up to the challenge.
Finally, the Stratus Golds produced a
stable, convincing soundstage, both in
width and in depth. As always, you'll get
alittle more placement precision and
openness from a good smaller loudspeaker — PSB's own New Stratus
Minis come to mind here (very similar
to the Golds, though lacking the 10"
woofer). But you won't get the Gold's
bottom-end extension in the bargain.
In short, you owe it to yourself to
audition the Stratus Gold if you're shopping in this price range. Actually, you
owe it to yourself to audition the Gold
if your loudspeaker budget is $1500 and
up. Especially up. The law of diminishing returns in loudspeakers starts somewhere around this price point. Yes,
there are better loudspeakers available
for alot more money. But you can also
spend alot more than the price of the
Stratus Gold and end up with far, far
less. This was one of my favorite loudspeakers when Ifirst reviewed it. A lot
of other loudspeakers have come and
gone since then. But the Stratus Gold is
still here, and my high opinion of it is
unchanged.
-Thomas j. Norton
Audio, Video &Home Theater Specialists
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Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For..
THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
KINERGETICS •MAGNEPAN
SOUNDWAVE
WILSON AUDIO
AERIAL ACOUSTICS
ACURUS •ARAGON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIOQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •CHIRO
LEXICON •MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD •NILES •PROCEED
PROTON •PSB •RC AUDIO
THETA •VIDIKRON

2314 Monroe Ave. /Rochester, NY 14618
Monday-Friday Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5

716-442-6050
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WORLD CLASS PRODUCTS...
REAL WORLD PRICES!
IleantEmA
AUDIO/VIDEO 8 HOME CIN

LOVAN audio

All Lovan products incorporate a heat fused epoxy powder coated
"Durian" scratch resistant finish on tubing. All are made of high carbon
steel tubing and are fillable for improved damping. Only hardened steel
chrome plated spikes and isolation cones are used on the shelves.

The Art of the Metal Triangle
•Hand painted satin epoxy furniture grade finish on shelves
•Genuine 18K gold plated accents available. (Classic Series only)
•Lovan's unique patented "trisolation" system provides sensitive elect onics
components with exceptional stability and superior isolation from vibr ation.

Pyramid AVR

Classic Il

Classic Il T

Internal clearance:
width =19.25"
depth =17.8"
height from floor =7.75"
height from 1st shelf =7.75
height from 2nd shelf =5.75"
Reg. $649 NOW $549

Internal Clearance:
width =20.25"
depth =17.25"
height from floor =4.75"
height from 1st shelf =7.75"
height from 2nd shelf =6"
height from 3rd shelf =6"
Reg. $439 NOW $379

Internal Clearance:
width =20.25"
depth =17.25"
height b/w shelves =10.75"
Reg. $549 NOW $479

Sovereign AVR

Sovereign T Hi -Fi

Modular 3 shelf AN rack.
Will hold up to 50" TV.
Internal Clearance:
width =38.75"
depth =23.75"
height from floor =10"
height from 1st shelf =7"
height from 2nd shelf =7"

Modular 4 shelf audio rack
with 10" of clearance b/w
shelves.
Internal Clearance:
width =20"
depth =18.5"
height b/w all shelves =10"
Reg. $649 NOW $549

Sovereign Hi-Fi
Modular 4 shelf audio rack
Internal Clearance:
width =20"
depth =18.5"
height b/w shelves =7"
Reg. $549 NOW $479

Reg. $749 NOW $649

Dynatek carries Lovan Audio's complete line of AN racks, speaker stands, and subwoofer & center channel isolation bases. Call for deb

ils.

Presenting Atlantis "Audiophile". A distinguished line of component racks and stands for those who value aesthetics, functionality and
superior build quality. The solid rosewood shelves, welded steel tubing and an unusually high degree of fit & finish combine to make the
Atlantis Reference line the preferred choice among audiophiles. All racks and stands are spiked for proper isolation.

Harmony

This unit combines the
flexibility of an AudioNideo
rack with the quality and
finish of the audiophile
Reference Rack.

The introduction of the Harmony has
brought the beauty and durability of
titanium and rosewood to a level that's
affordable for everyone. Shelves
available in rosewood or dark grey.
Height: 39.5"
Weight: 35 lbs
Total width: 21"
Width b/w pillars: 17.5"
Depth: 16"
Space b/w shelves: 6.75"

Reference Rack

$475

Reference A/V Rack

$179

I

with a thick rosewood base fitted with
spikes and two heavy metal uprights.
The front pillar is sandfillable while the
rear pillar is hollow to conceal the
speaker cable. Available in 21" & 24"
heights.

Height: 34"
Total width: 26"
Depth: 19"
#of shelves: 4
Top shelf: 26" W x19" D
Middle shelf: 19" W x17" D
Space b/w shelves: 7" -13.75"
Weight: 70 lbs

Middle Shelf: 35.5" W x 1.5" D
Spacing under top shelf: 7"
Space under middle shel f: 10"
Pillars: 2" x2"

The Match Speaker Stand
A perfect match for the reference rack

$525/$605

Height: 21"
Weight: 105 lbs
Top Shelf: 42" W x22.5" D

189
Height: 21" -24"
Top Plate: 6.5" W x7.5" D
Bottom Plate: 10" W x12" D
Pillars: 2" W x2" D
Weight: 10 lbs -il lbs

Reference Amp Base
Same uncompromising
structural rigidity and
finish as the Reference
Rack. Available in two
different sizes.

The Reference Rack consists of 70 lbs. of heavy metal tubing, decoupfing
for each shelf, sandfillable pillars, a bull's eye spirit level and an exquisite rosewood finish. Also available as a 5 shelf audio rack.

$165/$195

Height: 6"
Total width: 19"
Depth: 19"
#of shelves: 1
Shelves: 19" W x19" D
Weight: 23 -30 It

Coming in May!! — AN Architecture
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

Prices subject to change. Not responsible for typographical errors.

Alón by Acarian Systems •Atlantic Technology •Atlantis •Audio Alchemy •B&K Components •Camelot Technology •Cambridge Audio •Chang Lightspeed •
Discovery •ESP •KEF •Lovan •Magro AN Furniture •MAS •Micromega •Monarchy Audio •Nakamichi •NEAR ••Panasonic Superflat •Parasound •PS Audio
•Sanus •Sunfire •Tara Labs Space & Time •Tice Audio •Toshiba Cinema Series •Wireworld •XLO Electric •and many more!

To Order call 1-800-DYNATEK

Other inquiries call 215-396-82 88

terconnects, S seaker Cables & AC Power Cords

L

"The Best in the World"

Reference Series

"The Best in the World"

Type 1Interconnects: -XL0's [Type 1] ability to pass asignal

Type 4 Digital Cable: -Very transparent, slightly smooth,

seemingly unchanged revealed all sorts of new little niceties in records
Ithought 1knew extremely well." 51MG. The .4hsohtte Sound. 4/92
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

harmonically honest. - LenLi Lipnick, Stereophile. 10/95
Our #1 best selling digital cable.
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Type 5Speaker Cable: "The Type 5cable is better than any

Type 3A Phono Cable: Successor to the famous Type 3phono

3ther speaker cable l'‘e tried, by an even wider margin than the
.nterconnect that surpassed other in-house contenders." -14,11G. The
4
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

cable at a much more affordable price. One-piece-pair construction
designed specifically for phono use features completely isolated fullfloating "Faraday Cage - shielding for protection against UNII and RI' l.

"The Best in the World"

Signature Series

E l
L e
Type 1.1 Interconnects: "...neutral, detailed, very fast. all\ e. exciting.

11M--11.

—11111111111m

"The Best in the World"

Type 4.1 Digital Cable: "There was also that as expected XLO sense of

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

immediacy and those lighting quick leading-edge transients-hallmarks of
Roger Skoffs cables. The XLO Signature is an exciting cable..."
-Jonathan Scull. Stereophile. September 1995
-":11111111•••
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Type 3.1 Phono Cable: "As far as retrieval of information was concerned;

Type 5.1 Speaker Cable: .....The entire bass range was as

the Type 3.1 is ‘‘ithout peer... Type 3.1 cable was ultra-silent. Backgrounds were
blacker... This is great stuff!" -Jonathan Scull,
Si:Teal:hilt.. September 1995

close to perfect as I've e‘er heard from acable.... The upper
midrange and treble.., were completely grainless and free of
brightness or other artifacts. - Jonathan Scull. Stereophi/e. 4/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

with areally big soundstage, plenty of well-controlled deep bass, ahumpless
midbass, and asomewhat leaner midrange than some cables, and airy, open
highs." .lonaMan Scull. Stereophile, April 1996

e

-I World's Greatest AC Power Cord?

sential
Sou",
roducts, Inc

IHear what the critics have to say...
The Essence Power Cord:

The single
greatest
performance
improvement a
$499 component
can make!!
As seen in Fi Magazine, April 1996

P RESENTING...

•Multi-conductor, patent pending
geometry.
•Proprietary connector components
&termination process.
•Shielding prevents RFI & EMI
emissions for the quietest
backgrounds.
•Precise soundstaging & resolution.

coaxial design, resulting in cables that are practically inaudible. This
concentric wrap configuration more evenly distributes signals & limits
electrical interactions.

NOW AVAILABLE !
ESP Power Distributor

"...the ESP's make your system sound as
if you doubled your amplifier output particularly during loud dynamic swings...
you'll hear the entire quality of aperformers movement about the stage change... in
agoosebump raising way." - Michael
Gindi, Fi Magazine, Vol. I. Issue 3

WIRE W EIRLD

Wireworld cables use designer David Salz's patented symmetrical

BY

•8outlet hospital grade power strip.
•Includes 6ft. Essence Power Cord.
•Provides ESP benefits for up to
8components.

Only $899

D AVID

S ALZ

• Wireworld conductors are made of proprietary Grain-Optimized'", high-purity
copper and silver.
• The proprietary Wireworld connectors are made of the most conductive metal;
gold over copper for the intermediate models, and solid silver for the top models.
• Teflon dielectrics are found on even the least expensive Wireworld interconnect.

Polaris II

The Gold Eclipse
he

-These made asignifican: improvement to the
sound of the amp, and as 1moved them into the
rest of the system, Inoted how well they
performed." -Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, 11/95

"There is no dullness at any frequency... clear

(iold Eclipse had ‘ery little editorial effect on the

signal passing through it. and its very slight departure
from neutrality was in adirection that complemented
my system and tastes. The Gold Eclipse is also very

vividness, fresh expression and wide-ranging reproduction arc
the major captivating factors of this product. Before anything else,
this model should be tried for jazz reproduction." -Makoto Akikawa.

well made, particularly the RCA plugs." -Robert

Audio Accessory, Fall 1995

Harlcv. Stere‘phile. August. 1996

Orbit Speaker Cable

The Atlantis H

"...in virtually every tally we did on either of the two
systems, Wireworld Orbit came out on top. Flattering
comments heaped upon it took note of its excellent
focus, impressive neutrality and top-to-bottom

Ihe Atlantis didn't fundamentally color the sound
the way many moderately priced interconnects do...
At S90/pair. Atlantis II sounded better (more neutral)
than Iexpected." -Robert Harley. Stereophile.

coherence. Highs were detailed and airy, and the everimportant bass came through with solid, satisfying impact."
Al Griffin. Honte Theater Technologr. 6/96

August. 1996

Interconnects

$ 2.70/ft

plus termination

Speaker Cables

Atllantis If
Ec luinox II
Ec:lee II

1m
1m
1m

Gc)Id Eclipse II*

1m

$ 90

Oasis II

$130 Atlantis II
$300 Polaris II

7.80/ft
$12.00/ft

$

$22.50/ft

• • • New for 1997 • • •
Series III products from Wireworld.

$1000 •Stereophile Recommended Component. 10/96

Callfrir details.

Dynatek stocks the complete line of Wireworld interconnects, speaker cables, digital cables &power cords. Call for pricing &availability.

Fa x(215) 396 -7999

1390 Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 18966

le

e-mail: sales@dynatek-ay.com
web: http://www.dynatek-ay.com

and

the MIDWEST'S FINEST AUDIO
VIDE
How Expanded to 3Floor:
15 R
OOMS 01 MHO ana Home Tneate

AcuruS
Adcom
AMR
Angstrom
Anthem
Aragon
ASC/Tube Traps
Audit) Research
MIAMI:west
Aualon
Basis
Benz
Clearaudio
Faroudia
Genesis
Grado
Graham
Krell
Lexicon
Magnum 'UMW)
Martin Logan
McCormacH
MIT
mast
Pioneer Elite
ProAc
Proton
PSB
Bunco
Sharouision
SME
Spectral
Mitre
Theta Digital
UAC
Uandersteen
Ueloilune
Uulihron
UPI
Wilson Audio
Zoethecus

Get to know us on the weh.

ntio://www.progresslueaudio.com

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO

(614) 299-0565

seminar series note

These celebrity designers will personally make presentations at our Progressive
Audio Seminar Series. Tentative Schedule:
Dave Reich &Joyce Fleming, of McCormack Audio
May 97
David A. Wilson, of Wilson Audio Specialties
July 97
Dan D'Agostino, of Krell Industries
August 97
Jim Thiel, of Thiel
September 97
Gayle Sanders,of Martin Logan
October 97
Bruce Brisson, of MIT
IBA
Rick Fryer, of Spectral
IBA
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here's an old adage in the publishing
business: You'll never get agood letter, so learn to savor the bad ones.
Negative letters come in two varieties:
the genuine and the genuinely disturbed.
Anyone who's been in publishing long
enough comes to secretly relish those in
the latter category. The more shrill and
irrational the call for my shriveled hide,
the deeper I'm touched. Iused to keep the
really vile ones for framing. Once Iwalked
into aconcert only to be confronted with a
tomelike petition demanding my removal
from alocal paper. Of course, Ihad to sign.
Genuine letters, however, are adifferent story. They often point out horrific
errors—like my heartfelt obituary for
Etta James, or that special moment when,
on the cover of a magazine where I
worked, what should have read "testify"
appeared as "testicle."
By any measure, the letters section of
Stereophile is extraordinary. Our readership
is incredibly knowledgable and devoted.
Good letters mix with the bad. It's the
kind of section publications from Bunnyhop to Vanity Fair would kill for.
Although we get our share of homicidal
rants, most of our letters have agenuine
point —and, in the case of Tom Bell's recent missive (see this issue's "Letters"),
three or four worthy ones. Mr. Bell wrote
to question our new star rating system, why
we choose a"Recording of the Month,"
and why Stereophik reviews recordings at all.
John Atkinson thought Imight like to
respond to what we both agree are valid
questions.
Before Iget to why Ihave ajob, let me
address the question of the dreaded star system. (One quick note: we would have chosen something other than stars, but everything we came up with —from CDs to
New Mexico chile peppers to variations on
the archetypal icons of Hustler Magazine —
was either too cute or too hard to reproduce in amagazine.)
For future reference (and future letter
writers): Adding arating system was my
idea. In my experience, readers overwhelmingly support aratings system of
some sort for one simple reason: Even
with knowledgable reviewers who can
both think and write, it's often difficult to
discern at the end of a300-word review (a
form akin to haiku) whether they liked the
disc or not. Ihad just that problem with
Stereophile, April 1997

Mr. Bell's letter: First he refers to the "fundamental issue" of why Stereophile reviews
records at all; two paragraphs later he says, "I
don't particularly object to recording reviews
in Stereophile" In a more practical sense,
there's simply too much music out there not
to provide some sort of quick guidepost as to
what's special and what's not.
On top of that, publications (or editors
afraid of getting tossed off mailing lists)
have the nasty habit of watering down reviews to the point of uselessness. Irecently read areview of anew big-band project
in one of the jazz magazines that doesn't
use arating system. The review was so
bland and noncommittal that, as an editor,
Iimmediately suspected wholesale pruning. If I'd been areader unfamiliar (or
unconcerned) with the telltale scars of
editorial surgery, Iwould have shrugged
and moved on.
If you're perceptive enough to read between the lines of reviews and ascertain
the exact worth of arecording, then ignore the stars. For everyone else, the oneto-five scale provides some frame of reference. Mr. Bell calls every recording "a
thing unique." In some ways he's exactly
right. But all music comes out of atradition or stream of very identifiable influences that constitute its context. And all
artists have identifiable benchmarks. If
Blood on the Tracks is afive-star disc, for
example, then where does Dylan's latest
fit in?
The stars are also useful when it comes
to building credibility. You'd be amazed at
how arating system will focus writers,
forcing them to talk about the music, not
themselves. It also cuts down on such
empty-headed effusiveness as "Go out and
buy this record!" —or my favorite, "This
year's best disc!" The half-stars are away
of adding more shades to an admittedly
limited palette.
The biggest problem with rating systems is inflation. Ifirmly believe that, in
the entire recorded history of any genre
you can name, there are only adozen or
so five-star recordings. I routinely harangue writers about being more judicious
with ratings:
"How many five-star discs can you
name?" says the exasperated editor.
"Ahhh
the White Album, Blonde on
Blonde, Exile on Main Street..."
"Well, is this disc in that league?"

"No ... "
Case closed. What was once afive-star
disc is now down to four... or fewer. So
far, the music section of this magazine
under my tenure has had entirely too
many four-star discs. That will change.
Mr. Bell also mentions that the music
section has not been particularly impressive. Alas, he's right again, but I'm
working very hard to change that by
bringing in some of the best music writers
in the country: underpaid, overworked
professionals whose taste in music can be
trusted, and whose writing excels in both
clarity and style.
When it comes to the "Recording of
the Month," Imust say that, while we
don't have the space to review everything,
the four editors and 15 freelance music
writers employed here do hear most of
what's domestically available in all genres.
The biggest gaps are imports (which, outside mail-order or Manhattan, are impossible to find) and self-produced DIY
discs. Given the knowledge and experience
of both the editors in Santa Fe and the new
class of music writers who've signed on, I
feel very comfortable recommending adisc
as being the best of the month.
When it comes to my job — ie, why
Stereophile reviews music at all —John Atkinson is abetter person to ask than Iam.
However, Ican say that Icame to Santa Fe
after hearing from John that music was
important to him, and that playing music
on high-quality gear was what got him
into this crazy biz in the first place. Despite a small percentage of geekazoids,
most high-end devotees count music as
their first love.
Ireceived another letter soon after I
received Mr. Bell's — from Lon Armstrong of Austin, Texas, whose praise of
the new Mingus Big Band CD Live in
Time (reviewed in the March issue) says it
best:
"The music breathes and bounces, and
this listener forgot entirely about cables
and power cords while these discs were
spinning. That amnesia has lingered....
Listening, Ibecame aware once more
that music is my largest interest, my comfort and refuge. If, as I, you are sometimes frustrated and obsessed with hardware, perhaps this recording will captivate you as well, and help you to readjust
your priorities."
S
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Hit the road.

o

Stereophile Budget
Product of the year in
1994. The Grado
SR60 is a must for
any audiophile with a
portable cd player or
cassette deck. $69

"I could not only hear
the cellist breathing
through his nose, I
could tell he needed to
clip his nose hairs."
Customer comment
about Etymotic ER4S
on an airplane. $330

Stereophile Reviewers Speak
about portable headphone stuff:
About the Etymotic ER4S:
"For recording engineers, Ithink
the ER-4Ses would be an indispensable tool—isolation plus accuracy make a difficult combination to top. For travellers, I
can't recommend anything more
highly. They help me arrive more
rested—through the reduction of
rumble---and in a great mood,
since I've amused myself on my
journey."
Wes Phillips, Vol 18 No. 7, July 1995
About the Supreme:
"With some products, to see
them is to want to possess them;
the HeadRoom Supreme falls into
that category." "A remarkably wellthought-out,
well-engineered
product at an excellent price.
Long-distance travel will not be
the same again. Highly recommended—give that 800 number
a call!"
John Atkinson Vol 17 No.1, Jan. 1994
About the Traveller Bag:
"...for the one specialized task of
consolidating everything you need
for portable high-quality listening,
this bag is incredibly well-thoughtout." "It has simplified my travels—
and helped make them imponderable more enjoyable to boot.
That's better than an upgrade
to first class."
Wes Phillips, Vol 18 No, 10, Oct. 1995
The Supreme has appeared twice
as an Amplification Component
of the Year Runner-Up: 1994 and
1996. And is currently rated
Class B on the Recommended
Components List.

Handy Cross Pen and
Carts pockets provide
lightning access to

Simply the world's best
portable headphone
amplifiers. (Who else
even makes one?) The
Cosmic is great on the
road, and even better
at home with the optional Base Station One
power supply. $599
The Supreme is $449.

Antigravity Velcrism averts
player/concrete trauma.

important business
tools.

Comfy shoulder strap
caresses the stressed
and weary traveller's
neck and
shoulder.

See...cushy
spot for
amp and
CDs
Bottom entry flap

Headphone

provides easy access
to rear panels and

cable entry slot
and slack cable

cable snake pit.
Includes pocket for
extra batteries.

compartment
reduces annoying
cab/us cunfusii

Inside and outside
top lid pockets carry accessories
like Etymotics or nose hair scissors.

Forget all that stuff on the next page, what HeadRoom really
does well is put you on the road with absolutely marvelous tunes.
You won't miss your home stereo at all. In fact you'll look forward to your next road trip. (Geez! Imust be nuts...airports suck.)
OK, but your next trip can be filled with hours of high quality
listening with a HeadRoom Traveller System. $499 -$1499

Veg*at home.

Don't you just hate all the ugly dealer ads
in the back of Stereophile? We do too.
That's why we've designed this ad with just
afew of the many headphone products we
sell. If you want the full story, visit our web
site, or call for our FREE 48 page brochure.

V

About the HeadRoom Audio Image
Processor:
"From disc to disc Ialways found the
processed signal an improvement.
even where the effect on the imaging was vanishingly slight. But the
true worth of the HeadRoom circuit
will be revealed with extended hstening—I don't want to underestimate its
importance by stressing the subtle
nature of the change. Its a cumulative benefit, reducing listening fatigue
by a substantial margin. In fact, Isuspect that subtlety is one of the most
reliable indicators of the correctness
of the processing ... Icould listen for
hour after hour, with noticeably less
effort."
Wes Phillips, Vol 18 No?. Jan 1995
About the Sennheiser 580:
"Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed openback dynamic headphones with full,
extended low frequencies." "JA's dynamic headphone reference."
Recommended Components List Chess "Er:
Vol 19 A10.10. Oct 1996

Caution: Listening to the Max
may cause eargasm. $1333

About the Max:
"Articulate—that's the one word that
best describes Max. Oh, there are
others: fast, rich, complex—and paradoxically simple as well." "Ultimately.
however, Imust keep returning to that
least definable of qualities, but the
one that most inhabits my love for
Max: the coherent articulation of the
essence of music." "The headphone
listener today does not lack for
choices when it comes to headphone
amps" ... "I'd have to say the HeadRoom Max is the one to beat."
"I want one!"
Wes Phillips, Vol.20 No.2, Feb. 1997

A Little HeadRoom is
alot better than any
ordinary headphone
jack. $249. Upgrade
it later with the More
Power Option. $259

We are confident the
Sennheiser 600 will
soon be the reference
against which all other
dynamic headphones
are measured. $379

Workhorse of the headphone amp universe,
the Home HeadRoom.
$599. And high-perf big
brother, the Maxed-Out
Home. $999.

Stereophile Reviewers Speak about
Home Headphone Stuff:

'SW

V

HeadRoom
13e of Sound Mind
Order Direct, 30-Day Satisfaction Guaranty
Web Site -http://www.headphone.com

limy', 'pow Mr international readers
munced vei Pus ratlyArnencemen o dented
Vegetable. which means a person who is
immobile with mental incapacity But the won,'
veg e used more like being a 'couch potato '
which means to practice excessive relaxation
Eeher way. we mean to say that listening to
headphones is a great way to relay and get
away libm a all

HeadRoom Corp. -521 E. Peach -Bozeman MT 59715
PH 406 587 9466 -FX 406 587 9484

When you look this different,
you have to sound better.

GALLO
ACOUSTICS

'nPN

SUNSHINE
STEREO, INC.
9535 Biscayne Blvd. Miami Shores FL 33138
Tel: (305) 757-9358

Fax: (305) 757-1367

Shown above the Gallo Nucleus Reference in anodized aluminum. Available in Black, Pewter, Champagne &Bronze.
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rnagine that Sam Cooke was still
going strong and Ray Charles still
released agood album every year
or two, and you'll have some
sense of the remarkable durability
of Charles Brown. Best known for the
popular blues ballads he recorded in the
late '40s and early '50s, Brown was a
major vocal influence on both Cooke
and Charles. But Brown is equally distinguished for what he's accomplished
in the last decade of his half-centuryand-counting career. Since 1986, Brown
has released eight albums that often
match and sometimes exceed his early
work in their understated elegance and
musical versatility.
Born in Texas City, Texas, in 1922,
Brown was among the thousands of
Southern blacks who migrated to Los
Angeles during the early years of World
War II. Most were in search of wartime
jobs, and Brown, the college-educated,
classically trained product of amiddleclass family, was there to provide the
after-hours soundtrack to their new
lives. A pioneer of urbane
"club blues," Brown established his early sound
.
i
l '•
with Johnny Moore's
/
Three Blazers, atrio
patterned after the
small combo of
another Los Angeles performer,
Nat "King" Cole.
But where Cole's
trio was rooted in
jazz, the Blazers
found their greatest inspiration in
the blues. Both
groups featured a
lead singer/pianist
with an effortlessly
smooth voice, and a
prodigously talented
guitarist (Cole had Oscar
6

Keith Moerer
Moore; Brown hooked up with Moore's
brother, Johnny). Bassist Eddie Williams
filled out the Blazers' lineup, and together they held court at L.A. clubs such as
Ivie's Chicken Shack (run by former
Duke Ellington vocalist ¡vie Anderson),
and the swank Beverly Hills nightspot,
Talk of the Town.
Beginning in 1946, Brown produced
arun of hits —"Driftin' Blues," "Black
Night," "Seven Long Days," "Merry
Christmas Baby" — that lasted through
1952. Brown parted with Moore in
1948 after adispute over money and
continued as asolo artist, augmenting
his basic trio sound with the addition of
drums and sax in the early '50s. Though
best known for his slow, deep blues,
Brown was equally adept at taking pop
standards like "You Are My First Love"
and "How High the Moon" and turning
them into melancholy ballads. His musi-

Brown (top) with Johnny Moore (left) and Eddie
Williams as the Three Blazers.

charles
rown
Still on the road today, Charles Brown remains
one of R&B's greatest stylists.

Experience shortness of breath.

The New Balanced Audio Technology
V K -200 amplifier.

It's innovative, it's extremely

musical, and it will take your breath away.
BAT engineers have cleverly translated
all the musical qualities that their
tube amps are renowned for into
the VK-200 solid-state amplifier.
Come in for acomplimentary
cappuccino and let us take
you breath away.

Le

istening room

High end without the attitude.

495 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, NY 10583. (914) 472-4558 Fax (914) 472-4578
Angstrom •Arcici • Atlantic Technology •Audible Illusions • Audient Tech • Audio Alchemy • Balanced Audio Technology • Basis
B.E.L. •BDI •BenzMicro •B&W* •CWD •Cable Jacket •Chang Lighrspeed •Day-Sequerra •Definitive Technology *Draper •Faroudja
Genesis •Grado • Graham Engineering • JVC Video • Janis • Krell • Krell A/V •Lexicon • Magnum-Dynalab •Marantz
Mark Levinson •Magro •Mango •Meridian •McIntosh •Mitsubishi •Monster Cable •NEW •Niles •Nitty Gritty •Pioneer Elite •Power
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notes by Joseph F. Laredo
cal mentors range from '30s
and Mark Humphrey, the
blues pianist Leroy Carr and
box is everything the title
'40s jazz bandleader Buddy
promises. Naturally, that
Johnson to big-band vocalmeans all the chart sucists such as Pha Terrell and
cesses, including "Hard
Helen O'Connell. Early in
Times" (the first hit penned
his career, Brown was nickby Leiber & Stoller), "My
named "the sepia Sinatra,"
Baby's Gone," and more
and it's easy to see why:
outtakes and rewrites of
Both sang Depression-era
"Driftin' Blues" than are
chestnuts like "My Silent
strictly necessary. But it also
Love" with elegant, sophisincludes dozens of rare or
ticated phrasing.
unissued blues ballads as
By the mid-'50s, Brown's
coolly satisfying as his betsmooth blues had been bullter-known songs. Brown's
dozed by roden'roll, and the
less frequently acknowlsinger endured a 30-year
edged jump-blues side is
dry spell during which he
also on display here, in the
seemed unsure of himself
sprightly bounce of "Geer
musically. Brown's mélange
and the loose swing of "I've
ofjazz, blues, and classic pop
Been Saving My Love For
fell so far out of fashion that,
You," complete with awonby the mid-'80s, it seemed
derful baritone sax solo.
utterly timeless. Liberated
Of course, the price of
by commercial radio's indifbeing this complete is that
ference, Brown seems to
the box contains every mishave relaxed and settled into
step Brown made during
acomfortably loose groove.
the period (maybe aCD's
Listen to his early recordings
worth, all told). As Brown's
to hear his influence on Ray
sound fell out of favor, he
Charles's gospel blues and
experimented with increasthe smokey, late-night soring desperation. You have
row of Sam Cooke's
to suffer through the illNightbeat album. Listen to
Charles Brown in the late 1940s at the height of "Driftin' Blues" popularity.
considered string arrangehis more recent albums to
ments of a 1951 session,
hear a pianist having fun,
and an odd patch where Brown played
tossing in aGershwin quote here or a the worst marginalia of Brown's career.
organ and aparticularly cheesy-sounding
Included for no apparent reason are
touch of Monk-like dissonance there.
celeste instead of piano. The fifth Cl)
And, as asinger, Brown has lost only a "Two Hot Lips and Seven Kisses"
ends sadly with a1956 session in New
(Brown's half-hearted attempt to cash in
touch of his deep, satiny splendor.
on the mid-'50s mambo craze), and Orleans in which Brown, backed by a
terrific band that includes Red Tyler and
"Trees, Trees," on which Brown plays
The early years
Lee Allen, attempts to ape Fats Domino,
melodramatic organ and pleads unconListeners wanting a single-CD introwith mostly disastrous results.
vincingly with aforest to tell him where
duction to Brown's early work have two
Finally, for obsessives who can't get
choices: Dnliin' Blues: The Best of Charles his baby's gone.
enough of Brown's years with the Three
Brown (EMI, CDP-7-97989-2, 1992)
Blazers, there is Sme Dippin' Mama and
and Hard Dines &Cool Blues (Sequel, UK
Charles Brown was
Walkin' in Circles (both on Night Train
NEX CD, 133, 1990). Though Hard
NTI CD 7017; NTI CD 7024, both
limes is seemingly more generous (25
amajor vocal influence
1995), which collect aseries of '40s retracks vs 20), Drfitin'Bhies is the clear wincordings for the Exclusive label. (The
ner. Besides including all 12 of Brown's
on Sam Cooke and
earliest, from March 1945, predate the
early R&B hits in chronological order,
trio's first Aladdin session by six months.)
the compilation is rounded out by some
Ray Charles.
Working as freelancers hopping between
of his better mid-'50s material, such as
labels, the Blazers continued to record
"Cryin' Mercy," which sounds like a
sonic bridge to Ray Charles's later work.
For a deeper understanding of for Exclusive after they hit big with
"Driftin' Blues," and these two CDs arc
Brown's career from the mid-'40s
Though Drfiiin' Blues only hints at the
breadth of Brown's talent, there isn't a through the mid-'50s, there's The Com- most noteworthy as evidence that the
group attempted to establish aparallel
bum track here — which is more than plete Aladdin Recordings of Charles Brown
career to its Aladdin blues balladry. The
(Mosaic, MD5-153, 1994; reviewed in
can be said for Hard Times & Cool Blues.
material is anearly even mix of ballads
these pages by Kevin Conklin in
That album's sequence is achronologiFebruary 1995), astunning five-CD (or and more uptempo jive, the latter clearly
cal jumble, an uneven split of hits (about
inspired by Nat King Cole's trio at its
seven-LP) set that offers 99 studio perhalf of them), some good rare or unissued recordings ("Love is aGamble,"
formances. Arranged chronologically, jazziest. Songs such as "If You Don't
Why Don't You" and "C.O.D." are selfwith excellent biographical and session
"Baby, Do You Know the Game"), and
Stereophile, April 1997
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assured and fun to listen to, but are ultimately lightweight imitations. The ballads are typically fine, but there's nothing
here that isn't done as well or better on
the Mosaic box, and the sound quality is
generally poorer: At its worst, surface
noise intrudes as an unwanted fourth
band member.

even adash of blues to offset the sicldysweet arrangements. Brown sounds almost as umcomfortable on the other six
tracks, where he's backed by an odd,
bassless trio of guitar; drums, and tenor
sax. Instead of piano, Brown plays dispirited organ on remakes of some of his earliest material, including "Driftin' "and
"You Are My First Love." There are a
few highlights here — beautiful, understated versions of "Through the Courtesy

wrong: Moore died in 1969. But the
notes are probably right that Floyd
Dixon, one of Brown's many smoothblues disciples, plays piano on at least
some of the album — the two-finger
vamp on "For You" doesn't sound like
anything Brown has ever played. Not
essential by even the most generous measure, Blues N' Brown sounds less desperAdrift: 30 years of uncertainty
ate than Boss of the Blues, and is even likAfter his failed 1956 session in New
able in avery humble way.
Orleans, Brown drifted aimlessly for 30
Brown left the music world for much
years, playing club dates that grew more
of the '70s, teaching alittle and doingjanBrown left the music
sporadic and recording only occasionalitorial work (limiting himself to window
ly. Brown had one last hit with "Please
washing to spare his hands). First redisworld for much of
Come Home for Christmas," for the
covered by European blues fans, he
King label in 1960, but there's relatively
toured Scandinavia in 1979, where I'm
the '705, teaching alittle
little recorded material from this period,
Going to Push On! (Stockholm Records
and what's in print is notable mosdy for
RBD 200, 1980) was recorded live on
and washing windows
historical reasons.
two successive nights with a Swedish
Recorded in 1964, Boss of the Blues
until he was rediscovered
pickup group, Hjartslag. It's tempting to
(Mainstream, MDCD 908, 1991) offers a
make fun of Brown's backing musicians
by European blues fans
particularly gruesome lie. Though his
— hey, that Rolf Wikstrom is the best
voice is in fine form, and the material is a
blues guitarist north of Gottenburg —
in 1979.
familiar mix of blues and pop standards,
but Hjartslag is aperfectly adequate bar
Brown is backed on 10 of the 16 tracks
band. At times they sound more comby the stiffest, most soulless orchestra
of Love" and Lonnie Johnson's "Tomorfortable playing Brown's repertoire than
imaginable. A dozen violinists swallow
row Night" —but this album and its abhe does, chugging through `Trouble
Brown's voice on covers of "Pledging My
breviated 10-track cousin, Charles Brown Blues," "Black Night," and Amos MilLove" and "Blueberry Hill" as aharpist Sings the Blues (Sony Music Special Proburn's R&B jump, "Bad Bad Whiskey,"
plucks prettily and avibraphonist plays
ducts, A26431 1995), are of interest only with restrained precision. Brown's piano
politely. Brown doesn't even play piano,
to completists.
playing is dearly rusty —I lost count of
and the session player who
Recorded in 1971, Blues N' Brown
the bum notes before the end of the first
does seems unable or
(Paula/Jewel, JCD-5006, 1995) is a song, "Teardrops from My Eyes" — and
unwilling to add
messy, unfocused album. Prohis voice sounds ragged and coarse for
ducer/saxophonist Maxthe first time on record. Still, it's fascinatwell Davis died before
ing to hear him try to rework Billy Joel's
the sessions were
"Just the Way You Are" as ablues ballad,
completed, and it and only halfway prove that it really is the
sounds like it. The
singer, not the song. Between-song intros
album is interestare often hilarious: The title track, atesing mostly betament to hard-knocks survival, was apcause it shows parently inspired by the death of Jayne
Brown struggling
Mansfield. Brown good-naturedly deto reinvent himscribes "I Want to go Home" as asong
self as aman in
stolen by his good friend Sam Cooke. As
step with the
Brown tells it, he and Cooke were suptimes. With its posed to collaborate on the song, but
horns and breezy Brown never made it to the studio
strut, "I Don't
because he was waylaid at the racetrack.
Know"
sounds
Given Brown's longtime fascination with
like Bobby Parkees
horse racing, it's aconvincing end to an
"Barefootin' 'crossed
otherwise rambling, suspect story.
with the proto-blues/
funk ofJohnny "GuiLatter-day renaissance
tar" Watson. "Graveyard
Considering I'm Gonna Push Ours slapSong" features choppy,
dash sound and twilight nostalgia,
overactive bass and wah- Brown's 1986 album, One More for the
wah guitar, while "Falling in Road, is amajor revelation. (Orginally reLove" sounds like Brown
leased on the tiny Blue Side label, it was
making agame pass at aMoreissued by Alligator in 1989, ALCD
town ballad. The sketchy liner 4771, with minor changes.) Rejuvenated
notes suggest that Johnny Moore is
by an extended engagement at Tramp's
"probably" the featured guitarist—not nightclub in New York, One More is
likely, unless the recording date is
nearly perfect in every way. The song
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selection is inspired, ranging from
Bobby Blue Bland ("Save Your Love For
Me") and Billy Eckstine ("Cottage for
Sale") to Nat King Cole ("Route 66")
and Charlie Rich ("Who Will the Next
Fool Be"). The band is superb, including
guitarist Billy Butler tenor saxophonist
Harold Ousley, bassist Earl May, and
drummer Kenny Washington. And
Brown sounds as confident as ever,
singing and playing with an assurance
not heard from him since the mid-'50s.
For his 1990 album All My Lift (Bullseye Blues, CDBB 9501, 1990), Brown
trunites with tenor saxophonist Clifford
Brown, who first played with the singer
in 1954, and hooks up with Danny Caron, ayoung guitarist who's played alarge
part in Brown's revival to this day. More
of astraight blues album than One Mon
for the Road, All My Lfti offers solid remakes of anumber of songs previously
recorded by Brown, including such slow
numbers as "Trouble Blues," "Fool's
Paradise," and "Seven Long Days," and a
remarkable version of "Bad Bad Whiskey." Caron and Solomon are both exceptional players, and Brown sounds good,
too, whether singing alone or with guests
Ruth Brown and DrJohn. (On the latter
duet, "A Virus Called the Blues," Brown
refers casually to his singing partner as
"Max.") Two of the album's unexpected
highlights arc adark, extremely stirring
version of "Nobody Knows the Trouble
I've Seen" with Charles on solo piano,
and "All My Life," aromantic ballad that
Brown recorded with overbearing strings
in the '50s, and rescues here with jazzy,
understated elegance.
A look at the credits of 1992's Someone to Love (Bullseye Blues, CDBB
9514) suggests trouble. By this time
Brown had picked up afew celebrities
as fans, and the album features aduet
with Bonnie Raitt and asong written
for Brown by Elvis Costello. But Raitt
holds her own with aminimum of flash
on astrong ballad, "Someone to Know,"
and Costello's "I Wonder How She
Knows" is apop marvel, underwritten
in away Costello seems incapable of
writing for himself. Not to be missed is
"Tell Me You'll Wait for Me," asadly
beautiful plea that Brown wrote for
Billie Holiday in 1946, and resurrects
here with stunning results.
While solid throughout, Someone to Love
is not spectacular by Brown's standards. I
prefer Blues and Other Love Soli» (Muse,
MCD 5466), also released in 1992. The
album must have come as asurprise to the
folks at Bullseye, who at the time proudly
touted Brown as their exclusive artist But
the Muse session seems to have been put
Stereophile, April 1997

together in old-style jazz ftshion: three
days in the studio with saxophonist
Houston Person (a perfect match: Person
is known for his ballad playing) and acore
trio Brown plays with to this day: guitarist
Caron, bassist Ruth Davies, and drummer
Gaylord Birch. The ballads are typically
outstanding, especially "Fool That IAm"
and "What aLife," but this disc is even
more distinctive for other reasons. Brown
proves just how fine apianist he is on
instrumental versions of "'Round
Midnight" and "Mint Julep," and shines
on two solo piano/vocal performances:
"Who's Beating My Time," and his
album-ending cover ofJoe Liggins's "rye
Got aRight to Cry."

It's fascinating to hear
Brown try to rework
Billy Joel's "Just the Way
You Are" as ablues ballad,
and only halfway prove
that it really is the singer,
not the song.
Saxophonist Solomon is back for the
two albums Brown released in 1994,
Cool Christmas Blues (Bullseye Blues,
CDBB 9561) and Just aLucky So and So
(Bullseye Blues, CDBB 9521). Maybe
because Brown survived many lean
years on royalties from his seasonal
favorites "Merry Christmas Baby" and
"Please Come Home for Christmas,"
Gaol Christmas Blues sounds like more
than a tossed-off holiday trifle. Both
songs are reprised here, and Brown
loads up the rest of the album with originals like the jumpin' "Christmas
Comes But Once aYear" (the latter
with Johnny Otis on vibes) and afew
covers, including the bluesiest version of
"Silent Night" on record. Not amajor
album by any means, but one of those
rare holiday albums that deserves to be
heard all the way through.
By comparisonjust aLucky So and So is
more ambitious but oddly less satisfying.
Clearly, producer Ron Levy (who
worked with Brown on All My We,
Someone to Love, and Cool Christmas Blues)
wanted to vary the Brown formula.
Unfortunately, pairing him with the
Crescent City Horns and astring septet
doesn't always work. The strings are used
to their fullest advantage on "Gloomy
Sunday," but they also offer an excuse to
redo "Black Night," "I Won't Cry Any
More," and "Driftin' Blues" yet again,

adding very little to previous versions.
The full blare of horns makes acertain
amount of sense on the loose swing of"I
Stepped in Quicksand," but it threatens
to topple the easy grace of the title track.
Just aLucky So and So isn't abad album—
Brown and band actually pull off aconvincing New Orleans second-line stroll
on "The Danger Isn't Over" — but it
feels forced and self-conscious.
Maybe it's just acoincidence, but producer Levy is nowhere to be found on
Brown's two most recent albums, 1994's
These Blues (Verve 3145230022-2) and
1996's Homy Dripper (Verve 529848-2).
In his place, guitarist Caron is credited as
"Musical Director," and clearly he has his
own ideas about expanding Brown's
reach. Both albums are closer to jazz than
blues in their formal commitment to giving each featured player (Brown, Caron,
Solomon) asolo in many of the songs.
On the surface, the approach seems
dubious —after all, it leads the listener
away from Brown's amazing voice —but
it works quite well over the course of a
full album. All three soloists prove themselves worthy and versatile, whether
tackling ajaunty swing number or a
down-hearted ballad.
These Blues opens with an incredibly
sexy bass line from Ruth Davies that sets
the tone for what follows. Though the
album includes one more version of
Buddy Johnson's "Save Your Love for
Me" (the last one was on One Morefor the
Road), the rest of the material ranges
from asolo version of Ellington's "I Got
It Bad (and That Ain't Good)" to amidtempo cover of Louis Jordan's "Is You Is
or Is You Ain't" to a lovely sax-andpiano take on the ballad "Tomorrow."
If anything, Honey Dripper follows this
winning formula a little too closely.
Besides the extended soloing and aOne
More for the Road retread ("I Cried Last
Night"), both albums share an albumclosing solo gospel number ("Amazing
Grace" on These Blues, Thomas Dorsey's
"Precious Lord" on Honey Dripper),
though the latter album tacks on a
spoken-word thank-you that proves that
even Brown's speaking voice is mellifluous. Honey Dripper does have acouple of
interesting duets that These Blues doesn't
offer —"If IHad You" with Etta Jones,
and "They All Say I'm the Biggest Fool"
with one-time Basie vocalist Irene Reid.
However, since the overall tack doesn't
vary much from These Blues to Honey
Dripper, it's probably wise to invest in
one rather than both albums. It's fairly
close, but, to use aterm from the horseracing world Brown loves, Iprefer the
former by anose.
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by II. Richard Weiner

Idon't blame the Aronovs for being reluctant to let the audiophile press review their
amps and pre-amps. While afavorable review
can create demand for products, anegative one
can ruin afirm faster than abank foreclosure.
Here's how the process works: A negligent,
capricious, golden-eared boy installs your gear
incorrectly, mates it with incompatible equipment, then compares it unfavorably with far
more expensive designs. One manufacturer lost
virtually all North American sales after abad
report on one of his speakers. Other horror
stories circulate in the hifi world.
Unwilling to risk their livelihoods, the
Aronovs had politely declined to send equipment around. After two Bound for Sound CES
reports praised Aronov electronics, Idid the
only thing abloated health care professional
could—I bought apreamp and amp. This selfless act eliminated the industry practice of
hand-selecting components for review (which
may give the subscriber afalse sense of product
quality) and prevent the cozy relationship
between manufacturer and reviewer (who
wants afree, long-term equipment loan).
The Aronovs had nothing to fear. The rest
of this report contains details, but the punchline is: These are the most pleasing amplification devices Ihave had in my home. At the
price, they are more agift than apurchase.

ATale of Two Preamps
Until the PY- 100 ($1,399) arrived, my
reference preamp was the Convergent
Signature. The only valid objection to the CAT is
that is has asignature: Music gains adepth and
warmth which may not be present in the
source. Ihappen to enjoy the effect, but Iam
also aware that the original has been altered—
improved, usually—by passing through the
CAT. Please understand that I'm not praising the
CAT with faint damnation; it was the successor
to some terrific gear in my system, and withstood challenges from the best equipment for
over two years.
In comparison with the best, then, the
Aronov is alittle bit quicker, while it remains
both smooth and detailed at the top; the
midrange is open and neutral, and the bass is
firm.
My unit has so many inputs Iran out of
shorting plugs. The redesigned IS-9000, which

is cheaper than some positively mediocre solid
state designs, retains the linestage circuitry but
omits the phono stage. This is agenuine loss for
LP enthusiasts, as even my friend, Steve, would
agree.
Steve came across the backyard fence to
leer at the Aronov equipment one evening. "It's
not drabbly industrial, like most of your stuff.
How does it sound"
We listened to some jazz pressings from
the Sixties; mostly Miles, some Bird, alittle
Monk
"I've heard less realistic sound in aclub,"
Steve said after acouple of hours. "Switch to
We played some of the same pieces
through aCEC/Marigo/Forsell digital system.
"Awesome, but not as awesome," Steve
decided.
Ithink Steve has identified the problem in
one sentence: The very best digital has to offer
in late 1995 is good, but noticeably inferior to
competent analog. Like the rest of you, Iawait
musical DVD. In the meantime, Isuggest petitioning the Aronovs to make the phone section
of the preamp available again. At the prices they
charge, you can't go wrong.

ATale of Two Amplifiers
The conrad-johnson Evolution 2000, a
tube/mosfet hybrid, has been driving speakers
in my listening room for several years, and its
many virtues would have prompted me to write
areview full of praise—had it not gone out of
production, and had the Aronov YM-100
($2,999) not arrived. The Evolution has many
virtues—especially adeep, powerful bass, and a
large soundstage. My local c-j dealer improved
the unit with adetachable power cord, NOS
tubes in the front end, Mango dots on all accessible surfaces, and Cardas output terminals.
The Aronov amp is better in all respects.
The midrange and high end are smoother, as
you would expect for apure tube unit, but without sacrificing extension. The old compromises
of tube amplification—sweetness at the expense
of precision—have been resolved. You can have
your cake and eat it, if the Aronovs are serving.
The other tube limitation, softened and
restricted bass reproduction, has been resolved
also. Iam familiar with solid state bass reproduction, the kind that comes from massive
power supplies with tremendous current

AHEAD STEREO
7426 Beverly B ulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90036
(213) 931
(213)

reserves—the kind, in other words, that comes
from Connecticut—and the Aronov goes at least
as deep, with as much control, but with a
greater sense of naturalness. Although the YM100 is rated at 100 watts per channel, it sounds
bigger than the Evolution and some other mainmoths Iam to polite to mention.
Previous issues of this magazine have
mentioned that the Aronov amp made acertain
dynamic speaker (which MGD doesn't especially like) sound wonderful. In quick order, Iused
the combination on my Symdexs, a stable
impedance load; reconditioned AR LSTs, probably the world's least efficient transducer system;
Quad 63 electrostatics; and Magneplanar Ills.
All this confirmed Martin's observation: The
amp couldn't make me love an ugly speaker, but
it could certainly bring out the best aspeaker
had to offer.
Ihad found the all-purpose amplification
combination. After ahard day of fighting insurance companies and dodging hospital administrators, Ilooked forward to evening of music in
away Ihadn't in along time. In addition, the
equipment was self-biasing, which meant Ididn't have to worry that the circuit was subtly sliding away from perfection.
Then disaster struck.

The Sound of One
Channel Amplifying
One da Isas blissfully listening to the
second
Schubert
piano
trio
with
SterWlstominfRose when Isaac Stern disappeared. He could be heard behind Leonard
Rose, but the left channel was silent. Aglance at
the back of the YM-100 revealed ablackened
6550B tube. Isaid words which soiled the carpet beneath my feet, and then called Mike
Aronov.
"It's the [expletive deleted' [brand name
deleted] Chinese tubes," he explained. "Let me
send you some Svedanas. Much better sound,
and they last forever."
Ilibes from the Svetlana factory arrived,
and have played faithfully for over athousand
hours. Problem is, the sound was not as rich. As
Steve would say, we've gone from awesome to
outstanding. Iobtained some vintage Ilingsol
6550s and regained the original, luscious effect.
Of course, this is my prejudice.

AHappier Ending
Enthusiastic reviews like this one usually
omit, or quickly pass over, the economic realities. You read pages about circuit topology
parts quality, philosophy of the designer, philosophy of the reviewer, cute anecdotes about family members who say the darndest things, and

amateur music reviews; the price is mentioned
briefly; as though it's irrelevant that an amplifier
costs more than most families of four spend on
groceries in a year. Like ateenager reading
about aFerrari, you're supposed to be gratified
by the experience of reading about how something sounds in my house.
The best part of this review is that the
Aronov electronics got significantly cheaper this
year. By using common chassis boxes with less
ornate fascia and removing the preamp's phono
stage, the price of these units went down to the
point of well engineered mid-fi.
The designer of avery well engineered
loudspeaker once told me in confidence, "solid
state is good for less than two or three grand.
Above that, buy tubes." With Yakov Aronov's
equipment, you can have all the virtues of modern tube amplification and still afford to buy
groceries. There is nothing near this price point
to compete with the refinement and power of
this gear.

Postscript: Aronov
Reconsidered.
The Aronov electronics have been
improving the decor of my listening room for
almost ayear now, and Ihave further thoughts
to offer. The Aronov equipment not only offers a
different view of audio heaven than the CAT and
c-j, it also offers the audiophile adifferent route
to reach it.
The CAlWalk is simple. If you want near
perfect performance without obsession, you
should buy a Convergent; that is, pay Ken
Stevens to do the obsessing. You almost certainly can't improve the damping of aunit with customized footers and lined with EAR chassis
deadner. You are advised not to add filters to a
CAT, or switch tubes since the designer says that
he doesn't want you to. This is certainly adifferent design philosophy than the Aronovs use,
the former tending to produce more expensive
gear than does the latter. The nice part of hobby
is that you can change philosophies.
Is it Philosophy, or is it Madness?
There is acommonly shared, self-depreciating
humor among audiophiles which agrees that we
all are demented for spending so much time,
money and space seeking minimal improvements. Thus we shuffle our feet and duck our
heads, accepting criticism for our seven foot
loudspeakers, solid silver wire wrapped in
Teflon, and mystical Gabon ebony damping
blocks.
Idon't agree. We are not nuts, not anymore than my neighbor's stainless steel rigging
wires, or laser aligned, epoxy-carbide stocked
target rifles demonstrate insanity The goal of

attaining something better, the search for a
higher truth—in our case, more pleasing musical reproduction—is fun, and at the same time
meritorious. If you think that you've gone too
far in your pursuit of something finer, buy a
rack system and let me know how satisfying the
experience proves.
There is alimit to this pursuit. Ifound
mine while crouched behind my equipment
rack, fiddling with interconnects. The telephone
in the next room rang and Istraightened, but
my knee didn't, the same knee Iwas balancing
aconrad-johnson amp on, and it hurt. Ispent
the rest of the weekend listening to music
instead of tweaking, painfully recalling that
imperfect was still wonderful.
Wide Awake in Twealdand. Since I
wasn't dealing with the "The Law According to
CAT", Ifelt free to experiment and tweak around
with the Aronov. The great temptation with tube
gear is to substitute valves. It's exciting to select
and substitute an active part of the audio circuit.
Early on, Ifound that [expletive deleted' Dragon
tubes in the Aronov amplifier sounded hypervivid; the Svetlanas are solid performers that didn't thrill me, but that the NOS Ilingsols have a
warm, natural sound.11veaking the preamp led to
agaggle of NOS Telefunkens in the tube sockets as
they are much more musical than the stock
devices.
The other easy tweak for this tube gear was
the power cord. Of all that Icould lay my hands
on, the Marigo resulted in the clearest, cleanest
sound. Beyond that, one can try AC filters from
API, or Change Lightspeed, but Mango's
Apparition struck me the most efficient and effective way to remove AC noise without damage to the
music.
The Aronov prearnp comes with hard rubber feet screwed to its bottom. Inoted asignificant change for the better by sliding four Mango
Bear Claws underneath instead. And while Itried
MSS isolation plates, FAR damping platforms, and
ART QDampers, none served as well.
Enjoy the Music. Ayear later, the Aronov
gear still sounds good. It is played twelve hours or
more on some days, and the only mechanical failure subsequent to the completion of the original
review was the preamp's power lamp. Next week
you'll be reading some authority's feverish ravings
about acarbon fiber speaker enclosure; azerofeedback, single ended triode amp with radio
transmission tubes; avibration controller composed of tropical rain forest woods laminated
with precious metals, and you sill salivate. I
encourage you to pursue your cravings for the
exotic, but also to remember that you can buy
very satisfying electronics at quite reasonable
prices from Aronov.

At AHEAD STEREO we are proud to carry afull line ofAronov
Electronics. We have found the Aronov line to be among the best
electronic products that we have found in our 25 year history
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he more time goes on, the
harder it is to believe that
Jay Farrar and Jeff Tweedy
were ever in Uncle Tupelo together. As their solo careers progress —
in Son Volt and Wilco, respectively — the stylistic chasm between
these two former roommates and
co-leaders widens. The split
between the more pop-oriented
(Tweedy) and the more roughhewn and punky (Farrar) is
reflected exactly in the everexpanding horde of bands who've
jumped into the school of country
rock that Tweedy and Farrar
unwittingly begat — aform of altcountry named after the Uncle
Tupelo album No Depression.
SON VOLT: Straiehtaways
The release of Straightaways
Waruct Bros. 4650:1-2 (CO). 1997 Brian Paulson, Son Volt, prods. ??? TT: 40:27
completes the second round of
Music *****
albums from the diverging halves
Sonics *****
of Uncle Tupelo. While Wilco
made a huge stylistic turn into
band's most identifiable trait —an atmospheric, almost
undistinguished '70s guitar rock on their ambitious
mournful moan that's aperfect fit with his translucent,
sophomore album Being There, Jay Farrar has stayed the
melancholy lyrics. If he tried to sing "Luck Be aLady" (an
course, deepening and enriching what has surely become
event I'd pay good money to hear), he'd fall flat. But one
the Son Volt sound. Reticent to afault — he's the world's
of the strongest elements of Farrar's improving songwritworst interview —Farrar's discs speak eloquently for him.
ing is his awareness of his own voice as his songs' primaAs was true on Trace, the band's debut, Neil Young is
ry instrument On Straightaways, the intuition between
again the major touchstone — but this time it's Young's
writer and singer is better than ever.
lyricism rather than his guitar wash that's evoked. Better
It's great to hear afull-on, feedback-filled rock record
songwrifing and arranging are the first things that jump
that sounds this good. The separation between instruoff this record, headed by two stone classics: the upbeat,
ments never fails, and the voices rarely disappear into
rising chorus opener, "Caryatid Easy" (as final proof of
the mix.
this album's ambition, "caryatid" is defined by Webstees
Finally we get back to those unfair but inevitable comas "a draped female figure supporting an entablature");
parisons. (Hey, if you're responsible for launching agenre,
and the gorgeous "Last Minute Shakedown," which
not to mention amagazine —No Depression —then alittle
opens with an exquisite lap-steel figure from Son Voles
scrutiny is the least you can endure.) In terms of writing
multi-instrumentalist Dave Boquist.
enchanting melodies and evincing energy above apulse,
One of the best legacies of Uncle Tupelo is that both
Tweedy and Farrar have each kept amusician in their
Farrar may never equal his ex-bandmate. But on
Straightaways he has refined his own bittersweet style into a
respective bands who plays banjo, fiddle, guitar, and anywork of unvarnished beauty. Everything here — from the
thing else with astring. Unlike Tweedy, who has dequality of the playing to the careful recording quality — is
emphasized Wilco's more countrified elements, Farrar
in sharper focus and awash in honest inspiration. Even
continues to feature banjo ("No More Parades"), pedal
guitar-and-voice-only tunes like "Creosote" or the outsteel ("Creosote"), and harmonica ("Way Down
law tale "Been Set Free" stick with you.
Watson"). Only here, the creaky, noisy, raw-earth counIt's time to stop the ridiculous comparisons between Son
try-rock of Trace has been imaginatively fired and glazed
Volt and Wilco, but, just for the record: This disc, cominto something sleeker, something much more satisfied
bined with Wilco's recent stumble, makes it adead heat.
and sure of its own vision.
— Robert Baird
Farrar's yearny, deep-sinus drone has become the
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was like —in this case, by examining
John Playford's anthology of songs and
CLASSICAL
dance tunes known as The English
Dancing Master, we find enough inventive and masterly melodies to entice
ARNOLD
the most accomplished musician.
Symphony 9
The Baltimore Consort, whose
members together and separately have
Andrew Penny, National Symphon) U, diestra of
Ireland
been performing and recording folk
Naxos 8.553540 (Cl)). 1996. Chris Craker, prod, eng.
and dance music of the British Isles,
DI)1). TT: 5734
France, and America for many years,
Music ****
neither take their material for granted
nor take it too seriously. Beginning
hundred red flags pop up when
with some of the most irresistible
Ihear an artist claim that one of
tunes and texts from Playford's collechis works contains all his
tions, they have devised an appropriate
knowledge of humanity. That's what
context for each, using an appealing
Malcolm Arnold has said of his
mix of instruments (viols, Renaissance
Symphony 9, and the music falls prerecorders and flute, cittern, lute, rebec,
dictably short of that splashy remark.
and Baroque guitar) and, for five of the
—Robert Hesson
But Ithink you should seek out this
tunes, the clear, finely tuned soprano
world-premiere recording anyway.
of Custer LaRue.
You'll need to hear the work afew
BALTIMORE CONSORT
The group's virtuosity serves the
times to get beyond its surface simplicimusic, and us as listeners, very well.
ty. Arnold's work has been criticized for
A Trip to Killbum:
Rather than give tunes such as "All in a
being too condescending to popular
Playford Tunes and their Ballads
Garden Green" and "Jenny Pluck Pears"
tastes, and some of that criticism is justified. But not here. Yes, the work con- Donau DOR-90238 (Cl)). 1996. Douglas Brown, an artificial sophistication, the extraorprod, mg.; Craig D. Dory, David H. Walters, engs.
dinarily tight ensemble performance
tains many themes that border on the
DUD. TT: 60:25
and excellent arrangements simply enmundane; but, as in Mahler's music, Music ****
liven and enrich the music. These musithey eventually worm their way into sonics ****
your consciousness to take on soulollc music rarely is considered a cians always seem to know exactly
vehicle for refined artistic expres- which and how many instruments a
piercing weight.
sion, and some critics would say particular song or dance needs. As a
The most striking thing about
Symphony 9 is an unrelentingly that, by definition, such an approach to result, these relatively simple tunes, balmournful fourth movement that is as performance negates the music's es- lads, and dances are artfully transformed
long as the first three combined. sential simplicity and accessibility. But if into little masterpieces of colorful
Arnold finished the composition at the we go back to 17th-century England instrumentation and imaginative rhythage of 70 after a long illness, and and see what some of the popular music mic and melodic variation.
From the unusual dirgelike march of
"The French Report" (a sharply satirical
account of the political situation in
England prior to the English Civil War)
to the beautiful dance tune "The
Broom of Cowdenknows," this wellconceived program offers abundant
musical variety while enabling us to
learn where the music and texts came
from. Among the descriptions in the
excellent liner notes we learn about
"rants" (tunes associated with "having a
noisy good time") and "bragging songs,"
which often were drinking ballads in
which the subject of the song (usually
the singer) brags to his gathered friends
about supposed heroic exploits.
And, in aperfect demonstration of
how certain tunes are adopted and
adapted by different countries and cultures, we hear a17th-century "Italian
Rant" that Smetana mistook for a
Czech folk tune and used in his famous
orchestral work, Md Vlast. (The same
tune was later used as the Israeli national anthem.) We're also treated to ballads
about "The famous Ratketcher, with his
The Baltimore Consort is the best friend 17th-century folk music ever had.

son.***
A

thought it would be his final work. But
though this is, perhaps, his own funeral music — Arnold admits that the
movement is a"complete surrender to
despair" — it achieves aradiance that
far transcends the sorrow.
But to my mind the true heart of the
work is the second movement, in which
amysterious, bittersweet melody takes
on aserenity that is as profound as it is
beguiling.
Although anarrow soundstage and a
bright balance detract from this disc, the
sound is otherwise very good.
In arecorded interview included as
the CD's final track, Arnold says,
"There's life in the old dog yet." Very
true. Here's to you, Malcolm. Is there a
Symphony 10 in the old dog too?

F
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travels into France, and of his returne to
London," and "The Beautiful Shepherdess of Arcadia," an incredible tale of
a knight who, after "having his will"
with a shepherd's daughter, discovers
(after being forced to marry her) that
she's really the child oía wealthy Duke.
Not surprisingly, since the Baltimore
Consort records in one of the finest
venues in the US —the Troy Savings
Bank Music Hall in Troy, New York —
with one of the country's most experienced and conscientious digital recording teams, the disc's sound is exemplary,
with clear, natural-sounding string timbres and proper balance between voice
and instruments. While the music itself
may not be considered high art, A Trip
to Killbuni is music-making of uncompromising quality that ideally captures
the character and spirit of each tune and
text.
-David Vernier
HILLIARD ENSEMBLE
A Hilliard Songbook:
New Music for Voices
Music by John Casken, Morton Feldman, Michael
Finnissv, Barry Guy, Piers Hellawell, Elizabeth
Liddle, •James .MacMillan, Joanne Metcalf, Ivan
Moody, Arm Kim Paul Robinson, Veljo Tormis
The Hilliard Ensemble: David James, counter-tenor,
Rogers Covey-Crump, tenor; John Potter, tenor;
Gordon Jones. baritone; with Barry Guy, doublebass
ECM New Series 1614 (78118-21614-2, 2CDs). 1996.
Manfred Eicher, prod.; Peter Laenger, eng. DDD.
TT: 119:50
Music ****
Sonia ****

are in an era of specialization. It's rare to hear
symphony orchestras playing
Bach these days; the music of the 17th
and 18th centuries is the almost exclusive domain of period-instrument
ensembles. Perhaps this is simply anatural result of our culture's curatorial
attitude toward music — with our
hunger for authenticity, performers
need to absorb agreat deal of historical
and stylistic information in addition to
the requisite technical proficiency. For
example, any group that specializes in
vocal music from the Middle Ages and
Renaissance must be informed about
matters such as the changes in notation,
pronunciation, and the tuning of intervals that occurred in these periods.
It so happens that, among vocal
groups that specialize in Early Music,
the Hilliard Ensemble is one of the
finesr, their intonation, blend, and collective musicianship arc marvels. But in
addition to their mastery of Medieval
and Renaissance works, they take an
avid interest in new music. Their
recordings of the music of Arvo Part

IN e
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Past the point of new music: The Hilliard Ensemble

have been both commercial and artistic
successes. This new recording features
the Hilliards performing acontemporary program in which most of the
works were written especially for them.
Although there is astrikingly wide
range of musical styles represented in
this two-disc set, many of the pieces
have asimilar atmosphere — one that
evokes the sound-world of Early Music
(similar to the way that Part's music
does). The two sets of songs by Ivan
Moody (b. 1963), for example, have the
texture and harmonic flavor of
Medieval polyphony. The dissonances
may be pungent on occasion, but the
use of open intervals and the firm
modal anchoring link Moody's music to
that of his post-Gothic counterparts.
The first work on the program is in
some ways the most "modern" and
demanding for the listener. Barry Guy's
(b. 1947) Un coup de dés adds the wild
grumbling of adouble-bass (played hem
by the composer) to the vocal ensemble
and requires the singers to make nonsinging sounds (such as whistling). And
yet, even in this contemporary soundscapc, there are moments where simple,
luminous harmonies sound like a
glance toward the distant past.
Guy's piece is followed by perhaps
the oddest work on the recording: a
monophonic song by Morton Feldman
(1926-87) composed when Feldman
was only 21. In this context the music
sounds not unlike the Medieval monophonic songs that the Hilliards perform
so often. Those who are captivated by
Feldman's late, spare music will find this
extremely brief song to be charmingly
prescient.

My favorite works in this program
are Piers Hellawell's (b. 1956) Tlie
Hilliard Songbook and Ve!jo Tormis's
(b. 1930) Kullene's Message. Hellawell's
set of songs is based on writings by the
Elizabethan portraitist Nicholas Hilliard
(the ensemble's namesake). The music
is wonderfully delicate, and Hellawell's
melodies are crafted like tiny gems,
throwing off little rainbows of color.
Kullervo's Message is acompact and excitingly dramatic narrative. The music has
afolklike flavor, rhythmic vitality, and
some marvelously inventive textures.
The Hilliard's performances arc uniformly exquisite, and the recording is
appropriately atmospheric. Although I
did not find the entire program to be
musically involving (some pieces, such
as Paul Robinson's Incantation, are too
long and unvaried), there is enough
valuable work here to merit an enthusiastic recommendation. -Andrew Colton
MONTE VERDI
Vespro della Beata Vergine
Konrad Jungh.inel, Cantos Colin
Deutsche Hannonia Mundt 77332-2 (2 CDs). 1995.
Peter Laenger, prod.; Andreas Neubronner, (mg.
1)1)13. TT: 90:15
Music ****
Sonics ****

onteverdi's V.spers is amenable to differing but equally
authentic performances. Conductor and lutenist Konrad Junghanel
takes achamber-music approach appropriate for acourt performance rather
than giving the full-blown church-service version. The plainsong antiphons
are omitted, and Cantus Colln's 10
voices function as soloists and choir.
271
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This legitimate approach yields an
admirable recording.
The virtuoso Cantus Colin produces
transparent, golden notes, and every
line is clear and palpable. It's invidious,
perhaps, to single out one singer, but
Gerd Turk's rendering of "Nigra sum"
merits special praise. He is afine oratorio-style tenor who eschews operatic
excesses, and is abetted by some nifty
lute playing from Junghânel (who also
elicits fine orchestral accompaniments).
The sopranos generate the perfect
sound for "Pulcra es," while other devices, such as the echoes in "Audi
coelum," are produced with panache.
The Cantus's ensemble work is convincing, and their voices blend well.
Nevertheless, they're rather thin in
"Nisi Dominus," written for a10-part
double choir. Irelish the fuller-bodied
sound alarger choir would have made,
and which would have more sharply
delineated solo and choral passages. I
also miss the complete Kuper? plainsong
antiphons, which act as sorbet between
dinner courses. Nevertheless, singers
and orchestra have got Monteverdi's
style to aT.
The second, ungenerous disc warrants afiller: There's room for the alternative, scaled-down Magnecat (or perhaps, for variety, Schutz's Magri!:flea).
Cavils aside, this recording belongs in
any Monteverdi collection —but experience acomplete version, too.

see stands out in the mix, sounding like
seven guitars but without any unnatural
overdubbing. Even within the confines
of the conventional arrangements that
make up half the album, Carr sounds
angry, frustrated, and jubilant all at a
whack, and his lyrical story lines —
much less cohesive than on poppier
projects like the aforementioned "Wake
Up, Boo" and "Giant Steps" — stay in
line with that sort of teetering sanity. All
in all, this kind of birdshot approach
makes for an exciting if perhaps
enduring listen.

—Bob Gull.i

BÉLA FLECK &
THE FLECKTONES
Live Art
Bela Fleck, acoustic, electric/MIDI banjo; Victo,
Wooten, electric bass, cello; Roy "Futureman Wooten, Synth Axe drumitar, acoustic percussion;
Sans Bush, mandolin, fiddle; Paul McCandless,
soprano sax, bass clarinet, oboe. English horn;
Howard Levy, harmonica, keyboards; Stuart
Duncan, fiddle; Edgar Meyer, acoustic bass; Jerry
Douglass, dobro; Chick Corea, piano; Branford
Marsalis, soprano sax; Bruce Hornsby, piano
Warner Bros. 46247-2 (2 CDs). 1996. Bela Fleck,
prod.; Richard Battaglia, mg. AAD. TT: 2:0226
Music *** 1/2
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'on is the dreaded turf upon
which Béla Fleck & the Flecktones
unashamedly, unabashedly tread.
For this listener, the Flecktones play
post-modern fusion in the best meaning
of that word; on Live Art —a series of fat,
dynamic remote recordings — the banjo
—J.P. Wearing
maestro, his inspired rhythm mates
Victor and Roy Wooten, and arevolving cast of guest stars and old comrades
ROCK
reprise asampling of their most popular
pieces.
BOO RADLEYS
The core band for this tour was augmented by reedman Paul McCandless
C'mon Kids
(of Oregon) and mandolin/fiddle champ
Mercury (Cl)). 1997. Boo Radleys, prods.; Paul Slade,
Sam Bush (an old buddy of Fleck's from
Scan Koldene, entn. ???. TT: 52.47
New Grass Revival). On "Stomping
Music ****
sonics ****
Grounds" they wed aconvincing country bluegrass feel to aseries of dueling
riminally undervalued in this
rhythmic cycles — it sounds like Bill
country despite their regular
Monroe meets Return To Forever.
chart-topping status in the UK,
Following that is "Lochs Of Dread," in
the Boo Radleys can write great, subwhich the protofunktional Wooten
versive pop with the best of them.
Though the Boos normally ply astyle Bros. make aconvincing case for the
unanimity of reggae and traditional
somewhere between T. Rex, the
Irish jigs.
Beatles, and more adventurous guitar
acts, C'mon Kids finds them in afriskier,
Not surprisingly, given the nature of
more spontaneous mood. Compared to
the banjo, Fleck's writing favors elabthe radio-friendly "Wake Up, Boo,"
orate, deceptively accented rhythm
cycles (such as the blazing mirror
which peaked at number one in Britain,
images of"UFO Tofu"), which usually
C'mon Kids is agnarly uncle of an album
key round-robin exchanges of wildly
with choppy chord progressions, edgy,
syncopated patterns and tricky unison
early-Who-inspired tracks ("What's in
the Box"), and mutant guitar ("Bullfrog passages (the bane of fusion). But from
Green," "Ride the Tiger"). Throughout,
the ho-ho-hoedown of "Cheeballs in
Martin Gaff's maniacal Gibson Ternies- Cowtown" through the bucolic reverie
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Béla, The Banjo Hero, and his always funky
Flecktones.

of "Bigfoot," "Shubbee's Doobie," and
"The Sunset Road," Fleck is able to
unite the first, second, third, and fourth
worlds of folk music into acoherent
vision in which there arc no cultural
hierarchies —just good-natured exuberance. And as if he had to prove anything, ajumping number like "Blu
Bop," with its vigorous byplay between
Fleck, Victor Wooten, and Howard
Levy, validates Fleck's jazz roots, even as
the "Early Reflection ... "medley illustrates his classical command of the
instrument.
Each of the solo showcases for the
Wooten Bros. illustrates why the
Flecktones are such a commanding
team. Bassist Victor's chord melody/
harmonic variations and percussive fanfares on "Amazing Grace" should shrivel young bassists' testicles from coast to
coast, while the Futureman's realtime-sampled rhythmatics on "The
Water Ritual" elevate his fingers-dothe-walking electronic approach to the
level of the great acoustic percussionists.
There really isn't any style of music
the Flecktones won't take on with
humor, vigor, and grace. About the worst
thing Ican say is that, now and then, their
chops get the better of them —the music
then takes on alook-ma-all-hands bluster. But given the palpable joy and interaction between the Flecktones and their
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fans throughout Live Art, Isuspect many
of you will be unable to resist their
charms.
-Chip Stern
MORPHINE

¡I!

Like Swimming
Dreamworks DRMC-D-50009 (Cl)). 1997. Paul Q.
Koldene and Mark Sandman, prods. cogs. ???. TT:
37:41
Music ****

sonics ****
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elf-conscious art is the worst.
Take poetry slams, for instance.
William Butler Yeats didn't need
to slam anything: He found music in
the language, not in grunting like aconstipated pig, rhapsodizing about riding
your Harley, or, as Ionce witnessed,
plaintive howling meant to represent a
coyote so depressed in the face of his
approaching mortality that he'd come
to regret his — to quote the Singing
Brakeman —rough and rowdy ways.
While I'm reveling in crankiness
(more coffee!), let me say that the entire
H.O.R.D.E. tour, jam-band thang can
also be a colossal, narcissistic bore.
Without mentioning the "D" word
(think Cherry Garcia), Ihave to say that,
if you take away the THC, psilocybin,
X, or any other "mellowing" elixir,
Phish and Blues Traveler aren't nearly
as appealing.
All of which leads me to something I
like: Morphine. While their hypnotic,
hipsteresque babbling over drums, bass,
and baritone sax grooves may be getting
old for some, Mark Sandman, Dana
Colley, and Billy Conway are still one
jam-oriented band worth watching.
One thing that helps is Morphine's
sense of timing. Nothing on this, their
fourth album (and the first on
Dreamworks/Rykodisc), is longer than
four minutes. Sure, they stretch out in
their live gigs, but why belabor the
records?
Musically, Morphine's instrumentation is so bizarre it keeps things fresh.
Who can hate aband whose lead instrument is bari sax? Sandman's originals
now have more of everything: more
space, more tunes, more focus, more
accomplished musicianship —and, most
of all, amore distinct style. Opening
with ashort prologue of bass chords and
buzzing fiddles, the disc's first tune,
"Potion," is the kind of riffy sax-andspoken-word number the band built its
reputation on. "Early to Bed," the first
single, adds surprising synth accents àla
Prince, and "Wishing Well" shows a
jazzier side. Then there's the slowmotion funk of "French Fries with
stereophile, April

1997

Pepper," which moves via aloopy, loping bass line and features Sandman's
deadpan vocals mn through aprocessor.
Rhythm is what holds this band's
schtick together. Most of it is slow, original funk that can at times take on
shades of acid jazz. Speaking of one of
music's most misunderstood clichés,
Morphine has never been acid jazz,
although in many ways they do it better
than most of the faux funky masses
struggling to be labeled as such.
The recording is alive and full of
presence. 'While most of their nearest
relatives may be slumping toward
American Beauty to be born, Morphine
continues to cure any pain jam-bands
may cause you.
-Robert Baird
PRINCE
Emancipation
NPG Records 854982 2(3 C1)s). 1996. Prince, prod.,
cog.; Kirk A. Johnson, Tons Tucker, R. Haluffeldt,
Steve D., Shane T.K., HM Buff, Cesar Sogbc, Joe
Galdo, Peter Mokran, Vlado Mdkir. crags. ??D.
TT: 3:00:05
Music ****1/2

sonics ****
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hat do we know so far? He
likes Cap'n Crunch with soy
milk. He's blissfully happy to
be married. He sees the birth of his first
child with soulmate/wifc Mayte as the
spiritual culmination of his life. He's got
style. And he's decided that emancipation means being able to play soul
music without pandering to pop/rock
convention. Did Ileave anything out?
Oh, yeah—he still doc,n't know
_

ILove You" are revealing indications of
a more relaxed artist who is relying
heavily on his strengths, but —and this
is important — not always on his own
original compositions. The overall flavor of the entire album is smooth, jazzy,
and soulful, with hardly ahint of the
guitar-rock, Purple Rain-era stuff.
There's no shortage of funk here,
either. "Jam of the Year," "We Gets
Up," "Joint to Joint," and "Da, Da, Da"
show that Mr. Nelson has not lost his
edge as he effortlessly mixes funk, hiphop, and pop soul with his usual skill.
Prince has always been topical, and
computer-age odes like "Emale" and
"My Computer" reveal an artist who
knows about more than just midi—it
sounds like The Purple One has been
cruising the Net.
But it's the ballads that deliver the
knockout punch. "Soul Sanctuary,"
"Let's Have aBaby," "The Love We
Make," and others give evidence of considerable emotional growth, not to
mention asettled artist who seems more
at peace with his life. Maybe all that
domestic bliss he's singing about is real.
Thirty-five brand-new songs from an
artist of Prince's proven stature is quite a
statement. The fact that the material is
as consistent and meaty as this gives
compelling evidence that Emancipation
may well be Prince's masterpiece, at
least in terms of focus and scope. At the
very least, it's one of his most expansive,
wide-ranging, and ambitious releases.
Regardless of your take on this lengthy,
soulful set, Prince is at his most inspired
here. That makes Emancipation one of
about three or four essential releases of
this mercurial but reliably brilliant
artist's career.
-Carl }laugher
ROYAL TRUX
Sweet Sixteen

***
R

Virgin 42752 #2 (CD). 1997. Royal Tnix, prod.; Paul
Oldham, cog. ??? TT: 5903
Music *** 1/2

sonics

what the hell he wants to be called.
Horny Li'l Dude? Deep Pocket Slim?
Artist Futurely Known As... ?That's
Prince to you, pal.
This 3-CD box is indeed Prince's
tightest, most consistent work in years.
And, given its length, it's an amazing
accomplishment, even from astudio rat
like him. But what really sets it apart
from his work of the last decade or so is
its focus on '70s-influenced soul/R&B.
Cover versions of classic ballads "Betcha
By Golly Wow!" and "La, La, La Means

oyal Tim( has made aname for
itself—if not for defying expectations, then for absolutely befuddling them. First and most important, the band — vocalist Jennifer Herrema and guitarist/multitalent Neil
Hagarty — have never taken the easy
way out. Since their first couple of
recordings, including the heroin-brilliant soundscape of 1990's TIVin lenitives
through later, twangier, more conventional outings like Thank You (1995) and
Cats and Dogs (1993), Herrema and
Hagarty have twisted fashionable musical idioms into barely recognizable bits
275
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of electricity and voice.
In terms of sheer audacity, Sweet
Sixteen trumps 'em all. In akind of (bear
with me as Itry to make sense of all
this) post-retro modern rock, Sweet
Sixteen is as revelatory as alternative rock
is likely to get before the millennium.
Ahead of its time but with distinct remnants of vintage '70s sound strewn
across it like fast-food trash on aVegas
strip, the record has songs —"The PickUp" (with funky touches of Curtis
Mayfield), "Cold Joint" (with flourishes
of Led Zeppelin), "Can't Have It Both
Ways" (with aBig Star chord progression), and "You'll Be Staying in Room"
(with a Santana-esque breakdown) —
that come together with so few contemporary clichés you'd think someone
had finally invented something you
hadn't heard before.
Not that this is some kind of weird
sonic experiment. Well-produced with
decent fidelity, Sweet Sixteen is very
much grounded in rock'n'roll —with
power chords, lots of wah-wah, some
synth, and just the right amount of inky
jamming. It's just not the kind of rock'n'roll you, your kids, or your kids' kids
are likely to hear again.
—Bob Gulla

And in some cases ("Innocence," for
example) the Pettyisms actually work in
Salem's favor.
There are still a few consistency
problems: "Underneath" is exactly the
kind of guitar workout that Salem turns
into asonic chainsaw in concert, and
Glimmer winds down in quality about
two thirds of the way through.
Confidence in his songwriting may
be the only thing Salem lacks. In
"Chemical Night Train" he very obviously cops Nirvana's most identifiable
stylistic trait — soft verses followed by
howling choruses. But Salem has nothing to fear. Tunes like his slow, sinuous
"Sleep" show not only tantalizing
potential, but proof of budding talent.
—Robert Baird

THE BEST OF FAT POSSUM
Various Artists
Fat Possum/Capricorn 314 534 130-2 (CD). 1997.
Robert Palmer, Cedell Davis, prods.; Robbie Norris,
Bruce Watson, Tim Hollbrook, engs. ???. IT: 4900
Music ****
Sonics *** 1/2

A

mong blues purists, the artists
on the Oxford, Mississippibased Fat Possum label are "hill
country" bluesmen, an appellation that
KEVIN SALEM
puts them acut below those who live
and work in the Delta. Also, the success
Glimmer
of the resourceful R.L. Burnside and his
Roadrunner RR 8877-2 (Cl)). 1996. Niko Bolas, prod,
subsequent
tour with alternative pretty
ens. ???. TT: 55:43
boy/whiz kid John Spencer has, for
Music *** 1/2
Sonics *** 1/2
diehards, somehow tainted the whole
Fat Possum roster.
s alternative poet/guitarist/
singers go, Kevin Salem is rising
Blues nerds aside, this "best of" is a
to the top of the talent pool. prime slice of lowdown, rocked-up,
Now leading his own band, this former heartfelt blues ca 1997. Iusually don't go
member of Dumptruck, Yo La Tengo,
for compilations, preferring instead
and Freedy Johnson's group is known
complete albums by the individual
for having an itchy finger on the volartists. But the 11 selections on this sinume knob. But unlike his live sets,
gle-disc collection mesh so well that The
which often range into the Dinosaur Jr.
Best ofFat Possum has its own integrity —
decibel range, his simple guitar-rock
as is true of all memorable compilaalbums are getting more tuneful, more
tions, soundtracks, and tributes.
interesting, and — dare Isay it — more
In general, electricity rules here — no
soulful than most of their ilk.
one tries to sanctify the memory of
Here on his second album for
Robert Johnson with apathetic rendiRoadrunner — alabel whose recent signtion of "Come On In My Kitchen."
ings (Blue Mountain, for example) are
(Keb' Mo', you hack — are you listenbalancing its roster between metal bands
ing?) What ultimately hooks you is
and more melodic rock —Salem takes a what hooks you to most of Fat Possum's
decidedly Petty-esque turn. Glimmer's
roster: the amount of genuine emotion
first two tracks, "Run Run Run" and poured into these stripped-down,
"Innocence," have guitar lines that sound
rough-edged cuts. There's no blues-byunmistakably Petty. At times, Salem's
rote in this rascally collection. Cuts like
voice also falls into aflat, nasal groove
R.L. Burnside's "Georgia Women,"
reminiscent of "She was an Ameerrrican
Dave Thompson's "You Took My
Giiirrill..." Fortunately, none of Petty's Baby" (proto-rock guitar riffs don't
few annoying tendencies —ie, Benmont come any more prototypical), and Paul
"Mind-Numbing Blandness is aVirtue"
"Wine" Jones's "My Baby Got Drunk"
Tench — have come along for the ride.
take a guitar figure, a rudimentary

A
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drumkit, perhaps a bass and rhythm
guitar (four pieces is aBIG band here),
and head for Grooveville. The singing is
forceful and feral — which, of course,
means absolutely perfect in this context.
Perhaps it's the juke-joint cover
photo, but describing this collection
ultimately brings to mind booze-based
metaphors. To wit: Sometimes you
want to follow aglass of cheap wine
with ashot of sour mash. Other times
you just want to stick to warm cans of
Stoney's or Old Frothinslosh. On still
other occasions, the thought of all that
makes you want to retch. But if mixing
is what you desire, then turn it up —
this jolt from the pride of Fat Possum
will do you right.
-Robert Baird
V-ROYS
Just Add Ice

***.
H

E' Squared 1050-2 (Cl)). 1996. Steve Earle, Ray
Kennedy, prods. ???. TT: 3734
Music ****

Sonics

e gets out of prison, makes a
stunningly wonderful comeback, and now produces asurprising debut by an unknown band
from Knoxville — and that's to say
nothing of his always interesting personal life. Believe it, folks —Steve Earle
is back and slowly but surely creeping
up on being some lcinda mini-mogul.
Think of it—wild child Steve Earle, a
power in both the music and business
ends of Nashville? Lack of discipline,
not talent, was the only thing that ever
held him back.
That's not to take anything away
from this rowdy, talented bunch of
beer-soaked, shirt-and-tie-wearin' newcomers that Earle's signed to his E2
Squared label. With a wardrobe that
reminds you of the now-departed
Loved Ones and asound that can only
be described as "rock'n'roll" (with alot
of pop splashed in), the V-Roys (a reggae band already had The Viceroys
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trademarked) are comers in the mold of
another bunch of Tennessee iconoclasts,
The Delevantes. But unlike the brothers Delevante, who get folky, the VRoys are all bar band. Poppy, nimble
Faces-meet-Guitar Town numbers like
"Guess IKnow I'm Right" and "Cry"
(in aperfect radio world it would be a
hit single) are the kind of sharp guitar
ditties known to turn drunks (ahem, I
mean club patrons) into gyrating, bellowing, devil-may-care imbeciles. Then
there's "Around You," whose bass line is
a lift from the Li'l Bob and the
Lollipops classic "Last Night (I Got
Loaded)." The album-closing "Cold
Beer Hello," recorded in Knoxville
when the V-Roys were believing their
own press and adding more than ice, is
the kind of yucked-up bullshit that
sounds charming on your first album.
Unlike most bands of this ilk, however, The V-Roys seem to have the
songwriting chops to outgrow this fleeting, ultimately fatal kind of fame.
Producers Earle and Ray Kennedy (at
whose Room and Board studio everything but "Cold Beer Hello" was
recorded) have done amasterful job of
focusing the band's strengths. This is
one of those little records that makes a
big impression.
—Robert Baird

JAZZ
"Mt

BETTY CARTER

ail

I'm Yours, You're Mine
Betty Carter, vocals; Xavier Davis, piano; Mark Shim,
tenor sax; Andre Hayward, trombone; Curtis Lundy,
Matt Hughes, bass; Gregory Hutchinson, drums
Verve 314 533 182-2 (CD). 1996. Betty Carter, prod.;
_Joe Ferla, eng. ???. TT: 5425
MUSiC *** 1/2

****
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here's much to say these days
about young divas like Cassandra
Wilson who are infusing the
female jazz vocal tradition with new
energy and vision. They still have away
to go, however, before they can touch
Betty Carter. She's not only agreat interpreter who uses her voice like an improvising instrumenr, she's also abrilliant
arranger and a renowned bandleader
who has graduated aWho's Who of jazz
greats from her ensembles over the years.
Carter's latest album, I'm Yours, You're
Mine, contains another goldrnine of
tunes delivered with charismatic vitality
and hushed reverie. Primarily acollection of ballads, Fm Yours is perfect for
late-night listening in acozy, candle-lit
Stereophile, April 1997

room. The tempos are slow, the colors
subdued, the mood romantic, melancholic, and reflective. Carter caresses
these melodies with her velvety vocals,
sighs with aplaintive ache, soars with
rapturous longing. She delivers an

entrancing interpretation of "Lonely
House" (music by Kurt Weill, lyrics by
Langston Hughes), renders the words
of Jobim's "Useless Landscape" with
rubato beauty, and scats with glee
through the opening measures of the
gently swinging "East of the Sun," the
only number in the collection that approaches an upbeat tempo.
Carter not only allows her band lots
of room to stretch, she also joins in with
their improvisational interplay, most
notably in her hornlike conversings with
tenor saxophonist Mark Shim on the
title tune (which she composed with her
longtime bassist Curtis Lundy).
The ensemble also figures prominently in the remarkable sonic quality
of this album, the instrumental colors
blending with the tonal hues of Carter's
resonant vocals. With the exception of
Xavier Davis's sparkling piano runs, the
sound is alluringly muted, with Shim,
bassists Lundy and Hughes, and trombonist Hayward following Carter's tranquil, relaxed lead.
Whether expressing wistful sentiments or uncorking celebrations ofjoy,
Betty Carter confirms with this latest
outing that she is still one ofjazz's preeminent vocalists.
-Dan Ouellette
BRUCE GERTZ
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Discovery Zone
Bruce Gertz, acoustic & elccnic basses; Jerry Bergonzi,
tenor sax; John Abercrombie, guitar, Joey Calderazzo, piano; Alma Nussbaum, drums
RAM RMCD4524 (CD). 1994. Raimondo Meli Lupi,
prod.; Jim Anderson, eng. DDD. TI': 68:48
Music **** 1/2

sonics ****
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know, you've never heard of Bruce
Gertz. He's famous only in Boston,
where the jazz scene is healthy but
somewhat self-contained. Itoo would

have passed right by Discovery Zone, except that it's on RAM — a way-cool
three-year-old Italian independent label
with afresh Euro look, innovative personnel configurations, and strong, edgy
musical content.
Some of Discovery Zone's virtues are
not unexpected, given the people
involved: John Abercrombie always
sounds only like himselC whether his
guitar is squeezing tiny bell tones
("Traffic on the Bridge") or scattering
needle points ("The Reach"). Joey
Calderazzo is one of the most promising new pianists of the '90s; his outpouring overwhelms the poignance of
"The Days of Wine and Roses" in an
ecstasy of invention. Adam Nussbuam
is ascary, cunning drummer, and recordings engineered by Jim Anderson
are always lucid and alive.
The discoveries here are Bruce Gertz
and Jerry Bergonzi. The leader is the
real deal on bass, and acomposer of startling songs. "Traffic on the Bridge" suspends its floating sax and ethereal guitar
counterpoint on two pedal points, and is
too moody to be about rush hour—it
might portray the late-20th-century
beauty of afreeway bridge at night, seen
from adistance. Jerry Bergonzi sounds
like an effortless flowing (even on burners like "Mileage"). He has afiron-cool
tenor tone, and sufficient melodic skills
to embellish aform as perfect as Tadd
Dameron's "Soultrane."
Discovery Zone will not be available
everywhere. Think how hip you'll feel
when \OU find it
-Thom., Conrad
•

DEXTER GORDON
The Complete Blue Note
Sixties Sessions

Dexter Gordon, Sonny Stitt, tenor sax; Freddie
Hubbard, trumper, Horace Parlan, Kenny Drew,
Sonny Clark, Bud Powell, Barry Harris, piano;
Bobby Hutcherson, vibes; George Tucker, Paul
Chambers, Ron Carter, Butch Warren, NielsHenning Orsted Pederson, Bob Cranshaw, bass; Al
Harewood, Philly Joe Jones, Billy Higgins, Kenny
Clarke, Arthur Taylor, drums
Blue Note 8 34200 2 (6 CDs). 19n Francis Wolff,
Alfred Lion, prods.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. AAD.
TT: 702:12
Music **** 1/2

sonics ****
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exter Gordon was one ofjazz's
incontestable greats, and a
major influence on both Sonny
Rollins and John Coltrane. A tenor
player possessed of astrong, rich, present sound, he soloed with exuberance,
wit, and arare harmonic awareness. He
himself was most strongly influenced
by Lester Young—as amaster of the
ballad, Gordon followed Young's dicContinued on page 283
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BILL EVANS
BILL EVANS: The Secret Sessions: Recorded at the Village Vanguard,
1966-975
Bill Evans, piano; Teddy Kotidt, Eddie Gomez, bass; FluIly Joe Jones, Jack
DeJohnette, John Dentz, Marty Morel, Arnie Woe, drums
Milestone 8MCD-4421-2 (8 CDs). Orrin Keepnews, prod.; Mike Harris, cog.;
Joe iluantino, Kirk Felton, rerecording, digital editing, reprocessing. ???. TT:
9:17:49
Music ****
Sonics ** 1/2
BILL EVANS: Tun, Out the Stars: The Final Village Vanguard Recordings,
j,.. 980
BM Evans, piano; Marc Joluison, bass; Joe LaBarbera, drums
Warner Bros. 45925-2 (6 CDs). Helen Keane, original session prod.; Jeff
Levenson, Bill Kirchner, release prods.; Malcolm Addcy, location, remix, mastering mg. ???. TT: 6:38:17
Music ****
Sonics **** 1/2

II

n the spring of 1959, after Bill Evans took part in
recording Miles Davis's legendary Kind of Blue— for
which, rumor has it, Evans wrote all the compositions,
including "So What" — he embarked on aremarkably
fulfilling careen He easily became mainstream jazz's most
recorded pianist, if not its most critilaz He was famed for
his singular blend of succulent harmonies and garlands of
melodies, all delivered in aphysical posture that found his
forehead perilously close to the keyboard, as if he were
attempting to merge with his instrument.
If you ever wanted more than enough Evans and somehow passed on previous major multi-CD reissues from
the Riverside and Milestone labels, another golden
opportunity has arisen. Turn Out the Stars was an "authorized" recording —Evans's final documented "live" performance — and took place just three months before his
death on September 15, 1980 at age 51. Recorded over a
week-long engagement at Evans's reportedly favored venue, the Village
Vanguard (where his picture hangs
to this day), Turn Out the Stars
presents the pianist's excellent
then-two-year-old trio of
bassist Marc Johnson and
drummer Joe LaBarbera.
The Secret Sessions captures the
pianist in the same Greenwich
Village room over an eight-year
span, playing with many different drummers but only apair of
bassists — Teddy Kotick briefly,
then Eddie Gomez. (Though engineer Mike Harris actually
recorded Evans until 1980,
those tapes will not be issued
due to the pianist's thenaffiliation with Warner's.
On many of these occasions, Harris, a scientist
and lifelong fan, recorded
Evans
without
the
pianist's knowledge.)
There is ahuge difference in recording
techniques between
these two sets.

First, Turn Out the Stars is in stereo, Secret Sessions in
mono. Stars was made by highly regarded engineer
Malcolm Addey, who employed 16 mikes running into an
8-track analog board (remember, this was 1980) and onto
1" tape. The Vanguard's piano sounds pristine if sometimes atad bright under Addey's aegis, and you can give
it plenty of gain without breakup. Bassist and drummer sit
where they should in the soundstage — to Evans's left
(your right), as they did at the Vanguard — and the slightest whisper from Johnson or LaBarbera comes through:
You get aregal front-row seat.
Mike Harris employed arented Uher 4000-L, snapped
in asingle RCA mike, and hid the unit in ahandbag under
achair near the piano. Given its limitations, Harris's tiny
one-mike Uher does apretty good job, and Evans's piano
often has adandy warmth, though it won't take substantial
gain. There's also more audible club chatter than on Stars,
giving it more of a"live" feeling. But the ambiance also
provides alot ofjust plain noise, as does the tape hiss. The
musicians sound as if you're hearing them from halfway
back in the nightclub. The main drawback is the drum
sound: At its best, it's fairly accurate, if frizzy from the
room rumble; at its nadir, as when the great Philly Joe
Jones kicks things up, it becomes an annoying clatter.
In the area of repertoire, each set has its own pleasures.
In Stars, you hear asingle band vigorously investigating a
broad range of selections. The 58 tracks cover 31 songs,
with four repetitions of "Nardis" and three each of "Bill's
Hit Tune," "Like Someone in Love," and "Knit for Mary
F." Also, along with longtime favorites — the title track,
"Autumn Leaves," and "Days of Wme and Roses" — there
are contemporary pop numbers like Paul Simon's "I Do
It for Your Love," and fresh Evans originals: "Laurie" (for
his then girlfriend) and "Letter to Evan" (for his son).
Evans also stretches out: "Nardis" runs about 15 minutes,
and the average length of the other tunes here is about
seven minutes.
The Milestone package, longer by three hours, offers
greater selection and diversity, its 104 tracks covering 62
songs. Heard four times each are "Turn Out the Stars,"
"Waltz for Debby," and "Very Early," while "Nardis," "My
Foolish Heart," "Emily," and "Blue in Green" are each
played three times.
It's interesting to note which tunes remained on
Evans's playlists for years. "Nardis," "Emily," and "Polka
Dots and Moonbeams" are three of these, delivered in
both sets. But the Milestone box also includes infrequently performed numbers ("Airegin," "Haunted Heart"), and
some that Evans dropped in later years ("Debby,"
"Gloria's Step," "Stella By Starlight"). Here the takes average about five minutes; many clock in at under fout the
longest just shy of eight
What differentiates Stars from Secret Sessions is Evans's
style. Secret shows Evans to be amuch more direct, linearoriented jazzman than when he made Stars. Here, in these
often compact versions, Evans gets right to the point,
offering scant introductions before lighting into wellcrafted solos that display his quasi-bop facility: streams of
notes intricately assembled, delivered with awhopping
rhythmic punch. One hears this robust approach on
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"Turn Out the Stars" and "Autumn
Leaves" (disc 1), "Nardis" and "Someday
My Prince Will Come" (disc 2), "I'll
Remember April" done as awaltz (disc
3), the rip-roaring "Airegin" (disc 5),
and adelicious "Dolphin Dance" (disc
8). The ballads, too, are more immediate than they would be later, as Evans
wastes no time offering the wondrous
themes of "Spring is Here," "'Round
Midnight," "Quiet Now," and "My
Foolish Heart," and then interpolating
them, as was his wont.
The numbers here often slide quickly into bass solos by the amazing
Gomez, aman who created lines of distinctive counterpoint behind Evans,
then mixed technique and melodic
grace in his consistently sumptuous improvisations. The level of Evans's energy was often determined by his drummers: with Jones, Jack DeJoluiette, and
John Dentz, he's more insistent and
intense; with Marty Morell or Arnie
Wise, he's more relaxed.
By the late '70s Evans had started to
lengthen his introductions; almost every
number on Stan opens with expansive,
often glorious unaccompanied piano.
Once past the intros, Evans's solos on
Stars have asameness that will enthuse
some, distract others. On "Like
Someone in Love" (disc 1), the tide
track on disc 3, "In Your Own Sweet
Way" (disc 4), and elsewhere, he elaborates on his intro approach, employing
snippets of theme, crisply original statements, and patterns drawn from scales,
many augmented by hearty wallops
from his left hand.
Kudos go to Johnson and LaBarbera.
The bassist follows the pianist like a
shadow, playing independent yet complementary lines that flesh out the
numbers. Too, like Gomez, he's a
superb soloist. LaBarbera is the epitome
of support, always mirroring the
leader's intent, never overbearing.
These expensive comprehensive editions ($125 for Secret Sessions, $90 for Stars)
are not for the neophyte on abudget.
Still, the Warners collection is the set of
choice, if only for its aural excellence.
Note: Mail-order—only Mosaic Records has issued the Warners package on
180gm vinyl (15 LPs, $150, (203) 3277111). Mastered by Addey simultaneously with the CD version, it gives avid
listeners an opportunity to compare
analog-to-analog with analog-to-digital.
— Zan Stewart
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Dexter Gordon works up asaxy
seven-hour swoon.

turn to always know the lyrics and
respect them.
Gordon rarely had the luxury of a
regular working band —a fixed set of
collaborators to challenge and nurture
him. But from May 1961 through May
1965 he had the next best thing: acollaboration with a supportive record
label, Blue Note —and, more specifically, its owners, Alfred Lion and Francis
Wolff, and recording engineer Rudy
Van Gelder.
During that time Gordon recorded
12 sessions, resulting in eight albums —
presented together here for the first
time. While the personnel changed
from session to session, Gordon was
joined by some of the finest players in
jazz, and he responded with strong,
assertive playing that still has the ability
to thrill and inspire some 30 years on.
As Bruce Lundvall remarks in this set's
exemplary documentation, "He told
beautiful stories with every solo."
In a set comprising seven hours of
superlative music, it's hard to choose
favorites. But it would be acrime not to
mention disc 3 (which combines the
albums Go and A Swingin'Afiir), where
Gordon plays with abandon, accompanied by Sonny Clark, Butch Warren, and
Billy Higgins —as skillful and empathetic a rhythm section as he was ever
accorded. These sessions are the paradigm of the hard-bop saxophone quartet.
Stereophile, April 1997

Also noteworthy is disc 6, where
Gordon is joined by Bobby Hutcherson,
Barry Harris, Bob Cranshaw, and Billy
Higgins. In contrast to disc 3, these sessions have a relaxed feel, especially
when the band settles into asimmering
blues groove —as on "Flick of aTrick,"
where Gordon and Hutcherson trade
some very tasty solos.
Blue Note has certainly given this
music its due. The six discs are packaged
in ahandsome double-gatefold album,
accompanied by a comprehensive
booklet whose text is set in easily readable type. Completists may complain
that there are few previously unreleased
tunes here, but Ifeel that Blue Note is
correct in maintaining, for the most
part, the integrity of the original LPs.
This results in asupremely listenable
compilation, and one that never feels
like an academic exercise. The sound of
Van Gelder's recordings is honest and
natural, as always.
Spotting the set on my desk,
Stereophilès Production Director, Martha
Payne, exclaimed, "Dexter Gordon! He
makes me weak in the knees." Me too.
If your life has lacked that sensation
lately, this wonderful Blue Note anthology could put you into aseven-hour
swoon.
-Wes Phillips

Konitz and guitarist Lubambo in duet.
Konitz's breathy expressiveness is perfectly set off by Lubambo's filigree
accompaniment. The rhythm section
joins gracefully: one first hears arattle,
and then, gently, the bass and percussion
help Konitz start his first chorus of
improvisation. In the next chorus,
Peggy Stern joins in with asingle note,
and then an icy phrase high in the treble. Suddenly the band has afull, rich,
uncluttered ensemble sound that doesn't overwhelm Lubambo's acoustic solo
later in the number.
This disc will make agood introduction to Peggy Stern as well as to
Lubambo. She solos energetically on
the more rocking "Berimbau," and is
the composer of abossa nova with the
punning title "Lunasea." Adela Dalto
sings that one, and her chorus is brought
on for Jobirn's "A Feliddade," one of
three Jobim tunes. Ifind the chorus
largely unnecessary, if not offensive.
There are listeners who cannot bear the
thought of hearing another version of
such Jobim classics as "Insensatez" and
"Triste," not even when played as well
as Konitz plays here. Others will find
this disc —dedicated to Jobim —a pleasure. It must be the best-recorded bossa
nova session yet.
-Michael Ullman

LEE KONITZ

CHARLIE PARKER

Brazilian Rhapsody

Boston, 1952

Lee Konitz, alto & soprano sax; Romero Lubambo,
guitar; Pew Stem, piano; Dave Finck, bass; Duduka
Dafonseca, drums; Waltinho Anastacio, percussion;
Adela Dalto, The Masters School Chorus, vocals
MusicMasters Jazz 65151-2 (Cl)). 1997 Tetsuo 1lara,
prod.; Bob Katz, eng. DIM. TT: 49:55
Music *** 1/2

Charlie Parker, alto sax; Joe Gordon, Herbie
trumpet; 1)ick Twardzik, Rollins Griffith, piano;
Charles Mingus, Jimmy Woods, bass; Roy Haynes,
Marquis Foster, drums
Uptown UKD 27.42 (Cl)). 1996. Robert & 1)avid
Stmenblick, prods.; Jack Towers, eng. AM). IT:
70:11
Music ****
Sonics **

sonid ***
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ne can hardly accuse Lee Konitz
of jumping on a bandwagon.
Almost 40 years after Black
Clpheus, decades after his friend Stan
Getz made jazz history with his series of
bossa nova albums, Konitz has made his
Brazilian album. Konitz's tart sound,
probing phrases, and sometimes sarcastic manner might not seem like aperfect match with this romantic music
that seems to murmur and bubble with
an odd mixture of naïve nonchalance
and sensuality. But this session, exquisitely recorded by Bob Katz, is ajoy. The
sound is amodel of clarity and of presence, while placing the band in abelievable space.
Composed almost equally of
American and Brazilian musicians, the
ensemble has the rhythms of the music
just right as well as its gentle lyricism.
They listen to each other. Baden
Powell's "Samba Triste" begins with

T

he title of this disc is too modest:
Boston, 1952 contains seven numbers broadcast from the Hi Hat
on December 14, 1952, but also four
previously unreleased bop tunes from
January 18, 1954. It's understandable
that the producers wanted to stress the
1952 date, which finds Parker in his best
form in front of aband of several wellknown giants — Charles Mingus and
Roy Haynes — and two underrecorded
Boston talents, pianist Dick Twardzik
and trumpeter Joe Gordon. Gordon is
the better-known of the two. Before his
death in afire at the age of 35, he went
on to play with Art Blakey, travel with
Dizzy Gillespie, and make a series of
records for Contemporary. In 1952 he
was awanner, less virtuosic Gillespie disciple with astrong streak of lyricism —
even at the tempos that Parker imposes.
Twardzik sounds like the future. A
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classically trained pianist whose drug
addiction would kill him in 1955 at the
age of 24, Twardzik was adventurous,
some say to afault. Playing elsewhere
on his own compositions ("A Crutch for
aCrab," "Albuquerque Social Swim"),
he would prefigure Cecil Taylor. Here
he's on his best bebop behavior, except
for his thick, dissonant accompanying
chords. Nonetheless, he managed to
drive Charles Mingus crazy — evidently
Mingus spent the engagement denouncing the youngster, to no effect.
Still, Ihear none of the tension when
Mingus solos on "Don't Blame Me"
with Twardzik in the background. One
should also mention Haynes, whose
crisp, active drumming is always enlivening, as on the snapping fours he
plays during "Scrapple from the Apple."
The band is intriguing, and Parker
hot. One hears again the astonishing
fluency of his invention as he weaves
new paths through familiar landmarks.
Max Roach described Parker as awell
from which they all drew. He sounds to
me rather like a stream, always in
motion yet seemingly inexhaustible,
whether playing the uptempo "Ornithology" or a ballad such as "Don't
Blame Me." The sound quality of this
broadcast is acceptable — every soloist
is clear.
The second session features Parker in
good form again. Here the sound is
dimmer and more metallic, and several
of the band members — this time all
Bostonians —sound tentative and overwhelmed. (Trumpeter Herbie Williams
admitted to being terrified to be on
stage with Parker.) Still, there's Parker,
putting arasp on his theme statement of
"Out of Nowhere," then wailing
through amultichorus solo: he's making this session happen by sheer force of
personality.
And of genius. I'm one of those listeners who wants to hear everything
Parker played. Perhaps Iam not, therefore, the best judge, but Ithink many
jazz listeners will want to pick up this
fascinating bit ofjazz history.
—Michael Ullman

Tenority
Lew Tabackin, tenor sax; Randy Brecker, trumpet;
Don Friedman, piano; Peter Washington, bass; Mark
Taylor, drums
Concord Jazz CJCD-9012-2 (CD). 1996. Allen
Farnham, prod.; Alan Varner, mg. ???. TI': 63:11
Music ****
Sonics *** 1/2

L

ew Tabackin is one mean tenor
saxophonist. His appealingly massive sound seems capable of
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knocking down awall, and his technique and pure, driving swing give the
phrase "jazz powerhouse" new meaning. An intense performer, Tabackin —
long known as principal soloist in the
dynamic jazz orchestra of his wife,
Toshiko Akiyoshi — requires attention
to grasp the intricacies of his music.
This is a pleasurable if occasionally
daunting task.

o
Tenority —Tabackin's exotic flute
work is absent — features several
ensembles: quartets, quintets, pianoless
trios, Tabackin alone. The superb crew
includes pianist Don Friedman and
trumpeter Randy Bœcker. The tunes
are amix of standards and originals, the
interpretations touching on swing feeling, snatches of free blowing, and, centrally, note-heavy post-bebop.
The tenorist sways between noteblurred gushes and statements with
breathing room on the breakneck
"Soon," also offering the characteristic
high multinote cries and fat low-end
notes that populate almost every solo
here. "Me and My Shadow," an unlikely jazz vehicle, swings with gusto in the
hands of the leader and his trio,
Friedman taking atypically restrained
yet quite musical improvisation.
The slower tunes —"Autumn Nocturne," Tabackin's "Fashion's Flower" —
are luxurious, the leader deftly weaving
bits of the songs' melodies into his
rangy solos. For "Sentimental Journey,"
Brecker — he of the deliciously burry
tone and expansive imagination —and
Tabackin solo simultaneously for a
modern bent. The closing "You Don't
Know What Love Is" finds Tabackin
blending bluesy utterances, raspy
growls, and rhapsodic, breathy passages
into adistinguished whole.
Each instrument comes across with a
large, clear image, with priority given to
Tabackin. But his tenor and Brecker's
trumpet are singled out for more echo
than is needed for fatness. Modest gain
will give ample sonic response.

A

z
t=1

— Zan Stewart
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It's Coming.

1992's hip new hi-fi store takes abold step in 1997.
The Sound Lab

(847) 776-8888

Since our grand opening in 1992,
The Sound Lab has been committed
to asingle goal: to bring fun and
excitement back to home entertainment
Our approach broke new ground.

lee

Fresh and original--The Sound Lab
blended the passion and enthusiasm
of the 80's with the real world
practicality of the 1990's.
In 1997, The Sound Lab will be
breaking new ground once again-this time quite literally. We're
building two new facilities to
reshape the way you think about
home entertainment. The first
store opened in February to help
us service the growing Southwest
Chicago suburbs. The second, our
greatly expanded Palatine flagship,
is scheduled to open this June.
Naturally, we'll continue to pay
homage to high-end audio with
dazzling new environments designed
to make it easier to evaluate your
favorite components. Home Theater
and multi-room home automation
will play akey role in our advanced
store designs--bringing home
entertainment into the 21st century.
Professional. Insightful. Creative.
A staff that checks their egos at the door.
One stop hi-fi Heaven The Sound Lab.

lr--411111.1.ffluieegiers

Sound Lab Audio/Video Design Centers
the ultimate in home entertainment
833 N. Quentin Road, Palatine IL (847)776-8888

1220 W. Ogden Avenue, Naperville (630)717-1100

Krell, Wilson Audio, Genesis, Wadia, Classe, Conrad-Johnson, Sonic Frontiers/Anthem, Hales, Aragon/Acurus, NHT,
Cardas, Audio Artistry, Jeff Rowland, Martin-Logan, Audiostatic by Threshold, Denon, Pioneer Elite, Marantz, Muse,
Well Tempered, Vidikron, Kimber, Energy, PSB, Cal Audio Labs, Aerial Acoustics, Linn Hifi, Mitsubishi, Lexicon,
Parasound, Billy Bags, Sound Anchor, Rega, Audioquest, CWD, Premier, Golden Tube, Power Wedge, and more!
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floor lacked sufficient rigidity).
Specifically, and forgive me for being
technical here (but Mr. Atkinson's fine techLike my customers, I love to read
nical prowess and completely accurate meaMichael Fremer's "Analog Corner" and
surements merit this type of response), it is
share his enthusiasm regarding vinyl. Boy
clear that any bass problems that Mr.
is he enthusiastic! Ijust wish there were
Atkinson experienced during the review
others like him; he is definitely doing
process were afunction only of room interhis share in keeping vinyl alive. Iam
action (sec his fig.6). The anechoic meahappy to report that a few items on
surements of the MBL 111 are all flat (see
Michael Fremer's "Readers Wish List" in
fig2, nearfield measurements), and note
the January Stereophile are available. Hatati
that the addition of the low bass, low mid,
(ARCA 2559) and Breakfast at Tffiany's
and upper mid are also flat. If the reverber(ARCA 2362) are indeed available on LP.
ation character of aroom is flat (in addition
They arc both 180 gram German pressto the flat nearfield measurements), then
ings available for the price of $35 each.
accordingly, the 1
/
3-octave response analysis
Pink Panther (ARCA 2795) is also availmeasurements will also be flat (compare
able. All three of these sound incredible
fig.6). However, contrary to his critique of
MBL Ill loudspeaker
and are highly recommended, especially
the bass response —"puddingy" —it seems
Editoi:
Hatari and Pink Panther.
from the review measurements that the
It is always with some consternation that
He also listed Herbie Hancock's Maiden
room reverb time was not equal across the
amanufacturer turns over their product
Voyage, which Blue Note will be reissuing
frequency spectrum. As aresult, the sole
for atrade review. A manufacturer, and
in March on 180 gram virgin vinyl pressed
correct conclusion is that the lack of uniespecially the engineer who designs the
at RTI. There will also be nine other topform room reverb character adversely
product, looks at every product like their
notch Blue Note releases at the same time.
affected the perception of bass during the
own child, with aparent's hope that the
Also, in his review of the wonderful
review. (The lack of agood listening MOM,
VPI JMW Memorial tonearm on p.175 of child will make them proud.
MBL notes, stands in contrast to the
Mr. Atkinson is avery thoughtful and
the same issue, he lists our reissue of The
absolutely precise work performed measurconscientious reviewer, and MBL would
Weavers at Canugie Hall as 006. To avoid
ing the 111s).
like to thank him for creating such adeconfusion in ordering, the actual number
This is aminor point, though, and the
tailed and thorough exposition. Writing a
is APF 005.
best way to obtain an accurate bass redetailed and technically comprehensive
The wishes of vinyl lovers are finally comsponse with an MBL audio system is to
review is not easy. With such abackdrop,
ing true with all these reissues. It is agreat
ensure that the speakers are coupled to a
MBL is flattered and gratified that the
time for all LP lovers, but Irecommend not
MBL 111 has received Mr. Atkinson's
rigid floor. This is necessary because, to
taking it for granted and for everyone to get
create true 20Hz extension, the moving
adulation (a "Class A contender"!). Mr.
what they want while they can.
mass of the 111 woofer must be very large
Atkinson's praise is aconfirmation of the
Remember, buy now or cry later.
—146 grams. The MBL 111s come stanbelief, trust, and faith we have in the
Chad Kassel,:
dard with plastic feet attached under the
exceptional abilities of our chief engineer,
Acoustic Sounds
brass unit to prevent damage to any carpet
Mr. Jürgen Reis, and his engineering staff.
or wood floor. In the case of Stereophile'slis'Thank you for helping us relay to the
Cabasse Farella 400 loudspeaker
tening room (as confirmed in Mr. Atpublic some of the extraordinary qualities
Editor:
kinson's measurements in fig.9), or for that
of this unusual speaker.
"Credit due where credit earned."
As a short digression, it was with a matter, any other deficient listening room
Every discovery begins with an idea.
where the wood floor is not rigid, it is best
touch of circumspection that we noted
Cabasse speakers have arange of 28 differto replace these feet with Tiptoes.
ent models. We at Northstar knew it was a the preference for classical music on the
Finally, just ashort word on the relative
111 system (due to bass/room interacgreat speaker and innovative design incorefficiency of the 111s. While it is true that
tions). We believe the MBL 111 is wellporating efficiency parameters that are
these loudspeakers are not efficient in the
suited for good rock music because of its
appropriate for consumer needs. But what
traditional sense, they should not be
unrivaled ability to recreate asoundstage
we didn't know are the different models
thought of in atraditional sense; after all,
while preserving the individual nuances
and which ones to choose from. It was at
they are omnidirectional speakers. With
and timbres of each musical instrument,
this time that Sam Tellig called our office
an isotropic loudspeaker like the MBL
and its deep 20Hz extension. Unfortuto inquire about which models we will be
111, the slope of the curve measuring
nately, it was apparent that the perceived
importing. Isaid: "I really don't know yet
sound power diminution in aroom is half
Sam, we're just in the beginning stages of sound quality of the omnidirectional
that of aconventional loudspeaker. In adMBL 111s during the reviewing process
auditioning several different ones." Sam
dition, the reverberation radius [or "critical
was impacted by unsatisfactory listening
very quickly said: "Well Frank, I've been
distance"— Ed.] (that is, the point where
room(s) (the listening room reverberation
reading something interesting in the
time did not fall between 0.3-0.4 seconds
the direct sound pressure and the sum of
French press about the Farella 400. Maybe
the reverberation sound pressure is the
— the current IEC guideline —and the
you should take alook at it."

Acoustic Sounds & Vinyl
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Iasked "Why?"
"Because it could be affordable," Sam
responded, "and if it sounds anything like
the other Cabasse speakers in the line it
will sound great." So Iordered apair.
We also suspected that these speakers
would work well with single-ended
amps. They certainly do. All of our singleended amps from KR Enterprise and
Jadis now mate beautifully and we are satisfied. The rest is history.
The idea to import this little jewel came
from Sam. We thank him for his insight
and the consumers should as well.
Frank Garbk Director ofSales &Marketing
Cabasse
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Phillips enjoyed his time with the amp
and found it to be so airy, articulate, and
authoritative; certainly, his comment that
he felt no loss of performance or satisfaction when the Plinius took the place of
apair of Krell KAS amplifiers speaks volumes about the innate quality of the SA100, and at aprice that, while not inexpensive, is well within the reach of most
serious music lovers and audiophiles.
As Mr. Phillips points out in his review,
the time between his receiving the first
sample of the SA-100 and the beginning
of his formal review was perhaps abit
longer than all had anticipated, and in the
interim the factory in New Zealand made
some important power supply design
updates and improvements. As he noted,
the transformer hum and noise that occasionally plagued some of the earlier production runs has been ameliorated, and all
current units are impressively free from
such gremlins. At press time we discovered, in conversations with Mr. Phillips,
that the residual hum that he experienced
with the second unit was not, in fact, a
defect, but an amplification of some small
noise from within the system, ahead of the
SA-100. This was proven by Mr. Phillips's
realization that when the unit was in
"mute" position, which shorts the inputs
Krell
of the amplifier, the output was silent.
Editor:
Also, perusal of the measurements section
We at Krell would like to thank Marof the review reveals both that Mr. Norton
tin Colloms and the staff at Stereophile for
could not duplicate the hum, and that the
the glowing review of the Full Power
gain of the amp is higher than is the norm,
Balanced 600 amplifier. Our company is
continually exploring the possibilities of adeliberate feature designed to enhance
overall sonic performance; unfortunately,
amplifier design an, as new technologies emerge, the boundary between a such an arrangement will often reveal any
deficiencies or anomalies ahead of itself in
recording and the original live performance arc further dissolved. The Full
the signal path.
We are pleased to report that the probPower Balanced series of amplifiers were
lem Mr. Phillips and Mr. Norton noted
conceived around our core technologies
concerning the use of the balanced inputs
of Class A operation, fully discrete and
has been solved, and that all amplifiers
complimentary circuit design, balanced
shipped from Fanfare International after
signal transmission and direct coupling.
February 12, '97 are correctly configured to
When these cornerstones arc assimilated
operate noiselessly in either balanced or
with technologies like Current Mode
single-ended operation.
Grain' and fully active regulation, we
One major feature of the Plinius SAare in definite agreement with you that
100 that Mr. Phillips did not have the opKrell has indeed created anew class of
portunity to experience is operation in
amplifiers.
monoblock, or bridged mode, which alWe will continue to pursue the techmost quadruples the available output
nology implemented in the Full Power
power of the unit. This feature is standard
Balanced series of amplifiers, for we feel
on all of the amps in the SA line, the -50,
that this is only the beginning and that the
the -100, and the -250. Perhaps this can be
full potential of amplifiers in this new class
remedied in the future....
has only begun to be realized. Again,
Fanfare International would be pleased
thank you for kind words and the opporto offer Stereophile other products in the
tunity to be included in the April 1997
Plinius line for review; as this is written,
issue of Stereophile.
Dan DAgostino
the magazine has taken delivery of asamSincerely yours,
ple of the M-14 phono section, astandKrell Industries
alone unit designed to perform at the
same level as the SA-100. We hope that it,
Plinius SA-100 power amplifier
too, finds favor among the staff.
Editor:
Once again, thank you for your review
We at Fanfare International would like to
thank Wes Phillips and the staff of Stereoof the Plinius SA-100 power amplifier.
Please feel free to pass the unit around
phile for their review of our Plinius SA-100
among members of the staff, as Mr.
power amplifier. We are gratified that Mr.

saine), is also smaller with an omnidirectional loudspeaker than with aconventional loudspeaker. As aresult of these
two factors, the actual sound power in a
listening room using an isotropic loudspeaker system is much higher than it first
appears by comparing the efficiency of
two different speaker systems (omnidirectional vs conventional). Consequently, as noted by Mr. Atkinson's use of the
30Wpc Pass Labs amp, the MBLs can still
create avery involving presentation with
lower powered amplifiers.
These minor points aside, the 111s are a
very special loudspeaker that have a
midrange and soundstaging ability, as Mr.
Atkinson remarked, that are unrivaled
and, simply stated, more "real." All MBL
dealers arc trained to assist customers in
proper set-up in order to avoid the small
intricacies mentioned that are involved in
getting the 111s to perform their best. We
believe these speakers will bring you
hours of enjoyment unlike any other.
Thanks again, Stereophile and Mr. Atkinson, for all of your time and meticulous
observations and documentation.
Marc Lawrom; Director, Marketing &Saks
MBL of America
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Phillips has indicated he would like to do;
we frankly welcome the exposure.
Although there already exists in this country averitable plethora of fine Americanmade high-end stereo gear, we believe
that there is enough room for quality
imported products like the Plinius line. To
the consumer we simply say, "Listen, and
you be the judge."
Victor Goldstein
Scot Markwell
Paula.re International
Crown Jewel phono cartridge
Editor:
Yes ... the reports of the death of analog
have been greatly exaggerated. In fact,
analog's prospects have been brightened
considerably in recent years due to
Michael Fremer's articles on the virtues
of analog. Thank you, Michael.
Thank you also Mr. Fremer for your
very flawless assessment of the Crown
Jewel cartridge. We at Sounds Of Silence
brought the "Jewel" to market because
we heard these same outstanding qualities
that you have so correctly defined. It
never ceases to amaze me how much
more precious information has been
encoded in the black grooves every time
the "Jewel" hits (eent/)') the vinyl. Thanks
to all who have recognized this.
Steven Klein, President
Sounds 01 -Silence
Aerial Model 5loudspeaker
Editor:
We would like to thank Robert Harley,
John Atkinson, and Stertvphile for the excellent review of the Aerial Model 5. We
appreciate the thought and energy required to produce such athorough review.
We basically agree with Mr. Harley's comments and opinions. We have only afew
comments to make.
The Model 5has asmaller internal volume relative to its external dimensions than
is normal due to its thick 1" and 2" walls,
substantial bracing, and large crossover
components. This massive construction
was used to reduce coloration. The smaller
resulting volume affects bass extension only
slightly. By comparison, venting this same
volume would require asmaller driver and
would extend bass by perhaps 10Hz.
However such loading would add "bass signature," deteriorate transient response,
cause amore acoustically problematic transition for subwoofers, and increase midrange distortion when very low frequency
signals were present. (Note: In large volumes these problems may be advantageously overcome by using an over-damped very—low-frequency tuning.)
It was aconscious design decision to reduce midbass and midrange coloration
over slightly extending the bass. Natural
and precise midrange and midbass provides the acoustic foundation for aneutral
treble presentation since slight treble emphasis will not be required to mask mid291

range coloration problems or make up for
the absence of midrange resolution. This
explains why some designs are forward in
the treble since natural midrange is usually difficult and expensive to achieve.
The treble is produced by one of the
most refined drivers we know of. Several
exclusive mechanical refinements including multiple surround vents improve
the transient behavior while allowing an
unusually large surround to be used to
reduce treble coloration. By taking this approach, treble air, detail, and delicacy can
be preserved without resorting to false treble emphasis — which is not the same
thing as detail —and which is fatiguing
and very critical of upstream components
and source material. This driver design is
exclusive to Aerial.
By taking this approach to natural, uncolored midrange and treble, we risk
reducing the impression of soundstage detail. Designs with "hot" treble, while frequently not high resolution, may produce
more spectacular soundstaging because
they artificially emphasize the frequency
region that contains the spatial timing
cues. As expected, this may occasionally
sound impressive, but it occurs at the
expense of smooth, natural response and
long-term listening satisfaction.
Soundstaging will usually be improved
by carefully positioning any speaker well
into aroom and well away from the side
walls. Time should always be allocated for
experimenting with this. A small monitor
offers tremendous advantages by being
both easily moved and visually acceptable
in awide range of positions. When carefully placed, the Model 5 can provide
spectacular soundstaging.
We agree that the Model 5likes power.
Given ample amplifier power (greater
than 100Wpc), it has enough dynamic capacity to produce realistic levels with satisfying bass in most mid-sized rooms. This
level of performance from such asmall
system is rare.
In home-theater systems, Model 5s
work surprisingly well as the main front
speakers if agood subwoofer is used. The
Aerial CC3 is appropriate as amatching
center-channel speaker.
We wanted the Model 5to be an attractive and unusually well-built speaker that
does almost everything right above 60Hz.
Over time, when used by itself without a
subwoofer, the musical nature of the
Model 5 makes it very enjoyable. After
living with apair of 5s, most people will
find their high level of performance and
absence of acoustic problems to be both
satisfying and refreshing.
Finally, we especially appreciate Mr.
Harley's comments regarding bass quality,
midrange liquidity, and outstanding natural treble performance of the Model 5. We
hope others will take the time to listen to
the Model 5s — with an open mind
regarding its small size and limited exten292

sion —as well as an open ear.
Thank you very much to all involved
for this excellent review and for the opportunity for it to appear in the important
April issue.
Michael Kelly
Aerial Acoustics
Balanced Audio Technology VK-5i
preamplifier
Editoi.
Our thanks to Robert Deutsch for his
thorough follow-up review of the Balanced Audio Technology VK-5i preamplifier. We are certainly heartened to
see our fundamental approach to engineering excellence rewarded with such
praise. We have been similarly gratified by
our customers' response to the original
VK-5 and have done our utmost to reward
our customers' loyalty to BAT with the
i
-series upgrades. In this regard, we'd like
to elaborate on the substantial nature of
the VK-5i factory update that is available
to all existing customers.
Converting an existing preamp to the
i
-series involved installing the new front
panel with digital display, microprocessor
controller board, and digital encoder. The
VK-5's original Noble volume control
potentiometer is replaced with the new
electronic shunt volume control module.
BAT% auto-balance printed circuit board
is added together with an AC shunt regulator update that now incorporates an
automatic bias configuration. In addition,
the passive component update involves replacement of over 40 discrete components
with new improved types. Finally, aremote control transmitter housed in asubstantial machined case completes this
extensive list.
All upgraded units undergo an extensive test program, including atwo-day
burn-in test.
We are confident that Balanced Audio
Technology's customers will appreciate
this rational upgrade path. The VK-5i, as a
"tour de force of technical sophistication,"
was designed first and foremost with the
customer in mind.
Stephen Bednarski
Victor Khomettko
Geoffiry Poor
Balanced Audio Technology
PSB Stratus Gold loudspeaker
Editor:
My response today is twofold. First, I
would like to thank Tom Norton for his
high praise and recommendation of the
PSB Stratus Gold, which he re-reviewed
in this issue. Yes, it has been six years plus
since the first Golds were produced. The
only difference between the first Golds
and the Golds produced today is that today they represent better value; with only
a$100/pair increase over asix-year period (much less than inflation even in these
low inflationary times).
It's also good to see that Tom came to
the same conclusion in his own listening

room as he did in the Stereophile listening
room in late 1990. For adesigner, it's always difficult to predict the performance of
aspeaker/room interaction when rooms
are acoustically so variable. A lot of work
went into this very aspect of performance
with the Gold and in fact with all PSBs.
Much of this work centers around agood
balance of objective and subjective evaluation in the real world.
Iwould like to make asuggestion to
those who use spade lugs to hook up their
Golds. It is very easy to remove the four
Philips screws from the terminal cap on
the back of the speaker and rotate the cap
180°. The reason that the terminals are
angled down is to make it easier to attach
banana plugs and to be able to see the hole
in the terminal when using just bare wire.
This will not void the warranty, nor will it
change the acoustic performance.
Second, Iwould like to thank John
Atkinson and all the reviewers who honored us at PSB with the [joint] "Budget
Product of 1996" award for the New
Stratus Mini, and to say we're not just
happy but are thrilled to be recognized for
the good value of our products. Value is
always on our minds.
Ilook forward to seeing everyone in
San Francisco in late May '97.
Paul Barton, VP Research &Desiqn
Lenbrook/PSB Speakers
http://wumpshspeakers.com
Forsell in Sweden
Editor:
There seems to be some rumor out there
stating that Forsell Mediphon is bankrupt
and no longer in business. This rumor
seems to come from ajealous Swede.
Nothing could be more wrong. Our
business is maintained as before at the
same place with the same telephone number and the same employees. We have all
our products available for immediate
delivery as always.
The reason for this rumor is that we
have reorganized our company structure.
We are no longer Forsell Mediphon
Scandinavia, but Forsell Mediphon lister
and Forsell Far East, both running at full
power. This will in no way affect our customers.
Peter Forsell
Fors& Mediphon Inter AB
Coincident Triumph loudspeaker
Editoi.
Thank you for the compliment paid to
our Triumph loudspeaker by Robert
Deutsch (December'96, p.43). This "basic
two-way..." is however, constructed unlike any other sub $1000/pair speakers.
The first-order crossover uses only premium parts (air cone inductors, polypropylene capacitors, WireWorld internal
wiring) all matched to within 1% and all
hardwired.
The drivers are matched to within
025dB and all internal cables are hardStereophile, April 1997

wired to the drivers and the heavy-duty
gold-plated binding posts. The enclosure
is constructed from aspecially selected 1"
hardwood MDF to computer-calculated
dimensions to maximize rigidity and
minimize resonances. Furthemiore, the
enclosure is tuned to ahigh fundamental
resonance frequency that is sonically
benign.
What may superficially appear to be
your basic two-way is anything but.
Thanks for the opportunity to inform
your readers about the Triumph loudspeaker.
Israel Bhune
President, Coincident Speaker Tihnoloor
VELCROTM
Editor:

A recent issue of Stereophile unfortunately
misused the registered trademark VELCRO". We are sure the misuse was unintentional; however, such an oversight can
serve to weaken the identity and value of
our VELCRO" hook and loop fastener
trademark.
Many ternis that we all use frequently
in our everyday language were once trademarks, like "escalator," "thermos," "cellophane," and "nylon." All of these ternis
lost their distinction as trademarks because their owners allowed them to be
misused by the public. That's why the
Velcro companies pay close attention to
how the VELCRO' trademark is used in
the media. We must ensure that the VELCRO' trademark continues to be used as
abrandname for the products we manufacture — and not as aname for just any
fastener.
The VELCRO' trademark must
modify the goods it distinguishes and, because VELCRO is aregistered trademark,
it needs to be easily distinguished from the
rest of the printed text. If you mean to
refer to our product, please capitalize the
mark followed by the symbol "", the
word "brand" and the generic term "hook
and loop fastener," "touch fastener," or
"closure," ie,"VELCRO"' brand hook and
loop fastener." However, the product must
incorporate genuine VELCRO' fasteners in order for the trademark to be used.
If you mean to refer to the type of fastener or if you are unsure whether or not the
product is or incorporates genuine VELCRO" brand fasteners, use the generic
term, "hook and loop fastener" or "touch
fastener."
Your assistance in properly using the
VELCRO' trademark is greatly appreciated by the Velcro family of companies.
Such careful attention results in more accurate communication; it is helpful to
your audience; and it will help us to preserve the integrity of the VELCRO'
trademark —which exclusively identifies
the brand of hook and loop fasteners manufactured by the Velcro companies.
Todd D. Hammond, Led Assistant
VELCRO" Micro Group Corporation
Stereophile, April 1997

SUPER
ANALOGUE
LP'S
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REEORDINGS

/MERIDIAN

508 -20 bit CD Player
.New! 506 -20 bit CD Player
New! 800 Reference Series

&lassé Audio
DAC-1 & CDT-1
CDP-1 CD Player
.'sew! Integrated Amplifier

The Ultimate Sound in
Analogue Recording...

•Incomparable wide frequency response
•Wide dynamic range •Powerful energy
•Clean. crisp tone with low distortion
•High guolity 180g heavy vinyl

u4udibPe eusLons
Sou us fiber
REL Acoustics

KLIC 9177

Balanced

Audio

Technology

JEFF ROVVLAND
New! Concentra Integrated Amplifier
New! Synergy Preamplifier

o

Audible Illusions •Audio0uest
ATC •Balanced Audio Technology

K1JC 9178

Bryston •Cardas •Classé Audio
Grado •Hales •Illuminati
Rowland •KEF •Kimbcr
Meridian •Mesa Engineering
OCOS •Power Wedge •PSB
Pioneer ELITE •REL • Rock Solid
Sonus faber •Sony ES •Sumiko

Backhaus Brahms Recital

Target •VP! •Vienna Acoustics
XL0
KIJC 9179

One year 100% trade up policy
Equipment trade-ins accepted
Select preowned products available

Gory Kau Plays Japanese Songs

AUDIO

82 TITLES MAILABLE
TO RECEIVE CATALOG 8. TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-929-5588

eqe

e le611
Geseeke

For technical info. 8i reviews, visit our web site at
hltp //www superanalogue.com/suana

15454 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville MD 20866

(301) 989-2500
Fax (301) 989-2552
102335,3227@compuserve.com
Visa

Mastercard

American Express
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Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call (800) 446-3563. Stereophiir is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers, Blockbuster Video, and Tower
Records stores. US National Distributors: Ingram Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors. (619) 793-9435.

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
dB Audio
(415) 548-8733
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Stereo One
(916) 483-5363
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Eureka
Eureka Audio/Video
(707) 445-9447
Fremont
A/V Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan, Ltd.
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Monterey Park
Hi Vi Audio
(818) 282-4692
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
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Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(415) 328-1081

Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575

Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018

Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
(708) 357-4190

Pasadena
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767

Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500

Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550

Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2503

Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433

Palatine
Sound Lab (The)
(708) 776-8888

Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911

Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Riverside
SpeakerCraft, Inc.
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio EX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 481-3900
San AnseImo
Breeze Audio
(415) 457-3094
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
Show Room
(619) 583-4493
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 794-9664
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1099
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575

COLORADO
Boulder
Fads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
(719) 633-2600
Denver
Listen Up #2
(303) 444-0479
Second Sound
dba MoonDance Sound 8Cinema
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835

Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Gainesville
Mundy's Audio/Video
(770) 536-3472

Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314

DELAWARE
Dagsboro
Omni Satellite Systems
(302) 732-3955

Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903

Duluth
Stereo Festival
(770) 623-1640

Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823

Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(7071 526-7555
Sawyer's News Inc.
(707) 542-1311

Sunnyvale
Laser Source
(408) 749-1122
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796

GEORGIA

Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606

Simsbury
Audible Difference (The)
(203) 651-7945

Studio City
Dave's Video The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472

Tallahassee
Surround Sound Audio
(9041 574-3081

Thornton
SoundTrack,
Pearse Electronics
(303) 412-2525

Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
($10) 451-0040

South San Francisco
Petrosib
(415) 772-9014

Sunrise
South Florida Sights and Sounds
(954) 349-8766

Wilmington
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552

Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Home Theater 8Sound Concepts
(770) 889-2388
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770
Kable News Company
(Domestic)
(908) 536-0755
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500

Brandenton
Audio Workshop
(941) 747-7977

Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773

Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133

Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Crystal Lake
Sound Forum
(815) 256-8700

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408

Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Carmel
Sound Productions
(317) 844-1103
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection (The)
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Cedar Rapids
Audio Design
(319) 399-1761
Davenport
Audio Force
(319) 324-6646
Camera Corner's Visions 8Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
Sioux City
Audio Vision
(712) 258-3361
KANSAS
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609

Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 831-0050
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
County Audio-Video, Inc.
(410) 668-1763
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191
Laurel
Home Theater Gallery
(800) 966-3658
Lutherville
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Ownings Mills
Entertaining Interiors
(410) 654-4669
Silverspring
Capital Classics
Newsstand Ltd
(301) 598-2669
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Osmun Music
(617) 646-5756
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434
Boston
In Your Ear Records
(617) 787-9755
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624
Chicopee
Safe 8Sound
(413) 594-6460
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556

Shawnee Mission
Auchoport Ltd
(913) 341-2222

Marlborough
Wurlitzer Stereo
(508) 481-4845

Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Soundsations Audio Video
(502) 244-1325

Northhampton
Northhampton Music
(413) 584-9547

LOUISIANA

Norwood
Megapiex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400

Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244

Pittsfield
H.BS. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
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MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage & Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444

St. Louis
Best Sound Company
(314) 997-7644

Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500

Creative Auto Works
(314) 653-1897

Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630

MONTANA

Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860

Billings
Inner Sanctum
(800) 747-6193

Iron Mountain
Sound City USA dba Sound
North
(906) 774-9400

Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems gDesign-Lincoln
(402) 489-8766

City

Traverse
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005
Superior Sight .4 Sound
(810) 626-2780

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image F. Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 844-9829

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414

Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545

Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064

Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233

Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083

Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

W ISound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
NEW JERSEY

Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
MISSOURI

Bernardsville
Sight 8, Sound
(908) 766-7888

Niza
Architectural Media Environments
417) 725-4567

Dunelien
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680

Marlton
Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand &
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
A Sound Look
505) 983-5509

NEW YORK
Binghamton
1.5.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Upgrade A/V Center
(718) 886-1700
Kingston
Burt's Electronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
(516) 585-5600
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
(518) 785-4322
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading Corp
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Mt. Kisco
Sound Mill (The)
(914) 241-1230
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595

Audio Design Ltd.
505) 474-4555

MR Music World
(18 RElectronics)
(212) 238-9000

Candyman (The)
505) 988-8933

lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1900

Downtown Subscription
505) 983-3085

Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766

Rare Bear
(505) 474-3980

Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101

Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Poughkeepsie
Sound F-X, Inc.
(914) 462-5645

Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434

Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956

Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392

Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410

Lakewood
Play It Again Sam, Inc.
(216) 228-7330

Monroe Stereo Shoppe
(716) 244-6820
Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230

Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434

Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050

Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707

Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020

Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880

Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113

Charlotte
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300

OREGON

Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Wilkesboro
Modern Electronics 8Appliances
(910) 838-0000
Wilmington
Audio Lab 8 lust CDs
(910) 392-1200

Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(541) 753-0472
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop (The)
(216) 629-8191

University Hi-Fi &Video
(541) 342-3300

You are invited to audition

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers

We also Feature:
Evanston
3-t-864-9S65
Hinsdale
630-'89-1990
Libertyville
84 7 -362-5594
Chicago
;1.'4,42-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Goldmund,
Gradient,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega, Proceed,
Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
Wilson Audio, and

Electronics

Accessories

Adcom
Bang 8. Olufsen
Byston
Cal Audio Lobs
Classé Audio
Denon
Golden Tube
Lexicon
Marantz
McCormack

AudioQuest

5
.
eccers

Thorens

Martin Logan
Vondersteen
Mirage
M&K
Atlantic Tech.

Cartridae

AudioTruth
Kimber Koble
Sennheiser
Nit!), Gritty
CVVD Furniture
Room Tunes

Turntable
Sumiko Project
Denon
Video
Sharp
Proton
Marantz
Alchemy VPG

Audio Technic°
Shure

New -Used

Trade-in

Sumiko

the

finest

in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
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Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a

Illa115' 11101-e.

auDio consul:ran-1
s

STORADISC'"

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700

single CD

upright.

finishes.

Custom

available.

Write

Solid hardwoods & textured
sizes
or

roll:

and

finishes

also

1-800-848-9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company
555 Whiieholl Street Atlanta, Georg'', 30303
(404) 524-4574 fan (404) 659-5041
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Portland

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville

Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

American Audio
(803) 288-4290

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore

SOUTH DAKOTA

Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002

Kimball

Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633

TENNESSEE
Johnson City

Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383

Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

Harrisburg

tPD.

Distribution Services
(619) 481-5928

Northeast Light-N-Sound
(717) 455-3553

Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275

Jenkintown

Nashville

Stereo Trading Outlet
(The)(215) 886-1650

Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

Lancaster
GNT Stereo
(717) 393 4471
Natrona Heights

TEXAS
Austin

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055

Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875

Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

RHODE ISLAND
Cumberland
Audio Motive
,401) 233-9100

Richmond
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684

Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
Home Electronics Network

El Paso

Houston
Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900

Laredo
Sound Connections
(210) 717-9603

Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

*hi Talk...tin. 36

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
A ITTHORIZED DEALER
We mock 106 brands of Audio/Video snd Cu,
Sine°, only •kw mores in A.10<tica cut
mare this stmernent and venially
an of gm re located in college
towns mlisceni to
hisech Universities

Acurus
Adcom
a/d/s
Mon
Alpine
Aragon
Atlantic Tech
Audio Control
AudioQuest
B&K
Bell'oggetti
Cal Audio Lab
Celestion
CWD
Denon
Dunlavy
Esoteric
Forte
Haller
Infinity
Kimber Kable
ICEF
Klipsch
Lexicon
Mirage
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
NAD
NEAR

Nakamichi
Niles Audio
Onlcyo
Onkyo Integra
Panamax
PS Audio
PSB
Rock Solid
Sinus
Sennheiscr
Sharp Video
Signet
Snell
Sony
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Straight Wire
Sunfire
Tara Labs
Target
Threshold
VTL
Yamaha... &
47 More at
ICIEF'S Box 2
lavnenna KS 66046
12 Shown:am
M-T-W-T 10ani-Spn,
F-S loam-6m

AlL11)1()/V11)1 ,:t)
9 I3-842-181 1
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Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

Strai

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(703) 628 3177
Big Stone Gap
B8, BCustoms
(540) 523 1738
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818 8003

(804) 495-5541

Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500

Sound Source
(802) 388-2755

Dallas

Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177

WASHINGTON, DC

Virginia Beach

High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833

Butch's Sound Shack
(412) 224-7000

Selinsgrove

(615) 868-7710

Memphis

Hazleton

Village TV 8 Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150

Madison
Audio Video Environments

VERMONT
Middlebury

(206) 524-5198

Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047

Serenade Records
(202) 452-0375

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
Payne Audio Video
(304) 343 2244
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768 7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464

Cross Plains
Audiophile Imports
(608) 798-3455
Cudahy
Cudahy News and Hobby
(414) 769-1500

Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd.
(414) 438-1818

Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon 1
(715) 421-5910

CANADA
Notional Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RBI

ALBERTA
Calgary

Olympia
Bulldog News,
(206) 632 6397
Seattle
Bulldog News,

KM Audio
1424 Fourth St SW

(206) 632-6397
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(360) 698-1348

Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW

Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE. Bay 1

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St

Audio
SOLUTIONS
Audio Research
Snell
Theta Digital
Aerial
McCormack
ProAc
Pass Labs Von Schweikert
Aragon
EgglestonWorks
Acurus
Condor Acoustic

reeteuteat'4
lieleexed Sounce
5576 eleuedlee Dcutwoodet Zee
Decouveacie. qeevia. 3633S
(770) S70 4
1—

g977

http://www.audiosolutions.com

VPI
Magnum Dynalab
Grado
Sound Dynamics
Sumiko
Audible Illusions
Marantz
Kimber Kable
Sony ES
WireWorld
Benz-Micro
Tara Labs

Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway *M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave

Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St

New Westminster
Royal Book Marl
600 Agnes St

Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No3 Rd

Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor

Elite Electronics
2220 W Broadway *101

Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W Fourth Ave

Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

London
London Audio
716 York St

Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Menvale Rd

Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave

Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W

Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd

Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview

Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd

Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St

Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
[Atelier Grigonan
70 Yorkville Ave

Unionville

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax

Digital HI-End
5221 Hwy 7*3

Atlantic News
5560 Morns St

Waterloo

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.

Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W *2

Soundstage

59 Regina St N
vini
.
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S

QUEBEC
Montreal

Kingston

Opus Audio
5154 Boul Decarie

lust Iii -Fi
239 Princess St

Son Or/Filtronique
9343 laieunesse

Buy It!
Sell It!
Thru The

AUDIO
TRADING
TIMES

"The Nationwide Classifieds"
Each issue typically has over 1000 items
for sale from individuals and dealers
around the nation. Used equipment is
organized in an easy to find alphabetized
format and mailed to our subscribers 2
times each month. Subscribers advertise
up to ten items for free. Non subscribers
pay just $3/item & run for five consecutive issues.. Phone ads welcomed.

Subscription Rates:
mo/12 issues:$25
1yr/24 issues $45
‘'isa/MC or send check. Call for foreign rates.
PO Box 27, Conover, W154519
Ph.715-479-3103/Fax 715-479-1917
Call for brochure
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Quebec
CORA
131-18 Rue E

HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax (852) 2845-0746

Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

Kowloon Branch
Tel (852) 2392-6368
Fax (852) 2392-6328

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Ri. Martinez
Tel/Fax. (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestovve, Victoria
Audio Q Imports
Tel (611 3-1994-8413
Fax (61) 3-9846-2407
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
A TTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688

INDONESIA

SAUDI ARABIA

Jakarta
MOO Electronics
Tel: 6221-692-7840
Fax 6221-625-1133

Jeddah
W IHouse
Fax (99) 62-68-24-098

IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound & Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax (39) 583-419-115

BENELUX
National Distributor
Vlijmen, Netherlands
Durob Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel (31) 4108-12-555
Fax: (31) 4108-17-583

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax (81) 3-5410-0622

CHILE

MACEDONIA

Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
Tel/Fax: (562) 2-209-2134

T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 11 83 66

CurridiabaL San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231
CROATIA
National Distributor

MARTINI Q UE ,
FRENCH WEST INDIES

Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 589-742
Fax: (385) 214-0376

St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel (596) 64 69 63
Fax: (596) 57 96 39
NEW ZEALAND

CZECH REPUBLIC

National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
UR. Bntton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

Prague
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel (42) 9000-1180
Fax: (42) 9000-1181
DENMARK

NORWAY

Norager
Hi Fi Klubben
Tel (459) 722-4941

National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

FINLAND

PHILIPPINES

Turku
HifiMesta Oy
Tel: (358) 2-2504-888
Fax: (358) 2-2504-808

National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax 163) 2-741-28-93

FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Audio Salon
Tel (33) 61-12-33-66

POLAND
Gdansk-Oliwa
Arts Audio 3
Tel/Fax: (48) 52-0639
Hit' Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 58-520-639

Brest
Brazil
Tel (33) 98-43-1188

Warsaw
Hill Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154

Cannes
Vector
Tel (33) 92-99-0720

PORTUGAL

Paris
Affirmative
Tel (33) 47-34-1682

National Distributor
Anadora
Alasom
Tel. (351) 1474-8709
Fax. (351) 1475-1367

Creations Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528
Fax: (33) 40-20-9533
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222

PUERTO RICO

Hi -Fi Club
Fortune Town, 3rd floor
TRINIDAD
Curete
Sanch IX.
Tel: (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Music Box (The)
Fax (65) 33-42-106

UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor

Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: (65) 33-66-790

Feltham
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-751-2666

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton
Wollaton Audio
Tel: (44) 115-928-4147
Fax: (44) 115-928-0625

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Salte Audio Elite
Tel (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St

SWEDEN

Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St

National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207

Reading
Reading Hit'
Broad Street Mall

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax (41) 22-784-2904

YUGOSLAVIA

Bangkok

Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax (381) 11-140-689

Music World Co., Ltd.
Tel: (662) 276-3190
Fax: (662) 276-2456

Profflufica

AUDIO /KCIALI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Angstrom

Paradigm

Spendor

AR

ProAc

Sumiko

Reference 3a

Sunfire

Rego

TDL

C.E.C.

Rokson

Target

Celeste

Signet

Theta

Chord Co.

Sonic Frontiers

Vandersteen

Creek
CWD
Dunlovy
GoldenTube
Grado
H/K
Janis
Nairn

GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax (49) 6722-8067

RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax (7) 095-291-5871

GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168

Esoterica
Tel: (7) D95-917-4385
Fax (7) 095-917-8762

1997

CABLE

FORSELL
SOUND

CIGITAL

LAB

QUADRIC

SPEAKERS

SINGLE

ENDED

TRIODE

AMPS

V iAmbio
kF

4

L+-11

ri &

77-IE 4TRE

SYS ,

r:

ANTHEM * APOGEE
AVDk1.0VEST * B & K
BRYSTON * PIONEER
COVNTERPOINT
DENON * E.A.D.
* ENERGY * 1ADIS
* GOLDEN TVBE AVDIO
INFINITY * VTL
* KIMBER KABLE *LOVAN
LVXMAN * M

*rs0 *MB

K

QVART

* SHARPVISION * SHVRE
XL() * SONIC FRONTIERS
ONKYO *SONOGRAPHE
SONVS FABER

San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo

National Distributor

AVAILABLE:

SILTEC

Ho Chi Minh
Show Room
TeVFax: (619) 583-4493

THAILAND

Aram

ALSD

VIETNAM

Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
Tel 809 274-0927

GERMANY

Stereophile, April

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
TeL (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188

COSTA RICA

Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax -(7) 095-248-3352

Tel: (818)282-4692
hivi(ctix.netcom.cm
EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

re%

515 West Garvey Avenue 'D
Monterey Park, CA 91754

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, 11. 60614 773.883.9500
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STEREOPHILEs ALMOST-COMPLETE IN1)EX lists every article that has appeared in
Srenvphik from Vol3 No.1 through Vo120 No.4
(1971 through April 1997), and every component
reviewed by Srerrophile since Vol.1 Nod. (Please
note that an index does not include the review or
article texts.) Currently available only on 51
/"or
4
3l/2" floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send $19.95 to Stireophile Almost-Complete hula;
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Ii; NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Naim, Roksan, Pink
Triangle, Spendor, Music Reference, Creek, Rep,
Epos, Totem, Quad, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805)658-8311.
AUDIOPHILE 8t SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromcga, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rep, Runco, Spica, TARA, Totem, Vandersteen, Von
Schweikert, '(BA. (608) 284-0001.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK —Keeping you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles
nationwide since 1984. By modem, (818) 988-0452,
8N1. Featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, online
shopping, Internet e-mail, newsroom, library, conferences. For details, e-mail TANINF0@taneteom .
Audition the finest components in our exceptional
high-end environment (818) 782-1676, voice/clata 24
hours. TAN, 6930 Valjeurs Are, Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA
91406.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Golden Tube, Grado,
Jeff Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, MartinLogan, Mirage, MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target,
Theta, van den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks.
Audio audience, Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/
MC/AmEr/Discover.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer —don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in 1)es Moines can help! Choose from
Acurus, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio
Research, AudioQuest, CAL, Chito by 1Cinergetics,
Definitive Technology, Dunlavy, EAD, JoLida,
McCormack, Martin-Logan, ProAc, PSB, Sanus,
Synergistic Research, VPI, and Wilson Audio. (515)
255-2134.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog! Read
Brothers Stereo, 591 King St, Charleroi', SC 29403, (803)
723-7276.
KRELL 20T TRANSPORT, ($8300) $4600 OBO.
Rated "Class A" in Fabio's June '96 interview. (408)
439-5570 ext211, or e-mail:fœd@nadelphelan.com .
NEW TADDEO DIGITAL ANTIDOTE II signal
processor. We got the patent, now here is the fullblown active version of our groundbreaking technology. Uses analog output of any CD or DIA. Enjoy
the phase fidelity of analog plus the dynamic range of
digital. Only $329.95. (716) 473-9076.
MBC AUDIO: 'Clyne, BEL, Gradient, C.E.C., Densen,
Diapason, Audio Magic. (303) 399-5031, Denver, CO,
MST
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RAILS: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial,
$3.85 per word, $154 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters
with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
order, either by check or credit card: MasterCard,
Visa, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502. FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you
want your ad to run in the May 1997 Sterrophile,
you must submit it by March 1, 1997. Please
Note: Phone-in ads are no longer being accepted.
Please plan on faxing or mailing in your ads on the
form provided at the end of this section. No
refunds.

JPS LABS INTRODUCES THE SUPERCONDUCTOR line of unique cables to join our popular
Golden Flute Bass Aligninent Filters. Please contact us
anytime for your nearest dealer and the latest rave
reviews. Finally hear your system's potential, beyond its
designers' expectations. Phone/fax (716)685-522Z or visit
http://iypn.com/jpslabs
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RF1! Noise-fighting accessories for pennies,
power-line conditioners starting at $75. Alternative to
the Shakti Stone, $25. Write for catalog! Virtual Mod:, 1
Old Gym?: Rd, Shelton, CT 06484, (203) 929-0676.
CORMORANT INTERCONNECT: Musical and
accurate at down-to-earth pricing ($129/1m pair). Call
or write for DO's rave review excerpt in l, plus others,
and full product information. Thirty-day audition.
Visa/MC/Discover. Solid Cow Technology, 3808 144.stview
Ave, ifiut Palm Bork FL 33407, (561) 842-7316.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call nie last. Dealer for Aragon,
Acurus, Audio Alchemy, Kimber, Sonic Frontiers,
XL°. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWAR1)S! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successful promotion
of best-buy products from Mordaunt-Short B&1C,
1)ynaco, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Musical Concepts/Design, NEAR, many more. For details concerning this great opportunity, contact &MO C.onsultants,
(317) 474-9004.
ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy,
QS&D, 33 Wien' Loop 6108, Endericksburg VA 22406.
(540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call SIINIM Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, &WSW
VINYL LOVERS! STOP UNWANTED STYLUS
WEAR! The Lift." is here. It raises die toneann at
record's end. Now you won't have to rush to get up from
die sweet spot. Flawless in performance —every toncarm needs aLift." Manufactured in the USA by Espiro
Machining (408) 288-7237 :via; (408) 288-7238 fax
unmemprissmadriningcons © 1996. Free T-shirt offer!!
GYRODECS successor, the state-of-the-art Michell
Orbe, SME V arm, and Blue Oasis cartridge. All mint.
$4750 plus UPS. (519) 836-8339 btfore 9prn EST

STEREOPHILEs RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
lists every record review published in Sterrophile
from Vol.10 No.1 through Vo120 No.4 (January
1987 through April 1997). Also includes indexes
to "Building aLibrary" and musician interviews,
and indicates Records To Die For and Recordings
of the Month. (Please note that an index does not
include the review texts.) Available on 51
4 "or 314"
/
floppy disks (MS-1)0S, raw ASCII only). Send
$9.95 to Stereophile Raord-Review ',Ida; RO. Box
5529, Santa li; NM 87502-5529. Please indicate
disk size.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio Artistry,
Audiomeca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang,
Chario, Coda dpa, 1)ynavector, Ensemble, Graham,
Harbedt High Wire, Ikeda, Kuzma, Magnum 1)ynalab,
Mago, Meret, Micromcga, Musical lksign, Music
Metre, Muse, NSM, Onix, Regs, Sound Anchors,
SOTA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem, Unity Audio,
Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesdt '(BA, and more.
Call/farJohn Barnes at (303)691-3407, 2341 W. Yale Ave,
Englewood, CO 80110.
B&W 800/801/802 CROSSOVER UPGRADE: The
single most significant improvement you can make to
your 800-series-based audio system. Please call or
write for our complimentary literature. North Creek
Musk Systems, 1120 Main St, Old Huge, NY 13420.
Voice/fax (315) 369-2500.
PROAC 3.0 SPEAKERS, walnut, good condition,
boxed, will ship, $2950. Melos 402 Gold mono amps,
excellent, boxes, will ship, ($7000) $3250. Call (619)
789-4880 (West Coast).
MAIM NAC82, $2200; Maim Hi-Cap, $500 (old
style). (212) 889-8082 btforr 10pm EST
WANTED: MUSIC LOVERS! Rachmaninoff Society.
International membership/quarterly newsletter. Details:
Dept. .% 5215 W 64th Tar, Prairie Village, KS 66208-1347
MARTIN-LOGAN SEQUEL II, black, ($3200)
$1400; NBS Signature, balanced, 10', ($2600) $1000;
NBS Signature, balanced, 2m, ($1600) $700; Transparent Music Wave Super, 8', ($1100) $600; Cardas
Hexlink, balanced, 1m, ($500) $250; XLO Signature
3.1 phono, 1m, ($650) $250; Gocrtz M1 copper, 8', 2
pairs, ($400 each) $200 each. Call John, (717) 530-1224
after 8pm.
MAGNAN SIGNATURE INTERCONNECT and
speaker cables "transcend what the cable state of the art
has heretofore even suggested," plus high praise for the
Type Vi — Peter Moncrieff in JAR Hotline 1992/93
cable survey. For information, call or fax Magnan Cables,
Camarillo, CA, (805) 484-9544.
THETA DS-PRE GEN.I (with built-in preamp), in
original box, mint, $1375. (914) 238-4107
ENCORE PYRAMID 1processor, $2600 OBO. Call
(615) 297-2125.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects: $150/lan
pair. Speaker cable: $100/running meter. Money-back
guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 457-8748 &jinx. 10pm
EST
INFINITY BETA, 15 years old, all original, flawless
condition! Asking $6500. Can ship anywhere! (302)
736-0865.
VTL "SUPER DELUXE" PREAMP — New tubes,
separate power supply, MM/MC, ($2800) $1500. Generous credit for: Linn, Magnum, Dynalab, ARC.
Airport delivery available. David, (210) 690-2494.
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PROCEED CI)!), ($2500) $1595: Illuminati DX ABS
EBU digital cable, ($350) $199; Meridian 518 w/
remote. ($1900) $1195; Madrigal CZ GEL balanced
pair interconnects, ($500) $350; Martin-Logan ReQuests, ($4500) $3495; Theta GEN 5a, balanced.
($5500) $3195. MIMIC (407) 260-0043 days, (407) 7408784 evenine EST

ECHO BUSTERS! DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL
TREATMENTS for your listening room. Used in 15
rooms at CES! Control resonances-improve imaging
with Absorption (Echo Busters, $439/package), Diffusion (Double Busters. 5279/pair), and Bass Control
(Bass Busters. 5379/pair). (516) 433-6990, MikeA

MERIDIAN 563 DAC, $825; Meridian 504 tuner,
$700; both mint. Transparent Audio Ultra interconnects, 1in RCA, $475; 30' balanced, $1095. (904)
398-5450 ePelli10 EST

LINN L1'12 WITH VALHALLA UPGRAI)E Kit,
Syrinx P42 gold ano with I:
Azak cartridge. Little
use, $2200. (860) 635-6800.

WADIA MODEL 23 CI) player.
$1500. (309) 828-2771, leave maw.

condition,

LEVINSON NO27 AMP, UNDER WARRANTY,
$2000; Apogee Stages, Mini-Grand sub enclosures,
mint. $2500; Onyx CI), 5months old, $1800. Jon, (606)
224-3441.
HARTLEY SPEAKERS: two pairs. Reference with
Reference crossovers, $2500; SPL-1 speaker system,
$800. Both pairs excellent condition, best °Kr. Tel:
(610) 874-2206, (linr: EST
ROWLAND
Martin-Logan
TL-2. $650;
Model Twos.
777-1589.

MODEL 5, $2250; Wadia 15, $1900;
Logos. $900; VTL TL-5. $1700; VTL
Totem Mani-2s, 52900/pair; SOTA
$1300/pair; Esoteric P-2, $1900. (303)

THIEL C53.5, ROSEWOOD, $1500/pair. NHT: 3
VS-2 satellites. 2 SW2P subvmofers, 2 HDP-1 surrounds, 2 Target stands, $2250. Denon DCD-2700
player. $525. All like new. Prices finn. (410) 247-4712.
TOI' HAT,' TOP HAT,"' world's most effective tube
damper! A must for preamps, power amps, tube converters. Call/write for details. Also distributed:
EarMax, Morch
'arms, Verdier turntable, Monopoles."' and more by Audio ilionuniienrs, 13,w 100,
Lincoln auk, .NJ 07035. (201) 633-1151.

ROleaOLCOM .

McINTOSH C22, $1500; M(.275, $2600; ARC V-70,
$1600; PS Ultralink, $800; Krell Studio, $1500; Crown
SA-2, $675; McIntosh MI-3, $450; MR80, $1150; C38.
$1400; MC2200. $700. (713)728-4343.
EASTERN AUDIO-Buy, sell, and trade top-quality,
used, high-end components: ARC, Classe, C-J, Krell,
Levinson. Theta, Threshold, and more. Call (718) 9618256 lOr better prices and complete inventory list, or visit our
shownvuns at 133432 41st Rd, Flushiug, NY
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
Website at http://wunelaglawcorn .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net Call for our Stereo Pllot newsletter at (800)
268-8637 also (716) 683-5451, or _fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to iifoemeirravin, or write to Fesqlatv FM, Box455, Belo, NY 14225-0455.

AUDIO PHYSIC TERRA subwookr, black, ($6000)
$3100 0130. Call (317) 844-9474 EST
MARK LEVINSON NO28, $2200; Mark Levinson
No23.5, $4200; Theta Data Basic with 'Meta DS Pro
Basic II, $1675; Wadia X32, $800; lhorens TD-320
Mk.III, $450; MIT Terminator, 2m, $200; Maranta
112, $150. Call Gntrad, (704) 377-4972.
SUNFIRE TRUE SUBWOOFER, I month old,
($1250) $850; AudioQuest Crystal 15' pair. ($320)
$150; AudioControl Richter Scale III electronic
crossover and equalizer, ($350) $175. All with boxes.
warranties. Dams; (216) 526-8301 EST
VINTAGE TUBE DEALERS scent to be popping up
like daisies in the spring lately, but none can compare to
the original and still the only full-service tube dealer,
Vintage Tube Services, Inc. VTS combines my personal 28 years of expertise in audio aube electronics. and the
V'I'S Master Analog Liboratory, .
•gNational Bureau
of Standards registered equipment by Weston and
Western Electric (NUS test no.910675). Featuring such
greats as Telefiniken and Siemens of Germany. M-0
and Milliard of Great Britain. and Amperex of Holland.
Call for 1997 catalog and essay, -of Tubes and Fine
Wine." that tells you what you'll never read in the press
hear from your equipment nunutacturer!
Tube Services, Int.
,(616) 454-346Z 7091 Ent, Roeklord MI
49341. Visa, MasterCard welcome.

or

GENESIS 5 SPEAKERS, ($14,500) $7200; Von
Schweiken VR-4s Silver Signature. ($4500) $3350;
BAT BIC-60 amp. $2850. All excellent condition and
with boxes and manuals. Call (803) 572-9897 days,
(803) 851-7347 nWits and weekends. Ask .1Or Ed.

li&W 801 Mk.I SPEAKERS, black, 51500/pair; CAT
SL1 Reference preamp, black, $1400; Audio Research
D-250 Mk.II servo, black, $3000; Spectral DMA-180
Rev.0 power amp, $4600; MIT Shotgun Terminator
Pro CVT MU-754), 10' pair, $1500; Audio Note AN-

HI-FI CHOICE: Linn, Arcam. Pl
s. Graham, JPW,
Siltech, Millennium, Altis, Dynavector, van den Hul,
Benz, Synergistic Research, Transfiguration, Target,
Analog Specialist. (305) 891-9540, Miami, FL

J/L speakers rosewood, silver wire, $1400/pair; Minim
SA-100, class-A power amp. silver. $2700; Minim, M-12
preamp, silver, $2700; Von Schweikert Research VR-4
speakers, cherry, 52000/pair. Call (860) 848-1300.

RECYCLED
POWER!

BRAND NAME

POWER
AMPS

YOU'LL SWEAR
THEY'RE NEW
•USED
•DEMO
•B-STOCK
•REPACKS
•BUY, SELL
OR TRADE

>pio_i,

Featuring the
VPI Aries Turntable
with JMW Memorial
Tonearm plus afull
line of new and
pre-owned Hi -Fi
equipment.

UDIO
OLUTION
Of t')QOAL) L)IPPII. 11U.

6371 N. Guilford Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
317.255.4342 FAX 317.255.3375

1-800-988-79»
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KRELL KSA-200S AMP, mint with boxes and factory
warranty, ($7500) $3900. (208) 524-2387, Jitx (208)
522-8490.
ROTEL RHT-I0 TUNER, mint condition with box,
manual, remote, ($1500) $675 OBO. Call Scott (806)
793-4633 or leave
MERIDIAN 518, Stenvphile Class A (October 1996),
($1800) $1295; Classé CA400 Amp, ($5500) $3495;
Classé CP60 preamp/full phono, ($4200), $2975;
Classé CP50 preamp ($2700), $2045; Classé C,A300
amp, ($4500), $3105; Classé IMC 1, Stereophile Class A
(October 1996), ($4000), $2990; Transparent Reference IC, Ins, RCA, ($1900) $995; Transparent Plus
IC, 2m, balanced, ($625) $375. David, (517) 337-8362,
EST
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR RECORD LIBRARY. Catalog, index, cross-reference your CDs, LPs,
tapes, cassettes on your PC with Windows or
Windows 95. Only $39.95. For free infomiation, call
(800) 871-3136 or write Doubleuvre Publications, P.O. Boa
450826, Cleveland, OH 44145.
COUNTERPOINT NPS 400A AMI', $2500; SA200
preamp, $800; Megamic-ro State Two CD player, $750.
All mint. (213) 736-1502.
YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We are
tube-product specialists. Call. No dealer? Call. Alón,
AMC, Anthem, AR, Audio Research, Cary, Hales, MS,
Swans, Townshend, more! Arizona Tube Audio, (602)
921-9961.
hap://ounvorld.compuservecom/homtpages/
aztubeandio .
ELIMINATE TFIE BOOM IN YOUR ROOM!
with the ATA NF-1 Bass Notch Filter. A hit at CES!
Er 'mites unwanted bass resonances. User-adjustable
frequency and attenuation. Transparent. No effect on
imaging or soundstage. Only $195 ($5 S&H). Arizona
Tube Audio, (800)269-7078.

GOLDMUND 12B D/A CONVERTER, ($4995)
$1860; Gryphon S-100 amplifier, ($8400) $3920; XL0
Signature speaker cible (Type 5.1), 6', ($1600) $850;
WireWorld Silver Starlight II Digital, 1m, ($160) $85.
All mint, original owner. (847) 272-5793, 9atn-lOpm CST

C.E.C.11. 1TRANSPORT CLASS A-rated (Stereophile, October 1996), $3599 US; C.F.C.11„ 2transport,
$2299 US. Both demos, mint! Will ship prepaid to
continental US or Canada. London Audio, (519) 6731780, (519) 673-0117 fax.

SPECTRAL: DMA-180, $3850; MIT: MH-850, biwire, 2.5m, $4150; MI-350 Reference, RCAs, Im,
$995; Z-Strip, $295. Avalon Radians, curly cherry,
$5950. All boxes and manuals. Pert; (206) 430-9250.

GENESIS SPEAKERS—Genesis V, $8200; Genesis
VI, $6000; Genesis 300, $15,003. All new, full warranty. (516)433-2731 before 6pm EST

NAICAMICHI 1000ZXL CASSETTE DECK,
($3800) $1500; Tandberg 3011A wiser; ($750) $300;
Denon I)CD-2560 CI) player, ($400) $200; Nalcamichi CA-5A II preamp, ($1200) $500; Counterpoint
SA3000 preamp, ($1800) $900. All excellent condition
with boxes and manuals. (281)454-4855.
VANI)ERSTEEN 2Ci's with stands, $700; with
Kimber SIC wire, $900. Thorens TD Mk.III turntable, 11/2 years old, ($1000) with Shure V-15 VMR,
$500 OBO. (7/8)884-7062.
CREEK 4240SE, $450; Hannan/lCardon 3550, $200;
TDL nearfield monitors, Adantis stands, TARA Omni
2+2 cables, $225. All perfect. (309)682-9621.
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE (vacuum), African rosewood, $1100; SME V, $1300; Koetsu rosewood, $600.
Call Jim, (318) 675-7861 (days) or (318) 686-6771
(evenings).
SELLING THE DEMOS: Remaining warranty
offered for most items. Audio Research: LSZ $1046;
VT60, $1396; V70, $2795; CDT-i, $2096, 1pair. ICES
Reference 1, used, $800. Lurné turntable, $1500.
McIntosh MR-74, used, $450. Spectral: DMC-6,
$1397; DMC-10, $1750. Thiel: 1pair CS 1.5s, $1393; 1
pair CS-7s, $6510. Call (402) 486-33/1, ask forfrif
SONIC FRONTIERS ULTRAJITTERBUG, $300,
like new. (817)268-1725.

AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears
Fine Audio & Video Components

your .soul will dance
SINGLE ENDED
ATMA-SPHERE'
MCCORMACK
AUDIOCRAFT'
ACCUPHASE•
SOUND LAB
AUDIO LAB'
JOLI DA •
ANTHEM

EAR.'

GRAAF•

FLATLINE
AIR TIGHT'
PASS LABS
VERITY AUDIO'
GALLO ACOUSTICS'*
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD*
MEADOWLARK AUDIO**

FOURIER COMPONENTS*

MASSACHUS
HIGH-END CH
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESO
1100 MAIN ROA
WESTPORT, MA
TEL. (508) 636-3400
F
.c

FURNITURE BY:
TARGET, CONTOURS, AND SALAMANDER
MANY MORE PLEASE CALL
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
•MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER
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IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
there exists avery special
place which offers only
two classes of components ...

Jà‘e
164 Xi,
ide

Does anything else really matter?
AUDIBLE ILLUS.
AVALON
CARDAS

MICROMEGA
MIT
MUSE

CLASSE
C-d
GOLDEN TUBE
KUZMA
MAPLESHADE
MARTIN-LOGAN

NAKAMICHI
N.E.W.
PARADIGM
SOUND DYNAM
SPECTRAL
TARA

VON SCHWEIKERT

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Ste. C-2&3
Brea, California 92821
(714) 529-5634
e-mail: ahaven@earthlink.net

DUNLAVY SC-V SPEAKERS, $7200; ARC 1522
preamp with remote, 12200; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
Mk.I1 processor, $2500; Sonic Frontiers SFT-I transport, $800. All immaculate, very low hours, original
boxes. (405) 348-1428, David.
BAT VK P-10 PHONO STAGE with external power
supply, NIB, forget the waiting list...$3195; BAT
VK-5 preamp, $2795; Aragon 24K preamp with
phono and external power supply, $495; Perreaux SM3 dual-mono class-A preamp, phono stage includes
head amp for very-low-output MC and adjustable
impedance; $595; Bryston 1B preamp, $349; Krell
KRC, $3195; Krell KRC 2, $1995; Krell KSA-150,
$2395; Krell KSA-250, $3195; Levinson No.331,
$3195; Bryston 3B, 1895; Bryston 4B, 250W with
toroidal transformer (NRB spec.), $1195; PS Audio
Ultralink, $695; Sonax 'table with Magnepan anis and
AKG cartridge, $249; Mayfair Formula 4 tonearm,
$95; Stax SR-X Mk.III headphones with SRD-7
adapter and 15' extension cable, $295; AudioQuest
Emeralds, 3in pair, RCA, $235; AudioQuest Dragons
(2), 1.5m pairs, $749 each; MAS Black speaker, 8',
$295; Yamamura Millennium Digital Cable, 1m,
$195. The following sealed UHQRs: I, Robot, $95;
TealTillennan, $195; Sergeant Amer's, $395; many other
titles available. Most all equipment mint with box and
manual; trades, credit cards welcome. Mario, (914) 4210069, orfax (914)328-3852.

Ireally am not interested in making the
quick, one time.
sale. Rather. Iwant
you as along-time
repeat Customer.
Earning your confidence is the key to this philosophy, and that I
do by offering honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs. Your goals determine our recommendations, not the equipment occupying space on the warehouse floor.

ONCE
IS NOT
ENOUGH

Maybe that's why the vast majority of our
business comes from repeat customers and the
friends they refer. Join our family!
-Galen Carol
Wilson Audio, Convergent Audio, Aerial. Mesa.
Reference Line, EAD, VAC, Totem, Air Tight,
Celeste, Quicksilver, Genesis, CEC, Symphonic
Line, Cary, Alon, VAC, Von Schweikert, VPI,
Meridian, BEL, Accuphase, Graham, Basis,
Encore, Arcam, CAL, Day Sequerra, White ... and
many more! We carry virtually all cable, cartridge
and accessory lines.

Free informative Newsletter. Monthly
specials on new, used, and demo equipment.
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
Voice: 210 /805-9927 FAX: 210 /805-9928

Calen Carol Audio
"Audio One To One"
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LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES: Adcom, B&O,
Bryston, 13&W, Carver, C.elestion, Citation, Classé,
Definitive, Denon, Dynaudio, H/K, KEF, Lexicon,
Luxman, Mirage, Nakamichi, NHT, Onkyo, Polk,
Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Sunfire, Tandberg, Thiel, Velodyne,
Wadia, Wilson, many more. Shipping throughout the
world. Incorporated 1964. Norms, Inc, (770)772-7700
QUICKSILVER'S NEW MONO AMPS are here,
$995 each. Holy Cow!!! Audible Illusions M3A preamplifier. More find!! Vandersteen 2Cc. This combo will
make you late for work!!! Audio COMUYii011, 615
Bloomfield Ave, 14Tom, ny 07044. Tel: (201) 239-1799,fax
(201) 239-1725. 25 minuits outside ofManhattan, 7minutes
from 1-95.
SUNFIRE AMPLIFIER, $1570; Sunfire taw subwoofer, $945; Dynaudio Contour 1.3, $1510/pair, Tice
P133, $1280; Grado Reference cartridge. $995; FMS
Zero interconnects, 1m, $825. All equipment new.
(415)897-5616 after 6pm PST
REFERENCE LINE PREEMINENCE amplifier,
$3000. Call (615) 297-2125.
SPECTRAL DMC-10Z CROSBY-MODIFIED preamp and a pair of Spectral DMA-50Z monoblock
Crosby-modified amps. Taken beyond, way beyond the
original mods; call for full details and pricing! Serious
inquiries only, please. These pieces arc aonce-in-a-liferime opportunity. OCOS Series 2 speaker cables, 7m
and 5m pairs, excellent condition, all adapters terminated by Mike Percy with Edison-Price copper
bananas, $799 for both pairs. Call Nick at (408) 947.1262, San Jose, CA PST
ARAGON 8008 BB, mint, $1795 OBO. (505) 8670778.
CAL DELTA TRANSPORT, ($900) $450; Purist
Maximus, 15m bi-wired speaker cables, $250. (908)
232-4109 EST
RARE NOS TUBE COLLECTION FOR SALE!
Telefunken, Mullard, Amperex-Holland, RCA, TungSol, WE, Siemens, Hytron. (801) 224-4809, fax (801)

NEW ON STAGE —EAGLE STAGE! Dual-amplified Intelligent Interface powered nearfield monitor
and high-power amplified Intelligent Interface subwoofer. Arc you ready to get on stage with the music?
Call us or your Eagle dealer to do so. EKSC Eagle, (913)
780-4495; mgle@sky.net .Eagle, since 1982.
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"We'll even design apiece to your exact specifications!"

KRELL KAS-2 MONO AMPS, mint, warranty, original owner, $10,900. Hales Concept 3 loudspeakers,
new, light oak, $3000. Scott, (801) 272-1259 MST
CELLO PERFORMANCE AMPS, $9000/pair;
Audio Suite and Master power supply, $8000; Levinson
No.31, $4850; Audio Research SP3, excellent, $700.
(610) 891-0803.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION WITH
WARRANTY Atma-Sphere, Audio Research, Cary,
C-J, Krell, Levinson, MBL, MIT, NBS, Proceed, Sonic
Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia, and many more high
end-components. Call for inventory list. Tel: (718) 9618842, fax (718)886-9530. High End Audio.
BAT VK-60 AMPS EXCELLENT, ($4950 each)
$2750 each; Eagle 400 monoblocks, mint, ($3600)
$1200; Threshold T400 amp, mint, ($5650) $3300; Air
Tight ATC-2 preamp, mint, ($6000) $2800; Levinson
No26S preamp, balanced optical, excellent, ($8500)
$3603; ARC CDT-1 transport, mint. ($3000) $1200;
Forsell Air Bearing transport, excellent, ($6900) $2700;
Levinson No.31 transport, mint, ($8500) $4000; ARC
DAC-2 converter, mint, ($3500) $1200; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II converter, excellent, ($5300)
$3000; Transparent Ultra speaker, 20', mint, ($3200)
$1500. Tnvor, (302)737-2606.
CLASSÉ SIX Mk.II (line), remote, reference cords,
$1700; Classé S700, $1750. Transparent Ultra cables: 8'
se, $1250; 20' interconnect, $750; lm, $510; jumpers,
$100; Krell ICPS-30i, $3300. (919) 416-9033.
MARK LEVINSON NO.331, two months' use, perfect, $3300. (619)751-1552.

Our CUSTOM design department is
fast and affordable. We also offer over 100 stock
designs of unequaled quality.
Be sure to visit our growing web site at:

http://www.billybags.com
PRO-33
Audio Rack
The ultimate in

audio
rack design. When
columns are loaded rack
weighs up to 300 lbs
before components are
installed.

New Pro-44
TV. Table on casters
Will hold up to a40'
monitor and two
components.

224-6059. E-mail: jb-trebes@nurmet
NEW!

REVOLUTIONARY

#BB-4803

SINGLE-DRIVER

Component Center

LOUDSPEAKERS from the company that astounded
reviewers with its state-of-the-art yet affordable CD
players and cables. Possibly the only phase-coherent

Built with our exclusive
truss system.

loudspeakers with accurate bass response! Full line
with prices starting at $2900. Hearing is believing. Noobligation in-home audition. For information on afull
range of phase-coherent CD players, cables, and loudspeakers, phone, fax, or write Daniels Audio Corporation,
1001 N. Humphny, Oak Park, IL 60302. (708) 383-3319,
frx (708) 383-3230 On the Heir www.daniels audiecom
"THE MONSTER"— Krell KSA-250, $3350; KRC
with phono, $3450; Studio D/A, $1450; Bryston 411,
$1150; Levinson 38S, $4200; Nakamichi 2CD player
with PS Audio Ultralink. This is akiller combo! $888.
Credit cards okay. Make offers. (914) 953-8517 days,
(914) 667-5430 eVellile.
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER NETWORKS for biamping and subwoofcrs. High-performance solid-state
and vacuum tube. Kits also available. Write for free catalog, or check our Web page. Marchand Elertronics Inc, Box
473, Winter, NY 14580. Phone (716) 872-0980, fix (716)
872-1960, inlo@marchandelet (PM,
COM. Dealer inquiries invited.
CLASSÉ CA300, $3000; Kimber KCAG, 4.5m, RCA,
$950; Conrad-Johnson PV12, $1000; Adcom GFP-565,
$300. Gng, (610)767-8875.
WADIA 8 TRANSPORT, $2200; Audio Alchemy
VRE, $550; tin Pro (s/41,33263), $550; Reference
Line PTCCIILSCISCC One-B, balanced, ($2450) $1099;
Reference Line DSL, 1an and 0.5m, XLIts, $225 both;
C-J Motif MC-7 preamp, previous Class A, ($3500)
$1300. (310) 798-5671, fax (310) 798-5681, hellohrian
@aolcom
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7, $900; Audio Research
1)40, 40Wpc tube amp, $800. Both for $1500. (914)
336-7026, NY
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PRO-1000

Holds 1000 CDs.
Our music and film
storage racks come in a
variety of sizes.

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
VANDERSTEEN

MARTIn LOGRfl
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Graham /1"3.,+-1:SONIC FRONTIERS
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SiOPPE

21 N. Market Si., Selinsgrove. PA •717.374-0150

Audio Duster
and easy.

Quick

-Steel
•Glass
'Stone
•Laminated
Veneers

Is ability
•Rigidity
Selection
-Design

Be sure to visit your local stocking dealer and
browse through our new 75-page catalog of
audio/video furniture. And contact us today
for acopy of our detailed newsletter with
product photos and specifications.
4I47-A Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003

805/644-2185
Fax: 805/644-0434 •E-mail: billy@ billybags.com
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or without a local dealer

II&W 801 II with SERIES III CROSSOVER, $2500.
Krell MDA-500, $6200; Studio D/A, ($4000) $1650;
PS Audio Ultralink, $680; Micromcga T-1)rive,
(81800) $850; Audio Research D70, $890; SP11, $2450;
LS5 II, $2500; Classé 5700, $1400; No25, $1950;
Quicksilver preamp, $500; Quad 57, $750; CAL Audio
Aria III CD, ($2400) $1100; Duntech Sovereign, rosewood, ($22,000) $6900. Entec Lf-30, 3x12" powered
subwoofers, $2980/pair. (909) 627-3869.

HEAR THE
WORLDS BEST

JOSEPH AUDIO RM7si SPEAKERS, black oak,
($1300) $795; Acurus ACD 11 CD player, ($900) $575.
Both in mint condition and less than six months old,
boxes and manuals. (561) 998-0254.

IF YOU ARE AN

AUDIOPHILE
STRANDED
IN IOWA

In Stock -On Display

Dunlavy SC-VI /SC-V
Wilson Watt Puppy /Witt
ARC Reference 600 Amps
.., ..,

and Preamp

,.. ...

PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
lainCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elm, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddocic, Holco, Mills,
Yamarnura, etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble,
TKD, Heiffred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets and isolators, Deflex Panels,
hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free
catalog! Michael Petty, Box 526, hems, CA 94937 (415)
699-7181, fax (415) 669-7558.

• Actor. • Angstrom • Aragon • Atlantis • Audio Power
• Audio Research • Audioquest • CAL • CWD
• Cloro by Rinergelics • Definitive Technology
• Dunlavy • FAD • lit • lolida • WC • Magnan • Magro
• Martin Logan • McCormack • Monster Cable • Onkyo
• ProAc • PS8 • Sanus • Slandesign • Sumiko
Synergistic Research • VPI • Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio-Video
Le0g4S•1•C

The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store
3702 Beaver Ave.
Des Moines, IA
50310

515-255-2134

MICHIGAN —ANN ARBOR —ACCLTTRON1CS.
Just expanded! More listening area means more systems you can audition. Lines include: ProAc, Cary,
Alón, Symphonic Line, Accuphasc, McCormack,
Micromega, Golden Tube, Castle, JMIabs, Parasound,
C.E.C. Creek, JoLida. We offer top dollar for trade-ins!
(313) 332-0404. E-mail: Accurronix@aolcom
CLASSÉ DR8 AMPS (2), $1300 each. CAL Icon
Mk.II HDCD power boss, $900. Apogee Ribbon wall
speakers, never installed, still in boxes, $700. Done
(407) 876-6651.
MELOS TRIODE PLUS STEREO 202 GOLD amp,
$1800; Classé DR-3B amp, $1600; new P3 preamp,
$800. (703) 519-5670.
THE NEW PRODUCTS ARE HERE! The UTP-1
($1295) and the UCI)-1 ($995) combine improved
sound with new cosmetic appeal. Our Basic Player
($549) and the Reference One transport ($649) have
made Boundfor Sounds Components of Merit list. Lowjitter kits still available. GEL) Transfinms, (602)650-1155.
E-mail: Transforms@aolcont
KRELL KSA-3005, mint with AMDs, box and manual, ($9500) $5500. (201) 886-0690.
PROCEED PlYT AND PDP 3, mint, one owner,
$2700 OBO. CAL Delta transport, mint, $550. ARC
LS-2B, black or silver, mint, $1650. (801) 272-1259.
REFERENCE LINE PREEMINENCE TWO preamp, silver edition, $1200. Call (615) 297-2125.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFT-I CI) TRANSPORT,
only 3 months old, $1500; Meiroer MTR-101 mono
amps (2), Meitner PA61 preamp; all Meitner pieces in
laquered rosewood finish, $2500 for all three. Clements
RI'-7 speakers, 7" planar ribbon, 8" woofer, laquered
rosewood finish, ($6000) $2500. (817) 498-9963.
McCORMACK DNA AMP, $1300; McCormack
TLC 1preamp, new, $850; Pioneer Elite PD-65, $525,
box and manual, mint. Negotiable. (718) 449-1074.

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT - System
(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stercophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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PASS ALEPH 3, $1530; Infinity Compositions Prelude
speakers, $2250 Reference Line Preeminence preamp,
stepped attcnuator and direct input, $750. (801) 5530877
APRIL CLEARANCE ANI) DEMO EVENT: Totem
TAU, Totem Manis; Sonic Frontiers digital components
and preamplifiers; Aerial Acoustics; Conrad-Johnson
amplifiers and preamplifiers; Meridian 500 Series; Von
Schwcikert Research. Ultra Specials: Threshold T-100,
$1800; Threshold T-3 remote preamplifier, $1700 Aerial
Sevens, $1700; Sonic Frontiers SFD-1 Mk.11 HDCD
processor, Meridian DSP5000 loudspeakers, Meridian
566; Conrad-Johnson EF-1 phono stage. Please call Audio
Associate, (601)362-0474.
AUDIO MAGIC
755-3816.

/seism

1
,5bus cable, 05m. (415)

THE BEST SELECTION OF AUDIOPHILEQUALITY kits in North America. Tube line-stages,
phono stages, and amplifiers, power supplies, line conditioner,. and more. Great selection of components
front manufacturers like: ELNA, MultiCap, Hovland,
Solen, W1MA, Caddock, Mills, Holm, VAIC Valve,
Svcdana, Golden Dragon, Tesla, Ram Labs, WBT,
Kimber, Cardas, Vampire, 1)H Labs, Alps, and Noble.
Enclosures, books, and other supplies for 1)1Yers.
International orders welcome. Catalog: $12 US and
Canada, $18 international, refunded with purchases
over $200. Visa and MasterCard accepted. 1444bonw
Labs, PO. Box 260198, Littleton, CO 80126. (303) 4706585, fix (303) 791-5783. Mow MIOnnarion on the 1444x
wwwwelbomelabs,com
KRELL KBL PREAMP, ($4500) $1725; Lexicon CPI
Pro-Logic processor, ($1600) $395; Yamaha 1)SP-100
digital sound processor, ($600) $195; Classé 1)R15,
($3000) $1500. Ed, (415) 621-2006 ca.21.
CARY 80513 50W TRIODE MONOBLOCK amplifiers, Sterrophile Class A, current, 845 output option
(switchablc between 211 and 845 outputs), perfect,
with crates, ($8800) $4800. Joule Electra LA-200 preamp with onboard Gold Aero Signature phono, current, perfect, ($3500) $600. All plus shipping. Mark,
(815) 334-4542 CST
B&W 802 III, 9 MONTHS OLD, $2550; Sound
Anchor stands, $250; Pass Aleph 3, $1600; Mclos SHA
Gold, $1450; CAL Icon Mk.II, $450; Chang
Lightspeed 6400150, $390; Straight Wire Virtuoso
interconnect, $250; Purist Audio Colossus 2.5m speaker cable, $400. (405) 624-5046.
LINN AV5140 SPEAKERS WITH GRILLES,
($2650) $1859. Siltech 4-72s interconnect, 1m pair, balanced (XLR), ($750) $395. Tim ar (806) 756-4425 bdon:
lOpm CST
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS PRO TRANSPORT, Pro
32, and DDE v3.0, with remotes and DS, $1800. (860)
688-0038.
SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH SIGNATURE CABLES, $190; Snell B loudspeakers, $550; JVC 1050,
$375; ST70, $275; Sonic Frontiers ST70 upgrade, $70;
Target 2component shelf, $80. (609) 883-4097
MERIDIAN 518 PROCESSOR, NEW, original
owner, $1250; Neumann N-48i-2 power supply for
two TLM-170 mikes, $350; Starr Quattro 11 CD player,
mint, $1200. (201) 746-2794.
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1A, $2000; BEL 1001
Mk.111, $2200; Classé CP60, $2400. (303) 665-6463.
BI-WIRE THE RIGHT WAY! Spade Rings (pat. pend.)
go in between the spades and space the cables apart.
Cables run unbent off the amplifier's jacks, eliminating
binding, joint strew, jacket contact (RF1). Made of BrushWellman copper. Spade nut must screw on 7/ir," min.
$15/pair. Brand X Audio, (909) 927-0196 after 4ptm PST
PASS ALEPH P, ALEPH 12 dedicated speaker system,
($23500) $15,000; Cary 300SE OIL $2200; SLP94
OIL phono, $1550; CD300 OIL, $1300; Parasound
CBD 2000 transport, DAC 2000, ($3545) $2300. (801)
226-1018.
WAD1A 25 DAC, $2950; Wadia 20 transport, $2850;
Aronov 960 amp, $975; Magnan Signature Ribbon, 9'
pair, ($1850) $900. All mint. (509) 326-0566 PST
CROSBY-ENTEC NUMBER CRUNCHER D/A,
V1.1, $1500. (415) 948-0286.
MARK LEVINSON NO.38S, MINT, all accessories
and boxes, $4000. (203) 294-1687, lam. maw»:
PREAMP RE-TUBE KITS for Audible Illusions,
Audio Research, CAT, etc. Choose from awide variety
of NOS tubes including Telefunken, Mullard,
Amperex. All tubes available in matched pairs, low
noise and microphonics. Power tubes also available.
Call Mark, (609) 390-4454.
QUICKSILVER M-60, $1395. Kirin° Merlin linestage with Tclefunken 6922, gold pins, $2000. Call
Mark, (604) 390-4454.
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WWW.PLANETHIFLCOM -The Web's ultimate
used-equipment resource. Sell your snitil Get great
deals! Win cool prizes! Voice your opinion! Check it
out now at wieuplanithyi.com
"Tinning, the Ili-Fi
Universe with NO hands on the Wheel."
JMLAB ALCOR SPEAKERS. (510,500) $4700; Cello
Palette preamp, ($7500) $3600; N.E.W. DCA 66,
11/96. (S3000) 519(X). All in excellent condition. Puy,
(412) 492-0418.
PURIST AU1)10 DESIGN REV. Acables -Speaker:
Elementa, 5m, $150; Ilin. $250; Colossus. 2ni
5625: 3m, $600: 4.5m
$1000; Proteus. I
in,
$700: 15m. S850; Quadwire. 1.5m, $1250: 2m. $975;
2.5m tri-wire. S1525; 3m. $1250; 1)ominus, 3m. $4500.
RCA: Element'. 3m, 5125; 4111, S155; Maxi
s, 7m,
S450: Colossus. 1m. 5350; I.5m. $375; 2m, 5400; 43m.
5550: Proteus, 0.5m, S650; I
in. 5700; 3m, 5900. XLR:
Eleinenta. 03m. 575; Maximus, 03m, $165; hit, 5175;
4.5m. 5295; 13in. $550: Colossus, 1m, $350; 2m, 5400;
3.5m. $475: 5m. 5550; Proteus, Rin, 51375; 9m, $1475;
10m, $1575: I
knuinto. 4.5m. $2150. Bob, (419) 2384747 or (419) 238-2442, ,m.285.

MINT TRANSFERABLE WARRANTIES: VPI
TNT Jr. Plus (III), Triplanar IV toncami, Cardas
wiring, ($6450) $4068: Lyra Parnassus, ($3495) $2188;
Klyne 7LX3.5 balanced preamp. ($4450) 52737: 6LX3
Deluxe preamp, ($2600) $999; MIT 770 Twin Tube,
8'. (53000), $1811; BAT VK-5, $23%; VK-60 amplifier,
($49(()) 52973; Nestorovic 5IV speakers: Signature,
($7000) $3988; Reference, ($8500) $5092. Pairs of:
616G. KT66, 7581, 35013, 6L6GC. 1614. Bob, (520)
742-6130 MST
Ill&K M200 amps. latest, ($2000) $850; Counterpoint
SA100 hybrid amp, latest, ($1495) $650; Musical Design
SP-1 preamp. (51095) $450: WircWorld Eclipse II interconnect. lin, ($300) $140. (419)258-2420 EST
SPENDOR 3/1 LIMITED EDITION, bass ports,
unused, warranty, $1100; Sumo Polaris II amp, 5425.
(919) 489-1150 evenings, weeleoub.
EAI) T-80(10 SERIES III universal transport. black,
(54400 52(XX) 0110; CEDAR DC-1 digital real-time,
tick-and-pop &clicker. ($16,500) 510,0(10; Rowland
Consummate, ($5950) 53500. (505)662-1415, (505)6671330.

KRELL AMPS: KSA-300S. 55600; KSA-200S, $3900;
KSA-100S. 52900. Pristine condition. Lury Fins; (619)

I
)11 PRO. $450; Cardas AES/EDU digtaI. 1m, $140.
Dall, (714)496-2431.

442-2822.
and buy at $8(XX). (561) 775-1830.

ELI' (FINIAL) LT-1XA laser turntable. new, ($20,000)
$16,000. (505) 662-1415 or (505) 667-1330, or hurl/
usaittlenspaumn/eir/.

AU1)10 RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 power amplifier,
new tubes, excellent condition. 51500. (914) 855-5891
EST

KRELL MD-10. KRELL STUDIO I)/A converter,
Punta Audio Design cables, all new and in mint condition! Ed, (804)993-2250, VA.

AUI MO ORLEANS has Recommended Components
by (lose. Conrad-Johnson, Krell, Theta, Thiel. VPI,
and many others. Now featuring fine products by
Parasound .11Id Von Schweikert! Ten comfortable
soundrooms. Trade-ins accepted. Call for used/
clearance equipment list. Audio Orleans, 2031 Meraiiie
Metaide, LA 718105. (504) 831-0050, fix (504) 8313161.

AFFORDABLE AUDIO, CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA. Dealer for Arcam, Rega, Spendor, Ruark,
Myryad, Creek, Epos, Grado, and other fine brands.
Now, exclusively at our store, Nancy Bryan's new
direct-to-disc 45ron record, and the stunning Fidelis
Audio triode nuxlification for the JoLida tube integrated amplifiers. Call tor intormation: (310) 558-0716;
hiipi/WWW.M1•0111.40111 ^gkala

KRELL KBL PREAMP, $1950; Totem Model Ispeakers, hi-wired. $950; Apogee Duena Series II speakers,
$850. All mint condition. (7/6) 679-3166 evenings,

THETA DATA BASIC II, AT&T, $1500. Theta Data
I
I, AT&T. $1200. All new in box, one only. (818) 5852228.

11;•srern NV

HIGH-END LOUI)SPEAKERS -State-of-the-art.
European-designed loudspeakers with Italian finish,
are now available t.wtory-direct. Guaranteed to outperform any loudspeaker you have heard at any price, or
your lllllll ey kick. 15-day home trial. trades acceptes).
MasterCard, Visa, or COD. Call Probe Audio Labs .sr
(954)749-7.344, or equail ristes@heralstimylna .

MERIDIAN 1)6000s. FANTASTIC CONDITION

YAMAMURA SALE! All Millennium cables and
accessories discounted. All Yamaniura speakers and
electronics highly discounted. All A.R.T. cables and
accessories discounted. Why spend more? Call for
complete listing. We ship worldwide. (415) X98-8067
fix (415) 382-0572, equail puruyseemierowsb.cone
HALCYON PASSIVE PREAMP. the finest arumLimon system. Signal touched by only two light-dependent resistors. Dle-C.Ist .,luntmmuuiii elldtritireN. PVA-I.
single input output, direct connections, $345. PVA-4,
tour inputs. $395. Free shipping in continental US. Call
DC Soumis!, (904) 7.36-9572,fix (904)736-8798.
WILSON WATT 3/PUPPY 2, black with transparent Puppy Tails. $7500. (212) 420-1406.
KRELL PAM-3 PREAMP; Lexicon CP3. version 2;
MS!) modified for AC-3 and DTS; JVC JX-57(X)
switcher; JVC JX-T88 character generator; TOM
Sledgehammer 3-way electronic crossover; Niles
HI)L-6 and 51)5-1 speaker selectors; Nikko amp.
Crown DC-300 A amp. (914) 362-0927
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE -The finest in outdoor FM antennas: the APS-14 (see tirenvphile.
"Recommended Components." Octolx-r 1996) and the
new APS-8. Get all the perfiesnance your high-end
tuner has to oKr! Tuner IF and audio upgrades available on most models. APS, PO. Box 9597, ii0h011, CT
06043. (860) 64.3-2733, AV(860) 643-9748, equail
76301.1721 cfsmilumseireesum; .
TOTEM MODEL 1, $850; Mirage M7si, 5800;
Acuno DIA-100, $650; Pioneer 1'1)-65, $500. All
items mint. Original packing. Pen); (908) 758-0865.
SOUND LAB A-3 fidl-range. electrostatic speakers.
Best sound for the money. Mint condition, ($9000)
S2900. Men; (208) 376-4912.
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MARTIN-LOGAN QUEST Z loudspeaker. $2700:
011111W:11,h 5loudspeakers, 5650; Audire Andante preamp. $600; Audire Otez amp, 51000; PSE Studio St.
Feature, 5400; l'SE Studio V amps, $800/pair. (504,
383-4154.
300 l)

\II' SE-I; good.

z,,

Want it? - NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect
component for your system.
You want it - NOW!
One thing is stopping you money. We can help - now.
The Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for
used equipment, like yours -and
we pay now. Since 1984, we have
been buying and selling the finest
in new and used audio
equipment.

Why not call now?

The Stereo
Trading Outlet
1-215-886-1650
24 HR FAX 215-886-2171

320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
Cash Paid for Audio & AV Eqpt.
WEBSITE-Catalog www.tsto.com
E.Mail tstoetsto.com

...AND THE
OTHER HALF
WENT INTO
THE TUITION
FUND.

CA, (408) 654-0700.

CDs/LPs/Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical L1'.. :non. ,and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
O'Toole. P.O. Box 138, Bearsville, NY 12409,
phone/t.
ax (914) 679-1054.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000, London lb Bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASID, 13ritish
I
kcca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-16814w (212) 496°733. Haney Giink111, 243 W 7611, Sc, Apt 1B, Neu ,
NY 10023.

Superbly
performing products.
Sensibly priced.

WANTED: QUALITY USEI) CLASSICAL LP,
leandoll Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mira»; CA 9227(3
Tellax (888) 872-6929.

ARCHIVE AUDIO

Ft)1( 11()LLY COLE LIMITED-E1)MON Sound
st.
Pcijonnarke An (Alert 1)P1t0-313), produced by
Energy Loudspeakers: CI )/LP. David, (517)337-8362, 24
Imssunislay
FACTORY-SEALED, DIRECT-TO-DISC LPs.
Sheffield, others. SASE for list. Mills, Box 396, Mow
Broth, CA 93448.

Columbus, Ohio

614-237-5699
e-mail: kirk@ka-net.pvt.k12.oh.us
Eagle•Coda•Von Schweikert•Chapman *Music Metre
Reference Line•Minnesota Audio Labs•Golden Flutes
NEW •Diapason•Audio Magic• Bright Star

303

BETTER RECORDS SPECIALIZES in great "undiscovered" LPs like nobody else. Why settle for a
handful of audiophile releases? From Simon and
Garfunkel to Hendrix, Basic to Coltrane, Mozart to
Stravinsky, we find great-sounding new LPs, review
them, guarantee them —all you have to do is enjoy
them! Free catalog. (800) 487-8611, fax (818) 980-9413.
JAZZ LPs: New/sealed, quality used, Japanese and
audiophile pressings. Free list, or check our Web site.
Thunder Records, 575 Johnson St, Victoria, BC,
Canada V8W 1M2. TdJfax (250) 381-4042. http://
csbcompeom/sweathunder/homehtm I.

Wanted
WANTED: MARK LEVINSON PREAMPS Nos26
and 26S; power amps Nos23 and 23.5. Mr. Choi, (718)
969-1086.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, co.viA/
triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, Electrovoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, 13ynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Golds.,, 1413 Magnolia Lain; Midwest
City, OK 73110. (405)737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
WANTED: KLIPSCH LA SCALA; ARC SP10, D79,
D150, M100; Mark Levinson ML-2, ML-3, ML-6;
Bedini 10, 15, 25; Scquerra tuner, Quad, Linn; Marantz
1, 2, 9. (818) 241-3344, fax (818) 242-4433.

WANTED: MARANTZ TRANSISTORS, two cadi:
461-1003, 461-1030, 461-1031, 461-1034, 462-1035,
462-1036, 462-1040. To repair Marantz 250 amp.
(904) 777-5354.
WANTED: ACUSTIK-LAB STELLA ELEGANS
(19000 or less); VR4 Silver Signature ($3100 or less);
VR4.5 ($4000 or less); Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage
($5000 or less); Thiel CS7; Dunlavy Audio SC-IV; Used
PAD. (Colossus or higher), Cardas (G-Cross only), WireWorld (G-Eclipse only), or NUS (Statement only) cables.
Please fax inquiries to ihMati at (81) 425-28-0005 (Wan).
WANTED: ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR-LST
loudspeakers. Mark (315) 824-2609.
WANTED: CLASSÉ DR-8 amp, Symo speaker cable.
Andrea, (617) 868-3318.

WANTED: CLASSÉ CA300, $3000; ICimber KCAG,
4.5m, RCA, $950; Conrad-Johnson PV12, $1000;
Adcom GFP-565, $300. Gres (610) 767-8875.

High End•• •
Not High Price
Anthem
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Truth
B&K
California Audio Labs
Cary Audio
Counterpoint
Creek
Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
McCormack

Monitor Audio
Rega
Sharrsion
Signet
Snell
Sonic Frontiers
Sumiko
Taddeo
Transparent Audio
Vandersteen
Von Schwerkert
Well Tempered

©Stereophile-14120 ¡'.o.4, Api! 1997 Issue Niunber
207 Stereophile (ISSN 10585-2544) is publishai month!y,
$35 per park,. US 'midriffs, by Sterrophile Inc, 208 Dektuk,
Santa Fe, NM 87501 Peliodical postage paid at Santa Ii NM
and at additional naihne yews. POSIMADER: Scid
addres (Juno to Stereophile, PG Box 469027, Escondido,
CA 92046-9027
Printed in the U.S.

WANTED: MISSION 776 PREAMP, 777 power
amp; Accupluse T-100 tuner. (818) 303-4822.
WANTED: 40 TELEFUNKEN, old logo Siemens,
Valvo: CCa, 6DJ8, 7DJ8, 6922, 7308. Bob (520) 7426130, fax (520)7974925 MST
WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-FI COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric
(tubes, amps, speakers), Marantz, McIntosh, Brook,
Fisher, REL FM tuners, Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad,
Electrovoice, Jensen, JUL. Tammy, and others. Also:
Tubes: Western Electric 252A, 300B, KT66, ICT7Z
1CT88. Richard Sharisky, P.O. Box 521, Belmont, MA
02178. (617) 484-5784, fax (617) 489-6592.
WANTED: SONY 1t-WR901ES DUAL CASSETTE deck. (6/4)476-2100.

WANTED: BOSE 901, Series Ior II; Pioneer 1980
receiver. Stew, (864) 487-4985.
WANTED: MARK LEVINSON NO332 amp, mint.
Greg, (610) 767-8875.

DYNATEK AUDIO/VIDEO & HOME CINEMA
is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time
sales position. Outgoing person to sell wide selection of
high-end specialty products. Excellent growth, great
benefits. Philadelphia arca. Please fax résumé to (2/5)
396-7999, or call (215) 396-8288 oct.102.

Employment

The
Stereophile
RECORD REVIEW I
NDEX
Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.! (1987)
through this issue.
Also includes indexes to
"Building aLibrary"
and musician interviews.
Available on 51
/ "or 31
4
/ "floppy disks
2
(MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529
(Please indicate disk size.)

NEW HIGH-END AUDIO/HOME THEATER
STORE in Pittsburgh, PA has openings for experienced
sales and management personneL Computer fluency is
aplus. Great compensation package for right individual. (412) 940-0148.

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial. $3.85 per word; $154 minimum on all commercial ads. A
word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with
order. Visa/MC/AmEx or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stenvphile, Classified Ad Department, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327. (Faxed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to nui in the May 1997 Stereophile, you must submit
it with payment by March 1, 1997. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-I41L
Enclosed is payment in the amount of

for

words.

U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.
L.1 Iprefer to pay by 0 Visa U MasterCard U American Express
My card

is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

SOUNINiCRIG
V
V
3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

718 284.0410
(

Naine

Company

Street
State

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax
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INDEX

ADVERTISER

The Stereophile Advertising Standards
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered arc accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10705.
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Bryston
136
Cable Company
210
California Audio Labs
66
Camelot Technology
166
Canary Audio
282
Cardas Audio
134
Carver Corporation
82,162
Cary Audio
8-9
Cello
172
Cherry Creek Audio
278
Chesky Records
270
Christopher Hansen 2
285
Cisco Music
293
Classé Audio
80
Classic Records
216
Conrad-Johnson
88
Copland
202
Corner Audio
262
CSA Audio
278
David Lewis Audio
284
Davidson-Whitehall
295
Denon Electronics
24-25
Discovery Cable
162
Dynatek
158-159,250-251
Dynaudio
154
Elusive Disc
168-169
Ensemble
150
Esoteric Audio
38
Essential Sound Products
260
Fairport Soundworks
304
Fanfare International
53,130
Focus Audio
112
Freehold Stereo Video
288
Front Row Center
284
Galen Carol Audio
274,300
Goodwins High End
212
Graaf
132
Happy Medium
288
HCM
244
HeadRoom
254-255
HiFi Buys
224
HiFi Buys (GA)
266
Higher Fidelity
241
HM Audio
297
Home Theater Shop
226
Hsu Research
177

Systems
166
Acoustic Sounds
178-179
Adcom
78
Aerial Acoustics
114
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264-265
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142
Ambrosia Audio
248
Analog Shop
236
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138
Archive Audio
303
AR Higher Fidelity
110
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270
Artemis Systems
201
Audio Advisor
170,174,195
Audio Connection
266
Audio Consultants
295
Audio Den
295
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214
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290
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300
Audiolab
281
Audio Magic
144
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230
Audio Note
104
Audio Outlet
62-63
Audiophile Systems (Arcam)
50
Audio Plus (AudioMeca)
144
Audio Plus (Y13A)
14
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160
AudioPrism (May Audio)
174
AudioQuest
18
Audio Research
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299
Audio Solutions
296
Audio Trading Times
296
Audio Unlimited
231
Audio-Video Logic
302
Audio Video Today
268
AudioVisions
282
AudioWaves
288
Aural Symphonics/Univocal
187
A/V Ensemble Music
290
Ayre Acoustics
134
Et8IN Loudspeakers
17
Balanced Audio Technology
36
Billy Bags
301

PSB
84
Reference Audio Video
284
Reference Line Audio
156
Reference Recordings
281
Rotel
87
Shure
156
Signature Sound
274
Signet (Audiosphere)
148
Sigtech
160
SimAudio
187
Solo Electronics
so
Sonic Frontiers
54-55,76
Sony
26-27
Sound by Singer
68-69,73,75
Sound City
262
Sound Concept
249
Sound Connections
164
Soundex
240
Sound Images
300
Sound Lab
286-287
Sounds Like Music
276
Sound 2
290
Stanalog Audio
177
Stereo Exchange
234
Stereo One
272
Stereo Shop
272
Stereo Shoppe
301
Stereo Trading Outlet
303
Straight Wire
42
Sunshine Stereo
238,256
Synergistic Research
128
Tandberg
132
TARA Labs
56
Technicad Audio
297
Theta Digital
64
Thiel
60,61
Transparent Audio
106
Ultech Audio
48
Valve Amplification Company
2
Vandersteen Audio
308
Van L Speakeiworks
288
Von Schweikert Research
52
VTL
58
Wadia
307
Woodbridge
232,246
XL°
126

Innovative Audio
268,276
Joly Electronics
177
Joseph Audio Corp
164
JS Audio
293
JVC Music
176
KEF Electronics
32
Kiefs
296
Kimber Kable
140
Krell
94
LAT International
215
Listening Room
258
Lyle Cartridges
58
Lyric Hi-Fi
208
MBL of America
146
MIT
4-5
Madrigal
12,20
Magnepan
207
Magnum Dynalab
166
Martin-Logan
102
McCormack
142
McIntosh Laboratory
34
Meret Audio
152
Meridian
118
Mirage
92
Mondial
46
Monitor Audio
67
Monster Cable
120
Moondance Sound 8 Cinema
204
Mr. Amplifier
299
Muse Electronics
164
Music Direct
242-243
Musical Design
215
Musical Surroundings
124,148,166
NAD Electronics
30
Northstar Leading The Way
97
Now Hear This
28
Nuts About HiFi
222
Overture
221
Paradigm
10
Parasound
22
Parts Connection
162
Pass Laboratories
152
Per Madsen Design
302
ProAc USA
108
Pro Musica
297
Progressive Audio
218,252
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Call toll-free to order by credit card (800) 444-8908, or mail check, money order
(US dollars only), or credit-card number to: Stereophile. P.O. Box 469027,
Escondido, CA 92046-9027

(619) 745-2809
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WORD

Larry Archibald

I

don't know why, but "Recommended Components" always gets
me thinking about enthusiast-A/V
retailers. Perhaps it's the image of loyal
Stereophile readers trooping into their
local dealer with their April issues folded open to the relevant section of "Recommended Components," certain as
to what they need to buy now that it has
been blessed by the magazine.
Isympathize with both retailers and
readers. Just last night my wife Laura
and Iwere discussing the purchase of a
home computer that would be ideally
suited for computer-aided design. The
latest issue of Computer Shopper featured
a comparison test and, sure enough,
there was awinner, written up in the
glowingest of terms.
My experience with computers,
though, has taught me that the absolutely most important thing is
whether it turns on when you want it
to. Sure, you don't want to get adog —
after all, increased speed is one of the
few things you get when you buy a
new computer. You want something at
or near the top, given the class of computer you're buying. But a10% or 20%
speed differential fades away in afew
months; and the next generation of
computers will operate faster by afactor of two, three, or four, and cost no
more than what you just bought. (I like
the old adage: No need to worry about
obsolescence when you buy acomputer, you know it's obsolete as soon as you
turn it on for the first time.)
Computer Shopper's winner was from a
company named Quantex, whom Laura
and Ihad never heard of. Might be the
next Compaq, for all we know. Dell,
from whom we've purchased several
computers, came in second or third in
the test, and we know they'll be around
three or four years from now. Even
though it was tough for Laura to distance herself from the burnished language describing the Quantex product,
we settled on Dell.
Ironically, computers, with all their
built-in obsolescence, last just about forever —our current home computer is a
286, and won't stop going. Works perfectly for half of what we want to do.
There's avery good chance we'll need
Dell to be still in business four years
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from now, even though our screamer
will then be a200MHz "dog."
Iurge similarly weighted decisions
when it comes to "Recommended
Components." Maybe your favorite
local retailer doesn't stock the product
whose review appeals to you the most.
Listen to what he or she does have — see
if it juices your lizard! Think of the
alternatives: dealing with your least
favorite local retailer, or — ugh! — buying mail order.

Ihave alot of respect for

specialist retailers.
This doesn't mean buying something you don't like — you should
never do that, no matter what you're
buying — but it does mean expanding
your selection criteria to include some
of the things we don't put in our
reviews. Your experience with the
manufacturer, or your friends' experience. How the product fits your decor.
Who sells it. How your husband likes
it. How long the company's been
around. Like a computer, that hi-fi
product will still be working four or
ten years from now. Unlike acomputer, it'll be 90% as good as the fouryears-from-now best — you'll want
the sales and service that responsible
dealers and manufacturers provide.
Ialso have alot of respect for retailers.
This has been atough year for them, the
only bright light being their position
within the marketplace. Both the mass
merchandisers and the upper mid-fi
chains have realized that higher quality is
the only way to find some profit in our
current economic environment, so
they're coming after the position long
held by enthusiast retailers. This provides alot of competitive pressure — but
what's better, to already be in the desired
market position, or to be the one trying to
get it? I'd say the former, as long as you're
willing to rest on the tips of your toes and
not your laurels (or your butt).
If you're aretailer, at least you don't
have to worry about whether change is
coming—like the computer buyer, you
know it is. I
just came back from aconfer-

ence on magazine newsstand distribution,
an industry whose entire distribution system changed radically in 1996. In the old
days — 1995 and before — magazine
wholesalers had territories, and chain
stores (Safeway, Osco, Barnes & Noble)
had to deal with one wholesaler per territory, which sometimes added up to
200 wholesalers for the whole country.
In late 1995, wholesalers began bidding
for large regions, or even for the whole
country. The total number of wholesalers has since dropped by athird, and
the money they gave the chains to get
their business has eliminated the wholesaler profit margin (more change is yet
to come). In a$4.5 billion distribution
system, that's aradical change to have
taken place in just 12 months. (With all
the shuffled wholesalers, it's also why
Stereophile may not have been available
at your favorite newsstand or book store
this past year.)
There have already been some
changes in enthusiast audio/video, but
mostly they're things like Carver and
Velodyne being distributed by Circuit
City, and similar changes in stores like
Good Guys, Sound Advice, and
Tweeter. As companies need to expand,
some of them choose wider distribution
as the way to do it.
Much bigger change will take place
over the next five years in the structure
of what retailers actually do for the consumer. The paradigm has already shifted
alot. It used to be that you went to a
store and bought aproduct. For alot of
A/V specialists, more than half the business now is contracting with the store to
provide aservice within your home. It
does involve buying product, but the
service that goes with it is what makes
the sale happen.
The complexity of product and software coming to the home is increasing
by leaps and bounds. It's already so
complex that many audio/video salespeople have trouble grasping it themselves —how is even the above-average
consumer going to deal with it? The
retail establishments that become expert
at solving the complexities of information and entertainment delivery systems — and making aprofit while doing
so —are the stores that will still be in
business come 2005. Seek 'em out! S
Stereophite, April 1997
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Discover

Boxless Theater!
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Vandersteen
full-range
speakers dispel
the myth that
home theater

With their drivers
connected in positive
phase through firstorder crossovers, our
speakers preserve
the important phase
characteristics of the
original sounds.

requires unique
main speakers.
"Sets the
standard
for affordable
speakers"

"What ahighfidelity speaker
should be"

Our innovative boxless design reduces
cabinet reflections
and diffraction. The
Model 3's proprietary,

>1

patented midrange
eliminates internal
driver reflections
and the resulting
distortions.
"Awesome on both
!din and music"

Model 1
Full-range two-way
loudspeaker

Model 2
igh-resolution,
four driver
loudspeaker

In its pursuit of perfection, specialty

0111111=111»
"Rocks the
foundation!"

Model

--9,11111111»

Ultra high-resolution, four
driver loudspeaker
"The ideal
surround
speaker"

audio has established high-fidelity
standards that only

"Ultimate
realism ,"

the best speakers
can reach.

;p

vcc

Now your home
theater system can meet these standards. A VANDERSTEEN

Phase-correct
center speaker

VSM
wall-mount speaker'

phase-correct home theater system creates a coherent and
expansive sound field with exceptional detail and superior dialog intelligibility. You will hear why "boxless" is definitely better as the system's incredible realism heightens your emotional involvement in your films.

Better AUDIO for Your Video

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable
loudspeakers true to both science and music. If you are looking
for asystem that convincingly reproduces every nuance of a

116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230

film as easily as it conveys the essence of music, we can direct

(209) 582-0324

you to your nearest carefully selected VANDERSTEEN dealer
Please write or call for abrochure and the name of your nearest dealer

